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Preface 
The Centre for Mathematical Sciences in the University of Cambridge hosted some 125 participants from eight 
countries for the 9th International Workshop on the Physics of Compressible Turbulent Mixing (IWPCTM9). 
As with previous meetings in the series, presentations focused on flows where acceleration – either continuous 
or impulsive – acted on an inhomogeneous density field to drive the development of an instability. The papers 
spanned the range of available approaches to the problem, with many and varied presentations on theoretical, 
experimental and numerical approaches. 
 
The series of Workshops, which began in Princeton in 1988, has mapped the development of our understanding 
of these complex, highly turbulent flows. The material presented, which continues to push the boundaries of our 
understanding and technical capabilities, still sparks healthy scientific debate. Although there appears to be a 
gradual convergence of our understanding of the simplest, idealised manifestations of the flows of interest, the 
real world represents a much more complex scenario.   
 
The Proceedings of IWPCTM9 is more than just that. Following discussions with participants and the 
International Scientific Committee during the Workshop, it was decided that we should try to draw together all 
the proceedings from the previous Workshps in one convenient form. Unfortunately this task has taken longer 
than anticipated, so I must express apologies to participants at IWPCTM9 for the delay this has caused in 
making their valuable contributions available. I hope, however, that the reader will find the wait worth it, not 
only for the excitement of rediscovering the insight found in the presentations during IWPCTM9, but also in 
uncovering the wealth of material presented at previous Workshops, much of which is not replicated in 
mainstream scientific publications. At the time of writing it is intended that the collective proceedings will both 
be distributed on DVD to participants at IWPCTM9 and be made available on the internet for future researchers 
and those who were unable to attend the IWPCTM9. In the first instance the Proceedings will be found at 
www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/iwpctm9/proceedings/, but we will be proposing to the International Scientific 
Committee that www.iwpctm.org is established as a community site and repository for these and future 
proceedings. 
 
As Chair for the Workshop I am grateful to the International Scientific Committee, but relied heavily on my 
colleagues in the Local Organising Committee to ‘get the show on the road’. First and foremost must be David 
Youngs. Not only is this the second time he has helped run one (David was Co-Chair for IWPCTM4 in 1993 in 
Cambridge when I was a mere postdoc), but ultimately it was his suggestion that kicked off the whole series. 
Robin Williams (AWE) played a major role in the scientific organisation, and David Leppinen (DAMTP, 
Cambridge*) relieved me of much of the local organisation. The Workshop logo is an adaptation of an 
experimental image by Joanne Holford (DAMTP, Cambridge†), who was also involved in the local 
organisation at its earliest stages.  
 

                                                 
* Now at the Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Birmingham 
† Now at the BP Institute, University of Cambridge 

http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/iwpctm9/proceedings/
http://www.iwpctm.org/


 

Thanks are also due to the generous sponsorship from AWE and CEA that enabled the registration fee to be 
kept at a modest level, and contributed significantly towards so many of our Russian colleagues being able to 
attend. 
 
Finally, although none of us can yet predict how this series of Workshops will continue to develop, I feel 
confident that it will continue to provide a stimulating and exciting environment for scientific discourse for 
some time to come. As such, I hope (and expect) to see many of you in Paris in 2006 for IWPCTM10! 
 
Stuart Dalziel 
Chair of IWCPTM9 
December 2005 
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No Authors Title Links Folder
9:001 S.I. Abarzhi, G. 

Blanquart, S. Fedotov 
& H. Pitsch

Stochastic model of 
turbulent mixing by 
the Rayleigh-Taylor
and Richtmyer-
Meshkov instabilities
 

Abstract  Abarzhi_Blanquart_etal/

9:002 S.I. Abarzhi1, M. 
Herrmann, K. 
Nishihara & J. Glimm

Nonlinear evolution 
of the Rayleigh-
Taylor and 
Richtmyer-
Meshkov unstable 
fluid interface
 

Abstract  Abarzhi_Herrmann_etal/

9:003 Florian Abéguilé, 
Carine Boudesocque-
Dubois, Jean-Marie 
Clarisse & Serge 
Gauthier

Linear perturbation 
amplification
in self-similar 
ablation flows of ICF
 

Abstract  Paper  
Talk  
Supplementary

Abeguile_BoudesocqueDubois_etal/

9:004 Yu. Alekhanov, A. 
Levushov, A. 
Logvinov, S. Lomtev 
& E. Meshkov

RT mixing of a thin 
liquid layer on the 
rigid wall moving 
with deceleration

Abstract  Poster  Alekhanov_Levushov_etal/

9:005 Mikhail Anuchin & 
Maksim Anuchin

Second order closure 
turbulence model 
(1D code MUZA), 
empiric constants 
fitting

Abstract  Paper  Anuchin_Anuchin/

9:006 N.N. Anuchina, N.S. 
Es’kov, V.A. 
Gordeyhuck, O.M. 
Kozyrev & V.I. 
Volkov

Simulation by the 
Mah-3 code of the 
interfaces using an 
mixed cells and 
markers

Abstract  Anuchina_Eskov_etal/
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9 :007 N.N. Anuchina , V.I. 
Volkov , N.S. Es’kov, 
O.S. Ilyutina & O.M. 
Kozyrev

Numerical simulation 
of Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability evolution 
in cylindrical and 
spherical geometries 
for the cases of two 
and three spatial 
variables

Abstract  Anuchina_Volkov_etal_1/

9:008 N.N. Anuchina, V.I. 
Volkov, O.S. Ilyutina 
& O.M. Kozyrev

Numerical simulation 
of Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability in a 
spherically stagnating 
system using the 
MAH codes

Abstract  Anuchina_Volkov_etal_2/

9:009 Shimon Asida & Eli 
Livne

A new look into the 
self-similar RT α

b
 

discrepancy

Paper  Asida_Livne/

9:010 A.J. Aspden & N. 
Nikiforakis

Monotone integrated 
large eddy simulation 
of open shear flows

Abstract  Aspden_Nikiforakis/

9:011 Sergey Baban & 
Alexander Kozlovskih

Investigation of 
gravitational 
turbulent mixing at 
sign-variable 
acceleration

Abstract  Paper  Baban_Kozlovskih/

9:012 O.G. Bakunin. Percolation effects 
and coherent 
structures in 
turbulent flows.

Abstract  Paper  
Poster  

Bakunin/

9:013 C.J. Barton & D.A. 
Holder

Convergent shock 
tube: new design, 
first results

Abstract 
(updated)  Paper  
Movies  

Barton_Holder/

9:014 A. S. Baryshnikov, I. 
V. Basargin, M. V. 
Chistyakova & M. A. 
Rydalevskaya

Shock wave structure 
reconstruction in 
reacting gases

Abstract  Paper  Baryshnikov_Basargin_etal/

9:015 A. Levushov, A. 
Logvinov, E. 
Meshkov & V. Popov

Application of 
Ronchi method for 
visualization of a 
turbulent mixing 
zone in shock tube 
experiments

Abstract  Poster  Bazarov_Luvushov_etal/

9:016 M. Bliznetsov, V. 
Dudin, O. Krivonos, 
A. Levushov, E.E. 
Meshkov & V. Fadeev

Development of 2-d 
perturbations of gas - 
gas interface in 
experiments on the 
shock tube with the 
gem-driver.

Abstract  Bliznetsov_Dudin_etal
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9:017 M.B. Bliznetsov, N.
V. Nevmerhzitsky, E.
A. Sotskov, L.V. 
Tochilina & E.D. 
Sen’kovsky

Studies of Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability 
growth in gases  at 
flow Mach numbers 
from 2 to 9

Abstract  Paper  Bliznetsov_Nevmerzhitsky_etal/

9:018 B.E. Blue, A.R. 
Miles, J.M. Foster, T.
S. Perry, P.A. Keiter, 
P.A. Rosen, R.F. 
Coker & B. H. Wilde

Evolution of the 
three-dimensional 
Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability

Abstract  Blue_Miles_etal/

9:019 Stanislav Boldyrev & 
Carl R. Gwinn

Scintillations and 
interstellar Levy 
flights

Abstract  Boldyrev_Gwinn/

9:020 Carine Boudesocque-
Dubois, Jean-Marie 
Clarisse & Jean-Luc 
Willien

A linear perturbation 
computation method 
for hydrodynamic 
stability studies of 
complex flows: 
application to an ICF 
target implosion

Abstract  Paper  BoudesocqueDubois_Clarisse_Willien/

9:021 W. Cabot & A.W. 
Cook

Methodology and 
diagnostics in large 
Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability simulations

Abstract  Cabot_Cook/

9:022 Baolian Cheng & 
Charles W. Cranfill

Using the Green's 
Function Method to 
Calculate Pressure 
Fluctuations in 
Compressible 
Multifluids

Abstract  Paper  Cheng_Cranfill_Axford/

9:023 Baolian Cheng, 
Erwin George, James 
Glimm, Hyeonseong 
Jin, Xiaolin Li,  
David Sharp, 
Zhiliang Xu & 
Yongmin Zhang

Recent developments 
in theory and 
simulation of 
turbulent mixing

Abstract  Talk  Cheng_Glimm_etal/

9:024 Andy Cook, Bill 
Cabot & Paul Miller

The Mixing 
Transition in 
Rayleigh-Taylor 
Instability

Abstract  Cook_Cabot_Miller/

9:025 Benjamin Le Creurer 
& Serge Gauthier

Pseudo-spectral 
Navier-Stokes 
simulations of 
compressible 
Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability

Abstract  Paper  Creurer_Gauthier/
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9:026 Vladimir Demchenko Colliding surface 
instability for a high 
velocity impact

Abstract  Paper  
Talk  

Demchenko/

9:027 A.Yu. Demianov, N.
A. Inogamov & A.M. 
Oparin

Bubble motion in 
inclined pipes

Abstract  Demianov_Inogamov_Oparin/

9:028 Guy Dimonte, 
Praveen Ramaprabhu 
& Malcolm Andrews

Dependence of self-
similar Rayleigh-
Taylor growth on 
initial conditions

Abstract  Dimonte_Ramaprabhu_Andrews/

9:029  R.P. Drake, D.R. 
Leibrandt, E.C. 
Harding, C.C. 
Kuranz, M. 
Blackburn, H.F. 
Robey, B.A. 
Remington, M.J. 
Edwards, A.R. Miles, 
T.S. Perry, R.J. 
Wallace, H. Louis, J.
P. Knauer & D. Arnett

Nonlinear mixing 
behavior of the three-
dimensional 
Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability at a 
decelerating interface

Abstract  Drake_Leibrandt_etal/

9:030 J.R. Fincke, N.E. 
Lanier, S.H. Batha, J.
M. Taccetti, R.M. 
Hueckstaedt, G.R. 
Magelssen, N.D. 
Delameter, M.M. 
Balkey, S.D. 
Rothman, K.M. 
Parker & C.J. 
Horsfield

Postponement of 
saturation of the 
Richtmyer-Meshkov 
instability by 
convergence

Abstract  Fincke_Lanier_etal/

9:031 German Garzon, Jose 
M. Redondo, 
Vladislav Rozanov & 
Sergey Gushkov

Numerical LES 
models of 
Richtmeyer-Meshkov 
and Rayleigh-Taylor 
instabilities

Abstract  Garzon_Redondo_Rozanov_etal/

9:032 Jérôme Giordano, 
Yves Burtschell, 
Guillaume Layes, 
Georges Jourdan & 
Lazhar Houas

On the mutual 
penetrations of two 
gases submitted to 
the Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability: 
Part 2 - numerical 
simulations

Abstract  Poster  Giodano_Burtschell_etal_1/

9:033 Jérôme Giordano, 
Yves Burtschell, 
Guillaume Layes, 
Georges Jourdan & 
Lazhar Houas

Shock Bubble 
Interaction - 
numerical simulations

Abstract  Poster  Giodano_Burtschell_etal_2/
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9:034 Pilar L. Gonzalez-
Nieto, Carlos Yague, 
Jose L. Cano & Jose 
M. Redondo

The role of initial 
conditions on mixing 
efficiency for 
convective flows

Abstract  GonzalezNieto_Yague_etal/

9:035 A.V. Gorodnichev, G.
V. Dolgoleva, V.A. 
Zhmailo, E.A. 
Novikova & V.P. 
Statsenko

Numerical 
simulations of pulsar 
wind-sn shell 
interaction

Abstract  Talk  Gorodnichev_Dolgolyova_etal/

9:036 M.J. Graham 
Lindquist, K.S. Budil, 
J. Grove & B.A. 
Remington

The Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability 
in cylindrical 
geometry: 
experiments and 
simulation*

Abstract  GrahamLindquist_Budil_etal/

9:037 J.A. Greenough & E.
Burke

The effect of initial 
conditions on late 
time asymptotics and 
mixing for 
multimode 
Richtmyer-Meshov 
Instability

Abstract  Greenough_Burke/

9:038 Brian Grieves Implementation of a 
turbulent mix model 
in a 2D ALE code

Abstract  Grieves/

9:039 Fernando F. Grinstein On implicit large 
eddy simulation for 
turbulent flows

Abstract  Grinstein/

9:040 Marco Hahn & 
Dimitris Drikakis

Numerical 
experiments using 
high-resolution 
methods in 
compressible and 
turbulent flows

Abstract  Hahn_Drikakis/

9:041 Alison C. Hart & 
Stuart B. Dalziel

Interacting thermals Abstract  Poster  Hart_Dalziel/

9:042 D.J. Hill, R.
Deiterding & D.I. 
Pullin

Large-eddy 
simulation of 
Richtmyer-Meshkov 
instability with re-
shock

Abstract  Talk  
Movies  

Hill_Deiterding_Pullin/

9:043 D.A. Holder & C.J. 
Barton

Shock tube 
Richtmyer-Meshkov 
experiments: inverse 
chevron and half 
height

Abstract 
(updated)  Paper  
Movies  

Holder_Barton/
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9:044 Joanne Holford, 
Stuart Dalziel & 
David Youngs

Spectral 
characteristics of 
turbulence driven by 
Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability

Abstract  Talk  Holford_Dalziel_Youngs/

9:045 S. H. R. Hosseini, K. 
Takayama & T. Saito

Study of converging 
reflected shock 
waves and Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability 
in spherical geometry

Abstract  Talk  
Movies  

Hosseini_Takayama_Saito/

9:046 Lazhar Houas, 
Georges Jourdan, 
Vincent Filpa, 
Guillaume Layes, 
Jérôme Giordano, 
Clément Amagat & 
Yves Burtschell

On the mutual 
penetrations of two 
gases submitted to 
the Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability: 
Part 1 - experiments

Abstract  Paper  
Talk  Movies

Houas_Jourdan_etal/

9:047 R.M. Hueckstaedt, S.
H. Batha, M.M. 
Balkey, N.D. 
Delamater, J.R. 
Fincke, R.L. Holmes, 
N.E.Lanier, G.R. 
Magelssen, J.M. 
Taccetti, J.M. Scott, 
C.J. Horsfield, K.M. 
Parker & S.D. 
Rothman

Three-dimensional 
simulations of 
Richtmyer-Meshkov 
experiments

Abstract  Paper  Hueckstaedt_Batha_etal/

9:048 N.A. Inogamov & A.
M. Oparin

Exact expansion law 
for Richtmyer–
Meshkov turbulent 
mixing zone

Abstract  Paper  Inogamov_Oparin/

9:049 J. Jacobs, P. 
Chapman, J. 
Wilkinson, C. 
Niederhaus & J. 
Waddell

Experiments on the 
three-dimensional 
incompressible 
Richtmyer-Meshkov 
instability

Abstract  Talk  Jacobs_Chapman_etal/

9:050 Daniel E. Klem Interfacial pressures 
and shocks in a 
multiphase flow 
model

Abstract  Paper  Klem/
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9:051 V. Kozlov, A. 
Levushov & E. 
Meshkov

About the 
opportunity of use of 
the color photo for 
visualization of the 
zone of turbulent 
mixing in 
experiments on the 
shock tube with the 
GEM-driver

Abstract  Kozlov_Levushov_Meshkov/

9:052 Alexander 
Kozlovskih, Vadim 
Anisimov & Sergey 
Baban

The experiment 
result analysis of 
turbulent mixing at 
moderate Reynolds 
numbers in a gravity 
field of the Earth.

Abstract  Kozlovskih_Anisimov_Baban/

9:053 Wayne N. Kraft & 
Malcolm J. Andrews

Recovery of 
Rayleigh-Taylor 
mixing from unstably 
stratified flow past a 
cylinder

Abstract  Talk  
Movies  

Kraft_Andrews/

9:054 Wayne Kraft, 
Arindam Banerjee, 
Praveen Ramaprabhu 
& Malcolm Andrews

Visualization of 
Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability

Abstract  Poster  
Additional  

Kraft_Banerjee_etal/

9:055 Vitaliy Krivets, John 
Stockero & Jeffrey 
Jacobs

Experimental study 
of single-mode 
Richtmyer-Meshkov 
instability for 2D and 
3D perturbations

Abstract  Poster  Krivets_Stockero_Jacobs/

9:056 Yu.A. Kucherenko, S.
I. Balabin, R.I. 
Ardashova, O.E. 
Kozelkov, A.V. 
Dulov & I.A. 
Romanov

On possibility of 
experimental 
determination of  
integral 
characteristics of 
molecular component 
of mixing by means 
of X-ray technique

Abstract  Kucherenko_Balabin_etal_1/

9:057 Yu.A. Kucherenko, S.
I. Balabin, R.I. 
Ardashova, O.E. 
Kozelkov, A.V. 
Dulov & I.A. 
Romanov

Experimental study 
into the initial 
perturbation 
spectrum influence 
upon the delay of the 
turbulent mixing 
evolution in systems 
with transitional 
layers

Abstract  Kucherenko_Balabin_etal_2/
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IWPCTM9 Papers

9:058 Yu.A. Kucherenko, A.
P. Pylaev, V.D. 
Murzakov, A.V. 
Belomestnih, V.N. 
Popov & A.A. 
Tyaktev

On possibility of 
experimental 
determination of 
molecular component 
of non-stationary 
turbulent mixing

Abstract  Kucherenko_Pylaev_etal_1/

9:059 Yu.A. Kucherenko, A.
P. Pylaev, V.D. 
Murzakov, A.V. 
Belomestnih, V.N. 
Popov & A.A. 
Tyaktev

Experimental study 
into the Rayleigh-
Taylor instability 
evolution in a 
continuous 
distribution density 
layer

Abstract  Talk  Kucherenko_Pylaev_etal_2/

9:060 Yu.A. Kucherenko, O.
E. Shestachenko, Yu.
A. Piskunov, E.V. 
Sviridov, V.M. 
Medvedev & A.I. 
Baishev

Experimental study 
into the turbulent 
mixing transition to a 
self-similar regime at 
constant acceleration 
of the interface of 
gases

Abstract  Kucherenko_Shestachenko_etal/

9:061 Sanjay Kumar, Peter 
Vorobieff, Greg 
Orlicz, Christopher 
Tomkins, Cherie 
Goodenough & 
Robert Benjamin

An experimental 
study of the 
interaction of three 
Richtmyer-Meshkov-
unstable gas cylinders

Abstract  Kumar_Vorobieff_etal/

9:062 G.A. Kyrala, D.A. 
Haynes, M.A. 
Gunderson, D.C. 
Wilson, C. 
Christensen, F.J. 
Marshall, V.Yu. 
Glebov, C. Stoeckl, C.
K. Li, F.H. Séguin, R.
D. Petrasso & J. 
Frenje , S.P. Regan, 
V.A. Smalyuk & J.R. 
Rygg

Time dependent mix 
in a converging 
burning capsule

Abstract  Kyrala_Haynes_etal/

9:063 Guillaume Layes, 
Georges Jourdan, 
Lazhar Houas, Denis 
Souffland & François 
Renaud

Experimental 
investigation on the 
behaviour of a shock 
accelerated spherical 
gas inhomogeneity

Abstract  Talk  Layes_Jourdan_etal/

9:064 Ivan Lebo & 
Vladimir Zvorykin

Laser shock tube. 
research & 
development.

Abstract  Lebo_Zvorykin/
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IWPCTM9 Papers

9:065 Michel Legrand & 
Georges Fiorèse

Radiatively induced 
Richtmyer-Meshkov 
instability: Numerical 
simulation and 
phenomenological 
analysis

Abstract  Paper  Legrand_Clarisse/

9:066 E. Leinov, A. 
Formaozo, O. Sadot, 
E. Sarid, A. Yosef-
Hai, D. Cartoon, Y. 
Elbaz, A.L. Levin, D. 
Shvarts & G. Den-Dor

Investigation of the 
hydrodynamic 
instability induced by 
multi-acceleration of 
a contact surface 
between two fluids

Abstract  Leinov_Formaozo_etal/

9:067 K. Levy, O. Sadot, E. 
Sarid, A. Yosef-Hai, 
D. Cartoon, Y. Elbaz, 
D. Shvarts & G. Den-
Dor

Study on the shock-
bubbles interaction in 
the two bubbles case

Abstract  Levy_Sadot_etal/

9:068 Antoine Llor, Pascal 
Bailly & Olivier 
Poujade

Volume fraction 
profiles of transport 
structures in 
Rayleigh-Taylor 
turbulent mixing 
zone: evidence of 
enhanced diffusion 
processes

Abstract 
(updated)  
Poster  

Llor_Bailly_Poujade_1/

9:069 Antoine Llor, Pascal 
Bailly & Olivier 
Poujade

Derivation of a 
minimal 2-structure, 
2-fluid and 2-
turbulence (2SFK) 
model for 
gravitationally 
induced turbulent 
mixing layers.

Abstract  Talk  Llor_Bailly_Poujade_2/

9:070 Antoine Llor, Pascal 
Bailly & Olivier 
Poujade

1D numerical 
simulations of 
various self similar 
accelerated turbulent 
mixing layers using 
the 2SFK model.

Abstract  Poster  Llor_Bailly_Poujade_3/

9:071 T.W. Mattner, D.I. 
Pullin, & P.E. 
Dimotakis

Large eddy 
simulations of 
miscible Rayleigh-
Taylor instability

Abstract  Talk  
Movies  

Mattner_Pullin_Dimotakis/

9:072 Juan Pedro Mellado, 
Sutanu Sarkar & Ye 
Zhou

Compressibility 
effects on Rayleigh-
Taylor turbulence

Abstract 
(updated)  Paper  
Talk  

Mellado_Sarkar_Zhou/
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IWPCTM9 Papers

9:073 E. Meshkov Hydrodynamic 
instabilities and 
turbulent mixing in 
some real-world 
problem

Abstract  Talk  Meshkov/

9:074 E.E. Meshkov, N.V. 
Nevmerzhitskii, V.G. 
Rogachev & Yu.V. 
Yanilkin

Potential role of 
scaling factor in 
turbulent mixing 
problem

Abstract  Poster  Meshkov_Nevmerzhitskii_etal/

9:075 K.O. Mikaelian, H.-S. 
Park, H.F. Robey, R.
E. Tipton, D.P. 
Rowley, R.J. 
Wallace, C.K. Li, R.
D. Petrasso, J.A. 
Frenje, F.H. Seguin, 
R. Rygg, V.Yu. 
Glebov & F.J. 
Marshall

2D CALE 
simulations of 
directly driven 
shaped implosions

Abstract  Mikaelian_Park_etal/

9:076 A.R. Miles, M.J. 
Edwards, J.A. 
Greenough & H.F. 
Robey

Effect of initial 
conditions on 
compressible mixing 
for multimode 
systems driven by a 
strong blast wave

Abstract  Miles_Edwards_etal/

9:077 Jose Milovich, Peter 
Amendt, Michael 
Marinak, Harry 
Robey & Robert 
Tipton

Study of short-
wavelength 
perturbation growth 
on a NIF double-shell 
ignition target design

Abstract  Milovich_Amendt_etal/

9:078 M. Murakami Convective 
instability of self-
similar gravitational 
collapse with 
radiative transfer

Abstract  Murakami/

9:079 V.E. Neuvazhayev The analysis of 
experiments and 
calculations for 
determination of 
intensity of turbulent 
mixing on the basis 
of turbulent mixing 
model of diffusion 
type

Abstract  Paper  Neuvazhayev/
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IWPCTM9 Papers

9:080 N.V.Nevmerzhitsky, 
E.A.Sotskov & M.V.
Bliznetsov

Development of 
turbulent mixing at a 
gas-liquid interface at 
accelerations from 
102 g0 to 105 g0 and 

pressures from 1 to 
400 atm

Abstract  Paper  Nevmerzhitsky_Bliznetsov_etal/

9:081 Nikos Nikiforakis & 
Kevin R. Bates

Emergence of 
detonation in the 
flowfield induced by 
Richtmyer-Meshkov 
instability

Abstract  Nikiforakis_Bates/

9:082 Katsunobu Nishihara, 
Chihiro Matsuoka, 
Gustavo J. Wouchuk, 
Snezhana I. Abarzhi 
& Vasilii V. 
Zhakhovskii

Linear and nonlinear 
evolution of 
Richtmyer-Meshkov 
instability

Abstract  Nishihara_Matsuoka_etal/

9:083 Anton Nuzhny, 
Vladislav Rozanov, 
Roman Stepanov & 
Alexander Shumsky

The multiparametric 
statistical analysis of 
hydrodynamic 
instabilities, based on 
wavelet 
preprocessing and 
neuronetwork 
classification

Abstract  Paper  Nuzhny_Rozanov_etal/

9:084 Kenneth Parker, C.J. 
Horsfield, S.D. 
Rothman, M.M. 
Balkey, S.H. Batha, 
N.D. Delamater, J.R. 
Fincke, R. 
Hueckstaedt, N.E. 
Lanier, G.R. 
Magelssen & M. 
Taccetti

Investigation of mix 
after reshock in a 
cylindrical geometry.

Abstract  Parker_Horsfield_etal/

9:085 V.A. Raevsky, S.N. 
Sinitsyna, A.L. 
Stadnik & Yu.V. 
Yanilkin

Numerical simulation 
of influence of 
turbulent mixing 
zone on local 
perturbation growth 
under Rayleigh-
Taylor instability 
conditions

Abstract  Raevsky_Sinitsyna_etal/

9:086 Praveen Ramaprabhu 
& Malcolm J. 
Andrews

An overview of 
Rayleigh-Taylor 
experiments at Texas 
A&M University

Abstract  Poster  Ramaprabhu_Andrews/
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IWPCTM9 Papers

9:087 D. Ranjan, J. 
Niederhaus, J. 
Oakley, M. 
Anderson, J. 
Greenough, R. 
Bonazza & L. Smith

Experimental and 
computational 
investigations of 
shock-accelerated gas 
bubbles

Abstract  Talk  Ranjan_Niederhaus_etal/

9:088 Jose M. Redondo & 
German Garzon

Multifractal structure 
and intermittent 
mixing in Rayleigh-
Taylor driven fronts

Abstract  Redondo_Garzon/

9:089 François Renaud & 
Denis Souffland

MEDIC-2F: a one-
dimensional diffusive 
mixing model. 
Application to LMJ 
target simulations.

Abstract  Paper  Renaud_Souffland/

9:090 William J. Rider, Jeff 
Greenough & James 
R. Kamm

The Relative 
Effectiveness High-
Resolution Methods 
in Simulating 
Compressible Mixing

Abstract  Talk  Rider_Greenough_Kamm/

9:091 H.F. Robey The effects of 
viscosity and mass 
diffusion in 
hydrodynamically 
unstable plasma flows

Abstract  Robey/

9:092 Vladislav Rozanov, 
Roman Stepanov, 
Mikhail Anuchin, 
Yury Yanilkin, 
Nadezhda Proncheva 
& Nikolai Zmitrenko

Mixing zone growth 
rate in a direct 
numerical simulation 
and wavelet analysis 
of Rayleigh-Taylor 
multimode instability 
development

Abstract  Paper  
Talk  

Rozanov_Stepanov_etal/

9:093 Oleg Schilling, 
Marco Latini & Wai-
Sun Don

Investigation of the 
large-scale and 
statistical properties 
of Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability-
induced mixing

Abstract  Talk  
Movies  

Schilling_Latini_Don/

9:094 Oleg Schilling, 
Nicholas Mueschke 
& Malcolm Andrews

Experimentally-
based initialization of 
direct numerical 
simulations of 
miscible, Rayleigh-
Taylor instability-
induced mixing

Abstract  Talk  
Movies  

Schilling_Mueschke_Andrews/
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IWPCTM9 Papers

9:095 Laurent Schwaederlé, 
Jean-François Haas, 
Philippe Montlaurent, 
Claude Rayer & 
Guillaume Seguin

Measurements of 
turbulent mixing 
within an air/SF6 
shocked and 
reshocked 
interface. 

Abstract  Schwaederle_Haas_etal/

9:096 O. Sin’kova, V. 
Sofronov, V. 
Statsenko, Yu. 
Yanilkin & V. 
Zhmaylo

Numerical 
investigation of 
gravitational 
turbulent mixing with 
alternating 
acceleration

Abstract  Paper  
Talk  

Sinkova_Sofronov_etal/

9:097 O.G. Sin’kova, V.P. 
Statsenko, Yu.V. 
Yanilkin & A.R. 
Guzhova

Numerical simulation 
of an experiment on 
turbulent mixing 
after multiple shock 
wave passages across 
interface

Abstract  Paper  Sinkova_Statsenko_etal_1/

9:098 O.G. Sin’kova, V.P. 
Statsenko, Yu.V. 
Yanilkin & V.A. 
Zhmailo

Direct 3d numerical 
simulation of shear 
turbulent mixing

Abstract  Paper  Sinkova_Statsenko_etal_2/

9:099 O.G. Sin’kova, V.P. 
Statsenko, Yu.V. 
Yanilkin & V.A. 
Zhmailo

Direct numerical 
simulation of shear-
gravitational 
turbulent mixing

Abstract  Paper  Sinkova_Statsenko_etal_3/

9:100 Edward Son Turbulent mixing of 
multiphase flows in a 
gravitational field

Abstract  Son/

9:101 E.A. Sotskov, N.V. 
Nevmerhzitsky, M.V. 
Bliznetsov & E.D. 
Sen’kovsky

Study of growth of 
local perturbation 
and its interaction 
with zone of 
turbulent mixing at 
gas-jelly interface

Abstract  Paper  Sotskov_Nevmerhzitsky_etal/

9:102 A.L. Stadnik, V.P. 
Statsenko & Yu.V. 
Yanilkin

Direct 3D numerical 
simulation of 
gravitational 
turbulent mixing with 
regard to molecular 
viscosity

Abstract  Paper  
Talk  Movies

Stadnik_Statsenko_Yanilkin/

9:103 S. Yu. Gus’kov, A. 
Caruso, V. B. 
Rozanov, R.V. 
Stepanov, C. Strangio 
& N.V. Zmitrenko

The problem of 
Kelvin-Helmholtz 
instability on contact 
boundary of finite 
width and ICF 
applications

Abstract  Poster  Stepanov_Caruso_etal/
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IWPCTM9 Papers

9:104 Roman Stepanov, 
Vladislav Rozanov & 
Nikolai Zmitrenko

Statistical properties 
of 2D RT-induced 
mixing at nonlinear 
and transient stages 
for 6-modes ensemble

Abstract  Stepanov_Rozanov_Zmitrenko/

9:105 V.F. Tishkin, M.Ye. 
Ladonkoina & N.V. 
Zmitrenko

Numerical simulation 
of turbulent stage of 
Richtmyer-Meshkov 
instability with multi-
shock interaction

Abstract  Paper  
Talk  

Tishkin_Ladonkina_Zmitrenko/

9:106 Chris Tomkins, 
Sanjay Kumar, Peter 
Vorobieff, Mark 
Marr-Lyon, Cherie 
Goodenough & 
Robert Benjamin

Visualizing the onset 
and growth of 
secondary 
instabilities in 
Richtmyer–Meshkov-
unstable flows

Abstract  Tomkins_Kumar_etal/

9:107 Nathalie Toqué, 
François Lignières & 
Alain Vincent

Reduction of the 
vertical transport in 
stably stratified 
turbulent shear flows

Abstract  Talk  Toque_Lignieres_Vincent/

9:108 Marc 
Vandenboomgaerde 
& Olivier Lafitte

Analytic model for 
the single-mode 
Richtmyer-Meshkov 
instability from the 
linear to the 
nonlinear regime.

Abstract  Paper  Vandenboomgaerde_Lafitte/

9:109 A.V. Vasilenko Experimental study 
of initial stage of 
instability 
development on 
gases interface under 
influence of shock 
wave front 
acceleration

Abstract  Vasilenko/

9:110 Erik L. Vold Compressible aspects 
in simulations of 
multi-mode Rayleigh-
Taylor mixing

Abstract  Poster  Vold_1/

9:111 Erik L. Vold Rayleigh-Taylor and 
Richtmyer-Meshkov 
aspects of interface 
deceleration mixing

Abstract  Talk  Vold_2/

9:112 Stephen Weber, Brent 
Blue, S. Gail 
Glendinning, Harry 
Robey, Pete Stry & 
D. Tod Woods

A NIF 3-D high 
Mach number feature 
experiment

Abstract  Talk  Weber_Glendinning_etal/
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IWPCTM9 Papers

9:113 Greg Weirs, Tomek 
Plewa, Todd Dupont, 
Vikram Dwarkadas, 
Chris Tomkins & 
Mark Marr-Lyon

Validating the 
FLASH code: two- 
and three-
dimensional 
simulations of shock-
cylinder interaction

Abstract  Talk  
Overview  
Movies

Weirs_Plewa_etal/

9:114 Vincent Wheatley, 
Dale Pullin & Ravi 
Samtaney

Suppression of the 
Richtmyer-Meshkov 
instability in the 
presence of a 
magnetic field

Abstract  Talk  
Movies  

Wheatley_Pullin_Samtaney/

9:115 Jeremy White, 
Chaine Selig, Jason 
Oakley, Mark 
Anderson & Riccardo 
Bonazza

The Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability at a water/
magnetorheological 
fluid interface

Abstract  Paper  
Poster  Movies

White_Selig_etal/

9:116 B.H. Wilde, P.A. 
Rosen, J.M. Foster, T.
S. Perry, R.F. Coker, 
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09:00 Mixing in thick-walled and pulse-shaped directly driven ICF capsule implosions.

Abstract         Talk
 D.C. Wilson, F.J. Marshall, P.W. McKenty, V.Yu. Glebov, C. Stoeckl, C.K. Li, F.H. Séguin, D.G. 

Hicks, R.D. Petrasso, C.W. Cranfill, G.D. Pollak & W.J. Powers
09:20 Time dependent mix in a converging burning capsule

Abstract
 G.A. Kyrala, D.A. Haynes , M.A. Gunderson , D.C. Wilson, C. Christensen, F.J. Marshall, V.Yu. 

Glebov, C. Stoeckl, C.K. Li, F.H. Séguin, R.D. Petrasso, J. Frenje , S.P.  Regan, V.A.Smalyuk 
& J.R. Rygg

09:40 Linear stability analysis of self-similar solutions for ablation fronts in ICF
Abstract         Paper          Talk            Supplement

 Florian Abéguilé, Carine Boudesocque-Dubois, Jean-Marie Clarisse & Serge Gauthier
10:00 Postponement of saturation of the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability by convergence

Abstract
 J. R. Fincke, N. E. Lanier, S. H. Batha, J. M. Taccetti,  R. M. Hueckstaedt, G. R. Magelssen, N..

D. Delameter, M. M. Balkey, S. D. Rothman, K. M. Parker & C. J. Horsfield
10:20 2D CALE simulations of directly driven shaped implosions*

Abstract
 K.O. Mikaelian, H.-S. Park, H.F. Robey, R.E. Tipton, D.P. Rowley, R.J. Wallace, C.K. Li, R.D. 

Petrasso, J.A. Frenje, F.H. Seguin, R. Rygg, V.Yu. Glebov & F.J. Marshall
10:40 Break

Geometry      Paul Miller
11:00 Effect of initial conditions on compressible mixing for multimode systems driven by a strong 

blast wave
Abstract

 A.R. Miles, M.J. Edwards, J.A. Greenough & H.F. Robey
11:20 Colliding surface instability for a high velocity impact

Abstract         Paper          Talk
 Vladimir Demchenko
11:40 Shock tube Richtmyer-Meshkov experiments: inverse chevron and half height

Updated Abstract              Paper          Movies
 D.A. Holder & C.J. Barton
12:00 Study of converging reflected shock waves and Richtmyer-Meshkov instability in spherical 

geometry
Abstract         Talk            Movies

 S. H. R. Hosseini, K. Takayama & T. Saito
12:20 Discussion
12:40 Lunch
 Wolfson Court
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Monday

Shapes          Jeff Jacobs
14:20 Experimental and computational investigations of shock-accelerated gas bubbles

Abstract         Talk            Movies
 B. Motl, J. Niederhaus, D. Ranjan, M. Anderson, J. Greenough, J. Oakley, R. Bonazza & L. 

Smith
14:40 Validating the FLASH Code: two- and three-dimensional simulations of shock-cylinder 

interaction
Abstract         Talk            Movies        Overview

 Greg Weirs, Tomek Plewa, Todd Dupont, Vikram Dwarkadas, Chris Tomkins & Mark Marr-Lyon
15:00 Monotone integrated large eddy simulation of open shear flows

Abstract         Talk            Poster
 A.J. Aspden & N. Nikiforakis
15:20 Experimental investigation on the behaviour of a shock accelerated spherical gas 

inhomogeneity
Abstract         Talk

 Guillaume Layes, Georges Jourdan, Lazhar Houas, Denis Souffland & François Renaud
15:40 Break

Initial conditions             James Glimm
16:00 Effect of initial conditions on self-similar turbulent mixing

Abstract         Talk
 David L Youngs
16:20 Dependence of self-similar Rayleigh-Taylor growth on initial conditions

Abstract
 Guy Dimonte, Praveen Ramaprabhu & Malcolm Andrews
16:40 The effect of initial conditions on late time asymptotics and mixing for multimode Richtmyer-

Meshov Instability
Abstract

 J.A. Greenough & E.Burke
17:00 Recovery of Rayleigh-Taylor mixing from unstably stratified flow past a cylinder

Abstract         Talk            Movies
 Wayne N. Kraft & Malcolm J. Andrews
17:20 Experimentally-based initialization of direct numerical simulations of miscible, Rayleigh-Taylor 

instability-induced mixing
Abstract         Talk            Movies

 Oleg Schilling, Nicholas Mueschke & Malcolm Andrews
17:40 Discussion
 
 

Friday
07:45 Breakfast in Buttery
 For those staying in Clare College only
  

Other approaches           Evgueny Meshkov
09:00 Stochastic model of turbulent mixing by the Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov 

instabilities
Abstract

 S.I. Abarzhi, G. Blanquart, S. Fedotov & H. Pitsch
09:20 The multiparametric statistical analysis of hydrodynamic instabilities, based on wavelet 

preprocessing and neuronetwork classification
Abstract         Paper
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Monday

 Anton Nuzhny, Vladislav Rozanov, Roman Stepanov & Alexander Shumsky
09:40 Using the Green's function method to calculate pressure fluctuations in compressible multifluids

Abstract         Paper
 Baolian Cheng & Charles W. Cranfill
10:00 Laser shock tube. Research & Development 

Abstract
 Ivan Lebo & Vladimir Zvorykin
10:20 Break

Future developments & NIF              Michel Legrand
10:40 Suppression of the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability in the presence of a magnetic field

Abstract         Talk            Movies
 Dale Pullin, Ravi Samtaney & Vincent Wheatley
11:00 Turbulent jets?

Abstract
 B.H. Wilde, P.A. Rosen, J.M. Foster, T.S. Perry, R.F. Coker, P.A. Keiter, G.R. Bennett, D.B. 

Sinars, M.J. Steinkamp, B.E. Blue, H.F. Robey, A.M. Khokhlov, M.L. Gittings, J.P. Knauer, R.P. 
Drake, R.B. Campbell, A. Frank & T.A. Mehlhorn

11:20 Study of short-wavelength perturbation growth on a NIF double-shell ignition target design
Abstract

 Jose Milovich, Peter Amendt, Michael Marinak, Harry Robey & Robert Tipton
11:40 A NIF 3-D high Mach number feature experiment

Abstract         Talk
 Stephen Weber, S. Gail Glendinning, Harry Robey, Peter Stry & D. Tod Woods
12:00 Discussion & Farewell
12:30 Lunch
 Wolfson Court
 

Poster Session 1 (Monday)
Simulation by the Mah-3 code of the interfaces using an 
mixed cells and markers

Abstract

N.N. Anuchina, N.S. Es’kov, V.A. Gordeyhuck, O.M. 
Kozyrev & V.I. Volkov

Numerical simulation of Rayleigh-Taylor instability in a 
spherically stagnating system using the MAH codes

Abstract

N.N. Anuchina, V.I. Volkov, O.S. Ilyutina & O.M. Kozyrev

Monotone integrated large eddy simulation of open 
shear flows

Abstract

A.J. Aspden & N. Nikiforakis 
(Also a talk)

A solution to the self-similar RT alpha discrepancy

Paper

Shimon M. Asida & Eli Livne

Percolation effects and coherent structures in turbulent 
flows.

Abstract         Paper          Poster

O.G. Bakunin.

Shock wave structure reconstruction in reacting gases

Abstract         Paper

A. S. Baryshnikov, I. V.Basargin, M. V.Chistyakova & M. 
A. Rydalevskaya

Studies of Richtmyer-Meshkov instability growth in M.B.Bliznetsov, N.V.Nevmerhzitsky, E.A.Sotskov, L.V.
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Monday

gases  at flow Mach numbers from 2 to 9

Abstract         Paper

Tochilina & E.D.Sen’kovsky

A linear perturbation computation method for 
hydrodynamic stability studies of complex flows: 
application to an ICF target implosion

Abstract         Paper

Carine Boudesocque-Dubois, Jean-Marie Clarisse & 
Jean-Luc Willien

Bubble motion in inclined pipes

Abstract

A.Yu. Demianov, N.A. Inogamov & A.M. Oparin

Numerical LES models of Richtmeyer-Meshkov and 
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities

Abstract

German Garzon, Jose M. Redondo, Vladislav Rozanov 
& Sergey Gushkov

Shock Bubble Interaction - numerical simulations

Abstract         Poster

Jérôme Giordano, Yves Burtschell, Guillaume Layes, 
Georges Jourdan & Lazhar Houas

The Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability in Cylindrical 
Geometry: Experiments and Simulation*

Abstract

M.J. Graham Lindquist, K.S. Budil, J. Grove, B.A. 
Remington

The problem of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability on contact 
boundary of finite width and ICF applications

Abstract         Poster

S. Yu. Gus’kov, A. Caruso, V. B. Rozanov, R.V. 
Stepanov, C. Strangio & N.V. Zmitrenko

Three-dimensional simulations of Richtmyer-Meshkov 
experiments

Abstract         Paper

R.M. Hueckstaedt, S.H. Batha, M.M. Balkey, N.D. 
Delamater, J.R. Fincke, R.L. Holmes, N.E. Lanier, G.R. 
Magelssen, J.M. Taccetti, J.M. Scott, C.J. Horsfield, K.
M. Parker & S.D. Rothman

About the opportunity of use of the color photo for 
visualization of the zone of turbulent mixing in 
experiments on the shock tube with the GEM-driver

Abstract

V. Kozlov, A. Levushov & E. Meshkov

Experimental study of the late-time evolution of single-
mode Richtmyer-Meshkov instability

Abstract         Poster

Vitaliy Krivets, John Stockero & Jeffrey Jacobs

Experimental study into the initial perturbation spectrum 
influence upon the delay of the turbulent mixing 
evolution in systems with transitional layers

Abstract

Yu.A. Kucherenko, S.I. Balabin, R.I. Ardashova, O.E. 
Kozelkov, A.V. Dulov & I.A. Romanov

Study on the shock-bubbles Interaction in the two 
bubbles case

Abstract

K. Levy, O. Sadot, E. Sarid, A. Yosef-Hai, D. Cartoon, 
Y. Elbaz, D. Shvarts & G. Den-Dor.

Volume fraction profiles of transport structures in 
Rayleigh-Taylor turbulent mixing zone: evidence of 
enhanced diffusion processes

Abstract (updated)             Poster

Antoine Llor, Pascal Bailly & Olivier Poujade

Convective Instability of self-similar gravitational M. Murakami
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Monday

collapse with radiative transfer

Abstract

Investigation of mix after reshock in a cylindrical 
geometry.

Abstract

Kenneth Parker, C.J. Horsfield, S.D. Rothman, M.M. 
Balkey, S.H. Batha, N.D. Delamater, J.R. Fincke, R. 
Hueckstaedt, N.E. Lanier, G.R. Magelssen & M. Taccetti

An overview of Rayleigh-Taylor experiments at Texas 
A&M University

Abstract         Poster

Praveen Ramaprabhu & Malcolm J. Andrews

The effects of viscosity and mass diffusion in 
hydrodynamically unstable plasma flows

Abstract

H.F. Robey

Experimental investigation of the Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability using a magnetorheological fluid

Abstract         Paper          Poster         Movies

C. Selig, J. White, M. Anderson, J. Oakley & R. Bonazza

Direct 3d numerical simulation of shear turbulent mixing

Abstract         Paper

O.G. Sin’kova, V.P. Statsenko, Yu.V. Yanilkin & V.A. 
Zhmailo

Joint growth of local perturbation and zone of turbulent 
mixing at gas-jelly interface

Abstract         Paper

E.A. Sotskov, N.V. Nevmerhzitsky, M.V. Bliznetsov & E.
D. Sen’kovsky

Experimental study of initial stage of instability 
development on gases interface under influence of 
shock wave front acceleration

Abstract

A.V. Vasilenko

3D modelling of cylindrical implosion experiments

Abstract         Poster

R.J.R. Williams, D.L. Youngs & K.W. Parker

General characteristics of a mixing zone development in 
a direct simulations of hydrodynamics instabilities with a 
random phase regular multimode perturbations

Abstract

Nikolai Zmitrenko, Vladimir Tishkin, Vladislav Rozanov, 
Roman Stepanov, Mikhail Anuchin & Yury Yanilkin

 
 
Poster Session 2 (Tuesday)
RT mixing of a thin liquid layer on the rigid wall 
moving with deceleration

Abstract         Poster

Yu. Alekhanov, A. Levushov, A. Logvinov, S. Lomtev 
& E. Meshkov,

Numerical simulation of Rayleigh-Taylor instability 
evolution in cylindrical and spherical geometries for 
the cases of two and three spatial variables

Abstract

N.N. Anuchina , V.I. Volkov , N.S. Es’kov, O.S. Ilyutina 
& O.M. Kozyrev

Second order closure turbulence model (1D code 
MUZA), empiric constants fitting

Mikhail Anuchin & Maksim Anuchin
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Monday

Abstract         Paper

Investigation of gravitational turbulent mixing at sign-
variable acceleration

Abstract         Paper

Sergey Baban & Alexander Kozlovskih

Convergent shock tube: new design, first results

Updated Abstract              Paper          Movies

C.J. Barton & D.A. Holder

Development of 2-d perturbations of gas - gas 
interface in experiments on the shock tube with the 
gem-driver.

Abstract

M. Bliznetsov, V. Dudin, O. Krivonos, A. Levushov, E.
E. Meshkov & V. Fadeev

Evolution of the three-dimensional Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability

Abstract

B.E. Blue, A.R. Miles, J.M. Foster, T.S. Perry, P.A. 
Keiter, P.A. Rosen, R.F. Coker & B. H. Wilde

Methodology and diagnostics in large Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability simulations

Abstract

W. Cabot & A.W. Cook

On the mutual penetrations of two gases submitted to 
the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability: Part 2 - numerical 
simulations

Abstract         Poster

Jérôme Giordano, Yves Burtschell, Clément Amagat, 
Vincent Filpa, Guillaume Layes, Georges Jourdan & 
Lazhar Houas

The role of initial conditions on mixing efficiency for 
convective flows

Abstract

Pilar L. Gonzalez-Nieto, Carlos Yague, Jose L. Cano 
& Jose M. Redondo

Implementation of a turbulent mix model in a 2D ALE 
code

Abstract

Brian Grieves

Interacting thermals

Abstract         Poster

Alison C. Hart & Stuart B. Dalziel

The experiment result analysis of turbulent mixing at 
moderate Reynolds numbers in a gravity field of the 
Earth

Abstract

Alexander Kozlovskih, Vadim Anisimov & Sergey 
Baban.

Visualization of Rayleigh-Taylor instability

Abstract         Poster         Supplement

Wayne N. Kraft & Malcolm J. Andrews

On possibility of experimental determination of 
molecular component of non-stationary turbulent 
mixing

Abstract

Yu.A. Kucherenko, A.P. Pylaev, V.D. Murzakov, A.V. 
Belomestnih, V.N. Popov & A.A. Tyaktev

Application of Ronchi method for visualization of a 
turbulent mixing zone in shock tube experiments

Abstract         Poster

A. Levushov, A. Logvinov, E. Meshkov & V. Popov
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Monday

1D numerical simulations of various self similar 
accelerated turbulent mixing layers using the 2SFK 
model

Abstract         Poster

Antoine Llor, Pascal Bailly & Olivier Poujade 
(Originally Poster 1)

Potential role of scaling factor in turbulent mixing 
problem

Abstract         Poster

E.E. Meshkov, N.V. Nevmerzhitskii,V.G. Rogachev & 
Yu.V. Yanilkin

The analysis of experiments and calculations for 
determination of intensity of turbulent mixing on the 
basis of turbulent mixing model of diffusion type

Abstract         Paper

V.E. Neuvazhayev

Numerical simulation of influence of turbulent mixing 
zone on local perturbation growth under Rayleigh-
Taylor instability conditions

Abstract

V.A. Raevsky, S.N. Sinitsyna, A.L. Stadnik & Yu.V. 
Yanilkin

MEDIC-2F: a one-dimensional diffusive mixing model. 
Application to LMJ target simulations

Abstract         Paper

François Renaud & Denis Souffland

Numerical simulation of an experiment to study 
turbulent mixing on multiple shock wave passage 
through interface

Abstract         Paper

O.G. Sin’kova, V.P. Statsenko, Yu.V. Yanilkin & A.R. 
Guzhova

Direct numerical simulation of shear-gravitational 
turbulent mixing

Abstract         Paper

O.G. Sin’kova, V.P. Statsenko, Yu.V. Yanilkin & V.A. 
Zhmailo

Statistical properties of 2D RT-induced mixing at 
nonlinear and transient stages for 6-modes ensemble

Abstract

Roman Stepanov, Vladislav Rozanov & Nikolai 
Zmitrenko

Analytic model for the single-mode Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability from the linear to the nonlinear 
regime.

Abstract         Paper

Marc Vandenboomgaerde

Compressible aspects in simulations of multi-mode 
Rayleigh-Taylor mixing

Abstract         Poster

Erik L. Vold

Spontaneous acoustic emission in a non ideal gas in 
the presence of a piston

Abstract

J.G. Wouchuk & J. Lopez Cavada.
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Fri1.1 Abarzhi et al. 

� 2 �  

Stochastic model of turbulent mixing by the Rayleigh-Taylor 
and Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities 
S.I. Abarzhi1, G. Blanquart1, S. Fedotov2 & H. Pitsch1 
1. Center for Turbulence Research, 
Stanford, USA 
snezha@summer8.stanford.edu 

2. Department of Mathematics, 
Institute for Science and Technology, 
University of Manchester, UK 

The turbulent mixing produced by the Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities is of extreme 
importance in inertial confinement fusion, astrophysics, and many other applications. We suggest a new 
stochastic model to describe the mixing process. The system of governing equations consists of the 
equation of motion, which balances inertial, buoyant, and random dissipative forces in the flow, the 
Kolmogorov condition for the mean value of the dissipation energy, and a stochastic differential equation 
for fluctuations of the dissipation energy with a log-normal distribution. The free parameter of the model 
is adjusted to fit the observations. The probability density function for the position, velocity and the 
dissipation energy is a solution of the Fokker-Planck equation. We have shown that the growth-rate of the 
mixing zone is very sensitive to the stochastic effects. Several scenarios are analyzed to describe the 
generation of inertial scales in the flow in the cases of Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov 
instabilities. For an ensemble of bubbles and spikes, the partition function of the bubble/spike position is 
obtained for various density ratios and the acceleration history. Our results agree with existing data and 
suggest new diagnostic parameters for observations. 

Abstract for the 9th International Workshop on the Physics of Compressible Turbulent Mixing July 2004

Cambridge, UK Edited by S.B. Dalziel
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Mon4.3 Abarzhi et al. 

� 1 � 

Nonlinear evolution of the Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-
Meshkov unstable fluid interface 
S.I. Abarzhi1, M. Herrmann1, K. Nishihara2 & J. Glimm3 
1. Center for Turbulence Research,  
Stanford, USA 
snezha@summer8.stanford.edu  

2. Institute of Laser Engineering, 
Osaka University, Japan 

3. Department of Applied Mathematics, 
SUNY Stony Brook, USA 

The Rayleigh-Taylor (Richtmyer-Meshkov) instability develops at the interface between two fluids, when 
a light fluid accelerates a heavy fluid. The instability dynamics is governed by a system of conservation 
laws, which are nonlinear partial differential equations with the initial conditions and the boundary 
conditions at the fluid interface. Singular aspects of the interface evolution cause theoretical difficulties 
and preclude elementary methods of solution. We report the theoretical and numerical results, which 
describe the nonlinear dynamics of the RT/RM large-scale coherent structure. 

Our theoretical approach to the problem is based on group theory. We apply the separation of scales in the 
governing equations, and account for the non-local properties of the flow that has singularities. Nonlinear 
asymptotic solutions are found to describe the large-scale coherent dynamics of bubbles and spikes in the 
Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities for fluids with a finite density ratio in general three-
dimensional case. The theory yields a non-trivial dependence of the bubble velocity and curvature on the 
density ratio, and reveals an important qualitative distinction between the dynamics of the Rayleigh-
Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov bubbles. Our analysis determines the key properties of the spatial RT and 
RM flows, predicts new universal properties of the interface dynamics, and finds the invariants of flow in 
both RTI and RMI. Our numerical simulations track the interface dynamics explicitly. The theoretical and 
numerical results are in a very good agreement with each other and with existing observations. New 
sensitive diagnostic parameters are identified for experiments. 
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Thu1.3 Abéguilé et al. 

� 3 �  

Linear stability analysis of self-similar solutions for ablation 
fronts in ICF  
Florian Abéguilé1,2, Carine Boudesocque-Dubois2, Jean-Marie Clarisse2 & Serge Gauthier2  
1. Laboratoire de Modélisation en Mécanique,  
Université Pierre et Marie Curie, France  
abeguile@lmm.jussieu.fr  
http://www.lmm.jussieu.fr   

2. CEA/Bruyères-le-Châtel, France  
carine.boudesocque@cea.fr   
jean-marie.clarisse@cea.fr   
serge.gauthier@cea.fr   
http://www-dam.cea.fr   
The stability of an ablative flow is of importance in inertial confinement fusion (ICF). Here we exhibit a 
family of exact self-similar solutions of gas dynamics equations with nonlinear heat conduction for semi-
infinite slabs of perfect gases. Such self-similar solutions arise for particular but realistic initial and 
boundary conditions�boundary pressure and incoming heat flux follow time power laws�and are 
representative of the early stage during the ablation of a pellet heated with a laser, i.e., a shock wave 
propagates upstream of a thermal front. Following the work of Boudesocque-Dubois et al. (2000), these 
solutions are computed using a dynamical multidomain Chebyshev pseudo-spectral method (Abéguilé et 
al., 2003). A wide variety of ablation configurations may thus be obtained. Linear stability analyses of 
such time dependent solutions are performed by solving an initial and boundary value problem for linear 
perturbations. The numerical methods are based on a dynamical multidomain Chebyshev pseudo-spectral 
method and an operator splitting between a hyperbolic system and a parabolic equation (Boudesocque-
Dubois et al., 2003; Abéguilé et al., 2003). Here, focusing on the laser imprint problem, we have 
considered boundary heat flux perturbations and obtained space-time evolutions of flow perturbations for 
a wide range of wavenumbers. By contrast with steady low Mach number models for ablation front, we 
obtain that: (a) maximum perturbation amplitudes in the thin ablation layer are reached for transverse 
wavenumber 0k

⊥
= ; (b) the damping of ablation front perturbations is clearly related to thermal diffusion; 

(c) ablation front perturbations seem to persist although the transverse wave number increases.  

References 
Boudesocque-Dubois, C. 2000 PhD thesis, Univ. Paris 6, France.   
Boudesocque-Dubois, C., Clarisse, J.-M. & Gauthier, S. 2000 ECLIM, Prague.   
Boudesocque-Dubois, C., Clarisse, J.-M. & Gauthier, S. 2003 A spectral Chebyshev method for linear stability 

analysis of one-dimensional exact solutions of gas dynamics; J. Comp. Phys., 184, 592-618.  
Abéguilé, F., Boudesocque-Dubois, C., Clarisse, J.-M. & Gauthier, S. 2003 33rd Anomalous Absoprtion Conference, 

Lake Placid, US.  
Abéguilé, F. 2004 PhD thesis, Univ. Paris 6, France.   
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Linear Perturbation Amplification

in Self-Similar Ablation Flows of ICF

Florian Abéguilé∗, Carine Boudesocque-Dubois†, Jean-Marie Clarisse† and Serge Gauthier†

∗ CPHT, Ecole Polytechnique, 91128, Palaiseau Cedex, FRANCE

† CEA Bruyères-le-Châtel, B.P. 12, 91680 Bruyères-le-Châtel, FRANCE

ABSTRACT

The stability of an ablative flow is of importance in inertial confinement fusion (ICF). Here, we exhibit a family of

exact self-similar solutions of the gas dynamics equations with nonlinear heat conduction for semi-infinite slabs of

perfect gases. Such self-similar solutions which arise for particular but realistic initial and boundary conditions—

boundary pressure and incoming heat flux follow time power laws—are representative of the early stage of the

ablation of a pellet by a laser, where a shock wave propagates upstream of a thermal front. Following the work of

Boudesocque-Dubois et al. [1, 2], these solutions are computed using a dynamical multidomain Chebyshev pseudo-

spectral method [3]. A wide variety of ablation configurations may thus be obtained. Linear stability analyses of such

time-dependent solutions are performed by solving an initial and boundary value problem for linear perturbations.

The numerical methods are based on a dynamical multidomain Chebyshev pseudo-spectral method and an operator

splitting between a hyperbolic system and a parabolic equation. Here, focusing on the laser imprint problem, we

have considered boundary heat flux perturbations and obtained space-time evolutions of flow perturbations for a

wide range of wavenumbers. By contrast with steady low Mach number models of ablation front instabilities, we

obtain that: (a) maximum perturbation amplitudes in the thin ablation layer are reached for transverse wavenumber

k⊥ = 0, (b) the damping of ablation front perturbations is closely related to thermal diffusion, (c) ablation front

perturbations seem to persist although the transverse wave number increases, (d) a complex wave-like structure

arises between the ablation front and the shock-wave front.

1 INTRODUCTION

Self-similar solutions have been the object of continuing interest in fluid mechanics [4, 5, 6]. In addition to providing

insights in complex hydrodynamic phenomena, through useful scaling relationships, and enabling qualitative and

parametric studies in realistic configurations, they have been profitably used for hydrodynamic stability analyses

beyond the uniform or steady flow assumptions [7, 8]. Hydrodynamic instabilities are a key issue in laser-driven

inertial confinement fusion (ICF) where thermonuclear burn is expected to be achieved for a sufficiently symmetric

implosion of a spherical capsule [9]. Implosions of such capsules which, for the simplest designs, consist of an

optically-thick shell coated on the inside with solid, cryogenic deuterium-tritium fuel, are highly nonuniform and

unsteady complex flows. These features and the variety of hydrodynamic instability phenomena which may be

triggered during these implosions render any stability analysis of such flows particularly arduous. For these reasons

most of the works devoted to this subject have focused on the kinds of instabilities which are thought to be the most

∗E-mail: abeguile@cpht.polytechnique.fr
†E-mail: carine.boudesocque@cea.fr, jean-marie.clarisse@cea.fr and serge.gauthier@cea.fr
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detrimental to the pellet thermonuclear yield. Among those, the so-called ablative Rayleigh-Taylor instability [10,

11, 12], which occurs during the shell acceleration phase [9], has received much attention since the late 1970’s. Hence

numerous analytical models—established in slab symmetry, for a steady mean flow of infinite extent, a uniform and

constant inertial force field, continuous or discontinuous ablation profiles as well as other, more or less restrictive,

assumptions (e. g. incompressible or isobaric approximations)—have been proposed for the linear regime of this

instability [10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. Such models, within the scope delimited by their assumptions,

have undoubtedly contributed to a better understanding of the rather complex planar ablation front instability in

its linear regime. Being analytical, they fail however to render some of the critical features of actual ICF implosions

such as convergence or unsteadiness effects. The early stage of the capsule irradiation—the so-called “shock-

transit phase”—is a configuration where mean flow unsteadiness should not be underestimated. Indeed, numerical

simulations indicate that the mean flow profiles resulting from the propagation, in the deflagration regime, of the

thermal wave-front are more akin to self-similar flows than to steady states [24]. A proper treatment of this phase of

the implosion is of uttermost importance as perturbation growths at the ablation front and at the fore-running shock-

wave front will determine the subsequent developments of instabilities throughout the whole shell. Different factors—

initial ablator surface-finish defects, irradiation non uniformities—which cannot be completely eliminated, are at the

origin of such perturbations. Existing models for perturbation growth [25, 26, 24, 27, 28] during this shock-transit

phase make use of a linear gasdynamic model for a uniform convective mean flow with boundary conditions given by,

on one end, the Rankine-Hugoniot relations for a rippled planar shock front, and, on the other end, jump conditions

for a perturbed discontinuous ablation front. Here, we present a totally different approach based on exact self-similar

solutions for semi-infinite planar ablation flows in the deflagration regime [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 1, 2, 37]. Such

solutions describe the whole flow region spanning the upstream fluid at rest, the shock-wave front, the compressed

region, the thermal front and the heat conducting region up to the material plane where the incoming heat flux

is applied. Radiative or electronic heat conduction may equally be considered. The complexity of the system

of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to be solved for requires us to have recourse to numerical integration

in obtaining these solutions. Consequently, the problem of instability growth is addressed by solving initial and

boundary value problems (IBVPs) for three-dimensional linear perturbations. By doing so we ensure that both the

continuous and unsteady features of ablation flows are fully taken into account.

2 MEAN FLOW

We consider a semi-infinite slab (x ≥ 0) of a perfect gas, initially at rest, subject to an external heat flux imposed

at the boundary x = 0.

2.1 EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The hydrodynamic equations for a one-dimensional flow in planar symmetry are written in terms of the Lagrangian

variable m such that dm = ρ dx, as

∂

∂t

(
1

ρ

)
−

∂vx

∂m
= 0,

∂vx

∂t
+

∂p

∂m
= 0,

∂

∂t

(
1

2
v2

x
+ E

)
+

∂

∂m
(p vx + ϕ

x
) = 0,

(1)

with the nonlinear heat flux :

ϕ
x

= −χ ρ1+µ T
ν ∂T

∂m
, (2)

where χ is the thermal conductivity coefficient and µ and ν depend on the interaction process between the incident

energy and the fluid under consideration. System (1) is completed by the perfect gas equation of state p = ρ R T .
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In these equations, ρ denotes the density, vx the longitudinal velocity, p the pressure, T the temperature, R the

perfect gas constant and E the specific internal energy. Choosing a system of units based on χ, R, the initial density

ρi and a reference time t∗, the nonlinear heat flux and the equation of state read

ϕ
x

= − ρ1+µ T
ν ∂T

∂m
, (3)

p = ρ T , (4)

while system (1) is left unchanged. At the initial time ti = 0, the fluid of uniform density ρ
i
is at rest and is assumed

to occupy the half-space x ≥ 0. For initial conditions

ρ(m, 0) = 1,

vx(m, 0) = 0, for m ≥ 0,

T (m, 0) = 0,

(5)

and boundary conditions of the form

p(0, t) = p
∗

(t/t∗)
2(α−1) ,

ϕ
x
(0, t) = ϕ

∗
(t/t∗)

3(α−1)
,

(6)

where α = (2ν − 1)/(2ν − 2), system (1) admits self-similar solutions [31, 35] in terms of the variable ξ = m/tα.

Here, p
∗

and ϕ
∗

are some characteristic values of the pressure and heat flux, respectively. Other sets of initial and

boundary conditions could as well be considered [31]. Introducing the time power-law dependencies for the physical

variables
ρ(m, t) = G(ξ),

vx(m, t) = tα−1 V x(ξ),

T (m, t) = t2(α−1) Θ(ξ),

ϕ
x
(m, t) = t3(α−1) Φx(ξ),

(7)

equations (1) and (3) reduce to a system of ODEs:

dY

dξ
= F(ξ,Y), (8)

in terms of the reduced function vector YT = (G V x Θ Φx). The components Fi of the vector F are given by

F1 = G
2
N/D, F2 = α ξ N/D, F3 = F,

F4 =
(
α ξF − 2(α − 1)Θ

)
/(γ − 1) − αξ GΘN/D,

(9)

where γ denotes the fluid adiabatic exponent and

N = (α − 1)V x + G F,

D = α2 ξ2 − G
2
Θ and F = −Φx G

−µ−1
Θ

−ν
.

(10)

In the limit m → +∞, system (8) has the following solution: G = 1 and V x = Θ = 0. At the origin, Eqs.(6) read

(
GΘ

)
(ξ = 0) = Bp,

Φx(ξ = 0) = Bϕ,
(11)

where Bp and Bϕ are dimensionless numbers based on p
∗

and ϕ
∗
, respectively.
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2.2 NUMERICAL METHOD

System (8) does not seem to admit analytical solutions and it turns out that this system of ODEs with boundary

conditions (5)-(6) requires a rather sophisticated numerical integration method. The problem raised by the presence

of the singularity D = 0 may be circumvented by introducing a shock wave discontinuity at an arbitrary point, say

ξs. However, due to the presence of a thermal conductivity, this shock wave has a non-zero thickness [38] which we

neglect here—the sole approximation made in computing these self-similar solutions. As suggested in [32, 33, 34, 17],

the domain [0, ξs] may be decomposed into two regions: (i) a region, downstrean of the shock-wave front (ξf < ξs),

where convection is dominant and (ii) a region, corresponding to the vicinity of the origin where the external heat

flux is applied, for which heat conduction is important. Consequently, the system of ODEs to be considered on the

domain (ξf , ξs) is (8) without heat conduction. The five-stage numerical method we devised may be summarized

as follows:

1 Backward finite-difference integration Using a sixth-order adaptive-step Runge-Kutta scheme, system (8)

without heat conduction is first integrated from ξ−s to ξ+
f , followed by an integration of system (8) from ξ−f

to 0. At the end of this shooting process, we obtain a first estimate of Y(0) in agreement with the boundary

conditions (11).

2 Forward finite-difference integration System (8) is forward-integrated with the above Runge-Kutta scheme,

from 0 up to a certain point ξso. This point ξso is adjusted to provide the best approximation of the Rankine-

Hugoniot relations. The resulting value of ξso defines a new value for the shock-wave location ξs.

3 Forward finite-difference integration on a multidomain spectral grid We use the dynamical multidomain col-

location spectral method described in [39, 40, 41].

4 Relaxation process We now apply a relaxation method to system (8) with a spectral preconditionning [42]. At

the end of this process, we obtain a good approximation of the solution: the relative error is close to machine

precision, except around the subdomain interfaces where the error depends on the steepness of the solution

but always remains low.

5 Boundary condition adjustment In order to improve the approximation of the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, we

have recourse to a recursive process for modifying the boundary condition value at the origin. This iterative

process allows us to gain one order of magnitude on the error at ξs. This residual error is in fact related to

the thickness of the isothermal shock wave.

2.3 RESULTS

The mean flow solutions depend on five dimensionless parameters: the two exponents µ and ν of the heat conduc-

tivity coefficient (3), and the three dimensionless numbers γ, Bp and Bϕ. Choosing to model a mono-atomic gas

(γ = 5/3), and an electronic thermal conduction (µ = 0 and ν = 5/2), we present numerical results for three differ-

ent choices of (Bp, Bϕ) (see Table 1). The first two configurations (I and II) have been obtained from a numerical

simulation of the ablation of a planar foil under Mégajoule laser conditions whereas the last one is a variation about

the corresponding values of (Bp, Bϕ). For electronic thermal conduction, the exponent of the self-similar variable α

evaluates to 4/3 and the time power-law dependencies for the physical variables become:

ρ(m, t) = G(ξ),

vx(m, t) = t1/3 V x(ξ),

T (m, t) = t2/3 Θ(ξ),

ϕ
x
(m, t) = t Φx(ξ),

a(m, t) = t−2/3 A(ξ),

(12)
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where a(m, t) denotes the fluid particle acceleration with A, the corresponding reduced function. Note that the

heat flux increases linearly in time, the velocity like t1/3 while the acceleration decreases like t−2/3.

Bp (10−2) Bϕ (10−2) ξa (10−1) ξc (10−1)

I 0.1 2.6 1.25 3.00

II 3.0 25.7 0.23 1.10

III 0.1 0.1 0.95 2.72

Table 1: Parameters of simulations for three different choices of (Bp, Bϕ).

The profiles of the reduced functions for densities, velocities, temperatures and pressures are given in Fig. 1.

One can distinguish four zones : (1) a low density region (with a high temperature) between the origin and the

ablation front, (2) a thin layer corresponding to continuous thermal front, (3) a cold and quasi-isothermal region

where the density decreases slightly and the velocity is almost constant and (4) a region upstream of the shock

wave where the fluid is at rest and the temperature zero as it is required by the self-similarity analysis. Note that

configurations I and II are heat-flux dominated while configuration III is neither heat-flux nor pressure dominated.

For this last case, the velocity of the expanding plasma, usually referred to as “blow-off velocity”, is very small

compared to the other two cases.

The location of the ablation front ξa is here defined by the maximum of the density. A characteristic length of
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Figure 1: Spatial profiles in the ξ-variable normalized to ξs of the reduced functions for the density (top left),

velocity (top right), temperature normalized to the temperature at the shock wave (bottom left) and pressure

normalized to the pressure at the origin (bottom right) for three different choices of (Bp, Bϕ) (see Table 1).

this ablation front region may be given by the density gradient length scale [15], here

lABLA = min

[(
1

ρ

∂ρ

∂x

)−1
]

= t4/3 min

[(
dG

dξ

)−1
]

= t4/3 LABLA. (13)
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In this formula, LABLA is a reduced function of a length. We can define other characteristic lengths, like the total

length of the flow lTOT as

lTOT = |x (ξs) − x (0) | = t4/3 LTOT , (14)

and the length of the heat-conduction zone as

lCOND = |x (ξa) − x (0) | = t4/3 LCOND. (15)

A necessary instability criterion for compressible fluids [38, 43] which, written in terms of the ξ-variable, reads

G
2
(

dG

dξ
−

1

γΘ

dP

dξ

)
dP

dξ
t−2 < 0, (16)

may also be used to define another characteristic length, namely the length of the zone [ξinf , ξsup] where it is

satisfied

lINS = |x (ξsup) − x (ξinf ) | = t4/3 LINS. (17)

The velocity w of a point of fixed abscissa ξ is given by

w(ξ, t) = t1/3

(
4 ξ

3 G (ξ)
+ V x (ξ)

)
, (18)

which by integration gives the physical abscissa x at this point

x (ξ, t) = t4/3

[(
ξ

G (ξ)
+

3

4
V x (ξ)

)]
+ cst. (19)

The material velocity relative to the ablation front is given by

u(ξ, t) = vx(ξ, t) − w(ξa, t) = t1/3

(
V x(ξ) − V x(ξa) −

4 ξa

3 G(ξa)

)
= t1/3 U (ξ), (20)

so that, the ablation velocity is simply

ua(t) = −t1/3 4 ξa

3 G(ξa)
= −t1/3 U (ξa). (21)

Self-similar ablation fronts are usually characterized by three dimensionless parameters: a Mach number M, a

Froude number Fr and a Péclet number Pe. Here, all these dimensionless numbers are expressed in terms of the

material velocity relative to the ablation front. In particular, the Mach number at the ablation front is defined as

the isothermal Mach number, or

Ma =
|U (ξa)|√

P (ξa)/G(ξa)
, (22)

the Froude number as

Fra =
|U (ξa)|√

Aa(ξa) LABLA

(23)

and the Péclet number as

Pea =
γ

γ − 1

LT OT G
2
(ξa) |U (ξa)|

Θ
5/2

(ξa)
. (24)

The structure, in physical space, of the mean flow for configuration I is illustrated in Fig. 2 under the form of

x-coordinate profiles taken at three different times. Note that the profiles of the variables in physical space are

different from the profiles of the reduced functions. Among these differences, the profile of the density in physical

space is much steeper than that of its reduced function. In particular, the compressed region is small compared

to the blow-off region, whereas these two thicknesses are comparable in terms of reduced functions (see Fig. 1 and

Fig. 2). Here, the low Mach number approximation used in other studies [15, 17] seems to be justified in view of the

weak value of the parameter M
2
a/Fra (see Table 2). But, thanks to our model we will be able to study the influence

of acoustic waves on the flow stability. By varying the parameters (Bp, Bϕ), we may obtain a wide range of profiles.

At this point, the numerical method described in this paper has successfully performed on given realistic profiles.
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LT OT LCON LABL (10−3) LINS (10−3) Ua (10−2) Ma (10−1) Fra Pea (105)

I 1.23 1.21 0.04 0.02 −0.43 0.63 10.68 0.31

II 1.08 1.05 1.80 0.82 −2.87 1.39 3.88 0.22

III 0.27 0.23 1.30 0.49 −2.03 1.08 2.94 0.98

Table 2: Characteristic lengths, ablation velocity and dimensionless numbers for the three different choices of (Bp,

Bϕ) found in Table 1.
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Figure 2: Spatial profiles in the x-variable of the density (top left), velocity (top right), temperature (bottom left)

and pressure (bottom right) at times t = 0.5, t = 5, t = 10 for configuration I of Table 1.

3 PERTURBED FLOW

3.1 EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The equations for the linear perturbations are written using an Eulerian description in the frame of the unperturbed

motion. The linear system of equations satisfied by the perturbations, in the coordinate system (m, y, z), is the
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following

∂ρ

∂t
+ ρ2 ∂vx

∂m
+ ρ

(
∂vx

∂m
ρ +

∂ρ

∂m
vx + ∇⊥.~v⊥

)
= 0, (25a)

∂vx

∂t
+

∂p

∂m
−

1

ρ

∂p

∂m
ρ + ρ

∂vx

∂m
vx = 0, (25b)

∂~v⊥

∂t
+

1

ρ
∇⊥p = ~0, (25c)

∂E

∂t
+ ρvx

∂E

∂m
= −p

∂vx

∂m
+ p

(
ρ

ρ

∂vx

∂m
−

∂vx

∂m

)

+
ρ

ρ

∂ϕ
x

∂m
−

∂ϕx

∂m
−

p

ρ
∇⊥.~v⊥ −

1

ρ
∇⊥.~ϕ⊥.

(25d)

In addition to these equations, the expressions for the heat flux linear perturbations are given by

ϕx = −ρ1+µ T
ν
[

∂T

∂m
+

(
(1 + µ)

ρ

ρ
+ ν

T

T

)
∂T

∂m

]
,

~ϕ⊥ = −ρµ T
ν
∇⊥T.

(26)

As is usual, the unknown ~v⊥ is replaced by its divergence ∇⊥.~v⊥. By considering the Fourier transforms, in the y-

and z-variables, of the above equations, the resulting system comes as (25a, 25b, 25d) along with

∂t (∇⊥.~v⊥) − k2
⊥

p/ρ = 0, with k⊥ =
√

k2
y + k2

z , (27)

where the same notation has been used for a quantity and its Fourier transform. This system (25a, 25b, 27, 25d)

is incompletely parabolic, and well-posed for the Cauchy problem [44].

At the origin (m = 0), we impose the perturbed density to be zero, and consider a time-dependent incoming heat-

flux perturbation—a choice motivated by laser imprint problems. The first of these two boundary conditions is

written as

ρ+ + η ∂mρ|+ ρ+ = 0, (28)

where η(k⊥, t) denotes the amplitude perturbation Fourier component of the perturbed material surface m = 0 of

equation x = η(y, z, t), and ρ|+ , ρ|+ stand for the limiting values of ρ and ρ, as m → 0+. The second boundary

condition amounts to the equation

ϕx− = −ρ+

1+µT+

ν
∂mT|+ − ρ+η ∂mϕ

x
|+ +

(
(1 + µ)

ρ+

ρ+

+ ν
T+

T+

)
ϕ

x
|+ . (29)

At the location of the shock wave, the Rankine-Hugoniot relations for linear perturbations are applied.

3.2 NUMERICAL METHOD

System (25) is solved in the coordinate system (ξ, y, z), where ξ = m/tα. Numerical approximation, in the ξ-

variable, is carried out with the same multidomain collocation spectral method as that used for the mean flow.

Time integration is performed by using a time-splitting method approach. We decompose the system of PDEs into,

a first order hyperbolic system and a second order parabolic equation. Boundary conditions are then spread over

these two systems. This splitting is implemented at each step of a three step second-order semi-implicit Runge-

Kutta scheme. The hyperbolic system is integrated using the explicit part of this scheme, while the complete scheme

is used for the parabolic system.

Hyperbolic system

The hyperbolic system which results from omitting the heat-flux perturbation contribution in (25) reads, in vector

form,
∂V

∂t
+ Aξ

∂V

∂ξ
+ BξV = 0, (30)
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where Aξ and Bξ contain coefficients which are functions of t and ξ and the vector of unknowns is V = (G Vx ∇⊥.~V⊥ P)>,

with the convention
G(ξ, t, k⊥) = ρ(m, t, k⊥),

Vx(ξ, t, k⊥) = vx(m, t, k⊥),

∇⊥.~V⊥(ξ, t, k⊥) = ∇⊥.~v⊥(m, t, k⊥),

P(ξ, t, k⊥) = p(m, t, k⊥).

(31)

Numerical treatments of time-dependent boundary conditions and of subdomain interface matching conditions [45]

are based on the method of characteristics along the lines proposed by Thompson and Kopriva [46, 47].

Parabolic equation

The parabolic equation for the temperature is obtained by keeping only the first term and the heat-flux perturbation

contribution in (25d)

1

γ − 1

(
∂

∂t
− αξt−1 ∂

∂ξ

)
Θ = t−1G

µ+1
Θ

ν ∂2

∂ξ2
Θ − t2α−1 k2

⊥
G

µ−1
Θ

ν
Θ

− t2α−3(µ + 1)
∂

∂ξ

(
Φx G

G

)

− t−1

[
ν

d

dξ

(
Φx

Θ

)

+

(
2ν

Φx

Θ
− (µ + 1) G

µ
Θ

ν d

dξ
G

)
∂

∂ξ

]
Θ.

(32)

This parabolic equation is handled by an iterative procedure with a second-order finite difference preconditioning.

Matching of quantities at subdomain interfaces are carried out with the influence matrix technique [48].

3.3 RESULTS

Laser nonuniformities and target surface roughness are the two major sources of perturbation growth in ICF pellet

implosions. Here, we only consider nonuniform laser ablation induced by nonuniform laser irradiation of a smooth

target. The flux perturbation, imposed at the boundary ξ = 0—equivalent to the energy deposition surface—, is

taken to be the following

ϕx(ξ = 0, t) = ϕ
x
(m = 0, t) Πϕ(t; θ) ≡ tBϕ Πϕ(t; θ) with Πϕ(t; θ) =

[
1 − 2 (1 + exp θ(t − ti))

−1
]
, (33)

where ti is the simulation starting time and θ is a free parameter controlling the rise of the heat-flux perturbation.

Computations have been performed for configuration I with ti = 0.1 and θ = 6 for each of the following transverse

wavenumber values: k⊥ = 0, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 25, 50, 100.

The ranges covered by the perturbation values (like entropy or vorticity) are particularly large and we sometimes had

to use the transformational function X̃ = sign(X) log10 (1 + 1000 |X |) in the graphical representations involving

these quantities.

3.3.1 “AMPLIFICATION SHEET”

Almost all perturbations have local extrema in the vicinity of the ablation front. Time evolutions of the magnitude

of such extrema for the density perturbation maxξ|G|(t, k⊥) are shown for all wavenumbers considered here in

Fig. 3. The resulting set of curves constitutes what we call the amplification sheet of the density perturbation.

For small values of the transverse wavenumbers k⊥, after a period of pure growth, the quantity maxξ|G|(t, k⊥)

stays nearly constant. For increasing values of k⊥, the duration of the growth period shortens as a transient

attenuation regim sets in, itself followed by a persisting oscillatory regime of smaller amplitudes. A noticeable
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feature of this amplification sheet is that its maximum level is reached for k⊥ = 0. By appropriately choosing a

level curve maxξ|G|(t, k⊥) = cst on this amplification sheet, we may identify the transient attenuation regime in

the (log t, log k⊥)-plane (see Fig. 4). In this plane, the corresponding level curve follows approximately a straight
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Figure 3: Density perturbation amplification sheet for 10−8 ≤ k⊥ ≤ 102 and 0.1 ≤ t ≤ 15.
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Figure 4: Level curve maxξ |G| = 1 in the plane (log t, log k⊥).

line of slope −4/3, i. e., given by the similarity exponent α. The fact that this exponent is entirely determined by

the temperature exponent ν of the thermal conductivity strongly suggests that the damping of perturbations at

the ablation front is governed by thermal diffusion. Let us emphasize that the small amplitude oscillatory regimes

seem to persist even for increasing wavenumbers.

3.3.2 WAVE-LIKE STRUCTURES

In this section, we restrict ourselves to a qualitative description of the wave structures revealed by the numerical

simulations.

Behaviour of the perturbed ablation front

The temporal evolution of the location of the density perturbation extrema is shown in Fig. 5. For a transverse

wavenumber k⊥ = 10−3, the extremum rapidly tends to a fixed abscissa, while for k⊥ = 50, this extremum oscillates

about a mean value.
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Figure 5: Temporal evolution of the location of maxξ|G| for k⊥ = 10−3 (left) and k⊥ = 50 (right).

Early time behaviour

The early time behaviour of the density perturbation is represented in Fig. 6 for two transverse wavenumbers,

k⊥ = 10−3 (left) and k⊥ = 50 (right). For these two wavenumbers, and for all the others, the density perturbation

is rapidly amplified at the ablation front and propagates from the ablation front towards the shock-wave front at

the same group velocity.
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Figure 6: Early time behaviour of the density perturbation for wavenumbers k⊥ = 10−3 and k⊥ = 50 for 0.11 ≤

t ≤ 0.16.

Space-time structures of Kovásznay modes

The three Kovásznay modes [49], namely, the pressure, entropy and vorticity which have been transformed with

the function X̃ are shown in Figures 7 and 8 in the space (m, t) for wavenumbers k⊥ = 10−3 and k⊥ = 50,

respectively. In the Lagrangian variable m, the shock-wave front and the ablation front are clearly visible. The

perturbations are significantly amplified as they cross the ablation front, this behaviour is especially visible for

wavenumber k⊥ = 10−3. The plots of P̃, S̃, Ω̃ display plateau-like regions for wavenumber k⊥ = 10−3, whereas for

wavenumber k⊥ = 50, spatial structures appear in the compressed region. In the compressed region, acoustic waves

propagate and we observe the multiple acoustic interactions between the shock-wave front and the ablation front.

Note that the vorticity perturbation appears stationary in this same region, indicating that it is simply convected

by the mean flow downstream of the shock front. In contrast to the other two quantities, the vorticity perturbation

is weakly damped in the heat-conduction region. Near the origin, the flow expands supersonically and the three

modes, pressure, entropy and vorticity waves are trapped in this region—dark zones close to the origin on the plots

of Fig. 8 are characteristic of this trapping.
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Figure 7: Transformed pressure P̃ (top), entropy S̃ (middle) and vorticity Ω̃ (bottom) perturbations as functions

of (m, t) for wavenumber k⊥ = 10−3 and for the domain 0 ≤ m ≤ 12, 0.1 ≤ t ≤ 15 .
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of (m, t) for wavenumber k⊥ = 50 and for the domain 0 ≤ m ≤ 7, 0.1 ≤ t ≤ 10.
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Time behaviour of perturbations at the shock wave location

Density perturbation time evolutions at the shock-wave front are displayed in Fig. 9 for wavenumber k⊥ = 10−3

and in Fig. 10 for wavenumber k⊥ = 50. The evolution for wavenumber k⊥ = 10−3 exhibits two regimes: a rapid

growth of the perturbation amplitude followed by a nearly constant regime. The evolution for wavenumber k⊥ = 50

displays three phases: a growth phase, a damped oscillatory phase and a modulated oscillatory phase. This last

behaviour is different from that of an isolated perturbation shock-wave travelling at a constant velocity.
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Figure 9: Density perturbation time evolutions at the shock-wave front for wavenumber k⊥ = 10−3 and for 0.1 ≤

t ≤ 15 .
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Figure 10: Density perturbation time evolutions at the shock-wave front for wavenumber k⊥ = 50, for 0.1 ≤ t ≤ 20

(left) and for 2 ≤ t ≤ 20 (right).

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have presented realistic self-similar ablation flows obtained with a high accuracy and results of

the linear stability analysis for one of them. The main findings of this paper are that:

- maximum perturbation amplitudes in the thin ablation front layer are reached for transverse wavenumber

k⊥ = 0;

- the damping of ablation front perturbations is closely related to thermal diffusion;

- ablation front perturbations seem to persist for increasing transverse wavenumbers.
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The preliminary analysis of the wave-like structures seems to exhibit two different regimes: a steady regime at very

low wavenumbers (see Fig. 5 (left), Fig. 6 (left), Fig. 7 and Fig. 9) and an oscillatory regime for large wavenumbers

(see Fig. 5 (right), Fig. 6 (right), Fig. 8 and Fig. 10). Further analyses are required to understand more clearly

these behaviours.
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Mean flow equations
Gas dynamic equations with non linear heat conduction

mass conservation

momentum conservation

energy conservation

Self-similar formulation 

for

Self-similar flow governed 

by thermal diffusivity
α depends only on ν
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Mean flow numerical resolution
ODE system with boundary conditions

Numerical resolution  : shooting method and relaxation method

boundary conditions

energy deposited ablation front shock wave

T

ρ
x0

ξ f

Bp

Bϕ

Rankine-
Hugoniot

ξ c

First step: Shooting method in finite-difference 

Second step: Relaxation process (dynamical multidomain 
Chebyshev pseudo-spectral method1,2)

1 Renaud & Gauthier, 1998. 2 Le Creurer’s talk (tuesday) 
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Mean flow results 
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Linear perturbation equations
Three-dimensional linear perturbations

mass conservation

x-momentum conservation

energy conservation

transverse-momentum conservation

Incompletely parabolic system with time-dependent boundary 

conditions
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Linear perturbations numerical resolution
Numerical method

- dynamical multidomain Chebyshev collocation method
with three step Runge-Kutta scheme (explicit & complete)

Hyperbolic system 3 Parabolic equation&

- time-dependent boundary conditions: characteristics method
influence matrix technique4

3 Boudesocque-Dubois & al., 2003. 4 Pulicani, 1989. 

Boundary conditions
energy deposited ablation front shock wave
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Self-similar ablation flow stability analysis 1.

t

k

Maximum reached for zero transverse wavenumber 
Plateau for small wavenumbers
Attenuation for large wavenumbers followed by oscillatory regime in time
Perturbations seem to persist although wavenumber increases

amplification sheet

Perturbation attenuation for large wavenumbers is 
essentially governed by thermal diffusivity

law in t-1.4

simulations

threshold wavenumber
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Space-time structures of perturbations 1.
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Perturbations convection from the 
rippled shock towards the ablation 
front

Space-time structures of perturbations 2.
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Conclusions

Stability analysis of 
EXACT 

UNSTEADY

COMPRESSIBLE

ablation flow is now possible 

First trail :  Main results

- MAXIMUM amplification for ZERO transverse wavenumber 

- 2 regimes :  
AMPLICATION REGIME 

ATTENUATION REGIME

- Attenuation governed by THERMAL DIFFUSION

- Absence of CUT-OFF ?
Second trail :  Acoustic part on the stability (in progress)

- Perturbations convection from the rippled shock
towards the ablation front

- Couplage between the ablation front and the shock
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Realistic simulation LMJ  : FCI1 code (CEA/DAM)

Method of successive shocks : 
piecewise linearly increasing
flux at the origin

optimal compression

profiles close to self-similar solutionsAnd …

Flux & pressure  in boundary 

conditions for different times 

Different couples  of 
Bp

realistic self-similar ablation layout

Broadening of the quantities, conservation of the density level, …

1 2

Bϕ&
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Mean flow result
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Mean flow results
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Supersonic  region near the origin : low Mach Number hypothesis ?
Compressed region : convection dominate diffusion
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Presence of a thicker instability region with downstream a region of high
stabilization 

We expect stabilization of perturbations
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stability analysis of insteady flows
Search for the analogie of one growth rate       

Overall mesure of perturbations : extremum of a physical variable 
in space of ξ for a given vwave number and time. Obtaining of a 
« dispersion sheet ».

- not defined in t = 0
- expansion of lengths during time

Ratio of characteristic lengths of self-similar flow on the transverse 
wave-length of perturbations decreases during time as t−α.

Particularities of self-similar solutions

Characteristic time of the flow and growth of perturbations
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Space-time structures of perturbations 1.

k  = 0,001

G

t
ξ

G

t
ξ

k  = 7

G

m
t

k  = 7

Localisation of perturbations in the thin ablation layer,

Just downstream the unsteady layer 
Oscillations in the ablation layer
Are these oscillations confined ?

Idea : Application of a contrast function 

couplage between the shock and the ablation front
As k    structures appear in the compressed-shock region
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Space-time structures of perturbations 3.

P
Ω 
S

P
Ω 
S

perturbations at the origin k  = 25 perturbations at the shock-wave k  = 50

At the origin:

Temporal modulation  of the frequence of oscillations
Related to the expansion of the mean flow

At the shock wave:
After a transient time, regular oscillations  in phase of  perturbation

t t
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RT mixing of a thin liquid layer on the rigid wall moving with 
deceleration 
Yu. Alekhanov2, A. Levushov1,2, A. Logvinov1,2, S. Lomtev2 & E. Meshkov1,2 
1Russian Federal Nuclear Center - VNIIEF,  
Sarov, Russia 
2Sarov Physical-Technical Institute 
 meshkov@sarfti.sarov.ru  

Results of investigation of development of RT mixing air and a thin (~0.5 mm) a layer of water at an end 
face of the piston moving with deceleration (~2·104-105m/s2) are presented. These experiments confirm an 
opportunity of realization of a method to obtain of a mix atomized liquids with gas by means of the piston 
machine [1].  

The opportunity of use of the given effect: a) for obtaining of a mix atomized waters with air for 
suppression of fires and b) preparation of a fuel-air mix in engines of internal combustion is discussed 

      
 t = 0 ms 0,43 ms 0,86ms 1,29 ms 1,72 ms 2,15 ms 

Developments of turbulent mixing of a thin layer of water at a stage deceleration of the piston (2) due to 
development of RT instability. The flat piston with thickness of ~22 mm was accelerated in the channel of 
square section 40×40mm2 by pressure of products of a detonation of a mix of acetylene with oxygen (1). 
The layer of water thickness of ~0.5 mm (in a small deepening (15×15mm2) at an end face of the piston) 
turns to a drop cloud (3) with the thickness of ~25 mm. Time is counted from the moment of occurrence 
of the piston in the frame. 

References 
1. E.Meshkov, N.Nevmerzhitsky. A method of receiving of a mix atomized liquids with gas. Patent RF #2220009,  

2003. 
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1 

t=0,71ms  1,78ms  1,95ms  2,12ms     2,29ms     2,45ms 
 
Fig.1.Photochronograms of turbulent mixing of a thin water layer at the edge of decelerated piston due 
to development of RT instability. Designations: 1-selfluminiscenting products of a detonation of a mix 
of acetylene with oxygen; 2-piston; 3-layer of water (after the beginning of deceleration of the piston - 
a zone of turbulent mixing of water with air); 4-end face of the accelerating channel; 5-marker lines. 
Time is counted from the moment of initiation of a detonation of a mix.  
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Fig.2 – The Х-t diagram of the top edge 
of the piston (1) and the top edge of 
turbulent mixing zone (2). 
 

Fig.3 Dependence on time of thickness of a 
turbulent mixing zone. At a stage of the accelerated 
movement of the piston (t≤1.4мс) seen thickness of 
a layer of water is defined by fluctuations of its 
surface thereof it appears in some times more than 
average thickness of a layer (~0.4 mm). 
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Second order closure turbulence model (1D code MUZA), 
empiric constants fitting 
Mikhail Anuchin & Maksim Anuchin 
Russian Federal Nuclear Centre � Zababakhin All-Russian Institute of Technical Physics, 
Snezhinsk, Russia 
M.G.Anuchin@VNIITF.ru  

A second order closure model for compressible turbulent flows is proposed. Closure hypothesis are based 
on the analogy to that for incompressible and stratified flows. 

A short-cut variant of the model with algebraic equations for turbulent fluxes is formulated in local 
equilibrium approximation. In the frame of algebraic model the problem of turbulent mixing layer 
development on an interface between two fluids is considered for small density drop. Estimations of 
empiric constants values are fulfilled using experimental data on shear and gravitational mixing at the 
interface and atmospheric surface layer also. 

The model is implemented in 1D hydrodynamic code �MUZA�. Raleigh-Taylor turbulence test 
simulations approved the model adequacy. Numerical optimization of empiric constants gives the values 
close to the estimated ones. 
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Second order closure turbulence model (1D code MUZA), 
empiric constants fitting 

Mikhail Anuchin & Maksim Anuchin 
Russian Federal Nuclear Centre – Zababakhin All-Russian Institute of Technical 
Physics, 
Snezhinsk, Russia 
M.G.Anuchin@VNIITF.ru 
 

A second order closure engineering model for multimaterial variable-density 
turbulent flows is proposed. Closure hypothesis are based on the analogy to that 
for incompressible shear flows and stratified boundary layers with small density 
change. 

A short-cut variant of the model with algebraic equations for turbulent variables 
is formulated in local equilibrium approximation. In the frame of algebraic 
model the problem of turbulent mixing layer development on the interface 
between two fluids is considered for small density drop. Estimations of empiric 
constants values are fulfilled using analytical solutions received and 
experimental data on shear and buoyant mixing on the interface and atmospheric 
surface layer observed data also. 

The model is implemented in 1D hydrodynamic code MUZA. Raleigh-Tailor 
turbulence test simulations approved the model adequacy. Numerical 
optimization of empiric constants for arbitrary density drops gives the values 
close to the estimated ones. 
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SECOND ORDER CLOSURE TURBULENCE MODEL FORMULATION 

The initial set of Navier-Stokes equations for compressible, variable-
density, multimaterial flow is: 
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2 .   (molecular viscous stress tensor) 

 
 Ensemble averaging using combination of  

Reynolds decomposition   u u u= + ′ , ′ =u 0 

and Favre (mass-weighted) 
decomposition     u u u= + ′′ , ρ ′′ =u 0  

( ′ = ′′ − ′′u u u ,     u u u= + ′′ ,     u u
=
ρ
ρ

,     ′′ = −
′ ′u uρ
ρ

) 

 
produce mean flow equations [1]: 
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One can derive full set of unclosed equations for second-order correlations [1]: 
 

ki cu ′′′′ρ  – turbulent mass fraction flux, 

ji uu ′′′′ρ  – Reynolds stress tensor (turbulent momentum flux), 

eui ′′′′ρ   – turbulent internal energy flux (heat flux), 

ρ
′ρ′

−=′′ i
i

uu  – velocity-density correlation (mass flux associated velocity), 

′
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
ρ

ρ′−=
1b – density self-correlation, 

ρ
′ρ′

−=′′ k
k

cc  – mass fraction - density correlation, 

ρ
′ρ′

−=′′
ee  – internal energy - density correlation. 

 
 

Closure assumptions we used are based on the analogy to that usually 
applied to model incompressible shear flows [2], shear and stratified 
(convective) boundary layers [3]. That guarantees the model validity in the limit 
case of constant density or small density change (when Boussinesq convective 
approximation is good). 

We were also motivated to minimize complexity and the number of 
empirical constants. 
 
 
The governing dimensional variables are 
 

2

2
α′′=

uk   – turbulent kinetic energy and 

2
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⎜
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ρ

=ε
β

α

x
u

 – rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy 

or 
 

kq 2=   – turbulent velocity scale and 

ε
=

1

3

B
ql   – turbulent length scale. 
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TURBULENCE MODEL EQUATIONS 

Equation for Reynolds stress jiuu ′′′′ρ : 
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Equation for turbulent mass flux iu ′′ρ− : 
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Equation for density self-correlation 
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Where 

kuq 22 =′′= α  – turbulent velocity scale, 
ε

=
1

3

B
ql  – turbulent length scale,  

qlBkd
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=  – turbulent transport coefficient,  

i
i x
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∂

ρ
= 1~  – pressure acceleration,  – sound velocity. sc
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For mass fraction turbulent flux and internal energy turbulent flux we use 
simple gradient type approximation: 
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To complete the model it is necessary to add pair equations (or formulas) for 
governing dimensional variables: 
 

lq,  or ε,k . 
 
We use traditional  and  equations [4]: k ε
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where 

α

β
βα ∂
∂′′′′−=

x
uuuPs   is shear production of turbulent energy and  

αα′′−= guPb
~   – buoyant production. 

 
 
We shall also use below simple formulas for l  instead of ε  equation defining 

dissipation rate according to Kolmogorov relation:    ( )
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3 2
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1D CODE MUZA 

The model described above was implemented in 1D code MUZA, solving 
the following equations in Lagrange coordinates for plane, cylindrical and 
spherical geometry (we miss overbars below). 
 
Mean flow equations: 
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Mass flux associated velocity ua ′′−= : 
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Density self-correlation: 
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Turbulent kinetic energy: 
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 7

Turbulent kinetic energy components: 
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For plane and spherical case: ( )132 2
1 kkkk −== . 

 
Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate: 
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 – Lagrange mass element. 

,  ,  for plane geometry, 01 =s
rπ=Σ 2 11 =s 02 =

24
, , s  for cylindrical geometry, 

rπ=Σ 11 =s 12 =

21 ss +=σ
 

 

, , s  for spherical geometry. 

. 
 
 
It is possible transition to the first order closure k-ε model applying  
 
gradient approximation for mass flux 
 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
∂
∂

−
∂
∂ρ

Σ⋅= ρ m
p

cm
dCa

s
2

1  

 
and assumption of turbulent kinetic energy isotropy 
 

321 kkk ==
3
k

= . 
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Turbulence variable Diffusion Dissipation 
Interaction 

with pressure 
fluctuations 

Shear 
production 

Buoyant 
production 

Reynolds stress kC  1B  3211 ,,, CCCA  -  -
Turbulent mass flux uCρ   2A  -  -
Density self-correlation bC  2B  -   - -
Mass fraction flux cC  -    - - -
Internal energy flux eC  -    - - -
Turbulent energy dissipation εC  ε2C  - ε1C  ε3C  

 8

 
 
 
 
TABLE 1.  THE LIST OF EMPIRICAL CONSTANTS USED IN THE TURBULENCE MODEL EQUATIONS AND 

PHYSICAL PROCESSES THEY GOVERN 

The problem is to estimate these empirical constants. 
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ALGEBRAIC MODEL FOR TURBULENCE VARIABLES 

By neglecting convective and diffusion terms (local equilibrium 
approximation) the turbulence equations on page 4 reduce to the following 
algebraic set: 
 

( ) ( ) −
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡
δ++′′+′′+⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛

∂
∂′′′′+

∂
∂′′′′−δ=′′′′

α
α

α
α ijbsijji

i
j

j
iijji PPgugu

x
uuu

x
uuu

q
lAquu

3
2~~3

3 1

2

 

−⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛

∂
∂δ

−
∂
∂

+
∂
∂

−
α

α

x
u

x
u

x
uqC ij

i

j

j

i

3
2

1 −⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛

∂
∂′′′′δ−

∂
∂′′′′+

∂
∂′′′′

β

α
βα

α
α

α
α x

uuu
x
uuu

x
uuuC ij

i
j

j
i 3

2
2  

⎥⎦
⎤
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ ′′δ−′′+′′− ααguguguC ijijji

~
3
2~~

3 , 

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
−⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−

∂
ρ∂

ρ
′′′′+

∂
∂′′−=′′ α

α
α

α
α i

s
i

i
i gb

c
g

x
uu

x
uu

q
lAu ~~13 22 , 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−

∂
ρ∂

ρ
′′⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ += α

α
α 22

~1
2

1
sc

g
x

ub
q
lBb , 

i

k
cki x

cdCcu
∂
∂
⋅−=′′′′ , 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛

ρ
−

∂
∂

⋅−=′′′′ i
si

ei g
c
p

x
edCeu ~

2 . 

 
 
 

Note that the classical first order k -ε  model [4] based on Boussinesq 
gradient hypothesis is a particular case of algebraic model: 
 
 

iju
ij

ji SdCquu ⋅−
δ

=′′′′
3

2 ,     S u
x

u
x

u
x

ij
i

j

j

i
ij= + −∂

∂
∂
∂

δ ∂
∂

α

α

2
3

, 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−

∂
ρ∂

ρ
⋅=

ρ
′ρ′

−=′′ α

α
ρ 2

~1

s

i
i c

g
x

dCuu . 
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FREE TURBULENT MIXING LAYER ON THE INTERFACE OF TWO 
FLUIDS 

 Our goal is to estimate empiric constants of the model describing 
turbulent mixing induced by Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmgoltz 
instabilities. 

Consider the plane horizontally uniform turbulent mixing layer on the 
interface between two fluids of different density and different horizontal 
velocity in vertical gravitational field g  (see figure below). 

 

ρ1 

ρ2 

g 

U1

U2

x 

z 

mixing layer

 
We apply algebraic model to describe evolution of mixing layer in the 

case of incompressible fluids and small density drop at the interface. 
 
 We shall use more convenient notations (accepted in geophysics [3]): 

{ } ( )WVUui ,,=   – Favre-mean velocity components, 

{ } ( )wvuui ,,=′′   – turbulent flux velocity components, 

{ } ( )222 ,, wvuuu ii =′′′′  – velocity fluctuations components (turbulent energy 

components), 

{ } ( vwuwuvuu ji ,,=′′′′ )  – shear stress components. 
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ALGEBRAIC MODEL FOR INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS AND SMALL 
DENSITY DROP AT THE INTERFACE 

 For horizontally uniform flow 0==WV , 0=v , 0== vwuv  and all 
variables are the functions of vertical coordinate  only. z
 
 Mean flow equations and algebraic turbulent equations may now be 
written as: 
 

z
w

t ∂
∂ρ

=
∂
∂ρ ,       (density) 

wu
zt

U
∂
∂

−=
∂
∂ ,      (horizontal velocity) 

 

gw
z
Uwu

lB
q

+
∂
∂

−=
1

3

,     (turbulent kinetic energy) 

 

⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −

∂
∂

−+= gwC
z
UwuC

q
lqu 32

2
2 ˆˆ2

3
, 

⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −

∂
∂

+= gwC
z
UwuC

q
lqv 32

2
2 ˆˆ

3
, 

⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ +

∂
∂

+= gwC
z
UwuC

q
lqw 32

2
2 ˆ2ˆ

3
, 

(turbulent kinetic energy 
components) 

 

( )wu l
q

C w C q U
z

C u g= − + +⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

3
2 2

2
1

2
3

$ $ $∂
∂

, (shear stress) 

 

⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
∂
∂ρ

ρ
+

∂
∂

−=
z

wu
z
Uw

q
lAu 13 2 ,  (horizontal mass flux velocity) 

⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
+

∂
∂ρ

ρ
= gb

z
w

q
lAw 13 2

2 ,   (vertical mass flux velocity) 

 

z
w

q
lBb

∂
∂ρ

ρ
=

1
2 ,     (density self-correlation) 

 
where 

111 2ˆ CAC = ,     ( )212 12ˆ CAC −= ,     ( )313 12ˆ CAC −= . 
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 Making a formal substitution 
 

z
lqKw

∂
∂ρ

ρ
= ρ

1     and    
z
UlqKwu u ∂
∂

−=  

 
after considerable algebra all turbulent variables can be defined as a functions of 

density and velocity gradients 
1
ρ
∂ρ
∂z

, 
∂
∂
U
z

: 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
z

gl
R

R
RKB

z
UlRRKBq

f

f
fffu ∂

∂ρ
ρ

−
⋅≡⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛
∂
∂

−⋅= ρ
2

1

2
2

1
2 1

1 , 

( )
f

f

R
RCC

Bq

u

−

+
+=

1

ˆˆ21
3
1 32

1
2

2

, 

( )
f

f

R
RCC

Bq

v

−

+−
+=

1

ˆˆ1
3
1 32

1
2

2

, 

( )
f

f

R
RCC

Bq

w

−

−−
+=

1

ˆ2ˆ1
3
1 32

1
2

2

, 

( ) ( )[ ]
z
U

z
lRKRKAu fuf ∂

∂
∂
∂ρ

ρ
⋅+= ρ

13 2
2 , 

( )
2

2 ⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
∂
∂ρ

ρ
⋅= ρ z

lRKBb f , 

 
where 
 

( )f

i

s

b
f R

R

z
Uwu

wg
P
PR

Pr
=

∂
∂

=−=  – flux Richardson number, 

2

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛
∂
∂

∂
∂ρ

ρ−=

z
U

z
g

Ri     – gradient Richardson number, 

 

( ) ( )
( )f

fu
f RK

RK
R

ρ

=Pr     – Prandtl number. 
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Functions 
( )fRKK ρρ =     and    ( )fuu RKK =  

 
are defined by the following analytical formulas: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )f

c

f

f R
R
R

KRK
−

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−

= ρρ 1

1
0 ,     ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−

==
ρ

2

1

1

1
0PrPr

R
R
R
R

RK
RK

R
f

f

f

fu
f , 

( ) ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−=ρ

1

2
2

ˆ310
B
CAK ,      ( ) ⎥

⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
−⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−=

1

1

1

2

1

2
1

ˆ

3

ˆˆ31
2
30

B
C

B
C

B
CBKu , 

 

 ( ) ( )322
1

2 ˆ2ˆ3
0

111 CCB
B
A

KRc
+++=

ρ

, 

( ) ( )2
23232

11

ˆˆˆ2ˆ3
2

3
0

111 CCCCA
BKR u

+++= , 

( ) 3
1

2

2

ˆ
2
9

0
111 C

B
A

KRR c ρ

−= . 

 
 
 
 
 
If we put the turbulent length scale l  to be proportional to the mixing layer 
width L  
 

l a L= ⋅     ( 1.0≈a ), 
 
the solution can be completed analytically for limit cases when  
 

Rf → −∞  – buoyancy driven mixing layer (“pure” Rayleigh-Tailor 
turbulence) and 

 
Rf = 0  – shear driven (neutral) mixing layer (“pure” Kelvin-

Helmgoltz turbulence). 
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BUOYANT (RAYLEIGH-TAILOR) MIXING LAYER ( ) Rf → −∞

Equations set on pages 11-12 reduces to: 
∂ρ
∂

∂ρ
∂t

w
z

= ,   
( ) 2/3

2
2/3

2/1
1

10
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
∂
∂ρ

ρ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
= ρ

z
lg

R
K

Bw
c

,   
( )

z
g

R
K

Blq
c ∂

∂ρ
ρ

= ρ 02/1
1 , 

u

q

v

q
C
B

2

2

2

2
3

1

1
3

= = −
$

,   
w

q
C
B

2

2
3

1

1
3

2= +
$

,   
( ) 2

2
0

⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
∂
∂ρ

ρ
= ρ

z
l

R
K

Bb
c

. 

 

Mean density shape equation: 
( ) 2/322/3

2/1
1

0
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛
∂
∂ρ

ρ∂
∂

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=

∂
∂ρ ρ

z
l

z
g

R
K

B
t c

. 

Self-similar solution: 

( )( )ρ ρ ρ δ ζ= + +1 2
2

1 A ,      ( )
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
ζ
ζ

+⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
ζ
ζ

−⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
ζ
ζ

=ζδ
∗∗∗

42
2

5
12

3
212

8
15 , 

where 

( ) ( )tL
z

K
R

Ba
c

5/35/1

1
5/4 0ˆ

21
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ α
=ζ

ρ

  – non-dimensional coordinate, 

 
( )L t Agt= 2 2α  – mixing layer width, 

 
5/1

8
1352 ⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛=ζ∗  – non-dimensional mixing layer width, 

A = −
+

ρ ρ
ρ ρ

2 1

2 1
  – Atwood number. 

 
 

1
2

±=⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ ζ
±δ ∗  consequently 

 ( )

5/35/1

1
5/4

5/1

0
21

8
1352 ⎟

⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ α
=⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛=ζ

ρ
∗ K

R
Ba

c . (1) 

Turbulent energy anisotropy is 

 η=
−

+
=

1

3

1

3

2

2

ˆ

3
1

ˆ2
3
1

B
C
B
C

u

w
. (2) 
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SHEAR (KELVIN-HELMGOLTZ) MIXING LAYER ( ) Rf = 0

Equations set on pages 11-12 reduces to: 
 

∂
∂

∂
∂

U
t z

wu= − ,   ( )wu lqK U
zu= − ⋅$ 0 ∂
∂

,   ( )q B K l U
zu= 1 0$ ∂
∂

, 

u

q
C
B

2

2
2

1

1
3

2= +
$

,   
v

q

w

q
C
B

2

2

2

2
2

1

1
3

= = −
$

. 

 

Mean velocity shape equation:  ( ) 2
2

2/3

1

2
1

0
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛
∂
∂

∂
∂

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=

∂
∂

z
Ul

zB
KB

t
U u . 

 

Self-similar solution:  ( )ζδ⋅−= 1122
1 UUU ,     ( )

⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
ζ
ζ

−⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
ζ
ζ

=ζδ
∗∗∗∗

2

1
232

2
1

, 

where 

( ) ( ) ( )tL
z

K
B

Ba u 0
1

3/2
1

3/1
1α=ζ  – non-dimensional coordinate, 

( ) tUUtL ⋅−α= 121 2
1

 – mixing layer width, 
3/162 ⋅=ζ ∗∗    – non-dimensional mixing layer width. 

 
 

1
21 ±=⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ ζ
±δ ∗∗  consequently 

 
( ) ( )0

62 1
3/2

1

3/1
13/1

uK
B

Ba
α

=⋅=ζ ∗∗ . (3) 

 
Turbulent energy anisotropy and non-dimensional shear stress are 
 

 1

1

2

1

2

2

2

ˆ

3
1

ˆ2
3
1

η=
−

+
=

B
C
B
C

w

u
,     

( )
2

1
2

0ˆ
η==−

B
K

q
wu u . (4) 
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THE FOLLOWING DATA DEFINE EMPIRIC CONSTANTS LISTED IN 

THE FOURTH COLUMN OF TABLE 2 ON PAGE 21 

 
 
Experimental and DNS data 

on Rayleigh-Tailor turbulence: 
06.0≈α  – mixing rate [5], 
8.2≈η  – turbulence energy anisotropy [5], 

 
on Kelvin-Helmgoltz turbulence: 

4.0≈α  – mixing rate [6], 
3.21 ≈η  – turbulence energy anisotropy [7], 
14.02 ≈η  – non-dimensional shear stress [7]. 

 
1.0≈a  – eddy’s length scale ( l a L= ⋅ , usual assumption is Ll << ). 

 
Rc ≈ 0 21.  – critical value of Richardson number [8]. 
 
Formulas (1)-(4) received from analytic solutions. 
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ATMOSPHERIC SURFACE STRATIFIED LAYER 

Algebraic model (pages 11-13) is also valid for stratified boundary layer 
near rough surface [3,9] (see figure below). 
 

 

g 

U(z), 
z 

ρ(z) 

rough surface 

x 
 

 
In the limit 0→z  as the surface is approached and buoyancy effect vanish 
( ) the following asymptotic formulas are valid: 0→fR

wu u= − ∗
2 ,   w u= − ∗ ∗ρ

ρ
,   ∂

∂ κ
U
z

u
z

= ∗ ,  
z

u
κ

=ε ∗
3

,   ∂ρ
∂ α

ρ
κρz z

= − ∗1 ,   l z= κ , 

R g
u

zf =
∗

∗
2
ρ
ρ
κ , 

where  is von Karman constant. 4.0≈κ
Near surface turbulent variables are constant: 
 

( ) ( )222222222 ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,,, qwvuuqwvu ∗= ,     η=
2

2

w

u
. 

 
Observed data [3,9] 
 

( ) ( )21.0,1,8.2,55.2,2.1,2.1,9.1,,,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ =αη ρ cRqwvu  
 
and algebraic model formulas on pages 12, 13 yield the values of empiric 
constants listed in the third column of the table 2 on page 21. 
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There were also fulfilled numerical simulations by 1D code MUZA of 
Rayleigh-Tailor turbulent mixing development for varies (not small) values of 
density drop on the interface of two incompressible fluids. 

 18

08.02 =A
au

NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION OF EMPIRIC CONSTANTS BY CODE 
MUZA TO DESCRIBE RAYLEIGH-TAILOR MIXING FOR ARBITRARY 

DESITY DROP 

The results of the empiric constants numerical fitting see in the fifth 
column of table 2 on page 21. 

 
The constant  governing the process of turbulent mass flux 

dissipation provides the identity −≡ , which is valid for incompressible 
fluids. (u  – Favre-mean velocity, ( )a−  – mass flux associated velocity, see 
page 6). 

The additional constant of turbulent kinetic energy redistribution C  
provides the observed value of turbulent energy anisotropy (  [5]) when 

. 

3

8.2≈η
63.03 =C

1.0=εThe diffusion constants were put equal to the constant C , which 
governs the diffusion of energy dissipation ε . This provides smooth enough 
shapes of mean flow and turbulence variables. 

At last it turned out, that turbulent layer growth rate α  is very sensitive to 
buoyant production of ε , C  gives 835.03 =ε 06.0=α . 

 
The figures 1 and 2 demonstrate the results of Rayleigh-Tailor mixing 

simulation for density drop 3/ 21 =ρρ . Dashed lines are predictions of k -ε  
model (see page 7, ). 1.0=ρC
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Fig. 1 Full mixing zone width L and heavy fluid penetration width Lb versus covered path S= gt2/2. Self-similar vertical 

shapes of mean flow variables (density ρ, mass fraction c2, pressure P, ξ=z/gt2 – non-dimensional vertical 
coordinate). 
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Fig. 2 Self-similar vertical shapes of non-dimensional turbulence variables: Favre-mean velocity gtu /  and turbulent flux 

velocity gta / , density self-correlation b, kinetic energy 2  and it’s components , dissipation rate 

.    ( )
)/(gtk 2

2,1 )/(gtk

tg2/ε ( )1//1 21 −ρρρρ−=ab  – density self-correlation exact analytic formula for immiscible fluids. 
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TABLE 2.  EMPIRIC CONSTANTS ESTIMATES 

 

 Physical process Atmospheric surface 
layer (algebraic model) 

Shear and buoyant free 
mixing layer (algebraic 
model for small density 

drop) 

Rayleigh-Tailor 
turbulent mixing 

(numeric optimization 
by code MUZA) 

1A  Turbulence anisotropy relaxation, 
energy redistribution 1.03   1.09 1.09

2A  Turbulent mass flux dissipation 0.59 0.151 0.08 
1B  Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation 16.5 17.5 - 
2B  Density self-correlation dissipation    7.82 9.15 9.15
1C  0.0712   0.083 0.083
2C  0.108   0.194 0.194
3C  

Reynolds stress components 
exchange, energy redistribution 

0  0 0.63 

C  
Diffusion of all variables 
( ecbuk CCCCCC ===== ρ ) -  - 0.1 

εC  ε  diffusion 0.1 [2] - 0.1 
ε1C  ε  shear production 1.45 - 1.45 
ε2C  ε  dissipation 2 [2] - 2 
ε3C  ε  buoyant production - - 0.835 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 The values of empiric constants estimated analytically using algebraic 
model for surface and free mixing layers with small density change and the ones 
received by numerical optimization for Rayleigh-Tailor turbulent mixing with 
arbitrary density drop do not differ dramatically. This fact allows to hope that 
the second order closure model we use captures the main physical aspects of 
turbulent mixing. 
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The paper presents a 3D method of describing interface with unstructured mesh of markers, which is 
implemented in the MAH-3 code (Anuchina et al. (1997)).  

2D and 3D test problems set-up and computed data are presented for comparison two methods: method of 
material mixture concentrations and markers method.  

Algorithms of marker-based control the interface location in time on an Eulerian mesh and influence on 
calculation of convective fluids flows. 

The numerical results show, that the proposed markers method allows the robust calculation of the 
interface location and having less error.  
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Numerical simulations for cylindrical and spherical geometries are presented, which study linear and non-
linear stages of evolution of small perturbations at the interface of two incompressible, non-viscous, non-
heat-conducting liquids being under effect of  Rayleigh-Taylor instability.  Initial perturbations of the 
interface are considered for two cases: when the flow is described with two and three spatial variables.  
Results of the numerical simulations of the linear evolution stage for the small perturbations are in good 
agreement with the analytical laws of small single-mode perturbation evolution, derived in linearized 
formulation (basic solution is at rest) for cylindrical and spherical geometries.  Effect of dimensionality of 
space and geometry (plane, cylindrical or spherical) on the evolution of perturbations is studied for non-
linear stage. Basic characteristics of the difference methods implemented in MAH and MAH-3 software 
packages used for numerical studies are briefly described. 
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The Rayleigh-Taylor instability play a prominent role in various areas of fundamental and applied physics, 
specially inertial confinement fusion (ICF). If the fuel-pusher mixing is induced by the Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability of the contact surface, the total nuclear reaction yield will be reduced.   

In the paper (Hattori et al.(1986)), authors investigated the linear stage of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability 
by modeling the stagnation dynamics with a self-similar solution. 

In the present paper the results of the 2D and 3D numerical modeling of the linear and non-linear stages of 
the Rayleigh-Taylor instability are presented. Statement of numerical experiments was  proposed in 
(Hattori et al.(1986)). The modeling was performed by using the MAH (Anuchina et al. (1992)) and 
MAH-3 (Anuchina et al. (2000)) program packages. At the linear stage numerical results are in good 
agreement with the analitical solution. For the perturbations with identical maximal value of penetration of 
easy gas in a heavy one the curves of bubble growth  (2D, 3D), and a curve of jet growth (3D) coincide. 
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Introduction 

The non-linear growth of a Rayleigh-

Taylor unstable mixing regions under 

multimode perturbation is usually described 

by: 

(1)    hb(t)=αbgAt2 - where hb is bubbles height, 

g is the acceleration, A is Atwood’s number 

and αb  is assumed to be a universal constant. 

Experimental, theoretical and numerical 

attempts to estimate αb  yield a wide range 

(0.02 to 0.08). Many of the results were 

summarized by the Alpha-Group (α-G) (1): the  

experimental value is 0.057 ± 0.008 while 

intense numerical investigation, using 7 

different codes, fit a value of 0.025 ± 0.003. 

Other theoretical studies predict αb to be 

0.05(2,4).  

Fig. 1: Density colormap at T=10 s 

 

New Simulations  

Using the code VULCAN/3D(3) and 

different initial conditions (IC) we performed 

several numerical experiments. We used  128*128*256 cells (see (3) for more code 

and simulation details).  Gross patterns of the flow fields are displayed in  fig. 1 & 2 .  

Fig. 2: Interface at T=10 s 
Colors represent height (z) 

In a first experiment (case A) we have perturbed the hydrostatic equilibrium 

by a divergence free velocity field, hereafter ICA. We estimate a value of 0.058 for 

αb, in agreement with experiments and other simulations(4). These initial conditions 
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however are different from the IC used by the α-G :  a perturbation of the initial 

interface, hereafter ICB.  In a second 

numerical experiment (case B) we repeat  the 

simulation using ICB.  In this case the 

resulting value of  αb  is 0.034.  The graphs  

hb(t) for both cases are displayed in fig. 3.  

While case A fits the experimental value, case 

B is much closer to the Alpha-Group results. 

One may conclude that initial conditions 

affect the value of α. 
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Fig. 3: Mixing zone upper boundary 
Different initial conditions simulations 

Discussion 

 The graphs in figure 3 (and similar  ones produced by (1) and (5)) show that 

the t2 behavior starts after a finite incubation 

time, which is shorter in case A than in Case 

B.  Only after that time the flow becomes 

nonlinear and self-similar. Thus one would 

expect a scaling law of the form: 

hb(t)= hb(t0)+ vb(t0) (t-t0) + αbgA(t-t0)2 - where 

t0 is the incubation time  and  hb(t0),vb(t0) are 

the bubbles height and velocity at that time 

(see (5) and (6)  for different formulas). A fit 

according to this law is presented in fig. 4 

where we used αb=0.045 for both 

simulations. When we shift the hb and the 

gAt2 coordinates so that the minima of the 

parabolas coincide, both simulations lie on 

the same 0.045 slope (fig. 5).  
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Additional analysis reveals that 

because the simulation final time  is  not   

much   larger than  the   incubation  time, a good fit could be made for parabolas with 

αb in the range of 0.040 ± 0.015. 

Fig. 5: Mixing zone upper boundary 
Plotted in hb-hmin , gA(t-tmin)2 plane 
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In  our  previous   analysis(3)   we deter

plane (see fig. 3), while in the α-G paper (1) αb 

is measured by the derivative dhb/d(gAt2) 

mined αb by  the  slope  at hb-gAt2 

 

Conclusion 

The sensitivity of the estimate αb  , using eq.(1) , to initial 

conditi

b

References 

) 1 (   Dimonte G., et.al., 2004, Physics of Fluid, V16(5), 1668.  

. 

uid, V12(2), 304.  

(see 

(5)) . Both these predictions yield a false value 

when t/t0 is not large enough. To demonstrate 

these false measurements we applied both these 

methods to the analytic parabolas that were 

fitted to the simulations results in fig. 4.  These 

parabolas have quadratic term with  αb=0.045, 

but as can be seen  in fig. 6, the measured  αb of the parabola that was fitted to ICA 

results is larger than 0.05 while the measured  αb of the parabola that was fitted to 

ICB results is smaller than 0.04. 

Fig. 6: Different methods for measuring 
  αb applied to the two simulations 
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ons is large.  However, the initial conditions affect mainly the incubation time 

in which the flow is  not yet self-similar. When this incubation time is taken into 

account the diversity  of the value of αb is removed. In order to determine the value 

of α  one needs a large inertial range that will allow larger simulation time. We note 
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simulations.   
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In a buoyant atmospheric plume the latent heat release due to condensation of water vapour provides a 
secondary source of buoyancy away from the origin of the plume. This disrupts the eddy structure and so 
Taylor's entrainment hypothesis, based on similarity, is no longer appropriate. Bhat and Narasimha (1996) 
reproduced the eddy disruption in the laboratory by using electrodes to heat an acidic jet in a deionised 
ambient. This paper addresses this problem numerically with the aim to increase the understanding of the 
mechanism by which the jet eddy structure is disrupted and its effect on entrainment. Similar mechanisms 
exist in related buoyancy-driven flows such as a Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The code used is VARDEN, an 
incompressible, variable-density Navier-Stokes solver written at the Center for Computational Sciences 
and Engineering, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, which is capable of performing Monotone 
Integrated Large Eddy Simulation (MILES). This is a form of LES designed to capture inherently the correct 
flow of energy through the inertial range and the decay at the grid-scale cut-off. The method does not use 
an explicit turbulence model and hence makes no assumptions on the structure of the flow, which lends 
itself to an investigation of the flow in question. 
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We considered the modification of turbulent mixing model for the description of a separation at sign-
variable acceleration. The model was obtained from the analysis of the equations for turbulent flows of 
concentration and density. Κε  model [1] was added with items and the equation, containing the 
coefficient of heterogeneity Γ. 

The model was investigated in case of two incompressible fluids in a field of gravity. It is shown, that in 
an unstable case the dimensionless velocity of development of turbulent zone depends on the coefficient 
of heterogeneity Γ. This fact is a possible explanation of a distinction of experimental data. The stable 
phase begins, when the sign of acceleration changes. The zone of turbulent mixing decreases in this case. 
This fact is in the consent with experimental data [2] and results of direct numerical simulation [3]. 
Development of a mixing zone depends from Г in this case. There is a full separation if Γ=1 and 
separation does not occur if Γ=0. 
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Investigation of gravitational turbulent mixing at sign-variable 
acceleration. 

 
Sergey Baban, Alexander Kozlovskih 
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We considered the modification of turbulent mixing model for the description of a 
separation at sign-variable acceleration. The model was obtained from the analysis of the 
equations for turbulent flows of concentration and density. Κε  model [1] was added with 
items and the equation, containing the coefficient of heterogeneity Γ. 

The model was investigated in case of two incompressible fluids in a field of gravity. 
It is shown, that in an unstable case the dimensionless velocity of development of turbulent 
zone depends on the coefficient of heterogeneity Γ. This fact is a possible explanation of a 
distinction of experimental data. The stable phase begins, when the sign of acceleration 
changes. The zone of turbulent mixing decreases in this case. This fact is in the consent with 
experimental data [2] and results of direct numerical simulation [3]. Development of a mixing 
zone depends from Г in this case. There is a full separation if Γ=1 and separation does not 
occur if Γ=0. 

 
Introduction 
 The nonstationary flow of fluids at the availability of different density region is always 
unstable when the light substance accelerates the heavy one. At the contact boundary of these 
substances the gravitational turbulent mixing induced by the Rayleigh –Taylor instability 
develops. In this case the acceleration of the artificial gravitational field is direct from the heavy 
medium to the light one. If in the process of motion the contact boundary acceleration changes 
its sign, then boundary appears to be gravitationally stable. Since this instant of time the 
separation process of the heavy and light substances being found in the turbulent mixing zone 
begins to proceed.  

 A lot of experimental and theoretical works was devoted to studying of this question 
[2−5]. It was suggested the model of turbulent mixing for the description of a separation at sign-
variable acceleration with using of these papers. The model was obtained from the analysis of the 
equations for turbulent flows of concentration and density. Κε  model [1] was added with items 
and the equation, containing the coefficient of heterogeneity Γ. 

 
Model 
 Some assuming has been used at getting of the model:  

1. t
t

u lR e
ν

= → ∞ , 

2. 1t
t

uM
c

= << , 

3. Incompressible fluids. 

 

The equations of fluid dynamics for average quantities may be written in the following form: 
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where ρϕϕ
ρ

= . This system of the equations includes both average quantities and correlations 

'' ''ku cα  and '' ''iu uα . That is why the system is not closed and it is necessary to use additional 
reasons for the solving of the system. Usually, the system is supplemented with equations for 

turbulent kinetic energy ( )2''
2
iu

k =  and dissipation rate ε . According to [1] these equations may 

be written in the following form: 
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It is necessary to write equations for '' ''ku cα  and ''uα  for closing of the model. The gradient 
hypothesis was used for this purpose in recent papers [1]. But we’ll write transport equations for 
these items: 
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i k k

t
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dt x x Dα α

α α

ρ ρ ρ ρ
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⎜ ⎟= − + + −
⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠

i k . (2) 

Let’s get algebraic expressions for the turbulent flows of the concentrations and density after 
neglecting of the items in the left part of the equations (1, 2).  

1 1'' '' ''
2

t
i i

Du u u
k xα

α

ρ
ρ
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ibg ,  (3) 
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where ' 'b ρ ρ
ρ

= , '''' k
k

cc ρ
ρ

= − . As the liquids are not compressible we can write  
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≈ − = −

−
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if −  volume concentration.  

A measure of the concentration fluctuations is given by Г. The quantity Г lies in the range 0 
to1. If there were no dissipation of density fluctuations, Г would be unity. It is easy to see, that at 
Г=0 the equations (3, 4) correspond the gradient hypothesis.  

It is necessary to write an equation for Г for closing of the system. According to [6] the 
equation may be written in the following form: 
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Finally, the set of the equation may be written in the following form: 
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Approximate integration 
Let’s consider Rayleigh –Taylor instability in case of mixing two incompressible liquids. 

The liquids are in the gravitational field with acceleration g, directed from heavy substance to 
light one. According to [5] let us assume that the turbulent kinetic energy k , the dissipation rate 
ε  and the coefficient of heterogeneity Γ are constant in whole turbulent mixing zone and depend 
only on time. The system may be written in the following form after simplification:  

2
2 212

3
с cd k k Ag kГg A

dt Sc ScL
µ µε

ε ε
+ = + , (6) 

2
2 2

2 1 1
1 12

3
c cd C C k Ag C ГA g

dt Sc L Sck
µ µ

ε ε ε
ε ε

+ = + , (7) 

2

16 2
c cdL k kc ГAg

dt Sc ScL
µ µ

ε ε
= + , (8) 

( )
2

1 2
6 1 2 (1 ) b

c cdГ k kc Г AgГ Г k Г
dt Sc ScL L k

µ µ ε
ε ε

= − + − − . 

 

(9) 
 

  
The system contains constants which should be taken from experimental and theoretical 

data. There is 2 1.7C ε =  for realization of Kolmogorov’s law 
2

7~L t . Let us consider cµ = 0.09 
and . In order to provide realization of law L=2αAgt0.5Sc = 2 (g=const) . At the same 
time it was supposed, that coefficients Г=0.18 and α=0.04, that corresponds to mixable 
substances [6]. 

1 1.04C ε =

As we can see from the equations for turbulent flows of concentration and density (3, 4), 
the mass transfer may be carried out by two ways. There are turbulent diffusion and the mass 
transfer due to buoyancy – drag forces. Influence of buoyancy forces on growth rate of turbulent 
zone was shown by means of the equations (6-9). Dependence of growth rate of turbulent zone 
from coefficient of heterogeneity Γ is shown on Fig. 1.  

 
Fig.1. Dependence of growth rate of turbulent zone from coefficient of heterogeneity Γ 
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Sign − variable acceleration 
 The system (6-9) was solved numerically at sign-variable acceleration and different self-
similar Г. The value of self-similar Г depends from constant  in equation (9) (fig.2).  bk

 
Fig.2. The dependence of self-similar Г from constant . bk

 Initial conditions: 

  2

1

n ρ
ρ

= =2.95 

   0 0

1 0

0, 0
0,

g t
g

g t t
> ≤⎧

= ⎨ < ≤⎩ 1

t
t

<
<

 
Fig.3. The dependence of g(t). 
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Fig.4. The dependence of k, ε and L from time at Г->1. 

 
Fig.5. The dependence of k, ε and L from time at Г->0.7. 
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Fig.6. The dependence of k, ε and L from time at Г->0.25. 

 

 We will compare our model against a turbulent Rayleigh-Taylor instability numerical 
experiment by D.L. Youngs [3]. In this experiment the initial density distribution was given by 

1 3ρ ρ= =  for x<0, 2 1ρ ρ= =  for x>0. For the gravitational field: 

1

1

1

0 1
1.5 3
3

g t
g g t

g t

+ < <⎧
⎪= − < <⎨
⎪+ <⎩

.5
, where 1 2

1
1 2

1gρ ρ
ρ ρ

−
=

+
. 

In fig.7, 8 are shown the dependence of width of the turbulent zone and the coefficient of 
heterogeneity from time.  

Conclusions 
 It is shown, that in an unstable case the dimensionless velocity of development of 
turbulent zone depends on the coefficient of heterogeneity Γ. This fact is a possible explanation 
of a distinction of experimental data. At sign – variable acceleration the stable phase begins, 
when the sign of acceleration changes. The zone of turbulent mixing decreases in this case. This 
fact is in the consent with experimental data [2] and results of direct numerical simulation [3]. 
Development of a mixing zone depends from Г in this case. There is a full separation if Γ=1 and 
separation does not occur if Γ=0. 
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Fig.7. The dependence of L from time. 

 
Fig.8. The dependence of Г from time. 
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Percolation effects and coherent structures in turbulent flows 
O.G. Bakunin. 
Russian Research Center �Kurchatov Institute�,  
Nuclear Fusion Institute. 
Bakunin@nfi.kiae.ru, Oleg_Bakunin@yahoo.com  

Essential deviation of transport processes in turbulent fluids and plasma from classical behaviour  leads to 
a necessity of search of new approaches and scaling laws. This paper deals with the relationship between 
the scalings based upon fractal and upon percolation concepts of turbulence. Renormalization methods of 
quasi-linear equations in anisotropic mediums are considered. The anisotropy of medium is thought to be 
due to the presence of a strong magnetic field. It is shown that the Corrsin conjecture about diffusive 
nature of decorrelations appears to be the basis for such renormalization. The problem of relation between 
the Lagrangeian correlation function and the Euler one is considered in anisotropic medium. Effectiveness 
of Corsin�s randomization to describe the transport of particles for the model with zonal flow is 
demonstrated. The common character of correlation approximation for the models of Corrsin�s, Taylor-
McNamara�s is is discussed. The Dreizin-Dykhne model [1], the Kadomtsev-Pogutse method [2], and 
double diffusion [3] are investigated in detail. The analysis is made of �returns� effects role and memory 
effects [3-4]. The relation between the description methods of transport in systems with convective cells 
and percolation method is considered. 

The description methods of the strong longitudinal correlation effects are analyzed [5]. The fractional 
differential equation describing transverse transport in a model with strong longitudinal correlations is 
obtained. Using the Euler correlation function in the power form C(x)~x-a

 allow us to obtain the 
relationship between the Hurst factor H and the correlation exponent a. Obtained expression H=1−a/4 
points out more slowly rate of correlation decay for superdiffusive regimes. This result is in agreement 
with an analogous scaling law for isotropic medium [4]. 

The power form of the correlation function allows us to use methods of the percolation theory [5-6]. 
However, in the frame of monoscale percolation there is not opportunity to describe complex anisotropic 
effects. There is another way to investigate correlation effects and hierarchy of scales in the frame of 
multiscale percolation [4]. In that approach drift effects play main role, this differs strongly from the 
Kolmogorov approach for the description of scale hierarchy. The influence of correlation effects on the 
limit of applicability of multiscale graded percolation is considered. In that theory the correlation function 
of the velocity scales as l-a. On the other hand, fractal theory leads to the scaling l~tH, where H is the Hurst 
factor. A close examination of fractal and percolation concepts allow us to obtain not only the value of 
exponent , but also the relationship between H and a. This result is in agreement with the scaling law from 
quasi-linear approach H=1-a/4. 

Correlation effects for the Manhattan grid model (generalized Dreizin-Dykhne model) for H=2/3 are 
investigated. Generalization of double diffusion on isotropic case for H=2/5 is considered. These models 
allow us to interpret the superdiffusion behaviour in self-organized criticality and subdiffusion one in 
transport barriers. 
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Correlation effects play an important role in the description of turbulent transport. The present 

paper considers the influence of drift flow and time-dependence effects on the passive scalar 

behavior in the framework of the percolation approach. The renormalization method of a 

small parameter in continuum percolation models is reviewed. It is suggested to modify the 

renormalization condition of the small parameter of the percolation model in accordance with 

additional external influences superimposed on the system. This approach makes it possible to 

consider both parameters: the characteristic drift velocity Ud and the characteristic 

perturbation frequency ω  simultaneously. The effective diffusion coefficient 7/1ω∝effD  

satisfactory describes the low-frequency region ω , where the long-range correlation effects 

play a significant role. The character of the dependence of Deff on the drift flow amplitude Ud 

in different regimes is analyzed.   

 

 

1.  Introduction 
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The analysis of correlation effects plays an important role in the description of turbulent 

transport. In spite of considerable progress attained in this field of research [1-6], the problem 

still awaits its complete solution. One of the important directions is obtaining scaling laws that 

characterize the turbulent diffusion of a passive scalar. In spite of what the formal quasi-linear 

approach [1-4] permits expressing the diffusivity through the velocity correlation function, the 

conventional diffusive equation cannot adequately describe anomalous transport mechanisms. 

However, in the framework of generalized probabilistic models (such as continuum time 

random walk (CTRW), Levy flight approach etc.) it is possible to describe the essentially non-

Markovian character of transport in terms of fractal differential equations and the Hurst 

exponent H [4-6]. Thus, the continuum time random walk approach allows description of both 

superdiffusion (H>1/2) and subdiffusion (H<1/2) regimes on the basis of the special 

approximations of correlation functions. A variety of forms of turbulent transport requires not 

only special description methods, but also an analysis of general mechanisms for different 

turbulence types. One such mechanism is the percolation transport [5]. Its description is based 

on the idea of scaling representation of the correlation scale, borrowed from theory of phase 

transitions and critical phenomena [4-6]. It was suggested [8] that we could explain 

anomalous transport in two-dimensional cases in terms of the percolation threshold. The 

percolation model implies that there exists a percolation (fractal) streamline in the two-

dimensional random flow under consideration, which embraces almost the whole plane. The 

convective transport of the passive scalar along this streamline defines the transport character 

in the system under analysis [5].  The percolation approach looks very attractive because it 

gives the simple and, at same time, universal model of behavior related to strong correlation 

effects.  The percolation approach in fact gives the possibility to effectively realize the scaling 
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representation of correlation scale and to obtain dependences of transport coefficients on 

parameters characterizing common properties of a flow (velocity scale V0, spatial scale λ , 

“seed” diffusion D0 etc.). Thus, in the framework of the percolation model the interesting 

results [5,9,10] were obtained that show the possibilities of the transition from the quasi-linear 

character ( the Taylor formula) of dependence of the effective diffusion coefficient on the 

velocity scale  

2
0

2
02

0
0

)()0( V
V

VdttVVDeff ∝≈≈= ∫
∞

ω
τ ,                                (1) 

to the regime with the unconventional kind of dependence  

  10
7

0

2
1

0

10
3

0
0

1 V
Ku

V
V

VDeff ∝




≈





≈

+ν
λλωλ .                              (2) 

Here, V0 is the characteristic velocity, τ  is the correlation time, λ  is the characteristic size of 

structures, ω  is the characteristic frequency of perturbations, Ku
λω

0V
≈  is the Kubo number, 

and 3/4=ν  is the percolation exponent [4,5].  Note that the result (2) agrees well with 

numerical simulations that correspond to the dependence of the effective diffusion coefficient 

on the perturbation amplitude with the interval of exponents 0,6-0,8 [11-13]. Such a behavior 

also describes the alteration of regimes with the increase of perturbation amplitude: the quasi-

linear regime with 22
0 KuVDeff ∝∝ , then the linear dependence KuVDeff ∝∝ 0 , which 

corresponds to the convective cells model [2-3], and the regime with the slower dependence 

on V0 than the linear one [2-5]. The analysis of transport in terms of the Kubo number is very 

important because it gives the possibility to use the correlation theory. For example the 

dimensionless number 
⊥∆

= //Lb
R o

m  introduced in [8] to describe a stochastic magnetic field, is 

the direct analogy with the Kubo number. Here, b0 is the relative amplitude of perturbations of 
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magnetic field, L// is the longitudinal correlation length, and ⊥∆  is the transverse correlation 

size. Therefore the magnetic diffusion coefficient Dm has the analogous character of the 

dependence on perturbation amplitude b0; but instead of the Kubo number, it is used the 

magnetic Kubo number Rm. If Rm<<1 then we deal with the quasi-linear regime [1-4] 

2
0bDm ∝ . When Ku 1≤ , then we have the Kadomtsev-Pogutse regime [8] with 0bDm ∝ . The 

percolation limit was considered in [5] on the basis of the time-dependent model (2) 

10/7
0bDm ∝ .  

The notion of nature of stochastic layer ∆  corresponding to percolation (fractal) 

streamline is the foundation of percolation models. The simplest and, at the same time, most 

“universal” model is the steady one. For the steady case with initial (background) diffusivity 

D0, the authors of Ref. [9] obtained the percolation expression in the form: 

  13
10

0

3
1

0

13
3

0

0
0

1 V
Pe

V
V

D
VDeff ∝





≈





≈

+ν
λ

λ
λ .                              (3) 

Here Pe
0

0

D
Vλ

≈  is the Peclet number. This result also differs significantly from convective 

cells estimate, ∆∝ 0VDeff  [2-3]. The consideration of more complex situations (time-

dependence, drift effects etc.) is based upon analyzing mechanisms responsible for the 

“reorganization” of a stochastic layer.  

The present paper considers the influence of drift flows and time-dependence effects 

on the turbulent transport in the framework of the percolation model. The author of Ref. [15] 

suggested using the percolation approach to interpret experimental data characterizing 

neoclassical transport in tokamak. The conventional Hamiltonian function has the form:  

)sincos(0 θθ yxUHH d ++= .                                         (4) 
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Here, H0 is the main fraction of Hamiltonian function; Ud is the drift velocity; and θ  is the 

poloidal angle. In the steady case, the percolation model agrees well with the experimental 

data. The complexity of the simultaneous incorporation of several factors often leads to the 

consideration of time-dependence on the basis only the quasi-linear expression. The 

percolation method suggested in [9,10] is one of important approaches, which make it 

possible to analyze the long-range correlation effects that cannot be described in terms of the 

quasi-linear approach. In the present paper, we concentrate our attention on scaling arguments 

that play the very important role in obtaining estimates of transport effects. In the framework 

of the mean field theory, of course, many important problems [1-3,6-7] will be not considered. 

However, the aim of this paper is to establish the character of dependence of transport 

coefficient on such parameters as fluctuations amplitude, characteristic size, characteristic 

time etc. The considered approach is especially effective just for these purposes. 

 

2.  Percolation method and transport 

 

A physically clear presentation of fundamental ideas of the percolation theory and the 

fractal conception can be found in [4]. In the context of this paper, the streamlines of the two-

dimensional random flow ),( yxΨ=Ψ  are considered as the coastlines in the hilly landscape 

flooded by water. It is expected that there is a sharp transition from separated lakes on a 

boundless land to individual islands in the infinity ocean. The percolation theory requires the 

existence of at least one coastline of infinite length.  This length was represented by the 

scaling, βε
ε 1)( ∝L . Here, β  is the fractal exponent, and ε  is a small dimensionless quantity 

characterizing the degree of deviation of the system from the critical state (the percolation 
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threshold): 
0V

h

λ
ε ≈ , where h  is the value of the streamline function ),( yxΨ=Ψ  near the 

percolation threshold, λ  is the characteristic scale, and 0V  is the characteristic velocity of the 

flow. The expression for )(εL  corresponds exactly to the fractal representation of the curve 

length. From the formal standpoint [4-6] the length of the “very intricate curve” (the fractal 

curve) )(δL  can be rewritten in the form, )(δδ NL ≈ , 
FdN

δ
δ 1)( ∝ . In this fractal approach 

the full length L  is approximated by the small segments of the size δ , )(δN  is the number of 

these segments, which are necessary for such an approximation, and Fd  is the fractal 

dimensionality of the curve [4-6]. In the framework of the conventional representation, we 

have to use the value dF=d=1. However, in this case the drawbacks of the conventional 

method of length measurement by the “yardstick” (ruler) are conserved. Mandelbrot 

considered a problem of the measurement of tortuous seacoast length in which the increase of 

measurement accuracy  (the decrease of the value δ ) leads to the growth of the value )(δN  

(dF>1). From the formal standpoint, this approach yields, ∞→≈
→0

)()(
δ

δδδ NL . This 

means that such a fractal line embraces almost the full plane.  

To describe the effects related to the considerable increase of transport coefficients, it 

is not sufficient to consider the fractal presentation of a streamline only. Moreover, the fractal 

character of the trajectory sometimes leads to slower diffusion (subdiffusion). Therefore, it is 

necessary to introduce another important value. In the percolation theory the correlation length 

)(εa  is the main magnitude characterizing spatial scales of the system, which is located near 

the percolation threshold 0→ε : 

ν
ε

λ=a               
hDaaL 





≈
λ

λ)( .                                        (5) 
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Here, ν =4/3 and Dh =1+
ν
1  are the percolation exponents that are exactly calculated for the 

two-dimensional case [4,5,14], λ  is the geometric characteristic scale, and L(a) is the length 

of the percolation streamline, which also expressed through the small parameter 0→ε . Thus, 

the idea of long-range correlations was realized in the percolation approach [4-5]. However, 

there is a problem, since the diffusion coefficient is directly related to the conventional 

expression for the correlation length: 
τ

2
COR

C
l

D ≈ . Here, τ  is the correlation time. In the case 

under consideration, estimates yield ∞→≈ →0)( εεalCOR .  For this reason, perhaps, 

Kadomtsev and Pogutse based their consideration on “diffusion renormalization” of the quasi-

linear equations [8]. However, in this approach the percolation character of correlation effects 

was lost. This is not surprising that in the framework of classical diffusion equations we 

cannot use the percolation exponents Fd,ν .  

To develop the percolation approach, it is necessary to take into account that the 

percolation cluster occupies only a small fraction of the space. Therefore, the value 

)()( εε ∞≈ PDD Ceff , can be the estimate of the effective diffusion coefficient. Here, DC  is the 

diffusion coefficient that corresponds to transport on the percolation cluster; and the value 

)(ε∞P  defines the fraction of the space that is occupied by the percolation cluster. In the 

continuum percolation theory [4,5,14] a use is made of the scaling representations for )(ε∞P  

in the form 

         
)()(

)()()( 2 ε
λ

ε
εεε

aa
LP ≈∆≈∞ .                                               (6) 

Here, ∆  is the width of the stochastic layer. Now we can calculate the diffusion coefficient 

that based on the estimate of the finite correlation length a  
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       λ
ετ
εε

ετ
ε

)(
)()(

)(
)(2 aPaDeff ≈≈ ∞  .                                                 (7) 

One can see that in percolation models of turbulent diffusion the key problem is to determine 

the small parameter ε  and to express the correlation time τ  through characteristic flow 

parameters. Thus for the steady model [9] the small parameter is defined by  

3
1

*
1 +





=

ν
ε

Pe
  .                                                    (8) 

For the time-dependent perturbations [10] the small parameter is given by the expression  

2
1

*
1 +





≈

ν
ε

Ku
.                                                       (9) 

These calculations (that are based on the renormalization method) will be considered bellow. 

 

3. Percolation and renormalization of the small parameter 

 

The important aspect of the percolation approach is the method to obtain the small parameter 

*ε  that characterizes the closeness of a system to a percolation threshold, since in order to 

solve real physical problems the condition 0→ε  looks too abstract. In the percolation 

models of turbulent diffusion, the key problem is to determine a small parameter 0ε  and to 

find an adequate renormalization condition for *ε . Thus, the correlation length is one of the 

most important values describing transport. However, in the system of the finite size L0 we 

cannot consider the infinite value ∞→→ )0(εa . Here, it is relevant to introduce a new small 

“renormalization” parameter *ε  [4] as the value that provides the condition 0* )( La ≈ε .  

Simplest calculations yield: 
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νλε

1

0
* 





≈

L
 .                                               (10) 

This result can be interpreted in the framework of percolation experiments with finite size 

samples. In these conditions, the percolation threshold arises when the value *ε  is slightly 

differed from zero and disposes in some ε∆  diapason. The estimate obtained for *ε  can be 

considered as the characteristic width of this diapason *εε ≈∆ . Actually we deal with the 

small parameter 1/ 00 <<≈ Lλε , which describes the real physical system with the 

characteristic scales L0 and λ . Upon “renormalization” we obtain the new percolation 

parameter νεεε /1
0* ≈≈∆ . It is natural that the value ε∆  decreases if the system size L0 

increases.  

Another typical example of the renormalization small parameter consists of the 

consideration of percolation in models of graded type [16]. The graded character of the model 

corresponds to the assumption that the system undergoes a small external influence, which 

does not in general destroy the percolation character of the system behavior, but it can 

essentially change its properties. First, we will consider this method from the formal point of 

view. Let us introduce a parameter 0ε  characterizing the smallness of influence.  In contrast to 

the renormalization, which uses the dependence of a percolation parameter on a system size 

*0 )( εεε ≈∆≈∆ L , here, we will deal with the spatial dependence that is related to the graded 

character of the problem )(xεε ≈ . From the dimensional consideration, we can obtain the 

expression that characterizes uncertainty of choice of the small parameter in these conditions 

)()(' ** εεεε ax≈∆≈ . Then simple calculations yield  

vv ax
a

)]()('[
1)(

**
* εε

λ
ε

λε ≈≈ .                                 (11) 
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After the dimensional estimate in the form 
λ
εε 0)(' ≈x , we obtain the Trugman 

renormalization condition for the correlation scale 

v
vva
+

≈≈
10

*
*

1)(
ε

λ
ε

λε  .                                           (12) 

Here the value  

01
1

0* εεε >>= +v                                                      (13) 

is the new small percolation parameter. Note, that the direct use of the value 0ε  as a parameter 

in the percolation dependences is not correct, since the value 0ε  characterizes the destructive 

influence of superimposed perturbation and not a degree of departure of the system from the 

percolation threshold. 

 This method looks quite formal, but renormalization (13) was repeatedly used to 

obtain the information about the critical exponents that describe the hull of a percolation 

cluster, to analyze transport in a system with shear flows, and to consider models of multiscale 

percolation. In the framework of the graded percolation the author of Ref. [15] considered a 

problem of influence of small drift velocity dU  on the fractal topology of streamlines  

dUVV += 0       ,           0VU d <<   .                                     (14) 

The simplest way for the alteration of the small parameter is the use of the value 

0
0* V

U d=≈ εε .   However, in this approach the fractal character of percolation streamlines is 

completely lost. Yushmanov suggested the use of the following dimensional estimate for the 

drift velocity  

)(
)(
)( aPaU d ∞=

ετ
ε       ,    

ν
ελε

−
≈)(a      , 

0

)(
)(

V

L εετ ≈   .             (15) 
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The expression suggested for the steady case, aP /λ≈∞ , was used for ∞P . Simple 

calculations permit obtaining the parametric dependence for the renormalized small parameter 

*ε  on the flow parameters 0V  and dU , 

ν
ε

+







=

1
1

0
* V

U d      , where 3/4=ν  .                                     (16) 

It is easy to see that this expression coincides completely with the Trugman result (13) and 

can be interpreted in terms of the streamline function Ψ ,  

)()(
01

ε
ε

ε aa
U d

Ψ
≈

Ψ
≈   .                                               (17) 

Here we deal with the conditions: 001 Vλ≈Ψ<<Ψ     and    λε >>)(a .  

  

4. Temporal scales and renormalization 

 

To calculate the effective diffusion coefficient Deff it is necessary to obtain the expression for 

the correlation time τ  (7). Moreover, the consideration of characteristic times permits finding 

the equation for the percolation parameter *ε . For the purposes of this paper we need to treat 

the characteristic times balance that underlies the calculation method [9-10]. Thus, assuming 

that in the steady case the particle motion time along the percolation streamline 
0V

L
B ≈τ  has 

to be the same order as the characteristic diffusion time 
0

2

DD
∆≈τ  of the particle escape from 

the percolation stochastic layer of the width ∆ , the authors of Refs. [9] obtained the 

expression: 

0

*

0

*
2 )()(

V
L

D
εε

=
∆ .                                                 (18) 
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In fact this representation was repeatedly used in the consideration of transport in systems 

with the convective cells [17-19]. Expression (18) is based upon the particle balance in the 

cell of the size λ  

λ
nVnD 020 ≈

∆
.                                                     (19) 

Here n is the passive scalar density. Consideration of the balance between convective 

transport in the narrow layer of width ∆  and the diffusive flow of particle leaving the cell, 

leads to expression (18). In the percolation case the characteristic size λ  is replaced by the 

length of the percolation streamline L.  

To obtain the equation that characterizes the value *ε  it is necessary to introduce the 

dependence )( *ε∆=∆ . The authors of Refs. [9,20] suggested to use the following simplest 

definition: 

** )( λεε =∆ .                                                          (20) 

Simple calculations lead to expression (3) and the estimate for Deff in the form, 

*00 )( ελε VVDeff ≈∆≈ ∗ . Upon the substitution of (20) in (18) one obtains the new small 

parameter *ε  in the form (8) and the effective diffusivity in the form (3). It should be noted 

that the small parameter *ε  is not infinitesimal quantity as in the classical percolation theory. 

Therefore the width of the percolation (stochastic) layer depends on the parameters of model 

V0, λ , D0. 

 The value *ε  has significant physical interpretation in the terms of the stream function 

Ψ  that describes the velocity field in the framework of the two-dimensional approach. The 

values of amplitude of the stream function Ψ  corresponding to the percolation stochastic 

layer ∆  lie in the interval  

*0ελV≈∆Ψ .                                                                 (21) 
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Then the estimate of the characteristic diffusion time Dτ  can be rewritten in the form  

Ψ

∆Ψ≈∆Ψ≈
DDVD

2

0
2

0

2 )()(τ .                                                      (22) 

Here, ΨD  characterizes the “diffusion of streamlines”. Moreover, for two-dimensional 

incompressible flows the formulation of the problem in terms of the stream function is 

equivalent to the Hamilton formulation. This allows consideration of the equation for the 

small percolation parameter in the form: 

0

*
2

* )()(
V

L
D

H

H

εε
≈

∆ .                                              (23) 

Here H∆  is the diapason of the Hamiltonian alteration in the stochastic layer and DH 

characterizes corresponding diffusion process. 

The considered estimate makes it possible to use the Trugman expression to analyze 

the force line distortion mechanism by drift flows    

( )
COR

d

COR

aU
D

τ
ε

τ

2
*

22 )(
≈∆Ψ≈Ψ    .                                            (24) 

Here CORτ  is the correlation time. Now we deal with the new parameter Ud to treat transport 

effects in the framework of the percolation approach. The simplest estimate is the expression 

for the effective diffusion coefficient [5,15] 

7
31

1

0
0*00 )( d

d
eff U

V
U

VVVD ∝





≈≈∆≈

+

∗

ν
λελε .                            (25) 

The author of Ref. [15] suggested using this result to interpret experimental results 

characterizing neoclassical transport in tokamaks. The experimental data considered in [15] 

are satisfactory described by the scaling 7
3

deff UD ∝  that corresponds to the Trugman model 

[16].  
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The next step is the incorporation of the time-dependence effects that play the 

significant role in the analysis of transport processes. Often the complexity of simultaneous 

incorporation of several factors leads to the consideration of time-dependence on the basis 

only the quasi-linear expression (1). The percolation method suggested in [9-10,21-25] is 

important approach that makes it possible to analyze the long-range correlation effects, which 

cannot be described in the framework of the quasi-linear approach. In the next parts we will 

consider possible modifications of equations for the small parameter (22), (23), (24) for time-

dependent drift flows. 

 

5.  Non-quasi-linear effects and percolation 

 

The analysis of the steady percolation model is based on the supposition of the presence of 

“seed” diffusion D0 in the stochastic (percolation) layer ∆  [26]. New physical situations in 

which the stochastic layer nature is related to external influences (such as time-dependence, 

drift flows etc.), could be analyzed by means of modification of the equation for the 

percolation small parameter before studied. The typical example is the consideration of the 

influence of time-dependent effects on the effective transport. Thus, the quasi-linear estimate 

[1-4] can be used for flows with the characteristic frequency 
0

1
T

≈ω in the form:   

ω

2
0

0

2

)(
2
1 V

dttC
dt

d
Deff ≈=

∆
= ∫

∞

.                                                (26) 

Here, С(t) is the autocorrelation function of velocity and 2∆  is the mean square 

displacement. However, this approach does not mirror the physical essence of processes for 

cases of small frequencies (the low-frequency limit), when the particle path  
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ω
0

00
V

TVl ≈≈                                                               (27) 

during the time Т0 can be essentially greater than the characteristic spatial scale λ . It is 

natural that in this case “long” streamlines play an important role. To describe such models 

the authors of [10] suggested using the percolation approach. For the simplest monocsale 

model [10] the equation for the percolation parameter *ε  was offered in the form: 

ω
εεετ *

0*
0

* )(
=≈≈ T

V
L

B    .                                          (28) 

This implies that the ballistic motion time of the particle along the percolation streamline, 

which is approximately the lifetime of this streamline, is much less than the characteristic time 

T0 (which is the time of changing entire flow pattern). At the same time, this corresponds to 

the correlation scale 
ωω

εε 002
*

2
*

V
l

V
la =<<≈≈ . Upon the solution of this algebraic equation 

for *ε , relationship (2) was found 

 
2

1

0**
1),,(

+





==

ν
ωλεε

Ku
V                                                         (29) 

that makes it possible to obtain the estimate of the effective diffusion coefficient (7) in 

accordance with the ideas developed in Ref. [9] about the linear dependence of Deff  on the 

stochastic layer width ∆  

2
1

0**0 )( +∝≈∆≈ νωλεε VVDeff .                                         (30) 

This expression differs significantly from the quasi-linear one. It is important to note that in 

the analyzed model of time-dependent perturbations [10,20] the following condition was used: 

( )
0

2

0* T
D

T DB <∆Ψ≈<≈
Ψ

τετ    .                                         (31) 
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Calculations yield the estimate of the characteristic diffusion time in which the frequency ω  

enters as a parameter  

( ) 2
2

0

2

00

2
0

0
2

0

2
0*

+













≈≈

νλωλλε
τ

VVD
V

DV
V

D   .                                     (32) 

Non-quasi-linear character of the dependence of the characteristic time on the perturbation 

frequency )2/(2 +∝ νωτ D  leads to considerable changes of transport estimates. One of the 

important examples is the transport in a stochastic magnetic field that was considered in [23-

24]. Unfortunately, the value of seed diffusion D0 that was used in expression (32) is too 

abstract. New physical situations, where time-dependent effects have essential influence on 

the transport character, can be analyzed by way of more detailed consideration of mechanisms, 

which are responsible for processes in the stochastic layer. Actually, it is necessary to examine 

the alteration of the character of percolation transport under external influence.  

 

6. Transport in the system with drift flows and time-dependence effects 

 

The author of Ref. [15] considered the Hamiltonian function accounting for the simultaneous 

influence of drift flows and time-dependence effects 

))(sin)(cos(
),()(),(~

),(
0

// tytxU
B

trAtvtrc
trH d θθ

ϕ
++

+
= ⊥⊥

⊥ .                (33) 

Here, ϕ~  and А characterize the fluctuation amplitudes of electric and magnetic potentials, В0  

is the tore magnetic field, and v//  is the longitudinal velocity. As was mentioned above, the 

simplest estimate for time-dependent effects is the quasi-linear expression (1). The author of 

Ref. [15] kept the Trugman result for the small percolation parameter  
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ν
ε

+







=

1
1

0
* V

U d                                                 (34) 

 and transformed the expression for  Deff  (7) to the quasi-linear form: 

ν

ε
ττ

τ 





≈≈≈

∞
∞

*

2
22 1

d
d

eff U
P

UaPD  .                                    (35) 

The correlation estimate (15) of the drift velocity 
τ
∞≈

aPU d  and the approximation 

)( *ε
λ

a
P ≈∞  of the space fraction occupied by percolation streamlines (6) were used here. 

Applying the substitution of 
ω

τ 1≈ , we obtain the Yushmanov result [15,27]: 

ωωεω

ν
ν

11 7
4

0
7

107
4

0
21

0

2

VU
U
VUU

D d
d

dd
eff ∝





≈





≈

+
 .                        (36) 

Obviously, that the substitution of 
ω

τ 1≈  and the use of the small parameter (16) 

corresponding to the steady model is fairly rough approximation. From the standpoint of the 

dependence of Deff on the perturbation amplitude Ud, this expression corresponds to the 

transfer from the quasi-linear regime with 2
deff UD ∝  to the linear one with deff UD ∝ . 

Moreover the estimates under consideration for the conventional (without drift) time-

dependent case [10] yield the expression for the characteristic time Dτ   

( ) 10
6

2
*

0
2

0

2

)( ωωετ ∝≈∆Ψ≈
DVD  ,                                          (37) 

that differs significantly from the quasi-linear result (1). Following the methods developed by 

Isichenko et.al [9], we can find the equation for the small parameter *ε  that incorporates the 

perturbation frequency ω . Consider the balance of characteristic times by means of using (24) 
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( )
0

22
0* )()(

V
L

DD
V ελε

≈∆Ψ≈
ΨΨ

  .                                     (38) 

This is fairly common representation that characterizes transport in the stochastic layer. Let us 

express the value ΨD  in the dimensional form, which mirrors the certain character of external 

influences (drift and time-dependence) 

ωεω 222 )()( aUD d≈∆Ψ≈Ψ    .                                       (39) 

Note that the expression for ∆Ψ  is similar to the Trugman result (16). It is naturally, since 

)(εa  characterizes correlation properties of a system. However here we do not use the 

Trugman small parameter *ε  (16). The new value of the percolation parameter that 

characterizes the system in the conditions of simultaneous influence of both drift flows and 

time-dependence effects, will be obtained as a result of solution of the algebraic equation:  

( )
( ) 0

*
2

*

2
0* )(
)( V

L
aU

V

d

ε
ωε

λε
≈   .                                            (40) 

In fact we have renormalized the value 0
2

0 DVD ≈Ψ  in expression (22) in accordance with the 

mechanisms distorting streamlines (the drift flow with characteristic velocity Ud and temporal 

fluctuations with the frequency ω ). The new expression for the small parameter has the form: 

7
1

7
3

0
7
2

)1(3
1

)1(3
2

0
*

1 ωε
νν −++

∝












≈ VU

KuV
U

d
d    .                             (41)  

Here we simultaneously use two dimensionless complexes: 
0

0 V
U d=ε  and the Kubo number 

Ku=
λω

0V
. The corresponding expression for the effective diffusion coefficient is given by 

7
1

7
4

0
7
2)1(3

1

0

)1(3
2

0
*0 )( ωλωε

νν
VU

VV
U

VD d
d

eff ∝











≈∆≈

++
   .                        (42)  
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This result corresponds to the low-frequency limit, where the effective diffusion coefficient 

grows with ω  that differs significantly from the quasi-linear dependence 
ω
1∝effD . This is 

the main fact in the framework of the percolation approach to the description of the low-

frequency perturbations [10]. As was mentioned in the introduction such a form of 

dependence makes it possible to adequately describe the long-range correlation effects [4,5]. 

In the case under consideration the Trugman regime with  

ν
λ

+







≈

1
1

0
0 V

U
VD d

eff                                                    (43) 

passes to the low-frequency regime, where 

7
1

7
4

07
2

ωVUD deff ∝                                                     (44) 

in the region 
λ

ω dU
≈ . Then in the region 

1
0

+







≈

ν
ν

λ
ω

d

d

U
VU

 the character of the dependence is 

altered in accordance with [15]  

7
4

0
2







≈

d

d
eff U

VU
D

ω
.                                            (45)  

Calculations yield the estimate for the characteristic time: 

( )
21/112

*

2
*

2 1
)(
)(

ωωε
ωετ ≈≈∆Ψ≈

Ψ aDD .                                   (46) 

Note that the authors of Ref. [27] carried out detailed analysis of neoclassical transport on the 

basis of the percolation model and pointed out the absence of correct result for the low-

frequency case. Moreover they suggested the upper estimate for the dependence of the 

effective diffusion coefficient on frequency  

2
1

ω∝effD .                                                       (47) 
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Indeed formula (42) suggested in the present paper satisfies this criterion.  

The consideration of the dependence Deff  on the amplitude of drift flow velocity Ud 

also points out the correct character of change of regimes [5]. Thus, the quasi-linear regime 

[1-3] is described by the steeper dependence 7/10
deff UD ∝  then the low-frequency regime with 

7/2
deff UD ∝ . The dependence of Deff  on the characteristic scale  of the velocity V0 is the same 

as in all the regimes with drift flow. 

In the framework of the percolation approach there is another good example. The 

author of Refs. [23,24] considered the alteration of transport regime depending on the value 

ω  in the case of time-dependent perturbations of magnetic field Bδ . In spite of that the 

estimate considered in [23,24] has fairly rough (dimensional) character tBtB δωδωδ 0),( ≈ , 

this result agrees well with the model representation of transition for the value Ku≈1 from 

low-frequency regime, where Deff  increases with ω , to the quasi-linear regime 
ω
1∝effD .  

 

7.  Conclusions 

 

In the present paper we have considered the influence of drift flow and time-dependence 

effects on the passive scalar behavior in the framework of the percolation approach. The 

renormalization method of a small parameter in continuum percolation models is reviewed.  It 

is shown that the estimate 
ω

7/10
d

eff
U

D ≈  suggested in [15,27] has quasi-linear character and it 

is based on using the Trugman results [16] for the steady case. Following the methods 

developed in [9,10], it is offered to modify the renormalization condition of the small 

parameter of the percolation model  
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0

2 )()(
V

L
DCOR

ετ ≈∆Ψ≈
Ψ

 

in accordance with an additional external influences superimposed on the system. This 

approach makes it possible to consider both parameters: the characteristic drift velocity Ud 

and the characteristic perturbation frequency ω  simultaneously. However in contrast to [15], 

the effective diffusion coefficient 7/1ω∝effD  adequately describes the low-frequency region 

ω , in which the long-range correlation effects play a significant role. The changes of regimes 

with the alterations of perturbations frequency ω  were considered. The character of the 

dependence of Deff on the drift flow amplitude Ud in different regimes is treated.   

Note, that the influence of the small drift velocity is also important for the analysis of 

transport in systems with intrinsic trapping [28-30]. Thus, in recent papers [28-32] the 

possibilities to use model approximations of velocity field were discussed. It was shown that 

anisotropy significantly complicates an interpretation of the results due to the presence of 

numerous regimes. Moreover, the study of multiscale drift flows [33-34] also shows non-

diffusion character of transport [5,21-22] and has to be related to the detail consideration of 

correlation functions that considerably complicates the analysis.   
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• There is a deep connection between transport and correlation 
effects. Correlations are responsible for anomalous diffusion in
complex systems. 

•The effective way to describe turbulent transport is the use of 
scaling representation of characteristic parameters to interpret
experimental results.

•Here, we discuss the expression for the effective diffusivity, which 
describes transport in random flow in the presence of  drift, 
compressibility, and time dependence effects. 
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The two-dimensional random flow 
near the percolation threshold 

• The longest streamline that is responsible for anomalous
transport
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The percolation estimates of turbulent transport

• Weak compressibility effects

• Drift and time dependence effects

• The quasi-linear approach
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results from the old CST are presented and some of its limitations noted. A triangular notch 
perturbation experiment was presented at the last meeting of this workshop (Holder et al. 2003), 
an improved set of experimental results is presented and compared to results from the 
TURMOIL3D large eddy simulation (LES). The limitations of the old CST were used as a basis 
for its redesign 

Details of the new design are discussed to illustrate the problems highlighted in conducting 
experimental work with the CST. Some information on the manufacture of the new facility is 
discussed focusing on areas where machining limitations had a potential to compromise the 
design and the solutions found. 
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Convergent Shock Tube: New Design, First Results
C J Barton and D A Holder
�  British Crown Copyright 2004 / MOD
Published with the permission of the controller of Her Britannic Majesty’s Stationery Office

Abstract.
This paper reports on the progress of the AWE convergent shock tube (CST) project. The

latest results from the old CST are presented and some of its limitations noted. A triangular
notch perturbation experiment was presented at the last meeting of this workshop (Holder et al.
2003), an improved set of experimental results is presented and compared to results from the
TURMOIL3D large eddy simulation (LES). The limitations of the old CST were used as a
basis for its redesign

Details of the new design are discussed to illustrate the problems highlighted in
conducting experimental work with the CST. Some information on the manufacture of the new
facility is discussed focusing on areas where machining limitations had a potential to
compromise the design and the solutions found.

Commissioning of the new facility is discussed and comments made on its performance
and operational issues.

1. Introduction.
The AWE Convergent Shock Tube (CST) was

initially designed as a compressed air driven two-
dimensional shock tube. This original design had
many problems with shock formation and has evolved
over the years through various design changes to be
driven by the detonation of an oxy-acetylene mixture
which is ignited by a set of 30 miniature spark plugs.
This version of the shock tube is shown in figure 1.
Recent developments have advanced the design of the
shock tube into a demonstrably working facility in
which Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability (RMI) mix
experiments can be performed in cylindrically
converging geometry at Mach numbers of 3-4.

The method in which the shock tube has been
changed over the years has been by replacing, or
modifying, different sections whilst still using the
remaining components. This has led to a facility
which has proven the feasibility of the experimental
configuration but has resulted in an overcomplicated
design consisting of poorly fitting parts which is very
difficult and time consuming to assemble. A new
convergent shock tube has now been built which is
much easier to assemble and use. It has been designed
specifically, to tight tolerances, to facilitate assembly
of the experimental test cell for firing and has been
built as an integrated unit. It has also been designed
such that no single part is heavy enough to require
mechanical lifting aids during assembly, further
increasing speed and ease of use.

air

Figure 1. Photograph of old CST.
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2. Results from Feasibility Studies.
Results from notch experiments performed using the

old shock tube design have been presented previously
(Holder et al. 2003). These results, however, showed a leak
in one of the microfilm membranes used to constrain the
dense gas, which degraded the experimental images. Further
experiments have now been performed and have provided
significantly improved results. A schematic of the
experimental set-up for these experiments is shown in
figure 2. This shows the dense gas region, bounded by
cylindrically curved microfilm membranes supported on
fine wire meshes, with air on either side. A triangular notch
perturbation is superimposed on the upstream interface,
across the whole width of the test section, formed by shaped
test cell components and wire meshes. A plug of radius
20mm is inserted into the apex of the test cell to prevent
excessively high pressures when the shock reaches the apex.

Visualisation of the experiment was by shadowgraph
imaging using a copper vapour laser, pulsed at 15kHz, and
recording the images on a rotating drum camera. This set-up
allows capture of fifty images per experiment. Figure 3
shows a selection of the fifty shadowgraph images recorded
from one such experiment. The early time images show the
dense gas interface and notch perturbation at the bottom of
the image and the shock passing through the dense gas region. A vortex action around the notch
perturbation causes a characteristic mushroom shape to form on the dense gas interface. The
shock passes through the SF6 and into the air region in the apex at around 1.07ms. At 1.33ms
the shock reaches the apex of the shock tube, by this time an air void has formed in the centre
of the dense gas region and dense gas jets are pushing up the walls of the tube towards the
apex. Maximum compression of the dense gas is at approximately 1.87ms, at this time the gas
is compressed to approximately 1/40th of its initial volume.

3. TURMOIL3D LES.
CST experiments are performed to further

our understanding  of turbulent mixing
phenomena. The results also provide data for
the validation of the TURMOIL3D mix model
developed at AWE. TURMOIL3D is a semi-
lagrangian, large eddy simulation (LES) in
which, when run using cylindrical polar co-
ordinates, the r direction mesh moves with the
mean fluid velocity. The test cell is modelled by
1.107 cells; 344 x 200 x 140  in the 3D
region, as shown in figure 4. Random initial
perturbations are added to the gas interfaces to
simulate the effects of the fine meshes and
microfilm membranes used in the experiments
to constrain the dense gas.

  air

  air

dense gas
SF6

Figure 2. A schematic
representation of the notch

experiment.

Air
SF6

Air
Air

Detonated
oxy-acetylene
Po ~ 15 bar

3D region 1D Lagrangian region

Figure 4. Illustration of code regions
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Figure 3. Improved results from the notch experiment performed using the old CST
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 4. Comparison of experimental and code results.
Figure 5 shows a comparison of experimental and code results for 4 different times. On

the left is an experimental shadowgraph image and on the right two code images showing
volume fraction and mean density respectively. The 1.19ms image shows good agreement of
gas position, shock position and the size and shape of the vortices forming on the lower gas
interface. As time progresses to 1.45ms the shock position is still in good agreement but the gas
position in the code images has begun to lag behind that of the experiment.

The later time images are comparable in the positions of the central air void, the dense
gas jets towards the apex and the air jets along the walls of the tube. The code images do,
however, continue to lag behind the experimental images showing much less compression of
the dense gas. This is thought to be due to uncertainties in the Equation of State (EOS) for SF6
which is not well defined at high temperatures and pressures. It is intended to use Xenon gas in
future experiments as the EOS for Xenon is more accurately defined. Time sequences of the
fifty images from a single experiment and from a code calculation are available on this CD,
these allow improved visualisation of the mixing process.

5. New Shock Tube Design
This section describes some of the shortcomings of the old CST design and how the new

CST has been designed to overcome these, both in the ease of handling, due to a weight
reduction and some new design features to ease assembly.

5.1 Overall design.
The old CST was designed to operate vertically with the test cell and apex at the top and

the detonable gas chamber at the bottom. This design meant that if there was a leak in one of

1.19ms 1.45ms

1.59ms 1.79ms

Figure 5. Comparison of Experimental and code results at selected times.
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the microfilm membranes in the test cell during dense gas fill it could not be detected until the
results were analysed and incorrect shock profiles were identified. A leak would allow dense
gas to fall down through the main body of the shock tube and rest in a ‘puddle’ on the curved
foil constraining the detonable gas at the bottom of the shock tube. This puddle would have a
flat surface, meaning it would be deeper in
the centre of the tube than at the edges. When
the shock passes through this dense gas it
travels through a thick layer at the centre and
only a small amount at the edges causing
extra curvature of the shock leading to
internal reflections and formation of Mach
stems as illustrated in figure 6. The new
design, shown in figure 7 has overcome this
by inverting the shock tube meaning that any
dense gas leakage will be towards the apex
and will be visible in the shadowgraph or
laser sheet images of the test cell. It was
thought that, if a leak did occur, this might
also produce an interesting experiment with
two dense gas regions.

This inverted design also lowers the
optical axis for the laser beam diagnostics to
only approximately 50mm above the floor.
This was previously around 1.5m above the
floor in the old design which is not good laser
practice as this is near to eye level.

5.2 Detonable Gas Chamber.
The gas chamber of the old CST was designed relatively recently, when it was decided to

change from using spark gaps to miniature spark plugs, and much of this design has been
retained in the new CST build. The gas chamber consisted of front and back plates with
grooves machined into them to locate a rolled steel plate to house the spark plugs. The only
disadvantage of this design was that there were a lot of joints that were all possible leakage
paths and required sealing. The new design (detailed in figure 8) is made of only two pieces. A
milled body including the back plate, sides and curved spark plug plate and a flat front plate
with a groove to locate it to the body. This method of a ‘body’ and ‘front plate’ has been used
wherever possible throughout the design to reduce the number of possible leakage paths and to
speed up assembly of the shock tube.

Figure 7. New CST on support stand

(a) Pre-detonation: showing
leaked dense gas sitting on the

diaphragm (shaded region)

Gas chamber

Expansion chamber

Test cell
Incident
shocks

(b) Post-detonation: showing shock
in the centre slowed by passage

through leaked dense gas

(c) Shock propagation showing
how shock reflections and
Mach stems are initiated

Figure 6. Illustration of how a dense gas leak leads to non-ideal shock formation
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The other major alteration to the design of the gas chamber is the method in which the
porous gas diffusers are located. Previously they were glued in place with small spacers behind
them to allow the gas to flow through. This was difficult and time consuming to assemble and
so was changed to using steel holders to locate them, which slide into a groove in the end of the
gas chamber.

5.3 Main Body.
The main body of the old CST was made from two square flat plates of aluminium with

two large triangular spacers to separate them and to form the correct inner dimensions. This
resulted in a lot of unnecessary material making the body of the shock tube heavy which
required the use of mechanical lifting aids. The new design has removed the unwanted material
and used a milled body and front plate design, where the back and sides are milled out of one
piece of aluminium and a separate flat front plate affixes onto this. This has made the main
body much lighter than the previous design and does not require mechanical aids to lift, it
easing assembly.

Another significant feature of the
new main body design is the addition of
two lines of pins along the top face,
which adjoins the detonable gas
chamber (figure 9). Previously wires
used to support the foil constraining the
detonable gas mixture (and fragment it
upon firing) had to be laboriously glued
into place individually. These pins now
allow the wires to be directly applied to
the main body and held in place prior to
assembly. Also visible in figure 9 is an
O-ring groove, this O-ring will improve
the sealing between the main body and
the detonable gas chamber.

Figure 8. Two components of the detonable gas chamber

Figure 9. Top surface of the main body showing pins
and O-ring groove
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5.4 Test Cell.
The test cell has been completely

redesigned in the new build of the CST.
Previously it was made of three sections each
with perspex windows at the front and back and
aluminium spacers at the sides. Assembling
these parts to fit together and to get the correct
internal dimensions was virtually impossible.
Also there was no location between the test cell
and the main body, the test cell was aligned by
eye and then ‘wedged’ into place using two
steel wedges.

The new test cell has been designed to be
directly analogous to that of the AWE linear
shock tube. It consists of three inner
components which make up the ‘cassette’
(figure 10) roughly similar to the old test cell
design, which is then fitted into a steel frame.
The main advantage of this design is that the
perspex windows need only four bolts to secure
them during assembly reducing the stresses in
the perspex due to machining. The main
strength of the test cell is provided by the steel
frame which, when assembled, clamps the
perspex windows tightly along their edges.

The upper part of the cassette is made of a
milled aluminium body and perspex front
window, giving increased strength and defining
the dimensions of the test cell accurately. The
central dense gas region was required to have perspex windows on both front and back to
enable shadowgraph imaging. Thus the design for this consisted of 2 perspex windows
separated by aluminium sides similar to the old design.

The apex of the test section went through various design changes. The design from the
old CST consisted of two aluminium sides bolted and sealed together at the apex (figure 11a).
It was found that the pressure from the shock was sufficient, when reaching the apex, to push
these two sides apart causing a leak and loss of compression. The ideal design for the new
shock tube is shown in figure 11b in which both sides are manufactured from the same
workpiece, this is, however, impossible to machine. The next best thing would be as in figure
11c having a 20mm radius plug at the apex as in the old design, this also impossible to
machine.

Figure 10. Test cell Cassette components.

500 mm

a b c d

Figure 11. Potential designs for test cell apex
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It was intended that laser sheet imaging would be used in the shock tube in the future
which allowed this problem to be solved with a novel idea for optical access. This would be
through the apex with custom made optics forming a laser sheet ~2mm wide and having a
divergence of 30º to fill the inside of the test cell. This has been designed such that the final
optic will fit inside a 20mm radius barrel which will slot into a hole left in the test cell apex
part, figure 11d.

The three parts of the cassette are secured
together with clips along the edges. This cassette
assembly is then lifted into the frame body and the
front plate of the frame screwed on. Two large
diameter pins are incorporated into the top surface of
the frame to locate it to the main body prior to firing.

5.5 Support Stand.
The old CST used the old steel compressed air

section as a base, (yellow section in figure 1), which
was extremely heavy and difficult to position
accurately, this was disposed of in the new design.
The new design initially had the main body fixed to
a stationary stand and it was thought that a hydraulic
pump, or similar, would lift the test section into
place prior to firing. This was altered to a relatively
lightweight frame design where the test cell was
fixed into place and the main body lowered onto it
via a stepper motor built into the frame, shown in
figure 12. The advantage of this set-up is that the test
cell frame is stationary and the optical alignment
doesn’t require adjustment after setting up each
experiment.

6. Conclusions.
Improved results from experiments using the

old convergent shock tube have been presented. These results proved the feasibility of
performing perturbed Richtmyer-Meshkov instability (RMI) mix experiments in cylindrical
geometry at a shock Mach number � 3. A reasonable comparison of the experimental results
with those of the TURMOIL 3D calculations has been demonstrated.

Overcoming the initial problems with the old CST enabled a good understanding of the
features required in the design of the new build CST. The new CST has been commissioned
and has proven much easier and less time consuming to operate with the lighter components,
location of all of the separate sections and O-ring seals between the sections all easing
assembly. Initial experiments will soon be performed, with no dense gas region present, to
analyse the shock profile and velocity. The new design will then be used for RMI mix
experiments. It will also allow laser sheet diagnostics to be used, which was not possible using
the old design, which will give improved results and allow quantitative analysis of those
results.

7. References.
Holder, D.A., Smith, A.V., Barton, C.J. and Youngs D.L., 2003 Mix Experiments using a two
dimensional convergent shock-tube. Laser and Particle Beams 21, 403-409

Figure 12. CST support stand with
test cell and frame in place.
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Movies

Movies
·    Convergent shock tube: experiment

·    Convergent shock tube: simulation
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In a long time in Russia and abroad an influence of endothermic physical-chemical processes 
(dissociation, ionization) on stability and structure of shock wave flow was investigated. Three effects 
should be distinguished: flow instability in front of body bow in some polyatomic gases, instability of 
flow behind ionizing shock wave and reconstruction of shock wave flow structure in plasma of decay 
discharge of argon and air. It�s well studied the shock wave instability in consequence of dissociation of 
some polyatomic gases behind bow shock wave. Analysis of spectra of disturbances energy in flow behind 
shock wave, calculation of interaction of model vortex with shock front showed that energy and time 
characteristics of disturbances calculated coincide with dissociation energy and disturbances evolution 
time in experiments. Physical mechanism of instability in reacted gases is connected with baroclined type 
of reacting flow behind bow shock wave. Further investigations of instability of planed-parallel flow 
indicate that instability is realized for high frequency disturbances. Such kind of instability is preferable 
for applications, but today there are now any catalysis for initiation of some processes needed for 
instability in air. In the same time there was finding like effect of shock wave destruction at spreading it in 
plasma of decay discharge in air. Last time attention was paid to influence of the effect on aerodynamics 
of bodies. There is some uncertainty in measurements of this influence: one indicates increase of body 
drag whereas another indicates decrease. This fact is clear for us, because our results of experiments after 
processing with aid of computer showed that results of drag measurements depend on conditions of 
experiment. This fact let us understand a physical mechanism of the effect which is connected with 
dispersion of wave energy due to the physical-chemical processes in plasma. Indeed this effect could not 
be due to thermal nor electro-dynamical effects. Experimental measurements in decaying plasma after 
offset of discharge show that and in long of 10 milliseconds (when there are no electrons) character of 
effect was the same as in plasma. In long of the same value of time in region of former discharge the main 
exited states of oxygen are remained and decayed. Bound values of shock wave velocity at which the 
shock wave still exist in plasma were explored. It is the speed of small disturbances responsible for effect 
investigated and coincides with quantity of speed calculated. At calculations physical-chemical processes 
and there influence on the sound speed were investigated on base of the gas kinetics theory. System of 
determining extensive parameters was revealed and then transition to the conjugate intensive 
thermodynamics parameters was realized. 
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Abstract: Instability of shock waves in plasma and reacting gases with endothermic reactions have important  
applications in aerodynamics due to the possibility of reduction to a great extend of aerodynamic drag of bodies. 
Nevertheless in the problem of turbulent mixing of compressible media this effect could be applied because the 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability has common base with the baroclinic mechanism of the effect. Experimental results 
and mechanism of this effect are discussed in this investigation 
 
1. Introduction. 

Instability of shock wave due to the exothermic reaction is well known [1]. To-day shock wave instability 
connected with endothermic reactions is of great interest. In a long time in different countries an influence of 
endothermic physical-chemical processes (dissociation, ionization) on stability and structure of shock wave flow 
was investigated. [2-8,13-19]. It should be noted that different four effects should be distinguished: flow instability 
in front of body bow in some polyatomic gases, instability of flow behind ionizing shock wave, reconstruction of 
moderate shock wave flow structure in plasma of glow and decay electrical discharge in argon and in air and, 
finally, instability of strong shock wave in gas plasma. In spite of different mechanism of them there is common 
quality of three first of them. It is endothermic character of reactions being behind the front of shock wave. The 
endothermic reactions take an important priority of exothermic ones. At endothermic reactions the body 
aerodynamics drag should be less in comparison with the exothermic reactions. Furthermore at exothermic 
reactions shock wave and flow instability takes the form of local explosions whereas at endothermic reactions 

instability can have the 
appearance of stratification 
of shock wave.  

             

                                                                  
Fig.1. Sketch of  the 
compression process. 

Last property certainly is 
very important for target 
compression at the laser 
thermonuclear fusion since it 
hampers the development of 
heterogeneity of compressed 
target. At the stratification 
entropy increasing at shock 
wave is almost lacking in 
such manner as it would be 
at adiabatic compression. It 
would result in more intense 
compression without energy 
losses. A sketch of the 
compression process is 

shown at Fig.1.  Of course, effectiveness of process stated depends on evolution time of instability effect. 
However, evolution time could be changed using results of the effect theory, for example, in the way of selection 
of the target composition. In this work some new progress in the theory of the effects will be presented, especially 
in the field of reconstruction of shock wave flow structure in plasma of glow and decay electrical discharge. At 
moderate shock waves the effect mechanism is occurred to be described in terms of equilibrium and non 
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equilibrium, quasi stationary sound speed. As to strong shock waves it should be noted that the electrical plasma is 
energetic medium with the high level of inner states of excitation. The ionization potential of air and argon is very 
high. It is about  10 eV. It’s well known that at pressure increasing degree of ionization drops very well, but at 
temperature increasing one is augmented. Behind shock wave both pressure and temperature are increased. But at 
strong shock wave pressure increasing is much great than temperature increasing particularly for plasma which has 
low (close to 1) ratio of specific heats – κ. The matter is that pressure increasing is proportional to κ+1 whereas 
temperature increasing is proportional to κ-1. That’s why plasma degree of ionization behind strong shock wave 
in plasma drops and at recombination of plasma inner energy of plasma evolves in the form of kinetic energy of 
molecules or in other words as gas temperature increasing. There is a situation which analogies to situation at 
exothermic reactions such as explosion. The problem of instability at exothermic reactions behind the shock wave 
is solved with use of classic theory of shock wave instability.  
 
2.1.Shock wave instability in reacting gases. 

To-day shock wave instability connected with endothermic reactions is of great interestю Shock flow 
instability is observed in dissociating gases [2,6,7,13], in air weakly ionized plasma and behind the ionizing shock 
wave [3-6,13-16]. Experimental results were obtained not only on shock tube installations, but for bodies in free 
flight on ballistic installation [2]. In reacting gases the effect was observed nearly at the regimes corresponding to 
begin of dissociation: CCl2F2 (Mach number M~4),  CF4 (M~10), CO2(M~10), O2 (M~7) at pressures near 30 
Torr (shock tube experiments carried out under the pressure   p < 5 Torr) [2,6]. In ionizing gases the effect is 
observed to begin of  ionization behind strong shock waves for Ar, He, Xe (M~20, p~ 1-25 Torr (and for some 
tests up to 100 Torr). Instability in reacting gases is more convenient for application of the effect, but now there are 
no experimental evidence of such effect in air and to-day there are no catalysts found in air. At the same time 
analogous effect was found in glow discharge in air and Ar for not strong shock wave for nearly the same 
pressures p~10-40 Torr  [3-6,13,14]. Shock wave instability and rearrangement of flow behind it in reacting gases 
have been very well studied. It should be recognized that to-day mechanism in reacting gases is fair known. For 
interested effect mechanism is conditioned of baroclinicity of reacting gas flow independently of cooling or 
heating of gas in reactions [6,7]. As a result the vortex mode of disturbances is amplified. In spite of small value of 
pressure disturbance in vortex it is sufficiently large in comparison with pressure in front of shock to destroy shock 
wave. Computations [7,8] show that amplitude and development time of front disturbances in front of shock wave 
coincides with experimental ones. Further theoretical investigations of planed-parallel flow layer of compressed 
reacted gas in front of body indicates instability for disturbances of high frequency (f > 8 kHz)  [9]. This frequency 
corresponds to the beginning of ultrasonic range in air (≥20 kHz). There is question about connection of baroclinic 
instability (the base of shock wave instability mechanism in effect at reacting polyatomic gases) and Rayleigh-
Taylor instability. In this connection it should be noted that both baroclinic and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities arise 
from the lack of coincidence of density and pressure gradients. However Rayleigh-Taylor instability is the limit of 
baroclinic instability. For it gradients do not coincide each with other although parallel yet. Nevertheless Rayleigh-
Taylor instability is not consequence of baroclinic one since for it cross-product of the gradients equal to zero. 
 
2.2.Shock wave instability in air plasma of glow discharge. Statistical methods to describe of gas 
mixtures with physical-chemical processes. 
 
As was showed previously in preceding work shop [18,19] the effect for moderate shock wave in glow discharge 
plasma is connected exactly with wave dispersion because total gas pressure is not changed. There is only 
rearrangement of pressure distribution. High-frequency component of sound waves forming the shock wave goes 
forward forming shock wave of so called “precursor”, at the same time the low-frequency part causes the relatively 
slowly pressure increasing behind it. Investigations of such kind dispersion were carried out as in theoretical and in 
experimental works [11,12]. The general equation describing such kind dispersion in reacting gases was obtained 
in [11]. Common analysis of this equation at the regime of resonance and results of experiment gave the 
consequence that exited state, relaxation of which is responsible for effect arising, is singlet state of oxygen 
O2(a1∆g) [18].  
   Among all factors affecting process instability of shock wave in plasma and rearrangement of its structure there 
are influence of different physical-chemical processes and, fist of all, influence of ionization and recombination 
processes to sound speed. 
   Plasma is considered enough rarefied to regard it as ideal in statistical mean. It is considered as air with high 
temperature, in which inner states of freedom of molecules and atoms are exited and processes of ionization and 
recombination take the place. On the base of analysis of reactions [10] a number of substances are selected in 
plasma. It is very well known that a cause which leads to the effect arising is sound speed altering in reacting 
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plasma [18]. As known, at non vortex flows of barotropic gas the square of the sound speed  a2  is identical to the 
coefficient in wave equation for velocity potential  φ  [20]. 
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   In gas with physical-chemical processes an expression for square of the sound speed was derived in [21] 
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<h> = (e+p)/n – average value of enthalpy per one micro particle; <ψm> = ψm/n – average values of additive 
collision invariants;  
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∆ - Jacobean of transfer from extensive thermodynamic parameters  e  and  ψm  to conjugate intensive parameters 
γm (m=1,2,…) and  γ0 = -1/kBT,  T – gas temperature;  ∆m - is the same as  ∆ , but m-th column of it is changed 
to column  (e + p, ψ1, ψ2, ψ3,….). 
   In considered case together with energy the numbers of indivisible particles (ions O+

, N+ and electrons e- ) are 
conserved at collisions. Accordingly system of densities of determining extensive parameters together with density 
of inner gas energy  e  includes and following parameters: ψ1 – number of O+, ψ2 – number of N+, and ψ3 – 
number of electrons e- . Determinant ∆  takes the form: 
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   At given temperature of mixture the intensive parameters  γm   are calculated from condition of  conservation of 
indivisible particles: 
                                                                       ∑ =

i
miimnk ψ                                                                  (6) 

Here  kim - is number of m-th atom in i-th component of mixture, and  ni – are densities of different substances in 
the mixture. The densities are calculated using following formula [22]: 
                                                                       ∑=

m
immii kQn )exp( γ                                                       (7) 

   After substitution of received from solution of (6) values of  γ1 , γ2 , γ3  in (1) and (2) temperature dependence 
of coefficient  κ  and square of  sound speed can be obtained at given beginning conditions (at constant densities 
ψ1,  ψ2 and ψ3). 
   On the base of offered method [21, 22] a calculation of equilibrium state of ionized mixture and coefficient  κ  in 
formula (2) for the sound speed was hold in wide range of temperature (beginning from 1000°K, when only 
rotation states and harmonic vibration are exited, and to temperatures at which ionization and recombination 
processes should be counted). 
   As very well known exiting of additional degrees of freedom leads to decreasing of the coefficient  κ . For 
instance, at T=1000°K value of  κ  is nearly 1.35. At the same time at more low temperatures, when only rotation 
degrees of freedom are exited,  κ = 1.40. Increasing of temperature leads to further decreasing of  κ , however from 
some temperature, when due to dissociation free atoms come into being,  κ  begin to increase. This increasing 
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continues up to temperature, when gas can be considered as fully dissociated but ionization not start yet. At this 
stage  κ ≈ 1.66. With ionization process of atoms  κ  begin to decrease again. Such non monotonic behavior of  κ  
is important factor determining behavior of gases with equilibrium physical-chemical processes. 
   On a level with equilibrium reactions non equilibrium quasi stationary ionized mixtures can be considered. In 
these mixtures electron temperature is much greater than temperature of other components of the mixture. It was 
showed that availability of electrons with great temperature have essential influence on  κ , value of which is 
sharply drops bringing to 1. 
   It is very well known that if  κ  is equal to 1 shock wave will be unstable in accordance with the common theory 
of shock wave instability [23] because shock wave becomes almost isothermal and the increase of entropy is 
almost zero. It should be noted that in this case shock wave becomes the almost sound wave. And it is this kind of 
dispersion of shock wave which is demonstrated in experiments at investigated effect. 
 
2.3.Instability of strong shock waves in plasma. 
 
Calculation of the flow with strong shock wave in plasma can be hold in the same manner as in any other active 
media, for instance in explosive substance at detonation. At exothermic reaction behind front of shock wave this 
problem is usual for investigation of flow behind shock wave. A single difference from detonation problem is that 
a value of heat energy in plasma can be much less then at detonation. It is the cause that shock wave instability in 
plasma is not very frequent effect. There is another vital problem. It is to find the energy of heat release at 
reactions of plasma recombination behind shock wave. After decision of this problem it will be easy to apply 
known from theory instability condition [24]: 
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Indexes p and T mean that derivatives are calculated at constant gas pressure and temperature. So it can be seen 
that at the low heat release there will be no shock wave instability. That’s why shock wave is very often stable in 
spite of recombination just behind shock wave in plasma. For instance, such situation is observed in some 
experimental investigations of [25]: plasma recombination is seen very well but at some regimes shock wave is 
unstable while at another it is stable.  
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Application of Ronchi method for visualization of a turbulent 
mixing zone in shock tube experiments 
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Usually, to visualize a turbulent mixing zone (TMZ) on the interface of two gases in experiments on shock 
tubes [1], is applied a shadow method. In experiments with gas explosive mixtures (GEM) [2] there are 
difficulties of TMZ visualization connected with heterogeneity of stream in the area adjoining to interface 
between detonation products (DP) of GEM both air, and self-luminescence of DP. The presented results of 
experiments illustrate opportunities of application of Ronchi method [3] for flow visualization in a similar 
shock tubes. 

 
Photo of turbulent mixing zone on air - helium interface in experiments such as [1], received by a Ronchi method at 
the moment of time t=890 мкс after the beginning of movement of interface. Designations: TMZ-zone ТП; F-
.shadow of string, size of a defocusing ∆ =210 mm, 
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Fig.2. Schematic of the shock tube (8x8 cm2 cross section) with gas mixture (acetylene + oxygen) driver, in which 
development of a turbulent mixing zone on interface of air and products of a detonation of a mix of acetylene with 
oxygen is investigated (E.E.Meshkov. The Proc of the 5th IWPCTM, Stony Brook, USA, 1995, p.237). Detonation of 
mix initiated in 6x6=36 points located in regular intervals on a rigid wall 1. 
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Fig.1. Photo of turbulent mixing zone (TMZ) on air – helium (He) interface in experiments such as 
[Andronov  et al, 1976.], received by a Ronchi method at the moment of time t=890 мкс after the beginning of 
movement of interface. Designations: F-.shadow of defocused string, size of a defocusing ∆ =210 mm, 
P- pieces of thin film, divided gases initially. 
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Fig.3. Picture of current in a shock tube (fig.2) at the moment of time t=100mks (before reflecting of the 
shock wave from rigid wall 2). Designations: ShW - a shock wave, I - interface between products of a 
detonation (EP) and air (Air); R-a reference point.  
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TMZ 

 
Fig.4. Picture of current in a shock tube (fig.2) at the moment of time t=700 mks (after passing through interface 
shock wave reflected from rigid wall 2). Designations: TMZ - a turbulent mixing zone on interface between 
products of a detonation and air. 
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Development of 2-d perturbations of gas - gas interface in 
experiments on the shock tube with the gem-driver 
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Experimental data research of development of 2-D perturbations on the interface between detonation 
products (DP) of a gas explosive mixture (GEM) (mixture of acetylene with oxygen) and air (see figure) 
are presented. Experiments were carried out in a shock tube with cross-section of the channel of 8х8 cm2 
in the following geometry: a rigid wall 1 � GEM layer (1,18см) - a layer of air (21,85см) - a rigid wall 2. 
A similar shock tube works under the method described in [1]. 2-D perturbations are created by initiation 
of a detonation of GEM layer by electric explosion of 1÷4 wires located in parallel on a wall 1.  

      
Development of 2-D perturbation on interface: DP - air at initiation of GEM detonation by electro-explosion of one 
wire located on a wall 1  
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Studies of Richtmyer-Meshkov instability growth in gases  
at flow Mach numbers from 2 to 9 
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The paper presents results of experimental studies of development of turbulent mixing of gases having 
different densities, when shock wave with Mach number from 2 to 9 passes their interface. 

It is revealed that when increasing Mach number of flow, small-scale structures appear in the zone of 
turbulent mixing, width of the mixing zone is changed. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The experimental technique for investigation of turbulent mixing is presented in this report. 
Turbulent mixing (TM) arises at Richtmayer-Meshkov instability at the interface gas-gas 
accelerated by a shock wave. Helium (He) and air (Air) was used as light gas, as heavy gas - six-
fluorine sulfur (SF6). In all the experiments a shock wave propagated from light gas to heavy gas. 
Mach number of a shock wave in SF6 has changed from 2 to 9. The flow was recorded by the use of 
shlieren method during rapid motion-picture recording. 

Introduction 
Hydrodynamic instabilities such as Raylegh-Taylor [1], Richmayer-Meshkov [2, 3] play a 

leading role in many fields of research, for example, in astrophysics, aerohydrodynamics, gas 
dynamics, in inertial thermonuclear fusion etc. To calculate these instabilities and turbulent mixing 
(TM) connected with them both numerical methods and semi-empirical models. Both require the 
testing on experimental data. 

A number of experimental works is known, in which development of turbulent mixing was 
investigated at the interface of gases with different density at Mach numbers by a shock wave (SW) 
М ≤ 5 (for instance, [3÷5]). To understand better the influence of compressibility of medium on 
development of TM it is desirable to obtain experimental data within a wider range of the change of 
Mach numbers of SW. 

In this work SW was formed in a shock tube [6] as a result of detonation of combustible gas 
mixture (CGM) of acetylene and oxygen. SW Mach number in SF6 was changed in a range of 2 - 9. 
Growth of instability and turbulent mixing was studied at the interface of heavy and light gases. 

Experimental techniques 
Shock tube scheme is presented at Fig. 1. The shock tube consists of chambers with a high 

pressure (driver) and a low pressure. The chambers are separated from each other by the help of a 
diaphragm made of lavsan thick up to 100-150 micrometer mcm. A measuring section with a 
silencer is connected with the low pressure chamber. The measuring section has two windows made 
of optically clear organic glass. It breaks away from the low pressure chamber by means of polymer 
film ≈ 0,3 micrometer in thickness, and from a silencer – membrane made of lavsan 50 mcm. thick. 

In experiments the low pressure chamber was filled with light gas: helium or air; the 
measuring section– SF6 (ρо≈6,5 g/l; С0 ≈129,5 m/s; γ≈1,094) at atmospheric pressure. There is air in 
the silencer at atmospheric pressure. The high pressure chamber (driver) length changed within a 
range of L1=220÷450 mm, the low pressure chamber length– L2=800÷1550 mm. The high pressure 
chamber was filled with CGM at certain pressure Р0 . Detonation of CGM was realized by pulsed 
electro spark discharge. 
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Figure 1 – Shock tube scheme  

Operation of the instrument 

After initiating CGM a detonation wave propagates on the high pressure chamber. When 
this detonation wave enters a diaphragm the latter disrupts and a shock wave propagates in light 
gas. When a shock wave goes toward a contact interface (CI) of light gas with SF6, two waves are 
created. A shock wave propagates on SF6 and a reflected wave outgoes in light gas. After 
destructing a separating film CI of gases accelerates, with the result that Richmayer-Meshkov 
instability arises in it, which causes the development of turbulent mixing zone (TMZ) of light and 
heavy gases. 

Variation of CGM composition and CGM pressure has made it possible to obtain shock 
waves having a varied intensity. 

The flow was recorded through the schlieren method by the use of a rapid movie camera in 
frame-by-frame mode and in slot image scanning mode. 

The Results of the Experiments 
Figure 2 presents slot moving image frames and frame-by-frame moving image frames of 

the experiments with helium, Figure 3 – experiments with air, Figure 4 – calculation (without TM) 
and experimental X(t) diagrams of the flow for some tests. Measuring error of position of TMZ (Х1, 
Х2) front and SW front in experiments makes up ±0.5 mm, timing error– 0,5%t. Gas dynamical 
 2
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calculations of the flow were conducted by using one-dimensional techniques «VIKHR» [7]. With 
increase in shock wave Mach number from ~2 to ~9 Atwood number (A) changed from ~0.83 
till.99. 

From moving image frames and diagrams we notice that with increase in number М SW  
in SF6: contact interface of gases and, respectively, a front of TMZ approach a shock wave front 
(due to high compressibility of SF6); at М≥6,5 an optical gap is not observed between SW and a 
forward shock wave front of TM (Х1) in experiments (s. Fig. 2b); 

The proximity of the front of TM and SW may cause their mutual influence yet to be studied 
in subsequent investigations. 

The proposed techniques enable us to study TM development at the interface of gases and at 
higher Mach numbers. In this case a maximum value of Mach number is determined by measuring 
section strength (toughness).  

 
Conclusions 

 
Experimental techniques were developed to study turbulent mixing development at the gas-

gas interface, which is accelerated by the shock wave with Mach number up to 9. 
In the near future detailed investigations will be performed into TM development at the 

interface of gases with different density at М>>5. 

Authors are indebted to E.E.Meshkov, V.A.Raevsky, V.I.Kozlov, S.I.Gerasimov for helpful 
comments and proposals on this work. Authors are grateful to A.E.Egorushkina, O.L.Krivonos, 
V.I.Dudin, A.A.Nikulin for their assistance in the preparation and the performance of the 
experiments. 
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Designations: Х1 – front of the penetration of «light» gas in «heavy» gas; Х2 – front of the penetration of 
«heavy» gas in «light» gas; t – time is reckoned from output of SW to CI; К – structural element (out of 
flow); R – reference lines. 

Figure 2 – Moving image frames of the experiments on TMZ development at the interface helium-SF6: а) 
experiment №1 (A≈0.95); б) experiment №2 (A≈0.99) – slot moving image frames; в) experiment №3 
(A≈0.95); г) experiment №4 (A≈0.99); д) experiment №5 (A≈0.99) 
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Designations: RW – reflected wave; EG – CGM explosive gases; R – reference lines,  
К – structural element; t – time is reckoned from the moment of coming SW to the contact 
interface. 
 
Figure 3 – Moving image frames of the experiments with TMZ development at the interface  
air-SF6: а) experiment №6 (A≈0.89) – slot moving image frames; б) experiment №8 (A≈0.83);  
в) experiment №7 (A≈0.89) 
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Designations: RW – reflected wave; t – time is reckoned from the beginning of CGM detonation; 
ordinate Х is reckoned from the cap of the high pressure chamber. 

Figure 4 – Х(t) diagrams of the flow in the shock tube. a) experiment №2 (Не-SF6); b) experiment 
№6 (air-SF6); c) experiment №7 (air-SF6 L1=450 mm; L2=1275 mm; CGM – С2Н2+2.5О2 with 
Р0=6,8±0,05 atm.) 
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L-021, 7000 East Ave, Livermore, CA 94550, USA  
Email: blue3@llnl.gov   

2. AWE,  
Aldermaston, UK 

3. Los Alamos National Laboratory,  
Los Alamos, NM, USA 

Results are reported from an experiment in which the evolution of the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability 
from a well characterized, broad spectrum, three-dimensional (3D) initial condition was measured.  The 
experiment was performed at the OMEGA laser facility as part of a series of supersonic jet experiments.  
In this experiment, a 1 ns 1.4 kJ laser pulse launched a strong blast wave into an 825 micron thick titanium 
washer that was backed by a 100 mg/cc foam.  The rear surface of the washer had random 3D surface 
roughness with an average peak-to-valley amplitude of 2.5 microns. The blast wave shocked and then 
decelerated the titanium-foam interface causing perturbation growth due to RT. 

In order to diagnose the growth of the perturbations at late times (up to 400 ns), we have developed and 
improved a point-projection imaging technique. We were able to measure both the hydrodynamic 
evolution of the RT spikes via absorption radiography and also the blast wave evolution via phase contrast 
imaging on the same diagnostic.  Details of this technique will be presented. 
This work is performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy by Los Alamos National Laboratory under Contract 
No. W-7405-ENG-36 and by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48. 
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Wed2.4 Boldyrev & Gwinn 

� 17 �  

Scintillations and interstellar Levy flights  
Stanislav Boldyrev1 & Carl R. Gwinn2  
1. Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics,  
University of Chicago, USA  
boldyrev@uchicago.edu 
2. Department of Physics 
University of California, Santa Barbara, USA 
cgwinn@physics.ucsb.edu  
Observations of radio signals from distant pulsars provide a valuable tool for investigation of interstellar 
turbulence. The time-shapes of the signals are the result of pulse broadening by the fluctuating electron 
density in the interstellar medium. While the scaling of the shapes with the signal frequency is well 
understood, the observed anomalous scaling with respect to the pulsar distance has remained a puzzle for 
more than 30 years.  
We propose a new model for interstellar electron density fluctuations, which explains the observed scaling 
relations. We suggest that these fluctuations obey Lévy statistics rather than Gaussian statistics, as 
assumed in previous treatments of interstellar scintillations. We argue that such statistics can naturally 
arise as a result of random density fragmentation and advection by sonic or super-sonic turbulence in the 
interstellar medium. A ray propagating through such a non-homogeneous medium performs a Lévy flight 
rather than the standard Gaussian random walk.  

References 
Boldyrev, S. & Gwinn, C. R. 2003; Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 131101.  
Boldyrev, S. & Gwinn, C.R. 2003; Astrophys. J. 584, 791.  
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Poster 1 Boudesocque-Dubois, Clarisse & Willien 
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A linear perturbation computation method for hydrodynamic 
stability studies of complex flows: application to an ICF target 
implosion  
Carine Boudesocque-Dubois, Jean-Marie Clarisse & Jean-Luc Willien  
CEA Bruyères le Châtel,  
France  
carine.boudesocque@cea.fr  
jean-marie.clarisse@cea.fr  
jean-luc.willien@cea.fr  
http://www-dam.cea.fr  
Linear hydrodynamic instabilities in inertial confinement fusion (ICF) target implosions have been 
previously investigated using linear perturbation codes (e.g. Henderson et al., 1974; Dufour et al. 1984). 
In the context of indirect drive implosions, a simple physical model may be retained which corresponds to 
that of ideal gas dynamics with electronic heat conduction and a laser energy deposition modelling. The 
resulting systems of equations which are incompletely parabolic, are here written in Lagrangian 
coordinates for both the spherical symmetric flow and its linear three-dimensional perturbations. Each 
system is treated using an operator splitting between a hyperbolic reduced system and a parabolic 
equation. The proposed numerical method significantly differs from previous linear perturbation 
computation methods, which were based on artificial viscosity schemes (Henderson et al., 1974; Grishina, 
1980; Dufour et al., 1984), in that it relies on a finite-volume formulation and explicit Godunov-type 
schemes (Clarisse et al., 2004) for the hyperbolic reduced systems. The complementary nonlinear/linear 
parabolic equations are classically handled using semi-implicit iterative/direct methods. Despite the 
additional difficulties raised by the linear perturbation computations of the symmetric flow discontinuities 
(i.e., shock-waves), the present numerical method is both reliable and fairly accurate and, above all, is less 
expensive than 2D-numerical methods by, at least, two orders of magnitude, given the spatially grid 
coarseness commonly advised for hydrodynamic instability calculations. This feature may be profitably 
used to obtain detailed descriptions of linear perturbation evolutions during target implosions. Such 
capabilities will be illustrated by linear perturbation results, obtained with the linear perturbation 
code SILEX , for a Laser MégaJoule direct-drive designed ICF target.  

References 
Clarisse, J.-M., Jaouen, S., and Raviart, P.-A. 2004 A Godunov-type method in Lagrangian coordinates for 

computing linearly-perturbed planar-symmetric flows of gas dynamics; J. Comput. Phys., to appear.   
Dufour, J.-M., Galmiche, D., and Sitt, B. 1984 Investigation of hydrodynamic stability of high aspect ratio targets in 

laser implosion experiments; in Laser Interaction and Related Plasma Phenomena, Plenum Publishing Corp., 
709-730.   

Grishina, G.A. 1980 Linear approximation method in gas dynamics problem numerical computations; USSR 
Academy of Sciences IAM, preprint 121, Moscow.   

Henderson, D.B., McCrory, R.L., and Morse, R.L. 1974 Ablation stability of laser-driven implosions; Phys. Rev. 
Let., 33:4.  
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A linear perturbation computation method for
hydrodynamic stability studies of complex flows:
application to an ICF target implosion
Carine Boudesocque-Dubois, Jean-Marie Clarisse & Jean-Luc Willien

CEA BruyŁres le Châtel,
France
carine.boudesocque@cea.fr
jean-marie.clarisse@cea.fr
jean-luc.willien@cea.fr
http://www-dam.cea.fr

Linear hydrodynamic instabilities in inertial con�nement fusion (ICF) target implosions have been
previously investigated using linear perturbation codes (e.g. Henderson et al., 1974; Dufour et
al. 1984). In the context of direct drive implosions, a simple physical model may be retained
which corresponds to that of ideal gas dynamics with electronic heat conduction and a laser energy
deposition modeling. The resulting systems of equations which are incompletely parabolic, are
here written in Lagrangian coordinates for both the spherical symmetric �ow and its linear three-
dimensional perturbations. Each one dimensional (1D) system is treated using an operator splitting
between a hyperbolic reduced system and a parabolic equation.

The proposed numerical method signi�cantly differs from previous linear perturbation computa-
tion methods, which were based on arti�cial viscosity schemes (Henderson et al., 1974; Grishina,
1980; Dufour et al., 1984), in that it relies on a �nite-volume formulation and explicit Godunov-
type schemes (Clarisse et al., 2004) for the hyperbolic reduced systems. The complementary
nonlinear/linear parabolic equations are classically handled using semi-implicit iterative/direct
methods. Despite the additional dif�culties raised by the linear perturbation computations of the
symmetric �ow discontinuities (i.e., shock-waves), the present numerical method is both reliable
and fairly accurate and, above all, is less expensive than 2D-numerical methods by, at least, two
orders of magnitude, given the spatially grid coarseness commonly advised for hydrodynamic in-
stability calculations (Holmes et al., 1999). This last feature may be pro�tably used to obtain
detailed descriptions of linear perturbation evolutions during ICF target implosions, as illustrated
bellow. The above described numerical methods are currently implemented in a linear perturbation
code, SILE

�
, dedicated mainly to ICF applications.

As an illustration of the capabilities of the proposed numerical methods, we show, in the following,
results obtained for a Laser MégaJoule direct-drive designed target (X. Fortin et al., 1999). For
this particular target, it turns out that a suf�ciently accurate description of the mean �ow requires
the use of a 1D grid with at least 3103 points (103 in each of the ablator, iced DT and gaseous DT
layers). Thanks to the numerical method, numerical diffusion is small, and, in particular, shock-
shock interactions are sharply described (see silde 13). Linear perturbation results were obtained
for a wide range of spherical harmonic degrees ( ��� 4, 8, 16, 128, 256, 512, 768). For each linear
perturbation computation, the spatial grid was adapted to ensure initially a minimum of at least
100 grid points per local wave length ( � 2πr ��� ) down to one half the radius of the gaseous DT
central layer. For example, this criterion resulted into the use of a 1D grid of 12146 points for the
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treatment of the harmonic degree ��� 768. Space-time evolutions of the target radius perturbations
are presented for ��� 16 and �	� 128. Comparing results obtained for �
� 16 and ��� 128 in
the ablator, we note that radius perturbation amplitude is smaller upstream the ablation zone than
downstream for small � -values while the opposite is true for large � s. The evolution of the radius
perturbation in the compressed ablator and iced DT layers can be decomposed into two stages:
(i) from the beginning of the shell irradiation up to the iced/gaseous DT interface-�rst shock front
interaction and (ii) from this interaction up to the end of the computation. During the �rst stage,
spatial structures appear on the radius perturbation with a characteristic length which decreases
with � . During the second stage, perturbation amplitude increases rapidly and uniformly, and
time oscillations appear at the iced/gaseous DT interface. The same kind of spatial structures as
observed in the iced DT layer during stage (i) appears dowstream of the shock wave as it converges
in the gaseous DT core. These �ne scale structures are only visible for suf�ciently dense spatial
grids, hence the importance of 1D grid re�nements near the center of the target. To our knowledge,
such �ne details of implosion �ows have never been exhibited by multi-D simulations.

References

Clarisse, J.-M., Jaouen, S., and Raviart, P.-A. 2004 A Godunov-type method in Lagrangian coordinates for
computing linearly-perturbed planar-symmetric flows of gas dynamics; J. Comput. Phys. 198.
Dufour, J.-M., Galmiche, D., and Sitt, B. 1984 Investigation of hydrodynamic stability of high aspect ratio
targets in laser implosion experiments; in Laser Interaction and Related Plasma Phenomena, Plenum Pub-
lishing Corp., 709.
Fortin, X., Canaud, B. 1999 Direct drive laser fusion calculations at CEA; in IFSA, Elsevier, 102.
Grishina, G.A. 1980 Linear approximation method in gas dynamics problem numerical computations; USSR
Academy of Sciences IAM, preprint 121, Moscow.
Henderson, D.B., McCrory, R.L., and Morse, R.L. 1974 Ablation stability of laser-driven implosions; Phys.
Rev. Let., 33:4.
Holmes, R.L., Dimonte, G., Fryxell, B., Gittings, M.L., Grove, J.W., Schneider, M., Sharp, D.H., Ve-
likovich, A.L., Weaver, R.P., Zhang, Q. 1999 Richtmyer-Meshkov instability growth: experiment, simula-
tion and theory; J. Fluid Mech. 389.
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A LINEAR PERTURBATION COMPUTATION METHOD FOR

HYDRODYNAMIC STABILITY STUDIES OF COMPLEX FLOWS:

APPLICATION TO AN ICF TARGET IMPLOSION

C. Boudesocque-Dubois, J.-M. Clarisse and J.-L. Willien

carine.boudesocque@cea.fr, jean-marie.clarisse@cea.fr, jean-luc.willien@cea.fr

CEA Bruyères le Châtel - B.P.12

91680 Bruyères le Châtel - France

1

Physical Modeling:

Usual hypotheses in ICF hydrodynamics:

7 inviscid and immiscible fluids;

7 one-dimensional mean flow.

Additional hypotheses:

3 single temperature (Ti = Te);

3 non linear heat conduction with fluids conductivi-

ties of the form:

κ = χρ−m T n, m ∈ R, n ∈ R
+;

3 laser energy deposition modeling at critical density;

3 Analytical equations of state

å perfect gas

å stiffened gas

p= P(ρ,T ) = ρ(γ−1)CvT︸ ︷︷ ︸
+pK (ρ),

perfect gas

E = E(ρ,T ) =
︷ ︸︸ ︷

Cv T +EK (ρ),

with :

EK (ρ) = E0 +
A

ρ

(

1+
1

γ−1

(

ρ

ρ0

)γ)

−CvT0

(

ρ

ρ0

)γ−1
−
A

ρ0

γ

γ−1

and

pK (ρ) = ρ2
d

dρ
EK (ρ).
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Problem formulation

. Flow decomposition =

planar or spherically symmetric mean flow + perturbations;

. Lagrangian description of mean flow and perturbations;

. Linear approximation of perturbations;

. Helmholtz decomposition of the transverse perturbation motion;

. Fourier or spherical harmonics decomposition of perturbations in the transverse

directions;

. Initial and boundary value problems for:

• mean flow (P) ;

• linear perturbation modal (Fourier or spherical harmonics) components (P̃).

3

Notations - Planar or spherical symmetry

symmetry planar spherical

symmetry exponent s 0 2

mean flow metric coordinate λ x r

A = λs 1 r2 (area)

Lagrangian coordinate η : dη = ρA dλ dη = ρdx dη = ρr2dr

modal component characteristic number w −k⊥
2

−`(`+1)

Ã = sλ(s−1)λ̃ 0 2rr̃

4
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Mean flow: system of equations





∂U

∂t
+

∂

∂η

{
fH + fP

}
= SH ,

∂λ

∂t
= vλ ,

(S )

with:

the conservative variable vector

U=




τ

vλ

e


 ,

the conservative variable flux vector

fH =




−vλ

p

pvλ


 ,

the symmetry term SH =




0

p
∂A

∂η

0


,

the heat conduction flux vector,

fP =




0

0

Ψλ


 ,

whereΨλ = −ρκ
∂T

∂η
.

5

Linear perturbation modal components: system of equations





∂Ũ

∂t
+

∂

∂η

{
A

(
f̃H + f̃P

)
+ Ã (fH + fP)

}
+

∂

∂η

{
A (fH + fP)

}
Θ̃

= S̃H +SH Θ̃ +RH Ω̃ + Q̃P ,

∂̃λ

∂t
= ṽλ,

∂Θ̃

∂t
= Ω̃,

∂

∂t

(
A Ω̃

)
= w

(
A

∂p

∂η
λ̃ − τ p̃

)
,

(S̃ )

with:

Ũ the conservative-variable linear perturbation vector,

f̃H the 1D conservative-variable linear perturbation

flux vector , f̃H = (∂fH/∂U) Ũ,

Θ̃ the transverse-motion linear perturbation dilatation,

Ω̃ the transverse-motion linear perturbation expansion,

RH Ω̃ the transverse direction conservative-variable linear

perturbation flux vector,

f̃P the 1D heat-conduction linear perturbation flux vector,

Q̃P the transverse direction heat-conduction linear

perturbation flux vector,

S̃H the linear perturbation symmetry term,

RH = τ




1

0

−p


 ,

Q̃P =




0

0

w
τ
A

(
κ T̃+Ψλ λ̃

)




.
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Mean flow and perturbations — mathematical aspects

1 Systems (S ) and (S̃ ) are incompletely parabolica 1D-systems. In effect, (S ) and (S̃ )

are decomposed in (i) hyperbolic reduced systems (SH ) and (S̃H ) in the conservative

variable U and Ũ and (ii) parabolic scalar equations (EP) and (ẼP).

1 Both (S̃H ) and (ẼP) are merely linear systems for perturbations BUT with possibly

discontinuous coefficients.

1 In fact, main difficulty is raised by the linear perturbation hyperbolic system (S̃H ).

Any discontinuity of the flux-function fH (shock wave of the mean flow) will result

in a Dirac massbc for the modal component solution of (S̃H ).

1 One can only expect weak convergence of the modal components.

ý Specific methods are required for the numerical ap-

proximation of such hyperbolic systems.

a
B. Gustafsson SIAM J. Appl. Math. 1978.

b
G. A. Grishina USSR Academy of Sciences IAM 1980.
c
E. Godlewski and P.-A. Raviart Math. Comput. Simulation 1999.

7

Mean flow and perturbations — numerical methods

1 2 or 3 stage splitting method a between hyperbolic systems (SH and S̃H ) and

parabolic equations (EP and ẼP).

Numerical method — hyperbolic problems

Earlier linear perturbation computation methods were based on artificial viscosity schemesbc. Because of the weak

convergence, linear perturbation numerical results may be extremely noisy and therefore useless for linear stability analyses.

Note that this defect can also arise in 2D/3D hydrodynamic instability simulations in the small amplitude regime. The key

points in devising linear perturbation computational methods are:

ý a mean flow computational method capable of producing accurate results without oscillations

in smooth parts of the flow.

ý a scheme for the linear perturbations which reflects the properties (hyperbolicity) of the linear

perturbation hyperbolic system S̃H . Such a scheme will introduce needed dissipation at mean

flow discontinuities (shock wave) and little or no dissipation in smooth parts of this flow.

Godunov type schemes are the best candidates for the 1st point and can be extended to fulfill the 2nd point.

a
G. Strang SIAM J. Numer. Anal. 1968

b
G. A. Grishina USSR Academy of Sciences IAM 1980.
c
D.B. Henderson, R.L. McCrory and R.L. Morse Phys. Rev. Let. 1974.

8
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Numerical method — hyperbolic problems

Integration of hyperbolic problems PH and P̃H :

1 finite-volume formulation;

1 explicit Godunov-type scheme a using an acoustic solver and its linearization. The

principles involved in the linearization of the gas dynamics solver are immediately applicable to more sophisticated fluid

models with zero entropy flux such as 2 temperature plasmas, 3 temperature radiative hydrodynamics,

magnetohydrodynamics, elastoplasticity, . . .

1 half-Riemann problem approach for time-dependent boundary conditions;

1 explicit 3 step Runge-Kutta time integrator b;

1 time step constraint for numerical stability:

∆t =
∆λ
c︸ ︷︷ ︸

/ F

(
w

A
∆λ2

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1D-CFL modal component weight

where F
(
w

A
∆λ2

)
=

w∆λ2/A�1

O

(√
w

A
∆λ2

)
.

a
J.-M. Clarisse, S. Jaouen and P.-A. Raviart J. Comp. Phys. 2004

b
C.-W. Shu and S. Osher J. Comp. Phys. 1988

9

Numerical method — parabolic problems

Integration of parabolic problems PP and P̃P:

1 finite-difference discretisation;

1 implicit scheme (θ-scheme);

1 iterative method for PP;

1 direct method for P̃P;

1 time-dependent boundary conditions.

Numerical methods — SILEX code

These numerical methods are currently available in the linear perturbation code SILEX.

10
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Linear perturbation computation method

Features of the proposed method:

. Reduced computational cost (2 orders of magnitude) compared to 2D/3D computations;

. Numerical experimentsa show that the number of points per wave length N =
2π

∆λ

√
A

w
should

be ' 100 in order to obtain reasonably accurate resultsb;

. Tested against various configurations:

1 rippled shock problemc;

1 Richtmyer-Meshkov instability computationsa;

. Study of a self-similar planar ablation flowd.

. Current applications:

â Radiation induced Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilitye.

â ICF direct drive target implosion (see below).

a
J.-M. Clarisse, S. Jaouen and P.-A. Raviart J. Comp. Phys. 2004.

b
G. A. Grishina USSR Academy of Sciences IAM 1980, a value of N ≈ 10π is advised.
c
S. Jaouen, thesis 2001.

d
C. Boudesocque-Dubois and J.-M. Clarisse ECLIM 2002.
e
M. Legrand and J.-M. Clarisse, this conference.

11

Numerical computations – LMJ targeta

R3

R2

R1

equation of state

[R2,R3] CH stiffened gas

[R1,R2] DT (cryogenic) stiffened gas

[0,R1] DT (gas) perfect gas

electronic heat conduction

(m= 0,n= 5/2)

– Direct drive

Laser energy deposition modeling at

critical density

80

60

40

20

0
86420

P
o
w
er

Time

Laser power law

a
B. Canaud ans X. Fortin IFSA 1999
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Mean flow

Cell

T
im
e





CH 1000 cells

DT (cryogenic) 1000 cells

DT (gas) 1000 cells

Initial condition⇐⇒ equilibrium state

uniform pressure,

uniform fluid temperature.

Boundary condition

constant pressure.

13

Perturbed flow

Initial perturbation

Modal boundary condition

0 pressure,

0 heat flux. 0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

0 R1 R2R3

M
o
d
al
r-
p
o
si
ti
o
n

Initial r-position

Initial modal r-position

−1.2101

−1.0101

−8.0100

−6.0100

−4.0100

−2.0100

0.0100

2.0100

4.0100

86420

Time (ns)

CH-DT cryogenic interface perturbation

−4.0100

−3.0100

−2.0100

−1.0100

0.0100

1.0100

2.0100

3.0100

4.0100

86420

Time (ns)

DT cryogenic-DT gas interface perturbation

mode
4
8
16
128
256
512
768
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Prospects

` Application to other “exotic” hydrodynamics instabilities.

` Introduce more sophisticated physical fluid models: 3 temperature radiative

hydrodynamics.

` . . .

17
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Poster 2 Cabot & Cook 

� 19 �  

Methodology and diagnostics in large Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability simulations  
W. Cabot & A.W. Cook  
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,  
Livermore, CA USA  
cabot1@llnl.gov  
High-resolution three-dimensional numerical simulations of planar Rayleigh-Taylor instability using up to 
1152×1152×1152 grid points were performed on ASCI supercomputers at LLNL with the Miranda code. 
Miscible fluids with a 3:1 density ratio were used, whose initial interface is seeded with multimode 
perturbations. Details of the high-order numerical methods and the runtime diagnostics employed in these 
simulations are presented. An artificial viscosity and diffusivity were employed with negligible molecular 
contribution to allow the widest range of spatial scales possible. Visualizations and statistics from the 
simulations are shown, which are providing new insight into the mixing process in Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability.  
This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the University of 
California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract W-7405-Eng-48.  
 

UCRL-ABS-201770 
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Fri1.3 Cheng & Cranfill 

� 20 �  

Using the green's function method to calculate pressure 
fluctuations in compressible multifluids 
Baolian Cheng & Charles W. Cranfill 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
bcheng@lanl.gov  

In this paper, we present a pressure equation describing fluctuations in a turbulent mixing layer between 
two fluids. In the comoving frame of the mixing layer, the pressure fluctuation satisfies a decaying wave 
equation that can be solved analytically using the Green's function method. The obtained 1-D analytic 
solution for pressure fluctuations across the mixing layer displays the desired features required by the 
BHR turbulence transport model.  It is shown that the pressure fluctuations, generated by shocks or 
instabilities in the mixing region, decay exponentially away from the mixing layer. This new solution 
could provide a theoretical foundation for the current artificial nonlocal length-scale equation used in the 
BHR model. The solutions successfully reduce to the well known incompressible form in the limit of large 
sound speed. 

 

 PACS: 47.40, 52.35 
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Using the Green’s Function Method to

Calculate Pressure Fluctuations in

Compressible Multifluids

Baolian Cheng, Charles W. Cranfill, and Roy Axford
Applied Theoretical and Computational Physics Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract

In this paper, we present a pressure equation describing fluctua-

tions in a turbulent mixing layer between two fluids. In the comoving

frame of the mixing layer, the pressure fluctuation satisfies a decay-

ing wave equation that can be solved analytically using the Green’s

function method. The obtained 1-D analytic solution for pressure fluc-

tuations across the mixing layer displays the desired features required

by the BHR turbulence transport model. It is shown that the pres-

sure fluctuations, generated by shocks or instabilities in the mixing

region, decay exponentially away from the mixing layer. This new so-

lution could provide a theoretical foundation for the current artificial

nonlocal length-scale equation used in the BHR model. The solutions

successfully reduce to the well known incompressible form in the limit

of large sound speed.
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1. Introduction

Small perturbations in a multifluid system produce buoyancy and shear
driven instabilities at an interface between distinct fluids. These instabilities
grow and develop into a turbulent mixing layer in which the velocity fluctua-
tions induce departures from pressure equilibrium and excite sound waves in
the surrounding fluids. These effects play an important role in the dynamical
evolution of compressible fluids and have to be taken into account even if the
fluids are near pressure equilibrium. Quantitatively analyzing these effects
is fundamental to the studies of turbulent multifluid mixing and is crucial
to the construction of successful mixing models exhibiting a monotone den-
sity profile across the mixing layer. Green’s function method has been very
effective in getting the solutions for pressure fluctuations in incompressible
fluids[1,2] or potential flows. In this paper, we propose to use Green’s function
method to evaluate the possible pressure fluctuations in compressible fluid
systems.

2. Dynamic Equations

We begin with the Navier-Stokes mass and momentum conservation equa-
tions:

∂m

∂t
+ ~∇ · (m~v) = 0, (1)

∂

∂t
(m~v) + ~∇ · (m~v2 + Π + Pδ) = 0, (2)

where m is mass density, m~v is momentum density, P is pressure, Π is viscous
stress, and δ is the unit dyadic.

Averaging equations (1) and (2) gives the bulk fluid equations, which can
be written as[3]:

∂ρ

∂t
+ ~∇ · (ρ~u) = 0, (3)

∂

∂t
(ρ~u) + ~∇ · (ρ~u2 + R + Π̄ + P̄δ) = 0, (4)

where ρ = 〈m〉, ρ~u = 〈m~v〉, R ≡ 〈m(~v − ~u)2〉, Π̄ ≡ 〈Π〉, and P̄ = 〈P 〉. The
angle brackets denote some suitable average.
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To describe the fluctuations within a turbulent mixing layer, it is conve-
nient to transform to the comoving frame of the mixing layer. Let ~x(t) ≡
~x0 +

∫ t

0
dt0~u(~x0, t0) be the time-dependent position of a fluid element at the

center of mass of the mixing layer. We do the coordinate transformation:

~r′ = ~r − ~x(t), t′ = t,

under which

∂

∂t
=

∂

∂t′
− ~̇x · ~∇′, ~∇ = ~∇′, ~̇x ≡ ∂~x

∂t

∣

∣

t=t′
= ~u

(

~x(t), t
)
∣

∣

t=t′
. (5)

Then neglecting the viscous stress, Eqs. (1)–(4) become

∂m

∂t′
− ~̇x · ~∇′m + ~∇′ · (m~v) = 0, (6)

∂

∂t′
(m~v) − ~̇x · ~∇′(m~v) + ~∇′ · (m~v~v) + ~∇′P = 0, (7)

∂ρ

∂t′
− ~̇x · ~∇′ρ + ~∇′ · (ρ~u) = 0, (8)

∂

∂t′
(ρ~u) − ~̇x · ~∇′(ρ~u) + ~∇′ · (ρ~u~u + R) + ~∇′P̄ = 0. (9)

Subtracting Eq. (8) from Eq. (6) and Eq. (9) from Eq. (7), gives

∂m′

∂t′
+ ~∇′ · (m~v′ + m′~u′) = 0, (10)

∂(m~v′ + m′~u)

∂t′
− ~̇x · ~∇′(m~v′ + m′~u)

+ ~∇′ · (m~u~v′ + m~v′~u + m′~u~u + R′) + ~∇′P ′ = 0,

(11)

where m′ ≡ m− ρ, ~v′ ≡ ~v − ~u, ~u′ ≡ ~u− ~̇x, P ′ ≡ P − P̄ , and R
′ ≡ m~v

′2 −R

are fluctuating quantities. Note that

m~v − ρ~u = m~v′ + m′~u,

m~v~v − ρ~u~u −R = m~u~v′ + m~v′~u + m′~u~u + R′.

The main effects of compressibility on a flow are the propagation of sound
waves and the formation of shocks, where the latter can be treated as spatial
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discontinuities described by jump conditions on the fluid properties. Outside
these discontinuities, the gradients of the bulk flow quantities are presumed
small. Taking the divergence of each term in Eq. (11) and applying Eq. (10)
yields

−∂2m′

∂t′2
+ ~̈x · ~∇′m′ + ~∇′2 :

(

m~u′~v′ + m~v′~u′ + m′~u′~u′ + R′
)

+ ∇′2P ′ = 0. (12)

We now consider simple fluids (e.g. isothermal or adiabatic) for which
density and pressure fluctuations are approximately related by

dP ′ ≃ C2
sdm′, (13)

where C2
s ≡ ∂P

∂m
is the local sound speed. For more complex fluids, Eq. (13)

can be generalized to a more complicated equation of state by supplementing
Eqs. (1) and (2) with the energy conservation equation. Substituting Eq.
(13) into Eq. (12) and letting

Σ′ ≡ m~u′~v′ + m~v′~u′ + m′~u′~u′ + R′ (14)

represent the source term, we finally obtain a wave equation for P ′

1

C2
s

∂2P ′

∂t′2
− ~̈x

C2
s

· ~∇′P ′ −∇′2P ′ = ~∇′2 : Σ′, (15)

where the temporal variation of the sound speed in the comoving frame has
been neglected. This wave equation (with propagation speed Cs) describes
the evolution of P ′ in compressible fluids as the propagation of a decaying
sound wave driven by a source. The force term on the right side of the
equation is responsible for any generation of fluctuations in the pressure by
the turbulent flow. Outside the turbulent region, this force is negligible, but
pressure fluctuations nevertheless occur due to sound propagation. This type
of equation is also encountered when describing the propagation of electro-
magnetic waves in conducting media. Shocks can be included by treating
their jump conditions as internal boundary restraints tying together differ-
ent solutions to Eq. (15). If ~̇x(t) ≃ ~u, ~u′ = 0, the source term is simplified to
Σ′ = R′. Furthermore, if the spatial variation of the bulk fluid is negligible,

~̈x ≡ −
[1

ρ
~∇′ · (R + P̄ δ)

]

~r′=0
∼ 0.
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Then Eq. (15) reduces to a simple wave equation

1

C2
s

∂2P ′

∂t′2
−∇′2P ′ = ~∇′2 : Σ′. (16)

In the limit of incompressible fluids, Cs → ∞, this equation reduces to
Poisson’s equation:

∇′2P ′ ≃ −~∇′ · ~σ′, (17)

where ~σ′ ≡ ~∇ · Σ′.

3. The Green’s functions

As in electrodynamics, the inhomogeneous wave equation (15) can be solved
in terms of a Green’s function G which satisfies homogeneous boundary con-
ditions and a causality condition:

G(~r, t|~r0, t0) = 0 if t < t0, (18)

where we have dropped the primes from ~r and t. The corresponding Green’s
function for Eq. (15) satisfies

− 1

C2
s

∂2G

∂t2
− ~̈x

C2
s

· ~∇′G −∇′2G = 4πδ(~r − ~r0)δ(t − t0). (19)

It is reasonable to assume that the initial G and ∂G/∂t should be zero for
t < t0; that is, if an impulse occurs at t0, no effects of the impulse should be
present at an earlier time. Thus the initial conditions that G satisfies are

[

G
]

t=0
= 0,

[∂G

∂t

]

t=0
= 0. (20)

For convenience, we let ~k ≡ ~̈x/C2
s which is assumed varying very slowly with

space and time, τ ≡ t − t0, ~s ≡ ~r − ~r0 and

G = G∗(s, τ)e−
1

2
~k·~s.

Substituting G into Eq. (19) gives a scalar wave equation in 3-D,

1

C2
s

∂2G∗

∂t2
−∇2G∗ +

1

4
k2G∗ = 4πδ(~s)δ(τ). (21)
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We introduce G∗
ω ≡ ge−iωτ , where g satisfies the following equation

[

∇2 +
ω2

C2
s

− 1

4
k2

]

g = −4πδ(~s). (22)

Noticing that δ(τ) ≡ 1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
e−iωτdω, we obtain the solution to Eq. (22)

g =
1

s
e−i

√
(ω/Cs)2−(k

2
)2s.

which, in turn, leads to

G∗(s, τ) =
1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞

G∗
ωdω =

1

2πs

∫ ∞

−∞

ei(
√

(ω/Cs)2−(k
2
)2s−ωτ)dω. (23)

Rewriting

G∗(s, τ) =
1

s

∂h(s, τ)

∂s
, (24)

where

h(s, τ) ≡ 1

2πi

∫ ∞

−∞

ei(
√

(ω/Cs)2−(k/2)2s−ωτ)

√

(ω/Cs)2 − (k/2)2
dω . (25)

Using the Cauchy’s Integral Theorem and Formula for h gives

h(s, τ) = −CsJ0

[kCs

2

√

τ 2 − (s/Cs)2
]

̟(τ − s/Cs), (26)

where

̟(τ − s/Cs) ≡
{

1 for s < Csτ,

0 for s > Csτ,

and

J0

[kCs

2

√

τ 2 − (s/Cs)2
]

≡ − 1

2πi

∫ 2π

0

e−i kCs
2

√
τ2−(s/Cs)2 cos θdθ

is the Bessel function of the first kind for integer order n = 0.
Thus, the final solution to G∗ in 3-D is

G∗
3D(s, τ) =

δ(τ − s
Cs

)

s
− k

2
√

τ 2 − ( s
Cs

)2
J1

[kCs

2

√

τ 2 − (
s

Cs
)2

]

̟(τ − s

Cs
) ,

(27)
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where J0(0) = 1, ∂J0(x)/∂x = −J1(x), and ∂̟(x)/∂x = δ(x) have been
used, and J1 is the Bessel function of the first kind for integer order n = 1.

In two and one dimensional case, the G∗s can be calculated as

G∗
2D(s, τ) =

∫ ∞

−∞

G∗
3D(s, τ)dη

=
2

√

C2
s τ 2 − ρ2

̟(τ − s

Cs

) − 2

∫ ∞

−∞

J1(z)̟(τ − s
Cs

)
√

C2
s τ 2 − ρ2 − z2

dz

=
2

√

C2
s τ 2 − ρ2

̟(τ − s

Cs
)
{

1 + 2 sinh2
[k

4

√

C2
s τ

2 − ρ2
]}

,

(28)

and

G∗
1D(s, τ) = −h(s, τ) = CsJ0

[kCs

2

√

τ 2 − (s/Cs)2
]

̟(τ − s/Cs), (29)

where s2 = η2 + ρ2.
Substituting the obtained G∗

i , i = 3D, 2D, 1D, into G, we finally obtain
the Green’s function as

Gi(s, τ) ≡ e−
1

2
~k·~sG∗

i (s, τ), i = 3D, 2D, 1D,

that is, for 3-D,

G3D(s, τ) = e−
1

2
~k·~s

{

δ(τ − s
Cs

)

s
− k/2

√

τ 2 − ( s
Cs

)2
J1

[kCs

2

√

τ 2 − (
s

Cs

)2
]

̟

}

,

(30)
for 2-D,

G2D(s, τ) =
2e−

1

2
~k·~s

√

C2
s τ

2 − ρ2
̟(τ − s

Cs
)
{

1 + 2 sinh2
[k

4

√

C2
s τ

2 − ρ2
]}

, (31)

and for 1-D,

G1D(s, τ) = e−
1

2
~k·~sCsJ0

[kCs

2

√

τ 2 − (s/Cs)2
]

̟(τ − s/Cs), (32)

Clearly, the Green’s function in 3-D compressible fluid contains two terms:
the first term in (30) is a production of the initial pulse, reduced, however, by
two factors. The first, 1/s, is the geometrical factor which appeared in the
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solution of the simple wave equation. The second is the factor e−
1

2
~k·~s which

tells us that this part of the wave, generated by the point source, decays
with time as it moves through the medium. The second term in Eq.(30)

constitutes the wake. If |~k| ∼ 0 or |~k|L ≪ 1 (L is the dimension of the source
region or the width of mixing layer), the second term can be neglected and
Eq. (30) further reduces to

G(|~r − ~r0|, τ) = e−
1

2
~k·~s

δ(τ − |~r−~r0|
Cs

)

|~r − ~r0|
. (33)

This represents a decaying retarded potential which describes that the effect
of an impulse at a time t0 is felt at a distance s away at a time t = t0 + s/Cs,
and this effect decays exponentially with the distance.

The two and one dimensional Green’s functions are accordingly have ex-
pressions as follows

G2D(s, τ) =
2e−

1

2
~k·~s

√

C2
s τ

2 − ρ2
̟(τ − s

Cs
) (34)

and
G1D(s, τ) = Cse

− 1

2
~k·~s. (35)

A striking difference between the two and the three dimensional cases is
that in three dimensions the effect of an impulse after a time τ has elapsed
will be found concentrated on a sphere of radius s = Csτ whose center is at
the source point. This is a virtue of the function δ[(s/Cs) − τ ] which occurs
in three dimensions. In two dimensions, the effect at a time τ due to an
impulsive source is spread over the entire region s < Csτ because the singu-
larity at s = Csτ in two dimensional cases is very weak when compared with
the δ function singularity in the three dimensional case. In one dimensional
situations, the effect of an impulse delivered at a time t0 at the point r0 is not
concentrated at the point |r− r0| = ±Cs(t− t0) but rather exists throughout
the region of extent 2Cs(t− t0) with the source point r0 at the middle point.

In the incompressible limit, Cs → ∞, k → 0, the three-dimensional
Green’s function (30), as expected, is reduced to

G(|~r − ~r0|, τ) =
δ(τ)

|~r − ~r0|
, (36)
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a well-known potential for the Poisson’s equation, while the two dimensional
Green’s function remains a constant and the one dimensional Green’s func-
tion has a discontinuity in slope equal to −4π at the point source x0, where
identity δ(Csτ − s) = 1

Cs
δ(τ − s/Cs) is used.

Clearly, from here we see that the effect of compressibility is to change the
Green’s function from a Poisson potential to a retarded potential. It is shown
that the dynamics of incompressible fluid is very similar to electrostatics, i.e.,
the interaction between two points in both systems is instantaneous and the
speed of propagation is infinite, while the dynamics of compressible fluid is
like electrodynamics where the interaction between two points is retarded
and propagated with a finite speed. However, the dynamics of compressible
fluid is more complicated than electrodynamics because of the very different
properties of sound and light speed.

4. Pressure fluctuations

In terms of the Green’s function, using the Green’s theorem and Eq. (20),
we calculate

∫ ∫

[

G(~r, t) × (13)(~r0, t0) − P ′(~r, t) × (16)(~r0, t0)
]

dV0dt0

and obtain the solution for P ′ in (15) by Green’s theorem

P ′(~r, t) =
1

4π

∫ t

0

dt0dV0

[

G
(

~∇2
0 : Σ′

)

+
~k

C2
s

·
(

G~∇0P
′ − P ′~∇0G

)

]

1

4π

∫ t

0

dt0

∮

~dS0·
(

G~∇0P
′ − P ′~∇0G

) (37)

where dV0 represents the element of volume of the considered domain and
~dS0 is the element of the vector surface area surrounding the domain. The

first two terms of Eq. (37) represent the effects of volume sources, while the
last term expresses the boundary conditions, where we have used the initial
condition on P ′

0 and [∂P ′/∂t]0 of P ′ and ∂P ′/∂t. In principle, for any given
source (v′) and boundary condition, the pressure fluctuation P ′ is calculated

uniquely. Apparently, due to the decay factor e−
1

2
~k·~s in the Green’s function,
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for any kind of source, the pressure fluctuation will decay with the distance
from the source.

For clearness, now we take 1-D planar geometry as an example. In 1-D,
s ≡ y − y0, τ ≡ t − t0, then the 1-D Green’s function is expressed as

G1D(s, τ) = Cse
− 1

2
k(y−y0)J0

[kCs

2

√

τ 2 − (
y − y0

Cs
)2

]

̟(τ − y − y0

Cs
), (38)

and

J0

[kCs

2

√

τ 2 − (
y − y0

Cs
)2

]

≡ 1

2π

∫ 2π

0

dθe
−i kCs

2

q

τ2−(
y−y0

Cs
)2 cos θ

, (39)

Let ξ ≡ kCs

2

√

τ 2 − (y−y0

Cs
)2, for |ξ| < π, J0 can be expressed by series expan-

sion

J0 =

∞
∑

0

(−1)k 1

(k!)2

(ξ

2

)2k
. (40)

In the case of kL/2 ≪ 1, Eq. (40) reduces to

J0 ≈ 1 − ξ

4
= 1 − kCs

16

[

kCs

2

√

τ 2 − (
y − y0

Cs
)2

]

. (41)

Therefore the 1-D Green’s function for planar geometry becomes

G1D ≈ Cse
− 1

2
k(y−y0)

{

1 − kCs

16

[

kCs

2

√

τ 2 − (
y − y0

Cs
)2

]}

. (42)

In a comoving frame, the second term in G1D is very small compared to the
first one, therefore as a zeroth order approximation, the 1D Green’s function
can be written as

G1D ∼ Cse
− 1

2
k(y−y0). (43)

This is just the kernel function or ”nonlocal function” e−b(y−y0) used by other
authors [5], but here the parameter “b” can be uniquely determined.

Substituting this expression into Eq. (37), we have

P ′(~y, t) =
1

4π

(
∫ t

0

dt0

∫

V0

dV0G
∂2Σ′

∂y2
0

+

∫

dt0

∮

~dS0·
[

G
∂P ′

∂y0
− P ′ ∂G

∂y0

]

)

≡ I1 + I2,

(44)
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where

I1 ≡
1

4π

∫ t

0

dt0

∫

V0

dV0G
∂2Σ′

∂y2
0

(45)

describes the contribution from the sources Σ′ inside the domain, and

I2 ≡
1

4π

∫

dt0

∮

~dS0·
[

G
∂P ′

∂y0
− P ′ ∂G

∂y0

]

)

(46)

denotes the contributions from the boundaries.
In order to evaluate the pressure fluctuation P ′, we first evaluate the

integral I1, i.e.,

I1 =
Cs

4π

∫

dy0e
− 1

2
k(y−y0)

∫

dθdt0e
−i kCs

2

q

τ2−(
y−y0

Cs
)2 cos θ ∂2Σ′

∂y2
0

. (47)

To evaluate this integral, we would like to consider two special cases: (i) the
near field, Csτ ≫ (y − y0); and (ii) the far field, Csτ ≪ (y − y0).

(i) The near field, Csτ ≫ (y − y0). In this physical situation, the
observation point is close to the source, thus

e
−i kCs

2

q

τ2−(
y−y0

Cs
)2 cos θ ∼ e−i kCs cos θ

2
τ .

If the source term is not explicitly a function of t0, substituting (33) into
(32), we obtain

∫ 2π

0

dθ

∫ t

0

dτe−i kCs cos θ
2

τ ∂2Σ′

∂y2
0

= A(t)
∂2Σ′

∂y2
0

, (48)

where

A(t) ≡
∫ 2π

0

dθ

∫ t

0

dτe−i kCs cos θ
2

τ

is a function of only time. Thus, substituting the above into I1, after many
times integration, it gives

I1 = −A(t)

4π

{[

e−
1

2
k(y−y0) ∂Σ′

∂y0

]y+

0

y−

0

− k

2

[

e−
1

2
k(y−y0)Σ′

]y+

0

y−

0

+
(k

2

)2
∫ y+

0

y−

0

dy0Σ
′e−

1

2
k(y−y0)

}

,

(49)
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and this finally leads to

P ′(~y, t) = −A(t)

4π

{[

e−
1

2
k(y−y0)∂Σ′

∂y0

]y+

0

y−

0

− k

2

[

e−
1

2
k(y−y0)Σ′

]y+

0

y−

0

(50)

+
(k

2

)2
∫ y+

0

y−

0

dy0Σ
′e−

1

2
k(y−y0)

}

− 1

4π

∫

dt0

[

G
∂P ′

∂y0

− P ′ ∂G

∂y0

]y+

0

y−

0

,

where y−
0 and y+

0 are, respectively, the positions of the lower and upper edge
of the mixing zone, and

kΣ′ ≡ 2mu′v′/C2
s + m′(u′/Cs)

2 + R′/C2
s .

For subsonic fluctuations, u′, v′ ≪ Cs, kΣ′ is very small, the first term in Eq.
(50) dominates. Therefore, in 1-D planar case, for any given Σ′, the pressure
fluctuations generated by the fluid mixing indeed decay exponentially with
the distance from the mixing layer. This agrees with the DNS calculations
and the experimental data. Similar calculations can be done for spherical
case.

(ii) The far field. In this case, C2
s τ

2 − (y − y0)
2 ≪ C2

s τ 2, and y is far
from the source. Thus

e
−i kCs

2

q

τ2−(
y−y0

Cs
)2 cos θ ∼ 1 − i

kCs

2

√

τ 2 − (
y − y0

Cs
)2 cos θ,

and
∫ 2π

0

dθe
−i kCs

2

q

τ2−(
y−y0

Cs
)2 cos θ ∼

∫ 2π

0

dθ(1− i
kCs

2

√

τ 2 − (
y − y0

Cs
)2 cos θ) = 2π.

This leads to

I1 = − 1

2Cs

∫

dt0

∫

dy0e
− k

2
(y−y0) ∂

2Σ′

∂y2
0

.

From the calculations in case (i), we obtain

∫

dy0e
− k

2
(y−y0)∂

2Σ′

∂y2
0

=

[

e−
1

2
k(y−y0)

∂Σ′

∂y0

]y+

0

y−

0

− k

2

[

e−
1

2
k(y−y0)Σ′

]y+

0

y−

0

+
(k

2

)2
∫ y+

0

y−

0

dy0Σ
′e−

1

2
k(y−y0).

(51)
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Therefore, integral I1 can be calculated as

I1 =
1

2Cs

∫

dt0

[

e−
1

2
k(y−y0)∂Σ′

∂y0

]y+
0

y−

0

− k

2

[

e−
1

2
k(y−y0)Σ′

]y+
0

y−

0

+
(k

2

)2
∫ y+

0

y−

0

dy0Σ
′e−

1

2
k(y−y0).

(52)

Substituting I1 into P ′, we have

P ′(~y, t) =
1

2Cs

∫

dt0

[

e−
1

2
k(y−y0)∂Σ′

∂y0

]y+

0

y−

0

− k

2

[

e−
1

2
k(y−y0)Σ′

]y+

0

y−

0

+
(k

2

)2
∫ y+

0

y−

0

dy0Σ
′e−

1

2
k(y−y0) − 1

4π

∫

dt0

[

G
∂P ′

∂y0

− P ′ ∂G

∂y0

]y+

0

y−

0

.

(53)

Similarly, the last two terms in Eq. (53) are very small comparing to the
first two terms for subsonic fluctuations.

It is shown that in both the near field solution (50) and the far field
solution (53), if the last two terms are negligible for aτ ≪ Cs, P ′ actually
is expressed as a sort of jumping condition cross the mixing layer with an
exponential decay factor.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we derived a diffused wave equation for pressure fluctu-
ations in compressible fluid in a comoving frame from the Navier-Stokes
equations. This equation reduces to the simple wave equation if the fluid is
less compressible, and to a Poisson equation if the fluid is incompressible.
Also we have derived the Green’s functions for the diffused wave equation in
1-D, 2-D, and 3-D respectively. All Green’s functions show an exponential

decay behavior e−
1

2
~k·~s with the distance from the mixing layer. This provides

a theoretical foundation for the current use of an artificial nonlocal Kernel
function in BHR model. In incompressible limit, the 3-D Green’s function
reduces to the solution of Poisson equation (a potential of a point source)
as expected. Last, we have provided an analytic expression for the pres-
sure fluctuations in compressible fluid by using the Green’s function method.
Applications to the 1-D planar case is presented. In 1-D planar case, the
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pressure fluctuations generated by mixing indeed decays exponentially with
the distance from the mixing layer. This agrees with both DNS calcula-
tions and experimental data. Similar calculations can be done for spherical
case. In particular, we have examined the solutions, respectively, in the
cases of near field and far field. We found that in compressible multifluids
the pressure fluctuations at a time t and a point ~r are actually caused by the
fluctuations of the local mass densities and velocities at a prior time t− (s/c)
and at a point which is a distance s away from ~r. These fluctuations decay
exponentially with the distance from the source (i.e., the interface between
the fluids or mixing layer). When the speed of sound approaches infinity,
all of our solutions derived for compressible fluids successfully reduce to the
well known forms for incompressible fluids, where, the pressure fluctuations
are induced instantaneously by the fluctuations of the mass densities and
velocities everywhere.
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Recent developments in theory and simulation of turbulent 
mixing 
Baolian Cheng1, Erwin George2, James Glimm2,3, Hyeonseong Jin2, Xiaolin Li2,  David 
Sharp1, Zhiliang Xu2 & Yongmin Zhang2 
1. Los Alamos National Laboratory, 
Los Alamos, NM, USA 
bcheng@lanl.gov; dhs@t13.lanl.gov  

2. StonyBrook University, USA,  
glimm@ams.sunysb.edu; george@ams.sunysb.edu; hjin@ams.sunysb.edu; linli@ams.sunysb.edu; 
xuzhi@ams.sunysb.edu; yzhang@ams.sunysb.edu  

3. Brookhaven National Laboratory, NY, USA  

We report on recent developments of the authors and coworkers on theory and simulation of turbulent 
mixing. Our main theoretical results are new and improved closures for averaged equations. We have 
simulations consistent with experiment for RT mixing and a quantitative explanation of the failure of 
many simulation codes to do this. New front tracking algorithms will enable improved simulations of the 
complex microphyics of mixing. 

1. Theory 
We report on two new developments for the closure of averaged equations. We continue our study of the 
complete first order closure of the multiphase equations, in that each phase has complete and independent 
thermodynamic parameters. We extend the incompressible closure to an arbitrary number n of fluids. We 
specify the interfacial velocities as a function of the phase mean velocities in a new closure relation. For n 
= 2 compressible fluids, a new closure satisfies energy conservation and for smooth flows, conservation of 
phase entropy. An analysis of the entropy of averaging supports this closure.  

2. Simulations 
Analysis of interfacial mass diffusion in most simulations can account quantitatively for observed 
simulation-experimental discrepancies. A similar analysis accounts for compressibility induced density 
stratification effects on RT mixing rates, even in the absence of interfacial mass diffusion. Experimentally 
validated RT mixing methods (using front tracking) are used to predict turbulent combustion rates in the 
RT burning of a type Ia supernova.  

3. Numerical methods 
A totally conservative front tracking algorithm has been developed, which yields higher order 
convergence rates even with solution discontinuities. This algorithm will allow feasible simulations of 
greatly improved quality of the microphysics of mixing. 

Front Tracking has been merged with the AMR capability of the LLNL OVERTURE code. It has also 
obtained a rad-hydro capability through merger with the 1D rad-hydro code Hydes.  
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OutlineOutline
Turbulent Mixing
• Comparison to Laser Experiments 
• Numerical Mass Diffusion 
• Compressible Effects
• Averaged Equations

– An entropy inequality
– N > 2 fluids

Front Tracking
• Locally Grid Based
• Conservative
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Validation from OMEGA, NIF mix experimentsValidation from OMEGA, NIF mix experiments

Experiments by P. Drake (U. MIch.), B. Remington 
(LLNL) to test single mode Rayleigh-Taylor mixing and 
transition to mode breakup, chaos, and turbulent 
mixing
• Radiation preheat modifies initial data
• 1D Rad hydro data from HYADES code

Preshot Frontier predictions 
• Use 1D data in slices to get rad hydro heating
• Use FronTier to get accurate interface motion
• Predict pre-hydro initial conditions due to preheat and 

influence on hydro instabilities
Post shot comparison to experimental data: excellent
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Preshot:Preshot:
Data after preheat 
motion (far right).
Perturbation is 
compressed 2X,
compared 
to the as machined 
sine wave (left).
Shape change
modifies hydro
instability 
development.
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Postshot Comparison of FronTier Simulations 
with Remington et al Experiment
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The FronTier Fluid Mixing SimulationThe FronTier Fluid Mixing Simulation

Early time FronTier simulation of Late time FronTier simulation of a
3D RT mixing layer. 3D RT mixing layer.
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Time Dependent Atwood NumberTime Dependent Atwood Number
For each z
• Compute the maximum and minimum density
• Form a space and time dependent A(z,t) from 

min/max
Average A(z,t) over bubble region to get A(t)
Untracked A(t) is about ½ nominal value due to 
mass diffusion; tracked A(t) is virtually constant
If A(t) is used in definition of alpha, all 
simulations agree (with each other, with 
experiment, with theory)
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Time Dependent Atwood Numbers
Comparison of tracked and untracked simulations

Time Dependent Atwood Numbers
Comparison of tracked and untracked simulations

A(t)

Time
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Density at Z = const. Cross section.
Comparison of FronTier (left) and TVD (right)

50% reduction of density contrast in untracked
simulation
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FronTier and TVD Simulations 
without / with diffusion renormalization of time scales

FronTier and TVD Simulations 
without / with diffusion renormalization of time scales

2A g t 2 ( )gA s dsdt∫∫

Z Z

All alphas agree: theory, experiment,
all simulations

Alphas from theory, experiment, some
simulations agree; most simulations disagree
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Self Similar Highly Compressible MixingSelf Similar Highly Compressible Mixing

2Agt ( )
1

1
0 0

2
st

A s gdsds∫∫
Systematic theoretical and simulation of effects of compressibility on 
mixing rates: A well defined mixing rate alpha (right frame) is 2X larger
than the incompressible value.
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Theoretical Model for Compressible MixingTheoretical Model for Compressible Mixing
2

'

1 2

( 1) ( 1)i i i i
i

i

CVZ Ag
Z

ρ
ρ ρ

′′− = − −
+

( ( ))iA A Z t=

Buoyancy Drag Eq.

Time Dependent Atwood
defined at bubble tip

Physics model: Heavy fluid is isothermal at bubble tip from initial conditions; 
Light fluid is isentropic in its change from original z = 0 value
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Compressible EOS Effects on Mix:
Single Mode RT in 2D

Compressible EOS Effects on Mix:
Single Mode RT in 2D

Strongly compressible: EOS effects are not 
important
Weakly compressible
• Form drag and terminal velocities: insensitive
• Pressure drag: highly sensitive
• Shape highly: sensitive
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Mixing Rate Summary
Time Dependent Density Contrast

Mixing Rate Summary
Time Dependent Density Contrast

All incompressible mixing rates are equal after 
allowing for effects of numerical mass diffusion
• Experimental, theoretical, numerical

Highly compressible mixing is self similar after 
allowing for effects of stratification
Mixing rate thus defined has a strong 
dependence on compressibility
Weakly compressible
• Strong EOS effects for some variables, not for 

others
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Theoretical Prediction of Mixing RateTheoretical Prediction of Mixing Rate

Bubble merger (small bubbles removed, large 
ones grow to fill space)
Merger leads to fewer but larger bubbles
Variation in bubble height adds to velocity of 
bubbles
New equation derived to relate:
• Mixing rate
• Fluctuations in bubble height
• Mean bubble diameter
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Bubble Merger ModelBubble Merger Model

'
1/2

'

 Growth rate constant for mixing zone
 Growth rate constant for bubble radius
 Growth rate constant for height fluctuations

(*)       
,  Computable quantities

Eq. (*) validated b

b

r

h

b r ha b
a b

α
α
α

α α α

=

=
=

= +
=

'

y direct comparison to experimental data
,  determined by renormalization group fixed point analysis

0.06
r h

b

α α
α =
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Two-Pressure Two-Phase Flow 
Model

Two-Pressure Two-Phase Flow 
Model

• k = 1, 2 : the light  and heavy fluid 
• g = g(t) > 0 : acceleration  
βk , vk ,ρk , pk , Sk , ek , Ek : the volume fraction, velocity, density, pressure,

entropy, internal energy and total energy of fluid k

• The averaged equations

1 2

(Total energy closure) 

0,         1

( ) ( ) 0

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )        

k k

k k k k k

k k k k k k k k k k
k k

k k k k k k k k k k k
k k k

v
t z

v
t z

v v v p p g
t z z z

E v E p v pv v g
t z z z

β β
β β

β ρ β ρ

β ρ β ρ β β
β ρ

β ρ β ρ β β
β ρ

∗

∗

∗

∂ ∂
+ = + =

∂ ∂
∂ ∂

+ =
∂ ∂
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Energy averaged equationsEnergy averaged equations

Entropy is a nonlinear function of other 
variables (density, internal energy)
The entropy of the averages (of these 
other variables) is not equal to the 
average of the (microphysical) entropy
Difference, the entropy of averaging, has a 
definite sign (positive).
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New closure for (pv)*New closure for (pv)*

Positivity of entropy 
• Assume an entropy of averaging, must be positive
• New constraint introduces coupling between two 

edges of mixing zone
• Analytic basis for previous edge coupling 

conclusions based on center of mass assumptions
New closure satisfies all conservation and 
boundary constraints
Improved physical and mathematical basis
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New N > 2 Materials ClosureNew N > 2 Materials Closure
*

*

*
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Front Tracking: Grid free vs. Grid basedFront Tracking: Grid free vs. Grid based

Grid free: interface and interior (volume) grid 
are unrelated
Grid based: the interface is directly tied to the 
volume grid. 
• The interface is defined by its intersections with the 

grid cell edges. 
• In the interior of the cell, the interface is 

reconstructed from its cell edge crossings.
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Grid free vs. Grid basedGrid free vs. Grid based
Grid free
• more accurate
• less robust

Grid based
• highly robust
• less accurate

Locally grid based; Hybrid 
• best of both algorithms
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Grid based vs locally grid based
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Conservative TrackingConservative Tracking
Track space time interface
Solution is discontinuous across space time 
interface but space time flux is continuous
• This statement is exactly the Rankine-Hugoniot

relations for the discontinuity
Use finite volume differencing in irregular space 
time volumes
1st order accurate at tracked front
Replaces ghost cell extrapolation
• Glimm, Marchesin, McBryan, 1980
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Conservative tracking (40 cells) vs. 
Nonconservative tracking, 40, 80, 160 cells 

Conservative tracking (40 cells) vs. 
Nonconservative tracking, 40, 80, 160 cells 

NC 40 NC 80 NC 160C 40
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Comparison of growth rates:
40, 160 cell Cons. Tracked and 160 noncons. Tracked are 

similar; 40 cell Noncons. Tracked has slower growth

Comparison of growth rates:
40, 160 cell Cons. Tracked and 160 noncons. Tracked are 

similar; 40 cell Noncons. Tracked has slower growth
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The mixing transition in Rayleigh-Taylor instability  
Andy Cook, Bill Cabot & Paul Miller  
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory  
7000 East Ave.  
Livermore, CA 94550-9234 USA  
awcook@llnl.gov  
cabot1@llnl.gov  
pmiller@llnl.gov  
A mixing transition has been observed in a high-resolution large-eddy simulation of Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability. During the transition, an inertial range forms in the velocity spectrum and the rate of growth of 
the mixing zone is reduced. By measuring growth of the layer in units of dominant initial wavelength, 
criteria are established for reaching the hypothetical self-similar state of the mixing layer. A model 
including mixing effects is derived for the growth rate. The rate of growth of the mixing layer is 
determined by the net mass flux through the plane associated with the initial location of the interface. All 
of the information necessary for predicting the growth rate is contained in this plane. The model 
incorporates an effective Atwood number and provides a good match to the simulation data. The model 
suggests reduced growth for miscible fluids, compared to the immiscible case.  
This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the University of 
California Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48.  
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Pseudo-spectral Navier-Stokes simulations of compressible 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability  
Benjamin Le Creurer & Serge Gauthier  
CEA, Bruyères-le-Châtel, F  
benjamin.le-creurer@cea.fr, serge.gauthier@cea.fr  
Numerical simulation of transitional and turbulent flows requires highly accurate schemes. Such 
simulations are usually carried out with spectral methods. However flows with stiff and unsteady gradients 
- such as those occurring in Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability - require specific techniques: in these cases, 
one has to resort to transformation of coordinates. Guillard, Malé and Peyret (1992) introduced an 
adaptive procedure in which a coordinate transform was chosen to minimize the weighted second Sobolev 
norm of the solution. These results were generalized to the multidomain approach and we have shown that 
the criterion based on the minimum of the norm may also be used to determine the best location of the 
subdomain interfaces (Renaud & Gauthier, 1997). This adaption may be carried out dynamically to follow 
strong gradients.  
A two (Fournier et al., 2001) and then a three-dimensional pseudo-spectral numerical code has been 
developed along these guide-lines. It solves the full Navier-Stokes for a binary mixture with constant 
transport coefficients (viscosity, thermal conductivity and diffusion of species) by using a Fourier-Fourier-
Chebyshev decomposition. This code has been parallelized with MPI with a two-level distribution of 
processors.  
On the other hand, the linear stability analysis of the RT flow is performed within the normal mode 
framework in which the initial value problem is reduced to a boundary value problem. It is solved by 
diagonalizing the finite dimensional matrix corresponding to the linear Navier-Stokes operator. The 
numerical method also uses the multidomain decomposition. We obtain dispersion curves and 
eigenfunctions for various values of the dimensionless parameters of the model (Reynolds, Schmidt and 
Prandtl numbers) (Serre & Gauthier, 2002). It has been shown that the physical model described above 
exhibits a cut-off wavenumber beyond which the RT flow is stable.  
Finally data analysis software has been developed which handles the results of the simulations. In 
particular, it provides 1D mean profiles versus time, spectra of any physical variables and Fourier 
decomposition of the quasi-interface.  
Results and analyses of 3D numerical simulations will be detailed at the conference.  

References 
Guillard, H. & Malé, J.-M. & Peyret, R. 1992 Adaptive spectral methods with application to mixing layer 

computation; J. Comput. Phys. 102, 114-127. 
Renaud, F. & Gauthier, S. 1997 A dynamical pseudo-spectral domain decomposition technique : application to 

viscous compressible flows; J. Comput. Phys., 131, 89-108. 
Fournier, É. & Gauthier, S. & Renaud, F. 2001 2D pseudo-spectral parallel Navier-Stokes simulations of 

compressible Rayleigh-Taylor instability; Comput. Fluids, 31, 569-587.  
Serre, É. & Gauthier, S. 2002 An auto-adaptive multidomain spectral technique for linear stability analysis : 

application to viscous compressible flows; J. Sci. Comput., Vol. 17, n 1-4.  
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z axis

Density profile - delta = 0.5e-4 - 16 subdomains, 50 Chebyshev points
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z axis

Velocity eigenmode - delta = 0.5e-4 - 16 subdomains, 50 Chebyshev points
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Colliding surface instability for a high velocity impact 
Vladimir Demchenko 
Department of Computational Numerical Mathematics, 
Moscow Institute of  Physics and Technology (State University), Russia, 
vdem@cnm.op.mipt.ru  

Physical processes accompanying high velocity impact phenomena with relative velocities 1-1000 km/s 
attract particular attention of mechanics and physicists over the past decades [1]. This is due to the wide 
prevalence of these effects in present-day technology and fundamental science. For example, they occur in 
inertial confinement fusion demonstration experiments with multi-layer targets (breakeven), in the 
development of spacecraft and vehicle meteor protection, in explosive welding and strengthening, in 
studying the matter properties in physical experiments with superhigh pressure values of order 0.1-
1000Gbar and so on. 

Sometimes the interaction surface turns out to be unstable and the characteristic recurring disturbances of 
a conic [2] or a similar shape form on it. 

In this paper problems of instability development on colliding surfaces for a high velocity impact are 
studied by numerical simulation method using mass, impulse and energy conservation laws in continuum. 

Using the numerical computional results the new mechanism of the instability development from the 
initial shape disturbances on interacting plate�s surfaces is suggested, in which fundamental aspects are: 

1.Mass flows deflection behind a curved shock wave front; 

2.The interaction of the secondary compressed and shock waves with the primary shock waves. 

The quantitative dependence of specific surface mixed matter mass of colliding plates on the initial radius 
of axially symmetric given shape disturbance is obtained. The specific surface mixed mass maximal value 
is displaced with time from the short wave part of the spectrum to the long wave one. The self-similar 
behavior of the specific surface mixed mass dependence on the dimensionless magnitude equal to the ratio 
of the plate�s thickness to the product of the relative impact velocity multiplied by the process time from 
the moment of the plates contact to the rarefaction waves arrival at interface of two materials is detected 
[3-5]. 
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Abstract — The physical mechanisms of development of hydrodynamic 
instability during high-velocity impact are analyzed analytically and using 
numerical simulation. A new mechanism of development of instability based 
on the assumption of the existence of initial perturbations on the surfaces of the 
colliding plates is proposed. The progressive displacement of the maximum 
of the specific surface mixed mass from the shortwave to the longwave 
spectrum range and the self-similarity of the variation of the interface are 
established. 

In solving topical problems of physics and mechanics, it is important to 
take the mechanisms of development of hydrodynamic instabilities and 
flow turbulization correctly into account [1]. The problem of inertial nuclear 
fusion and the realization of a demonstration experiment under the 
laboratory conditions ("breakeven") involve the need to study and overcome 
a series of hydrodynamic instabilities of differing nature such as the 
Richtmyer-Meshkov, Rayleigh-Taylor, and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities 
[2-6]. In recent years, much attention has been concentrated on multilayered 
targets in which each layer solves a certain functional problem and in the 
process of compression of the target interacts with the neighboring layers at a 
high relative velocity of up to 106 m/s. 

Analogous shock-wave processes occur in explosion welding and 
hardening and in applying coatings and layers of various materials by 
means of explosives. In this case phenomena of instability of interfaces 
between plates during plane high-velocity impact have been experimentally 
detected [7, 8]. The underlying physical mechanisms of these effects can be 
quantitatively described only by solving multidimensional quasilinear and 
nonlinear systems of partial differential equations which depend on three 
spatial variables [9]. In a number of cases it is sufficient to use the Euler 
equations to reveal and explain the instability pattern observed 
experimentally [10-12]. 

In the present study, the development of hydrodynamic instability during 
high-velocity impact at relative velocities ranging from 10 to 100 km/s is 
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investigated in the one- and two-dimensional axisymmetric spatial cases 
using analytic and numerical techniques. Processes with a complex vortex 
flow structure leading to a progressive increase in the mass of the mixed 
material with time are analyzed as functions of a series of physical 
parameters, namely, the thermodynarnic constants of the materials, the 
equations of state, and the interaction rates, and geometric parameters such 
as the scales of the initial perturbations for a given concave or convex shape 
of the colliding surfaces of the plates. 
1. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE INSTABILITY 

The instability of the interface between two materials was detected in 
experiments on explosion welding and hardening. In these experiments 
one of two or more plates (layers) was accelerated by a detonation wave 
propagating in an explosive applied to one of the plates. After acceleration 
to velocities of the order of 1 km/s, the plates interacted at certain angles 
and the interface turned out to be unstable and took a wavy shape [13]. 
Instability of the impact surface has also been observed in plane collision 
[7]. 

In studying the causes of the development of plane instability, the 
following experimental facts were established: (I) presence of melts in the 
weld; (2) the duration of the melted state of the interface was estimated at 
5-10 s; (3) loss of stability was accompanied by cone-shaped metal 
splashing from the impacted plate toward the initially accelerated lead 
plate; (4) the perturbation amplitude was estimated on the basis of the 
distance from the base to the vertex of splash, the breakaway of part of the 
formations during plate separation being disregarded; (5) no instability was 
observed for thick lead plates (1 cm thick). 

As the basic mechanism of development of instability, in [7] the 
conditions in which the density and pressure gradients are parallel and 
oppositely directed were considered. This corresponds to the Rayleigh-
Taylor instability. During high-velocity impact these conditions can arise 
in the rarefaction wave arriving at the interface between the colliding 
plates from the direction of the free surface of the lead plate. In [7] the 
hydrodynamic instability was investigated experimentally. It was shown that: 
(1) the creation of perturbations on the free surface of the impacted plate 
and changes in its thickness have no effect on the nature of the 
development of the instability; (2) for constant velocity, an increase in the 
thickness of the projected lead plate leads to an increase in the geometric 
dimensions of the formations observed, doubling the thickness of the lead 
plate leads to the approximate doubling of the splash wavelength; (3) in 
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experiments with different impacted plate materials and the same thickness 
and projection velocity of the lead plate the geometric dimensions of the 
splashes change. 

The relations observed experimentally may be explained otherwise than 
in [7] if we assume that during the acceleration of the lead plate in the 
detonation of the explosive or in the process of free flight the striking 
surface is deformed and takes a convex or concave shape. 

Specifying initial perturbations on the free surface of the impacted 
plate and varying its thickness has no effect on the deformation of the 
projected plate and, consequently, does not affect the development of 
the instability. Thick lead plates are less subject to deformation during 
acceleration. This favours the radial growth of the initial perturbations and 
subsequently an increase in the splash dimension. From the assumption 
concerning the initial perturbations on the lead plate it follows that 
splashes on the steel plate are possible if the shape of the colliding lead 
surface is concave. The duration of the "pseudo-liquid" state of the plates 
corresponds to estimates of the time of propagation of the shock and 
rarefaction waves through the plate material and is confirmed by numerical 
calculations. 

2.  PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COLLISION PROCESS 

The experimental data mentioned above correspond to relative velocities 
of approximately 500 m/s. The reasons for the onset and development of 
instability were analyzed in [14]. It is possible that when the impact 
velocity increases these effects will be conserved or even increase. 

The question of the equation of state can be clarified by considering the 
relative velocity range on which the plates collide. At pressures from 10  
to 10  Pa (this corresponds to velocities of the order of 10 km/s) an 
equation of state of the Gruneisen type, which contains several empirical 
constants, is ordinarily used. At collision velocities of 100-1000 km/s fully 
ionized dense high-temperature plasma can be described by the equation of 
state of an ideal gas [2, 4]. In order to estimate the difference between 
using an equation of state of the Gruneisen type and that for an ideal gas 
we will consider the problem of one-dimensional breakdown of an 
arbitrary discontinuity (the Riemann problem) at a relative iron and lead 
plate collision velocity equal to 10 km/s. 

In the ideal gas model we take the specific heat ratio  = 5/3 as for a 
monatomic gas. At the initial instant, let the left half-space (x < 0) be 
occupied by iron at rest (  = 7.9 g/cm3 and p = 3.04•107 dyn/cm2). This 
region is denoted by the subscript "0". The right half-space (x > 0) is 
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occupied by lead with = 11.37 g/cm3 and p = 1.18• 107 dyn/cm2 and has 
a velocity of 106 cm/s. It is denoted by the subscript "3". After collision, 
shock waves begin to propagate in the iron and the lead. The regions behind 
the shock waves in the iron and the lead are denoted by subscripts "1" and 
"2", respectively. 

Three Rankine-Hugoniot relations on each shock front and the 
conditions of continuity of the pressure and velocity on the interface make 
it possible to write a system of eight nonlinear equations which must be 
supplemented with the equations of state of an ideal gas for iron and lead. 

Solving this system, for example, as in [15], we obtain the values of the 
gas dynamic quantities behind the shock waves in regions 1 and 2:  = 
31.6 g/cm3, u = -5.454 • 105 cm/s, p  = 3.133 • 1012 dyn/cm2, D0 = -7.272 • 
105 cm/s, 2 = 45.48 g/cm3, u  = -5.454 • I05 cm/s, p = 3.133 • I012 
dyn/cm2, and D  = —3.939 • 105 cm/s. Here,  are the densities, u  are the 
mass velocities, p  are the pressures, E  are the total specific energies,  are 
the internal specific energies, and D  and D are the shock wave velocities in 
the corresponding regions. 

In what follows, we will use an equation of state of the Gruneisen type 
borrowed from [16] and assume that for the iron plate the specific heat 
ratio = 3, the degree of maximum compression h =2, = 7.85 g/cm , 
p  = 0, and the speed of sound c = 4.65 km/s. For the lead plate  = 3, 
h  = 2,  = 11.346 g/cm , p = 0, c  = 1.972 • 105 cm/s, and u  = —10  
cm/s. For the notation of the regions we retain the subscripts adopted in the 
ideal gas model. 

Writing the Rankine-Hugoniot relations on the shock fronts, the 
conditions of continuity of the pressure and velocity on the interface, and 
the Gruneisen-type equation of state for iron and lead, we arrive at the 
following system of eight algebraic equations in eight unknown 
gasdynamic quantities behind the shock fronts and their velocities 
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where h  is the degree of maximum compression and c  is the initial 

speed of sound in the material. 
 Taking into account that at the initial instant p  =p = 0, we can 

reduce the system of nonlinear equations to the following sixth-order 
algebraic equation: 

  

0.7933Y6 - 56.79Y5 + 22.3Y4 + 8.466 Y3+ 0.8128Y2 
+ 0.02767Y + 0.0003086=0 

     Y=  

Solving the equation, we find that =13.76 g/cm3, u  =-5.3•105 cm/s, p  
= 5.18•I012 dyn/cm2, D =-1.239•106 cm/s, = 21.8 g/cm3, u = -
5.3•105 cm/s, p  = 5.18•1012 dyn/cm2, and D =-2.46•104 cm/s. 

For an ideal gas and Gruneisen-type equation of state the mass velocities 
behind the shock fronts differ by 3%. In [14] it was shown that, as compared 
with the one-dimensional case, the absolute values of the mass velocities 
and the values of deviations of the mass fluxes behind the shock fronts and 
in the neighborhood of the interface are of determining significance for the 
development of instability. Therefore, given the insignificant difference in 
the mass velocities and the same initial perturbation geometry we can expect 
the process of development of instability to take place similarly for both the 
ideal gas model and the more exact equation of state of the Gruneisen type. 
In what follows, we will use the ideal gas model in the numerical 
calculations. 
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  3.MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND FORMULATION OF THE 
PROBLEM 

In order to study the mixing and the deformation of the interface during 
high-velocity impact it is convenient to take a basis coordinate system 
moving together with the impact surface. 

If in the chosen coordinate system the velocity of the impinging plate is 
equal to V  then, using the one-dimensional solutions of the problem of 
plate impact obtained in the previous section, we can determine the 
propagation time of a shock wave traveling through the material of a 
sample of thickness  at a velocity D: 

 

The shocked layer thickness ∆ can be expressed in terms of the shock 
wave velocity and time t  

 

After the shock wave reaches the free surface of the plate, a rarefaction 
wave begins to propagate along the plate. The velocity of the rarefaction 
wave coincides with the speed of sound in the shocked layer. Thus, the 
time of propagation of the rarefaction wave from the free surface to the 
interface is determined by the ratio of the thickness  of the shocked 
layer to the speed of sound C in it: 

 
 

The total time of the process from the instant of plate collision to the 
arrival of the rarefaction wave at the interface is equal to t +t . 

The mathematical model is constituted by the following system of 
Euler equations written in terms of the variables r,z of the cylindrical 
coordinate system: 
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        (3.1) 

 
 
where  is the density,  is the mass concentration of one of components, 

U is the radial velocity component, V is the axial velocity component, E is 
the total specific energy,  is the internal specific energy, p is the pressure, 
and  is a constant of the adiabatic process. 

The z axis is directed along the initial velocity of the plates, the r axis 
lies in the collision plane. In this case the z-axis is the axis of symmetry 
for the initial perturbations on the colliding surfaces of the plates and for 
the problem as a whole. The initial conditions corresponding to the gas 
dynamic quantities in the low-density material were maintained on the 
boundaries of the integration domain at z= const up to the arrival of the 
shock waves and at subsequent instants of time the initial conditions were 
replaced by the values corresponding to the parameters behind the shock 
fronts in the vapor surrounding the plate obtained from the one-
dimensional approximation. The radial dimensions of the integration 
domain were such that the perturbations associated with the mass flows 
from the axis of symmetry could not reach the boundaries; therefore, on 
these boundaries flux conservation conditions were imposed. 
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Fig. 1. Density for the one-dimensional analytic (curve 1) and numerical 
solutions for successively doubled grids at the instant of time 0.69 s 
(curves 2—4 correspond to grids with a step of 5, 10, and 20 m, 
respectively) 

4. ONE-DIMENSIONAL TEST CALCULATIONS 

The programs used in the numerical simulation are based on the 
mathematical method in which the input system of equations (3.1) is 
reduced to characteristic form and then some code is employed for its finite-
difference approximation, as in [17]. In this case the scheme must be 
divergent. Sources originating in the finite-difference approximation which 
violate this property are not permitted even for solutions with discontinuity 
jumps of up to several orders. 

For testing the computational properties of the programs designed we 
compared the analytic results with the data of the numerical calculations 
with reference to the problem of discontinuity breakdown (the Riemann 
problem) (see Fig. 1). 

5.PHYSICAL MECHANISMS OF INSTABILITY DEVELOPMENT 

Let a perturbed domain of radius R on the interface be bounded in space 
and have an amplitude  and the rest of the colliding surface be plane. In 
the initial moments of time the plane parts of the plates will collide in 
accordance with the analytic solution for the breakdown of a one-
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dimensional discontinuity considered in Section 2. The interaction on the 
perturbed parts of the interface will cause distortion of the fronts of the 
shocks formed. 

In the inertial coordinate system in which the material ahead of the shock 
front is at rest, the mass velocity component, tangential to the front, is equal 
to zero behind the shock wave since the tangential momentum components 
are conserved across the shock front. In other words, behind the shock the 
velocity is directed at right angles to its front, i.e., in the region of the 
initial perturbation there will be a deviation of the mass flows as compared 
with the one-dimensional variant. The further the shock wave propagates 
from the origin, the greater the mass of material which begins to move in a 
direction different from that initially given. 

As a result, the flows deflected from the initial direction interact both 
with each other and with the material which continues to move in the 
initial direction. Hence the pressure increases in the interaction domain and 
part of the kinetic energy is transformed into internal energy. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Isobars in Mbar and location of the 0.5 mass 
concentration isoline at the instant of time 0.345 s 

We will now direct our attention to a variant in which the initial 
perturbation is specified on the impinging plate and has a convex shape of 
radius R= 750 m and an amplitude  = 750 m. The relative velocity 
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of plate collision is 10 km/s. The left impacted iron plate of thickness 5 
mm will be called plate A and the right lead plate of thickness 4 mm will 
be called plate B. In Fig. 2 we have plotted both the isobars and the mass 
concentration isolines at the instant of time 0.345 s. The curves formed by 
the merged isobars correspond to the location of the shocks in plates A and 
B. We note the presence of two zones of higher pressure as compared with 
the one-dimensional case. One of them is located in the neighborhood of 
the axis of symmetry in plate B and the other on the boundary of the 
perturbation domain between the shock waves and the interface (Fig. 2). 
Their appearance is due to the deviation and interaction of the flows in the 
region of distortion of the shock fronts. A zone of lower pressure is 
located between the fronts. 

As a result of the numerical simulation, it was found that with time the 
first two domains themselves become sources of secondary compression 
waves or shock waves when the stagnation pressure in the domain exceeds 
the dynamic pressure. The secondary waves, overtaking the shock waves 
formed in the plate collision and interacting with them, tend to straighten 
and flatten the shock fronts. Thus, the conditions favoring deviation of the 
flows behind the curved shock fronts are eliminated. The pressure increase 
due to the interaction between the deflected flows ceases in the domains 
considered. However, the flow along the interface is conserved but travels 
in opposite on different sides of the interface. 

In Fig. 3 we have plotted the isobars and the 0.5 mass concentration 
isoline at the instant of time 0.69 s when in the one-dimensional case the 
shock waves approach the free surfaces of the plates. Clearly, the process 
of deformation of the interface continues and it becomes "mushroom-
shaped". The dimensions of the higher-pressure zones increase but the 
maximum pressure in them falls. It is worth noting the presence of a stable 
lower-pressure zone at the point of contact between the "cap" and the 
"stem" of the mushroom-shaped structure. 

Then rarefaction waves, in which the pressure, density and temperature 
gradually decrease, begin to propagate through the shocked material and a 
velocity directed toward the departing shock waves is generated in the 
inertial system moving with the plane interface. In the experiments, after 
the temperature falls below the melting point, deformation of the interface 
ceases and thus an instantaneous flow pattern is fixed
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Fig. 3. Isobar distribution in Mbar and 0.5 mass concentration isoline at 
the instant of time 0.69 s 

z·100 cm 

 
z·100 cm 

 

Fig. 4. Isolines of the absolute value of the velocity in  and 
the 0.5 mass concentration isoline at the instant of  time   
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Fig. 5. Specific surface mass of the mixed material as a function of the 
radius of an initial perturbation at the instants of time 0.345 s, 0.69 s, 
and 1 s (curves 1-3 respectively) 

This occurs after the rarefaction wave fronts reach the interface between 
the plates. The mass concentration of mixed material which varies from 
0.05 to 0.95 characterizes the intensity of the mixing process and the 
degree of flow turbulization. 

In Fig. 4 we have plotted the isolines of the absolute value of the velocity 
and the 0.5 mass concentration isoline 1 s after the arrival of the 
rarefaction waves at the interface. As compared with the previous instant of 
time shown in Fig. 3, the perturbation amplitude has increased even more 
strongly and sections with greater curvature have developed on the 
interface. 

6.    RESULTS OF THE NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

One of the main problems in studying hydrodynamic instabilities is 
determining the amount of mixed material as a function of the main 
physical and geometric parameters. In the present study, in considering the 
process of development of instability, the effect of the scale of the initial 
perturbation on the mass of the mixed material was investigated for a 
relative collision velocity of 10 km/s and given thicknesses of the two 
plates. When the scale of the initial perturbation changes, its shape 
remained similar, i.e., the ratio of the radius of the axisymmetric 
perturbation to its height remained unchanged and equal to unity. At certain 
instants of time we calculated the mass of the mixed material with which 
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we associated the part of the plates with a mass concentration of one of the 
materials on the interval from 0.05 to 0.95. In each variant considered the 
calculations were carried out at the instants of time 0.345, 0.69, and 1 s. In 
Fig. 5 we have plotted graphs of the specific surface mass of the mixed 
material as a function of the perturbation radius at these instants of time. 
The specific surface mass is the ratio of the mass of the mixed material to 
the plane area of the initial perturbation. 

From Fig. 5 it is clear that small-scale perturbations have the greatest 
specific surface mass at the initial instants of time. The maximum is 
displaced with time toward longwave perturbations and upon the arrival of 
the rarefaction waves at the interface corresponds to a radius of from 500 to 
750 m and amounts to approximately 5 g/cm . 

In a series of calculations the initial collision velocity was increased to 
100 km/s. The time of development of instability from the instant of initial 
contact between the plates to the instant of arrival of the rarefaction waves 
at the interface fell to 0.1 s for the same plate thicknesses. In this case the 
shape and location (Fig. 6) of the 0.5 mass concentration isoline remained 
practically the same. This makes it possible to assume that there exists a 
self-similar variable equal to the ratio of the plate thickness to the product 
of the 

 
Fig. 6. Isolines of the absolute value of the velocity in 104 cm/s and the 
0.5 mass concentration isoline at the instant of time 0.1 s 

relative collision velocity and the duration of the process. In Fig. 6 we have 
plotted isolines of the absolute value of the velocity, analogous to those 
plotted in Fig. 4, at the instant 0.1 s for a collision velocity of 100 km/s. 
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Summary. A new physical mechanism of development of instability from 
initial perturbations of the shape of the interacting surfaces of the plates is 
proposed. The determining elements of this mechanism are: the deviation of 
the mass flows behind the curved sections of the shock waves and the 
interaction of the secondary compression waves and shock waves with the 
initial shock waves. A quantitative dependence of the specific surface mixed 
mass of the materials of the colliding plates on the radius of an initial 
axisymmetric perturbation of given shape is obtained. The maximum 
specific surface mixed mass is displaced with time from the short to the 
long-wave part of the spectrum. The dependence of the specific surface 
mass of the mixed material on a dimensionless quantity equal to the ratio of 
the plate thickness to the product of the relative impact velocity the duration 
of the process from the instant of initial contact of the plates to the instant of 
arrival of the rarefaction waves at the interface between the two materials is 
shown to be self-similar. 
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Experimental investigation of the 
instability

The following experimental facts were 
established:

•Presence of melts in the weld;
•The duration of the melted state of the interface 

was estimated at 5-10µs;
•Loss of stability was accompanied by cone-

shaped metal splashing from impacted plate 
toward the initially accelerated lead plate;

•The perturbation amplitude was estimated on 
the basis of the distance from the base to the 
vertex of splash, the breakaway of part of the 
formation during plate separation being 
disregarded;

•No instability was observed for thick lead plates 
(1 cm thick)
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Physical description of  collision 
process. The ideal gas model.
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Physical description of  collision 
process. The Gruneisen-type 
equation of  state(Zababakhin).
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Physical description of collision process
It’s convenient to take a basis coordinate system moving together with the 

impact surface. The propagation time of a shock wave traveling through the 
material of a sample  of thickness δ at a shock velocity D is equal

,0 DV
t

−
=

δ

where V is the velocity of the impinging plate. The shocked layer thickness ∆ is 
expressed in terms of the shock wave velocity and time t

0

DV
D
−

=∆
δ

The time of propagation of the rarefaction wave from the free surface to the 
interface    is equal

0

,1 CDV
Dt
−

=
δ

where C  is the sound velocity.The total time of the process from the instant of 
plate collision to the arrival of the rarefaction wave at the interface is equal t+t1 0
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Mathematical model and 
formulation of the problem
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The mathematical model is constituted by the system of Euler 
equations written in cylindrical coordinate system
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One-dimensional test calculations
The comparison of the 
analytic results with the 
data of the numerical 
calculations with 
reference to the problem 
of discontinuity 
breakdown (the Riemann 
problem)
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Physical mechanisms of instability 
development Here the variant in which the initial 

perturbation is specified on the impinging 
plate and has a convex shape of radius 
R=750µm and an amplitude ∆z=750µm 
is represented.We can see the presence 
of two zones of higher pressure as 
compared with the one-dimensional 
case.One of them is located in the 
neighborhood of the axis of symmetry in 
plate A and the other on the boundary of 
the perturbation domain between the 
shock waves and the interface. Their 
appearance is due to the deviation and 
interaction of the flows in the region of 
distortion of the shock fronts. A zone of 
low pressure is located between the 
fronts.

s0.345     timeofinstant    at  the  isolineon   concentrai
 mass  0.5    theoflocation     andMbar   in      Isobars
µ
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Physical mechanisms of instability development

The secondary waves from 
the higher pressure zones, 
overtaking the shock waves 
formed in the plate collision 
and interacting with them, 
tend to straighten and flatten 
the shock fronts. However 
the flow along the interface is 
conserved, the process of 
deformation of the interface 
continues and it becomes 
“mushroom-shaped’.

plates    theof  surfaces  free  theapproach    es
  thecase ldimensiona-onein    when  s0.69   timeofinstant    

isolineion  concentrat  mass 0.5 andMbar in on  distributi
µ

shock  wav
at the
Isobar   
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Results of the numerical simulation
In figure the isolines of absolute value 

of the velocity are plotted for the 
two variants:in top- the initial 
collision velocity is equal 10km/s 
and the rarefaction waves arrive at 
the interface at 1µs and in bottom-
the velocity is equal 100km/s ,the 
instant of arrival fell to 0.1µs

In their cases the shape and location 
of the mass concentration isolines 
remain practically the same. It is 
possible to assume that exists a 
self-similar variable equal to the 
ratio of the plate thickness to the 
product of the relative collision 
velocity and the duration of the 
process.

isolineion concentrat mass 0.5  theand cm/s10 

in velocity  theof  valueabsolute  theof Isolines
4
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Results of the numerical simulation
The effect of the scale of the initial 
perturbation on the mass of the mixed 
material was investigated for a relative 
collision velocity of 10km/s and given 
thickness of the two plates. When the 
scale of the initial perturbation changes, 
its shape remained similar. In figure the 
graphs of the specific surface mass of 
the mixed material are plotted as a 
function of the perturbation radius at the 
instants of time 0.345,0.69 and 1µs. The 
specific surface mass is the ratio of the 
mass of the mixed material to the plane 
area of the initial perturbation.The 
maximum is displaced with time toward 
longwave perturbations.
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Summary
A new physical mechanism of development of 
instability from initial perturbations of the shape of 
the  interacting surfaces of the plates is proposed. 
The determining elements of this mechanisms are: 
the deviation of the mass flows behind the curved 
sections of the  shock waves and the interaction of 
the secondary compression waves and shock 
waves with the initial shock waves.
A quantitative dependence of the specific surface 
mixed mass of the materials of the colliding plates 
on the radius of an initial axisymmetric 
perturbation of given shape is obtained.
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Summary
The maximum specific surface mixed 
mass is displaced with the time from 
the short to the long-wave part of the 
spectrum.
The dependence of the specific surface 
mixed mass on a dimensionless quantity 
equal to the ratio of the plate thickness 
to the product of the relative impact 
velocity the duration of the process is 
shown to be self-similar.
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Bubble motion in inclined pipes 
A.Yu.Demianov1, N.A.Inogamov2 & A.M.Oparin3 
1. Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology, 
Dolgoprudny, Moscow region, Russia 
sn@co.ru  

2. Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics, 
Chernogolovka, Moscow region, Russia 
nail@landau.ac.ru  

3. Institute for Computer Aided Design, 
Moscow, Russia 
a.oparin@icad.org.ru  

We analyze strongly nonlinear fluid motion with free surface in vertical, inclined, and horizontal pipes. 
The problem concerning rise of buoyant bubbles in vertical pipes is closely connected to a problem of 
Rayleigh�Taylor instability. Inclined pipes are intensively investigated in connection with problems of 
transportation of gas-liquid or liquid-liquid flows. 

We develop new approach to the problem of motion of large bubbles in wide pipes (large and wide mean 
that capillary scale is small). As against the previous approaches based for inclined case on semiempirical 
methods, in the given work the analytical methods concerning to the theory of potential are used. 

We have calculated velocity of rise for plane and circular inclined pipes. We have carried out the 
comparative analysis of vertical bubbles with round (2D, 3D), wedge type (2D, 0120=θ ) and conic (3D, 

08.114≈θ ) tops, where θ  is the angle at top point of bubble. For the first time velocity of rise of conical 
bubble and its angle θ  have been obtained. We present better estimate for rise velocity of 2D bubble with 
wedge type top than was previously known. 

We do careful comparison of obtained solutions for two and three-dimensional spaces. It is shown, that 
not always increase of dimension leads to an increase in velocity of rise of bubbles (as it is usually 
supposed). 

For the first time direct numerical simulation (DNS) is applied for studies of flows with free boundary in 
inclined pipes. Direct numerical simulations allow us, first, to check up accuracy of our analytical models 
and, second, to receive general picture of motion. 
This work has been supported by RBRF (grants 02�02�17499, 03�01�00700) and scientific schools (NSh�2045.2003.2, NSh�
70.2003.1). 
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Dependence of self-similar Rayleigh-Taylor growth on initial 
conditions 
Guy Dimonte1, Praveen Ramaprabhu1 & Malcolm Andrews2  
1. Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545 (dimonte@lanl.gov) 

2. Texas A & M University, College Station, TX 

In the self-similar regime, Rayleigh-Taylor bubbles are found to grow as hb ~ αb Agt2 ~ λb / βb where hb ≡ 
amplitude, λb ≡ dominant wavelength, A ≡ Atwood number, g ≡ acceleration, and t ≡ time. The self-
similarity ratio is found to be βb ~ 1/4-1/2 in experiments and numerical simulations. However, the 
acceleration constant varies from αb ~ 0.04-0.08 in experiments and αb ~ 0.02-0.08 in 3D simulations. 
This variability may be due to numerics or it may signal a dependence on additional attributes like the 
initial perturbations. This can occur because the self-similar growth can proceed in two limiting ways: 

nonlinear coupling of saturated modes (merger) 

amplification and saturation of ambient modes (competition) 

The mode-coupling limit has been widely investigated with 3D simulations by imposing only short 
wavelength modes, such as by Youngs [1994] and the Alpha-Group [1]. Here, we investigate both 
processes by considering initial perturbations with (1) an annular spectrum and (2) a broadband spectrum 
∝ λ2 as suggested by Inogamov [1978]. We develop a model [2] that combines the essential results of 
Birkhoff [1955] and Haan [1989] and compare the results with LEM experiments [2000] and high-
resolution 3D simulations [3]. We find that, with the annular spectrum, αb and βb are insensitive to the 
initial amplitude whereas, with the broadband perturbations, αb and βb increase weakly with the initial rms 
amplitude/wavelength. 
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Nonlinear mixing behavior of the three-dimensional Rayleigh-
Taylor instability at a decelerating interface 
R.P. Drake1, D.R. Leibrandt1, E.C. Harding1, C.C. Kuranz1, M. Blackburn1, H.F. Robey2, 
B.A. Remington2, M.J. Edwards2, A.R. Miles2, T.S. Perry2, R.J. Wallace2, H. Louis2, J.P. 
Knauer3 & D. Arnett4 
1. University of Michigan 
rpdrake@umich.edu  

2. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 

3. University of Rochester 

4. University of Arizona 

Results are reported from an experiment to explore the evolution of the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability 
from intentionally three-dimensional (3D) initial conditions at an embedded, decelerating interface in a 
high-Reynolds-number flow. The experiments used ~ 5 kJ of laser energy to produce a blast wave in 
polyimide and/or brominated plastic having an initial pressure of ~ 50 Mbars. This blast wave shocked 
and then decelerated the perturbed interface between the first material and lower-density, C foam. This 
caused the formation of a decelerating interface with an Atwood number ~2/3, producing a long-term 
positive growth rate for the RT instability. The initial perturbations were a 3D perturbation in an �egg-
crate� pattern with feature spacings of 71 µm in two orthogonal directions and peak-to-valley amplitudes 
of 5 µm. The resulting RT spikes appear to overtake the shock waves, moving at a large fraction of the 
pre-deceleration, �free-fall� velocity. Their morphology also becomes complex. This result was 
unanticipated by prior simulations and models. 

Financial support for this work included funding from the U.S. Department of Energy to the University of 
Michigan under grants DE-FG03-99DP00284 and DE-FG03-00SF22021, and to the Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-ENG48. 
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Postponement of saturation of the Richtmyer-Meshkov 
instability by convergence  
J.R. Fincke1, N.E. Lanier1, S.H. Batha1, J.M. Taccetti1, R.M. Hueckstaedt1, 
G.R. Magelssen1, N.D. Delameter1, M.M. Balkey1, S.D. Rothman2, K.M. Parker2 & C. J. 
Horsfield2 

1. Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 
jfincke@lanl.gov  

2. AWE  
Aldermaston, UK  

Strongly driven cylindrically convergent implosions with well characterized surface perturbations were 
conducted on the OMEGA laser (Broehly, et al (1977)).  The cylindrical targets, consisting of a low 
density foam core and an aluminum shell covered by an epoxy ablator, are directly driven by fifty laser 
beams (18±0.3 kJ, 351 nm, 1 ns pulse width).  The outer surface of the aluminum shell is machined to 
form perturbations with wavenumbers (k = 2π/λ, µm-1) 0.08 < k < 2.5 (λ = 2.5, 9, 25, and 75 µm) and 
initial amplitudes 0.03 < η0/λ < 0.8.  The perturbations are in the in the r-z plane with r being the radius in 
cylindrical coordinates and z is the axis of the cylinder.  The aluminum shell is calculated to preheat to ≈3 
eV prior to interaction with the Mach 6 shock launched by the laser drive.  The Atwood number is ≈0.6.   

We observe that the perturbations continue to grow approximately linearly, and even exhibit a noticeable 
increase in growth rate with time well into the amplitude range where saturation is expected in planar 
geometry.  In planar geometry mode saturation and transition to a slow growing spike and bubble 
configuration has been experimentally observed at η/λ ≈ 0.3 (Dimonte (1993).  We, however, observe no 
evidence of saturation for an η/λ ratio as large as 5.  The perturbation growth rate is observed to scale 
proportionally with k for η0 k < 1.4, while for η0 k ≥ 5 wavenumber scaling is violated and what is likely a 
transition to turbulent growth is observed.  The rate at which the apparent mix width grows, a consequence 
of both convergence and instability growth, is consistent with Bell�s linear theory (Bell (1951)) of 
perturbation growth in a converging geometry.  

References 
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Numerical LES models of Richtmeyer-Meschkov and Rayleigh-
Taylor instabilities 
German Garzon1, Jose M. Redondo1, Vladislav Rozanov2 & Sergey Gushkov2 

1 Departament Fisica Aplicada, UPC Barcelona, Spain 
redondo@fa.upc.es 

2 FIAN Lebedev Institute, Moscow, Russia 

The relation between fractal analysis and spectral analysis can be very useful to determine the evolution of 
scales. Presently the emerging picture of the mixing process is as follows. Initially a pure RT instability 
with lengthscale appears, together with the disturbances caused from the initial set-up (Youngs 1989). The 
growth and merging of disturbances favors the appearance of several distinct blobs, bubbles or 
protuberances which produce shear instabilities on their sides. These sometimes develop further secondary  
accelerated and sheared instabilities. After 2/3 of the tank three dimensional effects have broadened the 
spectrum of lengthscales widely enough as to have a fractal structure in the visual range with dimensions 
ranging between 2.15 and 2.40. Some differences may be detected in the maximum fractal dimension 
evolution in time for experiments with different Schmidt or Prandtl numbers as described in Redondo 
(1996). The use of a Pseudo Keulegan number allows to relate the mixing ability of a front to both the 
molecular properties and to the initial range of velocities and scales able to develop. The difference 
between RT and RM fronts is analyzed in terms of spectral distribution of the scalar and vector fields 
(volume fraction, velocity and vorticity).  

   
Figure 1. Structure of the RM and RT fronts. 

Information about the mixing can be extracted from the thickening of the edges examined with Laplacian 
filters in both the RT and RM simulations,  The use of higher moments of the density and velocity 
differences shows the differences between the more and less active mixing regions, (Linden and Redondo 
2002). The RM fronts generally exhibit lower fractal dimensions than comparable RT fronts. 
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On the mutual penetrations of two gases submitted to the 
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability: Part 2 - numerical simulations  
Jérôme Giordano1, Yves Burtschell1, Clément Amagat2, Vincent Filpa2, Guillaume Layes1, 
Georges Jourdan1 & Lazhar Houas1  
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BA 701, 13661 Salon Air, France  

This paper deals with the numerical simulation of the mutual penetrations of two gases submitted to the 
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability. This simulation is compared with experiments. We have studied the 
evolution of an initially perturbed interface between a couple of gases (heavy/light or light/heavy). Thus, 
we may characterize the influence of the initial perturbation amplitude and wavelength on the Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability.   
Our numerical code, named CARBUR, is a finite volume code which describes compressible viscous fluid 
flows. The solution of Navier-Stokes equations is made by a second order scheme, for both space and 
time. Moreover, Van Leer slope limiter and an exact Riemann solver are used.  

 
For example, in figure 1 are presented numerical and experimental results concerning heavy/light case (the 
amplitudes and wavelengths of the initial perturbations are λ = 90 mm, a0 = −18 mm and λ = 80 mm, 
a0 = 14 mm respectively). Compared to the initial perturbation shape, we can observe the classical 
evolution of a reversed and then convected interface, until the reflected shock arrival. At this time, again 
perturbed, the deformed and decelerated interface sees its mixing zone increase. In full paper, the physical 
phenomena will be numerically investigated through a parametric study.  
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ON THE MUTUAL PENETRATIONS OF TWO GASES 
SUBMITTED TO THE RICHTMYER-MESHKOV INSTABILITY:
NUMERICAL STUDY
Jérôme Giordano, Yves Burtschell, Guillaume Layes, Georges Jourdan and Lazhar Houas
IUSTI UMR CNRS 6595 Technopôle de Chateau Gombert 13453 Marseille.

Introduction

Results & Discussion

Conclusion

A laser sheet experimental diagnostic technique has been developed in our laboratory to
study the mutual penetration of two gases submitted to the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability.

Due to the difficulties encountered in the interpretation of experimental frames, an on site
numerical support appears to be very welcomed. Indeed, the thin nitrocellulose membrane,
which initially separates the two gases, disturbs the laser sheet diffusion and creates sur-
exposed zones on the film. Thus, the exact localization of the interface is impossible.
By the mean of our code, CARBUR, we are able to simulate these experiments and
gives the evolution of the two gases, as well as the access of physical variables, as
vorticity,  specie concentrations and baroclinic terms.

Numerical model

In the present work, we have studied the evolution of an heavy/light interface (air/He) submitted to a shock
wave acceleration. The simulation correctly describes the distortion mechanisms, even in non-linear regime.

Our numerical code is based on the discretization of Navier-Stokes's equations by a finite volume
method. A second order scheme, for both space and time, with a Van Leer slope limiter has been used.
Moreover, convective fluxes are calculated with an exact Riemann solver, diffusive fluxes are estimated
by the means of a centered finite difference method.

The geometry and the fluid flow are supposed to be in 2D. The flow is laminar.
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Numerical results are in good agreement with experiments.

The distortion mechanisms and the shock wave reflections are well simulated.

The evolution of the bubble and the spike interface is well described before re-shock, compared to
experimental position.

For later times, a turbulence model will be added. 
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Shock Bubble Interaction - numerical simulations  
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Polytech�Marseille DME - IUSTI/UMR CNRS 6595  
13453 Marseille Cedex 13, France  
jerome.giordano@polytech.univ-mrs.fr  
This paper deals with the numerical study of the interaction of a shock wave with different gaseous 
bubble. Thus, we have simulated the interaction of a shock wave moving in the air with: an He bubble 
(heavy/light), a N2 bubble (close density), a Kr bubble (light/heavy). Our numerical code, named 
CARBUR, is a finite volume code which describes compressible viscous fluid flows. The solution of 
Navier-Stokes equations is made by a second order scheme, for both space and time, with the Van Leer 
slope limiter and an exact Riemann solver.  

 
As we can see on the above pictures, which represent the comparison between experimental and numerical results, 
different behaviours have been observed. In the heavy/light case the bubble region near its symmetric axis moves 
faster than the surrounding one, then the bubble reverses from the center. For the light/heavy case, it is the 
surrounding zone which is faster than the region near the axis, then the bubble reverses from the surrounding zone. In 
the full paper, including the similar density case, the physical phenomena will be numerically investigated and 
compared with the experiments.  
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SHOCK BUBBLE INTERACTION: NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Jérôme Giordano, Yves Burtschell, Guillaume Layes, Georges Jourdan and Lazhar Houas
IUSTI UMR CNRS 6595 Technopôle de Chateau Gombert 13453 Marseille.

Introduction

Results and discussion

The present work deals with the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability in spherical configuration. It
corresponds to the interaction of a shock wave with a spherical inhomogenity i.e. a bubble filled
with a gas different from the surrounding one. 

Numerical simulations of a plane shock-spherical bubble interaction have been realized to be
compared to previous experiments conducted in our laboratory. Both cases heavy/light
(air/helium) and light/heavy (air/krypton) have been investigated. The experimental diagnostic
technique used is a high speed camera multiple shadowgraph exposure and allows to follow the
development process of the phenomena. However, due to the visualization integration along the
shock width, we are not able to localize the different gases during the mixing process. Thus, the
goal of the present numerical study, realized with our CARBUR code, is to complete the
description of the bubble behaviour by giving the values of species concentrations, vorticity and
volume.

Numerical model and study case

The distortion mechanism of the bubble in the light/heavy (air/helium) as well as the light/heavy case (air/krypton) is well described by the
simulation. In the same way, all shocks are well captured.

Conclusion

20 mm
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=5/3
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T= 330 K
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Wall

Outlet

Axis of symmetry 

4
0
 m
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Our numerical code is based on the discretization of Navier-Stokes's equations by a finite volume method.
A second order scheme, for both space and time, with a Van Leer slope limiter has been used. Moreover,
convective fluxes are calculated with an exact Riemann solver, diffusive fluxes are estimated by the means
of a centered finite difference method.

The geometry and the fluid flow are supposed to be axisymmetric. The flow is considered as laminar.

Krypton bubble t= 70 s Helium bubble t= 70 s

Bubble volume evolution

Numerical schlierenExperimental shadowgraph

Numerical schlierenExperimental shadowgraph

He concentration experimentvorticityKr concentration experimentvorticity

Kr concentration experimentvorticity

Kr concentration experimentvorticity

He concentration experimentvorticity
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=7/5

Incident Shock
Wave
M= 1.2

Our numerical results are in good agreement with experiments.

The numerical simulation shows the link between the mixing zone and the vorticity zone.

The simulation as well as the experiment, point out the initial compression of the bubble. 
The final values of the bubble volume are close.

Numerically, the bubble volumes are constant after the initial compression.

One can note the initial compression of bubbles.

The final volume seems to be constant and equal
of about 80 % of the initial volume.

The vorticity is concentrated on the bubble frontiers.
A reverse jet in the spike is noticed.

The vorticity increases the mixing.
The reverse jet in the spike moves back.

As for the Krypton, the vorticity is concentrated on
the bubble frontiers.
The mixing has not yet started.

The bubble is completely reversed.
The vorticity increases the mixing zone in the front
ring.
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The role of initial conditions on mixing efficiency for convective 
flows 
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Mixing is measured by comparing the gain in potential energy with respect to the immiscible situation 
with the initial available potential energy of a top-heavy brine resting on a gel. The experimental setup 
generates a discrete number of forced turbulent plumes whose behavior and interaction result in the 
mixing process. In this experiment our principal aim is the study of the properties of the mixed fluid 
during the transient turbulent mixing process. The fluid system consists of three homogeneous fluids with 
different densities that are initially at rest. The fluids are inside a cubic glass container of sides 270 mm 
(figure 1a). At the bottom of the container there is a fluid with lower density ρL making a layer designated 
as the �light layer� with a height hL. On top of this layer, a sodiumcarboximethyl celulose gel stratum, or 
CMC gel, is placed with density ρG and a height of hG. Finally, a system made of two metacrylic boxes, 
one fitting inside the other is placed at a height Ho from the CMC gel layer. The bottoms of the boxes are 
pierced with orifices that have apertures that can be regulated. A convective unstable front is generated by 
the evolution of an array of forced turbulent plumes. The corresponding qualitative conclusions and the 
quantitative results based on measures of the density field and of the height of the fluid layers are 
described. The partial mixing process is characterized and analyzed, and the conclusions of this analysis 
are related to the mixing efficiency and the volume of the final mixed layer as functions of the Atwood 
number,(Taylor1950, Sharp 1984) which ranges from 0.010 to 0.134. An exponential fit is used for the 
mixing efficiency versus the Atwood number which explains 98% of the mixing efficiency variability. 
Similarly, a linear fit is proposed for the mixed volume versus the Atwood number. The mixing efficiency 
increases with the Atwood number but decreases as the viscosity of the CMC gel is increased. The values 
of the mixing efficiency are less than 0.30 , slightly lower than in Redondo and Linden (1990) and also 
tend toward an asymptotic behavior when the Atwood number tends to its maximum experimental value. 
The mixing efficiency is strongly influenced by the size of the initial plume array and depends directly on 
the external volume of the mixing cones. The limiting case of RT has to consider that when the stable 
stratification in the mixed layer increases, more energy is consumed to work against the buoyancy forces. 
The mixed layer height increases as the Atwood number grows, and  also diminishes as the viscosity of 
the CMC gel increases, confirming the importance of the initial conditions on global mixing efficiencies. 

   
Figure 1. Structure of the Plume array -RT front and the global mixing efficiency for Low A, and high B viscosity 
gel layers. 
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Numerical simulations of pulsar wind-sn shell interaction 
A.V. Gorodnichev, G.V. Dolgoleva, V.A. Zhmailo, E.A. Novikova & V.P. Statsenko 
Russian Federal Nuclear Center - VNIIEF,  
Sarov, Russia 
yan@md08.vniief.ru  

The problem [1,2] of interaction between a pulsar wind and a relatively cold portion (He) of expanding 
SN shell is being solved.  

In 1D, the problem is being solved both with 1D code SNDP [3] and 2D code EGAK [4]. For self-similar 
conditions the results are compared to approximate analytical solution [1].  

SNDP has been also used to calculate turbulent mixing described by the k-ε model. The results of the 1D 
SNDP computations are compared to 1D and 2D numerical computations [2].  

The turbulent mixing has been calculated in the 2D EGAK computations. It appears from evolution of 
initial random perturbations in two dimensions. A problem is solved, whose setup is closer to Crab 
conditions than that of ref. [2], that is the pulsar wind, shell and star wind interaction is calculated in the 
integrated manner. The results averaged using the method of [2] are compared to the relevant data from 
the 1D computations.  
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Model of SN (Type II) Remnants (Jun, 1998)
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Physical Model of SN expansion.
2) Units:
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3
5=γ4) Gasdynamics equations,

(no magnetic field, no radiation, ideal fully ionized plasma)

Two types of computations:

4.1. 2D direct modelling (Yanilkin, “EGAK”,…).
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4.2. 1D computation: gasdynamics + k,ε – turbulent mixing model
(Statsenko, Dolgolyova,…, 2003).

Mass fraction equations:
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SN Remnants dynamics
Zero luminosity

Non zero luminosity
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Gasdynamical profiles. No mixing.
Zero luminosity

Non zero luminosity
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Concentrations in the 1D computations.
Zero luminosity

Non zero luminosity
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Turbulent mixing effect. 1D computation.
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2D computations:

1. Initial data – as in the 1D task,

but there are random perturbations in density
(1% level, everywhere).

2.   No semiempirical models.

3.  Spherical grid, 800*400 cells.

4.   Angle averaging of computed data.
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2D computations.
Concentrations field.

t = 40

t = 80

t = 130
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2D computations. 
Density fields.

t = 40

t = 80

t = 130
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2D computations.

Partial density profiles: 
1. Pulsar wind
2. He shell
3. H shell
4. Star wind

Total density profiles:

1. 1D computations
2. 2D computations
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Summary.
1. Both types of our computations give good agreement 

between computed size of wind region and observed size of 
Crab Nebula. This is additional support of pulsar nature of 
Crab Nebula.

2. Both types of our computations give effect of turbulent 
mixing of different shells in this SN remnants. 

In particular there is a mixing of pulsar wind and other 
shells, but masses of mixed shell in 1D and 2D computations 
are very different. Besides, mixed mass from the 1D 
computations appears to be small comparing to 
observations, temp of mixing from the 2D – appears to be 
reasonable.

3. This work shows use data of Crab Nebula observation for 
turbulent mixing models development.

Further investigations are planned.
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The Richtmyer-Meshkov instability in cylindrical geometry: 
Experiments and simulation 
M. J. Graham Lindquist1, K. S. Budil1, J. Grove2 & B. A. Remington1 
1Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
lindquist8@llnl.gov  
2 Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Hydrodynamic instabilities are fundamentally important to a wide range of fields, including astrophysics, 
inertial confinement fusion (ICF), and inertial fusion energy (IFE).  The most common of these 
instabilities is the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT), or buoyancy-driven instability, is caused when a material of 
higher density is accelerated by a material of lower density. The Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM), or shock-
driven instability is produced when an incident shock wave impulsively accelerates a material interface 
causing small disturbances to grow. 

The RT interface is unstable only when the external force acts from the heavy material to the lighter 
material, whereas the RM instability is present whether the incident shock travels from light to heavy or 
vice versa. The majority of the theoretical, computational and experimental work has been successfully 
performed for the RM instability in planar geometry.  In most physical applications the RM instability 
occurs in a curved geometry, either cylindrical or spherical.  This curved geometry complicates the system 
considerably.  For example, the unperturbed system does not have an analytical solution, while the 
unperturbed system in plane geometry does.  The occurrence of re-acceleration or re-shock of the material 
interface caused by the waves reflecting back from the origin is unavoidable in curved geometry. 

The Nova Laser was used to test critical ingredients of our understanding of the fundamental properties of 
the RM instability in the strong-shock, high-compression regime.  A shock was launched into a copper 
hemicylinder with a thin plastic ablator layer by focusing 6 KPP-smoothed, 1 ns square laser beams at 
3ω onto the interior of the target.  A single-mode sinusoidal perturbation was machined onto the outer 
surface of the copper, which was embedded in a thick layer of plastic.  The expanding interface was 
diagnosed by side-on radiography and radiographs were recorded at several times. 

We will show numerical simulations of this experiment using two difference codes:  FronTier and CALE.  
In the FronTier method a lower dimensional grid is fitted to and moves dynamically with discontinuities 
in the flow. CALE is a continuous adaptive Lagrangian Eulerian method. 
* This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by University of California, Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory under Contract W-7405-Eng-48. 

UCRL-JC-143844-ABS 
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The effect of initial conditions on late time asymptotics and 
mixing for multimode Richtmyer-Meshov Instability 
J.A. Greenough & E.Burke 
AX-Division, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 
Livermore, CA, USA 
greenough1@llnl.gov  

In this paper, we investigate the development of a material interface perturbed by a spectrum of modes 
when subjected to an acceleration by a shock wave.  We use the Eulerian Adaptive Mesh Refinement 
(AMR) code, Raptor, for the multi-fluid simulations.  In two-dimensions we consider a number of broad-
banded initial spectrum over a range of Atwood numbers accelerated by a weak M=1.3 shock wave. For a 
given realization, we consider decomposing into three cases: 1) the full broad-banded spectrum, 2) the 
long wavelength modes, and 3) the short wavelength modes. Here long or short is determined by 
comparison with the transverse dimension, L, of the computational domain.  It is found that the 
subsequent evolution of the overall mixed width reaches an asymptotic tθ scaling for both bubbles and 
spikes.  In the broad-banded and short wave length cases, the spikes and bubbles evolve in an Atwood 
number independent manner with θ = 0.4, approximately.  The long wavelength case exhibits the strong 
spike Atwood number dependence given previously in the literature (Alon et al. (1995)).  In three-
dimensions, we reconsider the weak shock case as well as the strong shock (M=5) case.  The weak shock 
case gives, for broad-banded perturbations, an asymptotic scaling for both bubbles and spikes of θ = 0.5 at 
At=0.6.  The evolution of the amount of mixed material also grows with a square root dependence.  
Including additional accelerations from the incident shock wave reflecting off of a solid end-wall, 
increases the rate of mixing as well as spike and bubble velocities while maintaining the same power law 
dependence. Turbulence, as defined by Zhou et al. (2003), appears only after the second acceleration.  
Simulation results for the high Mach number case will be given.  Additional diagnostics such as Fourier 
spectra within the mixing region and advanced visualizations of the flow fields during the evolution will 
also be given.  

References 
Alon, U., Hecht, J., Ofer, D. and Shvarts, D. 1995 Power laws and similarity of Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-

Meshkov mixing fronts at all density ratios; Phys. Rev. Lett., 74, no. 4, 534-537. 
Zhou, Y., Robey, H.F., Buckingham, A.C. 2003 Onset of turbulence in accelerated high-Reynolds-number flow; 

Phys. Rev. E., 67, 056305, 1-11. 
 

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the University of California Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. 
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Implementation of a turbulent mix model in a 2D ALE code 
Brian Grieves 
AWE plc, 
Aldermaston, UK 
brian.grieves@awe.co.uk  
http://www.awe.co.uk/  

The addition of a turbulent mix model to a two dimensional finite element ALE hydrocode, CORVUS, is 
discussed.  Use is made of the existing mixed-cell data structure in the ALE package to facilitate the 
inclusion of the model. 

This first stage of the model is based on the multiphase flow equations, and is a simplified form of the 
model implemented by Youngs in a 2D Eulerian code. This is applicable to simple Rayleigh-Taylor and 
Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities and some results are presented. 

A simple buoyancy-drag model is used to calculate the early stages of the instability growth at internal 
nodes, and this is used to initialise the turbulent mix model calculation.  
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On implicit large eddy simulation for turbulent flows  
Fernando F. Grinstein  
IGPP, MS C305, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA 
fgrinstein@lanl.gov  

Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is an effective intermediate approach between DNS and RANS, capable of 
simulating flow features which cannot be handled with RANS such as significant flow unsteadiness and 
strong vortex-acoustic couplings, and providing higher accuracy than RANS at reasonable cost but still 
typically an order of magnitude more expensive. In the absence of an accepted universal theory of 
turbulence, the development and improvement of subgrid scale (SGS) models has been unavoidably 
pragmatic and based on the rational use of empirical information. Classical approaches have included 
many proposals ranging from, inherently-limited eddy-viscosity formulations, to more sophisticated and 
accurate mixed models, e.g., [1]. Their main drawback relates to the fact that well-resolved (discretization-
independent) LES becomes prohibitively expensive for the practical flows of interest at moderate-to-high 
Re.  

Recently, many researchers have abandoned the classical LES formulations, shifting the focus directly to 
the SGS modelling implicitly provided by non-linear stabilization achieved algorithmically, through use of 
a particular class of numerical schemes, or based on regularization of the discretization of the conservation 
laws, [2]. Most numerical discretization schemes can potentially provide built-in or implicit SGS models 
enforced by the discretization errors if their leading order terms are dissipative. However, not all implicitly 
implemented SGS models are expected to work: the numerical scheme has to be constructed such that the 
leading order truncation errors satisfy physically required SGS-model properties, and hence non-linear 
discretization procedures are required. The analogy to be recalled is that of shock-capturing schemes 
designed under the requirements of convergence to weak solution while satisfying the entropy condition. 
Nonoscillatory finite-volume (FV) numerical schemes can likewise be viewed as relevant for nonlinear 
implicit LES (ILES) of turbulent flows [3], if we propose to focus on two distinct inherent physical SGS 
features to be emulated: 

the anisotropy of high-Re turbulent flows in the high-wave-number end of the inertial subrange region 
(characterized by very thin filaments of intense vorticity and largely irrelevant internal structure, 
embedded in a background of weak vorticity),  

the particular nature of laboratory observables (only finite fluid portions transported over finite periods of 
time can be measured). 

We thus require ISSM to be based on FV numerics having a sharp velocity-gradient capturing capability 
operating at the smallest resolved scales. In the Monotonically Integrated LES (MILES) approach [3], the 
effects of the SGS physics on the resolved scales are incorporated in the functional reconstruction of the 
convective fluxes using locally-monotonic FV Flux-Corrected Transport methods. The MILES 
performance has been demonstrated in many fundamental applications ranging from canonical to complex 
flows; other proposed ILES approaches are discussed in [2].  

Challenges for ILES to be addressed in the presentation include developing a common appropriate 
mathematical and physical framework for its analysis and development, further understanding the 
connections between implicit SGS model and numerical scheme, and in particular, building physics into 
the numerical scheme to improve on the implicitly-implemented SGS dissipation & backscatter features. 
Moreover, additional (explicit) SGS modelling might be needed to address inherently small-scale physical 
phenomena such as scalar mixing and combustion � which are actually outside the realm of any LES 
approach: how do we exploit the implicit SGS modelling provided by the numerics, to build efficient 
"mixed" (explicit/implicit) SGS models ? 
[1] Sagaut P.; 2002, �Large Eddy Simulation for Incompressible Flows�,Springer, New York. 
[2] Grinstein, F.F. & Karniadakis, G.Em, Editors, Alternative LES and Hybrid RANS/LES; 2002, J. Fluids 

Engineering, 124, 821-942. 
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[3] Fureby C. & Grinstein F.F.; 2002, �Large Eddy Simulation of High Reynolds Number Free and Wall Bounded 
Flows�, J. Comp. Physics, 181, p 68; see also AIAA Paper 2003-4100 (2003). 

*Orson Anderson Distinguished Visiting Scholar; on Sabbatical leave from LCP&FD, NRL, Washington DC, USA. 
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Numerical experiments using high-resolution methods in 
compressible and turbulent flows  
Marco Hahn & Dimitris Drikakis  
School of Engineering, Fluid Mechanics & Computational Science Group, Aerospace Sciences Department, 
Cranfield University, Cranfield, Bedfordshire MK43 0AL, UK 
d.drikakis@cranfield.ac.uk  
http://www.cranfield.ac.uk  
The use of high-resolution methods as an implicit way to model and compute turbulent flows is an 
evolving area of research. The success of these methods to compute turbulent flows without need to resort 
to an explicit turbulence model has been demonstrated by a number of studies in the literature, e.g., (Boris 
1992; Youngs 2003; Drikakis 2003) and, additionally, there are recent efforts aiming at a theoretical 
justification (Margolin & Rider 2001).  
The desire for understanding better the physics encompassed by numerical methods, high-resolution 
methods in particular, is motivated by the fact that almost all practical computations in engineering are 
under-resolved. Numerical methods encompass numerical dissipation which acts to regularise the flow, 
thereby allowing shock propagation to be captured physically realistically even if it is not fully resolved 
on the computational mesh. Nonlinear mechanisms (limiters) in high-resolution methods guard the 
methods from catastrophic failures (due to nonlinear wave steepening or unresolved features) by 
triggering entropy producing mechanisms that safeguard the calculation when the need arises. The two 
key questions are: (i) what criteria should be used to design the nonlinear mechanism that triggers the 
entropy production, and (ii) to what extent numerical dissipation accounts for turbulent flow effects.  
In this study, we present numerical studies of flows featuring shock waves and transitional/turbulent 
mixing, using high-resolution methods. We have performed numerical experiments using Godunov-type 
and hybrid, total variation diminishing (TVD) schemes, in the context implicit (very) large eddy 
simulation. By "very large" we imply that the simulation (and thus the flow) is largely under-resolved in 
terms of grid resolution. This results in magnifying the errors and differences in the results obtained by 
using variants of high-resolution schemes. The hybrid TVD schemes employed here are based on the 
combination of first-, second- and third-order non-oscillatory schemes. The schemes adapt the numerical 
dissipation locally in the flow field through a combination of sensor functions and limiters. We consider 
the cases of compressible decaying turbulence as well as compressible flow over open cavities to 
demonstrate some of the numerical effects and differences. Further, we discuss some accuracy and 
efficiency issues by comparing different Godunov-type methods for the shock-bubble interaction problem.  

References 
Boris JP, Grinstein FF, Oran ES, Kolbe RJ. Fluid Dyn. Res., 10: 199-228, 1992.  
Youngs, D. AIAA-2003-4102.  
Drikakis D, Progress in Aerospace Sciences, 39, 405-424, 2003.  
Margolin LG, Rider WJ. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Fluids 39: 821-841, 2001.  
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Interacting thermals 
Alison C. Hart & Stuart B. Dalziel 
Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics 
University of Cambridge 
a.c.hart@damtp.cam.ac.uk; s.dalziel@damtp.cam.ac.uk  
www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/lab/  

A thermal is an instantaneous release in a gravitational field of fluid of a density that differs from that of 
its surroundings. Much work, both experimental and theoretical, has previously been done on the case of a 
single thermal in both stratified and unstratified environments. Indeed, it is worth noting that the 
impulsively accelerated equivalent of a shock passing through a bubble or droplet is also of interest to this 
community. This paper reports preliminary results of a novel study of thermals in the Boussinesq limit, 
with particular emphasis on the simultaneous release of multiple thermals and their subsequent interaction.  

As the thermal propagates it entrains the surrounding fluid which, due to the interior motion of the 
thermal, becomes mixed throughout. In an array the amount of ambient fluid between each thermal 
becomes limited and consequently they will either merge or compete for this fluid. We utilise a 
combination of simple laboratory experiments and numerical modelling in our attempt to understand the 
dynamics. 

This study, motivated in part by an analogy between multiple interacting thermals and Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability, will help provide insight into the processes of mode coupling and mode competition that 
appear important for understanding the growth of Rayleigh-Taylor instability. 
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•The first theoretical work was by Morton, Taylor and Turner in 
1955.  It is assumed that the thermal entrains fluid at a rate 
proportional to the mean vertical velocity.
•As volume, mass and momentum are conserved, the 
conservation equations for a thermal can be expressed as:

•The thermal is assumed to be self-similar, the general shape of 
the thermal will remain the same but will increase in size with 
time.
•As the thermal falls a cone is swept out, the apex of this is 
known as the virtual origin, z0, the point at which the thermal 
would have zero radius. 
•The position of the front of the thermal, z, and the maximum 
radius of the thermal, r, are therefore related by z = nr and the 
volume can be expressed as V = mr3, where n and m are 
constants determined by experiment and may vary in each 
case.
•The first experimental work was done by Scorer 1957, who 
found n and m to be approximately 4 and 3 respectively.
•From dimensional analysis, the velocity of the thermal is u2 = 
C2gBr. Where C is a Froude number and B is the buoyancy 
ratio.
•Integrating this gives  kz2 = t, where

Interacting Thermals
Alison Hart and Stuart Dalziel

Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics
University of Cambridge

Graph of experimental results of z2

against t. The gradient of each line is k
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What is a thermal?
•A Thermal is an isolated release of buoyant fluid
•The release is from rest, there is no initial momentum; the 
motion is driven purely by buoyancy forces. 
•At the release point the density difference between the 
released fluid and the ambient fluid is small so the Boussinesq 
approximation is applied.
•For small density differences between the thermal and the 
ambient fluid the motion is the same  whether the thermal is 
ascending or descending. 
•As the thermal travels it entrains the surrounding fluid, reducing 
the difference in density between it and increasing its volume.
•However, the total buoyancy excess remains constant.

Cross-section of a Thermal Diagram of the cone swept 
out as a thermal descends

Graph of z against r. Extrapolating 
back , the z intercept would be the 
distance from the release point to 
the virtual origin.

•The interior structure of the thermal 
resembles a flattened spherical vortex.

z

z0

r

Merging

The vertical axis of each chart 
opposite is the pixel position 
along the length of a frame, the 
horizontal axis is the averaged 
intensity along the y-axis of a 
frame. The intensity at each 
point in the frame is related to 
the density of the thermal at that 
point. The top chart is for two 
thermals which are released two 
initial radii apart. At the earliest 
time two distinct peaks are 
visible, corresponding to the two 
separate thermals. By 10 
seconds after the release there 
are fluctuations in the density but 
no separate peaks, by 52 
seconds the density is almost 
homogeneous and so the 
thermals have completely 
merged. The middle chart shows 
the same thing with the thermals 
released 3 initial radii apart. The 
final chart has an initial 
separation of 5 radii and, 
although there is some overlap, 
at 53 seconds there are still two 
distinct thermals.

Two Thermals
The sequence to the left 
is of two experiments, in 
each one two thermals 
of equal density were 
released side by side. 
The initial conditions 
were the same except
that in the experiment 
on the right only the 
right hand thermal 
contained dye. This 
shows how fluid from 
one thermal is entrained 
into the other and they 
eventually merge into a 
single structure. The 
merged thermals 
behave in a similar way 
to a single thermal, 
however it is not known 
if the internal structure 
evolves to become 
axisymmetric.
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Release mechanism
In order to release a thermal a latex membrane is 
stretched over the end of a tube, between 3.5cm and 
5cm interior diameter, and submerged in the tank. Dyed 
salt water is then run down a pipette to form a layer. The 
latex is then ruptured to release the thermal. Images 
from the first 2 seconds after the release are shown 
above. This technique is repeatable and several tubes 
can be easily arranged in various formations. 

Experimental Setup
The experiments are conducted in a tank of fresh water 
of dimensions 1.0m×0.8m×0.9m. The results are 
captured using a digital camera at a rate of 24 frames 
per second. A sequence of greyscale images at a 
resolution of 1380×1024 pixels are captured directly into 
DigiFlow. The images can then be processed to correct 
for background illumination and to produce a movie 
where the light intensity relates to the concentration of 
dye. Using a light sheet and reflective particles it is 
possible to get a view of the cross section of the thermal 
and evaluate the velocities within it as well as a view of 
its interior structure.  

Sketch of the release mechanism, the left hand side 
shows a close view of the latex covered tube containing 
salt solution. The right hand side shows several such 
tubes arranged in the tank.

Tube

Air

LatexWater

Salt 
solutionSharp point

Time 
from
release
(seconds: 0.000 0.042 0.208

0.667 1.375 1.875

Rayleigh-Taylor 
Instability
•The Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability develops from a 
layer of fluid lying above a 
layer of less dense fluid.
•This becomes unstable 
when perturbed and mixing 
occurs.
•One aim of this project is 
to model the Rayleigh-
Taylor instability as two 
arrays of interacting 
thermals, one ascending 
and one descending.

Courtesy of JeanPaul
Jeffrai

Motivation

A thermal entrains the ambient fluid rapidly.  When 
falling in isolation, the thermal is free to expand and 
entrain the fluid surrounding it in all directions. When 
thermals are in proximity to each other, the fluid 
between them becomes limited and they compete for it. 
In an array this becomes more complicated as each 
thermal competes with its neighbours. When the initial 
density or size of the thermals are not equal one may be 
deflected or completely entrained by the other. Arrays 
may include a number of thermals with different 
densities in a variety of formations. A compact array of 
thermals can be considered as a model for the 
Rayleigh-Taylor  instability 
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Interaction between Thermals

The simplest model might expect thermals to fall as if in 
isolation, sweeping out the same cone and starting to 
merge at the point at which their cones intercept. 
However,  because of the rapidity of the entrainment, 
thermals will collide well before this point. The amount of 
interaction depends on the initial separation between the 
thermals, if there is sufficient spacing between the 
thermals they will start falling as if isolated but will begin 
to pull towards each other. Fluid will be entrained from 
one to the other whilst they will remain as separate 
structures. If the thermals are close enough they will 
eventually completely merge.

Level of 
release Diagram of how thermals 

might be expected to 
collide and merge if they 
behaved as in the isolated 
case, due to entrainment 
this happens much sooner.
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Large-eddy simulation of Richtmyer-Meshkov instability with 
re-shock  
D.J. Hill1, D.I. Pullin1 & R.Deiterding2  
1. Graduate Aeronautical Laboratories 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125 
djh@cacr.caltech.edu  

2. Center for Advanced Computing Research 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125 
We present results from large-eddy simulations (LES) of three-dimensional Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) 
instability in a rectangular tube with reshock off the tube end wall. The subgrid-scale model is the 
stretched-vortex model of Misra & Pullin (1997). The shock strength, tube geometry and initial interface 
disturbance were tailored to match the experimental conditions of Vetter and Sturtevant (1995) with shock 
Mach number Ms = 1.5, and density ratio r = 5. The numerical method is based on a hybrid WENO 
(weighted essentially non Oscillatory) scheme, used in thin regions containing shock waves, matched to a 
tuned centered difference (TCD) scheme in regions of smooth flow, where the SGS model is activated 
(Hill & Pullin, 2004). The TCD scheme is optimized for good LES performance. Results are presented for 
both unigrid simulations at 512×256×256 resolution and also for LES using the AMROC (adaptive mesh 
refinement object-oriented C++) environment. The computed growth rates of the mixing layer, both 
before and after reshock, are compared with the measurements of Vetter and Sturtevant (1995). To 
illustrate results, Figure 1 shows images of the center of the mixing layer based on the zero level set of a 
passive scalar, before and after reshock, and also a comparison of mixing-layer growth rates with 
experiment.  

   
 (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1: Density interface (a) After first shock passage. (b) Post reshock. (c) time-wise growth of mixing layer 
thickness compared with Vetter and Sturtevant (1995)   
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Outline: LES of Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability & reshock

• Physical description of the Instability and necessity for Large Eddy 
Simulation (LES)

• Subgrid-scale modeling issues
• Orthogonality of LES techniques and shock capturing schemes

– Discussion of requirements of a scheme for good LES
• Modified wave number
• Advance for LES without shocks or contacts: TCD

– Properties of Compressible flow schemes at odds with LES
• Regularizing numerical viscousity
• MILES

• Modified hybrid scheme
– 3D simulation of RMI with k^(-5/3) spectra and subgrid activity
– Model based continuation of statistical quantities into subgrid
(multi-scale modeling)

• AMR simulations (AMROC)
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Richtmyer-Meshkov (R-M)  Instability

• Misalignment of contact and 
shock

Advection

Vorticity Generation

Self-stretching and Compression

• The passage of the shock 
results in vorticty deposition on 
the interface by means of 
Barotropic generation.  
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Richtmyer-Meshkov (R-M): Target simulation

Shock reflects off end

• Strong shocks 
• Density ratios

– heavy to light (slow/fast)
– Light to heavy (fast/slow)

Incident shock interface

• LES using stretched-vortex SGS model 
– Subgrid motion given by nearly axisymmetric vortex in each cell
– Plug-in model: ease of implementation
– Simple extension gives model for subgrid mixing

• Advance in numerical methodology required (WENO/TCD)
• 2D and 3D (512×2562 and 256×1282 ) runs at M = 1.5, 

density ratio = 5
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LES with stretched-vortex SGS model

• Structure-based approach
• Subgrid motion represented by 

nearly axisymmetric vortex 
tube within each cell. 

• Plug-in model: ease of 
implementation

• Subgrid stresses are:

• Model parameters estimated locally by matching local resolved flow 2’nd-
order velocity structure function to local subgrid estimate

• Subgrid strucure axes aligned with both resolved vorticity and eigenvector 
of principal resolved rate-of-strain

• Structures can be use to compute statistics of subgrid processes
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Model parameters
• Subgrid kinetic energy (Pullin 2000, based on Lundgren spiral 

spectrum):

where               (resolved strain along vortex axis)

• K 0 ε2/3 from approximate expressions (Voekl & Pullin 2000) for the 
resolved second-order structure function, F2

c (circular average in 
homogeneous plane)

• Subgrid vortex orientation, e
– λ subgrid vortices fraction aligned with principal extensional eigenvector of 

resolved rate-of-strain tensor,        (corresponding eigenvalue, λ3)
– (1- λ) subgrid vortices aligned with resolved vorticity vector, ω (Misra & 

Pullin 1997)
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LES in the absence of shocks and contacts

• The nonlinear term                       is responsible primarily  for the  energy 
cascade

• The most successful methods are global
– Spectral
– High-Order Pade

• Good response across all (spectral) or most (Pade) of the resolved 
scales, I.e. modified wavenumber 

• Limitations 
– global nature results in (fatal?) ringing at discontinuities like shocks 

and contacts 
– Limited to simple geometries
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Tuned Center-Difference Stencil (TCD)

• Ghosal (JCP, 1996)
• Error in resolved-scale energy spectrum produced by one step of 

Navier-Stokes equations using given discretization
• Asssume –

– Von-Karman energy spectrum
– Joint normal velocty pdf

• is spectrum of truncation error for numerical 
method with modified wavenumber behavior 

• Define total discretization error
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Optimized 5-point TCD stencil (second order)

Modified wavenumber of minimal error stencil
Truncation error

DNS and LES of Decaying compressible turbulence, M_t =0.488, R_lambda = 70.

Decay of total TKE.  Black;  256^3 DNS (10-th order Pade)
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Flows with strong shocks: Shock capturing solvers

• The weak solutions of  the Euler equations are regularized by the 
clever numerical viscosity of the methods.

• Shocks (and contacts) are ‘captured’, I.e. smeared across a few 
cells. TVD (Total Variation Diminishing ) and general flux limiting 
schemes are popular techniques 

• Drawbacks for LES
– Generally developed for low-order time stepping and have up-winding or 

other numerical dissipation  for stability
– Such Euler solvers have a high degree of non-uniform numerical 

dissipation
– Dissipation active in entire flow (both at shocks and away from shocks)

• MILES – LES with no model, relies on numerical method
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Pure WENO: Numerical dissipation overwhelms 
simulation

WENO

DNS and LES of Decaying compressible turbulence, M_t =0.488, R_lambda = 70.

Decay of total TKE.  Black;  256^3 DNS (10-th order Pade). Red;  WENO. 
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Mixing zone observations

• Low compressibility in mixing zone:  Turbulent Mach number ~0.3
• For Euler eqns, at the contact: 

• Normal velocity is continuous
• Pressure is continuous

• We have resolved scale dissipation and model terms
• The contact (density) is initially smeared at vorticity deposition and at later 

times
• Resolved scale velocity parallel to the contact is continuous across the contact
• Pressure and velocities are smooth enough for a centered stencil
• Density is the only primitive variable that isn’t –scalar ‘shocks’
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Improved hybrid WENO-TCD: limit on primitives

• Approach:  
• Away from shocks exploit smoothness of (u,v,w,P)  
• At shocks (only) revert to full WENO

• Maintain conservative formulation of equations (shock speeds) 
• Use a finite volume approach limiting on primitives

• Idea:
• Use TCD to interpolate smooth variables
• Use WENO to interpolate density  

• Where a centered interpolation (TCD stencil split)  
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Improved hybrid WENO-TCDS algorithm: shock 
identification/capturing

• We only need full WENO at the shocks
• What is a captured shock?

– No true internal shock structure
– Rankine-Hugoniot relations nearly satisfied
– Increase in Entropy 

• For numerical purposes
– We use correlated curvature of pressure and density:
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LES of 3-D R-M instability: 256 processors on QSC

Post-shock interface/shock
Post-re-shock flow

Simulation parameters

Mach 1.5 shock

Density ratio 1:5

512x256x256

Hybrid WENO-TCD

Stretched-vortex SGS/LES model

Post re shock
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Spectra: Comparison with –5/3 decay

Velocity spectra from plane centered in mixing zone after reshock:
512x256x256 simulation.  Lack of dealiasing evident in last computed wavenumbers
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R-M Instability: Turbulent Mixing Zone (TMZ)

• The small perturbations grow rapidly into non-linear regime – For 
our problem this occurs by 0.7ms (Vetter and Sturtevant 1995) 

• Analytic estimate (Mikaelian 1989) for thickness of non-linearly 
staturated zone: [ ] tAu ′= 28.0δ

• In experiments, spark-schlieren photography and high-speed video are 
used to measure this thickness

• In our simulation, we use a passive scalar:

A′

1),,,(1 ≤≤− tzyxϕ
• The interface is taken to defined to be the  zero surface of the scalar
• The width of the TMZ is calculated from the plane average of the scalar
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Mixing width vs. time

Experiment: Vetter & Sturtevant(1995)

Re_h =50,000-100,000: 512x256x256

• The width of 
the TMZ is 
calculated from 
the plane 
average of a 
scalar

∫∫ <<− 99.0),,,(199.0 2 dydztzyx
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Multi-Scale Modeling

• True multi-scale modeling: matching of ‘inner’ and ‘outer’
• No free parameters employed in matching
• Use stretched  model to compute subgrid statistics

Example – Continuation of the spectra
From the definition of the two-point correlation, a form for the 2D-spectral 

contribution from each cell may be derived 

Using the stretched vortex model the contribution from each cell becomes

Where the alpha is the orientation of the vortex relative to the 2D-plane in which the spectra is 
computed
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Multi-Scale Modeling: Spectra

Velocity spectra from plane centered in mixing zone after reshock:
512x256x256 simulation.  Lack of dealiasing evident in last computed wavenumbers
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Multi-Scale Modeling: Anisotropy

Velocity spectra from plane centered in mixing zone after reshock:
512x256x256 simulation.  Lack of dealiasing evident in last computed wavenumbers
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3D RM instability with AMROC (R.Deiterding)

• AMROC – Adaptive Mesh Refinement engine 
• 3D Richtmyer-Meshkov instability with reshock in rectangular geometry
• Modeled on Vetter and Sturtevant (1995)
• M = 1.5, density ratio =1:5
• 5-point WENO-TCD algorithm
• Base resolution = 120x30x30 with 3 levels of refinement
• Effective resolution of 960x240x240
• No subgrid-scale model (under-resolved Euler)
• Initial density interface ; sin^2 perturbation in each direction
• 83 hours on 48 nodes of ASAP cluster
• Animation shows shock and zero isosurface of density (mean density level)
• Horizontal plane shows density
• Vertical plane shows the refinement level information
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RM Instability using adaptive mesh refinement

Simulation parameters

Mach 1.5 shock

Density ratio 1:5

512x256x256

Hybrid WENO-TCD

Euler simulation

Parameters chosen to match 
Vetter & Sturtevant (1995)

Re_h = 50,000-100,000

Movie shows shock and density interfaces. Note transition to turbulence 
of interface after reshock
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Concluding comments

• Hybrid TCD-WENO for shock driven turbulence to with mixing
– Uses conservative formulation
– Full WENO at shocks
– TCD/WENO in  mixing region
– Uses  Stretched vortex sub-grid model

• 3D RM Instability  simulation
– LES of shock and reshock phase
– Mixing zone  is slightly  compressible
– Very large density gradient

• Structure Based SGS model allows multi-scale modeling
– Extends spectra into the viscous dissipation range
– Good matching with resolved scale spectra
– Distinguish between homogeneous and  nonhomogeneous directions 

(anisotropy)

• AMR (AMROC)
– Extending  the WENO-TCD and multi-scale modeling to the AMROC framework
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Comparisons of subgrid energy

Subrgrid Kinetic Energy (SGS KE) (from new 

method and old).  From Mach 1.5 run.  Grid 
256x128x128

Subrgrid Kinetic Energy (SGS KE) (from new 

method and old) compared against resolved 
scale energy fluctuation. 
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Spectra:  Affect of model on energy cascade

Comparison of spectra after reshock: With and without subgrid model
Mach 1.5 shock,  256x128x128 grid points
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Spectra: 256x128x128

Velocity spectra from plane center plane in mixing zone after reshock:
256x128x128 simulation.  Lack of dealiasing seen in upper 3rd
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Spectra:  Mach 5

Velocity spectra from plane center plane in mixing zone after reshock:
256x128x128 simulation.  Lack of dealiasing seen in upper wavenumbers
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Stretched-vortex SGS vortex model II

• Lundgren form assumed for subgrid energy spectrum:

• Model parameters estimated locally by matching local resolved 
flow 2’nd-order velocity structure function to local subgrid 
estimate

• Stretched-vortex model is not an eddy-viscosity model
• Elements of subgrid stress tensor and subgrid energy calculated 

directly
– Important for scalar and other subgrid quantities

2/3 5/3 2 '
0 3exp( 2 / 3 )K k k Sε ν− −
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Large-eddy simulation (LES)
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Favre-filtered Navier-Stokes equations
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Idea: Improve K(k) for  center-difference

• Finite-difference operator

• Tuned 5-point with parameter

α

α

• Tuned 7-point with parameter α
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Flows with strong shocks: Shock capturing solvers

• True shocks have a thickness on the 
mean free path order

• The shocks are not resolved: Euler
equations are solved in conservative 
form 

• Euler solver shocks are ‘captured’, 
I.e. smeared across a few cells –
first-order accurate at shocks
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Hybrid WENO-TCDS algorithm: LES and strong shocks

• Numerical methods for shock-capturing and LES `orthogonal’.
• Our solution: hybrid technique: blending Weighted Essentially Non-

Oscillatory (WENO) scheme with Tuned Centered-Difference (TCD) 
stencil.

• WENO in regions of very-large density ratio (Shocks)
– But WENO is not suitable for LES in smooth regions away from shocks.
– Upwinding strategy is too dissipative

• TCD stencil in smooth regions away from shocks
– Low numerical dissipation (centered method)
– optimized for minimum resolved-scale discretization error in LES 

(Ghosal, 1996)
– 5- or 7-point stencil trades off formal order of accuracy for small 

dispersion errors
• Target WENO stencil = TCD stencil
• In practice,  target TCD stencil not always achieved; switch is used 

based on acceptable WENO smoothness measure
• Hybrid method designed for LES in presence of strong shocks
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Spectra:  The bad news

_

Velocity spectra from plane center plane in mixing zone after reshock:
exhibits too much roll-off
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Movies

Movies
·    Video sequence for half-height experiment

·    Video sequence for inverse chevron experiment

http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/iwpctm9/proceedings/IWPCTM9/Papers/Holder_Barton/Movies.htm12/12/2005 14:21:25

http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/iwpctm9/proceedings/IWPCTM9/Papers/Holder_Barton/Half%20Height%204fps.mpg
http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/iwpctm9/proceedings/IWPCTM9/Papers/Holder_Barton/Inv%20Chev%204fps.mpg
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Spectral characteristics of turbulence driven by Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability 
Joanne M. Holford1,2, Stuart B. Dalziel1 & David Youngs3 
1. Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics, University of Cambridge, UK 
s.dalziel@damtp.cam.ac.uk 
http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/lab/  

2. BP Institute, University of Cambridge, UK 
joanne@bpi.cam.ac.uk 
http://www.bpi.cam.ac.uk/  

3. AWE plc, Aldermaston, UK 
david.youngs@awe.co.uk 
http://www.awe.co.uk/  

The spectral characteristics of a turbulent flow, such as the flow resulting from Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) 
instability, can be a useful aid to understanding the fundamental dynamics and energy transfers.  In this 
study, we have investigated the spectral characteristics of RT turbulence in 3D numerical simulations 
using TURMOIL, a compressible MILES code in which losses of kinetic energy and density fluctuations 
at the grid scale correspond to a numerical viscosity and diffusivity. 

We have studied RT simulations in a domain of size 1×0.8×0.4, with an initially horizontal unstable 
interface at mid-height, using a grid spacing of 5×10−3.  The physical properties of the two fluid layers 
were chosen so that the effects of compressibility were limited.  The initial conditions comprised random 
perturbations to the interface position, of various spectral distributions and amplitudes, sometimes in 
association with a 2D velocity perturbation representing the removal of a horizontal barrier at the interface 
in companion laboratory experiments.  The evolving spectra of both density and velocity components 
were calculated, in the horizontal plane at mid-height, up to non-dimensional time 10/ == HAgtT , 
where A is the Atwood number, g the acceleration due to gravity and H the domain height. 

For most initial conditions, the concentration fluctuations 2c′ increased across the spectrum up to T = 1, 
with a smooth profile peaking around k = 50 and falling off in the dissipation range as k−3, while 2w ~ k−3.7 
and 2u ~ 2v′ ~ k−4.  Between 1<T<5, while the most energetic scales are smaller than the tank dimensions, 
mid-wavenumber spectra approach 2c′ ~ k−1.1 and 2w ~ k−1.3, while spectra in the dissipation range 
steepen to k−5. 

A wide range of initial spectra were investigated.  The presence of gaps or spikes does not significantly 
affect the flow, with a smooth spectra attained around T = 1 in all cases.  Large amplitude perturbations 
reach this initial spectral shape more quickly, by T = 0.75.  The simulations with an initial k−3 spectrum 
evolved the most quickly.  The 2D perturbation mimicking a laboratory experiment introduced a low 
wavenumber perturbation (initially around k = 12) at about T = 1, which also speeded up the flow 
development. 

In this study, the low wavenumber spectra are more sensitive to the initial conditions, and an initial 
disturbance weighted towards these frequencies evolves more quickly.  The high wavenumber spectra and 
molecular mixing, which occurs at the smallest scales, are less sensitive to the initial conditions. 
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Outline
• Introduction
Rayleigh-Taylor instability, turbulent spectra, sensitivity to 

initial conditions, MILES codes

• Simulations
Turmoil code, statistics, initial conditions

• Results
Spectral shape, time evolution, influence of initial conditions,

dominant wavenumber, mixing layer width

• Conclusions
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Introduction
• R-T instability
Non-dimensional parameter 

Atwood number

Linear stability analysis (1D)
For mode of wavenumber k, interface at , growth rate

Small scales are most unstable, unless damped by viscosity  
Rayleigh (1883), Taylor (1950)

Nonlinear growth
Dimensional analysis - mean width of mixing region    depends on t and Ag, 

hence         , like t2.  Experimentally and numerically,                              
Read (1984), Burrows, Smeeton & Youngs (1984)

For an external lengthscale H, timescale 

Larger scales observed at later times 

g
gA 2
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Introduction
• Turbulent spectra
Homogeneous isotropic turbulence

At high enough Reynolds number, inertial 
range E(k) ∝ k -5/3 , between energy input 
scale and dissipation range.  At high k, 
spectra decay faster than a power law.

Buoyancy-driven turbulence
Pope (2000)

Gebhart et al. (1988)

Clear air turbulence:                                        
k -5/3 at high wavenumbers, k -3 at lower 
wavenumbers (provided work done against 
gravity is small) Shur (1962), Lumley (1965).

Convection adjacent to a heated wall:  
velocity and temperature fluctuations (right) 
exhibit k -3 spectra
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Introduction
• Sensitivity to initial conditions
Presence of large scales affects mixing layer growth Dalziel et al (1999)

Choice of random initial conditions affects DNS simulations Cook & 
Dimotakis (1999)

• MILES codes
Conservation of mass and momentum imposed by the algorithm:     

loss of resolution at grid scale mimics diffusion of solute and viscous 
dissipation

In a real fluid, viscosity ν is fixed, and velocity gradients adjust so that 
dissipation rate ε matches rate of energy supply.  Dissipation 
concentrated at wavenumbers k > kν = (ε/ν3)1/4

In code, kν is fixed, all energy reaching scales k > kν is dissipated, so 
viscosity ν varies

Proceedings of the 9th International Workshop on the Physics of Compressible Turbulent Mixing July 2004
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Simulations
• Turmoil (David Youngs)
Compressible code, for a mixture of two ideal gases

3D MILES with resolution 200×160×80

Normalisations: choose H = 1, Ag = 1, ρ1 = 1

Choose parameters to approximate an incompressible fluid.  Non-
dimensional parameters (ideally small):

density ratio B = ∆ρ/ρ = 2/g ≈ 0.18

Mach number M = √(3/5p0) ≈ 0.08

incompressibility ratio I = g2/10p0 ≈ 0.12

Compromise g = 11, p0 = 100
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Simulations
• Statistics in the horizontal mid-plane

 Average over 8 horizontal planes

Data extended using appropriate even/odd 
symmetry at boundaries to create periodic 
data 

Calculated every τ = 0.25

Look at energy in concentration variation 
and velocity components

Integrate over horizontal direction to give 
1D spectra
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Simulations
• Range of initial conditions

Displace the interface by a few pixels to give random initial 
perturbation

In some cases, add large scale perturbation in velocity field to mimic 
experiments in DAMTP

Vary amplitude, smoothness, slope of random noise
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Results Concentration

• Spectral shape
For high wavenumber perturbation 
at τ = 1 (turbulence developing)

Peak energy where dissipation 
begins (λ ≈ 6∆x or k/π ≈ 67)

Power law in dissipation range 

Along-tank velocityVertical velocity
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Results Concentration

• Time evolution
τ= 0,1,…10 (purple ⇒ blue)

Similarity behaviour in turbulence not 
constrained by domain size (3<τ<5)

Velocity becomes isotropic as 
concentration fluctuations decay (τ>8)

Along-tank velocityVertical velocity
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Results High k

• Varying initial conditions
Concentration spectra

Little difference between extreme 
initial conditions

Amount of molecular mixing is 
also very similar

k-3k3
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Results
• Dominant wavenumber

Wavenumber of peak vertical velocity disturbance depends on 
initial spectrum for τ < 2

high wavenumber dominant 
(k 1 or higher)

low wavenumber dominant 
(k -1 or lower)

Evidence of period-doubling
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Results
• Mixing layer width

Bias towards energy at low k in simulation with initial k-3 spectrum gives 
slower initial growth                                           
faster late time growth 
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Conclusions
• Spectra evolve rapidly (τ<1) to similar shapes

• Similarity phase: spectra approximately constant for 3 < τ < 5

• High k spectra and amount of molecular mixing are not 
sensitively affected by the initial conditions.  Power law 
behaviour which steepens with time (k -3→ k –5)

• Low k spectra, early dominant kmax and time origin are 
sensitively affected by the initial conditions.  In particular k -3
spectrum gives particularly rapid growth
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Study of converging reflected shock waves and Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability in spherical geometry 
S. H. R. Hosseini, K. Takayama & T. Saito 
Interdisciplinary Shock Wave Research Center, Institute of Fluid Science,  
Tohoku University, Japan 
hosseini@cerers.ifs.tohoku.ac.jp  
http://ceres.ifs.tohoku.ac.jp/~coe/indexe.html  

The paper describes experimental results of the convergence of a spherical reflected shock wave from a 
spherical wall and its induced Richtmyer-Meshkov instability. In order to visualize the shock waves and 
their interaction with gaseous interfaces in spherical geometry, an aspheric lens shaped transparent test 
section made of acrylic PMMA was designed and constructed. The test section has 300 mm diameter 
spherical inner wall and 430 mm aspherical shape outer wall. This test section permits the collimated 
visualization object beam to traverse the test section parallel and emerge parallel. Spherical shock waves 
were produced at the center of the spherical cavity by explosion of silver azide pellets ranging from 1.0 to 
20.0 mg with their corresponding energy of 1.9 to 38 J. The charges were ignited by irradiation of a pulsed 
Nd:YAG laser beam. Pressures were also measured at two points on the spherical wall surface. To 
produce uniform diverging spherical shock waves the pellets were simultaneously ignited on two sides 
and were shaped. Such a spherical diverging shock wave was reflected from the spherical inner wall of the 
test section to form a converging spherical shock wave. Gaseous spherical interfaces concentric with the 
explosion center were produced by soap bubbles filled with He, Xe, and SF6. The shock wave motion and 
resulted Richtmyer-Meshkov instability at the interfaces were visualized by using double exposure 
holographic interferometry and time-resolved high speed video recording. The sequence of diverging and 
converging spherical shock wave propagation and their interaction with explosion products gas and the 
intensified mixing of the gases at the interfaces were studied.  
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Convergence of spherical shock waves is not easy to generate 
experimentally and very hard to be visualized quantitatively.  

Previously we constructed a 150 mm diameter aspheric chamber to visualize 
spherical shock convergence with collimated light beams and could observe  the 
spherical shock convergence.

Encouraged by these results a 300 mm diameter aspheric test section was constructed. 
This is a primary report of the visualization of divergence and convergence of  spherical 
shock waves  by using a high speed video camera. 

Introduction
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Outer wall
Inner wall

Previous 150mm dia. Aspheric Test Section

This was constructed to ensure whether or not the design concept worked.
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Frontal View of the Test Section

Test chart
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A 300 mm dia. spherical test section 
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Aspheric spherical (300 mm i.d.) test 
section

Outer wall

Inner wall

300 mm dia. Aspheric Test Section

To achieve imploding shock/gaseous interface interaction a large diameter is needed.
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Double exposure holographic interferometric
optical setup

Film holder

Parabolic mirror
d=1000 mm, f=8 m
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Ruby laser
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Diverging shock wave, induced by explosion of a 
10 mg cylindrical  AgN3   

50 µs

Micro-Explosion Ignited by Laser Beam Irradiation

Holographic interferometry can describe material interface.
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100 µs
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260 µs
Laser ignition not necessarily produces spherical shock  and then the shape of charges
should be modified so as to initiate spherical shock. Base ignited conical shape can produce, 
at the moment, relatively spherical shock shapes.
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8 µs inter-frame, 200 ns exposure time 

6 µs 38 µs

Base ignition of 5 mg silver azide, diverging shock

22 µs 54 µs
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Deviation of diverging shock wave from 
spherical shape
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Diverging Spherical Shock Wave in 150 mm Chamber

2 µs inter-frame time, 250 ns exposure time 

High speed shadowgraph of diverging and 
converging shock waves induced by base ignition 
of a 5.0 mg conically shaped AgN3 

5.0 mg conically shaped AgN3 ,  2 µs inter-frame time, 250 ns exposure time
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Convergence of Spherical Shock Wave in 150 mm Chamber

5.0 mg conically shaped AgN3 , 2 µs inter-frame time, 250 ns exposure time
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Converging Spherical Shock Waves in 150 mm dia. Chamber

2.0 mg conically shaped AgN3 2 µs inter-frame time, 250 ns exposure time
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2 µs inter-frame time, 250 ns exposure time 

Diverging Shock Waves in 300 mm Diameter Chamber 

5.0 mg conical shape AgN3 2 µs inter-frame time, 250 ns exposure time 
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2 µs inter-frame time, 250 ns exposure time 5.0 mg conical shape AgN3 2 µs inter-frame time, 250 ns exposure time 

Convergence of Spherical Shock Waves in 300 mm dia. Chamber
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Constructed 150 mm and 300 mm aspheric shape test sections 
and visualized diverging and converging spherical shock waves. 

Optimized the shape of  silver azide pellets with combination of 
a laser ignition system for creating spherical shock waves.

Obtained a relatively undisturbed spherical shock waves.

Found that a 300 mm diameter test section was helpful in 
performing R-M instability occurring spherical shock implosion. 

Summary
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Future Works

Improve charge shapes and their ignition.

CFD of silver-azide explosion.

Achieve higher degree of reproducibility.

Develop time-resolved real time holographic interferometry 
or  combination of laser light sheet technique.

Develop a high-speed camera of 3 x 106 f/s,  104 frames and 
color images.

Observe shock/gaseous interface interaction by creating co-axial  
soap bubbles filled with foreign gases.  
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Movies

Movies
·    Ag1.avi

·    M27021.avi

·    M30101.avi

·    SiC5.avi

·    SiC6.avi
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On the mutual penetrations of two gases submitted to the 
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability: Part 1 - experiments  
Lazhar Houas1, Georges Jourdan1, Vincent Filpa2, Guillaume Layes1, Jérôme Giordano1, 
Clément Amagat2 & Yves Burtschell1  
1. Polytech�Marseille DME - IUSTI/UMR CNRS 6595  
13453 Marseille Cedex 13, France  
Lazhar.Houas@polytech.univ-mrs.fr  

2. Ecole de l�Air de Salon,  
BA 701, 13661 Salon Air, France  

An experimental investigation, based on the laser sheet technique, has been undertaken to study the 
mutual penetrations of two different density gases, the interface of which is submitted to the Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability. Two couples of gases are used to illustrate both heavy/light (air/He) and light/heavy 
(air/SF6) cases. The incident shock wave Mach number is of about 1.31 and gases on both sides of the 
interface (a 0.4 µm nitrocellulose membrane) are at atmospheric pressure. Two different perturbations 
(positive and negative) are tested. Experiments will be compared with numerical simulations obtained 
from CARBUR code. 

 
Figure 1: Example of laser sheet typical visualisations of a heavy/light (air/helium) interface submitted to a 1.31 
incident shock wave Mach number, moving from left to right first in air (grey) then in helium (black). Frame 0 is 
taken 22 µs before interaction (100 µs separate two consecutive frames, i.e. 700 µs between frames 0 and 7). The 
amplitudes and wavelengths of the initial perturbations are a0 = 90 mm and λ = −18 mm and a0 = 80 mm and 
λ = 14 mm, respectively. (b) Evolution of the amplitude of the initial perturbations (the opposite value of the 
negative perturbation is plotted in order to keep both graphs on the same figure).  
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On the mutual penetrations of two gases submitted to
the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability:
Part 1 - experiments

L. Houas, G. Jourdan, V. Filpa, G. Layes, J. Giorgano, C. Amagat and
Y. Burtschell

Polytech’ Marseille, Département de Mécanique Energétique, IUSTI-Umr CNRS 6595
Université de Provence, Technopôle de Château-Gombert
5 rue Enrico Fermi, 13013 Marseille, France

Abstract. A shock tube experimental investigation is undertaken to study the mutual pene-
tration of two gases, with different densities, the common interface of which is submitted to the
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability. The experimental method of investigation is a high speed camera
laser sheet diagnostic technique. Two couples of gases are used to illustrate both the heavy/light
(air/He) and the light/heavy (air/SF6) cases. Two simultaneous large initial perturbations, one
positive and one negative, are tested for an incident shock wave Mach number in air of about
1.3. The, less than 1 micron, thin membrane which materializes the initial interface between
the two test gases presents 2-D perturbations the wave number of which is close to 1 in order
to rapidly reach the non-linear and turbulent regimes. The development of the perturbations
is captured at the frequency of 10 kHz after the interface acceleration. Results show a strong
asymmetric mutual penetration for the heavy/light case and less pronounced for the light/heavy
one. Furthermore, we observe that the created spike moves very faster than the bubble in the
heavy/light case and slightly faster in the light/heavy one. Finally, the light/heavy case mea-
sured perturbation amplitudes show good agreements with recent models, despite of the still
unpredictable influence of the membrane.

1 Introduction

The Richtmyer-Meshkov instability ([1], [2]), which occurs when a shock wave crosses
the interface separating two fluids of different densities, is of great interest in many
various, applied and fundamental, domains such as the inertial confinement fusion as
well as the supernova explosions or the supersonic combustion process. The present work
initially falls within the framework of the inertial confinement fusion tentative, but we
think that this type of experiments could leads to a better understanding of the different
stages of the transition to turbulence. Indeed, the present diagnostic device allows to
create turbulent flows far from walls and depending on simple physical parameters such
as the shock wave Mach number, the nature and density of the gases present on both
sides of the interface and the amplitude and wave length of the initial perturbations.
Let us consider two gases of different densities separated by an interface which present
two large perturbations, one positive and one negative, and let us observe what happens
when a shock wave accelerates this interface, from the heavy gas to the light one or
from the light one to the heavy gas. In order to reduce the wall boundary layer effects
([3], [4], [5]), this experimental study was performed in our new large cross section shock
tube. Its original configuration allows the knowledge of the initial amplitude and wave
length of the interface perturbations and, finally, using a planar laser sheet technique we
expect to more precisely follow the interface contours evolution. The mechanism which
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2 L. Houas and G. Jourdan

can lead to turbulent flow conditions is the baroclinic generation of vorticity due to
the non collinearity of density and pressure gradients. In the present case, the density
gradient comes from the perturbations initially present at the interface while the pressure
gradient results from the shock wave passage across it. Most of the experimental studies
undertaken in the field focuses on the light/heavy case (for example air/SF6) because,
first it is directly concerned with the inertial confinement fusion ([6], [7], [8], [9], [10]) and
above all, its study is more easy to explain because the perturbation amplifies without
reversing. Nevertheless, we also make efforts to investigate the case where the shock wave
passes from the heavy to the light fluid (air/He). The experiments are conducted with
about the same shock wave Mach number in air i.e. 1.3 for both cases. Furthermore, we
follow during the same experiment, the evolution of two 2-D large perturbations distant
one from the other, of about half their wave length, in order to try to observe the mutual
penetration of the two test gases. The initial amplitude was about 10 to 17mm, depending
on the thin nitrocellulosic film drying after deposited on the grid.

2 Experimental set-up

The experiments are carried out in our new large cross section, 20 cm by 20 cm, shock
tube [4]. Its high pressure, low pressure and experimental chamber lengths are of 1.65 m,
5m and 0.48m, respectively. It has been specially designed and constructed such as it
allows to follow the interface distortion from its beginning, i. e. the initial shape and sizes
of the perturbations, to the fully turbulent developed stage. The shock tube experimental
chamber design is shown in Fig. 1. and the scheme of the diagnostic set up presented on
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the experimental chamber a) detailed view, b) control and knowledge of the
initial gaseous interface shape, c) details of the present initial conditions

Fig. 2. Concerning the diagnostic, we have developed a planar imaging because it provides
more precise data than classical visualisation as shadowgraphy or schlieren methods,
which give integrated views along the shock tube experimental chamber width. It consists
of an Oxford copper vapor pulsed laser up to 50 kHz coupled with a rotating drum
camera. This ultra rapid device allows to record, during the same run, about 100 plane
frames of the phenomenon under study, spaced by 500 to 20µs depending on the laser
frequency (from 2 to 50 kHz).A laser sheet is projected horizontally through the end wall
of the tube, using cylindrical optics. The sheet is centered along the test section but
can be translated alongside its axis by a rotating mirror. Just before the shock, one of
the test gases, air, is injected with smoke. The Mie scattering signal is collected at right
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On the mutual penetrations of two gases 3

angles to the plane of the laser sheet and provides information on the mixing process
due to the instability. In horizontal orientation, up today, the only one way to create
a well characterized shaped interface is the use of nitrocellulose membrane put on a
grid. This grid imposes the initial wavelengths and amplitudes of the perturbations and
allows the fragmentation of the membrane. In the present experiments, it is a 12.5 mm
square grid made of steel wires of 0.8 mm thick. In practice, we dive into the water the
grid frame. After that, we set down on the plane surface of water a small amount of
nitrocellulose solution. Few minutes after the polymerisation, we carefully take it out in
order to sandwich it between two layers of membrane, the total thickness of which do not
exceed 1 µm. With this technique, we can realize various sorts of initial conditions with
large amplitude perturbations as for the present work. Note that the insert of the first
and second diaphragms is very easy by the help the original close system between the
driver and the driven chamber and the driven and the test chamber. The design of the
experimental chamber is such as we can visualize the initial conditions before the arrival
of the incident shock wave. The initial conditions of the experiments are characterized
by two 2D large amplitude perturbations voluntarily chosen in order to rapidly reach
the non linear and turbulent regime. Two cases have been realized at low shock wave
Mach number and initial atmospheric pressure. The case where shock travels from heavy
to light fluid using the air/He gas pair and the case where the shock propagates from
light to heavy fluid with air/SF6 gas combination. In each case, the first gas is air seeded
with smoke in order to keep constant the incident shock wave acceleration conditions
(see Table 1 for the experimental initial conditions). For the present experiments, the
laser frequency is of 10 kHz (one frame per 100 µs) and the camera drum speed of 80
m/s. The pulsed copper vapor laser sheet illuminates seeded particles mixed with one
of the test gases (air) and enabled a high speed, 35 mm 400 ASA film, drum camera to
record an imaging sequence of the instability and mix developments. Before the run, we
seed the air in the low pressure chamber during 10 mn. Three minutes later, the second
gas is introduced by simple light circulation during 7 mn. Of course, during that point,
we have to take care to not break the nitrocellulose membrane.

Fig. 2. Scheme of the experimental set-up
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4 L. Houas and G. Jourdan

Table 1. Initial conditions, where η0 and λ0, represent the amplitudes and the wavelengths of
the two initial perturbations (negative/positive). Ms, At and ∆U are the incident shock wave
Mach number, the post-shock Atwood number and the velocity jump of the shocked interface,
respectively

η0(mm) λ0(mm) Ms At ∆U(m/s)

air/He -17/+10 80/90 1.3 -0.7 220

air/SF6 -15/+11 80/90 1.3 +0.7 103

3 Results

Fig. 3 presents a sequence of laser sheet images showing the evolution of the instability in
the heavy/light (air/He) and light/heavy (air/SF6) cases, respectively. The air/He con-
figuration (Fig. 3a) illustrates the case were the shock wave passes through a heavy/light
interface and is characterized by a negative Atwood number of about -0.7. The grey part
corresponds to air seeded with smoke and the black one to pure helium. The incident
shock wave propagates from right to left with a Mach number of about 1.3. In this case
a reversal phase occurs. Thus the initially negative perturbation became a spike of air in
He and the initially positive perturbation a bubble of He in air. As we can see, the inter-
face overturns immediately following the incident shock acceleration. Later, we observe a
quickly distortion of the upper part of the interface in to mushroom structures. We can
note that the development of the instability is highly dependent on the initial conditions
since the two large perturbations rapidly show a non-symmetrical behavior. However, the
presence of the membrane fragments in the mixing front increases the scattering of the
laser light and over exposes the 400ASA film, which prevents sometimes from a precise in-
terface contour determination. All the images were digitally processed in order, to extract
the interface contours trajectories, and calculate the peak-to-peak amplitude in order to
evaluate the mutual penetrations of the two gases. Fig 4a presents the peak to peak per-
turbation amplitude evolutions for the air/He case. As indicated on the picture, we have
plotted X3-X1 as spike evolution and X3-X2 as bubble evolution. We observe that there
is a strong asymmetric mutual penetration for the heavy/light case. Also, spike seems
to move faster than bubble. Fig. 4b shows the bubble and spike trajectories. We observe
that spike and bubble progress linearly with very different velocities. The spike velocity
is close to the theoretical value of the interface velocity, calculated by considering the
transmission of a shock wave through a flat air/He interface. But the bubble one is very
less. It is the same after the re-shock compression. The calculated interface trajectory
still remains between that of the bubble and spike. The laser sheet time sequence of the
air/SF6 interface is given on Fig. 3b. The air/SF6 gas pair allows the study of the case
where the shock wave propagates from the light to the heavier gas. It is characterized by
a positive Atwood number of about +0.7. The grey part corresponds to air seeded with
smoke and the black one to pure SF6 and we can see a leak of air, through the thin mem-
brane, on the upper part of the picture. The incident shock wave propagates from right
to left with a Mach number of about 1.3. Note that in this case, SF6 is lightly polluted by
smoke which allows the visualization of both the incident and the reflected shock wave
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trajectory. Given that the relatively important initial value of the perturbation ampli-
tude, the interface quickly distorts significantly with appearance of bubble structures,
until the coming back of the reflected shock wave from the shock tube end-wall, with
the beginning of a phase inversion. As in the previous case, the same remarks concerning
the non-symmetrical behavior and the membrane fragment scattering can be made. Fig.
5a shows the peak to peak perturbation amplitude evolutions for the light/heavy case
configuration. As before, we have plotted X3-X1 as spike evolution and X3-X2 as bubble
evolution. In this case, we just observe a slight asymmetric mutual penetration for the
gases. Also, spike seems to move slightly faster than bubble. Furthermore, it seems that
there is an influence of one perturbation on the other. After the re-shock compression
we observe the reverse of the two perturbations. The trajectories of the bubble and spike
are plotted on Fig. 5b. Unlike the previous case, bubble and spike linearly progress with
equivalent velocities close to the theoretical value of the interface velocity, calculated by
considering the transmission of a shock wave through a flat air/SF6 interface. With the
compression by the reflected shock wave, the crossing of each trajectory expresses the
beginning of the inversion phase, but now, as in the heavy/light case, the spike velocity
is close to the 1D flat interface calculation. Finally, we have plotted on Fig. 6 the peak
to peak perturbation amplitude versus time for the light/heavy configuration (air/SF6).
The experimental data are compared with recent models developed by different authors
[7], [8], [9], [10] (Fig. 6). We can see that the evolution of the bubble perturbation follows
an asymptotic behavior. In such a configuration, the simple large interface perturbation
is highly non-linear and the interface evolution cannot be well described by classical
Richtmyer-Meshkov linear formulae. However, if we compare our experimental data with
the previous recent non-linear theory, we find a relatively good agreement.

4 Conclusion

An investigation of shock induced gas mixing in a large cross section shock tube with a
laser sheet technique has been undertaken for 2D large interface perturbations using a
membrane technique in the heavy/light and light/heavy case. In the present experiments,
we have got better accuracy for bubble measurements than for spike. We have observed
a strong asymmetric mutual penetration for the heavy/light case and less pronounced
for the light/heavy one. Results show that spike moves very faster than bubble in the
heavy/light case and slightly faster than bubble in the light/heavy one. First results
are encouraging in spite of the extreme sensitivity to the initial conditions. For the
light/heavy case comparison with existing theory show a good agreement. However, we
have to improve some points. First we propose to change the geometry of perturbation
and the shock wave Mach numbers until Mach 3 with an initial pressure of 0.5 atm in
order to point out the compressibility effects. In this way, we have to delay the return of
the reflected shock wave by the increasing of the test chamber length.
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Fig. 5. Evolutions of the a) peak to peak perturbation amplitudes and b) crest and hollow
displacements versus time for the air/SF6 interface
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Topics of discussion

• Aim of the work

• Experimental description

• Results

• Summary and next step?
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Aim of the Work
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Hydrodynamic instability

g

•Application
•laser implosion  of  D - T fusion targets

•stellar formation due to pressure fronts

•supersonic and hypersonic combustion

•interaction of pressure wave and flame front

g(t)=const

Rayleigh - Taylor 
instability

Richtmyer - Meshkov 
instability

g(t)=G(t)[u]
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The Richtmyer-Meshkov instability

U2 U1

•Shock traveling from light to heavy fluid (A>0)

•Shock traveling from heavy to light fluid (A<0)
U2 U1

�U u��P z�� Baroclinic generation of vorticity

�U �P

�U
�P

– Direct amplication

– Reversal phase

U����U�

U��!�U�
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Mutual penetration:bubbles and spikes?
Shock

Re-shock ?

•Positive and negative 2D large
• amplitude perturbations
2S K0~1     - Heavy/light case
O - Light/heavy case

Transition ? Non-linear regime ?

-Large cross section shock tube

-Knowledge of initial perturbation
-

- Planar laser sheet technique

Linear regime

Inter-penetration of the fluids?
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Experimental
description
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The shock-tube

• Description and performances
- Horizontal orientation
-Large square cross section: 200 mm
- Total length: 7 m

Driver chamber length: 1.5 m
Driven and test chamber length: 5 m + 0.5 m

-Shock Mach number range: from 1.1 to 3
-Initial pressure: from 1 to 10-3 atm.
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The laser sheet technique

•Laser sheet visualisation technique
- Oxford copper vapor laser

20 watts, 50 kHz, 530 nm
-Drum camera up to100 m/s (strobodrum) to
300 m/s (cordin)
-PCB pressure gauges
- 4 channel digital scope

Planar Mie scattering

Seeding with smoke
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The membrane
• Nitrocellulose membrane

- 2 layers 
(thickness < 1 µm)

• Membrane frame
- Shaped grid 

(12.5u12.5 mm2), 0.8 mm thick

24th ISSW talk 9th IWPCTM talk
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The preparation

• Driver/driven chamber close
- First diaphragm 

• Driven/test chamber close
- Second diaphragm 
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The initial conditions

• Heavy/light case
- Smoked air/helium
- Atmospheric pressure
- Shock wave Mach number ~1.3
- At=-0.7 and 'U=220 m/s

• Light/heavy case
- Smoked air/SF6 + small leak
- Atmospheric pressure
- Shock wave Mach number ~1.3
- At=+0.7 and 'U=103 m/s

• 2D large perturbations
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The run

• Experimental parameters
- Laser frequency: 10 kHz (1 frame per 100 µs)

-Camera speed: 80 m/s

- Time seeding: 10 mn

-Time gas circulation: 7 mn

• Laser shot runnig
- 10 kHz normal running
-Trigger
-10 ms stop (diaphragm opening)
-100 flashes at 10 kHz
-500 ms stop (diaphragm closing)
-10 kHz normal running
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Results
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Heavy/light (air/He) visualization

Helium
Air seeded 
with smoke

Pinit=1 atm., Apost=-0.7 - Reversal phase

Mis=1.3
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Heavy/light (air/He) visualization
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Heavy/light results (air/He)

Peak to peak perturbation amplitude measurements
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Crest and hollow displacements of the interface from their initial position

air/He bubble and spike displacements 
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Light/heavy (air/SF6) visualization

SF6 + leak of air
Air seeded 
with smoke

Pinit=1 atm., Apost=+0.7 - No reversal phase

Mis=1.3
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Light/heavy results (air/SF6)

Peak to peak perturbation amplitude measurements
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air/SF6 bubble and spike displacements 

Crest and hollow displacements of the interface from their initial position
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Growth rate analytic theories

- Richtmyer (1960) impulsive model

-Alon et al. (1995) non-linear theory

-Zhang & Sohn (1997) non-linear theory

-Sadot et al. (1998) non-linear theory

-Mikaelian (1998) non-linear theory
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air/SF6 perturbation amplitude 

Comparison of peak-to-peak perturbation amplitude measurements with theories
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Summary and 
next step
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Summary
• An investigation of shock induced gas mixing

- Large cross section shock tube
- Large 2D positive and negative perturbations
- Heavy/Light and Light/Heavy cases
- laser sheet technique

•Spike moves very faster than bubble in the Heavy/Light case 
and slightly faster than bubble in the Light/Heavy one

•Strong asymetric mutal penetration for the Heavy/Light case 
and less pronouced for the Light/Heavy one

•Agreement with existing theories

- Light/Heavy (air/SF6) bubble case

•In the present experiments we have got better accuracy for 
bubble measurements than for spike
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Next step
• Different perturbations

- Change shapes, amplitudes and wave lengths

• Increase the shock wave Mach number
- M~3
-P~0.5 atm.

• Delay the return of the reflected shock wave in order to 
increase the time observation

- Lengthen the test chamber

• Reduce the membrane effects
- Burn the membrane before the shock interaction

• Increase the laser frequency up to 50 kHz
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Movies

Movies
·    Making the membrane

·    Burning the membrane

·    Installing the membrane (1)

·    Installing the membrane (2)

·    Details of laser sheet

·    Initial conditions

·    Video of run

·    Air-He

·    Air-SF6

·    Simulation
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Three-dimensional simulations of Richtmyer-Meshkov 
experiments  
R.M. Hueckstaedt1, S.H. Batha1, M.M. Balkey1, N.D. Delamater1, J.R. Fincke1, 
R.L. Holmes1, N.E. Lanier1, G.R. Magelssen1, J.M. Taccetti1, J.M. Scott1, C.J. Horsfield2, 
K.M. Parker2 & S.D. Rothman2  
1. Los Alamos National Laboratory  
Los Alamos, NM USA  
rmhx@lanl.gov  
2. AWE plc  
Aldermaston, UK  
We measure the growth of Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities in a convergent plasma (Lanier et al., 2003). 
Experiments are conducted at the Omega laser facility using cylindrical targets consisting of a low-density 
foam core and an aluminum marker layer within an epoxy ablator. The targets are directly driven by fifty 
laser beams and radiographed along the axis. The outer surface of the aluminum layer is machined in 
order to examine different perturbation spectra. Experiments and simulations study unperturbed (smooth), 
single-mode, multi-mode (rough), and multi-mode with particular modes accentuated (specified-rough) 
surfaces. The experimental results vary for rough and specified-rough targets. The rough targets show no 
marker layer growth beyond that of the smooth targets; whereas, the specified-rough targets (and the 
single-mode targets) show additional marker growth. Two-dimensional simulations using the RAGE code 
predict additional marker growth for all perturbed targets and do not explain the lack of observed growth 
for rough surfaces. We have expanded our simulation efforts to include three-dimensional simulations. At 
issue is whether the two-dimensional contributions to the specified-rough spectra lead to an enhanced 
growth of large scale features not generated by the rough spectra. In this paper we present our latest results 
contrasting the two-dimensional and three-dimensional simulations.  
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ABSTRACT

Instabilities play an important role in driving the evolution of hydrodynamic sys-
tems on scales ranging from those of inertial confinement fusion capsules to inter-
stellar turbulence. We have conducted experiments at the Omega laser facility to
examine Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities in a convergent plasma. Cylindrical tar-
gets consisting of a low-density foam core and an aluminum marker layer within an
epoxy ablator are directly driven by fifty laser beams and radiographed along the axis.
The outer surface of the aluminum layer is machined in order to examine the evolu-
tion of different perturbation spectra. Experiments and simulations study unperturbed
(smooth), single-mode, multi-mode (rough), and multi-mode with particular modes
accentuated (specified-rough) surfaces. The experimentalresults differ for rough and
specified-rough targets. The rough targets show no marker layer growth beyond that
of the smooth targets; whereas, the specified-rough targets(and the single-mode tar-
gets) show additional marker growth. Two-dimensional simulations using the RAGE
code predict additional marker growth for all perturbed targets and do not explain the
lack of observed growth for rough surfaces. We have expandedour simulation efforts
to include three-dimensional simulations. At issue is whether the two-dimensional
contributions to the specified-rough spectra lead to an enhanced growth of large-scale
features not generated by the rough spectra. In this paper wepresent our latest results
contrasting the two-dimensional and three-dimensional simulations. We find that a
transition from 2-d to 3-d does not bring numerical results into agreement with the
experimental results.

1rmhx@lanl.gov
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1. Introduction

Hydrodynamic instabilities play a key role in processes ranging from from the small (µm)
scales of ICF experiments to the large (parsec) scales of supernova explosions and galactic dy-
namics. Two prominent types are the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) and Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) in-
stabilities across a density interface. The Rayleigh-Taylor instability occurs when pressure and
density gradients across an interface act in opposite directions (Rayleigh 1883; Taylor 1950). The
RM is an impulsively driven instability which occurs when perturbations are amplified as a shock
refracts through an interface (Richtmyer 1960; Meshkov 1969). Both experience a period of lin-
ear growth before secondary Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities give rise to a nonlinear phase and the
familiar “mushroom cap” morphology. Despite the similarities in structure, the RT and RM insta-
bilities have distinct growth rates and driving mechanisms. We seek to study RM instabilities in a
convergent geometry through a series of Omega laser experiments and hydrodynamic simulations.

2. Experiment

Experiments were conducted to study RM mixing in convergentgeometry using cylindrical
targets at the OMEGA laser facility at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics of the University of
Rochester (Lanier et al. 2003; Fincke et al. 2004a). The targets were composed of a foam inner
core and an outer layer of epoxy, with a thin (nominally 8µm) aluminum marker layer in between
(Figure 1). They measured about 2mmin length and 1mmin diameter. Fifty laser beams were used
to directly ablate the outer layer of epoxy and drive an approximately Mach 10 shock through the
aluminum marker layer. The drive was configured such that themarker acceleration after shock
passage was minimal, allowing us to eliminate the RT instability and concentrate on the RM insta-
bility. We used an iron backlighter to generate radiographsalong the cylindrical axis. We measure
the width of the aluminum marker layer (which appears as a minimum transmission region) as
a function of time for our primary diagnostic. It is important to note that the interpretation of
the experimental radiographs has evolved. In this communication, we refer to the original results
reported by Lanier et al. (2003). They used the 50% transmission points as their criterion for de-
termining marker widths. Fincke et al. (2004b) have utilized a different analysis which measures
the inner and outer widths separately through upper and lower line-averaged density thresholds.
Further information about the experimental diagnostics and the new analysis techniques is given
by Fincke et al. (2004b). A description of similar experiments using double cylinders is given by
Parker et al. (2004).

We examined different types of perturbation spectra by machining perturbations onto the outer
surface of the aluminum markers. Spectral types included smooth (unperturbed), single mode,
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Fig. 1.— Cartoon of cylindrical target and diagnostic orientation.
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rough (multi-mode), and specified-rough (multi-mode with ahigh power single-mode component).
We term large amplitude rough markers “super-rough”. In this study, we emphasize a super-
rough and a specified-rough case. The specified-rough has a strong peak in its power spectrum at
λ = 9.38µm(Figure 2), but the super-rough contains more overall power.

Expectations prior to the experiment were that all perturbed markers would show marker
growth larger than that of the smooth markers. However, according to the results of Lanier et al.
(2003), additional growth is observed for the single-mode and specified-rough targets but not for
the rough targets. We use numerical simulations to explore the apparent lack of growth for the
rough markers.

3. Simulations

We use the RAGE (Radiation Adaptive Grid Eulerian) code to investigate different perturba-
tion spectral types. RAGE is an Eulerian hydrocode which uses a second order Godunov scheme.
Continuous adaptive mesh refinement is performed on a cell bycell basis to allow increased reso-
lution in areas of interest. Laser ray trace and post processing capabilities are still under develop-
ment, so we use time dependent internal energy sources to approximate laser energy deposition and
material preheats. We determine the values for the energy sources by simulating a smooth marker
layer target with the LASNEX code and calibrating RAGE to match. We impose perturbations to
the marker layer either through a combination of cosines (for 2-d simulations) or by mapping target
surface measurements directly onto the computational grid(for 3-d). Since simulated output does
not include the effects of imaging and motion blur, we do not attempt to make direct comparisons
between experimental and numerical results at this time. Rather, we seek to explain the qualitative
experimental result that single-mode and specified-rough markers grow more than smooth markers
while super-rough markers do not.

We perform 2-d simulations in cylindrical geometry and observe marker growth beyond that
of the smooth marker case for all perturbed models. Marker widths are measured in the simulations
by forming line averages of aluminum volume fraction and measuring the distance between the
5% contours. A possible reason for discrepancies between experiments and simulations is the
simulations’ lack of heating to the Al layer prior to shock arrival. We add preheat to the RAGE
simulations by first determining the energy profile as a function of time in the aluminum in a
LASNEX calculation. We then translate this information into an additional set of internal energy
sources within the aluminum layer. When added to a smooth marker simulation, preheat causes
an expansion to the Al which persists after shock arrival as aslightly thicker marker. This same
expansion causes perturbed markers to lose definition and flatten out before shock arrival, resulting
in a smaller amplitude and slower RM growth. The decrease in marker growth can be significant
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Fig. 2.— Specified-rough (red) and super-rough (blue) perturbation spectra on the outer aluminum
surface. Amplitude is plotted as a function of wavenumber.
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(a typical value is 20%), but it is not enough to bring the 2-d simulations into agreement with
the experiments. Furthermore, the addition of Al preheat decreases growth in both rough and
specified-rough markers (Figure 3), so preheat alone cannotaccount for the differences between
these types of markers observed experimentally.

Another possible reason for differing experimental and numerical results is that 2-d simula-
tions do not adequately model the 3-d physical behavior of the experiments. In 2-d calculations,
all perturbations are approximated as 2-d surfaces. This issufficient for single-mode calculations
but fails to realistically model 3-d rough perturbations. The specified-rough spectrum has a strong
2-d component superimposed on a 3-d roughness. It may be thatthis 2-d component gives the
specified-rough marker a 2-d behavior that more closely resembles the behavior of single-mode
markers rather than rough markers. Theories hold that the dominant mode of energy transfer in
complex flows is different in 2-d and 3-d. In 2-d, the dominantmode is from small scale to large
scale; whereas, energy preferentially flows from large to small scales in 3-d (Kraichnan and Mont-
gomery 1980). It is unclear whether the flows we consider reach a state of sufficient complexity to
obey this dichotomy of behavior.

We compare 2-d and 3-d simulations in search of a difference in behavior. Since modeling
the full cylindrical geometry in 3-d would require an extremely large expenditure of computing
resources, we reduce the experimental geometry to a Cartesian shock tube configuration (Figure
4). The effects of convergence upon RM growth is removed fromthe problem, but differences due
to perturbation spectra should remain. We also leave out preheats so as to concentrate solely on
perturbation spectra. The representation for the laser deposition remains the same. The grid setup
involves removing the curvature from target surface measurements and mapping out 96µm×96µm
planar sections.

The 3-d structure of the marker layer over time for the specified-rough (Figures 5 – 10) and
super-rough (Figures 11 – 16) cases are shown as altitude plots in which the color scale represents
the position on the grid. The red end of the color scale (highest x value) is the side that is shocked
first. Three different orientations are shown in each figure.Only those cells containing a threshold
volume fraction (nominally 15%) of aluminum are shown. At time zero, the dominant 9.38µm
mode in the specified-rough case is clearly evident. The super-rough marker lacks such a mode,
but it does show several large peaks. Byt = 1ns the shock has compressed the marker layers,
which alters the perturbation amplitudes but not their shapes. Once the shock has passed and
the markers are set into motion, the perturbations grow on the trailing edge. Due to the finite
thickness of the marker layer, the shock also gives rise to feed-through structures which grow on
the leading edge. It is with regard to the feed-through that we see the only large difference between
the evolution of the specified-rough and super-rough markers. The specified-rough marker shows
a stronger feed-through phenomenon. As the shock passes through the perturbed outer edge of
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Fig. 3.— Simulated marker-width evolution for 2-d cylindrical cases. Results for single-mode
simulations are shown in place of those for specified-rough simulations. The solid lines are results
without preheat to the aluminum marker and the dashed lines those with preheat.
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Fig. 4.— Shock tube geometry for 3-d simulations. Convergence is removed, but the radial dimen-
sions of the experiment are preserved. The numbers give the position of each interface in microns.
The grid is extended to 8000µmin order to avoid boundary effects.
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the specified-rough marker, it is imparted with the 2-d component of the perturbation spectrum.
Having the wavelength (9.38µm) near in value to the marker thickness (8µm) aids the shock in
forming coherent structure on the leading edge. In the case of the super-rough marker, the shock is
refracted into the aluminum in a less coherent manner, resulting in a less structured shock front as
it exits the marker. This translates into a smaller effective amplitude and hence less leading-edge
RM growth than in the specified-rough case. The main result from the 3-d simulations is one of
omission; there is no evidence that the 3-d structure cascades to smaller scale structure not seen in
2-d simulations.

Overall marker widths are extracted and compared versus time in Figure 17. In addition to
the 3-d specified-rough and super-rough, 2-d results for thespecified-rough are shown. Even with
a lesser amount of feed-through, the higher initial amplitude of the super-rough case causes it to
out grow the specified-rough case. The 2-d cylindrical specified-rough case includes convergence,
so it grows more than the planar cases. Interestingly, the 2-d planar specified-rough case agrees at
early times with the 3-d super-rough case before falling in line with the 3-d specified-rough case.
This is likely due to the different manners in which the perturbation spectra are applied in 2-d
and 3-d. Instead of a direct mapping as in 3-d, the 2-d perturbations are composed of an artificial
set of cosine terms (312 in this case) configured to approximate the overall power spectrum from
the 3-d surface measurements. This procedure can result in ahigher peak amplitude in the 2-
d specified-rough case than that in the 3-d specified-rough case. Of more importance than any
early-time differences due to variations in spectra is the observation that at the diagnostic time for
the experiment (typically 3-7ns), the simulated marker growth for the 2-d and 3-d specified-rough
markers are indistinguishable.

4. Conclusions

Understanding how hydrodynamic instabilities evolve is crucial for understanding many phys-
ical systems. We have performed experiments on the Omega laser and are running two and three
dimensional simulations with RAGE in order to help understand the growth of Richtmyer-Meshkov
instabilities. We find that allowing preheat to the aluminummarker layer typically reduces marker
growth by about 20% in 2-d simulations, but not enough to bring simulations in line with ex-
perimental results. Our 3-d simulations without preheats have also failed to match the originally
reported experimental results. A new set of 3-d simulationsincluding aluminum preheat is under-
way.

The experimental results vary depending upon the type of analysis performed. In their orig-
inal analysis, Lanier et al. (2003) measured the entire marker width using the 50% transmission
points. They concluded that the evolution of the rough and specified-rough markers differ. The new
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analysis method of Fincke et al. (2004b) for the experimental data leads to a different conclusion.
Instead of determining the total marker width, they measurejust the trailing-edge growth using a
density threshold value. They find no discernable difference in behavior between the specified-
rough and super-rough marker targets. This brings the simulations into qualitative agreement with
the experiments, since the large differences between the different simulated marker types appear
as feed-through on the leading edge.

Regardless of how the simulations compare to experiments, the lack of variation between 2-d
and 3-d simulations indicates that either planar RM mixing in this physical environment is not
quenched by allowing an additional degree of freedom for vortex formation, or these simulations
do not adequately show the differences between 2-d and 3-d behavior. Possible shortcomings (such
as numerical resolution,k-space coverage, physics coverage, and lack of convergencein 3-d) are
being investigated.

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the Uni-
versity of California at Los Alamos National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-Eng-36.
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Fig. 5.— Altitude plot showing the specified-rough marker att = 0ns. The color scale shows the
x position along the shock tube. The shock passes through the marker in the−x direction.
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Fig. 6.— Altitude plot showing the specified-rough marker att = 1ns.
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Fig. 7.— Altitude plot showing the specified-rough marker att = 2ns.
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Fig. 8.— Altitude plot showing the specified-rough marker att = 3ns.
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Fig. 9.— Altitude plot showing the specified-rough marker att = 4ns.
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Fig. 10.— Altitude plot showing the specified-rough marker at t = 5ns.
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Fig. 11.— Altitude plot showing the super-rough marker att = 0ns. The color scale shows thex
position along the shock tube. The shock passes through the marker in the−x direction.
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Fig. 12.— Altitude plot showing the super-rough marker att = 1ns.
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Fig. 13.— Altitude plot showing the super-rough marker att = 2ns.
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Fig. 14.— Altitude plot showing the super-rough marker att = 3ns.
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Fig. 15.— Altitude plot showing the super-rough marker att = 4ns.
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Fig. 16.— Altitude plot showing the super-rough marker att = 5ns.
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Fig. 17.— Simulated marker-width evolution. The 3-d planarspecified-rough (red line) and super-
rough (blue line) markers grow in similar fashions. Also shown are a 2-d planar specified-rough
case (green dashed line) and the 2-d full cylinder specified-rough case (black dashed line).
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Exact expansion law for Richtmyer�Meshkov turbulent mixing 
zone 
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Definition of mixing fronts and turbulent mixing zone 
Development of the Richtmyer�Meshkov instability leads to mixing of two substances separated by 
contact boundary. Let the axis z is perpendicular to a plane of boundary and z = 0 corresponds to an 
unperturbed plane. The turbulent mixing zone is limited by front z = h+(t) > 0 from heavy fluid side and by 
front z = h- (t) < 0 from light fluid. Mixture of two fluids is confined between these two fronts (layer 
h- < z < h+). 

Initial conditions 
Before pass of a shock wave both liquids were motionless and z = η0(x,y) was perturbed contact boundary. 
We consider linear (small amplitude) perturbation: |∇η0| << 1. Then the shock wave passes perturbations 
quickly: 0t λη∆ << ! , where ∆t is shock wave passage time, λ is typical wavelength (or space scale) of 
perturbations, and 0η!  is typical velocity after shock wave passage, ),,(0 ttyx ∆=η! . 

Transition and asymptotic stages 

Universal asymptotics follows transition stage at 0ηλ !>>t . Functions )(th±  asymptoticaly transform to 
power law dependences. Mixing is accompanied by cascade of enlarging of dominant scale of a turbulent 
mixing zone. Under condition µ = 0 exact scaling laws are: 5/22 th D ∝+  and 3/13 th D ∝+ , where µ is 
density ratio, 2D and 3D mark dimension of space. These scalings are calculated in our work. The scaling 
exponents 2/5 and 1/3 are determined by the mechanism of redistribution of z�component of momentum 
from small in the large scales. For µ ≠ 0 the exponents 2/5 and 1/3 define the bottom limit of a range of 
possible values for both functions h+(t) and h-(t). Our 2D direct numerical simulations at different values 

µ ≈ 1 show that 
5
2ln

≈±

dt
hd

. 
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poVXADf�G`U/ÂhaWI$GFpop�GFI:TDpoVec%_D^bfÆÜ�TDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`cWVoCiA�Ì�ÝËÞ�Ö`×ÙØ5×WÝ(ß àFÃÁ?BA«cWlDVoa�n�GFadf�c%lDf�aWlDCin5¢¼w{G�J�f�TDGFaWadfma
TDf5Udc%_bUW�@G`cWVoCiAba{É£_DVXnm¢£pXsSÌD·yá1ß â@×ÙØ5×hãSÝ�äÖFå¥×ÙØ5×WÝÙÐ�w�lDfmUdf'·yáMVXa{adlDCin5¢/w{G`Jtf�T@G`aWa%G`Eif$Â�aWCFADVon�ÜMcWVoI:fFu\âD×ÙØ5×
Voa�G©cdstTDVonmGFp9w{G`Jtf5pofmAbEFc%læÂ�CFU�aWT@G`nmf�aWnmGFpof�Ü�CFg{TDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`c%VXCiADa5uçGFAD^4Ý�äÖFå¥×ÙØm×dÝ(Voa�cdstTDVonmGFp9JtfmpXCinmVecWs
G`g�cWfmUkaWlbCinm¢/w{G`Jtf'T@GFada%GFEif`<

è]�5�F�b�����Ç�����¤�F�S������é���êS�B���Ç��Å'���ë�Æ�t�¥�m �ì{ADVXJtf5UWa%G`pçGFays�I:TbcWCFc%VXnma�ghCFpopoC`w�a{cWlDf�c%UWGFADadVXc%VXCiA0adc¥G`Eif
G`c�poG`c%f�cWVoI:f�·1í âSãSÝ�äÖ`å�×PØm×WÝPÃ@î¿_DAbn5c%VXCiADa{³@ïr¶�·d¸MGFadstI:Tbc%CFcWVonmGFpXs:c%UWGFADadghCFUWIºcWC�TDCFw�fmU�poG`wð^bfmTDf5A�}
^Df5ADnmf5am<]O�V�§�VoADE$Voa�G`nmnmCFI$T@G`ADVof5^��bs�n�GFadn�GF^bf�CFg1fmAbpñGFUdEiVoADE:CFg1^DCFI$VXA@GFAbc{aWnmGFpof�CFg�G$cW_DUW�D_bpofmA�c
I:Ve§�VoADE�²5CiADf`<]ì�AD^Df5U�n5CiAD^DVec%VXCiA©òó®ô°�f�§bGFn�c�adn�GFpXVoADE�poG`w�a'GFUWf`Ì]³ Y�õµ ö · Y�÷ëø GFAD^¤³Dù õµ ö · KÇ÷ ùÆÐ
w�lDf5UWf+ò«VXa�^Df5ADaWVecWs�U%G`cWVoCDu x ~úG`AD^�ûi~úI$GFUW¢�^DVXI$f5ADaWVXCiA�C`g1aWT@GFn5fF<�jklbfmaWf+adn�GFpXVoADEFa�GFUdf�n�G`ponm_t}
pñG�c%fm^�VXA0CF_DUkw�CiUW¢\<@jklDf'aWnmGFpoVXADE�f�§�TDCiADf5Abc%a xiüiý GFAb^ Z�ü û:G`UWfþ^Df5cWfmUdI$VXADfm^0�bs/cWlDf�I:fmn5l@GFADVXaWI
CFgÁUWf5^DVoayc%UWVX�D_bcWVoCiA�CFg¿ªbÿ{nmCiI:TDCiAbfmAbc�CFgÁI$CiI:fmA�c%_DI ghUWCiI	aWI$GFpopvVoAbcWC�c%lDfþpñG`UWEif2adn�GFpXfmam<

î¿CiU�ò �® °�cWlDf�f�§�TDCiAbfmAbcWa xFüiý GFAD^ Z�ü û/^bf5ghVoAbf�c%lDf+�DC`cWc%CFI poVXI$Vec{CFg9G�UWGFADEif+C`g9TbCiaWadVo�DpXf
J�GFpo_bfma(ghCiU]�DCFcWl'gh_DAbn5c%VXCiADaÁ³@µr¶h·d¸]GFAD^�³v¾Á¶h·d¸�Ã�R�_DU x ~ó^DVXUWf5n5c]AD_DI:fmUdVonmGFpHaWVXI$_DpoG`c%VXCiADa�G`c±^DVXg�ghf5UWfmA�c
J�GFpo_bfma�ò�� à�adlDCFwðcWl@G`c����	��³@ï]ã
�i·���iã���Ã
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jklDf¦¡�Von5lbc%I�stfmU�}yO�f5aWlD¢£CFJóVoADayc¥GF�bVopoVecWsQadc%GFUdcWa$c%CQ^Df5Jtf5poCiT¬G`g�c%f5U$n5UWCiadaWVoAbE¯Â�TDGFaWaWGFEifÆÜ��bsóG
aWlbCinm¢»w{G`Jtf�CFg2GQnmCFAbc¥GFn�c��bCi_DAD^@G`UdsS<9?BA¬n�GFadf�CFg2adI�G`popkCiA¬GFI$TbpoVXcW_D^Df�VoAbVXc%VoGFp|TbfmUdcW_DUW�DG`c%VXCiA
f5JtCipX_bc%VXCiA�VoA+c%VXI$fkTbUWCin5fmfm^ba|VoA+cWlDUWf5f�ayc¥GFEif5a�Â�w�f�adl@GFpXpD^DfmadVoEiADG`c%fkc%lbfmI ?¥u£?B?çGFAb^$?B?B?yÜ�<t={c�aWlDCiUyc
GFn5Ci_DadcWVon�adc%GFEif�?��ÁghCiUWI$G`c%VXCiA+CFg�G'Abf�GFU1�DCi_bAD^@GFUys�JtfmpoCFnmVXcds�ghVof5po^+n5CiI$Tbpof5cWfma5<HjklDVoarghVof5po^�GFTbTDf�GFUda
^D_Df+cWC�VXAbc%f5U%GFn�c%VoCFA©CFg|n5CiAbc%GFn5c'�DCi_bAD^@GFUys¦w�VXcWl¤G�aWlbCinm¢¦w{G`Jtf`<Á;{f�GFUþ�DCF_DAD^@GFUys¦ghVof5po^©^Df�ghVoADf5a
c%lbfþgh_bUdc%lbfmU�lbst^DUWCF^bstA@GFI:Von�G`p��kI:CFc%VXCiA�<

~�_DUWG`c%VXCiA�CFgçG`A�GFn5Ci_Dayc%Von2ayc¥GFEFf'VXa�GF�DCi_�c

·yá �&â@×PØm×hã���� ×ÙØá Ã ¶yàÆ¸

ÚÛlDf5UWf�â@×ÙØ5×¿VXaMcWstTDVXn�GFp(c%UWGFADayJ�f5UWadf�aWnmGFpofþCFg¿VoADVec%VoGFp�TDf5UdcW_DUW�@G�c%VoCFADamu	� � ×PØá VXa�I$VXADVoI$GFp\ghUWCiI3adCiADVXn
JtfmpXCinmVec%Vof5a�G`g�c%f5U+aWlDCFnm¢£a�CiU:G`g�cWfmU+f�§bTDGFADaWVXCiAów{G�J�f`<1?BAónmGFaWf0CFg�_DaW_@G`p{f5É£_@G`c%VXCiA»CFg�ayc¥G`cWf�c%lDVXa
Voa�aWCiADVXn/JtfmpoCFnmVXcds¤VXA¨lDf�G�Jts«EHGFa+�Df5n�GF_Dadf�TbUWfmadaW_DUdf�Voa+nmCFAbc%VXAD_DCi_Da�G`c�nmCiA�c¥GFn�c��DCi_DAD^DGFUds«GFAD^
��á ��
 �Sã�@<

jklDf1f�§�TDUdfmaWadVoCiA�Â Z Ü�VoADn5po_D^Df5a�aWTDGFnmf1aWnmGFpof�âD×ÙØ5×vÂ�ADCFc(GFI$TbpoVXcW_D^DfÁÖFå¥×ÙØm×hÜ�GFa]GFn5Ci_DadcWVonrVXAbc%f5U%GFn�c%VoCFA
CFgSc%lDfkn5_DUdJtf5^�nmCFAbc¥GFn�c1�DCi_DAb^@GFUds�w�VXc%l+cWlDfknm_DUyJtfm^�adlDCin5¢�w{G`Jtfma�nmCiA�c%VoAb_Dfmaçw�lDVXpofkadlDCinm¢�w{G`Jtfma
w�VopXprADCFc�^DfmT@G`Udc�ghUdCiI �DCi_DAb^@GFUds¼CiAQc%lDf$pñGFUdEif$^bVoadc%GFADn5fma�¹ºâD×ÙØm×�<Á?BA�c%fmUWGFn5cWVoCiAQVoa'n�GFUdUWVXfm^«Ci_�c
�bs�I:f�G`ADakCFg¿G�adfmUdVofma�CFg±Ci�bpoVoÉ£_Df2adCi_DAD^�w{G`Jtf5a{w�lDVXnml0I$C`J�f2VXA/c%lDfþf�§bTDGFAD^DVXADE�pñG`stfmUk�bf5cWw�f5fmA
aWlbCinm¢£a�GFAD^��DCi_DAD^DGFUdsS<tjklDVoaMVXAbc%f5U%GFn�c%VXCiA$n5UWfmG`c%f5a|JtCiUdcWVonmVecWs+w�lDVXnml/^bf5ghVoAbfmaMI:CFc%VXCiA$G`c|ayc¥GFEFfmaM?B?
GFAD^0?B?B?��Æ<

=�c�G�adc%GFEif�?B?�ADfmGFU2�DCi_bAD^@GFUys¦JtfmpoCFnmVXcds�ghVXfmpo^©^bfmn�G�s�a�G`cþUdfmI:CFJ�GFpçghUWCiI½�DCi_DAb^@GFUds¦CiA�^DVoa�}
c¥G`ADnmf5aÁw�lDVXnml�f�§�nmfmf5^:â@×PØm×Ç<�jklbf|pñG�w«CFgbUWfm^b_Dn5cWVoCiA�VoAþJ�f5poCin5VXcds2VoA'^DfmT�c%l�ghUdCiI"�DCi_bAD^@GFUys�^bfmTDf5AD^Da
CiAþc%UWGFADadJtf5UWa%G`ptn5CiUWUdfmpoG`c%VXCiADa(CFgbTDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`c%VXCiADa5<ÆjklDVoa]pñG�w¤É£_@GFpXVXc%G`c%VeJ�f5pXs�^DVXg�ghf5UWa(ghCiU]TDf5UWVoCF^DVon`u�aWCipXVe}
c¥G`Uds:GFAD^�U%GFAD^bCiI TDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`cWVoCiADa��Æ<t?BA$c%_bUWA/^Df5n�G`s:CFg�J�f5poCin5VXcds�VoA:^DfmTbcWl/^Df�c%fmUdI$VXADfma�c%lDf{pñG�w¯CFg
f�§�T@G`ADaWVXCiA�CFg¿G�²mCiADf'CFgÁc%_DUd�D_Dpof5Abc{I$V�§�VoADE�G`c�G�adc%GFEif'?B?B?¥<Sjklbf�EiVeJtfmA�w�CiUW¢�VXa{^bf5JtCFc%f5^�cWC:cWlDf
GFA@G`pXstaWVXakCFg¿^bVoadcWUWVX�D_bc%VXCiA/CFg±JtfmpXCinmVecWs/Abf�GFU��DCi_bAD^@GFUysv<

=�c�adc%GFEifma{?B?MG`AD^�?B?B?9fmAbcWUWCiTbs�GFAb^0JtCiUyc%VonmGFp(I:Ci^Dfma�CiA�c%lbf�CiAbf'lDGFAD^¦G`AD^�G`nmCi_Dayc%VXn'I:Ci^Df5a
����������������� �"!#��$%$'&(�)&%*�&+��$-,)�/."*10).123�4*1&%�5�3�76�8)&(��.9��.9�:8);-6:���<�:8���.9����*1��.1&(�"*�&+�=*�&(!>���?�@��.?*18)�A�"*1��B5�/���C)���D���3EF�����G&+�?�@�5$%$(��HI&(�)B3JLKNMPOQKNM9MROQKNM9M9M�ST����U�/�����V���<��!#��$($3&(�)&W*1&(��$X,)��.�*�0).123��*�&(���3�G8);LEL.��YEL;Z�3��![&+����$)![��*�&(���\���<��0)23�"*1�����:�=��*D�"*1��B5�/�G�������EA�����-�Y���:03.<*1�P]Z�/$%�Y�:&%*�&(�/�^�"!#��$($Z&%�>�:�5!>,���.1&(�����AHI&%*�8>�"�5�)&+�G]Z��$(�5��&W*1;`_@&(�3�:�5![,).�������&(2)$%�a![��*�&(���cb�S
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w�VXcWl GFADCFcWlDfmU�}�GFUdf�^Dfmn5Ci_DTDpXfm^��Æ<çjklbfmUWf�ghCiUWf�GFA»VoA�ghpo_Df5ADnmf�CFg�nmCFI$TDUdfmadaWVo�bVopoVecWs¼�Df5nmCiI:fma�ADCiAt}
aWVXEiADVeghVon�G`Abc�<�~�_DUWG`c%VXCiA�CFg¿adCiADVXn'ayc¥GFEFf:Â Z Ü|VXa{adI�G`pop�VXA�nmCiI:T@GFUdVoaWCFA/w�VXc%l�I$GFVoA/cWVoI:f�aWnmGFpof

·�å¥×ÙØm×E�4âD×ÙØm×�ã��kå¥×ÙØm×�Ã ¶ F¸

jklDf�cWVoI:f«Â x Ü+Voa�Abfmnmf5aWaWGFUdsóghCiU�^Df�JtfmpoCFTDI$f5Abc/C`gþTDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`c%VXCiADa:_DTc%C¤ADCiADpXVoADfmGFU�CiU��5aWG`c%_t}
U%G�c%fm^��mGFI:TDpoVec%_D^Df5am<F~�VoadTDpñGFn5fmI:fmAbcçCFg��bCi_DAD^@G`Uds+^D_bUWVoAbE'adlDCiUycrc%VoI:fþÂ Z Ü¿VoaçadI�G`popbVXA�nmCiI:T@GFUdVoaWCFA
w�VXcWl�â@×ÙØ5×ë<

=�A0fmayc%VoI$G`cWf2�@GFaWf5^�CFA0cWlDf'¡{VXnmlbcWI:stfmU9ghCiUWI:_DpñG�EFVXJtfma

�kå¥×ÙØ5×B���
	 µ�� ×ÙØm×oÖ µå¥×ÙØ5×��� Ø������������çÐ ¶��i¸

w�lDf5UWf�=�c µ Voa/={cWw�CiCi^ÛAD_bI$�Df5U�G`g�cWfmU¼Â�adVoEiA¬TDpo_Da%Ü�aWlDCFnm¢\u � ×ÙØm×:® ��±ãFâ@×ÙØ5×�Ð|Ö µå¥×ÙØm× VXa�cWstTDVXn�GFp
GFI:TDpoVec%_D^bfma�C`g|�DCF_DAD^@GFUys¦TDf5UdcW_DUW�@G�c%VoCFADa:ÂÇG`g�cWfmU2adlDCinm¢�Ü�w�lDf5A¼w�f�aWlbVXg�cþG`cþ^bVoadc%GFADn5f��ºâD×ÙØm×1VXA
c%UWGFADayJ�f5UWadf|^DVXUWfmn�c%VXCiA�u ��� Ø������ �����$Voa]_DAbTDfmUyc%_DUd�Dfm^'J�f5poCin5VXcds�CFgbnmCiAbc%GFn5cÁG`g�cWfmU(adlDCinm¢\u ��� Ø������������ �
��á�Ã@îÁUWCiI3f5É£_@G`c%VXCiAQÂÇûHÜ9ghCFpopoC`w�amu�cWl@G`c�G+aWI$GFpopXADfmadakCFg±·yáþÂ Z Ü|VXA0n5CiI:T@GFUWVXaWCiA/w�Vec%l�·�å¥×ÙØm×|Â x Ü|VXc�VXa
n�G`_DaWf5^��bs�pXVoADfmGFUWVecWs:CFgÁVoADVec%VoGFpvTbfmUdcW_DUW�DG`c%VXCiADam<

[(f5c
Ö ¾å¥×ÙØ5× �4â@×ÙØ5× ¶"!H¸

Â�AbCiADpoVXADf�G`U{VXADVXcWVñGFp�TDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`c%VXCiADa%Ü�uSlDfmUdf�Ö ¾å¥×ÙØ5× Voa�GFI:TDpoVec%_D^bf'C`g1aW_DUyg�GFnmf�TDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`c%VXCiA¦�Df�ghCiUWf�G
aWlbCinm¢\<¿?BA¼c%lDVXa�nmGFaWf$w�f�n�G`ADADCFc�aWf5T@GFU%G�c%f�ayc¥GFEFfma�?þG`AD^¤?B?¥Ì]·yá �Ò·�å¥×ÙØ5×ëÐ#�kå�×PØm× � ��� Ø������������ �
��á�Ã%${fmADn5fFukc%lDf�ayc¥GFEif�?B?B?���w�VopXp�adc%GFUdc&��w�VXcWl lbVoEilÛVoAbVXc%VoGFp�J�f5poCin5VXcWVofma�I�GF¢£VXADE GFA GFTDTDUdfmnmVoGF�DpXf
aWlDGFUWfþghUWCiI	aWCiADVXn2J�f5poCin5VXcdsv<\;{f5JtfmUyc%lDf5pof5aWamuSUWf5nmf5VXJtfm^��DfmpXCFw4GFaystI$TbcWCFc%VXn�GFp�f�§�T@GFADadVoCiA�pñG`w�a�CFgçG
c%_bUW�D_DpXfmAbc�I$V�§bVXADE/²5CiADf+^DC�ADC`c2JbG`Uds¦VXA©n�GFadf+CFg�pñGFUdEif�TDf5UdcW_DUW�@G�c%VoCFA Â"'£Ü�VXA©nmCiI:T@GFUdVoadCiA�w�VXcWl
G�nmGFaWf+CFg1pXVoADfmGFU{TDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`c%VXCiADa5<vjklDf+I$G`cdc%fmU{Voa{c%l@G�c2f5JtfmA�c%_@GFpXpXs�JtfmpXCinmVec%Vof5a�G`UWf�Udfm^D_Dn5fm^©w�VXcWl
c%VXI$f`uDGFAb^��Df5nmCiI:fþaWI$GFpopvVoA�nmCFI$T@G`UWVoadCiA/w�VXcWl �5á�<

O�CFcWVoCiA¼G`c'G�adc%GFEif�?B?�VXaþn�GF_Dadfm^¼�bs�I:CFJtfmI:fmAbcþCFg�c%lbf:TbUWVoI$GFUys�JtCiUyc%Von5Vof5a �3â@×PØm×�nmUdf�G`cWfm^
�bs»G�aWlbCinm¢¤ghUdCiI8ad_DUdg�GFn5f�TDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`c%VXCiADa�G`c$G©aWCFADVon�ayc¥GFEif`<r=�a+w�f�w�Vopop9aWf5fFurc%lDf�f5aWaWf5ADnmf�CFg
I:CFc%VXCiA¦nmCFI$f5a�c%C�poVXEilbc�G`c2VoA�c%UWCF^D_Dn5cWVoCiA�CFg|n5CiADn5fmTbc'GF�bCi_bcþEif5ADfmUWG`c%VXCiADa2GFAb^�cWfmUdI$a2TDUdVoI$GFUdsSu
aWf5nmCiAb^@GFUdsSutc%fmUyc%VoGFUdsSuHf5cWnF<tjklDf�É£_Df5adc%VXCiA�VXa�cWlDf�n5_DUWUdfmAbc|EifmAbfmU%G�c%VoCFA$CFg(G�nmlDGFVoA$CFg(aWVXEiA�}�JbG`UWVñG`�Dpof
JtCiUdcWVon5Vofma�CFgrc%lbf�aWVX²mf�â�( � ���Æ¶�·d¸�GFAb^�GF�DCi_bc�f5JtCipX_bc%VXCiA�CFgrcWlDVoa�EifmAbfmU%G�c%VoCFA�<*)t_Dnml©n5l@GFVoA�UWf5ghf5UWa�cWC
GFpXaWC�GFaÁ^bCiI$VXA@G`cWVoADEkCiU]poGFUWEif�}Badn�GFpXf�ayc%Ud_Dn5cW_DUWf`<,+çJtCipo_�c%VoCFA'n5CiADadVoadcWa¿VXA�EiUdCFwkc%l�CFgbcWlDf�aWVo²5fMâ�( � ���Æ¶�·d¸
GFa�G�UWf5aW_Dpec�C`g�I$f5UWEiVXADE�CFgkJtCiUdcWVonmVXfma5<-+1GFn5l«adc%GFEif$CFgkI:fmUWEFVoADE�nmCFADADfmn�c%a+T@G`UWfmA�c¥GFp1Eif5ADfmUWG`c%VXCiA
GFAD^:Eif5ADfmUWG`c%VXCiA�CFgvghVXUWayc.�5^Dfmadnmf5AD^@GFAbcWa&�5C`g�c%lDf5aWf/�5T@GFUdfmAbcWa&�`<H=�adstI:Tbc%CFcWVonmGFp@pñG`wóCFgvf�§�T@GFAbaWVoCFA$VXa
fmayc¥GF�bpoVoadlDfm^�ghCiUkg�GFU0�5^bfmaWn5fmAD^DGFAbc%a1�5CFg1TDUdVoI$GFUds$JtCiUdcWVonmVXfma5<\O�CFcWVoCiA0G`c�G�adc¥G`Eifþ?B?Ml@GFakc%UWGFADadVXc%VeJtf
nmlDGFU%GFn�c%f5U�G`AD^�VXakADCFc�_DAbVXJtfmUda%GFpÇ<

243?8)��;p��.1�D]Z�/.�;AEL&%�j�@��.1���)*	&%�>]Z��$(�5�:&%*�&(�/�/S { �L*1.��5,);o���3Eo]Z�5."*1&(�/��$Z![�5EL���^��.��I��$%�5H HI8)&($%�I�5�:��0��5*�&+��![�5EL���I��.1�P� ���"*/S
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î¿_DAD^DGFI$f5Abc¥G`pvVXAbc%f5UWfmayckUWf5TDUWf5aWf5Abc%a{G�ghVXAD^DVoAbE�CFg(cWlDf�pñG�wÛCFg]f�§�T@GFAbaWVoCFA�CFg±G�²mCFADf2CFg]I:Ve§�VoADE
G`c$pñGFUdEif�c%VoI:fma+·�í ·�å¥×ÙØm×ë<�jklbVoa�VXa�G`AGFays�I:TbcWCFc%VXn�GFpkc%_bUW�D_DpXfmAbc$adc%GFEif«Â�adc%GFEif�?B?B?yÜ:CFg2^bf5Jtfmp�}
CiTDI:fmA�c�CFg�c%lbf�¡{VXnmlbcWI:stf5Uy}yO0fmaWlb¢tC`J«VoAbadc¥G`�DVopXVXcWsS<(=�TDTDf�G`UWamuÁTDUWf5aWf5Abc:_DADVXJtf5UWa%G`pMGFays�I:TbcWCFc%VXnmamu
^Df5aWnmUdVo�DVXADE/G:adc%GFEif'?B?B?¥<v?ëcWa�UWf5TDUWf5aWf5Abc¥G`cWVoCiA�I�G`¢tf5a�cWlDf��DGFaWVXn�n5CiAbc%f5Abc%a�CFg¿cWlDf�EiVeJtfmA�w�CFUW¢\<v=�a
GFEHG`VoADayc�poG`w�a$C`g2I$V�§�VoADEQG`c�¡�G`stpXfmVoEFl�}Bj�G`stpXCiU:GFAD^��2f5pXJtVoA�} $�f5poI:lDCipXcWa�c%_DUd�D_DpXfmADn5f�w�lDf5A¯f�§£}
Voayc%a+adVoI:TDpof$aWfmpegñ}BadVoI:VopñG`UWVXcdsSu�lDfmUdf�aWVXI$TDpXf�adfmpXgñ}ëaWVXI$VXpñGFUdVXcWs�Voa+ADC`c+TDUWf5aWf5Abc�<r?BA ¡{G`stpofmVXEil�}ëj�G`stpoCiU
GFAD^��2fmpXJtVXA�} ${fmpoI:lDCipec%a�nmGFaWf5a�c%lbfmUWf$Voa�G�_DAbVoÉ£_Df:^DVoI:fmADadVoCiADGFprT@GFUWGFI$f�c%f5UmÌ(ghUWf5f:g�GFpXp1GFnmn5fmpXfmU%G�}
c%VXCiA��/CiU�G�Jtf5poCin5VXcWs/^DVXg�ghf5UWfmAbnmf�����G`nmnmCFUW^DVXADEipXsS<D?BA0c%lDf�¡�Vonml�c%I�s�f5Uy}�O�fmadlD¢£CFJ0n�GFadf'cWlDfmUdf�GFUdf
cWw�C�VXAD^DfmTbfmAD^Df5Abc{T@GFUWGFI$f�c%f5UWa{âD×ÙØm×±GFAb^ �kå¥×ÙØ5×ë<DjklbfmUWf�ghCiUWfþadVoI:TDpof�adfmpegñ}BaWVXI$VXpñGFUdVXcds�Voa�G`�DaWf5Abc�<D={c
aW_bnml�TDCiadVXc%VXCiA�TDUdfmadfmADn5f�_DAbVXJtfmUda%GFpbGFadstI:Tbc%CFcWVon5açVoaçUWG`c%lbfmUrADCFc¿c%UWVeJtVñGFp£�DUdVoEilbcçTDlDfmAbCiI$f5ADCiA�<FjklDf
I:fmnmlDGFADVoadINVXa¿�Df5poCFw ^Df5aWn5UWVo�bfm^�uiUdfmadTDCiADadVo�DpXf|ghCiUçf�§bTDGFADaWVXCiA+CFgv¡�Vonml�c%I�s�f5Uy}�O�fmadlD¢£CFJ�cW_DUW�D_bpofmA�c
²mCFADf2w�VXc%l�adfmpXgñ}ëaWVXI$VXpñGFU�lDVof5U%GFUdnmlbs�CFgçEFfmADf5U%G`cWVoCiADa5<

=�c�ayc¥GFEif�?B?B?$^D_bUWVoAbE«f�GFn5lÛI$CiI:fmA�c/CFgþc%VXI$f�VoA¯G«I:Ve§�VXADE¤poG`stfmU�cWlDf¦JtCiUdcWVon�G`p�ayc%UW_bn5c%_bUWf
^DCiI:VoADG`c%f5a/CFJtfmU�c%lbf©nm_DUdUWfmA�c�adn�GFpXf¼â ( � ����¶h·d¸ � ³]¶h·d¸�uMw�lDVon5lÛEiUWCFw�a/w�Vec%l¯·¦¶�³ VXa/c%lDVXnm¢£ADf5aWa
CFg�G�pñG`stfmU'CFg�VXAbc%f5UWTDf5ADf5cWU%G`cWVoCiA\Ü�<#+rJtCipX_bc%VXCiA¼VoAQcWVoI:f$n5CiADadVoadcWa�VXA¤nmlDGFADEif/C`gkCiADf$^DCiI:VoA@G`cWVoADE
adcWUW_Dn�c%_DUdfma$�bs¨CFcWlDfmUda:��s¨c%lDf5VoU+fmAbpñGFUdEiVoADE Â�c%lDf�VXAbJtfmUWadf�nmGFaWnmGF^Df`u�n5l@GFADEFVoADE�CFg�EifmADf5U%G`cWVoCiAba¥Ü�<
+¿§tc%fmUdA@GFpXpXsóVXc$UWfmI:VoAb^Da�G«aWVec%_@G�c%VoCFAów�VXcWl¯¡{G`stpofmVXEil�}ëj�G`stpoCiU$GFAD^	�2fmpeJtVoA�} $�fmpXI$lbCipXcWa:I:Ve§�VXADED<
=�n�c%_@G`popXs/I$f5nml@GFAbVoaWI:a�CFgçf5ADpñG`UWEiVXADE�Voa�fmadaWfmA�c%VñG`popXs/^DVXg�ghf5UWfmA�c�VXA�¡{G`stpof5VoEil�}ëj�G`stpoCiUMGFAD^
�2f5pXJtVoA�}
$�f5poI:lDCipec%aMnmGFaWfþCiA�c%lDfþCiAbf2l@GFAD^�GFAD^�¡{VXnmlbcWI:stf5Uy}yO0fmaWlb¢tC`J/w�VXcWl�G`ADCFc%lbfmUm<

?BA¼cWlDf+ghVoUdadcþn�G`aWf+c%lDf5UWf�Voa�cWlDf�TDpof5Abc%Vegh_Dp¿f�§tc%fmUdA@GFp1aWCF_DUWn5f�w�lbVonmlQGFI:TDpoVeg�stfma�ad_D�Dl@GFUdI$CFADVon5a
CFg'c%lDf©n5_DUWUdfmAbc0^DCFI$VXA@G`c%VXADE¤adn�GFpXfF<M?BA G»¡{G`stpofmVXEil�}ëj�G`stpoCiU:n�GFadf�VXc�VXa�EiU%G`JtVec¥G`cWVoCiA@G`p{f5ADfmUdEFsSu
UWf5aWf5UdJtfm^+VXA�G�lbf�G`J£s�poVoÉ£_DVX^�<ÆjklDf9lDf�G`J£s�poVXÉt_bVo^þVoa±aW_DTbTDCiUdcWfm^�GF�bCFJtf9pXVoEilbc±pXVoÉ£_DVo^þ^D_bf|c%C�TDUWf5aWaW_bUWf
CFg�poVXEilbc�pXVoÉ£_DVX^�<ÁjklbfmUWf�ghCiUWf�EiUWG`JtVXc%G`c%VXCiA@GFp�fmADf5UWEFs«CFg�G©lDfmG`J£s¨poVXÉ£_DVo^«nmGFADADC`c$�bf�poVo�bfmU%G�c%fm^¨VXA
ghUWf5f�g�GFpopXVoADED<Á~�CFw�A�c%_DUdA¬CFg{c%lDf�n5fmAbcWUWf0CFg�EFU%G`JtVXcds¨CFg�adstadcWfmI ghUWCFI�lDfmG`J£s GFAD^ poVoEFlbc+poVXÉ£_DVo^Da
Cin5nm_DUdak�bs�f�§�nml@GFAbEifma�CiU9UWf�G`UWU%G`ADEifmI:fmA�c%aMCFg]lbf�G`J£s�G`AD^�poVXEilbc9poVoÉ£_DVX^Dam<t=�n5nmCiUd^DVoAbEipXs$¡{G`stpofmVXEil�}
j�G`stpoCFU{VXADadc%GF�DVXpoVXcds:Voa�n�GFpXpof5^�GFpXaWC�f�§�n5l@GFADEif�CiU�VoAbcWfmUdnml@GFAbEifþVoADayc¥GF�DVXpoVecWsS<b?BA��þf5pXJtVoAt} $�f5poI:lDCipec%a
n�G`aWf/G�aWCF_DUWn5f�Voa'¢£VoADf�c%VXn:f5ADfmUdEFs¼CFgkI:CFc%VXCiA¦w�lDVXnml«VXa'f�§tc%fmUdA@GFp1c%C�G�cW_DUW�D_bpofmA�c�I:Ve§�VoAbE0²5CiADf`<
=�pec%f5UWA@G`cWVoCiA�CFgSEifmAbfmU%G�c%VoCFADaçnmCFADaWVXadc%arVXA�UWf5TDpñG`nmfmI:fmA�crCFgSl@GFUdI$CiAbVonmaÁCFg\c%lDf|nm_DUdUWfmA�c1^DCiI:VoA@G`cWVoADE
aWnmGFpof$ÂhT@GFUWf5Abc%a%ÜMCiA�aW_D�DlDGFUWI:CiADVXnmakCFgÁc%lDf5aWfþl@GFUdI$CiAbVonma'Âh^Dfmadnmf5AD^@GFAbcWa¥Ü�<

?BA�c%lbf9adfmnmCFAD^0ÂÇ¡�Von5lbc%I�stfmUy}�O�fmadlD¢£CFJbÜ]nmGFaWf|GFA�f�§tc%fmUdA@GFptaWCi_bUWnmf|Voa]ADCFcÁTDUWf5aWf5Abc�<`=�a±VXc]w�VopXpH�Df
aWlbCFw�A�VXA'cWlDf1EiVXJtfmAþw�CiUd¢SuÆg�GF^bVoADE{¡�Vonml�c%I�s�f5Uy}�O�fmadlD¢£CFJþI$C`c%VoCFA2Voa]aW_DTbTDCiUdcWfm^�^D_Df1c%C{adc¥G�c%Voayc%VXn�GFp
UWf5^DVoayc%UdVo�D_bcWVoCiA�CFg¿G�poCiADEFVXc%_b^DVoA@G`p�I:CiI$f5Abc%_bI	ghUWCiI	aWI$GFpop�adn�GFpXfma�VoA0pñG`UWEif2adn�GFpXfmam<\jklD_ba�VoA�cWlDf
aWf5nmCiAb^ nmGFaWf¨ÂÇGFa�GFEHGFVXADadc$c%lDf�ghVXUWayc�Ü+fmADf5UWEFsóCFgþI:CFJtfmI:fmAbc�VoA¬cWlDf¦pñG`UWEif0aWnmGFpof5a/Voa$pofmada$cWl@GFA
fmAbfmUWE`s/CFg]I:CFJtfmI:fmAbcmutÚÛlbVonml�lDGFaM�Df5fmA�nmCFADnmf5Abc%UWG`c%f5^0VXA/aWI$GFpXpSadn�GFpXfmaMCFA/c%lDf�TbUWf5JtVXCi_DaMayc¥GFEif5a
CFgÁ^Df5Jtf5poCiTDI:fmA�c�C`gÁcW_DUW�D_bpofmA�c�I$V�§bVXADED<

?BA� x cWlDf�ayc¥G`cWfmI:fmAbc�CFg1G:TDUWCF�Dpof5IÒVoa�ghCiUWI:_DpñG�c%fm^�<\z|CiADADf5n5cWVoCiA¦�bf5cWw�f5fmA©^DVXaWVXAbc%f5EiU%G`cWVoCiA
CFg��DUWfmGF¢�GFAD^$¡{VXnmlbcWI:stf5Uy}yO0fmaWlb¢tC`J�VoADayc¥GF�DVXpoVecWs�Voa1nmCiAbaWVo^bfmUWf5^©ÂhEifmADf5U%G`cWVoCiA�CFgvJtCiUdcWVonmVXfma1CiA:nmCiAt}
c¥G`n5c+G�c�^DVXaWVoA�c%fmEFU%G`cWVoCiA¼CFg��DUdf�GF¢�Ü�<¿?ëc�Voa�aWTDCF¢tf5A GF�DCi_bc �5TDUdCinmf5aWaWVXADE �5C`g�aW_DUyg�GFnmf/TbfmUdcW_DUW�DG`c%VXCiA
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Ö¬VXAbc%C¤ADf�GFU��bCi_DAD^@G`Uds¬Jtf5poCin5VXcWs ADCFA�}B_DAbVXghCiUdI ghVXfmpX^ ÍÎ <|jklDf�f�§bGFI:TDpXf�CFgþcWstTDVXn�GFp�adcWCinml@G`adc%VXn
gh_DADn�c%VXCiA/w�VXcWl/c%lDf�ghVXADVXcWf�aWnmGFpof2C`gÁlbf5c%f5UWCiEFfmADf5VXcWs�â@×PØm×(VXaMTDUWf5aWf5Abc%f5^�<Sî¿_DADn�c%VoCFADa|ghUWCFIôcWlDVoaMn5pñGFada
nmlDGFU%GFn�c%f5UWVo²5fþEifmADf5U%GFp(VXADVXcWVñGFp\TDf5UdcW_DUW�@G�c%VoCFADam<
?BA �´û/nml@GFUWGFn5cWfmUdVoadcWVon5a�CFg9G�I:Ve§�VoAbE�²mCFADf+GFUdf�^DfmadnmUdVo�Df5^�Ì1Â�VñÜ{={J�f5U%GFEFf�c%lDVXnm¢£ADf5aWaþCFg�G/I:Ve§�VoADE
²mCFADf9VXA'w�lbVonml�GFA�VXAbc%f5UWTDf5ADf5cWU%G`cWVoCiA'CFgbTDl@GFadfmaÁc%GF¢£fmaÁTDpñGFn5fFutÂhVoV�Ü�poGFUWEFf�}Badn�GFpXfradcWUW_Dn�c%_DUdf2Â�adfmÉ£_Df5ADnmf
CFg±JtCiUdcWVon�G`p�^DVoTbCipof5a¥Ü�uDGFAD^QÂ�VXVoV�Ü1aWI$GFpop�}Badn�GFpXf�^Df�c¥GFVXpoaMVXADaWVX^Df2pñGFUdEif�}ëaWnmGFpof�^bVoTDCipXfma5<
?BA � '�J�GFpX_Df$C`gMc%lDf�TDUWf5aWaW_bUWf/n5UWf�G�c%fm^¨VXA«G0poVoÉ£_DVX^Q��sQcWlDf�adpoCFw�f5^«^DCFw�A«�b_D�D�DpXf�Voa'fmI:TDl@G�}
aWVX²mf5^�<�jklbf�VoI:TDCiUyc¥GFAbc�f�§DG`I$TDpXfma1w�VXcWl/G�TDf5UWVXCi^DVon�n5l@GFVoA�CFg(�D_D�b�Dpof5aMGFAD^/G�aWCFpoVXc%GFUds��b_D�D�DpXf�GFUdf
nmCFADaWVX^DfmUdfm^�<
?BA � ý cWlDf¼TDUWf5aWaW_bUWf«G`AD^ Jtf5poCin5VXcWs¬ghVofmpX^Da�ADfmGFU0G UWGFAD^DCiI nml@GFVXAÛCFg��D_b�D�Dpof5a�VXa�GFA@GFpestaWfm^�<
z|CiI:T@GFUdVoaWCFA�CFg¿TbfmUWVXCi^DVXnFuDadCipoVec¥GFUys/GFAb^�UWGFAD^DCiI	GFUWUWGFADEif5I$f5Abc%a�CFgÁ�D_D�b�Dpof5a{VXakVoADayc%Ud_Dn5cWVXJtfF<
?BA � � aWTbfmn5cWU%GFp@n5l@GFUWGFn5cWfmUWVXadcWVonma¿CFg�G�Jtf5poCin5VXcWs�ghVof5po^+GFUdfkn�GFpXnm_DpoG`c%f5^�<F?ëc1VXa¿ghCi_DAb^�uFc%lDG`crc%lDfkI$G��dCiU
poCFADE�w{G`JtfmpXfmADEFcWl�TDGFUdc{CFg¿G+aWTDf5n5c%Ud_DIÒ^Df5TDfmAD^ba�CiA�w{G`Jtf'AD_DI:�DfmU�GFa{G+TDCFw�f5U�pñG`wþ<
?BA�����c%lDf2JtfmpXCinmVecWs�ghVXfmpX^�GFUWVXaWVoAbE+^DVoUdfmn5cWpXs/G`g�c%f5UkT@GFaWaWGFEifþCFg¿G+aWlDCin5¢/w{G`Jtf�VXa�GFA@GFpestaWfm^�<
?BA�����c%lDfþpñG�wðCFgÁf�§�T@G`ADaWVXCiA�C`gçG�c%_bUW�D_DpXfmAbc{I:Ve§�VoAbE�²mCiAbf'VXAbc%C:G+lDfmG`J£s�poVoÉ£_DVX^/VoakCF�bc¥GFVXADfm^

¶�³@µ ö · Y�÷ëø ¸�Ã

?BA �	��^DfmTbfmAD^Df5ADnmf'CiA�cWVoI:f�CFg]poGFUWEFf�}Badn�GFpXf{Jtf5poCin5VXcWs�ghpX_Dn5cW_@G`c%VXCiADa9Voa|^bVoaWn5_DaWadfm^QÂ�n5l@GFADEFf�GF�DVXpoVecWs
w�VXcWl/GFTbTDUWC`§�VXI�G`cWfmpes+nmCiAbadc¥G`Abc|ayc%f5T�CiA �U�M·rVoA$TDUWCin5fmadaMCFg(n5l@GFADEif�CFg(^DCFI$VXA@G`c%VXADE2adcWUW_Dn�c%_DUdfmaMVXA
c%lbf'VXAbJtfmUdaWfþn�GFadn�GF^bfÆÜ�<
?BA�� Z�
 c%lDfþUdfmI$GFUW¢$CiA�I$V�§bVXADE+VoakI$GF^DfþG�c{GFUW�DVec%UWGFUds$JbG`po_Df2CFgÁ=�cdw�CiCi^0AD_DI:�DfmU5<
?BA�� ZiZ adcWVoI:_DpñG`cWfm^�GFAD^�adTDCiAbc%GFADf5Ci_DaÁcW_DUW�b_Dpof5ADnmf|GFUWf9nmCiI:T@GFUdfm^�<�?BA+G{adc%VXI$_bpñG`cWfm^'n�GFadf|f�§�T@G`A�}
aWVXCiA©CFg9G�c%_bUW�D_DpXfmAbc�I$V�§bVXADE/²5CiADf+Voa�nmCiAbADfmn�c%fm^�c%C�G`n5c%VXCiA©CFg��Df�ghCiUWf5l@GFAD^�nmUdf�G`cWfm^�pñG`UWEif�}BaWnmGFpof
TDf5Udc%_bUW�@G`cWVoCiAbam<Æ?BA�GkadTDCiAbc%GFADfmCF_Da¿nmGFaWf�I$V�§�VoADEk^Df�JtfmpoCFTDa±ghUdCiI"TDf5UdcW_DUW�@G�c%VoCFADa(w�lDVon5l�l@G�J�f1ghVoAbVXc%f
VoAbVXc%VoGFp@aWnmGFpof$� âD×ÙØ5×�<D=�akGFEHG`VoADaycMadcWVoI:_DpñG�c%fm^�n�GFadf2VXcMVXaMG�TDUdCi�DpXfmIºGF�DCi_bcM^DfmnmG`s/CFgÁ¡�Von5lbc%I�stfmUy}
O�f5aWlD¢£CFJ¦cW_DUW�b_Dpof5ADnmf`<�?ëc2VXa�VoA�c%fmUdfmayc%VoAbE�c%C/n5CiADadVo^Df5U�I$C`c%VoCFA�CiA¦poGFUWEFf�c%VXI$f5a�ÚÛlDf5A¦c%lDVXnm¢£ADf5aWa
CFg¿G+I$V�§bVXADE+pñG�s�f5UkVoakpoGFUWEif�VoA�nmCiI:T@GFUdVoadCiA/w�VXcWl0VXADVXcWVñGFpSaWnmGFpof`uS³@µ�í â@×PØm×ë<
?BA�� Z�x UWf5nmfmVeJtfm^0UWfmad_DpXcWa{GFUWfþEif5ADfmUWGFpoVX²mfm^�CiA0G�c%lbUWfmf�}B^DVXI$f5ADaWVXCiA@GFp�n�GFadfF<@jklDf'pñG`w

³@µ ö · KÇ÷ ù

CFgÁf�§�T@GFAbaWVoCFA�CFgÁI:Ve§�VoADE�ghUWCiAbc{VXaMghCi_DAD^�<

� 97T1�E., >./%� %)(!.���M�-&����# QL%�

?BAÛG¤TDUdCi�Dpof5I GF�DCi_bc/¡{VXnmlbcWI:stf5Uy}yO0fmaWlb¢tC`J¬VXADadc%GF�DVopXVXcds«f�§bGFI:VoAbf�c%lbf�I:CFJtfmI:fmAbc/GFUWVXaWVoAbE
CFw�VXADE0cWC�T@G`aWa%G`Eif�CFgkG�aWlbCinm¢©c%lbUWCi_DEFl«nmCiA�c¥GFn�c��DCF_DAD^@GFUys¼�Df5cdw�fmfmA«cdw�C�^DVeg�ghfmUdfmAbc�EHGFadfmam<±?BA
ghVoEb< Z adcWU%GFVXEilbcrpXVoADf5a Z GFAD^ x nmCiUdUWf5aWTDCiAb^:cWC'n5CiAbc%GFn5c1�DCF_DAD^@GFUys0ÂÇG�ayc%UWGFVoEil�crpoVXADf Z ÜçGFAb^$G�adlDCin5¢
w{G`Jtf�ÂÇG+adcWU%GFVXEilbckpXVoADf x Ü�<
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=�c�cWlDf�I:CiI$f5Abc�·�®½°�cWlDf�w{G`Jtf�Udf�GFn5lDfma��DCi_bAD^@GFUysv<Á=�c�·�¹3°�ghUdCiI,�DCi_DAD^DGFUds¤VoA¤cWlDf
^DVeg�ghfmUWf5Abc2adVo^Df5a'^bfmT@GFUycþCiU�cdw�C0adlDCin5¢�w{G`Jtfma$ÂÇG�nmGFaWf Z Ü�u�CiU2G�adlDCinm¢�w{G`Jtf�GFAD^¼G�U%GFUdf5g�GFn�c%VoCFA
Â�f�§�T@GFADadVoCiA\Ürw{G`Jtf�ÂÇG'n�GFadf x Ü{Â�adfmfFutghCiU�f�§bGFI:TDpof`u�Udf5JtVof�w�a|VoA$I$CFADCiEiUWGFTDlDVXfma�?BADCiEHGFI:CFJSut~�fmI:Ve}
GFADC`Jvu\G`AD^�)tCiA Z � � �buD?BAbCiEHGFI:CFJ Z � � ��GFAD^0VoA�GFUdcWVon5pofmaMÚÛCF_DnmlD_b¢ x 
 
bZ G�u x 
 
bZ �\Ü�<bÚÛlDG`c�ghUWCiI
c%lbfmaWf2cdw�C:nmGFaWf5a�Voakn�G`UWUWVXfm^�Ci_�c�^DfmTDf5AD^Da�CiA�c%lbf'^bfmADadVXcWs�U%G`cWVoCDu£c%lbfmUWI:Ci^bstA@G`I$VXn�TDUWCFTDfmUyc%Vof5akCFg
EHGFadfma'GFAD^¤O�GFn5lQAb_DI$�bfmUþCFg|G�adlDCin5¢S<±ì{aW_@GFpXpXs�VoA�n�GFadf�CFg Z adlDCinm¢©EFCifma2ghUWCFI poVXEilbc2EiGFaþVoAbcWC
lDfmG`J£s�EiGFa�Â���ghUdCiI3poVXEilbckcWC$lDfmG`J£s ��Ü�uSGFAD^�VoA�n�G`aWf x }9CiA�c%lDf'nmCiA�c%U%G`UdsS<\jklD_Da�cWlDf'U%GFUdf5g�GFn�c%VoCFA
w{G`Jtf'pof�G�J�f5akghUWCiIºnmCiAbc%GFn5c{�DCF_DAD^@GFUysSu@I$CFJtVXADE+CiA�lDf�G�Jts�EiGFam<

qrUWCi�DpXfmI GF�DCi_bc'G�adlDCinm¢�w{G`JtfFu(I:CFJtVoADE/cWlDUWCi_bEil�TDpñGFAbf+nmCiAbc%GFn5cþ�bCi_DAD^@G`Uds©�Df�cWw�f5fmA�cWw�C
lDCiI:CiEif5ADfmCF_Da�aWf5I$VXaWT@G`nmfma5uçVoa�G�aWTbfmnmVoGFpMnmGFaWf/C`g{cWlDf�w�f5pope}ë¢£ADCFw�A«VXI$TDCFUdc¥G`Abc�TbUWCi�DpXfmI�GF�DCi_�c
^DVXaWVoA�c%fmEFU%G`cWVoCiA�CFgr�bUWf�G`¢S<v=�c{c%lDf�GFA@GFpestaWVoa{CFg1¡�Von5lbc%I�stfmU�}yO�f5aWlD¢£CFJ�VoADayc¥GF�bVopoVecWs�_DaW_@G`popXs�G�n�GFadf
w�VXcWl�aW_D�Dayc¥GFAbnmfma5u£adc%VXpop��Df5ghCiUdf�T@GFaWadVoADEþCFgvG2aWlbCinm¢\u£Voaçn5CiADadVo^Df5UWfm^�<tz|fmUdc%GFVoAbpXsSuiEif5ADfmUWGFpoVX²�G`cWVoCiADaÁCFg
c%lbVoa�GFA@GFpestaWVoa�GFUdf�TDCiaWadVo�DpXfkw�lDVon5l$VXADnmpX_D^Df�CFc%lbfmUWa�n�G`aWfma9CFgv^DVoadVoAbcWfmEiUWG`c%VXCiA+CFg��bUWf�G`¢0Â�Eif5ADfmUWG`c%VXCiA
CFg'JtCiUdcWVonmVecWsóCiAæGFAD^ÛADf�G`U�cWlDf�TDfmUyc%_DUd�Dfm^ nmCFAbc¥GFn�c0�DCi_DAD^DGFUdsÛG�c�^DVoadVoAbcWfmEiUWG`c%VXCiACFg�EifmAbfmU%G`p
�DUdf�GF¢�Ü�<1îÁCiU�f�§bGFI:TDpof`uçVXc�VXa+VoAbcWfmUWf5adcWVoADE©c%C�n5CiADaWVX^DfmU:G�n�GFadf�VoA¨w�lDVon5ló�bf5ghCiUdf�Cin5nm_DUdUWf5ADnmf0CFg
aWlbCinm¢/cdw�C:lbCiI$CFEifmADf5Ci_Da�aWf5I$VXaWT@G`nmfma�I:CFJtf2c%CFw{GFUd^Da�f�GFn5l�C`c%lDf5U'ÂÇ~�f5I$n5lDfmAD¢£CDu x 
 
 '£Ü�<

¡{VXnmlbcWI:stf5Uy}yO0fmaWlb¢tC`J2VoADayc¥GF�bVopoVecWs�GFUdVoaWf5a�w�lDfmA'�DCi_bAD^@GFUys2�Df5cdw�fmf5A�EHG`aWfma]l@G`a±TbfmUdcW_DUW�DG`c%VXCiADam<
?BA�î¿VXED< x c%lDfMf�§bGFI$TbpofMCFg@cWlDfMTDf5UdcW_DUW�Df5^��DCi_DAD^DGFUds�Voa¿adlDCFw�A�<FjklDf�G�§�Voarª�Â�G�poCiAbEiVXcW_D^DVoADGFp£G�§�Voa%Ü
Voa]^DVXUWf5n5c%f5^�CiA�G{AbCiUWI$GFpic%C{_DADTbfmUdcW_DUW�bfm^��DCF_DAD^@GFUysS<FÈ|f5poCFw¤TDpñG`ADf�Â x ~2Ü]GFAD^'c%lDUdfmf�}B^DVXI$f5ADaWVXCiA@GFp
ÂÇûF~2Ü�aWTDGFnmf5a�G`UWf+nmCFADaWVX^DfmUdfm^�<�jklbf+nmCiCiUd^DVoADG`c%f�Ï¶hÏ]ÐWÑD¸�Voa�cWU%GFADayJtfmUWadf$n5CiCiUd^DVoA@G�c%f�VXA x ~´ÂÇûF~2Ü
aWTDGFnmf`<

[(f5c � a:nmCiADadVo^Df5U�nmCiCiUd^DVoADG`c%f/ghUWGFI$f�n5CiADADf5n5cWfm^ócWC�_DADTDf5Udc%_bUW�Df5^�DCi_DAb^@GFUdsS<r={g�c%fmU�T@G`aWa%G`Eif
CFg1G:aWlDCFnm¢�c%lDUdCi_DEil��DCi_DAb^@GFUds�cWlDfmUdf�VXa�G:ADCiA�}ë_DADVXghCFUWI3ADfmGFU{�DCi_DAD^DGFUds�JtfmpXCinmVecWs�ghVof5po^ ÍÎ ¶ Í� ÐW·d¸�<
?ëc/nmGF_Dadfma�I:CFJtVoADEia:CFgþ�DCF_DAD^@GFUys¬Ö�¶hÏ]ÐWÑvÐW·d¸+nmCFADnmf5UWADVXADE«TDCiadVXcWVoCiA CFgþ_DADTbfmUdcW_DUW�bfm^Û�DCi_DAb^@GFUds
Â�n5l@GFADEFf'C`gçGFA�GFI:TDpoVec%_D^bf�CFgÁTDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`cWVoCiADa�Ö/VXA�c%VoI:fÆÜ�<b?BA�î¿VoEb<Dû�I$CFJtf5I$f5Abc�CFgÁ�DCi_DAD^DGFUds�VXA
n�G`aWfma2VXA©G�TDlDGFaWf�GFAb^�GFA©nmCi_bAbc%f5UWTDl@G`aWf+Voa�aWlDC`w�A¬ÂhaWf5fFu�ghCiU�f�§bGFI:TDpof`uv?BAbCiEHGFI:CFJSu�~�fmI:VñGFADC`Jvu
GFAD^ )�CiA Z � � �bu�?BADCiEiGFI$C`J Z � � �HÜ�<�ÚÛf�n5CiI$TDGFUWf�lDf5UWf$GFA¼GFADEi_DpoGFU2TDl@G`aWf:CFg|TbfmUdcW_DUW�DG`c%VXCiADaþCFg
�DCi_bAD^@GFUys�Ö/w�VXc%l�G$Tbl@GFaWf'CFgÁJ�f5poCin5VXcds äÖv<SO0CFJtfmI:fmAbc�VoA�G:Tbl@GFaWf'c¥GF¢£f5a�TDpoGFnmf'G`c�T@GFada%GFEFf�CFgçG
aWlbCinm¢�ghUWCFI3poVXEilbcMcWC$lDfmG`J£s0EHGFamu\G`AD^�VXA�G`A�nmCF_DAbc%f5UWTDlDGFaWf�G`c{T@GFada%GFEif�CFgrG�aWlbCinm¢/ghUdCiI3lDfmG`J£s
c%C�pXVoEil�c�EHGFa+Â�aWf5f:î¿VoED<vû/CiA©w�lDVXnml�TDCiadVXc%VeJtf�^DVXUWfmn�c%VXCiADa�CFg�pXCiADEiVec%_D^DVXA@GFp±G�§�fmaþCFg�n5CiCiUW^bVoA@G`cWf+ª
GFAD^�JtfmpXCinmVecWs �&G`UWf2aWlbCFw�A\Ü�<

?BAÛî¿VoEb< '¤JtfmpoCFnmVXcds ^DVoayc%UWVX�D_bcWVoCiA ÍÎ ¶hÏ]Ð¥ª®8°bÐW·��%×���¸$R2U ÍÎ ¶hÏ]Ð%Ñ ®�Ñ��%×��HÐ¥ª¬®8°bÐW·��%×���¸:GFpoCiAbE
c%UWGFADayJ�f5UWadf'n5CiCiUd^DVoA@G�c%f�Ï¤ÂhCiU|Ï]Ð%Ñb¸�VXaMaWlDC`w�A0VXA x ~ ÂhCiUkûi~2Ü�n�GFadfF<D=�aMVXc9w{GFaMc%CipX^�utVXcMVXa9ghCiUdI$f5^
GFa¿G�UWf5aW_DpecrCFg@T@G`aWa%G`EifMCFgSG�adlDCin5¢�c%lbUWCi_DEFl�c%lDf|TDfmUyc%_DUd�Dfm^+�DCF_DAD^@GFUysS<iqrpñGFAbfMª�®ð°�nmCFUWUWf5aWTDCFAD^Da
c%C�cWlDfMn5_DUWUdfmAbc1TDCFaWVXcWVoCiA�CFg\_DADTDf5UdcW_DUW�Df5^$�bCi_DAD^@G`Uds/Â�^@GFadlDfm^�ayc%U%G`VoEilbc¿poVXADfmaçVXA+î¿VXED<FûiÜ�<	��fmpXCinmVecWs
nmCFI$TDCFADfmAbcWa �±Ð Î GFAb^ �4n5CiADnmf5UWA0c%C:G�§�fmakÏ]Ð%Ñ�G`AD^�ª�Â�n5CiI:T@GFUWfþîÁVoED<bû:G`AD^ x Ü�<

È|fmnmGF_DadfMCFgDcWlDf9w{G`J£sþghCiUdI C`gbc%lbf|TDf5Udc%_bUW�Df5^+�DCi_DAD^DGFUds�ÂÇîÁVoED< x Ü�w�VXcWl�adn�GFpXf �4âD×ÙØm×�c%lDf�ADfmGFU
�DCi_bAD^@GFUys:Jtf5poCin5VXcWs�ghVofmpX^�G`TDTDf�G`UWa�aWVoEFA�}ëJ�GFUdVñGF�DpXfMw�VXcWl�nmlDGFU%GFn�c%f5UWVoayc%VXn{adn�GFpXfma9CFg�w{G`Jtf5pofmAbEFc%l�âD×ÙØ5×
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GFAD^�G`I$TDpXVXcW_D^Dfma �kå¥×ÙØ5×ëÃ�${fmUdf�c%lDf�VoAD^Df�§��5VoADV��5aWTbfmnmVeghVof5a�cWlDf�VoAbVXc%VoGFpDI:CiI:fmAbc9CFg(c%VXI$f`<b[(f�c � aMnmCiAt}
aWVX^DfmUMG�n�GFadf'C`gÁadI�G`popSTDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`c%VXCiADaMÖ µå¥×ÙØm× ãiâ@×PØm×�ß àFÐ�w�lDf5A�¡�Von5lbc%I�stfmU9ghCFUWI:_DpñG'VoakGFTbTDpoVXn�GF�DpXfF<
jklDf�aWn�G`pof�Ö µå¥×ÙØm× Voa9G�UWGFAD^DCiI I:f�GFA:aWÉ£_@G`UWf�^Df�JtVñG`cWVoCiA:CFg]GFA$VoAbcWfmUyg�GFnmf�G`c9aWlDVeg�cMGFpXCiADE'�DCi_DAb^@GFUds
CiA�^DVXadc¥G`ADnmf �4âD×ÙØm×�ÃDjklDfþVoAb^Df�§ �5TDpo_ba&�5I:f�GFAbaMc%l@G`c|c%lDfþEiVeJ�f5A�JbG`po_Df�VXaMc¥GF¢£f5A�G`g�cWfmUMTDGFaWaWGFEifþCFg
G+aWlDCFnm¢\<@=�a�VXc|w{GFakaWTDCF¢tf5A¨Â � Z Ü9ghCi_bAD^��DfmpXCFwðTbCFw�fmU�pñG�wæf�§�T@GFADadVoCiA�CFg¿G�c%_DUd�D_Dpof5Abc�I:Ve§�VoADE
²mCFADfþUWfmI$GFVXADaMg�GFVoU9ghCiUkADCiADpXVoADfmGFUMVXADVXcWVñGFpSTDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`cWVoCiADa'Â'£Ü�<

ÚÛVXcWl0^bVoI:fmADadVoCiADpXfmadaMg�GFn5cWCiU�¡{VXnmlbcWI:stf5UMghCiUWI:_DpñG/ÂÇûHÜ|pXCiCi¢£akpoVX¢tf

�MØþ®��0�
	 µ � Ø�Ö µØ ��� Ø������ �����çÐ �MØ � ®�� �
	 µ � Ø � Ö µØ � ��� Ø�� �"�������çÃ ¶ �F¸

?ëc±Voa(_Dadfm^'ghCiU(UWf5n�GFpXnm_DpoG`c%VXCiA2CFg��DCi_DAD^DGFUdsþTDf5UdcW_DUW�@G�c%VoCFADa(Ö2VoAbcWCMJtfmpoCFnmVXcds�ghVof5po^óäÖ�CFU#��Ã�?BA�Â ý Ü��¬VXa
^DVXI$f5ADaWVXCiADpof5aWa¿g�G`n5c%CFUr^DfmTDf5AD^Df5Abc|VXA�n�GFadf{C`g�VX^Df�GFp�EHGFadfmarghUWCiI c%lDf5VoU1GF^bVñGF�@G�c%Von|f�§�TDCiADf5Abc%a5uHghUWCiI
c%f5I$TbfmU%G�c%_DUdfmarCFg\EHG`aWfma5uHGFAD^:O�GFnml�AD_DI:�Df5UçCFgvG�aWlDCFnm¢\uiaWf5fFuFghCFUçf�§bGFI:TDpof`u`I:CiADCFEiU%GFTblDVof5a¿?BADCiE�}
GFI:CFJSuD~�f5I$VoGFADCFJSu@G`AD^ )�CiA Z � � ��ub?BADCiEiGFI$C`J Z � � ��w�VXcWl�UWf5JtVXf5w�a�CFg¿GFUdcWVonmpXfma�w�VXc%l�nmGFpon5_DpñG`cWVoCiA
CFg(g�GFn�c%CiU��kÃ�?BA�GFA�VXADnmCFI$TDUdfmadaWVo�bpof{n�GFadf�w�f2l@G`Jtf��4® àiÃ�jklbVoaMnmGFaWf�n5CiUWUdfmadTDCiAD^DaMcWC�VoI:TD_DpXaWVeJ�f
GFn5nmfmpXfmUWG`c%VXCiA � ö�� ¶�·d¸�Ãt?BA¼Â ý Ür=�c µ ® K ¾	��
K µ�� 
 Ð�ò µ Voa1c%lDf�^DfmADadVXcds$UWG`c%VXC�G`g�cWfmU9aWlDCin5¢\u ��� Ø������������¦VXa
JtfmpXCinmVecWs+CFgv_DADTbfmUdcW_DUW�bfm^/�DCF_DAD^@GFUys�ÂÇG2^@GFadlDfm^�adc%UWGFVoEFlbc1poVXADfFuHîÁVoEia5< Z }�ûiÜçG`g�c%f5U�adlDCin5¢+VoA:pñGF�DCFU%G�}
c%CFUds�ghU%G`I$f2VXA0w�lDVXnml�aW_D�Dayc¥GFAbnmfma��Df5ghCiUdf'G$aWlbCinm¢�GFUdf�VXA�Udfmayc�<\?BA�nmGFaWf'CFgçadI�G`pop(TDf5Udc%_bUW�@G`cWVoCiAba
G`c�G+poVXADf�GFUkayc¥GFEFf'C`g¿^Df�JtfmpoCFTDI$f5Abc{CFgçVXADadc%GF�DVXpoVXcds$G:TDUdVoADn5VoTDpXf�CFg¿poVoAbf�GFUMad_DTDf5UWTDCiadVXcWVoCiA�VoakJ�GFpXVo^�<
?BA»Â ý Ü � Ø�® ����ã��kÐ�QVoa{AD_DI:�DfmU�CFg�î¿Ci_DUdVof5U�l@G`UWI:CiADVon$Â x ~2Ü�u � Ø � ® 
 ¶ � �Ø ¸ Y�� ¶ ���� ¸ Y Â�ûi~2Ü�u� Ø � VXaþG/w{G`Jtf$AD_bI$�Df5UþCFgMG�l@G`UWI:CiADVon�w�VXc%l�Ï¨G`AD^�Ñ¦nmCiI:TDCiAbfmAbcWa � �Ø Ð � �� VoA¼ûi~ Eif5CiI$f�c%Uysv<
ÚÛf�TD_bcþCi_bU2adstadcWfmI VoA�c%C�pñG`UWEif�¶��ðí âD×ÙØ5×h¸ �5�DC�§���w�VXc%l©cWU%GFADayJtfmUWaWGFpraWVX²mf5a��úÂ x ~2Ü2R�U������
ÂÇûF~2Ü�<\qrfmUyc%_DUd�@G`cWVoCiADakn5CiAbcWVoAD_DfþTDf5UWVXCi^DVonmGFpopes:Ci_bc%adVo^Df�cWlDfþfmAD^0TDCiVXAbc%akC`gÁcWlDf �5�DC`§*�`<

� � �1-& G� �O� �:( ��M! � -&Q�� .�+�0�% ��M&�! G� � �:(���J$ "(�0  0!%��!�L >.��L�B(�0&+!%�./� �,���OM�.KT��2G`po_Df5aÁÖ µØ
GFAD^+Ö µØ � GFUWfkîÁCi_DUWVXfmU¿GFI$TbpoVXcW_D^Df5a¿CFgSl@GFUdI$CFADVon5am<�?ëc1Voa¿Abfmnmf5aWaWGFUds+cWC2^DVoayc%VoAbEi_DVoadl+GFI:TDpoVec%_D^bfma±Ö`Ø�Ð
�MØ'CFg]l@GFUdI$CFADVon5a � Ø�¶ � Ø�® ��±ãiâDØH¸çghUWCFIôUWGFAD^DCFI�}ëI$fmGFA�}BadÉ£_@GFUWf�^Df�JtVñG`cWVoCiADa�^D_Df{c%C�cWU%GFAbadJtfmUdaWf
aWlbVXg�c�âDØ

Ö`å¥Ø@¶�·d¸�® 
 ��� Ö�¶�Ï]ÐW·d¸¿ÿ«Ö�¶hÏ � âDØbÐd·d¸! Y#" �iÐ
�kå¥Ø@¶�ªbÐW·d¸�® 
 �$� ��¶hÏ]Ð¥ªbÐd·d¸¿ÿ �+¶hÏ � âDØ�Ð¥ªbÐW·d¸% Y " �FÐ �'& " ��®�(*)+ & �iÏvã��kÃ ¶-,i¸

+rÉ£_@G`c%VXCiADa�Â � Ükn�GFA��Df�EFfmADf5U%GFpXVo²mf5^�ghCiU�ûi~ nmGFaWf`<vjklbf�U%GFAb^DCiI+}BI:f�GFA�}ëaWÉ£_@GFUdfþ^Df5JtVñG�c%VoCFA�CFg¿J�f�}
poCFnmVXcds�^DfmTbfmAD^DaþCiA�J�f5poCin5VXcds�^bVoadcWUWVX�D_bc%VXCiA�w�lbVonml�Voa�ghCFUWI:fm^¦�bs�GF^D^bVXc%VXCiA�C`g1I�GFA�s�lDGFUWI:CiADVXnmam<
jklDf5UWf5ghCFUWfþghCiU�U%GFAD^bCiI	gh_DADn�c%VXCiADa & ghCFUWI:fm^��bs0GFA0VoAbcWfmUyghfmUWf5ADnmf'CFgÁl@GFUdI$CiAbVonma & Ø�w�VXc%l0G�U%GFAt}
^DCiI	TDl@GFadf/.±Ø+w�fþUWfmn5fmVeJ�f & å�Ø �10  & ØbÃ ¶'2F¸

� F7T1�E.,� +�J
.�+!��% ��M .�+���#&+&QL%)(!. �*�43!�O(�565K�:(!%
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������J��D(�%)�,�$��M �*�43!��(!5 QO @27%'�)T�=�cr·|À°�c%lDf5UWf{GFUdf�cdw�CþaWfmI:VoadT@GFn5fma.�5l �mG`AD^ �5p �5VXA�nmCFAbc¥GFn�c
ÂÇîÁVoED< ý GHÜ|ghVopopXfm^�w�Vec%l0TD_DUdf�ad_D�Dadc%GFADn5fma�w�Vec%l0^DfmADadVXcds ���GFAD^���hÃ@jklD_Da�G+JtfmUyc%VonmGFp�Âhgh_bADn5cWVoCiA0CFg
ªHÜþTDUWCFghVXpof�CFg�G�J�f5U%GFEFf�nmCFADnmf5Abc%UWG`c%VXCiA���`¶ÇªbÐd·�®3°H¸�® � � " � � ÂhaWfmf©Â � ÜdÜþCFgMpoVoEFlbcþTDl@GFadf��5p��5Voa2cWlDf
�5ayc%fmT���w�lDVon5l�Voa�^bU%G`w�A��bs�^@GFaWlbfm^�adcWU%GFVXEilbc�pXVoADf5a�VXA�î¿VoED< ý ��<�=�c�I$CiI:fmA�c�CFg1c%VXI$f'·{® °�cWlDf
aWlbCinm¢�G`UWUWVeJtfma�G`c�_DAbTDfmUyc%_DUd�Dfm^0nmCiA�c¥GFn�c��bCi_DAD^@G`UdsS<D=�g�cWfmUkc%lDG`ckVoA0G�TDVXn5cW_DUWf2CFgÁ^DVXadc%UdVo�D_�c%VoCFA/CFg
TDl@G`aWfma�G�ADf5wôVXI$TDCFUdc¥G`Abc'²mCiADf/GFTDTDfmGFUWa�}�c%lbVoa�VXa'cWlDf�cW_DUW�D_bpofmA�c�I:Ve§�VoADE0pñG�s�f5U�O Â�î¿VoEb< ý nÆÜ�u
ghVopXpof5^:w�Vec%l�I:Ve§tcW_DUWf�CFg(aW_b�Dadc%GFADnmf5a �5l �mGFAb^ �5p ��<tjklbf�É£_@GFAbcWVXcWs �`¶ Í� ÐW·d¸1EiVXJtfmaMG'JtCipo_bI$f{ghU%GFn�c%VoCFA
CFg�poVoEFlbcrTDl@G`aWf{VoA:GFA:fmpof5I$f5Abc�CFgSJ�CFpo_DI:fF<H~�fmADadVXcWs�C`g�I:Ve§tc%_DUdfMw�lDVon5l$ghVXpopoa±c%lDVXarJ�CFpo_DI:fkVoa1fmÉ£_@G`p

 � ×��t¶ Í� ÐW·d¸r® ���� � ¶yà�ÿ �5¸���HÃ
=�g�cWfmU:GFTDTbf�GFUWGFADnmf0CFg�I$V�§bVXADE©²mCFADf0cWlDf�TDUWC`ghVopof���`¶Çª�ÐW·d¸ �5Voa�aWI:f�G`UWfm^��iÂÇî¿VXED< ý ��u�G�n5CiAbcWVoAD_DCF_Da
nm_bUdJtfÆÜ�CiA©c%lbVonm¢£ADf5aWaþCFg9G�pñG`stf5U�CFg9I$V�§bVXADE�³�® ³@µ � ³�¾(Ã]z|CiCiUd^DVoA@G�c%fma�ª�®ô³@µ»GFAD^¼ª�® ³v¾
Â�poGFadc|TDCiVXAbc%a9CFg±VoAbcWfmUWTbfmADf�c%U%G�c%VoCFA�CFg±TDl@G`aWfma%Ü|nmCiUdUWf5aWTDCiAb^�cWC�ghUWCFAbc%aMC`g]I$V�§bVXADEDÌ�³@µ¦Voa|G�ghUWCiAbc|CFg
�D_D�b�Dpof5amu\GFAD^�³v¾¦VXaMghUWCiA�c�CFg �df�c%a�¶"���À ���¸�Ã
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.�+!��%)�
TD[(f5c�_Da�nmCFADaWVX^DfmU1aWTDGFnmf{adcWUW_Dn�c%_DUdf�CFgvI:Ve§�VoADE2²5CiADf`<
jklDf�CiADf�}ë^DVoI:fmAbaWVoCFA@GFpbTbUWCFghVXpofkCFg]G�J�f5U%GFEFf�n5CiADnmf5Abc%UWG`c%VXCiA���F¶�ªbÐW·��%×��`¸�ÂÇî¿VXED< ý �@Ü1UdfmI:VoAD^Da1^DVeg�gh_DaWVeJtf
TDUdCFghVopXfmam<£?BAbcWfmUdI$CipXfmn5_DpñGFU1^DVXadc%GFADnmf5aMGFAb^/pof5ADEFc%lba|CFg�ghUdfmf�T@G`c%lba|CFg]I:Cipof5nm_DpXfma�GFUdf�aWI$GFpXpSVXA�n5CiI�}
T@GFUdVoadCiA�w�Vec%l�cWlDVon5¢tAbfmaWar³(Ã`jklDfmUdf5ghCiUdfMI:Cipof5nm_DpoGFU(^DVXg�gh_baWVXJtf9TDUWCFghVXpof5a¿GFUdf|Udf�GFpXpXs2CiAbf�}B^bVoI:fmADadVoCiA@G`p�<
?BA¼G�c%_DUd�D_DpXfmAbcþnmGFaWf�I$GFEiADVec%_D^Df5a�CFg1c%lbf�c%_DUd�D_Dpof5Abc2ghpo_t§bf5a2n�GFUdUdstVoAbE�TDl@GFadfma'GFpoCFADE�c%lbf�ª�G�§�VXa
GFAD^�UWG`c%fMC`gvf�§�T@GFADadVoCiA�CFgvG�I:Ve§�VoADE�²mCiAbf�GFUWfk^Df�ghVoADf5^+�bs�poGFUWEFf�}Badn�GFpXf|lDf�c%f5UWCiEif5ADfmVec%VXfmarCFgSI:Ve§�VoADE
²mCFADfF<@?ëc{VoakVXI$TbCiUdc%GFAbc|cWl@G`c�c%lbfþcWU%GFAbadJtfmUdaWf'aWVo²5fma�â�( � ����C`gÁcWlDfmadf�lDf�c%f5UWCiEif5ADfmVec%VXfma�GFUdf'poGFUWEFf

â ( � ��� �4³@µ¿Ã ¶��i¸

=�JtfmUWGFEifrghpo_t§ � ��� " � � CFgtpXVoEilbc�TDl@GFadf �5_DTbw{G`UW^Da1�iÂhcWC�ª:¹°HÜ�G`AD^þGklDf�G`J£s2Tbl@GFaWf ��^DCFw�Abw{GFUd^Da&� � ¶yàiÿ
�5¸ � " � � GFUdf9CiTbTDCiaWVec%f`<ÆjklDf9I:Ve§�VXADEk²mCiAbfMO ÂÇî¿VXED< ý n�Ü�Voa(cWw�C`}ëadcWUWf�G`I4UWfmEFVoCiAþCFgbnmCi_DA�c%fmU±I:CFc%VXCiA2CFg
TDl@G`aWfma5<bjkUWGFADaWTbCiUdc|CFg �5p �5GFAD^ �5l �5ad_D�Dadc%GFADn5fmakCin5nm_DUda|�bs$VoAbcWfmUdnml@GFAbEifmI:fmAbc9CFg(JtCipX_DI$f5a ��p �mGFAb^
�5l ��Ì(l
	¬p�ÂÇî¿VXED< � Ü�<Áì{aW_@G`popXs¦VoAbcWfmUWn5l@GFADEFfma�GFUWf:nmCiAbADfmn�c%fm^Qw�VXc%lQ¡{G`stpofmVXEil�}ëj�G`stpoCiU�VXADadc%GF�DVXpoVXcds
w�lDf5UWf�c%lbf5s:ghUWfmf�EiU%G`JtVec¥G`cWVoCiA@G`p@fmADf5UWEFsS<�${fmUWf+ÂÇ¡�Vonml�c%I�s�f5Uy}�O�fmadlD¢£CFJ�VXADadc%GF�DVXpoVXcdsbÜrVXAbc%f5UWn5l@GFADEif5a
ÂÇîÁVoED< � Ü¿Cinmn5_DU��DfmnmGF_DaWf{CFgvVoADf5UdcWVñG�CFgvI$C`c%VoCFA�uiGFarcWlDf�CiADpXs�TDCiadaWVo�bpofMghCiUdI CFg�I$CFcWVoCiA�<iz|f5Udc¥G`VoADpesvu
GFAbs/I$CFJtVXADEiaMCFg¿poVXÉt_bVo^�JtCipX_DI$f�cWC:GFA�VoADn5CiI$TbUWfmadaWVX�Dpof2pXVoÉ£_DVo^/GFUWfþf�§�n5l@GFADEif'I:CFc%VXCiA�<

?BAaWTDGFnmf¦poGFUWEFf�}Badn�GFpXfQÂÇî¿VXED< � Ü�cWw�C«n5Ci_DAbcWfmU�ayc%Udf�GFI I:CFc%VXCiAóVXa$nmGFUWUdVof5^¬Ci_bc$c%lDUdCi_DEil¬GFpe}
c%f5UWA@G�c%VoCFAóCFg �df5c%a5u ��ghVoADEif5UWa1�5CiU�nmCipX_DI:ADa�CFg2poVXEilbc �5p��mGFAD^ lDfmG`J£s �5l��5poVXÉt_bVo^Da0Â�î¿VoED< �`GHÜ�<rjklDVXa
GFpec%fmUdA@G`cWVoCiA¼n�GF_baWfma+n5l@GFADEFfma�CFg{G�aWVoEFA«CiA¤JtfmUyc%VXn�GFp1JtfmpoCFnmVXcds �3GFa'gh_DADn5cWVoCiA¤CFgkc%UWGFADadJtf5UWaWf�CFU
lDCiUdVo²5CiAbc¥G`p¿nmCFCiUW^DVXA@G`cWfma:ÂÇîÁVoED< �`�\Ü�<]z|CiAbghCiUdI$VecWs�CFg�nmCipX_DI:ADa2GFAD^�adVoEiADa2CFA�Jtf5poCin5VXcWs�Voa�_bAD^DfmU�}
poVXADfm^��bs�cWlDf�GFUWUdCFw�arnmCFADADfmn�c%VXADEþî¿VoEFam< �`G�GFAD^ �`��<`jklDf�nmCiUdUWf5pñG`cWCiU�� (�¿¶�ªbÐW·d¸1® � ¶"�Sÿ0à�ã�i¸ � " � � ¸
Voa�TDCiadVXcWVXJtfF<£jklDf�nm_DUdUWfmA�c|c%lbVonm¢£ADf5aWa�³/CFg(G�I:Ve§�VoADEþpoG`stfmU�Voa�^Df5ghVXADfm^/CFA�TDCiadVXcWVoCiADa1CFg�pñGFayc|TDCFVoAbcWa
³@ï¬Â�î¿VoEb< �FGHÜ�<�$�CFUWVo²5CiAbc%GFp�GFUdUWCFw�a�adlDCFw"^bfmaWVXEiADVXADE+c%lDf5aWf'TDCiVoA�c%akCiA0GFA�G�§�Voa�ªbÃ
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)�VoEFA�GFpec%f5UWA@G`cWVoCiAþCFg�JtfmpoCFnmVXcdsþGFAD^�GFpec%fmUdA@G`cWVoCiAþCFgbnmCipX_DI$AbaÁG`UWf�n�GF_Dadfm^��bs�G{n5l@GFVoA'CFg�J�CFUdc%VXn�GFp
�5adTDCFc%a1�iÂÇîÁVoED< �iGHÜ�VXA»w�lbVonml¨JtCiUyc%Von5VXcdsQcW_DUWADa+C`g�g�< )�VoEFADa�CiA»nmVXUWn5_DpñG`cWVoCiA¤CFg ��aWTDCFcWa&�5VXA»G©nml@GFVXA
GFpec%fmUdA@G`cWfF<t?ëckVoa9aWlDCFw�A�VXA�î¿VoEb< �FG�w�VXcWl/c%lDf�lbfmpoT�CFg]c%lDf��bfmAbc�G`UWUWC`w�aMVoA/n5VoUdnmpof5aMGFAb^�VoA�î¿VXED< �F�
�bs0aWVXEiADa�TDpo_Da�GFAD^¦G$I:VoAD_Da{VoA0nmVXUWn5pofma5< ��CiUdcWVonmGFp(T@GFVXUWa�Â�^DVXTDCipof5a¥ÜkVoAbJtCipeJtf'VXA¦G:²mCiADf�CFgrI:Ve§�VoADE
TD_DUdf �5p �mG`AD^ �5l �5pXVoÉ£_DVX^DaþÂÇG`UWUWC`w�a/��p �mGFAb^ �5l �5VXA�îÁVoED< �iGHÜ�<

ÈMGFadf¦fmpXfmI:fmAbc�CFg'pñGFUdEif�}ëaWn�G`pof�adcWUW_Dn�c%_DUdf©Voa$cWlDf�JtCiUyc%VonmGFp{T@GFVoU$CiU/G¼J�CFUdc%VXn�GFp{^DVXTDCipof¤ÂÇîÁVoED<
�HÜ�CFgrc%lDf�aWVo²5f�Â �iÜ�<SjklDf�T@GFVXU�cWlDf�ADf�§�c�nmCipX_DI$Aba�Voa�nmCiAbADfmn�c%fm^©cWC/f�GFn5l©^DVoTbCipof`<�R�nmn5_DUWUdfmADn5f+CFg
JtCiUdcWVon5VXc%VXfma±Cinmn5_DUWar�bfmn�G`_DaWf�CFgSG�J�GFUdVñG`cWVoCiA'CFgvG�aWVXEiA+CiA�cWlDfkI:CiI$f5Abc%_bI&cWU%GFAbadghfmUdUWf5^+�bs+G�adlDCin5¢
c%C�G�ADfmGFU|�DCF_DAD^@GFUys:pñG`stfmU�CFg]ad_D�Dadc%GFADn5fF<b?BA$c%_DUdA�c%lDf{J�GFUWVoG`c%VXCiA$C`g]G�I:CiI$f5Abc%_bI Voa�n�GF_Dadfm^��bs
w{GFEiEFVoADE�GF�bCi_bc'G`JtfmUWGFEif+c%lbf:TbfmUdcW_DUW�bfm^¼nmCiAbc%GFn5c'�DCF_DAD^@GFUys¦Ö ¾ ¶hÏ]ÐWÑD¸�Ã ��CiUyc%VXn�GFpÁnmVoUdnm_DpoG`c%VXCiA¦VXa
nmCFADADfmn�c%f5^�c%C+cWlDf'GFADEi_DpoGFUMI:CiI:fmAbcW_DI	CFgÁpoVXÉ£_DVo^�<

��CiUyc%VXn�GFptI$C`c%VoCFA�G`c1G�ayc¥GFEFfM?B?B?9Â � Z Ü±Voa¿^DfmadnmUWVX�Dfm^�VXA+GFTDTDUdC`§�VoI$G`c%VXCiA'CFgvGFA+VoADn5CiI:TDUWf5aWaWVX�Dpof
poVXÉ£_DVo^�Â�n5CiADaWf5UdJ�G`cWVoCiA�CFg�J�CFpo_DI:fÆÜ�<�jklD_baMCFJtfmUyghpoCFw�a9_DTbw{GFUd^DakaWlDCF_Dpo^/�bf�nmCFI$TDf5ADa%G�c%fm^¼Â�î¿VoEb< � Ü
�bs�UWf�c%_DUdADVoADE�CFgrfmÉ£_@G`pÁJtCipo_bI$f�CFg�G�poVXÉ£_DVo^0^DCFw�Abw{G`UW^Da5Ì�� )+ � )+ ��¶hÏ]Ð%ÑSÐ¥ª�®N°�ÐW·d¸6�iÏ:�HÑ�® °bÃv={c
U%G`AD^DCiI TDf5UdcW_DUW�@G�c%VoCFADarc%U%G`ADadJtfmUdaWf�n5CiUWUdfmpoG`c%VXCiADar�Df�cWw�fmf5A��@GFadf�f5pofmI:fmA�c%a�Â��Df�cWw�fmf5A/pñG`UWEif�}BaWnmGFpof
^DVXTDCipof5a¥Ü�g�G`^Df2CiA�aWnmGFpof'â�( � ���'Â �iÜ�<bjklDG`c��@GFadf'f5pof5I$f5Abc%akG`TDTDf�G`Uk_DAD^Df5U�cWlDf2CiUd^DfmUkCFg±adVo²mf2C`gÁCFADf
aWVX²mf�GFpXCiADE�G`pop¿VXAbghVoAbVXc%f'nmlDGFVoA©VXa�n�GF_baWfm^¼�bs�c%U%G`ADadJtfmUda%GFpr_bADVXghCiUdI$VecWs0CiA¦cWlDf�G`JtfmUWGFEif+CFg�VoAbVXc%VoGFp
TDf5Udc%_bUW�@G`cWVoCiAba�Ö ¾ Ã]jklDfmUdf5ghCiUdf�n5CiI$TbfmADaWG`c%VXCiAQC`g|ghpo_t§bf5a�CFg9JtCipo_DI:f ��� � �iÏ:�HÑ©Cin5nm_DUda�I$GFVoADpes
G`c{aWVX²mf�Â �HÜ�<\;�f5nmfmadaWVecWs�CFgçn5CiI$TbfmADaWG`c%VXCiA�Udfmad_DpXcWa{cWC$VXAbc%f5UWnmlDGFADEif5a�Â�î¿VoED< � Ü{G`AD^0cWC/GFpec%f5UWA@G`cWVoCiA
CFgÁnmCipX_DI:ADa'ÂhghVXED< �iÜ�<
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=�I:TDpXVXc%_b^DfmaMC`gÁghpX_Dn5cW_@G`c%VXCiADa'Â �HÜ|VoakCFgÁCiUd^DfmU�CFgÁU%GFAb^DCiI	I:f�G`A0adÉ£_@GFUWf0�kå�Â � ÜMG`c�^DVXTDCipXf�aWVX²mfF<
[(f5c|cWlDVoa1VXADadc%GFAbc9TDVon�c%_DUdf�n5CiADnmf5UWADa�c%C'c%lDf�I$CiI:fmA�c1CFg�c%VXI$fk· × Ãtjklbf�VoAb^Df�§��Á® �U�(¶h·dã�·
	�	�¸{Â x Ü

UW_bADaþnmCiADadfmn5_bc%VeJ�f:adc%GFEif5a'C`g|^Df�JtfmpoCFTDI$f5Abc'CFg�c%lDf�VoA�J�f5UWadf:nmGFaWnmGF^Df�Â�adfmÉ£_Df5ADnmf$CFg|f5ADpñG`UWEiVXADE�CFg
aWnmGFpof�â × ¸�Ã@=�c{f�GFn5l�f5ADpñG`UWEiVXADE�c%lDf'VoAb^Df�§��1n5l@GFADEif5a�CFA�adVo²mf �� � àFÃ@?BA�î¿VXED< �+cWw�C:pñG`UWEif�}BaWnmGFpof
nmlDGFVoADakC`g¿^DVXTDCipXfma{â × G`c�adc%GFEifma�� K GFAb^�� Y ¶�� Y ÿ�� K í àÆ¸MGFUWfþaWlbCFw�A�<@=�c{G�adc%GFEif�· × Y VoA0G+^DVXTDCipof
� Y cWlDfmUdf�GFUdf�G`poI:Ciadc{GFpXp(^DVoTbCipof5a � K ghUWCiIÒG�adc%GFEifþ· × K EiC`c�VXA0GFA�VXAbc%f5UdJ�GFp�Ï�� Y ÀÛÏ�ÀÏ�� Y � â × Y Ã
jklD_Da5u@c%lDfþ^DVXTDCipof � Y VoaMcWlDfþnmpoGFadcWfmUkghUWCiIôc%lDfþadTDfmn5VXghVof5^�^DVoTDCFpofma � K Ã

?BA�î¿VoEb< Z�
 G�^DVoTbCipof5a�CFgrcdw�C�nmCiADadfmn5_bc%VeJ�f+EFfmADf5U%G`cWVoCiADa�� K GFAD^�� Y ®�� K � ���GFUWf�aWlDC`w�A�<�?BA
î¿VXED< Z�
 ��cWlDUWf5f2EifmAbfmU%G�c%VoCFADa�� K Ð�� Y ®�� K � ���GFAD^�� ù ®�� Y � ���GFUWf2adlDCFw�A�<\[]GFUdEif�}ëaWnmGFpof�JtCiUyc%Ve}
n�G`p±UdCFc¥G�c%VoCFA�ayc%UWCFADEipXs/^Df5ghCiUdI$a�GFAD^�adc%Udf5cWnmlDf5a�aWI$GFpop�}Badn�GFpXf�^Df5c%GFVopXa�nmCiADAbfmn5cWfm^¦cWC$c%lbf�TDUdf5JtVoCF_Da
Eif5ADfmUWG`c%VXCiADa�Â�î¿VoED< ZiZ Ü�<�jklbf+GFA@GFpestaWVoa�CFg1AD_DI:fmUdVon�G`pÁnmGFpon5_DpñG`cWVoCiAba�adlDCFw�a�c%lDG`c�c%lbfmaWf+^bf5c¥G`Vopoa�CFg
nm_bUWUWf5AbcM^bCiI$VXA@G`cWVoADE2ayc%UW_bn5c%_bUWf2GFUdf�I:CiUdf{pXVo¢£fmpes+UWf5poVXn5c%a1CFg�TDUWf�J�VXCi_Da9EifmADf5U%G`cWVoCiAba�cWl@GFA�Udfmad_DpXc9CFg
�2CipoI:CiEiCFUWCFJ�Â�ûi~2ÜMCiU �2U%G`VonmlbA@GFA�ghU%GFEFI$f5Abc¥G`cWVoCiAbam<t?BA0ad_Dnml�lDVof5U%GFUdnmlDVXn�GFpSw{G`s/VXAbc%f5UWA@G`p�ghU%GFn�c¥GFp
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adcWUW_Dn�c%_DUdf�C`gçpñG`UWEif�}BaWnmGFpof�ghCFUWI$G`c%VXCiADa|ghCiUdI$a5<@jklDVoakghUWGFn5c%GFp(Voa�UWf5aWTDCFADaWVX�Dpof2ghCiU�U%G�c%fþCFgçI:Ve§�VXADE+CFg
TDl@G`aWfma�G`c{G+I:Cipof5nm_DpoGFUMpof�Jtfmp�ubaWfmf'¡�fm^DCFAD^DC$GFAD^��'GFUd²mCiA�u x 
 
 'b<

=�g�cWfmU±aWfmTDGFU%G`cWVoCiA�I$CFpofmn5_DpñG`U(I$V�§�cW_DUWf1UdfmI$GFVoADa±GFaÁGFA�VoAbcWfmUWI:fm^bVñG`cWfrpñG`stfmU±VoA'f�§�TDf5UWVXI$f5Abc%aÁCiA
aWf5T@GFUWG`c%VXCiA'w�Vec%l�nml@GFAbEif9C`g\G{adVoEiA�CiA�G`nmnmf5pof5U%G`cWVoCiA�u �2_Dn5lDfmUdfmAD¢£C�f�cçG`p�<eu x 
 
 'HG�<ÆjklDf|n5CiAbc%f5Abc%aÁCFg
poVXEilbcrTbl@GFaWf{VoA�_DAbVXc�CFgSJ�CFpo_DI:fkCFg(GþI:Ve§tc%_DUdfkI$VXaWn5fmpopoGFADf5Ci_Da�Â�JbG`UWVof5arghUWCiI 
 _DT�c%C Z Ü�< )£c%_D^bstVXADE
GFA0VoAbcWfmUdI$f5^DVñG`cWf�pñG�s�f5UkVXc�VXakTDCiaWadVo�DpXf�c%C�fmayc¥GF�bpoVoadl�w�l@G`c{aWl@G`UWf'CFgÁcWlDfþEiVXJtf5A�poG`stfmUkl@G`JtVXADE+c%lDVXa
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qrfmADf�c%U%G�c%VoCFA«CFgklDCFUWVo²5CiAbc%GFpopes¦_DAD�bCi_DAD^«�b_D�D�DpXf�nmlDGFVoADa�U%GFVXaWf5a�TDUdfmadaW_DUdf�_DTDCiAQVoAbghVXADVXcds ���
VoA0nmCFI$T@G`UWVoadCiA�w�VXc%l�TDUWf5aWad_DUWf�_bTDCiA¦�DCF_DAD^@GFUys � ���rÃSq1UdfmadaW_DUdfF��� VXa�n5UWf�G�c%fm^��bs0fmADadfmI:�Dpof'CFg
�D_D�b�Dpof5a'w�lDVXnml¼VoaþCiTDf5U%G`cWVoADE0GFaþc%lbf�w�lbCipof`<(jklDVoa'TDUWf5aWad_DUWf$Voa'G0I:f�G`aW_DUdf:C`gkGFAQG`JtfmUWGFEif:U%GFI
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â �¤â¦ÚÛCiUyc%l�cWlDf��DCFcdc%CiI´adVo^Df�CiA¦c%lDf��DCi_DAD^DGFUdsS<(z|lDGFADEifmGF�DVopXVXcds�CFgrc%lbVoa�TbUWfmadaW_DUdf+Voa�n�GF_Dadfm^
�bs ^DVXaWaWVXI$VXpñGFUdVXcdsQC`g � âb}BEiUdCi_DTDa1�5CFg2�D_b�D�Dpof5am<�jklDf��bU%GFn5fma x aWlDCFw G�J�f5U%GFEFf�TDUdfmaWad_DUWf � � " ��CiA
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?BAðÂ Z�x Ü+â Y Voa�c%lbf�G`UWf�G�CFg�G©aWÉ£_@GFUdfFu�GFAD^ �kå�VXa:GFA»VoADn5UWfmI:fmA�c�CFg�Jtf5poCin5VXcWs«CFg�ad_D�Dayc¥GFADn5f�VXA
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CFg1I:CiI:fmAbcW_DIÒVoA�cWVoI:f'·B×PØm×çTbfmU�_DAbVXc�pXfmADE`c%l¦VXA¦G$cWU%GFADayJtfmUWadf+^DVoUdfmn�c%VoCFA�<�R�A�cWlDf�UdVoEilbc�aWVX^Df�VXA
T@GFUdfmAbcWlDfmadfmaMcWlDf2G`JtfmUWGFEif�U%GFI TDUdfmaWad_DUWf2C`g(�D_D�D�bpof�VXa�w�UdVXcWcWfmA/^bCFw�A�<DqrUdCi^D_Dn�cMCFg(cWlDVoa9TDUWf5aWaW_bUWf
CiA�âD×ÙØ5×¿EiVeJtfma�G�J�f5U%GFEFf�ghCiUdnmf'TDfmU�_DADVXc�CFgrcWU%GFADayJtfmUWadf�pof5ADEFcWl�<@ÚÛVXc%l�aW_Dn5l¦ghCiUWn5f��D_b�D�Dpof'TDUdfmaWadfma
CiA»poVXÉ£_DVo^�< )tc%G`c%VXadc%VXn�GFp9I$_bpXc%VXTDpoVXfmU�GFa�G©UWCiC`c+ghUWCiI�GFAóG`JtfmU%G`Eif�AD_DI:�DfmU+C`g��D_b�D�Dpof5a�VoA»G � âb}
EiUdCi_DT ���'å�EiVXJtfma�fmadcWVoI$G`c%f�CFg1U%G`AD^DCiI´ghpo_Dn�c%_@G�c%VoCFADa�C`g9TbUWfmadaW_DUdf0Â ZiZ Ü�u���å�®úâSãiâD×ÙØm×�Ã�jklDf�pñGFayc
I:_DpXcWVoTDpXVofmUkCFA�c%lDf�UWVoEFlbc�adVo^Df�CFg1fmÉ£_@G`cWVoCiA¨Â Z�x Ü�Voa{c%VoI:f'CFg1f�§�Voayc%f5ADnmf+CFg��D_b�D�Dpof�EifmAbfmU%G�c%VoCFA¦CFg
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�@GFpoGFADn5f¬Â Z�x Ü�^DVeJtfmUWEFfma�G`c0pñGFUdEif¼âð�DfmnmGF_Dadf¤CFg'c%lDf¼adc%G`c%VXadcWVon�G`p�g�GFn5cWCiU ö 0 â(Ãk?ëc�VXa�n�GF_Dadfm^
�bsQadc%G`c%VXadc%VXn�GFp�GFn5nm_DI:_DpoG`c%VXCiA¤CFg�I:CiI:fmAbcW_DIÔw�VXcWl«EiUdCFwkc%l¨CFgkcWlDf/adVo²mf$CFg � âb}BEiUdCi_DTDa1�`<±jklD_Da
JtfmpXCinmVecWs�CFg¿I$C`c%VoCFA �kå ö �5å�ã���å�^Df5nmUWfmGFaWf5amuSlDfmUdf �5å+GFAD^���å+GFUdf'I:CiI:fmAbcW_DIÒGFAb^�c%lbf�GFUdf�G�CFg
G � âb}BEiUdCi_DT �`<
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ADfmGFU��bCi_DAD^@G`Uds¼pñG`stf5U�CFg|c%lDVXnm¢£ADfmada � â¨VXA¼w�lbVonmlQc%lDf$U%GFAD^bCiIÔJtfmpoCFnmVXcds©ghVof5po^ �kå/Voa'nmUdf�G`cWfm^
�bs � âb}BEiUdCi_DTDa1��ghUWCiI � �'å2�D_D�D�bpofma5<�${CiUWVX²mCiAbc%GFp±Â�UWGFAD^DCFIôn5l@GFADEFf�GF�DVXpoVecWsbÜrGFAD^�JtfmUyc%VXn�GFp¿Â�f�§bTbC`}
ADf5Abc%VoGFpvg�GF^bfÆÜ|aWnmGFpof5a�CFg±aWT@G`cWVñGFpvlDf5cWfmUdCiEifmAbfmVXcds/CFg±c%lbVoa|ghVXfmpo^�VXaMCFg±CiUd^DfmUkCFg±c%lbf2pofmAbEFc%l�CFgÁTDVXfmnmf5a
â(u\î¿VoEia5< Z�ý GFAb^ Z�� ��<

jkC¦ghVoAD^«Jtf5poCin5VXcWs�ghVXfmpo^QghUWCiI,G¦U%G`AD^DCiI,nml@G`VoAÛÂ�î¿VoED< Z�ý ÜþVXc�Voa�ADf5nmf5aWa%G`Uds«cWC©nmCiADadVo^Df5U�aWf�c
CFg|aWTDpXVXcWcWVoADEFa�VoAbcWC�TDVof5nmfma�â¤CFg|^DVXg�ghf5UWfmA�cþaWn�G`pofF<]jklDf:lDVXfmU%G`UWnml�s©CFgMadTDpoVecWcWVoADEia+Â�CiUþlDVXfmU%G`UWnml�s©CFg
� âb}BEiUdCi_DTDa1��Ü|poCFCi¢£akpoVo¢£f`Ì@â + Ð�â K Ð�â Y ÃXÃeÃXÐDÚÛlbfmUWf
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� ¹ºàiÐ � � àFÐ�ghCiUþf�§bGFI:TDpof`u � ® �Ã�ÚÛVec%l¼f�GFn5l¤adn�GFpXf�ÂhaWf�c��bs©cWlDf:VoAD^Df�§6(Ü2T@GFUyc%VXnm_DpoGFU�ADfmGFU
�DCi_bAD^@GFUys«pñG�s�f5U�VXa�nmCiAbADfmn�c%fm^�<�R2A«cWlDf/CiAbf�l@GFAD^¨adn�GFpXfma�w�VXcWl«^DVeg�ghfmUWf5Abc ¯G`UWf/VXAD^DfmTbfmAD^Df5Abc
ÂhcWlDfmUdf2GFUdf�ADCFc|nmCiUdUWfmpoG`c%VXCiADa��Df5cdw�fmf5A0cWlDfmI�Ü�utCiA�cWlDf�CFcWlDfmUMlDGFAD^/c%lbf�ghVoA@G`p\Jtf5poCin5VXcWs�ghVXfmpo^ �+¶�ªH¸
ÂhghUdCiI3G+n5l@GFVoA@Ü|^Df5JtfmpXCiTDa{CFgÁVoI:TDCiaWVXADE+GFpXp�pñG�s�f5UWa ÁÃ

î¿CiU�GFA$f�§bGFI:TDpofkw�f�adl@GFpXp@nmCiADadVo^Df5U � âD}ëEiUWCi_bTDa&��ghUdCiI cWfmA©ÂhCiA�c%lDf�G`JtfmUWGFEifÆÜr�D_D�b�Dpof5a2¶ �'å2®
âSãiâ@×PØm×�® àÆ°H¸�Ãkz|l@G`ADEif�G`�DVopXVXcWs»CFA¯nmCiCiUd^DVoADG`c%f�ÏÛJ�GFpX_Dfma��m�@å¬Â ZiZ Ü$GFAD^ �kå ö �m�@åóÂ Z�x Ü$VXa
Eif5ADfmUWG`c%f5^¯�bs¬AbCiA�}Bf5É£_DVXJ�GFpXfmADn5f¦CFgþADf5VoEilD�bCiUWVXADEQcWfmADa5uMî¿VXED< Z�� G«GFAb^��<|jklbVoa�n5l@GFADEFf�GF�DVXpoVecWs
g�GF^Df5a�CFAæ^Df5Tbc%l � à�°Hâ@×PØm×ÇÃk=�nmn5CiUW^bVoADE»c%C»c%lDf�ghCiUdI$_DpoGÛÂ Z�x Ü�u|cWlDf¤G`I$TDpXVXcW_D^Df¦CFg�c%lDf¼EiVeJ�f5A
nmlDGFADEifmGF�DVopXVXcds�I$GF¢£fma%� K + ö à�ã�àÆ° ù ÷ëY Ã

[(f5c � a{nmCiI:T@GFUdf � âD}ëEiUWCF_DTDa&��ghUWCiIôc%fmAba�G`AD^�lb_DAD^DUdfm^Da{�D_D�D�bpofma5<\jklDf'GFI$TbpoVXcW_D^Df�C`g¿n5l@GFADEif�}
GF�DVXpoVecWs+CFg�J�f5poCin5VXcds:G`cMadlDVXg�cWa|CiA/n5CiCiUd^DVoA@G�c%f�Ï�CiA¦àÆ°i°iâ@×ÙØ5×�VXa|pXfmaWa�¶"� K +%+ ö à�ã�àÆ°i°`ù ÷ëY ¸�Ã£jklDf5UWf5ghCFUWf
CiA�^Df5Tbc%l � àÆ°HâD×ÙØ5×Dghpo_Dn�c%_@G�c%VoCFADa � K +%+ GFUWfkVXI$TbfmUWn5fmTbcWVo�DpXf|CiA:G��@G`nm¢£EiUWCF_DAD^�CFgSghpo_Dn�c%_@G`cWVoCiAba � K +
Â�n5poCiadfmU9CFJtfmU|n5CiAbc%GFn5c|Voa|^bCiI$VXA@G`cWfm^�w�VXc%l$ghVoADf5fmU|adTDpoVecWcWVoADEia%Ü�<£È|_�cMCiA/^bVoadc%GFADn5fma9ghUdCiI �DCi_DAb^@GFUds
� àÆ°F°Hâ@×PØm×�ghpo_Dn�c%_@G�c%VoCFADa � K + f�§�TDCFADfmAbcWVñGFpXpXs¤^Dfmn5UWf�G`aWfFu|GFAD^ c%C¼^DCiI:VoA@G`cWf��DfmEiVXA ghpX_Dn5cW_@G`cWVoCiADa
� K +%+ Ã

jkCipo^©Vec2Voa�VopopX_DadcWU%G`cWfm^�VoA�î¿VXED< Z �$CiA©w�lDVon5l¦c%lDf+adT@G`cWVñGFpÁI�GFT�CFg1J�f5UdcWVon�G`p¿JtfmpoCFnmVXcds �NCiA¼G
TDpoGFADfMCFgSI:CFJtfmI:fmAbc�¶hÏ]Ð¥ªH¸çVXaçaWlDC`w�A�<HjklDUWf5fknmCiAbaWfmn5_bc%VeJtf{adn�GFpXfma �ÿ�àiÐ$¿Ð� � à�lDVXfmUWGFUWn5lDVof5a�Â Z ûiÜ
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[]GFUWEFf�}Badn�GFpXf�ghCiUdI�G�c%VoCFADa1fmAbcWfmUkEHGFI:f�CFADf��bs�CiADf�VXA�c%lbf�lDVof5U%GFUdnmlDVXn�GFp\CiUd^DfmU2Â Z ûHÜ�GFAD^/w�Vec%l�cWlDf
�DVXE:^bfmpñG�s¼Â Z�� Ü�<@jklDVXa{EFU%GF^D_DGFp(VoADn5po_DadVoCiA�CFg¿I$CFUWfþGFAD^0I:CiUWfþpñG`UWEif2n5fmpopXak^Df5ghVXADfma�c%lbf�poG`w4³@µr¶�·d¸
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��f5poCin5VXcWs�ghVof5po^�� µ ¶hÏ]Ð¥ªi¸2VXa�ghCiUdI$f5^¬Â � �iÜ�ghCFUþG�c%VoI:f�VXAbc%f5UdJ�GFp � ·yá+Â Z Ü�<(î¿_DUyc%lDf5U2VoA©c%VXI$f
�N·�å¥×ÙØm×�Â x Ü �5�@GFpXpoa&�FÂÇî¿VXED< �HÜ�TDUWVXI�GFUys�JtCiUdcWVonmVXfma�GFUWf�cW_DUWAbfm^©CFg�gç}|c%lDf�^bCiI$VXA@G`cWVoADE�adcWUW_Dn�c%_DUdf+CFg
c%lbf�ghVoUdadc9EifmADf5U%G`cWVoCiA$Voa�ghCiUWI:fm^�<£={cM· �æ·yá1^DVoadTDpñG`nmfmI:fmA�c|CFg]n5CiAbc%GFn5c|�DCi_DAD^DGFUds�GFUWf�aWI$GFpopÁÂhadc%VXpop
c%lbfmUWf�Voa]ADC�c%_bUWADVXADE��bCi_DAD^@G`UdsbÜ�<�jklDf�U%GFAb^DCiI"n5l@GFVoA'CFgbaWVoEFA�}ëJ�GFUdVñGF�DpXf¿JtCiUdcWVon5Vofma±âD×ÙØ5×ëÐ��kå¥×ÙØ5×tghCFUWI:a
JtfmpXCinmVecWs�ghVof5po^ ��¶hÏ]Ð¥ª�ÐW· �æ·�å¥×ÙØ5×h¸�VXA/ADfmGFUM�DCi_bAD^@GFUys�poG`stfmUm<t?BI:TDCiUdc%GFAbc�c%l@G�c|ghVof5po^Da � µ ¶hÏ]Ð¥ªH¸9GFAD^
�+¶�Ï]Ð¥ªbÐW·�å¥×ÙØ5×h¸M_DAD^bfmUkc%lDfþCiUd^DfmU�CFgÁaWVX²mf'GFUdf2Vo^Df5Abc%VXn�GFpÇ<

î¿_DUyc%lDf5U$TDUdCinmf5aWa$CFg�n5l@GFADEif�CFg�CFADf�EFfmADf5U%G`cWVoCiADa��bs¨cWlDf�ghCipopXCFw�VoADE©^bf5JtfmpXCiTDam<�[(f5c � a$nmCiAt}
aWVX^DfmU�c%lbf�n5_DUWUdfmAbc�EifmADf5U%G`cWVoCiA�w�VXcWl�adn�GFpXf�C`gç^DCiI:VoADG`c%VXADE+adcWUW_Dn�c%_DUdf+â�( � ���5Ã\jklDf�UWGFAD^DCFIÒnml@GFVXA
â�( � ���5Ð��kå�( � ���MghCiUdI$aMJtfmpXCinmVecWs$ghVofmpX^

�+¶�Ï]Ð¥ªbÐW·��ð·�å�( � ���%¸ ���kåt¶h·�å�( � ���¥¸ ���kå�( � ���Æ¶Çâ ( � ���%ãiâS¸ ù ÷ëY ¶yà �i¸
VoA�aW_DUdT@GFaWadVoADE�aWn�G`pofmarâ�¹¯â�( � ���5Ã )t_D�DadcWVXcW_bc%VXADE�VXA�Â Z �iÜ]ghCipXpoCFw�VXADEkghUWCiI4c%lbfMpñG`wæÂ Z �iÜ(fmayc%VoI$G`cWVoCiADa
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w�f|f�§�TDUWf5aWa¿JtfmpXCinmVec%VXfma �+¶�Ï]Ð¥ªbÐW· �æ·�å ( � ���¥¸]CiU#�kåt¶h·�å�( � ���%¸]VXA�Â Z �HÜ�c%lDUdCi_DEil�T@GFU%G`I$f�c%fmUdaÁC`g@TDUWVXI�G`Uds
JtCiUdcWVon5Vofma¿âD×ÙØm×�Ð��kå¥×ÙØm×�Ã`?ëcÁc%_DUdADaçCi_bcmu�cWl@G`c¿VoA�cWlDf|Udfmaycr�bs'c%lDf9I$CiI:fmA�cÁ· �æ·�å ( � ���¿_DAD^Df�J�f5poCiTbfm^0Â�CFU
�5_DAba%G`cW_DU%G`cWfm^ �mÜ � � adn�GFpXfma�âó¹ â�( � ����GFpopçEFfmADf5U%G`cWVoCiADaþCFg|^DCiI:VoA@G�c%VoAbE/adcWUW_Dn�c%_DUdfma�n5UWfmG`c%f:_DAD^Df5U
c%lbf'CFUW^Df5U{C`g¿adVo²mf�cWlDfþa%GFI:f2ghVof5po^�CFg±JtfmpoCFnmVXcds ��� µ��

=�c�^DVoadnm_DadaWVoCFA¦CFgçJtfmpXCinmVec%VXfma%�+¶�Ï]Ð¥ªbÐW·�å�( � ����¸kCiU �kåt¶�·�å�( � ���%¸�cWlDf�É£_Df5adcWVoCiA�w{G`a�GFI:TDpoVec%_D^bfma�CFg
ghpo_bn5c%_DG`c%VXCiADam<�[(f5c � aþnmCiAbaWVo^bfmU2ADCFw c%lbf:Tbl@GFaWf�VXAbghCiUWI$G`cWVoCiA�<vR�A¼GFI:TDpoVec%_D^Df'JtfmpoCFnmVXcWVof5a�nmUdf�G`cWfm^
�bs�^DVXg�ghf5UWfmA�crEifmAbfmU%G�c%VoCFADarGFUdfkCFg\c%lDfkaWGFI$f|CiUW^Df5UrCFg\I$GFEiADVec%_D^Df9JbG`po_Df`<F?ëc1VoaçGFaW¢£fm^�uFw�lDf5cWlDfmUrcWlDf
ghVof5po^Da�n5UWf�G�c%fm^��bs0^DVXg�ghf5UWfmA�c�Eif5ADfmUWG`c%VXCiADa�GFUWf'Vo^bfmAbcWVon�G`p±CFA¦G$Tbl@GFaWf���?BA¦CFc%lbfmU�w�CiUW^Da5uSw�lbf5c%lbfmU
c%lbf'adl@GF^Df5^�n5fmpopXaMCiA�G+I�GFT�CFg±JtfmpXCinmVec%Vof5a|ghUWCFI3^DVXg�ghf5UWf5Abc�EifmAbfmU%G�c%VoCFADa'ÂÇî¿VXED< Z �iÜ|nmCiVXADnmVX^Df��

jklDfmUdfþGFUWf{c%lDUdfmf�CFTDTDCiUyc%_DADVec%VXfmam<tî¿VXUWayc�u£c%lDf�poGFUWEFf�}Badn�GFpXf�T@GFUdc2¶�â�¹â ( � ���%¸�ghVof5po^Da �+¶�Ï]Ð¥ªH¸�nmGFA
TDUWGFn5cWVon�G`popXs�ADCFcþJ�GFUys�VoA©c%VXI$f`<�?BA¼cWlDVoaþnmGFaWf�c%lDf�poG`w C`gMI:Ve§�VoADE¼Â Z �iÜ�VXa'nmGFUWUdVof5^¼CF_bc�<#)�f5nmCiAb^�u
adcWUW_Dn�c%_DUdf�CFg¿aWl@G`^Dfm^�nmfmpXpoakghCiUdI$f5^��bs�^bVXg�ghfmUdfmAbc{Eif5ADfmUWG`c%VXCiADa�n�G`A�nmCFVoADn5Vo^Df2_DAb^DfmU{c%lDfþCiUd^DfmU{CFg
I$GFEiADVec%_D^Df`<bjklDVXUW^DpesSubc%lDVXakadcWUW_Dn�c%_DUdf�nmGFA�UWGFAD^DCFI$pes$J�GFUys/ghUWCiI	EifmADf5U%G`cWVoCiA/cWC$EFfmADf5U%G`cWVoCiA�<

[(f5c � aþnmCiAbaWVo^bfmU2pñG`adc�cdw�C�CiTDTDCiUyc%_DAbVXc%VXfma5<�[(f5c � a2UdfmnmCFpopof5n5cmuvc%lDG`c �kåt¶h·�å�( � ����¸{Voa��F�Q����Å��Æ�������@�
CFg9J�f5poCin5VXcds©nmCiAbADfmn�c%fm^¼c%C�GFA¤VXADnmUdfmI:fmAbc'CFg9I:CiI$f5Abc%_bI ghCiU'G�cWVoI:f+VoAbcWfmUyJbG`p��º· ( � ���5Ã±O�fmGFADa
ghCiU�c%lDf�ghVXAD^DVXADE�CFg(Jtf5poCin5VXcWs�ghVXfmpo^$^Df5Jtf5poCiTDVXADE���s�c%lbf�I:CiI$f5AbcMC`g(c%VoI:f�· �æ· ( � ���MVec|VXa|ADf5nmfmada%GFUys
c%C�ad_DI$I$GFUdVo²mf�GFpop�VXADnmUdfmI:fmAbcWakn�GF_baWfm^��bs�GFn�c%VeJ�VecWs�CFgÁcWlDfþTDUWf�JtVoCi_Da�Eif5ADfmUWG`c%VXCiADa5<

?BA�nmGFaWfþc%lbf'adfmn5CiAD^0CiTDTDCiUyc%_DAbVXcWs�Voa�UWfmGFpoVX²mf5^�u�w�f'UWf5nmfmVeJtf

�kåt¶h·�å�( � � �¥¸ � �	��¶�â�( � � �¥ãiâD×ÙØ5×h¸ � µ Ã ¶yà �i¸

?BA�c%lDf2c%lbVoUW^�nmGFaWf2w�fþl@G`Jtf

�kåt¶h·�å�( � ����¸ � 
 �	�]¶Çâ ( � ���%ãiâD×ÙØm×ñ¸ � µ Ã ¶ F°i¸

=�n5nm_DI:_DpoG`c%VXCiA/CFg±VoAbnmUWf5I$f5Abc%akUdfmad_DpXcWakVoA�poCFEHGFUWVec%lDI:Von{GFI:TDpXVXghVonmG`c%VXCiA�<HjklDf2pXCiEHGFUdVXcWlDI$VXn�nmCiUdUWfmn�}
c%VXCiADa{GFUdf�n5CiADADf5n5c%f5^¦w�VXcWl¦G�poVXcdc%pXf2�DVXc{adcWUWf5ADEFc%lbfmADVXADE�CFgçI$V�§bVXADED<D?BA0JtVof5w"CFgrVXc{VXADadcWf�GF^�CFg¿cWlDf
pñG�w Â Z �iÜ|VXcMVoakUWf5nmf5VXJtfm^

³@µ ö ¶O�	�M·d¸ Y�÷ëø · Y�÷ëø Ð ³@µ ö ¶L�	�M·d¸ KÇ÷ëø · ø�÷ëY

VoA�nmGFaWf5a�Â Z �HÜMGFAD^QÂ x 
 ÜMGFn5nmCiUd^DVoADEFpXsS<
?BA�ûF~ nmGFaWf2w�f'l@G`Jtf

³@µ ö ¶L�	�M·d¸ KÇ÷ ù · KÇ÷ ù Ð ³\µ ö ¶O�U�M·d¸ KÇ÷�� · KÇ÷ ù Ã

� <'87Tç� (�MNQO+!%@(�J�% ��M ��(!%'�/.��O ���M�QO�O5:�7. - �! "� %

?BA¼cWlDf:TDUWf�J�VXCi_DaþaWf5n5cWVoCiADa2cWlDf�n�GFadf$ò ®ô°QÂh=�c�®ÒàiÐ(nmCiA�c¥GFn�c'cWC ��JbG`nm_D_DI �`u�ò Voa2^bfmADadVXcWs
U%G�c%VoCHÜÁw{GFa9VXAbJtfmayc%VoEiG`c%f5^�<£jklDf�nmGFaWf�ò �®ð°�Â�c%lDf�GFn5nmCi_DA�c|CFg�^DfmAbaWVXcds�CFg(pXVoEilbcçTDl@GFadfÆÜ�VXa1^DVXg�ghVXnm_Dpec�u
�NT43?8)�7$+�4*��/�L*V��.A6��@.�������^6:�1����$(�/�/S
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GFAD^:^Df5I�GFAb^Da1aWfmTDGFU%G`cWf�n5CiADadVo^Df5U%G`cWVoCiA�<iq1CFaWVXcWVoCiA�G�c9ò �®ð°þVoA x ~ÛEif5CiI$f�c%Uys+Voar^DVeg�ghVon5_DpXcm<F?BA�c%lDVXa
n�G`aWf'¢tVXADf5cWVonþfmAbfmUWE`s�C`grGFA0VoADn5CiI:TDUWf5aWaWVX�DpofþpXVoÉ£_DVo^�n5CiADadfmUdJtf5a � �2ghCiUkc%lDf'n�G`aWf'CFgçadI�GFpXp�JtVoadnmCiadVXcWs
ÂÇ¡�f�í à�¸�Ãv?BA�G/n�GFadf+ò«®ú°$cWlDf�JtVoadnmCi_Da2lbf�G`c2TbUWCi^D_bn5c%VXCiA¦nmGFA��Df�ADf5Eipof5n5c%f5^¼G`c�poGFUWEif'J�GFpo_Df5a
CFg�¡�f5stADCipX^Da�AD_bI$�Df5U2¡�f�Â�n5CiADaWf5UdJ�G`cWVoCiA©CFg�¢£VoAbf5c%VXn�f5ADfmUdEFsbÜ�<�${CFw�f5JtfmU2^bVXg�ghVon5_DpXcds�w�VXcWl¦f�§�nmf5aWa
CFg�fmADf5UWEFs«VoA»aWI$GFpop9aWnmGFpof5a � ��G`c�ò&®Ô°©^DCif5a:AbCFc:GFUWVXaWf`<çjklDf0I�G`cdc%f5U�Voa�cWl@G`c+c%lbf�ghpes«CFg{g�GFayc
�df5cWa�VXA ��J�GFnm_b_DI���n�GFUdUWVof5a�G�w{G`s0aW_DUdTDpo_Da�CFgrfmAbfmUWE`sv<v=�c�aW_Dn5l©TDCiaWVec%VXCiA�TDUdCiI:CFc%VXCiA�CFgrghUWCiA�c2³@µ
GFadVo^Df�lDfmG`J£sQpXVoÉ£_DVX^©Voaþ^Df5ghVXADfm^Q�bs©c%lbf:poG`wúC`gMnmCFADaWf5UdJ�G`c%VXCiA¼CFgMI:CiI:fmAbcW_DI w�lDVXnml¤Udfmad_DpXcWa'VXA
c%lbfþghCFUWI:_DpñG�Â Z �iÜ�<

î¿poC`w	w�VXcWlócWlDf�TbCFw�fmU$pñG`w	CFg2f�§�T@G`ADaWVXCiA¯³@µ ö · � Voa�adfmpXgñ}ëaWVXI$VXpñGFU5<ÁjklD_ba�VoAóaWf5pXgñ}BadVoI:VopoGFU
J�GFUWVoGF�DpXfma

· � ¿Ð · K ¾ ù � ÷ëY �MØ
aWTbfmn5cWUW_DIôÂ � � ÜSVoa(adcWf�GF^�s£}ëadc%G`c%f �"� <mjklDf1^DfmEiUdfmfradn�GFpXVoADE�GFI:TDpXVXc%_b^Dfma5u�GFTDTbf�GFUda�ghUWCiIðGFAþfmÉ£_@G`cWVoCiA�Ì
0  �MØ � ä³\µ¼G`c ��� ( � ���mÐDaWf5f/Â �iÜMGFAD^�� � Â�^Df�ghVoADVec%VXCiA/CFg  ( � ���%¸�Ã

?BA�aWfmpegñ}BadVoI:VopñG`U¿ghpoCFw¯cWlDf2TDUdCFghVopXf�CFgÁG`Jtf5U%GFEif�^DfmADadVXcds ��® �  "�� VXa9gh_DADn�c%VXCiA�ADCFc|CFg]cWw�C0¶Çª�ÐW·d¸
�D_bc$CFg2CFADf0J�GFUdVñGF�bpof �  u �S¶�ªHãi³@µ]¸+CiU �S¶�ªHã�· � ¸��1cWlDf0I�GFUd¢��ÔI$fmGFADa/G�J�f5U%GFEFVoADE¼CiAócWU%GFAbadJtfmUdaWf
nmCFCiUW^DVXA@G`cWfmam<]jklDf$nmCiCFUW^DVXA@G`c%f$ª�VXa�n5Ci_DAbcWfm^¤ghUdCiI VoADVec%VoGFpçTDCiadVXcWVoCiA¼CFgk�DCF_DAD^@GFUysóÂ � Z u � x Ü�<
=�c{ò�®"°�gh_bADn5cWVoCiA��/É£_DVXnm¢£pXs�^bfmnmUdf�GFadfma�GFaWVX^Df ��J�GFnm_D_bI��`<@?ëc{�Df5nmCiI:fma�JtfmUys�aWI$GFpop(G`poUWfmGF^bs�G�c
J�GFpo_bf2CFg¿^bVoI:fmADadVoCiADpXfmadaknmCiCiUd^DVoADG`c%f:¶�ÿ�ªH¸dãi³@µ1¶h·d¸MGF�bCi_bc{aWf�J�f5U%GFp]_DAbVXc%a5<

î¿VoUdadc2TbCiUdcWVoCiADa�CFg9cWlDf+aW_b�Dadc%GFADnmf�Â�w�lDVon5l¼lDG`Jtf:�bfmfmA�c%lbUWCFw�A�Ci_bc��bs©TDUdVoI$GFUds0Eif5ADfmUWG`c%VXCiA
CFg¿�D_D�D�DpXfma%Ü�ghpXstVXADE:GFlDf�G`^¦GFadVo^Df ��J�GFnm_b_DI���I$CFJtf'_DAD^Df5U{cWlDf�poG`w&³v¾�� ÿ.�kå¥×ÙØ5×o·�ÃS~�VXadc%UdVo�D_�c%VoCFA
CFgÁ^DfmAbaWVXcds�ADfmGFUkc%C+ghUWCiA�c�³�¾�VoakAbCFc�^DfmadnmUdVo�Df5^��bs/cWlDfþaWf5pXgñ}BadVoI:VopoGFU9adCipo_�c%VoCFA �S¶ÇªHãi³@µ]¸�Ã

� <:<"T1�E.�� �*+�QO @./%)0  "(�0I� -��B(7./ "(!%'�:+&� .�+���#&+&QL%)(&J�%

�P0&0�� .��O�:(*��M �O(&� .��L "Q QL�:(�5 �� ��D%@QL%)(�5".�� � -�%)J
./� + � T\q1UdCi�DpXfmI ?1Voa9GF�DCFJtf�n5CiADadVo^Df5UWfm^�VXA
w�lDVXnml©c%lDf+pXCiADE�w{G�J�f5pof5ADEFc%l�T@G`Udc:¶Çâ¨¹Nâ�( � � �¥¸�C`g|G/adTDfmn�c%Ud_DI �MØ/CiU �kå:VXa�ghCiUdI$f5^©CFw�VoADE/cWC
GFA¦VXAbc%f5Udghf5UWfmAbnmf�C`grU%GFAb^DCiI´aWI$GFpop�}Badn�GFpXf2I$Ci^bfmam<v[(f5c � a�GF^D^DUdfmaWa�c%C�C`c%lDf5U�TDUdCi�Dpof5I,ÂÇG�TbUWCi�DpXfmI
?B?yÜ � ��<�?BA+VXc±c%CþG�U%GFAD^bCiI&VoADVec%VñG`pHnml@GFVXA�CFg@ad_DUdg�G`nmfkTDf5Udc%_bUW�@G`cWVoCiAbarâD×ÙØm×�Ð%ÖFå¥×ÙØ5×bc%lbfMpoCiAbE�w{G`JtfmpXfmADE`c%l
aWTbfmn5cWUW_DIÒVXa�GF^D^Df5^

Ö )��Ø ® â	� µ ù ÷ëY
� � µ KÇ÷ëY � Ø
����� .ÁØ/ � Ð à���� v×ÙØ5×�®���ãiâD×ÙØm×�Ð ¶ �àÆ¸
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w�lDf5UWf � � Ø " ®NàiÐ .±Ø�Voa�G�U%GFAb^DCiI	Tbl@GFaWf`u �¬VoakpXfmADEFcWl�CFg ���DC`§*�iÂ � x Ü�<\[(f�c � a�w�UdVXcWf2^DCFw�A�GFpoadC

Ö )��å ® ¶�â � µ ù ÷ëY
 ã � � µ KÇ÷ëY ¸� � µ KÇ÷ëY Ð � )��å ®æÖ )��å ãiâ � ¶Çâ 
 ã �9¸ � µ ù ÷ëY  � µ ù ÷ëY � ¶Çâ 
 ãiâS¸ �
µ ù ÷ëY Ð$¶ �F¸

w�lDf5UWf � ) �å Voa�G$UWfmpoG`c%VeJtf�GFI:TDpXVXc%_b^DfþCFg1aW_DUyg�GFnmf�TDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`c%VXCiA�<S?ëc�n5l@GFU%G`n5c%f5UWVX²mfma�GFA©GFADEFpof'CFg�G
^Df�J�VoG`c%VXCiA�CFg¿G�c%GFADEif5Abckc%C�TDf5UdcW_DUW�Df5^�ad_DUdg�GFn5f'ghUdCiI	_bADTDfmUyc%_DUd�Dfm^�TDCiadVXc%VXCiA�<

=�c:â � â 
 w�f/l@G`Jtf/Ö )��å �Ôâ Â xFx Ü2}�c%lDf/GFaWad_DI$T�c%VoCFA«CFg�poVXADf�G`UWVXcds©CFg�TDf5UdcW_DUW�@G�c%VoCFADa�VXa
�DUdCi¢£fmA�<@=�a{w�f'GFUdf2VoAbcWfmUWf5adcWfm^�w�Vec%l�poCFADE�w{G`JtfmpXfmADEFcWlDa�â�¹Ûâ 
 Ð@aWlDCF_Dpo^��Df� ¹ðÿ.�Hã��Ã ¶ ,�i¸

�2G`po_Df � ®Nÿ.�Hã� ¶ �!H¸
nmCFUWUWf5aWTDCFAD^Da�c%C:G �@�����m�t�����Æ���H��aWTbfmn5cWUW_DIÒC`gçTDf5Udc%_bUW�@G`cWVoCiAba

Ö )��Ø � � ��� � �9ã  ù ÷ëY ö àÆãSÝ � � Ý ù ÷ëY Ð Ö )��å ö àÆã ¿Ð � ) �å � � ��� � ® ��� � � 	�Ð ¶ ��F¸

w�lDf5UWf � � VXa�c%U%G`ADadJtfmUdaWf$CiU2lDCiUdVo²mCFAbc¥GFpÁw{G`Jtf:Ab_DI$�bfmUm< ${CiI:CiEifmAbfmCi_DaþADCFVoaWf0Â xiý Ü�GFUdf�^DVoI:fmA�}
aWVXCiADpXfmaWa9VoA�c%lDf�aWf5ADaWf�cWl@G`c9^DC�ADCFc9nmCFAbc¥GFVXA�T@G`U%GFI:f5cWfmU|â 
 w�Vec%l/^bVoI:fmADadVoCiA:CFg(pXfmADEFcWl/GFa9VoA:c%lDVXa
n�G`aWfþVXckVXakn�GFUdUWVXfm^�Ci_bc�Ö )��å �4â]ÃbjklDf5s0GFUdf2lDCiI:CiEif5ADfmCi_bakVoA�aWTDGFnmfþCFg±w{G`JtfþAD_DI:�DfmUda�GFa�l@G`Jtf
ADC/cWlDf+GFpXpoCinmG`c%f5^�aWnmGFpof�ÂhghUWCFI½lDf5UWf�cWlDf+A@GFI:fÆÜ�<vjklbfmaWf�ADCFVoaWf�TDpñG�s�cWlDf�VoI:TDCiUyc¥GFA�c�UdCipof�VoA�cWlDf
c%lbfmCiUys�CFg±c%lDf2c%_bUW�D_DpXfmADn5fþnmCiADAbfmn5cWfm^�cWC:¡�G`stpXfmVoEFl�}Bj�G`stpXCiU|VXADadc%GF�DVopXVXcdsv<

[(f5c � a �5adf5w �mG�poCFADE�w{G`JtfmpXfmADE`c%l�T@GFUyc2CFgrc%lbf+VoADVec%VñG`p(aWTDf5n5c%Ud_DIÔadf5cþ�bs�ghCiUWI:_DpñG`a�Â x�Z Ü�uçÂ xix Ü
w�VXcWlÛTDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`c%VXCiADa �5pXCin�G`cWfm^ �5G`c/w{G`Jtf¼AD_DI:�DfmU0G�§�Voa0âD×ÙØ5×ëÐ��kå¥×ÙØ5× ��� <MjklDf5A"GFI:TDpXVXc%_b^Dfma � )��å
Â�n5_DUdJtf5a Z GFAb^ûQVXA¬îÁVoED< Z �iÜ:GFAb^ �kå¥×ÙØm×�ÂÇG¼nm_DUyJtf '£Ü�GFUWf�CFg�cWlDf�aWGFI:f�CiUd^DfmU$G`c/â � â@×PØm×ÇÃ
[(f5c � a{w�UWVXcWfþCi_bc�G:n5CiAD^DVec%VoCFA�CFg¿aWf�w�VoADE:c%CiEif�c%lDf5U � )��å �&Ö`å¥×ÙØm×�ãFâ@×ÙØ5×±l@G`JtVoADE:c¥GF¢£f5A � ) �å VoA�c%lDVXa
nmCFAD^DVXcWVoCiA�G�c�âP�4â@×ÙØ5×ëÃ@[(f�c � a{f�§�TDUWf5aWa�TDGFU%GFI:f5cWfmU{â 
 c%lDUdCi_DEil�â@×PØm×(w�VXcWl�c%lDfþlDf5poT�CFg±c%lDfþEiVeJ�f5A
nmCFAD^DVXcWVoCiA

â 
 � ¶hÖFå¥×ÙØm×hãiâ@×PØm×ñ¸ KÇ÷ " � µ ù ÷ëY & âD×ÙØm×�Ã
ÚÛf2aWf5fFu@G�ckÖFå¥×ÙØ5×ÁÀâ@×PØm×�ghCiU9c%lDf�adTDfmn�c%UWG�pXVoI:VXcWfm^�c%C�G�nmCFAD^DVXcWVoCiA¦Â x ûiÜ9Voa9n�GFUdUWVof5^�Ci_bc{â 
 ÀÛâ@×PØm×ÇÐ
aWf5f�îÁVoED< Z �b<

+¿§bn5po_D^bVoADE$â 
 Vec�VoakUWf5nmf5VXJtfm^

Ö )��Ø ® � ×PØm× â �
µ ù ÷ëY×ÙØ5×� � µ KÇ÷ëY  � Ð«Ö )��å ® � ×ÙØ5× â �

µ ù ÷ëY×ÙØm×� � µ KÇ÷ëY  �
µ KÇ÷ëY Ð � )��å ® � ×ÙØ5×�� â@×PØm×��� � µ ù ÷ëY  � µ ù ÷ëY Ð ¶ �,i¸
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ÚÛlDf5UWf¦c%lbf�ADCFc%G`c%VXCiA � ×PØm×�®�Ö`å¥×ÙØm×�ãFâ@×ÙØ5×�VXa�fmA�c%fmUdfm^�<
+1É£_@G�c%VoCFADa�Â x � Ü�^bfmaWn5UWVX�Df�GF^D^Df5^a� � poCiAbE
w{G`JtfmpXfmADE`c%l0VoADVec%VñG`p �5AbCiVoadf �`<Djklbf5s�UWf5TDpñG`nmf2f�§�TDUdfmadaWVoCFADa�Â x�Z ÜMGFAb^«Â xix Ü�<

P%	�D%@QL��- �1%@(7. ��M9�P��JK�7. �12D%)��#% �%@� ���D� �1.�+���#&+&QL%)(&J�%P @. -&��%)� %)(�J�% ��M  "0&0!%)0 QL�:(�5
�� ��7%)QL%@(!5".�� ��(!�:��� % �@TS?BA�î¿VoEb< Z ��TDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`cWVoCiA�âD×ÙØ5×ëÐ��kå¥×ÙØ5×1ÂÇG�nm_DUyJ�f 'HÜ �5poCFn�G`cWfm^ �5CFA/GFA�G�§�VXa
¯Voa+adlDCFw�A�<1[]GFUdEif�}ëaWnmGFpof�ghpX_Dn5cW_@G`cWVoCiADa�CFg�c%lDf �5pXCin�G`cWfm^ ��TDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`c%VXCiA«Eif5ADfmUWG`c%f¼Â ��� ý } �iÜ�G
poCFADE�w{G`JtfmpXfmADE`c%l©T@GFUyc2CFg9G�adTDfmn�c%UW_bI�<�?ëc�Voa�UdfmTDUdfmaWf5Abc%f5^Q��s¦G/n5_DUdJtf x <vjklD_Damuvc%lDf+adTDfmn�c%UW_bI
UWf5TDUWf5aWf5Abc%VXADE�G`aWaWCFnmVñG�c%VoCFA�CFg¿n5_DUdJtf5a x GFAD^ '�VoaknmCFADADfmn�c%f5^�c%C+cWlDf �5poCinmG`c%f5^ �5TDf5UdcW_DUW�@G�c%VoCFA�<

?BA�î¿VoEb< Z ��GF^D^Df5^:pXCiADE{w{G`Jtfmpof5ADEFcWl ��ADCiVoadf �5VXaÁUdfmTDUdfmadfmAbcWfm^�w�VXc%l+n5_DUdJtf5a Z GFAD^�û�n5CiADnmf5UWADVXADE
c%C¤^DVXg�ghf5UWfmA�c�J�GFpo_bfma/CFg'G`AVoAD^bf�§ � Â x � Ü�<|î¿CFU/GFAf�§bGFI$Tbpof�ghUdCiI G¤nm_DUyJtf Z w�f¦l@G`Jtf � À
°bÐ�GFAb^ ghCiU0G»nm_DUyJtf¤û»VXc�VXa0nmGFUWUdVof5^ CF_bc � ¹ °bÃk=�c � ® °»^DfmTDf5AD^Df5ADnmf5a � å¤ghUdCiI âðGFUdf
Vo^bfmAbcWVon�G`p�c%C/G`^D^Dfm^�poCiADE�w{G`JtfmpXfmADE`c%l �5AbCiVoadf �iÂ�G:n5_DUdJtf x Ü{GFAb^�ghCiU�pñGFUdEif�}ëaWnmGFpof2ghpo_bn5c%_DG`c%VXCiADa�CFg
c%lbf �5pXCin�G`cWfm^ ��TDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`c%VXCiA¤ÂÇG�n5_DUdJtf x Ü�<�[(f�c � a�ADCFcWfFuSc%l@G`c�_DAD^bfmU�n5CiAD^DVec%VoCFA�CFg�Â x ûHÜMghCiU�c%lDf5aWf
^Df5TDfmAD^bfmADn5fma�cWlDfþpoVoI:VXcWVoADE'fmÉ£_@G�c%VoCFA � å�� °+VXakn�GFUdUWVof5^�Ci_bc{G`c�â�� �ðÃ

?BAbc%f5UWf5adcrUdfmTDUdfmaWf5Abc%açG�n�GFadf�ÿ.�Hã� � � À¬°{w�lDf5A�GF^D^Df5^�poCiAbE{w{G`Jtf5pofmAbEFc%l ��ADCiVoadf �5ad_DUWTDGFaWadfma
pñG`UWEif�}BaWnmGFpofçghpX_Dn5cW_@G`cWVoCiADa(C`gDc%lDf �5pXCin�G`cWfm^ ��TDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`c%VXCiA�< )t_Dnml ��adc%UdCiADE ��ADCiVoadf1^Df5ghVXADfma±^bstA@GFI:Von5a
CFgÁI$V�§�VoADE+G�c{·rí ·�å¥×ÙØ5×ëÃ

jklDf¤lDGFUWI:CiADVXnma�CFg�Jtf5poCin5VXcWsnmCiUdUWfmadTDCiAD^bVoADE c%C»c%lDVXa �5AbCiVoadf �mGFUdf�^Df5ghVXADfm^æ�bs ¡{VXnmlbcWI:stf5U
ghCiUdI$_DpoG�Â ý Ü

� )��Ø � ¶ ��]ã���¸ �Ö )��Ø ��� Ø������ ����� ö  K µ � Ã
î¿CiUkpoGFUWEFf�}Badn�GFpXf�ghpo_bn5c%_DG`c%VXCiADaMCFg±JtfmpXCinmVecWs/Vec�VoakUdfmnmf5VXJtfm^

�kå � 0  �MØ ö  � µ ù ÷ëY Ã ¶  2F¸
[(f5c � a�ADCFcWfFuDcWl@G`c{GFn5nmCiUd^DVoADE+cWC$¡�Von5lbc%I�stfmUMghCiUdI$_bpñG�VXcMVoakn�G`UWUWVXfm^�Ci_bc �kå ö � åHÃ

[(f5c � a|w�UdVXc%f�^DCFw�A �t³@µ�ã
�i· ���kå ( � ����Â�adfmf �	��GFAb^ �	�iÜ�<£ÚÛf�l@G`Jtfþ³@µ��4â ( � ����ÂÇî¿VXEiam< � } �HÜ�<
î¿UdCiI	lDf5UWf2w�f'UWfmn5fmVeJ�f

³@µ �4â�( � ��� � � KÇ÷ " � µ ø�÷ëY &×ÙØ5× â " � µ ù ÷ëY & ÷ " � µ ø�÷ëY &×ÙØm× � KÇ÷ " � µ ø�÷ëY &� Ø������������ · KÇ÷ " � µ ø�÷ëY & �

�4â " � µ ù ÷ëY & ÷ " � µ ø�÷ëY &×ÙØ5× � KÇ÷ " � µ ø�÷ëY &å¥×ÙØ5× · KÇ÷ " � µ ø�÷ëY & Ð ¶  �i¸
GFa%�kå�( � � � ö à�ãiâ � µ ù ÷ëY( � ��� GFnmn5CiUW^DVXADE�c%C�Â x �iÜ�<

$�CiI:CiEif5ADfmCF_Da�AbCiVoadf�Â x '£Ü�u±Â xiý ÜMVXa�cWlDf'f�§tc%UdfmI:f�n�G`aWf'CFg¿cWlDf�poGFUWEFf�}Badn�GFpXf2ADCiVXaWf'adc%VXI$_bpñG`cWVoADE
I:Ve§�VoADEb<v?BA�c%lDVXa�n�G`aWf�^D_DUdVoADE�c%lbf+VoADVec%VñG`pÁI:CiI:fmAbc�w�f�l@G�J�f �kå � �kå�×PØm×�G`c'GFA�s�CFADf$â»¹ â@×PØm×ÇÃ
$�f5ADnmf`u@c%lDf2ghCiUdI$_DpoG�Â x �HÜ|�Dfmn5CiI:fma�³@µ ���kå¥×ÙØ5×o·�Ã

� � �1-& G� �O� �:(*��M � .�� �*+�QO @./%)0  "(�0 � -&�:(7./ "(!%)�:+�� �*�43!�O(�5!TDjklDf5UWf�Voa9G�nmf5Udc%GFVoA�GFA@GFpXCiEFs
�Df�cWw�fmf5A�n5pñGFadaWfma�CFg±c%_bUW�D_DpXfmAbc�I:CFJtfmI:fmA�c%a{G`c�¡{G`stpof5VoEil�}ëj�G`stpoCiU|GFAD^�¡{VXnmlbcWI:stf5Uy}yO0fmaWlb¢tC`J�VoA�}
adc%GF�DVXpoVXcWVof5am<bjklbfmUWf�Voa{G$^DVeJtVoaWVXCiA�CiA�ayc%VXI$_DpoG`c%f5^0GFAD^�adTDCiAbc%GFADf5Ci_Da�n5pñGFadaWf5a�VoA�¡{G`stpofmVXEil�}ëj�G`stpoCiU
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n�G`aWf�Â�?BADCFEHGFI:CFJSuH~�fmI:VñG`ADCFJSuHGFAD^ )�CiA�u Z � � � �`?BADCiEHG`I$CFJSu Z � � �HÜçGFAb^$G`A@GFpoCFEi_DfkCFgSc%lDVXar^DVXJtVXaWVoCFA
VoA$¡�Vonml�c%I�s�f5Uy}�O�fmadlD¢£CFJ:n�GFadfY� 
 <t[]f�c � a|UdfmI:VoAD^:aWf5ADaWf�C`g�nmCFADnmf5Tbc%akG`�DCi_bc9adcWVoI:_DpñG`cWfm^:GFAD^$aWTDCFA�}
c¥G`ADfmCi_ba{I:CFcWVoCiADa5<�={c{aWTDCiA�c¥GFADf5Ci_Dakc%_bUW�D_DpXfmADn5fþ_DADadc%GF�DpXf2�DCi_DAD^DGFUds�VXakVoADVec%VoGFpopes �5adfmfm^bfm^ ��w�Vec%l
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?ëc�VXa{Jtf5Uds0VoI:TDCiUyc¥GFAbckcWl@G`c�AD_DI:fmUdVon�G`popXs:c%lbf�J�GFpo_bf � � ���� � � VXa�U%G`cWlDfmU{aWI$GFpopÇ<D?ëc{w{GFa�ad_DTDTDCiadfm^
VoA�c%lDf�TDUWf�J�VXCi_Da�f5adcWVoI$G`c%VXCiADa�Â�?BADCFEHGFI:CFJSu�~�f5I$VoGFADCFJSuvGFAD^ )tCiA�u Z � � � �S?BADCiEiGFI$C`Jvu Z � � �HÜ�GFAD^
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}1c%lbfþg�G`n5c%CFU � µ¿Ã

?BA�UWfmTbCiUdcWa �2Ci_DAbEia x 
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aWTbCiAbc¥G`ADfmCi_ba�nmGFaWf2c%lbf'n5fmUyc¥GFVXA ��c%U%G`nmf ��CFgÁcWlDfþVoADVec%VoGFpv^DG`c¥G+Voak¢£f5Tbc�<
¡{VXnmlbcWI:stf5Uy}yO0fmaWlb¢tC`J�c%_DUd�D_Dpof5ADnmf'VoA0G+UWf5EiVoI:f:Â Z �iÜ|Voa�Eif5ADfmUWG`c%f5^��bs�UWGFAD^DCFI �5poCFn�G`cWfm^ �5CFA

� TDf5Udc%_bUW�@G`cWVoCiA¨Â ��� ý } �HÜ�<*)�_bnml�TDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`cWVoCiA¦EFfmADf5U%G`cWfma2aWTbCiAbc¥G`ADfmCi_ba2I$V�§bVXADE:VoA�¡{G`stpofmVXEil�}
j�G`stpoCFU|n�G`aWfF<bjklDf��@GFadVoaMVXa|n5CiADADf5n5c%f5^�c%C+VXc�c%C+ADGFI$f�aWTDCFAbc¥GFAbfmCi_Da�G�UWfmEFVoI:f�CFg]I:Ve§�VoAbE/Â Z �iÜ�VXA
¡�Vonml�c%I�s�f5Uy}�O�fmadlD¢£CFJ�n�G`aWfF<
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[(f5c � a{EifmADf5U%GFpXVo²5f�c%lDf'^DfmadnmUdVoTbcWVoCiA0CFg±c%_DUd�D_Dpof5Abc{I$V�§�VoADE+Udfmnmf5VXJtfm^�GF�DCFJtf'CiA�ûi~ adT@GFn5fF<SjklDf
lDCiUdVo²5CiAbc¥G`prTDpñGFAbf�w�Vec%lQnmCiCiUd^DVoADG`c%f5aþÏ]ÐWÑ ÂÇî¿VXED< x Ü�Voaþc%UWGFADadJtf5UWaWf$TDpñG`ADfF<±[(f5c � a'poVXI$VecþG0TDGFUdc�CFg
c%lbVoa2TDpoGFADf+�bs��DVXE¼¶-�ðí âD×ÙØ5×h¸�aWÉ£_@G`UWf ��� � Â��5�bC`§*�`u � x Ü�<][(f5c � aþnmCiAbaWVo^bfmU'G�U%GFAD^bCiI cWw�C�}
^DVXI$f5ADaWVXCiA@GFpvpñG`cdc%Von5f�CFgÁTDf5Udc%_bUW�@G`cWVoCiAbakCiA0G�TbpñGFADf�Ï]ÐWÑvÃ )t_Dnml0pñG`cdc%VXnmf+Â�ûi~2ÜMUWf5TDpñG`nmfma�G+UWGFAD^DCiI
nmlDGFVoAQÂ x ~�u � ý Ü�<@[(f5c�c%lDf'G`Jtf5U%GFEif�cWU%GFAbadJtfmUda%GFp]aWVX²mfþCFgÁVoADVec%VoGFpvad_DUdg�G`nmfþTDfmUyc%_DUd�@G`cWVoCiADa

ª�®æÖ`×ÙØ5×�¶�Ï]Ð%ÑD¸ ¶��bàÆ¸

VoA/cWlDVoakpoG`cWcWVon5f�Voa|fmÉ£_@GFp�cWC�âD×ÙØ5×±GFAD^�U%GFAb^DCiI:ADfmadakVoaMn5l@GFU%G`n5c%f5UWVX²mfm^0�bs�EiCiCi^�É£_@GFpXVXcWs � � à:Â �
ý Ü�<

[(f5c � a{f�§�T@GFAD^0TDf5UWVoCF^DVon2VXA�G:adÉt_DGFUWf/� � �»gh_DADn5cWVoCiAQÂ�û Z Ü|VoA0î¿CF_DUWVXfmUMadfmUWVXfma
Ö�×ÙØm×B¶hÏ]Ð%Ñb¸r®

��
Ø�� K

��
� � K

¶�Ö`Ø � � Ø � � � � � Ö �Ø � � Ø � � � � � Ö � �Ø � �vØ � � � � � Ö � � �Ø � �vØ � � � � ¸�Ð ¶��KF¸

ÚÛlDf5UWf � Ø �»Ó ��� � ¶����SÏvã���¸�Ð �vØ �»Ó � �U�]¶ �� vÏvã���¸�Ã9=�I:TDpoVec%_D^bfma:CFg'î¿Ci_DUdVof5U$l@G`UWI:CiADVon5a$VXA
aWf5UWVXfma�ÂÇû x ÜMGFUWfþn�G`ponm_bpñG`cWfm^��bs�VXAbc%f5EiU%G�c%VoCFA

Ö`Ø � ®ú¶"!£ã � Y ¸ (*)+ (*)+ �iÏ �HÑ�Ö`×ÙØ5×�¶�Ï]Ð%ÑD¸ � Ø � � � � Ã ¶�� �i¸

)�VXI$VXpñGFU1ghCiUWI:_DpoGFaM^Df�ghVoADf2CFcWlDfmU{GFI:TDpXVXc%_b^Dfma|w�lbVonml�GFUdf2VoADn5po_D^Df5^�VoA0G+aWfmUdVof5a�Â�û x Ü�<
[(CiADE+w{G`JtfmpXfmADEFcWl«¶ ¿Ð��3ß �þ×ÙØm×v®���ãiâD×ÙØ5×h¸kGFadstI:Tbc%C`c%Von5akCFgÁaWTDf5n5c%UWG:Ö�Ø � pXCiCi¢£akpoVX¢£f
Ö`Ø � � � Ø � ����� .ÁØ � ¶"!Hã�� Y ¸yÖ�� � ádâ Y×ÙØm× 
 â Y ãiâ Y×PØm× 
 � Y ãiâ Y �ðÖ�� � ádâD×ÙØm×�ã�� �ðÖ�� � ádã��'×PØm×ëÐ ¶��,!H¸

w�lDf5UWf � � Ø � " ® àiÐ .±Ø � VXa�G«U%GFAb^DCiI Tbl@GFaWf`ukÖ Y� � á ® ¶�à�ã�� Y ¸ � )+ � )+ �HÏ��HÑ9Ö Y×ÙØm× Ð�âú® ��±ã � Ð
� Y ® ¶ � �Ø ¸ Y � ¶ � �� ¸ Y Ð � �Ø ® �� (ã��kÐ � �� ®  ���0ã�� GFUdf�n5CiI$TbCiADfmA�c%a:CFg2G�w{G`Jtf�Jtfmn�c%CiU$CiA
G�TDpoGFADf�¶hÏ]Ð%Ñb¸�Ã±jklDVXa�Jtfmn�c%CiU�n5CiUWUdfmadTDCiAD^Da�c%C©G�lDGFUWI:CiADVXn�¶ ¿Ð��0¸�Ã¿=�adstI$T�c%CFcWVonma/ÂÇû,'HÜ2ghCipXpoCFw�a
ghUWCFI�G¦ayc¥G`cWVoadcWVonmGFp9f5adcWVoI$G`c%VXCiA«CFg{VoA�c%fmEFU%GFp�ÂÇûiûiÜ�CFg{adcWCinml@G`adc%VXn�gh_DADn�c%VXCiA ÂÇû Z Ü�<rR�n5nm_DUdUWfmAbnmf�CFg
adc%G`c%VXadcWVon�G`p9g�GFn�c%CiUda+Voa+nmCFADADfmn�c%f5^óc%C�ayc%Cin5l@GFadcWVon/ghpX_Dn5cW_@G`c%VXCiADa�C`g�cWlDVoa�gh_DAbn5c%VXCiA 
 â Y ãiâ Y×ÙØm× GFAD^

 � Y ãiâ Y Ã@jklDfþf5adc%VXI�G�c%VoCFA�ÂÇû,'HÜ|VoaMJ�GFpoVX^�CiA�GFA�VoAbcWfmUdJ�GFp(C`gÁJ�GFpX_Dfma ¿Ð�� ghUdCiI Z _DT�c%C � �'×ÙØ5×ëÃ

?BA0ûi~4G�n�GFadf�VoAbadc%fmGF^�CFg|Â �FÜ1w�f2l@G`Jtf2Ö`å$� 0  Y � � Y Ö`Ø � �ðÖ�� � ádâ@×ÙØ5×hãiâ(Ð�w�lbfmUWf����� �
��ãiâ(Ã
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[(f5c�TDf5Udc%_bUW�@G`cWVoCiA©ÂÇû Z Ü�VoaMpXVoADfmGFU�ÂhaWI$GFpopvGFI:TDpoVec%_D^bfÆÜ�Ì£Ö�� � á1ß âD×ÙØm×�Ã@[(f5c � akfmayc%VXI�G`cWf�JtfmpXCinmVecWs
ghVof5po^¨G�g�c%fmU�T@GFaWaWGFEif�CFg�G©aWlbCinm¢¼w{G`JtfF<çÚÛf�_Dadf�¡{VXnmlbcWI:stfmU�ghCiUWI:_DpñG0nmCiAbADfmn�c%VoAbEQG`I$TDpXVXcW_D^Dfma
CFg¿l@GFUWI:CiADVXnmakCFgÁaW_bUdg�GFn5f�TDf5UdcW_DUW�@G�c%VoCFADa�Ö`Ø � G`AD^0Jtf5Udc%VXn�GFp�Jtf5poCin5VXcWs �MØ � Ã@?BA¦ûi~&Eif5CiI$f�c%Uys/w�f
l@G`Jtf

�MØ � ®�� �
	 µ ¶���±ã���¸ 0  Y � � Y Ö µØ � ��� Ø������������çÐ ¶���Ã �K�F¸
nmCFI$T@G`UWf�w�VXcWl�c%lDf2ghCiUdI$_DpoG�Â ý Ü�<

[(f5c � a]ghVoAD^2JtfmpXCinmVecWs�C`gbI:CFJtfmI:fmAbc±CFg�TDUdVoI$GFUds��D_D�D�bpofma#�kå¥×ÙØm×ÇÃ�)�_Dn5l��D_b�D�Dpof5a]l@G`Jtf�cWU%GFAbadJtfmUdaWf
aWnmGFpofP�Ôâ@×PØm×ëÃ¿[(f5c � a+aW_b�DadcWVXc%_�c%f/VXA«c%lDf�ghCFUWI:_DpñG¤ÂÇû ý Üþf�§�TDUdfmaWadVoCiA¨ghCiU�GFI:TDpoVec%_D^Df:Ö`Ø � Â�û,'£Ü�G�c
���� � �þ×ÙØm×�Ã@?BA�UdfmaW_bpXc�VXc�VXakUWf5nmfmVeJtfm^

�MØ � ¶�¿Ð�� � �'×PØm×h¸ ��� �
	 µ ¶hÖ�� � ádã���¸ ��� Ø������������çÃ ¶�� ,i¸
[(f5c � a�w�UWVXcWf2^DCFw�A

�
� � á ���kå¥×ÙØm×B� �kåt¶Çâ �4â@×PØm×h¸ � �þ×ÙØm× �MØ � ¶�ÁÐ�� � �þ×ÙØm×�¸ ¶���2F¸
GFAD^

�kåt¶ÇâP�4â@Ø � í â@×ÙØ5×h¸ � ¶-��ãiâDØ � ¸ �MØ � Ð â@Ø � ®���ã 0  Y � � Y Ã ¶�� �i¸
?BA�c%lDf+ghCiUdI$_DpoG�ÂÇû �iÜ�aWVo²5f �kå$VXa'^bf5c%f5UWI:VoADf5^��bs¦c%lbf:ghCiUdI$_bpñG©Â � Ü�EifmAbfmU%G`poVo²5fm^¼CiA¼ûi~ôG0nmGFaWf`<
î¿CiUdI$_bpñGFa�ÂÇû �iÜ�u]ÂÇû �HÜ|UWf5TDpñGFn5f�c%lDf2ghCiUdI$_bpñG�Â �iÜ9VoA0ûi~&G+n�G`aWfF<Sî¿CF_DUWVXfmUkGFI:TDpXVXc%_b^Dfma
�MØ�Â x ~2Ü|CFU
�MØ � Â�ûi~2Ü1GFUWf�nmCiADAbfmn5cWfm^/cWC�c%lDf�nmCiUdUWf5aWTDCiAb^DVoADE�aWVo²5f.�kå2��s$I:f�G`ADa|CFg�c%lDf�adc¥G�c%Voayc%VXn�GFp@g�GFn�c%CiU�CFg
CiUd^DfmU�C`g�G/UWCiCFc�aWÉ£_@GFUdf�ghUWCiI AD_DI:�Df5U�CFg1I:Ci^Dfma�CFg1aWnmGFpof�â(Ã�?BA x ~ún�GFadf�c%lDVXa�AD_DI:�Df5U�Voa �9ãFâ
GFAD^0VoA�ûF~NG+n�G`aWf2}�Voa'¶-��ãiâS¸ Y Ã

î¿UWCFI ghCiUWI:_DpoGFakÂ�û � Ü�u@ÂÇû �iÜ¿Vec1VoarTDCFaWaWVX�DpofMcWC�^bf5ghVoAbfMJ�f5poCin5VXcds�CFgvTDUWVXI�G`Uds��b_D�D�DpXfma �kå¥×ÙØm×�ÃHjklDf
fmayc%VXI�G`cWVoCiA�CFgÁcWlDVoakJtfmpXCinmVecWs�poCiCi¢£akpXVo¢£f

�kå¥×ÙØ5×B���0�
	 µ �'×ÙØ5×�¶hÖ�� � áWã �9¸ ��� Ø�� �"�������çÃ ¶�� �i¸

=�ays�I:TbcWCFc%VXnma�CFg+ûF~�¡�Von5lbc%I�stfmUy}�O�fmadlD¢£CFJÛI:Ve§�VoADE«G`c0pñG`cWf¦c%VoI:fma�VXa�^Df5ghVXADfm^æ�bsÛG»poCiAbE
w{G`JtfmpXfmADE`c%l/T@G`Udcþ¶ ¿Ð��3ß �þ×ÙØm×�¸�CFg±G'aWTDf5n5cWUW_DIºCFg�JtfmpXCinmVecWs �MØ � Ã�[]f�c � a|ghVoAb^/GFays�I:TbcWCFc%VXnma�CFg±G
aWTbfmn5cWUW_DI �MØ � w�VXc%l�c%lDf+lDf5poT¦C`g|G`adstI$T�c%CFcWVonma�CFg�G/aWTDf5n5cWUW_DIÔÖ�Ø � ÂÇû,'HÜ�uv¡{VXnmlbcWI:stfmU�ghCiUWI:_DpñG
ÂÇû ý ÜMGFAD^�GF_�§�VopXVñGFUys:f�§�TDUWf5aWadVoCiA«ÂÇû �HÜ�<bÚÛfþl@G`Jtf

�MØ � � ¶ 0  Y � � Y ã�� Y×ÙØm× ¸ �kå¥×ÙØ5×ëÃ ¶"!H°i¸

?ëc{Voak_Dadf5gh_Dp�cWC�nmCiI:T@GFUdf�ûF~&f�§�TDUWf5aWaWVXCiA¨Â' 
 Ü9cWC�cWlDf2ghCiUWI:_DpoG�Â Z�ý Ü9JbG`poVo^�VXA x ~ nmGFaWf`<
î¿UWCFI ghCFUWI:_DpñGFa:Â�û �HÜþGFAD^ÛÂ' 
 Ü�c%lDf�GFadstI:Tbc%C`c%Von5a/¶Çâóí â@×ÙØ5×h¸2CFgkJtfmpXCinmVecWs©ghpo_bn5c%_DG`c%VXCiADaþCFg

aWnmGFpof�â�nmGFA0�Df2ghCi_DAD^�<b?ëc�I$G`s��Df2w�UWVXcdc%f5A�G`a

�kåt¶�â �4â@Ø � í âD×ÙØm×�¸ �  Y � � Y
� Y×ÙØ5× �kå¥×ÙØ5×B� � âD×ÙØ5×â � Y �kå�×PØm×ëÃ ¶"!DàÆ¸
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jklDfklDVXfmU%G`UWnml�s�Â Z ûHÜ±CFg@ghpX_Dn5cW_@G`cWVoCiADaMÂ"' Z ÜÁCFg\^DVeg�ghfmUWf5Abcradn�GFpXfma¿ghCiUdI$aÁfmADpoGFUWEFVoADE�nmfmpXpbayc%UW_bn5c%_bUWf
CFgkJtfmpXCinmVecWs©ghVXfmpo^ �+¶�Ï]Ð%ÑvÐ%ªH¸þadVoI:VopoGFU�c%C�TDUWf5aWfmA�c%fm^»VXA«î¿VXED< Z ��<]jklDUWf5f�}ë^DVoI:fmADadVoCiADGFp1nmfmpXpoa�l@G`Jtf
c%lbf+aWVo²5fma �ºâ6�¤â �Qâ(Ã�=�a�w�f5poprGFa�VoA x ~ G�n�GFadfFu�^bfmnmUdf�GFadf$C`g|G`I$TDpXVXcW_D^Df'CFg9ghpX_Dn5cW_@G`cWVoCiADa�CFg
ûi~4ghVof5po^Da ��¶hÏ]Ð%ÑSÐ¥ªH¸kG`c�UdfmI:CFJ�GFp�ghUWCiI	�DCi_DAD^DGFUds�VXak^DfmadnmUWVX�Dfm^��bs/c%lbf�TDC`w�fmU{pñG`wþ<DjkC:c%f5pop�cWlDf
c%Ud_bc%l�u\GFA�f�§�TDCiADf5Abc�Voa�GFADC`c%lDf5Um<\î¿UdCiIºcWlDf2ghCiUWI:_DpñG/Â"' Z Ü|Vec�VoakUdfmnmf5VXJtfm^

�+¶�ªH¸ ���kå¥×ÙØm×B¶�âD×ÙØm×�ãFªH¸ Y Ð ¶"!'F¸

nmCFI$T@G`UWf�w�VXcWlQÂ Z '£Ü�<
~�fmnmG`s+CFg\JtfmpXCinmVecWs �+¶�ªH¸¿^Df5ghVXADfmaçcWlDfkpñG�wóC`gvTbfmADf�c%U%G�c%VoCFA+CFgSI$V�§bVXADE�ghUdCiAbc9³@µr¶�·d¸�<H[(f5c � açw�UdVXcWf

^DCFw�A �t³@µ(ã
�i· ����¶Çª �4³@µ(¸2Â�adfmf�� �HÜ�<�)�_b�DadcWVXc%_�c%VoAbE+lDfmUdfþcWlDf�ghCiUdI$_DpoG/Â' x ÜMGFAD^�VXAbc%f5EiU%G`cWVoADE
w�fþUWf5nmfmVeJtf

³@µ � � KÇ÷ ùå�×PØm× â Y�÷ ù×ÙØ5× · � Ð �'®NàÆã,�bÃ ¶"! �i¸
[(f5c � a�nmCiI:T@GFUdf'poG`w�a�Â"'HûHÜ�GFAD^«Â Z �FÜkn5CiADn5fmUWAbVoADE:c%C x ~úGFAD^�ûi~ cWC�n�G`aWfma5<SÚÛf�aWf5fFuSVoA�G:c%lbUWfmf�}
^DVXI$f5ADaWVXCiA@GFp]n�G`aWf+¡�Von5lbc%I�stfmUy}�O�fmadlD¢£CFJ0c%_DUd�D_Dpof5ADnmf�g�GF^Dfma�g�GFadcWfmU�G`AD^�c%lbf�ghUWCiA�cþ³@µr¶h·d¸�I$C`J�f5a
GFlDfmGF^0fmaWadfmAbcWVñGFpXpXs$I$CFUWf2aWpXCFw�pXs

� ù õ À � Y�õ Ð
w�lDf5UWfþJbG`po_Df5a � Y�õ GFAD^ � ù õ GFUWf2EiVeJtfmA0�bs/ghCiUdI$_DpoGFaþÂ Z �iÜ|GFAb^«Â'HûHÜMGFn5nmCiUd^DVoADEFpXsS<
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� %)M %)��%)(�J�%@�
OQ<�z|lDf5Udc%¢£CFJSu x 
 
 û�uHqrlDfmADCFI$f5ADCipoCFEFs+CFg�¡�G`stpXfmVoEFl�}Bj�G`stpXCiU¿c%_bUW�D_DpXfmADn5fFutqrlbstam<�¡{f�JS<£[]f�cWcm<XuHJtCip�<
� Z Â ZiZ Ü�u ZiZ�ý 
 
bZ Â x 
 
 ûHÜ�<
��<�~�fmI:nmlDf5AD¢£CDu x 
 
 'Du(z|CipXpoVX^DVoADE$aW_DUyg�GFnmf�VXADadc%GF�DVopXVXcds�ghCiU2G�lDVoEFl¦J�f5poCin5VXcds�VXI$T@G`n5c�u �`c%l©?BA�c%fmU�}
A@G`cWVoCiADGFpÁÚÛCiUd¢£aWlDCiT¼CiA©c%lbf�q1l�s�adVon5a�CFg|z|CiI:TDUdfmaWadVo�DpXf+jk_DUW�b_Dpof5Abc�O�Ve§�VXADEDu(zMG`I$�DUdVo^DEFfFu(ì ��u
Z ��} x û��F_Dpes x 
 
 'DuD=��badc%UWGFn5cWamu\T�< x ' �DlbcWcWT�Ì üiü wkwkwþ<>^@GFI�c%T�<>n�GFI0< GFnF<>_D¢ ü VXw�Tbn5c%I � ü
�+<�~�VoI:CiAbcWfFu�qk<F¡{GFI$GFTDUWGF�DlD_�u�G`AD^+OQ<�=�AD^DUWf�w�amu x 
 
 'Du�~�fmTDf5AD^DfmAbnmfMCFgDaWfmpegñ}BadVoI:VopñG`U�¡{G`stpofmVXEil�}
j�G`stpoCFUMEiUWC`wkc%l0CiA�VoADVec%VoGFpvn5CiAD^DVec%VXCiADamu �`c%l�?BAbcWfmUdA@G`c%VXCiA@GFpSÚÛCiUW¢£adlDCiT0CiA�c%lDf'qrlbstaWVXnma�CFgçz|CiI�}
TDUdfmaWadVo�DpXfrjk_DUW�b_Dpof5AbcÁO�Ve§�VXADEDuÆzMG`I$�DUdVo^DEFfFu5ì �+u Z ��} x û��F_Dpes x 
 
 'Dum=��DadcWU%GFn�c%a5uÆT�< x � ��lbcWcWT�Ì üiü wkwkwþ<>^@GFI�c%T�<>n�GFI0< GFnF<>_
;�<>=�<@?BAbCiEHGFI:CFJSu Z � � �buDjklDf�¡{CFpof2CFg¿¡�G�s�pXfmVXEil�}Bj�G�s�pXCiUkGFAb^�¡�Von5lbc%I�stfmUy}�O�fmadlD¢£VXJ�?BAbadc¥G`�DVopXVXc%VXfma
VoA�=�adcWUWCiTDl�s�adVon5amÌ@=�A�?BA�c%UWCF^D_Dn5cWVoCiA�ub=�ayc%UdCiTDlbstaWVXnma{GFAD^ )�TDGFnmfþqrlbstaWVXnma{¡�f5JtVof�w�amubJtCipÇ< Z�
 u�T@GFUyc
x u Z }�ûiû ý Â Z � � �iÜ�<
;�<>=�<�?BADCiEHGFI:CFJSu�=�< ��_�<(~�f5I$VoGFADCFJSu(GFAb^ +k< +k< )�CiA�u Z � � �bu ${st^DUWCF^bstA@GFI:Vonma2C`g9I:Ve§�VXADEDÌvq1f5UWV�}
Ci^DVXn�GFpbadc%Ud_Dn5cW_DUWf5amu£=�I:TDpXVXghVonmG`c%VXCiA�C`g�ad_D�Dl@GFUdI$CFADVon5a1GFAD^:VoAbJtfmUdaWf�n�G`aWn�G`^�u£VoA:¡{_baWaWVoGFA�u£O0CiaWn5CFwþu
O�?�qrj2u Z � � ��u�' � '+T�<
;�<>=�<¿?BADCiEHGFI:CFJ¤GFAD^»=�<POQ<�R�T@GFUdVoA�u Z � � ��u¿jklDUdfmf�}ë^DVoI:fmAbaWVoCFA@GFpMG`UWU%G�s«adcWUW_Dn�c%_DUdfma:GFadaWCin5VñG`cWfm^
w�VXcWl�¡{VXnmlbcWI:stf5U��'O�fmadlD¢£CFJ�GFAb^�¡�G`stpXfmVoEFl��2j�G`stpoCiU±VoADayc¥GF�bVopoVecWsSu��FCi_DUdA@GFpbC`g +¿§�TDf5UWVoI:fmA�c¥GFpbGFAD^
jklDf5CiUWf�c%VonmGFp]qrlbstaWVXnmamu@JtCipÇ< � �@Â�ûHÜ�u ' � Z }�' � ��Â Z � � �HÜ�<
;�<>=�<�?BADCiEHGFI:CFJSu�OQ<�jkUWVXnmCFcdc%f�c�u�=�<ÙO¼<]R�T@GFUWVXA�uvGFAD^ )v<�È9Ci_DÉ£_Df5cmu x 
 
bZ GbuvjklbUWfmf�}�~�VXI$f5ADaWVXCiA@GFp
O�CiUdTDlDCipXCiEFs�CFg ��CiUdcWf�§�?BA�c%fmUyg�GFnmf5a'~�UWVeJ�f5AQ��s�¡�G�s�pXfmVXEil�}Bj�G�s�pXCiU�CFUþ¡{VXnmlbcWI:stfmU�}yO�f5aWlD¢£CFJ�?BAt}
adc%GF�DVXpoVXcdsSuDGFU���VXJSÌ>TDlbstaWVXnma ü 
bZ�
 ' 
 �,'0Â x 
 
bZ Ü�<
;�<>=�<v?BADCiEHG`I$CFJSuS=�<POQ<(R�T@G`UWVoA�uv=�< ��_�<�~�f5I � s�GFADCFJSu([r< ;�<�~�fmI:�DVXcWaW¢£VoVÇuSGFAD^ ��<>=�< �2lDCi¢£lDpoC`Jvu
x 
 
�Z ��u£R�A:adc%CFnml@GFayc%VXn�I:Ve§�VoAbE2n�GF_Dadfm^$�bs+c%lDf{¡{G`stpof5VoEil�}ëj�G`stpoCiU¿VoADayc¥GF�DVXpoVecWsSu	�FCF_DUWA@G`p@CFg�+¿§�TDfmU�}
VoI:fmA�c¥GFp�GFAD^0jklDfmCiUdf5cWVon�G`p]q1l�s�adVon5amu@JtCip�< � x Â"'HÜ�u � ZÆý } ��'iû�Â x 
 
�Z Ü�<
;�<>=�<Á?BADCiEHG`I$CFJSu x 
 
ix u )£c¥G`cWVoadcWVon5a�CFg�pXCiADE0w{G`Jtfmpof5ADEFcWl«ghpo_Dn�c%_@G`cWVoCiAba�G`AD^¨f�§�T@GFAbaWVoCFA¨pñG`wúghCFU
c%_bUW�D_DpXfmAbc9I:Ve§�VoADEþ²5CiADf�^bUWVXJtf5A/�bs:¡�Vonml�c%I�s�f5Uy}�O�fmadlD¢£CFJ�VXADadc%GF�DVXpoVXcdsSuiqrVoa � I$G`J ��l�+rj�îÂ
� +rj�q
[(f5cdc%fmUda¥Ü�uDJ�CFp�< � ý Â ZiZ Ü�u � � '�} � � �/Â x 
 
ix Ü�<
�2_�< =�< �2_Dn5lDfmUdfmAD¢£CDu )v< ?¥<±ÈMG`pñGF�DVXA�u]¡þ< ?¥<]=�Ud^@GFadlDCFJ�Gbu¿R+< +k< �2Ci²5fmpX¢tC`Jvu]=�< ��<Á~�_DpoCFJSuÁGFAD^Q?¥< =�<
¡�CiI�G`ADCFJSu x 
 
 'Du`R�A�TDCFaWaWVX�DVopXVXcds2CFg@f�§bTbfmUWVXI$f5Abc¥G`p�^Df�c%f5UWI:VoA@G`cWVoCiA'CFg@VXAbc%f5EiU%G`ptn5l@GFUWGFn5cWfmUWVXadcWVonmaÁCFg
I:Cipof5nm_DpoGFU]nmCiI:TDCiADf5AbcÁCFg\I$V�§�VoADE��bs�I$fmGFADaÁCFg���}ëU%G`sþcWfmnmlbADVoÉ£_Df`u �`cWl�?BAbcWfmUWADG`c%VXCiA@GFp£ÚÛCiUW¢£adlDCiT
CiA¯c%lbfQqrlbstadVonma�CFg�z|CiI:TDUWf5aWadVo�DpXf©jk_DUW�D_bpofmA�c�O�Ve§�VoAbEDukzMGFI:�DUdVo^DEif`ukì �+u Z ��} x û��F_DpXs x 
 
 'Du
=��badc%UWGFn5cWamu\T�< ý � �DlbcWcWT�Ì üiü wkwkwþ<>^@GFI�c%T�<>n�GFI0< GFnF<>_D¢ ü VXw�Tbn5c%I � ü
�2_�< =�< �þ_bnmlDf5UWfmAb¢tCbu�=�<Pqk<rqçstpñG`f5JSu ��< ~�<�O�_DUd²�GF¢£CFJSu1=�< ��<çÈ|fmpXCiI$f5adcWADVol�u ��< ;�<1qrCiTDC`JvuçGFAD^
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 'Du±R�A¤TDCiadaWVX�DVopXVXcWs�CFgkf�§bTbfmUWVXI$f5Abc¥G`p�^bf5c%f5UWI:VoA@G�c%VoCFA©CFgkI:Cipof5nm_DpoGFU2nmCiI:TDC`}
ADf5Abc�C`g�ADCiAt}Badc%G`c%VXCiA@GFUys¬cW_DUW�D_bpofmA�c�I:Ve§�VoAbEDu �`cWlð?BAbcWfmUdA@G`c%VXCiA@GFp�ÚÛCiUW¢£aWlbCiT"CiAÛc%lDfQqrlbstaWVXnma
CFg{z|CFI$TDUdfmadaWVo�bpof:jk_DUW�D_bpofmA�c�O�V�§bVXADEDu±zMGFI:�DUdVo^DEif`u±ì �+u Z ��} x û�F_Dpes x 
 
 'bu±=��DadcWU%GFn�c%a5uÁT�< ý � �
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adc%G`c%VXadcWVon�G`pDTDUWCFTDfmUyc%Vof5a9C`g(¡�Vonml�c%I�s�f5Uy}�O�fmadlD¢£CFJ:VoADayc¥GF�DVXpoVecWsH}BVXAD^D_Dn5fm^�I:Ve§�VoAbEDu �`cWl$?BAbcWfmUdA@G`c%VXCiA@GFp
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x 
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 u )tn�GFpXVoADE'pñG`w�a9CFg]ADCiAbpoVoAbf�GFU�¡{G`stpofmVXEil�}ëj�G`stpoCiU
GFAD^/¡{VXnmlbcWI:stfmU�}yO�f5aWlD¢£CFJ$VoAbadc¥G`�DVopXVXc%VXfmarVXA$cWw�C�GFAD^�cWlDUWf5f�^DVXI$f5ADaWVXCiADamu�z�< ¡'<�=�nmGF^�< )�nmVÇ<bq1GFUdVoamu
c�< Z u )�fmUdVof2? ��u � Z ��} � x � Â x 
 
 
 Ü�<
�b< ��<\ÚÛCi_Dn5lD_D¢\u x 
 
�Z Gbu �þUdCFwkc%l�U%G`cWf�CFgrcWlDf�poVXADf�G`U�¡�Von5lbc%I�stfmUy}�O�fmadlD¢£CFJ�VoADayc¥GF�DVXpoVecWs�w�lbfmA¼G
aWlbCinm¢�VXakUWf5ghpXfmn�c%fm^�u\q1l�s�a5<S¡{f�Jv< +kuDJtCipÇ< � ûbu 
iý � û 
 û�Â x 
 
bZ GHÜ�<
�b< ��<FÚÛCF_DnmlD_b¢Su x 
 
bZ ��u �þUdCFwkc%l�U%G�c%fkCFgSc%lDf�¡�Von5lbc%I�stfmU�}yO�f5aWlD¢£CFJ+VXADadc%GF�DVXpoVXcdsþw�lDfmA$G2U%GFUdf5g�GFn�}
c%VXCiA�Voa�Udf5ghpof5n5cWfm^�u@qrlbsta5<vCFg¿qrpñGFadI�G`amu�JtCipÇ< �@Â � Ü�u x � � 
 } x � 
 �/Â x 
 
bZ �\Ü�<
~�< [r< ��Ci_DADEia5u x 
 
 'Du +çg�ghfmn�c|C`g(VoADVec%VoGFpbn5CiAD^DVec%VoCFADa1CiA�adfmpXgñ}ëaWVXI$VXpñGFU±c%_DUd�D_Dpof5Abc9I$V�§bVXADEDu ��c%l�?BA�c%fmU�}
A@G`cWVoCiADGFpÁÚÛCiUd¢£aWlDCiT¼CiA©c%lbf�q1l�s�adVon5a�CFg|z|CiI:TDUdfmaWadVo�DpXf+jk_DUW�b_Dpof5Abc�O�Ve§�VXADEDu(zMG`I$�DUdVo^DEFfFu(ì ��u
Z ��} x û��F_Dpes x 
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Experiments on the three-dimensional incompressible 
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability 
Jeffrey Jacobs & Patricia Chapman 
Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, 
University of Arizona, USA 
jwjacobs@u.arizona.edu  

Experiments will be presented in which an incompressible system of two miscible liquids is impulsively 
accelerated to produce Richtmyer-Meshkov instability.  The initially stratified liquids (a calcium 
nitrate/water solution and an isopropyl alcohol/water solution) are contained within a tank mounted to a 
vertical rail system.  A three-dimensional single-mode perturbation of square shape is given to the 
interface by oscillating a tank of square cross section in the direction of its diagonal.  The tank is then 
released allowing it to fall until it bounces off of a fixed spring giving it an impulsive acceleration.  After 
bouncing the tank travels upward and then downward on the rails in freefall allowing the instability to 
evolve in the absence of gravity.  The resulting fluid flow is visualized using PLIF yielding cross-sectional 
views of the flow (figure 1).  Flood illuminated experiments are also performed in which one of the fluids 
is made opaque using milk (figure 2).  In both cases motion sequences are captured using a video camera 
that travels with the fluid system.  Amplitude measurements taken from these experiments indicate that 
the three-dimensional instability grows significantly faster in the nonlinear regime (after differences in the 
linear growth rate are accounted for) than its two-dimensional counterpart.  This difference can be 
attributed to fundamental differences in vorticity distributions of the two flow patterns. 

 
 Figure 1: PLIF image. Figure 2: Opaque image. 
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Drop Tower Operation
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3-D Perturbation
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Original image

Corrected Image

Refraction index
differences causes light
rays to be bent thus
forming a double image.
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2-D RM Instability
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3-D RM Instability
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3-D2-D

Late-Time Vorticity Distribution
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3-D RM Instability Opaque View
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Opaque Bottom View
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3-D RT Instability
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RT Amplitude Measurements
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Buoyancy/Drag Model
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Vortex Dynamics

• The 2-D perturbation generates  a
nearly stationary vortex row.

• The result is bubble and spike
velocities that decay as 1/kt.

• The 3-D generates a square array
of vortex rings that self-induce
motion upward and downward.

• The result is a bubble and spike
amplitude with constant velocity.

Low Atwood number RM instability is a vortex dominated.
Thus bubble models are not well suited for describing this flow.
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Conclusions
• Low Atwood number three-dimensional single-mode RM and RT

instabilities look fundamentally different than their two-dimensional
counterparts.

• Late-time 3D RT amplitude measurements shows faster growth than
2D in agreement with the standard models.

• Late time 3D RM  amplitude measurements also show significantly
faster growth but appear to diverge from the predicted 1/kt dependence
as t → ∞.

• The disagreement with the models can be attributed to the fact that
bubble models are ineffective in modeling the vortex dynamics of this
flow.
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Interfacial pressures and shocks in a multiphase flow model 
Daniel E. Klem 
DNT/AX Division 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboraotry 
klem1@llnl.gov  

Multiphase flow models1 have been proposed for use in situations which have combined Rayleigh-Taylor 
(RTI) and Richtmyer-Meshkov (RMI) instabilities2. This approach works poorly for the case of a heavy to 
light shock incidence on a developed interface.  Such models can be derived and all the approximations 
made explicit in the same sense that Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) turbulence models are 
�derived.�  Such derivations produce correlations in the RANS sense and also surface terms which are 
unique to multiphase flow models.  These derivations lend insight into the validity of the approximations 
in the model.  The physical original of this difficulty is traced to an inadequate model of the interfacial 
pressure term as it appears in the momentum and turbulence kinetic energy equations.  In this context it is 
observed that a new constrain on the closures arises.  (Such constrains exists on the terms in any model 
which contains shocks.)  This occurs because of the discontinuity within the shock responsible for the 
RMI.  A form is proposed and implemented in a multiphase flow model following the work of Youngs.  
Comparisons made to the experiments of Vetter and Sturtevant3 and also of Erez4.  The proposed model 
(Shock Scattering) is shown to give useful results. 

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the University of 
California Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. 
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1Drew, D.A.. and Passman, S.L., 1998 Theory of Multicomponent Fluids; Springer-Verlag, New York, Berlin, 
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2Youngs, D.L., 1989 Physica D 37, 270-287. 
3Vetter, M. and Sturtevant, B., 1995 Experiments on the Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability of an Air/SF6 Interface, 4, 

247-252. 
4Erez, L., et al., 2000 Study of the Membrane Effect on Turbulence Mixing Measurements in Shock Tubes, Shock 

Waves 10, 241-251. 
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Interfacial Pressures and Shocks in a Multiphase
Flow Mix Model

Presented to:
9th International Workshop on the Physics of

Compressible Turbulent Mixing

D. E. Klem

19 July 2004

Abstract

Multiphase flow models have been proposed for use in situations which have
combined Rayleigh-Taylor (RTI) and Richtmyer-Meshkov (RMI) instabilities [2,
3]. Such an approach works poorly for the case of a heavy to light shock incidence
on a developed interface. I suggest that this difficulty can be overcome by adding
an additional source to the turbulence kinetic energy equation. A variety of con-
straints on such a source are considered. In this context it is observed that a new
constraint on closures arises. This occurs because of the discontinuity within the
shock responsible for the RMI. The proposed model (Shock Scattering) is shown
to give useful results.

1 Introduction

Multiphase flow models have been proposed for use in situations which have combined
Rayleigh-Taylor (RTI) and Richtmyer-Meshkov (RMI) instabilities [2, 3]. Such an
approach works poorly for the case of a heavy to light shock incidence on a developed
interface. This may occur because of an inadequacy in the modeling of the sources
to the k-equation. The situation is illustrated in a very schematic manner in Fig. 1.
A shock interacting with a complex surface produces transmitted and reflected waves
which cannot be represented by the mean flow ũi. Note that these fluctuations u′′i =

1
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Figure 1: The figure shows a very schematic representation of the interaction of a shock
with a mixed region. Part (a) is before the shock (incident from the left) interacts with
the interface. Part (b) shows the interaction of the shock with the interface and the
generation complex transmitted and reflected waves. Part (c) shows the view of this by
the mix model.

ui − ũi between the actual complex velocity field ui and the mean flow ũi arise from
the interaction between the shock and the interfaces (or, more generally, between the
shock and density gradients). They therefore represent a shock-mix interaction, and not
a shock-turbulence interaction. I.e., these fluctuations will be generated even if initially
u′′i = 0. In many models fluid motions which cannot be represented by the mean flow
are absorbed into a quantity like1 k = 1

2ρ · ρu′′i u′′i . If this is the case, then we should
expect a source term in the time evolution equation for k of the form

∂t(ρk)+ · · · = · · ·+E ′(shocks,mix) (1)

where E ′ depends on the presence of a shock and a mixed region, but not on the pres-
ence of velocity fluctuations. I.e., a term which does not vanish just because k = 0.
Such a term may arise in the context of a multiphase flow model, and I propose that it
be called “shock scattering.”

The balance of this paper will consist of 1) a motivation for the use of multiphase flow
models, 2) a description of how interfacial pressure terms arise, 3) a consideration of
the constraints on the modeling of these terms, 4) a description of an implementation
of the model, and 5) the comparison of the model to three experiments which can be
used to set some of the new parameters which have been added.

2 Motivation

Because this work relies heavily on the formalism used to derive the equations of mul-
tiphase flow [5], it is useful to review this so as to appreciate its applicability to the

1This is the simplest case. One might also have multiple k’s for small and large scales, direction specific
k’s to capture anisotropies in the flow, etc.
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3

case of mixing2 produced by a combination of the Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-
Meshkov instabilities. In the presence of n materials or phases3 the mass or continuity
equation must be split into n separate equations, one for each phase-r:

∂tρr +∂xi(ρrui) = 0, ρ =∑
r
ρr (2)

(The index i labels a direction and the index r labels a phase.) Note that this is simply
the physics and not a modeling equation. It is valid at every point in space (trivially
if the phase is not present). It contains only a single velocity ui. This increase in
complexity is required for the simple reason that one now needs to keep track of the
locations of n different materials. Associated with these is a single (vector) momentum
equation

∂t(ρui)+∂x j(ρu jui) = −∂xi p (3)

and an analogous equation for the internal energy.

The need for a model arises when the complexity of the flow makes the calculation
of details of the interpenetration (mix) impractical or unnecessary. In such a case it
is hopefully not necessary to know ρr at every point in space and time, but rather it
is sufficient to know only an average value ρr. The bar here denotes an averaging
operation which is to be understood in an ensemble sense. (See reference [5].) The
equation for the averaged quantity is obtained almost trivially

∂tρr +∂xi(ρrui) = 0 (4)

where the second term illustrates the problem. This term contains an unknown correla-
tion between the presence of the phase-r (ρr) and the velocity (ui). Hence the problem
of mix modeling reduces to that of modeling the correlation ρrui.

As an aside it is useful to consider a path sometimes taken in mix modeling. One
can define both an average density ρ̄ and a mass weighted average velocity ũi = ρui/ρ̄
without regard to the presence or absence of a particular phase. From this one can
define a velocity fluctuation u′′i = ui − ũi which makes it possible to write the previous
equation as

∂tρr +∂xi(ρ̄rũi) = −∂xi(ρru′′i ) (5)

Since the advection term on the left-hand side contains the same velocity for every
phase, this term will not produce any mixing. The problem then reduces to modeling
the correlation in the term on the right side ρru′′i .

At this point it is not uncommon to concede defeat by invoking a gradient diffusion
closure. I.e., taking

ρru′′i = −D∂xiρr (6)

2In this paper I am going to use the term “mix” to mean the interpenetration of two (or more) fluids. The
subsequent molecular mix is not considered.

3I am going to use the term “phase” in the balance of this paper only because it has been used in the past.
The reader might just as well understand this as “material” or “component.”
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4 2 MOTIVATION

where D ∝
√

kl, for instance. While a closure such as this has very definite prac-
tical advantages in its implementation, its utility for modeling instability driven mix
is unproven. Given that it has its motivation in the ideas of isotropic turbulence and
analogies to kinetic theory, it is not obvious that such a closure should be applicable to
the present problem. Such closures are often accompanied by complicated turbulence
models. (Perhaps to obscure the fact that the proponent gave up on the initial ρru′′i
term).

In any case a more reasonable path is to model the mass flux in question ρrui and then
use it to define a phase specific mass averaged velocity ũr,i = ρrui/ρr. This results in a
set of phase specific mass conservation equations (i.e., multiphase flow equations)

∂t(ρr)+∂xi(ρrũr,i) = 0 (7)

Note that this procedure has closed these equations without introducing a closure ap-
proximation as such. This is a cute trick if one can produce an evolution equation for
the velocity ũr,i. Such an equation can, in fact, be obtained as follows. If the momentum
equation is valid at every point in space, then it is also valid in the phase-r. I.e.,

∂t(ρui)+∂x j(ρu jui) = −∂xi p
︸ ︷︷ ︸

everywhere:
simple bounbary conditions

→ ∂t(ρrui)+∂x j(ρru jui) = −∂xi p
︸ ︷︷ ︸

within phase-r:
complicated bounbary conditions

(8)

where the two equations differ only in the presence of the subscript r on the density
ρr on the right-hand equation. The cost of this is that while for the left-hand equation
one has very simple boundary equations (i.e., at the edges of the box), for the right-
hand equation one has to specify the boundary conditions between the phases. From
averaging the right-hand equation one obtains[5]

∂t( frρrũi)+∂x j( frρrũ jũi) = − fr∂xi p−∂x j( frTr,i j)+∂xi(Xr)p− pr∂xi fr (9)

where pr = Xr p, Xr is a characteristic function for phase-r which is 1 in phase-r and
0 elsewhere, the volume fraction fr = Xr and ρr = ρ̄r/ fr. The first three terms in
the equation are the analogues to the unaveraged terms in the momentum equation.
The last three terms (on the right) arise from the averaging process. The first of these
∂x j( frTr,i j) is analogous to the Reynolds stress which occurs in the usual Reynolds or
Favre averaging. In this case it differs in that the velocity fluctuations are with respect
to the phase specific mass averaged velocity ũr,i, and not with respect to the overall
mass average velocity ũi.

The last two terms arise because the averaging operation was performed over only the
phase-r and the average of the pressure gradient within the phase-r is not the same as
the gradient of the average of the pressure[5]. These terms are typically modeled as
drag between the two phases.

Before proceeding with this, it is worthwhile to consider whether anything was ob-
tained from this exercise. The answer to this is an emphatic yes, as the model at this
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2.1 Drag may not be enough 5

point is able to produce mixing (and demixing) without any closure approximations.
To see this, consider a simple problem with a constant pressure gradient gi = ∂xi pr with
the fluids initially at rest. Then the momentum equation initially reduces to

∂t( frρrũi) = − frgi (10)

From this it is clear that the acceleration of each phase-r will go like 1
ρr

. The sub-
sequent velocity separation will result in either mixing or demixing depending on the
sign of gi and the initial conditions. Models based on this formalism are also inherently
anisotropic and will provide a sort of automatic scale separation if a closure is included
for the Reynolds stress (i.e., a k-equation, etc.). The costs of this are interfacial pres-
sures to model and phase specific Reynolds stresses.

2.1 Drag may not be enough

As was indicated above, the interfacial pressures which appear in the momentum equa-
tion are typically modeled as drag between the phases. This may not be adequate in
the presence of shocks. To see this it is useful to consider the Reynolds stress which
appears in the momentum equation

Tr,i j =
1
fr

Xrρu′′r,iu
′′
r, j (11)

From this one can obtain an equation for the energy not resolved in the ũr,i if we pro-
ceed as follows. First, assume that all the anisotropies are handled by the mean flow
variables ũr,i = ρrui/( frρr).

If this is the case, then it is reasonable to define a phase specific turbulence kinetic
energy

kr =
1

2ρr
∑

i
Tr,ii (12)

If we make the further assumption that all the phases have similar velocity fluctuations
kr, then one can, without loss of information, sum over the phases to define a total
turbulence kinetic energy

k =
1
ρ∑r

frρrkr =
1

2ρ∑r,i
frTr,ii (13)

The usual manipulations starting from the momentum equation (along with the as-
sumptions above) eventually produce

∂t(ρk)+∂xi(ũiρk) = −Tin∑
r

fr∂xi ũr,i +∑
r
∂xi

(

Xr
1
ρ

u′′r,ku′′r,iu
′′
r,i

)

(14)

+ ∑
r

[

∑
i

ũr,i

(

pr∂xiXr − pr∂xi fr

)

+ p′r(ũr,i +u′′r,i)∂xiXr

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

surface pressure terms
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6 3 SHOCK SCATTERING

where the first line contains the terms analogous to the single material case and the
second line contains the terms arising from the surface pressure terms in the momentum
equation. (I have dropped some of the higher order non-surface terms.) The surface
terms are obviously not small and have been modeled previously as sources of the
energy lost from the velocity slip due to drag and added mass effects[2, 3]. Further, if a
mixed region is initially at rest then u′′r,i = 0, and as a consequence Tin = 0 and similarly
for the triple correlation. Hence, only the surface pressure term is available to generate
k as is required according to the argument presented in the introduction. This appears
plausible since neither the pressure nor the mean flow velocities which appear in this
term vanish. The model for this will be called “shock scattering” as was explained in
the introduction.

3 Shock Scattering

At this point it seems plausible that there should exist a pair of additional terms in the
momentum equation and the k-equation. I.e., Er,i and E ′ as in

∂t( frρrũi)+∂x j( frρrũ jũi) = · · ·+Er,i

∂t(ρk)+∂xi(ũiρk) = · · ·+E ′

If this is the case, then the first step is to consider what constraints might exist on the
forms of Er,i and E ′. The list includes (at least): 1) Well behaved in the presence of
shocks, 2) No constants with units introduced, 3) Invarient under a Galilean transfor-
mation, 4) Energy and momentum must be conserved, 5) Length scale does not enter
the problem.

3.1 Well behaved in the presence of shocks

Substantial constraints are placed on the form of Er,i and E ′ (as well as any other term
which is used in a mix model) by the requirement that these terms have meaningful
behavior in the presence of discontinuous solutions (i.e., shocks). Recall that there
are subtle issues when shocks form in any system of differential equations. The two
derivatives ∂x and ∂t are not defined (in the usual sense) at a discontinuity. For systems
of conservation laws this can be dealt with through the ideas of generalized functions
and weak solutions[6]. I.e.,

an equation like: ∂tρ+∂xQ(ρ) = 0

is interpreted to mean:
∫ ∫

R
(ρ∂tφ+Q(ρ)∂xφ) = 0

where φ is an arbitrary test function with compact support on R, ρ is some density,
and Q(ρ) is some flux. For continuous ρ and Q(ρ) these two equations are equivalent
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3.1 Well behaved in the presence of shocks 7

and can be obtained from each other by integration by parts. If ρ or Q(ρ) become
discontinuous only the second equation actually has meaning. From these sorts of
considerations one also obtains the jump condition [ρ] ·U = [Q(ρ)] (where [X ] means
the change in X across the shock). Because mix models do not generally appear in
conservation form,4 the situation with respect to discontinuous solutions is very murky
indeed.5 Nevertheless, it is clear that the issue of the interpretation of these models
in the presence of shocks does not go away just because it has been ignored to date.
This issue may become worse in the models than in the Euler equations because of the
presence of higher order derivatives and/or products of derivatives.

One can, nevertheless, see that a simple necessary condition exists for these terms to
have meaning in the presence of shocks. If one considers a potential closure E ′ which
appears on the right-hand side of some time evolution equation (of ρk for instance)

∂t (ρk)+ · · · = · · ·+E ′

then a set of necessary conditions for this term to be meaningful in the presence of a
shock is6

∫

shock
E ′dt =







· finite
· non-zero
· depends only on the jump conditions across the shock

(15)

In general one can show that “good” terms “work” by using integration by parts to
move the derivatives off the discontinuous functions (so to speak). For “bad” terms
no such manipulations appear possible, and it seems to be necessary to introduce a
particular continuous form for the step, do the integration explicitly, and then show
that the result is not defined (and therefore “does not work”) as the step is allowed to
become discontinuous. Since the latter is somewhat more transparent, it will be used
throughout.

Consider a test function

u� = u�(x+ ct) =







u1 if x+ ct < 0
u1 +(x+ ct)∆u

∆ if 0 < x+ ct < ∆
u2 = u1 +∆u if ∆ < x+ ct

(16)

i.e., a linear ramp in u which goes from u1 to u2 over an interval ∆ and which propagates
with a velocity c. (The superscript � is used to indicate a discontinuous function.) Then
it is trivial to see that in the limit ∆→ 0 a continuous function times the derivative of a
discontinuous function is O.K.

∫

shock
f∂xu�dt → f

∆u
c

An example of such a term is the pressure
gradient in the momentum equation.

(17)

4This has never happened to my knowledge.
5In general, one has to accept the possibility (if not exactly the certainty) that the answers will depend on

both the differencing schemes used, and also possibly on both the particular spatial and temporal discretiza-
tions used. Hence, one can not really claim to be “solving” the equations in this case.

6The requirement that the result be non-zero is not strictly necessary, zero being a perfectly good number.
However, in the current context such a term is not useful.
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8 3 SHOCK SCATTERING

Several other terms also work. The product of a discontinuous function and the deriva-
tive of a discontinuous function is O.K.

∫

shock
h�∂xu�dt → (h1 +

∆h
2

)
∆u
c

Like the pdV term in the
internal energy equation.

(18)

The product of a continuous function and the nth derivative of a discontinuous function
also works

∫

shock
f∂n

xu�dt → (−1)n−1∂n−1
x f

∆u
c

(19)

There are also at least a couple of terms which do not work. The product of the
derivatives of two discontinuous functions

∫

shock
∂xg�∂xu�dt → ∆g ·∆u

c ·∆ → ∞ (20)

and the product of a discontinuous function and the second derivative of a discontinu-
ous function

∫

shock
g�∂2

xu�dt → −∆g ·∆u
c ·∆ →−∞ (21)

are both undefined. This is roughly the equivalent of saying that there is no meaning to
multiplying δ-functions. (Note that these two cases are also related by an integration
by parts.) Note also that the first of these rules out the use of ∂xρ ·∂x p.

Some terms are zero. These are a couple of almost trivial examples. The integral
over a shock of either a continuous or discontinuous function vanishes.

∫

shock
f dt =

∫

shock
g�dt = 0 (22)

The point here being that one requires a certain degree of singular behavior out of the
term in order to get a non-zero contribution as the width of the shock goes to zero.
More complicated terms can also be zero. For instance

∫

shock
∂x

(

g�∂xu�
)

dt =
∫

shock
∂xg�∂xu� +

∫

shock
g�∂2

xu�

=
∆g ·∆u

c ·∆ − ∆g ·∆u
c ·∆ = 0 (23)

Figure 2 shows a rather schematic representation of this potential source term. The
point to appreciate is that one might have difficulties integrating this numerically and
actually getting zero.
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3.1 Well behaved in the presence of shocks 9

Figure 2: The figure shows the complex singular behavior of the term in eqn. 23. Labels
show proportionality to ∆. This term, nevertheless, integrates to zero.

Terms which “do not work” are commonly used in turbulence modeling. Some
of the terms indicated above which “do not work” are used in turbulence modeling in
cases where there are typically no shocks. An example of such a situation is a common
closure for the Reynolds stress[8].

ρu′′i u′′i = T = −µT
4
3
∂xu

︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

+
2
3
ρk

︸︷︷︸

B

, µT = ρ
√

kl (24)

The labels A and B will be used in the discussion below as these two parts of the closure
behave in a very different manner in the presence of a shock. This term appears in both
the momentum equation and in the equation for k, acting as a sort of turbulent pressure
which can move energy between the mean flow and the unresolved scales k.

∂t (ρu)+ · · · = · · ·−∂xT = · · ·∂x

(

µT
4
3
∂xu

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

− 2
3
∂x(ρk)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

∂t (ρk)+ · · · = · · ·−T∂xu = · · ·µT
4
3

(∂xu)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

− 2
3
ρk∂xu

︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

(25)

By the criteria given above the B terms “work.” The A terms do not. The A term in
the k-equation contains the product of two derivatives of a discontinuous function, and
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10 3 SHOCK SCATTERING

will make an undefined contribution to k.
∫

shock
µT

4
3

(∂xu)2 dt = ρ
√

kl · 4
3
· (∆u)2

c ·∆ ∝
1

zone size!
(26)

The corresponding A term in the momentum equation has no net effect on the mo-
mentum, but because it acts to accelerate and decelerate the flow at times at which the
flow velocity is very different (recall the discontinuous change in u), it can nevertheless
change the energy in the mean flow.

In any code, of course, shocks always have a finite width so that in practice “bad terms”
as identified here will have large but finite effects due to shocks. In an Euler code (one
with no explicit viscosity) these effects will be proportional to inverse powers of the
zone size (since shocks are typically spread over a few zones by artificial viscous effects
of one sort or another). This means that models with such terms will prevent the code
from reaching a converged answer as the zone size is reduced. In a code with explicit
viscous effects, “bad terms” will produce effects which depend upon the viscosity. As
shock interactions are generally thought to be independent of the actual viscosity and
thermal conductivity which determine the width of the shock[7] this would appear to
be the wrong physics.

These observations are not entirely new. At least one author[9] understood that some
of these terms get too big, and that limiters must be used. While anecdotal evidence
suggests that the use of limiters may be more widespread and not generally reported in
the literature[4, 10], it is not clear that the fundamentally undefined character of these
terms has been appreciated. To put this another way, the difficulty here goes beyond
the idea of realizability constraints[8].

Lastly, one should ask if there are any ways around the difficuties described in this
section. If the model were to act upon the mean flow variables so as to induce a correct
shock width (in the average sense), then all the “bad” terms would be defined. Such
an interaction is expected in some sense, of course, because the Reynolds stress term
in the momentum equation can have the form of a viscosity. The usual closure will
presumably not work in the present case because it is (at best) a shock-turbulence
interaction and not a shock-mix interaction. Even with a closure which induces the
correct shock width, it might be a difficult task to get overall reasonable behavior. I.e.,
it is not clear that a “bad” term with a value of ∆ proportional to the average shock
width induced by the passage through a mix material would give reasonable behavior.
Such a model would also require that the resolution in the simulation be adequate to
resolve the shock width.

3.2 Influence of the Length Scale

Before turning our gaze upon the desperate cure of “dimensional analysis,” it is worth-
while to consider whether the length scale (i.e., the size of the large scale structures
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3.3 Dimensional analysis 11

Figure 3: We consider what would happen if we change all the length scales in a shock
mix region interaction by a factor of 2.

in the mix region) can reasonably enter into the term. Consideration of the micro-
scopic shock interface interaction suggests that the length scale does not matter.7 More
formally we can consider the similarity parameters in radiation hydrodynamics. We
follow Pai [14], and consider a change in the length scale of the problem as is shown
in Fig. 3. The length scale enters into the following parameters

time parameter Rt = Ut0
L

Reynolds number Re = UL
νg

Radiation Knudson number LR∗ = LR
L

(Here L is a characteristic material length, t0 a characteristic time, U a characteristic
velocity, and LR a characteristic length for radiation diffusion.) Of these, LR∗ is clearly
not relevant. We expect that Re will also not be relevant on the short time scales it takes
to produce the velocity fluctuations. Hence only the time parameter need concern us.
If we scale the time by the same amount, then Rt is unchanged. Hence we expect to get
exactly the same velocity field in the problem as long as we wait until the shock is in
the analogous position.

It follows from this that we do not expect any factors of l in the term we are looking
for. This is quite significant as it limits greatly the number of possible forms.

3.3 Dimensional analysis

The dependant variables in the model which are available for building the required
term are as follows: ρr, ũr, er, k, l plus the operator ∂xi . We do not consider ∂t as it can
always be removed using the time evolution equations. There exists an ambiguity with
respect to the application of ∂xi , which will allow for multiple terms.

7I.e., the scattering of the shock at the interface occurs at an almost point-like region which does not
“know” about the size of the structure.
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12 3 SHOCK SCATTERING

We showed above that the length scale l does not enter. As we are searching for a term
which will generate turbulence where there was none, no powers of k can appear in the
term. Lastly, instead of using the internal energy e, we will substitute the pressure. As
p = p(ρ,e) this would appear to be general. For a polytropic gas p = (γ− 1)ρe and
this is clearly the case.

Then the variables left at this point and their units are: ρ[m/l3], u[l/t], p[m/lt2], and
∂
∂xi

[1/l]. The required units come from ∂
∂t (ρk)[m/lt3]. The form of the desired term is

then

ραuβpγ
(

∂
∂xi

)δ

(27)

We can then write the following system of equations needed to get the units correct





α +γ
−3α +β −γ −δ

β +2γ



 =





1
−1

3



 (28)

where the rows correspond to [m], [l], and [t]. The columns correspond to ρ, u, p, ∂
∂xi

.
Given 3 equations and 4 unknowns, we do not expect a unique solution. Nevertheless,
δ is determined uniquely. To see this multiply the top equation by 3 and add it to
the middle one. The resulting is β+ 2γ− δ = 2 which when combined with the third
equation shows that δ = 1.

The resulting three equations in three unknows are not linearly independent, but we
can write β and γ as functions of α. This gives

ραu1+2αp1−α ∂
∂xi

(29)

3.4 Invariance

It is well known that E ′ must be invariant under a change in coordinate systems. The
term u1+2α above might break such an invariance. This can be “fixed” either by taking
the exponent of u to be zero so that α = −1/2, or by taking the exponent to be one so
that α = 0 and letting the derivative operate on it. These two cases result in

∂t(ρk)+ · · · = C ·
√

p
ρ
∂x p or ∂t(ρk)+ · · · = C · p ·∂xu (30)

The left one being roughly a pressure gradient times a sound speed and the right one a
pδV work term.
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3.5 Energy and momentum conservation 13

3.5 Energy and momentum conservation

Lastly, the need to conserve momentum and energy forces the selection of the right-
hand term. The total energy equation is obtained by multiplying the momentum equa-
tion in two forms by u and adding these to the equations for k and internal energy.
Conservation is achieved if the combined term ∑r ũr,i ·Er,i +E ′ either vanishes or forms
a total divergence. The first of these would correspond to a purely local exchange of
energy between the mean flow and k. The second case allows for energy transport as
well as exchange. The first would require an inverse power of ũr,i in the term in the mo-
mentum equation and, therefore, appears to be unreasonable. Hence the only possible
forms for Er,i and E ′ appear to be

Er,i = C ·∂xi pr and E ′ = C ·∑r,i pr∂xi ũr,i (31)

(where I have generalized this to three dimensions and n-phases). This is exactly the
same form as the pδV work terms which exchange energy between the mean flow and
internal energy. Note also that the term in the momentum equation must be a divergence
so as to conserve momentum.

4 Non-dimensional factor

At this point we are required to specify the form of the non-dimensional factor C. As
was discussed above, this term must be sensitive to 1) the presence of a mixed region,
and 2) the presence of a shock. Toward this end I first introduce

Hi = Fi∑
r

frHr (32)

which is the product of two factors. The first Fi will be sensitive to the presence of a
shock. The second (the sum) is sensitive to the presence of a mixed region. Specifically

Hr = ∑
s�=r

fs
|ρr −ρs|
ρr +ρs

(33)

so that ∑r frHr is just a weighted sum of Atwood numbers. The Fi term is the nth root
of a product over phases

Fi = [ΠrFr,i]
1
n where Fr,i =























0 iff δui < δul

0.5
( |δui−δu j |

δδu

)c13c
iff δul < δui < δuo

1.0−0.5
(

|δuh−δui|
δδu

)c13c
iff δuo < δui < δuh

1 iff δuh < δui

(34)

and

δui = ui− 1
2
−ui+ 1

2
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14 5 MODIFICATIONS TO THE LENGTH SCALE EQUATION

δuo = c13a

δδu = c13a · c13b

δul = δuo −δδu

δuh = δuo +δδu

While the algebra is a little tedious, the function Fi simply implements a smooth tran-
sition from zero to one as the relative velocity between two zone edges goes from less
than δu0 = c13a to greater than δu0. The final result is

∂t( frρrũr,i)+ · · · = · · ·c10∂xi( fr prHi)
∂t(ρk)+ · · · = · · ·c10∑

r,i
fr prHi∂xi ũr,i

where c10 is a constant. Note that Hi must appear inside one derivative and outside
the other so that the resulting combined term in the total energy equation is still a total
divergence. The parameters c13a, c13b and c13c have been adjusted to provide reliable
shock identification.

It was also found to be necessary to inhibit velocity separation during shocks so as to
prevent double counting in this case. This is done by interpolating the ∂x pr between
the multi-phase value and the single-phase value based on Fi.

5 Modifications to the length scale equation

The length scale equation plays a major (perhaps dominant) role in this model. Be-
cause of this and because it will eventually be necessary to introduce an additional
source term in it, it is worthwhile to consider in some detail its character and possi-
ble motivation. One can trivially write down an equation in one dimension for some
conserved scalar quantity l

∂t l +∂x(ūl) = −∂x (Dl∂xl) (35)

where ū is some advection velocity and Dl is some diffusion coefficient (presumably
needed because of the turbulent character of the flow). If one identifies l with a length
scale, then this has the obvious problem that l in the equation decreases in an expansion,
whereas we certainly expect the large scale structures in a expansion to grow. Hence
the motivation to expand the ∂x(ūl) term and reverse the sign on the dilatation part.

∂t l + ū∂xl = −∂x (Dl∂xl)+ l∂xū (36)

This may, however, overestimate the effects of compression and expansion for two
reasons. The first is because of dimensionality. If the flow undergoes an infinitesi-
mal expansion in one direction only, then initially the length scales in the other two
directions are not altered. Hence, a more reasonable estimate might be 1

3 l∂xū [3].
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This consideration might also apply to gradual compressions. However, in gas dynam-
ics compressions are typically discontinuous, i.e., shocks. A shock compression of a
mixed region is known to produce additional mix and this requires additional l, not
less. In general, one needs to write at least

∂t l + ū∂xl = −∂x (Dl∂xl)+ clscl∂xū (37)

where I have taken clsc = 0.3 if ∂xū > 0 and clsc = 0 if ∂xū < 0.8 The equation is further
modified to include the mix region specific advection velocity ul and a source for l due
to the velocity slip Sl [2] (see below for definitions).

∂t l +(ū+ul)∂xl = −∂x (Dl∂xl)+ clscl∂xū+Sl (38)

It is an indication of the importance of this equation to the overall behavior of the model
that without future modification it inhibits the growth of mix due to the Richtmyer-
Meshov instability. It was found necessary to add a second source term of the form

Sl2 = clsc ·
∑r>s fr fs(

2ρrs
ρr+ρs

)
1
2 (w̃s − w̃r)

∑r>s fr fs
(39)

This simply mirrors the form of Sl with the ũr’s replaced by w̃r’s. It increases the
production of l in a mix region which is growing due to turbulent diffusion (as opposed
to velocity slip).

6 Final version of the model

The final form of the model (reduced to one dimension) is

∂t fr +∂x( frũr) = S f ,r

∂t( frρr)+∂x( frρrũr) = 0

∂t( frρrũr)+∂x( frρrũrũr) = − fr∂x pr−
Reynolds stress

fr∂xT +∑
s

Drs+
Shock scattering

c10∂x(pr frH) (40)

∂t( frρrer)+∂x( frρrerũr) = −hr pr∂xū+Se,r + frε

∂t(ρk)+∂x(ρkũ) = −
Reynolds stress

T∂xū −∂x (ρDk∂xk)+∑
r<s

(ũs − ũr)Drs

+
Shock scattering

c10∑r fr prH∂xũr −ε

∂t l +(ū+ul)∂xl = −∂x (Dl∂xl)+
dilitation

csssl∂xū +Sl+
turb. source

Sl2

8Another interesting possibility would be using |∂xū| to get an impulsive source of l out of this for shocks.
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16 6 FINAL VERSION OF THE MODEL

where:

S f ,r = S f ,r(e1,ρ1,e2,ρ2, · · ·) (pressure relaxation scheme - see below)

Se,r = Se,r(e1,ρ1,e2,ρ2, · · ·) (pressure relaxation scheme - see below)

pr = pr(ρr,er) =
1

1− γ
erρr (phase specific pressure)

T = −µT
4
3
∂xū+

2
3
ρk, limited by 0 < T <

5
4
ρk (Reynold’s stress)

µT = ρ
√

klt (turbulent viscosity)

ρ =∑
r

frρr (average density)

lt = c2l (turbulent length scale)

Drs = −c1
ρrs fr fs

l
|∆rs|∆rs (drag)

ρrs =
frρr + fsρs

fr + fs
(effective average density)

∆rs = (ũr − w̃r)− (ũs − w̃s) (velocity difference)

w̃rs = − D
frρr

∂x( frρr) (turbulent diffusion velocity)

D = c5

√
klt (turbulent diffusion coefficient)

H = (shock scattering - see eqn. 32)

hr =
fr/(ρrc2

r )
∑s( fs/(ρsc2

s ))
(relative compressibility)

cr = sound speed in phase r

ū = ∑
r

frũr (volume average velocity)

ε = c4
ρk3/2

lt
(turbulent dissipation)

Dk = c7

√
klt (diffusion of turbulence)

ul = ∑r>s fr fs( fr − fs)(ũs − ũr)
∑r>s fr fs

(length scale advection velocity)

Dl = c8

√
klt (length scale diffusion)

Sl = clsc ·
∑r>s fr fs(

2ρrs
ρr+ρs

)
1
2 (ũs − ũr)

∑r>s fr fs
(length scale source - slip)

Sl2 = clsc2 ·
∑r>s fr fs(

2ρrs
ρr+ρs

)
1
2 (w̃s − w̃r)

∑r>s fr fs
(length scale source - diffusion)

The relaxation terms S f ,r and Se,r allows phases occupying the same zone to exchange
volume fraction and internal energy (∑r S f ,r = ∑r Se,r = 0) at a rate inversely propor-
tional to the length scale l. As has been indicated previously, this is derived from the
work of Youngs[2, 3, 4]. Deviations from that work are indicated in the boxes. They
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parameter value what

c1 7.25−5.25 ·At drag
c2 0.075 turbulent length scale w.r.t. l
c4 0.09 dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy
c5 2.0 mass diffusion
c7 1.0 turbulent kinetic energy diffusion
c8 2.0 length scale diffusion
c10 2.0 shock scattering
c11 0.005 mix trigger

c13a,b,c 5 [m/s], 0.4, 1.2 shock finder
csss 0.0 / 0.3 dilatation
clsc 1.0 length scale source due to velocity slip
clsc2 1.0 length scale source due to diffusion

Figure 4: Parameters used in the model.

fall into four groups.

• Shock scattering terms (proportional to c10) appear in the momentum and k-
equations.

• Reynolds stress terms of a different sort also appear in these two equations. Note
the need for a limiter on T .

• The definition of ū as it appears in the pδV work term in the energy equation
has been changed. This allows a “bad” term to be deleted from the k-equation as
discussed above.

• Two length scale source terms in the length scale equation are changed.

• I have dropped the added mass terms.

The parameters of the model are show in Table 4. The origin of the values of c1, c10,
csss, and clsc2 are described in the text. The remaining values are from ref. [2] and
ref. [3]. The model has been implemented as part of a one-dimensional Lagrangian
hydrocode.

7 Comparisons to experiment

This effort was originally motivated by the inability of the model to handle heavy to
light RMI. This section makes comparisons to three experiments. Since the changes
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Figure 5: The figure shows a comparison between the measured and modeled bubble
height amplitudes from the acceleration-deceleration experiment. The model results
are shown in green. The experimental data appears as red and green points. Reasonable
agreement is obtained. The red curve shows the displacement of the interface as a
function of time.

(particularly those to the length scale sources) will change the behavior of the model in
general, a comparison is made to an acceleration/deceleration “rocket rig” experiment.
The second is a heavy to light reshock experiment in which improved behavior is ob-
served. A reasonable agreement with the data is obtained, with the two experiments
together substantially constraining the model. Lastly the model is compared to the ex-
periment of Poggi et al.[13]. Reasonable agreement is obtained with the turbulence
production measured in that experiment.

7.1 Acceleration - Deceleration

The acceleration / deceleration experiment of Smeeton and Youngs [12] used immis-
cible fluids in the “rocket rig” facility at AWE. The tank first experienced a constant
acceleration, followed by a coast, followed by a more or less constant deceleration,
followed by another coast. The turbulent mixing layer was observed to first grow, then
demix during the deceleration, and then resume growing during the final coast phase.
This subsequent regrowth is interpreted as being due to the turbulence [12].

The two fluids (actually a calcium chloride solution and hexane, densities of 1.142
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Figure 6: The figure shows a comparison between the measured and modeled values
of the total mix width in the Vetter and Sturtevant experiment. The red points are from
the experiment. The green and blue solid lines show the results of the model with
and without the shock scattering. Reasonable agreement is obtained with the modified
model up until the arrival of the reflected rarefaction at about 4.5 msec. The unmodified
model produces no additional mix due to the reshock.

g/cm2 and 0.66 g/cm2) are modeled with a scaled ideal gas equation-of-state. The ini-
tial temperature distribution through the problem is set to produce the pressure gradient
required to give a uniform initial acceleration. Subsequent changes in the acceleration
are implemented through changes to the external pressure boundary conditions and
necessarily produce a series of small shocks (below the threshold for the shock finder).
The results of the simulation are compared to the experiment in Fig. 5. Reasonable
agreement is obtained. In this case the initial mix was triggered by taking l in the drag
term to be the greater of the actual l or c11 ·∆x where ∆x is the zone size.

This is a significant experiment because it tests not only the multiphase flow part of the
model, but also the kl turbulence part. A substantial effort was required to find param-
eters which would simultaneously fit both this experiment and the reshock experiment
(see below). The nature of the difficulty is as follows. The length scale l is a sort of
quasi-conserved quantity. I.e., just because one would like more

∫

ldx, does not mean
the terms on the right-hand side will produce it. In order to grow the mix region, the
model must increase

∫

ldx. In the case of the RTI, the Sl term generates the required
l. In the current case the Sl2 term was added to enable the growth of the mixing region
in the reshock experiment. It does this by allowing turbulence to generate l after the
passage of the shock. While it appears possible to match the reshock experiment with
a variety of values of c10 and clsc2 (they are anti-correlated), not perturbing the accel-
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Figure 7: The figure shows a comparison between the total mix width in the reshock
experiment of Poggi et al. and the model. The first reshock occurs at about 1.2 msec.
The model modestly underestimates the width when it is run using the parameters
from the previous two experiments. (An additional shock arrives at about 1.9 msec and
produces additional growth in the mix region.)

eration / deceleration experiment is more difficult. This experiment sets an upper limit
on the value of clsc2 (larger values produce too much mix at late times). The resulting
value of c10 = 2 appears large in that it implies that the energy removed from the main
flow and moved into k is similar to that moved into internal energy.9 If the change in
k produced by the passage of the shock is, in fact, too big, then another mechanism for
producing l may be required.

7.2 Reshock

The reshock experiment of Vetter and Sturtevant [11] provides a test of the ability of
the model to produce mix when a shock propagates through a mixed region in the RT
stable direction. In this air-SF6 Mach 1.5 shock tube experiment the initial interface is
formed by a membrane. The incident shock brakes the membrane and then is reflected
from the end wall (62 cm from the inital interface location). This reflection (a heavy
to light shock) accelerates the interface approximately 3.4 msec. after the initial shock

9Recall that ∑r frHr,i cannot be greater than 1
4 At in the two phase case, for instance.
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Figure 8: The figure shows a comparison between the velocity fluctuations as measured
in the Poggi et al. experiment and in the model. Reasonable agreement is obtained with
respect to the amplitude. The timing shifts are discussed in the text.

and is observed to cause a substantial growth in the mixing rate.

Because of the poorly defined initial conditions provided by the membrane, no claim
is made as to the modeling of the initial interaction. Rather, the initial conditions in
the model (l at the interface) are adjusted to match the measured mix width before
the reshock (at about 3 msec.). The subsequent reshock is then modeled and used to
constrain parameters. The simulation of this experiment is carried out with ideal gas
equations-of-state (γ = 1.402 for air and γ =1.0935 for SF6). The results are compared to
the experiment in Fig. 6. Good agreement is obtained up until the arrival of a reflected
rarefaction at 4.5 msec. (The mix trigger (c11) is not used here.) The behavior of the
unmodified model is also shown.

7.3 Reshock with measurement of ki = ρu′′i u′′i

The experiment of Poggi et al.[13] resembles that of Vetter and Sturtevant and has
been modeled in a similar manner. In addition to mix width, it also provides data on
the value of the velocity fluctuations ki = ρu′′i u′′i . The Poggi experiment differs from
Vetter and Sturtevant in that the positions of the air and the SF6 where reversed, the test
section is shorter (30 cm), and the Mach number of 1.45 is slightly lower. Comparisons
to the total mix width and to kx are shown in figures 7 and 8 respectively. Because the
model does not account for anisotropies in k, the model quantity plotted is kx = k/3.
I.e., the model assumes isotropy (kx = ky = kz and k = kx +ky +kz). Because the Poggi
experiment saw large anisotropies in ki, it is likely that the model is removing about
two times as much energy from the mean flow as it should.
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8 Conclusions and Outlook

This paper has proposed an innovative method to improve the behavior of an existing
model for the mix from combined RMI and RTI. The model was first tuned to the vari-
able acceleration Rayleigh-Taylor experiment of Smeeton and Youngs and the reshock
experiment of Vetter and Sturtevant. Subsequent comparisons to the experimental data
from the Poggi experiment are in reasonable agreement.

Issues which require further investigation include the scaling of the turbulence produc-
tion in the model with Mach number and Atwood number (and subsequent compar-
isons to experiments or simulations). A further examination of the modifications to the
l equation is also planned.
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About the opportunity of use of the color photo for visualization 
of the zone of turbulent mixing in experiments on the shock tube 
with the GEM-driver 
V. Kozlov1, A. Levushov1,2 & E. Meshkov1,2 
1Russian Federal Nuclear Center - VNIIEF, Sarov, Russia 
2Sarov Physical-Technical Institute 
 meshkov@sarfti.sarov.ru 

A zone of turbulent mixing (TMZ) on the interface of two gases in experiments on shock tubes (see f.e. 
[1]) is invisible without visualization and photoregistration tools, so apply various shadow methods are 
used. 

In experiments with the TMZ using gas explosive mixtures (GEM) [2] products of a detonation of a mix 
of acetylene with oxygen possess high temperature (~4000о) and shining bright enough for registration of 
current on a color film (see figure). The outcome of the experiments in a shock tube with the GEM-driver 
illustrate opportunities of similar registration of TMZ on interface between products of detonation GEM 
and air.  

Opportunities to study the structure of TMZ in similar experiments with the help of a color photo and, in 
particular, spatial distribution of temperatures in TMZ are discussed.  

    
 (a) (b) 

Zone of turbulent mixing on interface: a detonation products (DP) of mixture of acetylene with oxygen - air (Air) in 
experiments on the shock tube working under the method [2] а) Shadow black-and-white photo of a zone of mixing 
and b) a color photo of own luminescence of products of a detonation 

References 
1. Andronov V.A. et al. . Sov.Phys.JETP, т.71, вып. 2(8), 1976. С. 806. (in Russian).  
2. Meshkov E.E. One Approach to the Experimental Study of Hydrodynamic Instabilities:Creation of a Gas-Gas 

Interface Using the Dynamic Technique.The Proc of the 5th IWPCTM, Stony Brook, USA, 1995, p.237.  
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The experiment result analysis of turbulent mixing at moderate 
Reynolds numbers in a gravity field of the Earth. 
Alexander Kozlovskih, Vadim Anisimov & Sergey Baban. 
RFNC−VNIITF, 
Snezhinsk, Russia 
a.s.kozlovskih@vniitf.ru  

Kucherenko�s group explored the turbulent mixing of different density gases [1] in �OSA� − facility 
experiments in 2001. Explored gases were placed in a multifunctional shock tube and were separated by a 
�spectre-membrane�. There was a grid from micro conductors. A fluid soap film was superimposed on 
this grid. The specter-membrane was destroyed into small-scale fragments by the external force. The 
contact boundary of gases was accelerated by means of a compression wave, which was formed in the 
shock tube. The zone of the gravitational turbulent mixing appeared at the contact boundary. Acceleration 
of the contact boundary was about g≈40000 m/s2. The constant of gravity turbulent mixing (αb=0.04) was 
found as a results of these experiments. 

The same experiments were carried out in the gravity field of the Earth also [2]. Turbulent mixing zone 
appeared in the field with g=9.81 m/s2 when a membrane was destroyed. Estimated value of constant 
αb=0.078 approximately twice exceeded the values determined in experiments with a compression wave. 

We suggested the interpretation of the apparent difference of the turbulent mixing constant. All 
experimental data, both in the shock tube and in the field of gravity, are described by uniform dependence 

in variables ( ) ν~2123 gSRe =  and ( )
312~

2
3

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=

gA
LRe b νϕ . It allows us to surmise that a self-similar growth 

rate of the turbulent zone depends on turbulent Reynolds numbers. There is shown, that αb decreases when 
turbulent Reynolds number increases, and dependence of turbulent zone width passes to a standard 
L=αAgt2. Opposite, the value αb increases at moderate values of Ret=102 - 103 and the dependence of 
turbulent zone width becomes nonlinear and self-similar law of turbulent zone growth does not carry out. 

References 
1. Yu.A. Kucherenko et al. 2001. �Experimental investigation into the evolution of turbulent mixing of gases by 

using the multifunctional shock tube�. Proceedings of the IWPCTM 8, Pasadena, USA. 
2. Yu.A. Kucherenko et al. 2001, �Experimental investigation into the self-similar mode of mixing of different 

density gases in the earth�s gravitational field�. Proceedings of the VI Zababakhin Scientific Talks, Snezhinsk, 
Russia. 
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Recovery of Rayleigh-Taylor mixing from unstably stratified 
flow past a cylinder 
Wayne N. Kraft & Malcolm J. Andrews  
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas, USA 
wkraft@tamu.edu, mandrews@mengr.tamu.edu  

An experimental investigation has been performed to study the non-equilibrium development of small 
Atwood number Rayleigh-Taylor mixing. Specifically, the recovery of a Rayleigh-Taylor mixing layer 
due to a disruption of its equilibrium by a cylindrical obstruction.   

A water channel, previously used to investigate the development of Rayleigh-Taylor mixing, has been 
modified to include an obstruction.  A splitter plate initially separates parallel streams of hot and cold 
water. With cold above hot, a buoyancy driven mixing layer develops.  Downstream a cylindrical 
obstruction is located at the centerline of the mixing layer.  A turbulent wake formed by the obstruction 
disrupts the equilibrium of the buoyancy driven mix. As a result the equilibriums of the Rayleigh-Taylor 
mix and plane wake interact.   

Recovery of buoyancy dominated turbulence from a plane wake is characterized through measurements of 
velocity and density fluctuations at the centerline of the mixing layer.  These measurements are acquired 
through particle image velocity (PIV) and a thermocouple system.  These diagnostics are utilized to 
document the transition, and recovery to equilibrium, of the Rayleigh-Taylor mixing layer.  To investigate 
the effects of density differences and cylinder diameter on the response of the buoyancy driven mixing 
layer, measurements have been taken for different Atwood and internal Froude numbers.  This has led to 
the development of a model for the initial decay of centerline velocity fluctuations behind the cylinder. 

This work has been funded by the U.S. Department of Energy from DOE Grant # DE-FG03-
99DP00276/A000. 
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Overview

• Motivation

• Setup of the experiment

• Buoyant wakes and the Rayleigh-Taylor instability

• Visualizations of the wake

• Experiment data and analysis

• Toy model for decaying velocity fluctuations

• Conclusions
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Motivation

• To study the interaction of competing equlibria within a 
turbulent mixing layer. Specifically the exchange of 
equilibrium between the Rayleigh-Taylor instability and a 
plane wake will be investigated.

• Investigate the effects of unstable buoyancy on the near 
wake development.
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Objectives
• Disturb a Rayleigh-Taylor mixing layer using a cylindrical 

obstruction.

• Measure the response of the subsequent wake to 
unstable stratification.

• Measure the recovery of the mixing layer from a 
disturbance of its equilibrium.

• Understand the mechanisms for recovery to equilibrium 
growth of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. 

• Develop a mathematical model to describe the effects of 
buoyancy on the near wake behavior.
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Experimental results to be 
presented

• Decay of v’rms in the wake of the cylinder
• Change in formation length of shedding 

vortices with turbulence levels
• Molecular mixing in the wake
• Density spectra in the centerline of the 

wake
• Recovery of the buoyancy driven 

turbulence
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Setup of the experiment

H ot      C o ld  
W ater  W ater 

0 .32  m

0 .20  m  

1 .0  m  

D igita l C am era

L asers

Flow 

Diagnostics:
•PIV
•PLIF
•Thermocouple system
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Previous research on wakes

• Non-buoyant wake
– Extensive research on both the near and far wake.  A 

comprehensive review is provided by Williamson 
(1996)

• Stably stratified wake
– Recent experiments by Xu et al (1995), Bonnier et al 

(2002), and Spedding (1997,2002)
• Unstably stratified wake

– Nothing significant
– Convection heat transfer studies of heated/cooled 

cylinders
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Buoyant wake

∆T≅ 5°C

Mean velocity U (cm/s) 4.0 - 4.3 

Cylinder diameter D (cm) 1.6 

Kinematic viscosity ν  (cm2/s) 0.01 

Reynolds number Re 640-690 

Internal Froude number Fi2 -7 

Atwood number A 5x10-4 

 

Fi = U/ND

N2 = -g/ρo (∂ρ/∂z)

Wake with stable buoyancy:
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Rayleigh-Taylor instability

p∇

Governing Parameter:p∇
( ) ( )2121 / ρρρρ +−=A

ρ∇

0<∇•∇ ρp

Self-similar growth
of the mix half-width, h:

2Agth α=
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Verification of the experiment

A wake with no buoyancy

D = 1.6 cm
U = 4.0 cm/s

fs ≅ 0.49 Hz Confirmed through:

St = 0.2 = fs D / U ⇒ fs = 0.5 Hz
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Verification of the experiment 
(cont.)

A vector field and vorticity contours for 
the near field a wake with no buoyancy.
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Visualization of the buoyant wake
Visualizations of the buoyancy driven 

wake using Nigrosene dye. 

(A) Buoyancy driven-mixing layer 

(B) Buoyancy-driven mixing layer 
and wake with a cylinder of          
D = 1.6 cm 

(C) Buoyancy-driven mixing layer 
and wake with a cylinder of         
D = 3.25 cm.  

U = 4 cm/s for all three experiments. 

(A)

(B)

(C)
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PLIF of the buoyant wake

10.5 cm

D = 1.6 cm
U = 4.0 cm/s
A = 5x10-4
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Visualization of buoyancy effects

(A)

(B)

(C)

Visualizations of buoyancy effects on wakes 
using Nigrosene dye. 

(A) Buoyant wake 

(B) Wake with stabilizing buoyancy 

(C) Wake without buoyancy effects. 

All three wakes are formed from flow around 
a cylinder of D = 1.6 cm and U = 4 cm/s. 
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Decay of v’rms in the wake

D = 1.6 cm
U ≅ 4 cm/s

Decay of vertical velocity fluctuations, v’rms, in the wake of a cylinder with stable 
buoyancy (triangles), unstable buoyancy (squares), no buoyancy (circles), and a 
typical Rayleigh-Taylor mixing layer for the same experimental conditions 
(dashed line). 
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Decay of v’rms in the near field

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

x / D

v 
' /

 U

Stable               Fi2 = 7      (A = -5E-04)
Stable               Fi2= 10     (A = -7.5E-04) 
Unstable           Fi2=- 7      (A = 5E-04)
No Buoyancy    Fi2= ∞        (A = 0)        

D = 1.6 cm
U ≅ 4 cm/s

Decay of vertical velocity fluctuations, v’rms, in the very near 
wake of a cylinder with stable buoyancy, unstable buoyancy, 
and no buoyancy. 
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Recovery of buoyancy-driven 
turbulence

α = 0.07

Agtv 2/′=α
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Power spectra of v’ in the wake 
with unstable buoyancy

Power spectra of centerline v’ in the buoyant wake for a 
cylinder diameter of 1.6 cm and A = 5x10-4. 
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Toy model for velocity fluctuations 
in the buoyant wake

ε
σ
υ

−+⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
∇•∇= Pk

Dt
Dk

k

t
mt lkc 2/1

µυ =

The assumptions made to simplify the one-equation model:
1) The flow is statistically steady.
2) Mean velocity components in directions other than the x-

direction can be neglected.
3) k follows a “top-hat” profile across the wake (in 

the y-direction) so that k = k(x).
4) The diffusion transport term in the x-direction is 

negligible compared with convective transport in 
the x-direction.

5) The velocity fluctuations at the centerline of the 
wake are locally isotropic.
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Model formulation

m
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Mathematical solutions
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Mathematical solutions
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1Where , , and v’peak is the maximum value of the v’rms at the centerline of the  near wake.
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ΤΑ Μ

Model behavior

Decay of v’rms in the near wake for the cases of no buoyancy, stable 
buoyancy, and unstable buoyancy as determined from the model solutions 
using CD = 0.42 and for A= ± 5x10-4. 
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ΤΑ Μ

Variation of CD with buoyancy

-0.043-0.0430.590.945.0x10-4Unstable(8)

-0.024-0.0240.200.940None(7)

-0.074-0.0740.580.94-5.0x10-4Stable(6)

-0.061-0.0610.771.67.5x10-4Unstable(5)

-0.038-0.0380.591.65.0x10-4Unstable(4)

-0.054-0.0540.421.60None(3)

-0.077-0.0770.291.6-5.0x10-4Stable(2)

-0.085-0.0850.201.6-7.5x10-4Stable(1)

ModelExperimentCDD (cm)AStratification

(∂v’/∂x)(D/U)

noneDstableD CC 5.0≈

noneDunstableD CC 5.1≈
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ΤΑ Μ

Conclusions

• The transport of energy to the wake from potential energy stored in 
the unstable density gradients, results in a remarkably rapid return 
to the characteristic behavior of the Rayleigh-Taylor mixing layer.

• The dynamics of the flow directly behind the cylinder is dominated 
by the wake, with little influence from the buoyancy.

• The level of buoyancy driven turbulence preceding the cylinder and 
subsequent wake affects the length of the formation region for 
shedding vortices.

• The proposed model qualitatively demonstrates the observed decay
of centerline vertical velocity fluctuations in the near wake.
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ΤΑ Μ

Future work

• Effect of unstable buoyancy on vortex structure

• Change in formation length for vortices due to buoyancy 
driven turbulence

• Parametric study of the buoyant wake to further 
characterize the behavior

• Further investigation of the recovery of buoyancy driven 
turbulence and competing equilibria
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ΤΑ Μ

Particle image velocimetry (PIV)

• Laser source – Nd-YAG, 30 Hz

• Laser sheet forming optics

• CCD Camera ( 640 x 480 pixels )

• Seed particles – (~ 10 µm)

C a m e r a
L a s e r s

I m a g e

6 cm

4.5 cm

t t+∆t
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ΤΑ Μ

Planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF)

• Laser source 

• Laser sheet forming optics

• Filter

• CCD camera

• Fluorescent dye – Rhodamine 6G

C a m e r a
L a s e r s

I m a g e
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ΤΑ Μ

Thermocouple system
E-Type thermocouple

Effective sampling rate of 500 Hz

Sampling time of ~ 120 sec

Displacement coefficient:

)(/)( 122 TTTT avg −−=φ

Equation of State (Kukulka 1981):

.
10159.181

10295.39310756.14910448.55007922.02249.188396.999
3

51249362

T
TTTTT

−

−−−

×+
×−×+×−−+

=ρ
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ΤΑ Μ

Variation of the location of v’peak

Variation of the location of peak v’rms with mixing layer turbulence level.  
Flow conditions for both cases were with a U = 4.4 cm/s, A= 5x10-4 
and a cylinder diameter of 1.6 cm. 
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ΤΑ Μ

Molecular mixing in the wake
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For two completely molecular mixed fluids θ is equal to 1 
and for two immisicble fluids θ is 0. 
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ΤΑ Μ

Power spectra of centerline density 
fluctuations in the wake

A comparison of power spectra of centerline density fluctuations in the 
buoyant wake (solid black line) and a mixing layer driven by the
Rayeigh-Taylor instability (dotted red line) obtained from Ramaprabhu
(2003). 
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Movies
·    Case29 buoyancy only

·    Grayscale

·    RTI mix experiment Mar 2002

·    Vorticity + gray

·    Vorticity field
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Visualization of Rayleigh-Taylor instability 
Wayne N. Kraft & Malcolm J. Andrews  
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas, USA 
wkraft@tamu.edu, mandrews@mengr.tamu.edu  

Rayleigh-Taylor instability (R-T) occurs when a density gradient is accelerated by a pressure gradient 
such that when a heavy fluid rests above a light fluid under the influence of gravity. As a result the density 
interface is unstable to infinitesimal perturbations. This poster presents a visualization overview of our 
statistically steady R-T mixing experiment. Photographs from dye visualization, PIV, PIV-S, and PLIF are 
shown. Apart from the intrinsic scientific and engineering interest, the images reveal the beauty and art of 
buoyancy driven fluid mixing. 
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Visualization of Rayleigh-Taylor instability

1. Rayleigh‐Taylor Instability: Background

• Rayleigh‐Taylor instability (R‐T) occurs when a density gradient is accelerated by a 
pressure gradient such that  

• When a heavy fluid rests above a light fluid under the influence of gravity, the 
density  interface is unstable to infinitesimal perturbations.

• The resulting flow evolves in three stages: 
• Exponential growth of infinitesimal perturbations
• Nonlinear saturation of perturbations 
• Transition to turbulence and self‐similar growth 

• RT flows occur in the ejecta of supernovae, in atmospheric flows, and in the ablation 
interface of Inertial Confinement Fusion capsules.

0<∇•∇ ρp

4. PIV‐S

• PIV‐Scalar (PIV‐S), a variant of conventional PIV, was 
developed to simultaneously measure density and 
velocity fields in an R‐T mix.

• Different concentrations of seed particles used in light 
and heavy fluid streams to mark density differences.

• Density measurements show good agreement in the 
mean and rms with thermocouple data.

3. Photograph from experiment: Visualization using dye

10 cm

At = 10-3

∆Τ = 5οC

U0 = 4.4 cm/s

warmcold

warmcold
tA

ρρ
ρρ

+
−

=

Flow direction

Cold water

Warm water

Figure shows a snapshot of the experiment, with nigrosine dye 
added to the cold water stream. The evolution of the mix is 
quadratic in x (downstream coordinate), with the mix width 
depending on the Atwood number (At), and the acceleration due to 
gravity. In this experiment,the distance downstream can be related 
to time through the Taylor hypothesis. 

Hot        Cold
Water  Water

Camera
640H x 480V Pixels
1200 Image Capacity on 
Board

Lasers
Two 120 mJ
15 Hz pulse
Sample rate: 30/sec.

PIV/PLIF Image 
field
8 cm Hort.
x 6 cm Vert.
0.0125 cm/pix

0.3 m

0.2 m

1.0 m

PIV particle 
concentration:
3mL/2000 L E-type thermocouples

Nickel-Chromium and Constantan
Junction diameter of 0.01-0.02 cm
Response time 0.001 s/oC
Acquisition rate  100 Hz. 

2. Schematic of the Texas A&M Water R‐T experiment

Cold and warm 
water enter 
through separate 
inlet plenums. As 
they pass through 
flow straighteners
and wire meshes, 
they are kept 
separated by a 
splitter plate. As 
the different‐
density streams 
leave the edge of 
the splitter plate, 
they form an 
unstable interface 
resulting in a 
statistically‐steady 
R‐T mix. 

5
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0
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-3
-4
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(a)

5. PIV‐S : Visualization using seed particles
(x = 35 cm)

4 cm/s

(b)

(c)

Consecutive grayscale images (a), 
separated by ∆t = 0.033 s, of seed 
particles are cross‐correlated to yield a 
velocity vector field (b). The 
corresponding out‐of‐plane component 
of vorticity (c) shows regions of positive 
and negative vorticity concentrated 
within the R‐T rollup. Density 
information may be obtained from (a) 
through local window averages of 
particle concentration.
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6. Velocity Spectra from PIV

Velocity power spectra at x = 
35 cm (obtained from PIV) 
show the vertical velocity 
component dominating over 
horizontal velocity 
fluctuations. A developing 
inertial range (k‐5/3) and a 
dissipative range (k‐3) at the 
high‐wavenumber end is 
visible. 
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7. Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF)

• PLIF relies on the fluorescence properties of dye 
markers for visualization.

• High‐speed, high‐resolution, non‐intrusive, 
visualization technique.

• Rhodamine 6G used as dye marker.
• 2‐D measurements of scalar quantities.

At late time, complex vortical structures show streaks of heavier fluid trapped fully inside the light fluid. This can 
only occur if there is significant three‐dimensionality that results in out‐of plane fluid being entrained in to the plane 
of visualization. Single‐wavelength perturbations have interacted and paired into larger scales. The nonlinearity is 
evident here from the presence of a wide range of scales not seen close to the splitter plate. The bubbles (light fluid 
penetrating in to heavy) are traveling upward with a terminal velocity. These mushroom‐shaped structures are 
typical of R‐T mixing layers. These figures also show many secondary roll‐up processes, especially on the large 
inverted mushroom, slightly left of the vertical centerline. Often these secondary roll‐ups are driven by shear 
resulting in a localized Kelvin‐Helmholtz instability.

8. High Atwood Number He/Air Gas Channel

Flow
straightener

Inlet 
ducting

Air/Helium Facility as of December 8, 2003.

UG Research 
Asst. (6ft tall)

Exit plenum

Flow channel

Splitter plate Meshes

Fans

Air

He

0.6 m

Airin

Hein

Exit
Plenum

1.0 m 2.0 m

Side View

Vents

Splitter Plate

MeshesFlow Straighteners

Vents

1.0 m

1.0 m

0.4 m
Exit

Plenum

2.0 m

Top View

• 0 ≤ At ≤ 0.75

•Air/Helium (gases at room temperature).

• Statistically steady.

• Lewis # ~ 1 (ratio of thermal & mass diffusion).

• Heat air & use temperature as fluid marker.

9. Design Parameters 10. Early Results
h = α At g t2 α = 0.07 At=0.097

Helium+Air+Fog

Air

2.0 m
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ΤΑ Μ

What is Rayleigh-Taylor Mixing?

Heavy Heavy Heavy

Light Light Light

g

Linear growth         Non-linear growth     Turbulent mixing

Main non-dimensional number: Atwood: At≡(ρ1−ρ2)/(ρ1+ρ2)
Interface is unstable if: 0<∇•∇ ρp

ρ
ρ

∇×∇p2

1Baroclinic generation of vorticity:
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ΤΑ Μ

Applications
Technology:

• Degradation of ICF capsules (10-12s).
• Formation of oil trapping salt domes (1015s).
• Counter-gradient transport in engine cylinders with swirl.
• Modulation of heat transfer with twisted tapes in tubes.
• Atmospheric temperature inversions (clear air turbulence).
• Multi-phase mixing - drop disintegration.

Space:
• Super-Nova Remnants (SN1987A).
• g-Jitter - Bridgman crystal growth.
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ΤΑ Μ

Overview
• Rayleigh-Taylor mix experiments are difficult!
• Modern turbulent mix models involve statistical quantities 

and demand extensive experimental data sets for validation.
• Transient Rayleigh-Taylor experiments do not lend 

themselves to statistical data collection.
• Over the past 8 years we have developed a statistically steady 

R-T experiment that facilitates statistical data collection.
• Our Rayleigh-Taylor mix data is used to validate models for 

the description and understanding of hydrodynamic 
instabilities that develop during the implosion phase of ICF 
capsules.
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ΤΑ Μ

Previous Experiments

• Read (1980) - Rocket Rig (0≤At≤1).

• Andrews (PhD, 1986) - Overturning tank (0≤At≤0.05).

• Redondo & Linden, Dalziel (1989) - Sliding plate (0≤At≤0.05).

• Dimonte (1992) - LEM (0≤At≤1).

• Kucherenko (1991) - High acceleration (0≤At≤1).
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ΤΑ Μ

Previous Experiments cont.

Ken Read (1980)

The “Rocket Rig”

Aldermaston, UK.
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ΤΑ Μ

Previous Experiments cont.

Rocket rig
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ΤΑ Μ

Previous Experiments cont.

Andrews, PhD (1986).

The “2-D Turning Tank”.

Imperial College, UK.

Tank size: 25cm x 36cm x 0.5cm
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ΤΑ ΜPrevious Experiments cont.

2-D Turning Tank - Tilted-rig
Tilt angle = 55’
ρ1=1.1 g/cm3 (brine)
ρ2=1.0 g/cm3 (water)
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ΤΑ ΜSchematic of TAMU
R-T Water Channel

550
gal.

(cold)

550
gal.

warm
1 hp pump

2 hp pumpExit
Plenum

Entrance
plenum

Test
Channel

cold

hot

L=241 cm

W =
34.1 cm

Hot
water
heater

Cold

(hot)
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ΤΑ ΜExperimental Details
Hot        Cold
Water  Water

1.0 m

Camera
640H x 480V Pixels
1200 Image Capacity 
on Board

Lasers
Two 120 mJ
15 Hz pulse
Sample rate: 30/sec.

Image
10.5 cm Hort.
x 8 cm Vert.
0.017 cm/pix

0.3 m

0.2 m

PIV particle 
concentration:
3mL/2000 L

E-type thermocouples
Nickel-Chromium and Constantan
Junction diameter of 0.01-0.02 cm
Response time 0.001 s/oC
Acquisition rate  8 kHz. 
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ΤΑ Μ

R-T Water Channel

• Statistically steady.

• Density difference by hot/cold water thermal expansion.

• Small Atwood numbers (20oC):  0≤At≤0.01 .

• Time is x/U0 (parabolic flow).

• Long collection times (up to 15 minutes).

• Symmetric mix (bubbles and spikes same).

• Good diagnostics available.
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ΤΑ ΜPhotograph from 
Experiment

At # = 10-3

∆Τ = 5οC

U0 = 4 cm/s

Cold water

Warm water

35 cm downstream
10 cm
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ΤΑ Μ

Video of Experiment
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ΤΑ Μ

Mechanisms

Initial linear
saturation,
C∞≈0.7

Quadratic
self-similar
growth

α≡”Universal” growth constant ~ 0.07 (debatable)
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ΤΑ Μ

Summary of Data 
Collected

At Atwood numbers of 10-3 and 5x10-4:

• Density profiles across mix; width quadratic growth rate, α

• Ensemble averaged measurements of turbulence R-T 
mixing correlations: 

• Turbulence density fluctuation energy spectra.

• Molecular mix fraction, θ

• Αnisotropy tensor, energy dissipation.

vuvuvu ′′′′′′′′′ ρρρ ,and,,2,2,2
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ΤΑ Μ

Parameter Definitions
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ΤΑ Μ

Mean Density Profiles
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Mean density profile taken with thermocouple 
measurements, and showing error bars.
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ΤΑ Μ

Mix Width Development
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ΤΑ ΜEnsemble Averaged 
Volume Fractions

2W

140 photos
At=0.00064, ∆T=6oC
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ΤΑ Μ

Measurement of α

α = 0.07

( )
0U

xWgAt
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Parameter Definitions
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ΤΑ ΜDensity Fluctuation 
Power Spectra
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ΤΑ ΜMore Power Spectra
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ΤΑ ΜPIV
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ΤΑ Μ

Photographs                   Vorticity
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ΤΑ Μ

Photographs overlaid with vorticity
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Parameter Definitions
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ΤΑ Μ

A          B

Bo from PIV-S
Bo from Thermocouple
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ΤΑ Μ

θ from PIV-S
θ from Thermocouple
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ΤΑ Μ
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ΤΑ ΜVelocity Fluctuations 
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ΤΑ ΜAnisotropy Tensor
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ΤΑ Μ

Anisotropy Tensor
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ΤΑ ΜEnergy Dissipation
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ΤΑ Μ

4 cm/s 4 cm/s

Velocity vectors from PIV

Grid size: 16 x16 pix. Grid size: 8 x 8 pix.
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ΤΑ Μ

V-velocity Wavenumber spectra
x = 35cm, A=0.00075
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ΤΑ Μ

U-velocity Wavenumber Spectra
x = 35cm, A = 0.00075
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ΤΑ ΜU- and V- velocity Wavenumber 
Spectra

x = 35cm, A = 0.00075
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ΤΑ Μ

3-D MILES Simulations
• CFD code called 3D-RTI from Andrews.

• Transient 3-D VOF method.

• Euler, incompressible (MILES).

• 3rd order Van-Leer limiters used to prevent 
non-physical oscillations (momentum and 
volume fractions).

• Initial velocity field set by velocity potential.

• nx*ny*nz: 96:48:96

• X*Y*Z: 30cm:15cm:30cm
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ΤΑ Μ

3-D MILES Simulations
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ΤΑ Μ

A New High At Experiment
(under construction with funding from the DOE)

• 0 ≤ At ≤ 0.75

•Air/Helium (gases at room temperature).

• Statistically steady.

• Lewis # ~ 1 (ratio of thermal & mass diffusion).

• Heat air & use temperature as fluid marker.
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ΤΑ ΜSchematic of New TAMU
High At Experiment
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Photograph of facility
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Figure 2. Air/Helium Facility as of December 8, 2003.
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ΤΑ Μ

Photograph from facility
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ΤΑ Μ

Current & Future Work

• Effect of initial conditions and coupling to CFD (LLNL).

• Buoyancy driven wakes (DOE).

• Gas channel (DOE).

• CFD Simulation & modeling - RM (Jacobs @ Arizona).

• 3-D MILES of RT mixing (LANL).

• Environmental and Naval applications.
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ΤΑ Μ
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Buoyant Wakes

A

B

C
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Buoyant Wakes
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ΤΑ Μ

Properties

Properties at 20oC Water Air Helium
Density (kg/m3) 998.0 1.19 0.166
Viscosity (N s/m2) 1.003 E-3 1.80 E-5 1.97 E-5
Kinematic viscosity (m2/s) 1.005 E-6 1.51 E-5 1.19 E-4
Prandtl # 7.0 0.7 0.7
Schmidt # 600 (H2O/NaCl) 0.22 to 1.73 (varies across mix)
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ΤΑ Μ

Key Design Considerations
• Keeping the flow parabolic so that the Taylor hypothesis 

may be used to relate time and space as t = x/U, where U is 
the channel flow speed and x the distance downstream.

• The maximum Reynolds number for the mix.

• The cost of helium, which is related to the x-sectional area 
and the flow speed U.

• How to measure the instantaneous density.
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ΤΑ Μ

Parabolic Flow
207.0 tgAthb =  or ( )207.0 UxgAthb =

25.0)15tan( ≈< o
b UhParabolic if:

Setting At=0.75, hb,max=0.3 m at xmax=1 m, gives U ~ 1.0 m/s
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ΤΑ Μ

Max Re

centerline

bbhh
ν

=Re

Setting At=0.75, hb,max=0.3 m at xmax=1 m, gives:

Cold/Hot water: Remax=700

Air/Helium: Remax=2400
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ΤΑ Μ

Cost of He
Cost of He ~ $4/m3

Setting U= 1m/s, X-section area=0.3*0.4=0.12 m2

Gives the max volume flow rate of 0.12 m3/s

Allow 20 flow lengths (1 m) gives 2.4 m3/expt.

Filling channel ~ 2.6 m3

Total volume/expt. = 5m3. Cost/expt. = $20Cost/expt. = $20
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ΤΑ Μ

Measuring Density
• Density measurement is the problem with two-component 

gases.

• But in gases the thermal and mass diffusivities are close.

• So by heating the air say 10oC above the He, the temperature of 
the air becomes a marker (like dye in the water channel).

• The air temperature marker is better because it matches the 
mass diffusivity and so can provide measurements of:

- Instantaneous density
- Mean density
- Molecular mix
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ΤΑ Μ

Design Summary
Parameter Small At # (hot/cold) Large At # (air/helium)

At # =(ρ1−ρ2)/(ρ1+ρ2) 1.0 E-3 0.755
Length 1.0 m 2.0 m
Height 0.3 m 0.6 m
Depth 0.2 m 0.4 m
Remax ~700 ~2400
U 0.05 m/s 1.0 m/s
Cost/run ~$0 $20
Diagnostics Thermocouple Thermocouple

Dye Smoke
PIV Hot wire

PIV?
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ΤΑ Μ

Diagnostics
Flow visualization: Smoke

Thermocouple measurements: Density

PIV: Velocities (see next)

Hot-wire anemometry: Velocities
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Experimental study of the late-time evolution of single-mode 
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability 
Vitaliy Krivets, John Stockero & Jeffrey Jacobs 
Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, 
University of Arizona, USA 
vkrivets@email.arizona.edu  

A vertical shock tube is used to study the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability of an Air/SF6 interface.  The two 
gases flow from opposite ends of the shock tube driven section to form the interface which is given a 
sinusoidal perturbation is by oscillating the tube in the lateral direction.  PLIF is used to visualize the flow.  
New experimental results will be presented in which initial perturbations with shorter wavelength and 
larger amplitude are used to produce significantly increased dimensionless evolution time kv0t, where k is 
the perturbation wave number and v0 is the initial growth rate.  These late-time results show the transition 
to turbulence of the vortex cores (figure 1) which is triggered by an instability on the vortex spirals. Once 
turbulent, the vortex cores rapidly grow in size and begin to erode the remainder of the mushroom caps.  
At the latest times the interface is characterized by flat-topped bubbles separated by thin strips of heavy 
gas which are remnants of the mushroom stems. When reshocked, this late-stage interfacial pattern results 
in a decreased growth rate when compared with that observed when earlier stages of evolution are 
reaccelerated by the reflected shock wave. 

 
Figure 1: PLIF images assembled to form a time sequence of the instability resulting from shock-acceleration by an 
Ms = 1.27 incident shock wave. 
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Experimental Study of Single-Mode Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability for 2D and 3D Perturbations
V. Krivets, J. Stockero, J. Jacobs

University of Arizona, USA

The experiments were carried out in a pair of vertical shock tubes utilizing the membraneless
setup of Collins and Jacobs1. Thin sheets of polypropylene are used to contain the
pressurized gas in the driver section. Air seeded with acetone vapor is fed into the driven
section where it flows downward to meet upward flowing SF6. The gases meet and flow out of
the tubes through small openings in the side, thereby producing a flat interface. The tubes are
then oscillated by a stepper motor-crank combination to create the initial perturbation. A
solenoid is used to puncture the polypropylene diaphragm that creates the shock wave.
Synchronizing the oscillations with the solenoid allows experiments to be performed with
repeatable initial conditions.

The fourth harmonic of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser is used along with a set of lenses that create a
thin laser sheet that is spread across the cross-section of the tube. The UV light causes the
acetone vapor to fluoresce and the image is captured using a cooled CCD camera. The low
repetition rate of the laser only allows for one picture to be acquires for each experiment thus,
the camera must be repositioned and the laser pulse delayed by a small amount for
subsequent experiments. To create the 2D perturbation the square tube is oscillated parallel
to the walls while rotating the tube 45o and oscillating along the diagonal generates the 3D
perturbation.
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Conclusions

• New experiments with a 3D membraneless initial perturbation were conducted.

• 3D amplitude measurements agree with linear theory to later time than 2D.

• Vortex structures develop and become turbulent more quickly in 2D.

• 3D perturbation amplitude grows faster than 2D.
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The amplitude growth of the 3D perturbation shows
better agreement with Richtmyer’s2 Linear Theory at
later dimensionless time.

The longer shock tube used in the two-dimensional
experiments allows for greater dimensionless time
measurements. There is good agreement between the
experimental values and the model of Sadot et al3.

x-t Diagram for 3D Experiments x-t Diagram for 2D Experiments

The pictures above are from the 3D experiments. The first picture is just prior to the arrival of the
shock wave. Each subsequent picture is taken at the time indicated.
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The pictures above are from the 2D experiments. The first picture is just prior to the arrival of the
shock wave. Each subsequent picture is taken at the time indicated.

1 BD Collins and JW Jacobs, “PLIF Flow Visualization and Measurements of the Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability of an Air/SF6 Interface,” J. Fluid Mech. 464, 113 (2002).
2 RD Richtmyer, “Taylor Instability in Shock Acceleration of Compressible Fluids,” Commun. Pure Appl. Math. 13, 297 (1960).
3 O Sadot, L Erez, U Alon, D Oron, LA Levin, G Erez, G Ben-Dor, and D Shvarts, “study of Nonlinear Evolution of Single-Mode and Two Bubble Interaction Under Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 80, 1654. (1998).
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Tue4.3 Kucherenko et al. 
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On possibility of experimental determination of integral 
characteristics of molecular component of mixing by means of 
X−ray technique  
Yu.A. Kucherenko, S.I. Balabin, R.I. Ardashova, O.E. Kozelkov, A.V. Dulov & 
I.A. Romanov 
Academician E. I. Zababakhin Russian Federal Nuclear Center 
All-Russian Research Institute of Technical Physics 
kucherenko@five.ch70.chel.su  

In the present work there was made the first attempt of experimental determination of integral quantity of 
substances, which were mixed molecularly, over the time in experiments with the Rayleigh-Taylor 
turbulence. There were used mutual soluble liquids in the experiments. There was determined the 
averaged density of matter in the zone of the Rayleigh-Taylor turbulence at the separation stage by means 
of X-ray technique. The density distribution of matter conditioned by the molecular component was 
measured at the moment of finishing of the total separation of heterogeneous structures. 
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Poster 1 Kucherenko et al. 
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Experimental study into the initial perturbation spectrum 
influence  upon the delay of the turbulent mixing evolution in 
systems with transitional layers  
Yu.A. Kucherenko, S.I. Balabin, R.I. Ardashova, O.E. Kozelkov, A. V. Dulov & 
I.A. Romanov 
Academician E. I. Zababakhin Russian Federal Nuclear Center 
All-Russian Research Institute of Technical Physics 
kucherenko@five.ch70.chel.su  

Results of experimental study into influence of the spectrum of the initial perturbations that were 
generated in the middle of the transitional layer upon the Rayleigh-Taylor turbulent mixing evolution are 
presented. In the experiments there were used mutual soluble liquids with different ratios of densities. The 
transitional layer with continuous distribution of density formed in the region of the contact boundary of 
liquids owing to molecular diffusion. Dependence of the mixing fronts coordinates on parameter g1t2 was 
determined in the experiments. It was shown the influence of the initial perturbation spectrum upon the 
turbulent mixing evolution delay. 
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On possibility of experimental determination of molecular 
component of non-stationary turbulent mixing 
Yu.A. Kucherenko, A.P. Pylaev, V.D. Murzakov, A.V. Belomestnih, V.N. Popov & 
A.A. Tyaktev 
Academician E. I. Zababakhin Russian Federal Nuclear Center 
All-Russian Research Institute of Technical Physics 
kucherenko@five.ch70.chel.su  

It has been studied a possibility of using of chemical indicator phenolphthalein for determination of 
molecular component of mixing. Phenolphthalein is inserted into one of two different density miscible 
liquids of the same refraction indexes. Using of the mentioned indicator is based on its property to vary its 
colour in presence of alkali. In contrast to an analogous method proposed in the work by P. F. Linden, J. 
M. Redondo, and D.L. Youngs (1994) pH values of the liquids are chosen in such a way that coloring 
power of a certain volume of molecular mixture would depend on concentration of phenolphthalein 
molecules only. The total volume of the mixing area occupied by molecular mixture, at validity of certain 
conditions, can be determined by measuring of intensity of transmitted light through the area. 
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Experimental study into the Rayleigh-Taylor instability 
evolution in a continuous distribution density layer 
Yu.A. Kucherenko, A.P. Pylaev, V.D. Murzakov, A.V. Belomestnih, V.N. Popov & 
A.A. Tyaktev 
Academician E. I. Zababakhin Russian Federal Nuclear Center 
All-Russian Research Institute of Technical Physics 
kucherenko@five.ch70.chel.su  

Experimental results concerning growth of perturbations being generated in the middle of a continuous 
distribution density layer at different initial and boundary conditions under action of the Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability have been obtained by the SOM facility. The layer of certain width forms owing to mutual 
diffusion of two different density miscible liquids through a flat contact boundary for a certain time. The 
liquids of different refraction indexes are located in an ampoule of square cross section with transparent 
windows for recording by a light-shadow technique. The Rayleigh-Taylor instability arises owing to 
acceleration of the ampoule along a vertical measuring channel equipped with horizontally placed light 
channels of certain spacing for the process recording. Experiments have been performed for density ratios 
of liquids n = 1.5, 2.0, 3.0. The results are compared with values of the Rayleigh-Taylor turbulent mixing 
zone width obtained for miscible liquids with a density jump at the contact boundary. 
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY INTO THE RAYLEIGHEXPERIMENTAL STUDY INTO THE RAYLEIGH--
TAYLOR INSTABILITY EVOLUTION IN A TAYLOR INSTABILITY EVOLUTION IN A 

CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTION DENSITY LAYERCONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTION DENSITY LAYER

Yu. A. Kucherenko, A. P. Pylaev, V. D. Murzakov, Yu. A. Kucherenko, A. P. Pylaev, V. D. Murzakov, 
A. V. Belomestnih, V. N. Popov, A. A. TyaktevA. V. Belomestnih, V. N. Popov, A. A. Tyaktev

Academician E. I. Zababakhin Russian Federal Academician E. I. Zababakhin Russian Federal 
Nuclear Center Nuclear Center –– AllAll--Russian Research Institute Russian Research Institute 
of Technical Physicsof Technical Physics

Snezhinsk
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It is known that at a flat contact boundary of two different denIt is known that at a flat contact boundary of two different density sity 
liquids with a density jump the Rayleighliquids with a density jump the Rayleigh--Taylor instability develops if Taylor instability develops if 
the density and pressure gradients direct towards each other. the density and pressure gradients direct towards each other. 
At that small interface perturbations grow passing a number of At that small interface perturbations grow passing a number of 
stages in their evolution. Finally the instability evolution resstages in their evolution. Finally the instability evolution results in ults in 
turbulent mixing which, under certain conditions, transforms intturbulent mixing which, under certain conditions, transforms into o 
the selfthe self--similar regime. As a result, a turbulent mixing zone arises similar regime. As a result, a turbulent mixing zone arises 
the width of which is an integral parameter. the width of which is an integral parameter. 
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If now to create a layer of width If now to create a layer of width hh with continuous with continuous 
distribution of density between a heavy liquid and distribution of density between a heavy liquid and 
a light one a light one (transitional layer)(transitional layer) and to generate and to generate 
perturbations by either method in the middle of perturbations by either method in the middle of 
that layer then, in the result of the that layer then, in the result of the RayleighRayleigh--Taylor Taylor 
instability action, those perturbations will develop instability action, those perturbations will develop 
as well. But in this case the perturbations as well. But in this case the perturbations 
development will occur with less velocity in development will occur with less velocity in 
comparison with the case of a density jump. The comparison with the case of a density jump. The 
goal of the present work is comparison of goal of the present work is comparison of 
evolution rate of the perturbations being evolution rate of the perturbations being 
generated in the middle of the transitional layer generated in the middle of the transitional layer 
and characterized by different initial and boundary and characterized by different initial and boundary 
conditions for different Atwood numbers.conditions for different Atwood numbers.
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Physical scheme of set up of experimentsPhysical scheme of set up of experiments
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Transitional layer formingTransitional layer forming
•• The transitional layer forms owing to The transitional layer forms owing to 

mutual diffusion of miscible liquids mutual diffusion of miscible liquids 
composing an investigated system.composing an investigated system.

•• At the initial moment of time a light liquid At the initial moment of time a light liquid 
is above a heavyis above a heavy one in theone in the Earth field of Earth field of 
gravity, and there is a flat contactgravity, and there is a flat contact
boundary betweenboundary between themthem. . The principal The principal 
difficulty here is to create a flat contact difficulty here is to create a flat contact 
boundary between the liquids in the course boundary between the liquids in the course 
of the ampoule fillingof the ampoule filling..

•• A light liquid is placed upon a heavy one A light liquid is placed upon a heavy one 
with using a special arrangement which with using a special arrangement which 
provides smooth spread of a light liquid provides smooth spread of a light liquid 
along the heavy liquid surface at the initial along the heavy liquid surface at the initial 
moment of the liquids contiguity.moment of the liquids contiguity.
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Transitional layer boundaries positions for  the system of Transitional layer boundaries positions for  the system of 
aqueous solution of zinc  chloride aqueous solution of zinc  chloride –– water versus time water versus time 

(density ratio (density ratio nn = 2)= 2)
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Measuring module schemeMeasuring module scheme
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Investigated liquids were put in a hermetic ampoule of Investigated liquids were put in a hermetic ampoule of 
rectangular cross section equipped with transparent rectangular cross section equipped with transparent 
windows. windows. 
Dimensions of the working volume of the ampoule were Dimensions of the working volume of the ampoule were 
(52x64x120) mm(52x64x120) mm33..
The ampoule was accelerated with gas flow of the initial The ampoule was accelerated with gas flow of the initial 
pressure pressure РР00 = 9.5x10= 9.5x1055 Pa.Pa.
The initial acceleration of the ampoule for the 1st, 3rd, The initial acceleration of the ampoule for the 1st, 3rd, 
and 4th series of experiments was and 4th series of experiments was gg11 = 380= 380gg (specific (specific 
mass of the equipped ampoule was 25.1 g/cm2) and for mass of the equipped ampoule was 25.1 g/cm2) and for 
the 2nd and the 5th ones the 2nd and the 5th ones -- gg11 = 280= 280gg (specific mass of (specific mass of 
the equipped ampoule was 34.05 g/cmthe equipped ampoule was 34.05 g/cm22), ), gg is the Earthis the Earth’’s s 
gravity field acceleration.gravity field acceleration.
There were performed five series of experiments. Each There were performed five series of experiments. Each 
series consisted of several groups of 12 series consisted of several groups of 12 –– 15 15 
experiments in each groupexperiments in each group..
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Parameters of the experimentsParameters of the experiments
Series

Number Studied system Atwood
Number h, mm L0, mm

13.0

19.0

25.0

10.5

17.0

25.5

3
Aqueous solution of zinc chloride – water.
Perturbations were generated with solid
particles. 

0.2 13.0 1.1; 2.2; 4.2.

22.0 1.5

10.7 1.5

22.0 7.0

10.5

17.0

25.5

1.0; 2.4; 4.0.5
Clerichi liquid – water. 
Perturbations were generated with solid 
particles.

0.5

4
Aqueous solution of zinc chloride – water. 
Perturbations were generated with solid 
particles.

0.33

5.0; 8.0; 13.0.2 Clerichi liquid – water. 
Single mode perturbation, λ = 4 mm. 0.5

5.0; 8.0; 13.0.1 Aqueous solution of zinc chloride – water. 
Single mode perturbation, λ = 4 mm. 0.2
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Photo images of the perturbations evolutionPhoto images of the perturbations evolution
Evolution of the perturbations for two experiments of the 3rd series (A=0.2).

Upper row: L0 = 1.1 mm, lower row: L0 = 2.2 mm.

S=0mm    S=56mm  S=168mm  S=280mm S=392mm  S=504mm  S=616mm S=728mm

Evolution of the perturbations for experiment of the 2nd series (A=0.5). L0 = 5 mm.

S=0mm    S=56mm  S=168mm  S=280mm S=420mm  S=532mm  S=644mm S=756mm
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By photo images in each experiment there was determined the fligBy photo images in each experiment there was determined the flight distance of the ht distance of the 
ampoule ampoule SS* (displacement of the initial contact boundary of the system) a* (displacement of the initial contact boundary of the system) at that the t that the 
perturbation amplitude exceeded the transitional layer bounds. Tperturbation amplitude exceeded the transitional layer bounds. This quantity his quantity 
characterizes the growth rate of the perturbation  amplitude.characterizes the growth rate of the perturbation  amplitude.
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ConclusionConclusion

It was obtained that the perturbations evolution It was obtained that the perturbations evolution 
in the transitional layer is the faster the greater in the transitional layer is the faster the greater 
both the initial ratio of the perturbation zone both the initial ratio of the perturbation zone 
width to the transitional layer width width to the transitional layer width LL00//hh and and 
the Atwood number of the studied liquid are. It the Atwood number of the studied liquid are. It 
follows from the obtained results that location of follows from the obtained results that location of 
the transitional layer at the interface of different the transitional layer at the interface of different 
density liquids for small values of density liquids for small values of LL00//hh can can 
greatly delay evolution of turbulent mixing.greatly delay evolution of turbulent mixing.
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Experimental study into the turbulent mixing transition to a 
self-similar regime at constant acceleration of the interface of 
gases 
Yu.A. Kucherenko, O.E. Shestachenko, Yu.A. Piskunov, E.V. Sviridov, V.M. Medvedev & 
A.I. Baishev 
Academician E. I. Zababakhin Russian Federal Nuclear Center 
All-Russian Research Institute of Technical Physics 
kucherenko@five.ch70.chel.su  

Experiments on study of the transition to a self-similar regime of different density gases mixing in the 
Earth�s gravity field have been carried out at the OSA facility. A heavy gas was imposed upon a light one. 
Gases were separated with the Specter-diaphragm. At some moment of time the Specter-diaphragm was 
destroyed into small-scale fragments by an outer force. The Rayleigh-Taylor instability arose at the 
formed interface of two different density gases, and a non-stationary zone of turbulent mixing developed. 
Experiments were performed for two Atwood numbers 0.54 and 0.94. In the experiments there were 
determined the front mixing trajectories in both the light gas and the heavy one. As a result of the 
experiments the constant alpha characterizing the non-dimensional velocity of mixing was determined. 
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An experimental study of the interaction of three Richtmyer-
Meshkov-unstable gas cylinders 
Sanjay Kumar1, Peter Vorobieff2, Greg Orlicz1, Christopher Tomkins1, 
Cherie Goodenough1 & Robert Benjamin1 
1. Hydrodynamics Group, DX-3 
Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA 
sanjay@lanl.gov  

2. Department of Mechanical Engineering 
University of New Mexico, USA 

We report an experimental investigation of the interaction of three shock-generated vortex pairs. The 
vortex pairs are generated by the simultaneous interaction of a planar Mach 1.2 shock wave with three 
heavy gas (SF6 ) cylinders in air.  The gaseous cylinders are formed by letting the heavy gas fall under 
gravity from three circular holes in a nozzle at the top of shock tube. The cylinders are separated laterally 
across the width of the shock tube with spacing S/D = 1.5, where S is the spacing between the cylinder 
centers and D = 3.1 mm is the cylinder diameter at the nozzle exit. The simultaneous interaction of the 
planar shock with three gaseous cylinders results in vorticity deposition at the cylinder surface. This 
vorticity rolls up resulting in three counter-rotating vortex pairs. The interaction of these vortex pairs is 
studied experimentally using planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF) of an acetone tracer pre-mixed with 
SF6. It is found that four distinct post-shock flow morphologies (shown below in figure 1) result from 
nominally identical initial conditions. Each frame of figure 1 shows two time sequence PLIF images taken 
at t = 418 and 583 µs, where t = 0 is the instance when the shock first interacts with the gaseous cylinders. 
Because we observe multiple complex flow features, we surmise that the shock/three-cylinder-
configuration interaction is highly nonlinear. We attempt to explain these complex morphologies with 
careful analysis of initial conditions.  The variation of the overall integral width of these structures with 
time is reported. Recent experimental images capturing the time evolution of shock propagation through 
the initial cylinder configuration will also be presented.  
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Time dependent mix in a converging burning capsule 
G.A. Kyrala1, D.A. Haynes1 , M.A. Gunderson1 , D.C. Wilson1, C. Christensen1, 
F.J. Marshall2, V.Yu. Glebov2, C. Stoeckl2, C.K. Li3, F.H. Séguin3, R.D. Petrasso3, J. Frenje3 
, S.P. Regan2, V.A. Smalyuk2 & J.R. Rygg3 
1 Los Alamos National Laboratory, 
P.O.Box 1663, MS E-526 
Los Alamos, NM 87544 
kyrala@lanl.gov  

2. Laboratory for Laser Energetics, 
U. of Rochester, USA 

3. Plasma Science and Fusion Center,  
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA 

We use time dependent spectroscopy and imaging techniques to gather data, which will constrain the 
different mix models.  The data is collected from implosions as a new tool to measure the mixing of 
material in an imploding shell with a very thin Ti layer on the inside of the capsule.  The interior of the 
capsule is filled with deuterium gas.  During the implosion some of the titanium mixes with the burning 
deuterium fuel and emits radiation.  The present study measures the emission from the titanium material.  
The titanium that mixes with the fuel reaches a higher temperature compared to the titanium at the edge of 
the core that is in contact with the pusher shell.  Using filter gated x-ray cameras, we are able to 
distinguish between the hot titanium that mixes and emits the hydrogenic lines and the colder titanium that 
mostly emits the He-like lines.  Similarly, by measuring the time dependent spectrum using streak 
cameras, we are able to measure the time history of this mix. 

We performed such an experiment at the Omega facility using 860 micron OD CH micro baloons filled 
with deuterium at a pressure of 3 or 15 Atm gas fill and a 0.1-µm thick doped Ti layer.  We expect that 
one of the two fills will in one case be mixed due to the faster implosion of the shell; while for the other 
case the mix will be minimal.  We will discuss the measurement and the spectroscopic techniques that we 
used.  An image of one of the capsules is displayed in Figure 1, where the implosion, burn, and explosion 
phases have been captured in one shot. 

 
Figure 1.  Time gated x-ray images of one imploding burning capsule captured in one shot. 
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Experimental investigation on the behaviour of a shock 
accelerated spherical gas inhomogeneity   
Guillaume Layes1, Georges Jourdan1, Lazhar Houas1, Denis Souffland2 & 
François Renaud2  
1. Polytech�Marseille DME - IUSTI/UMR CNRS 6595  
13453 Marseille Cedex 13, France  
Guillaume.Layes@polytech.univ-mrs.fr  

2. CEA / DAM,  
BP 12 91680 Bruyères-le-Châtel, France  

An experimental investigation of the interaction of a plane shock wave and a single gaseous bubble has 
been conducted in a shock tube, in order to better understand the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability process 
in spherical geometry and the generated turbulent mixing. Different gaseous bubbles, i.e. helium, nitrogen 
and krypton, were introduced in air at atmospheric pressure within the experimental chamber. Those 
configurations correspond to negative (H/L), close to zero (CD) and positive (L/H) initial density jumps 
across the interface. The shock tube is coupled with a high speed rotating camera shadowgraph system 
synchronized with a stroboscopic Nanolite flash lamp (one flash each 70 µs) which allows to record about 
100 frames per run. Thus, we reconstruct the experimental history of the gaseous inhomogeneity motion 
and deformation and then measure different inhomogeneity characteristic sizes (length, height vortex pair 
spacing...). Fig.1b is an example of results which will be presented during the workshop.  
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Figure 1: Evolution of the inhomogeneity length with time (a) for the H/L, Cd and L/H cases for a similar shock 
wave Mach number (≈1.2) and (b) for different shock wave Mach number for the H/L configuration  
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Experimental 
Set-up
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HP chamberBP chamber
8 cm square cross section 
Pmax = 20 bars
Pmin = 0.5 mbar
HP/BP separated by a 
12 to 800 µm steel 

diaphragm

Mach number from 1 to 4 (i.e. shock wave velocity from 345 to 1380 m/s)

Useful Mach range: 1 to 1.8

Observation zone

0.75m
2.02m

0.98m

80 cm length observation zone

acquisition line 
Triggering transducer

Pressure transducers and acquisition device

Following the shock wave, determination of its stength

Triggering the flash lamp of the vizualisation device

Schlieren device

Useful vizualisation zone: 30 cm

Camera rotation speed: 65 to 85 m/s

1 flash per 70µs during 7ms (i.e. 100 frames per run)

Bubble injectorExperimental set-up:
Gas input control 

micro valve

Safety valve

Shock wave

Bubble diameter

4    0.5 cm

Bubble gas:   

Helium At = - 0.8

Nitrogen  At = - 0.1

Krypton   At = + 0.5

+

Bubble gas
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Results:Experimental conditions

+

Surrounding gas air at atmospheric pressure and temperature

Bubble gas

helium      At = - 0.8

nitrogen    At = - 0.1

krypton     At = + 0.5 

Bubble diameter 4 cm 0.5cm

Mach number 
and 

corresponding 
flow velocity 

M / Uflow

M= 1.05 / Uflow= 28 m/s

M= 1.2   / Uflow= 105 m/s

M= 1.5   / Uflow= 240 m/s

M= 1.7   / Uflow= 320 m/s
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Results
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Results: Helium bubble in air M = 1.24
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Results: Krypton bubble in air M = 1.45
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Results: inhomogeneity sizes
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Results: vortex sizes
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Results: helium bubble in air
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Results: helium bubble in air
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Helium results summary

The stronger the shock wave is,
- the faster the reversal and the separation phases are. This last 
phase equally illustrates the difference of velocity between front 
and rear rings.
- the lower the compression length value is.
- the faster the front ring sizes increase whereas the rear ring 
sizes decrease. 

The last point, as well as the experiment films, suggest a mass 
transfer from the rear ring to the front one.

Sizes seem to tend to reach a stabilization stage.
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Results: krypton bubble in air
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Krypton results summary

The stronger the shock wave is,
- the faster the axial length decreases. It may result in a reversal 
phase for high Mach number ( M >1.5)
- the faster the growth of the vortex is. 

These points, as well as the experiment films, suggest a mass 
transfer from the body of the inhomogeneity to the vortex ring.

Sizes seem to tend to reach a stabilization stage.
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Summary
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Summary

A final stage tends to be reached whatever the Mach number 
is, but its characteristics depend on the initial incident shock 
wave Mach number.

A mass transfer seems to occur in both cases (H/L and L/H) 
from low vortical area to high ones.

Difficulties have been encountered in measurement of L/H 
case.
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Next step...
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Work in progress
- Measurements of other sizes. Mainly the velocity (24th ISSW, 

Beijing, July 2004) and vortex pair spacing.
- Repetition of experiments in similar conditions to check results
- Comparison with numerical simulation (Giordano et al, 9th IWPCTM, 

Poster) 
- Comparison with previous work

Next step…

- Shock/multiple bubbles interaction

- Improvement of the diagnostic device to obtain more accurate
measurements 
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Laser shock tube. Research & development.  
Ivan Lebo1,2 & Vladimir Zvorykin2 
1. Department of Cybernetics, 
Technical University-MIREA, Moscow, Russia 
lebo@mirea.ru  

2. Lebedev Physical Institute of RAS, 
Moscow, Russia 
zvorykin@sci.lebedev.ru  

Abstract. 
A concept of laser-driven shock tube (LDST) is developed. (Zvorykin (2000)). Research & Development 
of LDST, selection of necessary sizes and materials has been performed, different diagnostic methods are 
developed and tested. 

The experimental and numerical investigations (using 2D �ATLANT_C-code (Iskakov (]) of shock wave 
propagation in air (the initial pressure being within 0.1-2 bar) were made using KrF-laser GARPUN 
(Zvorykin (1999)) for the irradiation of targets made of different materials (Al, polyethylene, iron etc.). 
Good agreement between the calculated and experimental data was reached. It was shown that the shock 
wave velocity is defined mainly by the laser intensity and initial pressure of the surrounding atmosphere, 
and weakly depends on the target material. 

The experimental study and numerical modelling of thin polymer film acceleration were made. The 
maximum velocities about 4 km/s were reached. The good agreement of the calculated and experimental 
data was obtained. 

The development of hydrodynamic instabilities at the contact boundary �film-erosion plasma� and �film 
rear side-compressed air� were experimentally studied. The initial perturbations were given with the help 
of a metal grid placed between the laser and the film. We obtained dynamic characteristics of broadening 
of a matter cluster formed after passing of a SW through the film and the development of jets. It should be 
noted that at later time moments the jets came in front of enveloping SW. 

These studies were support by INTAS, project 01-0846 
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Radiatively induced Richtmyer-Meshkov instability 
Michel Legrand & Georges Fiorèse 
Commissariat à l�Energie Atomique/DAM, France 
michel.legrand@cea.fr  

Laser induced Richtmyer-Meskov (RM) instabilities have previously been described. A classical RM 
instability can be generated using X-rays produced in a hohlraum (Mikaelian (1991)). The target is a 
double layer pill about 1 mm in diameter and 300 µm thick: 100 µm Be on 200 µm of SiO2 foam (ρ = 0.2 
g/cc). The drive generates a Mach 25 shock in the Be ablator whose initial density is about 2g/cc. The 
shock reaches the Be/SiO2 interface in about 4 ns and generates a classical RM instability at this interface. 

More recently Goncharov (1999) and Aglitskiy (2002) describe a RM-like instability, commonly known 
as �ablative RM instability�. The authors are interested in the stability of the ablation front in the ablator 
of a direct drive ICF target. In the case of a corrugated ablation front, ablation pressure generates a rippled 
shock which induces a pressure perturbation leading to an instability of the ablation front. The features of 
the ablative RM instability are very different from those of the classical RM instability. In particular, the 
ablation front perturbation amplitude does not grow linearly with time but presents decaying oscillations. 

We are interested here in a third situation. The target is similar to Mikaelian�s, except that in Mikaelian 
setup the X-rays irradiates the ablator and generates a shock. In our setup, the X-rays irradiates the foam 
which is nearly transparent with respect to the ablator. This lead to a violent release of the ablated plasma 
into the foam plasma. The acceleration of the ablated plasma/foam plasma interface is an impulsion 
similar to the interface acceleration in a classical RM instability. Numerical simulations carried out with 
our FCI2 code show that the amplitude of a perturbation of the ablator/foam interface grows linearly in 
time with a growth rate similar to RM instability one. Another well known feature of the classical RM 
instability is the phase reversal of the perturbation which occurs when the velocity jump is directed from 
the heavy fluid to the light fluid. In our situation the phase reversal seems to be sensitive to the nature of 
the ablator. 

References 
Mikaelian, K.O. Design calculations for a NOVA mix experiment; Proceedings of the 3rd International Workshop on 

the Physics of Compressible Turbulent Mixing (Royaumont, France, June 17-19, 1991) 137-144 
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in planar plastic targets; Physics of Plasmas 9, 2264 (2002) 
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Radiation induced Richtmyer-Meshkov instability: 
Numerical simulations and phenomenological analysis 
 
Michel Legrand & Jean-Marie Clarisse 
 
Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique, B.P. 12 
91680 Bruyères le Chatel, France 
michel.legrand@cea.fr 
jean-marie.clarisse@cea.fr 
 
Introduction 
 
Laser induced Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instabilities have previously been described. In 
particular, the radiation induced shock in an ablator can generate a classical RM instability at 
the ablator/low density medium interface of a two layer target [1]. More recently a RM like 
instability has been described in the case of a corrugated ablation front [2, 3]: ablation pressure 
generates a rippled shock which induces a pressure perturbation that leads to an instability of the 
ablation front. In this work, we consider a thermal front propagating in a low opacity medium 
and encountering a high opacity medium. This generates an acceleration impulsion at the 
interface and a hydrodynamic instability which will be called here radiation induced RM 
instability. 
 
Description of the system under consideration 
 
The system, described in Figure 1, consists of a two layer target (CH foam/Al).The CH foam is 
irradiated by X-rays produced in a spherical Hohlraum by a typical LIL square impulsion (∆t = 
3 ns, rise time = 0.1 ns, Pl = 7.5 TW). The resulting temperature time history in the hohlraum is 
given in Figure 2. The maximum Hohlraum temperature is of the order of 2 MK. 
 
 

500 µm          100 µm

CH ρ0 = 0.01 g/c.c.         Al ρ0 = 2.7 g/c.c.

X Rays

 
 
 
Figure 1: Two layer target layout.    Figure 2: Laser power and temperature time histories. 
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Due to the incident X-ray flux, a supersonic thermal front propagates throughout the CH foam 
until it reaches the Al layer. This front entering an optically thicker material, the temperature on 
the Al side of the interface undergoes a sudden rise thus creating a pressure pulse which sets 
impulsively the interface into motion towards the lighter fluid (CH foam). Although this 
pressure jump tends to relax, the still rising Al temperature keeps on building an overpressure 
on the Al side leading to a sustained acceleration of the interface directed from the heavier to 
the lighter material. Soon the thermal front which keeps on propagating in the Al layer becomes 
subsonic, giving birth to an ablation flow in the deflagration regime. Such a scenario is 
obviously prone to trigger interfacial instabilities in the presence of initial surface defects. The 
fact that the interface is subject to an impulsive acceleration immediately suggests a possible 
acquaintance with the RM instability. However the details of the events at the origin of this 
impulsive motion differ drastically from the shock front-interface interaction of the RM 
instability case. For this reason we decided to rely exclusively on careful numerical simulations 
of single mode interface perturbations, in the linear approximation, in order to build up an 
understanding of the phenomena at play in the present case. 
 
Simulation methods 
 
Many numerical simulations have been carried out with FCI2, a 2D Lagrangian hydrodynamics 
code designed at CEA for inertial confinement fusion and laser-matter interaction studies. But 
the first results with multi-group diffusion were very confusing in terms of perturbation 
amplitude behaviors. For this reason we compared FCI2 results with SILEX [4] results. SILEX 
is a linear perturbation code, very well suited to such studies. However this code is limited to 
the Rosseland diffusion approximation and we had to resort to the same hypothesis in FCI2 
simulations. Some of our difficulties were clearly related to simulation convergence problems. 
This led us to a careful FCI2 convergence study in terms of spatial step sizes (∆x, ∆y), and of 
initial perturbation amplitudes. 
 
FCI2 simulations 
 

1- Impulsive model 
 
The interface is driven by a thermal wave which generates first an acceleration 
impulsion and therefore a RM-like interface instability. The impulsion is followed by a 
slowly varying acceleration which leads to interface stabilization. In the RM instability 
case, the growth factor Gf of the instability has the following form (according to the 
impulsive model) 

UtkAt
a
a

Gf ∆== *
*
0

 

where *
0a  is a corrected initial amplitude of the perturbation, a  the amplitude at time t, 

*
tA  the Atwood number after interaction, k the wave number of the perturbation and ∆U 

the velocity jump. The Atwood number after interaction and the velocity jump are 
simply related to the pressure jump. In the radiation induced RM instability case, the 
drive is a temperature and not a pressure and there is no simple relation between this 
temperature, the Atwood number after interaction and the velocity jump. This is the 
reason why we studied the relation between the growth factor and the wavelength only. 
The results of four FCI2 simulations (λ = 20, 40, 80, 160 µm) are shown in Figures 3 
and 4. At the very beginning of the instability Gf seems to be a linear function of t (see 
Figure 3) but Figure 4 shows that this is a very crude result. 
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Figure 3: Growth factor of the instability (Gf).  Figure 4: Growth factor time rate ( d(Gf)/dt). 

 
Later on, the growth factor begins to oscillate. A characteristic value of the growth 
factor time rate, d(Gf)/dt, is its extreme value (d(Gf)/dt)ext which is a quasi linear 
function of k (Figure5). This is a property of the impulsive model: 

 

UtkAt
a
a

Gf ∆== *
*
0

 

 
 which leads to d(Gf)/dt = At*∆Uk . 
 

 
 
Figure 5: (d(Gf)dt)ext as a function of the wavenumber. 

 
Here we have: (d(Gf)/dt)ext = At*∆Uk and the slope observed in Figure 5 should be 
equal to At*∆U . This would lead to At* = slope/∆U =0.55 which is very different from 
the Atwood number after interaction At+ = 0.25 but which is much closer to At1/2 = (At- 
+ At+)/2 = 0.62. This is probably related to the very short relative interaction time 
(interaction time/“observation” time) observed in RMI as compared to radiation induced 
RMI. 
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2- Beginning of the inversion phase 
 
In radiation induced RMI, the acceleration is directed from the heavy medium to the 
light medium. In the pure RMI case, this situation leads to an inversion phase which 
begins right after the initial velocity jump. In radiation induced RMI, the inversion 
phase is delayed: we clearly observe a stagnation phase of the perturbation amplitude 
immediately following the velocity jump (Figure 6). 
 

 
 
Figure 6: Growth factor and interface velocity time evolutions. 
 
 
During the inversion phase of the interface perturbation the pressures in the heavy 
medium (Al) near the valleys of the perturbed interface, Pv, are necessarily greater than 
those near the peaks, Pp: see Figure 7. 
                    Pp 

 
                         Pv 
 
Figure 7:Locations of Pp and Pv. 
 

For this reason the relative pressure perturbation, 
vp

vp

PP

PP

P
P

+
−

≈ 2
δ

, is negative during 

the inversion phase: see Figure 8. We also note that the relative temperature 

perturbation, 
T
Tδ

 , is very weak so that we have in fact 
ρ

δρδ ≈
P
P

 (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Time evolutions of the pressure, temperature and density relative  perturbations on the Al side of the interface. 
 
The inversion phase is thus directly related to the growth of the density in the valley 
regions which can only stem from a flow along the y-direction from peak to valley. 
Indeed the initial pressure of the heavy medium in the vicinity of the interface is y-
independent because both the density and temperature ρ and T are y-independent. 
However the y-component of the velocity, Vy, is y-dependent due to the interface 
orientation (Figure 9). 
 

 
Figure 9: Vy map at the onset of the inversion phase. 
 
The time evolutions of the velocity perturbation components δVx and δVy on the Al side 
of the interface shown in Figure 10 substantiate this interpretation. While δVx has 
roughly a zero slope at the time of the velocity jump, corresponding to the stagnation 
phase, δVy presents an initial jump which will generate the transverse density 
perturbation. 
 

valley 

peak 

Vy  
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Figure 10: Time evolutions of the velocity perturbation components δV,(black) and δVy (red) on the interface Al side. 
 
3- Multi-group diffusion 
 
The preceding simulations were carried out with the Rosseland version of the FCI2 code 
(see “simulation methods”). Results obtained with the multi-group version of the FCI2 
code are shown on Figure 11 which has to be compared with Figure 6 (Rosseland 
simulation): 
Rosseland diffusion: all of the X-rays arrive at the same time on the interface, leading to 
a single velocity jump. The stagnation phase duration is 100 ps. 
Multi-group diffusion: high energy X-rays generate a first velocity jump while low 
energy X-rays induce a secondary smoother jump of the interface velocity. Thus there 
are two velocity jumps and a longer stagnation phase (400 ps after the first velocity 
jump, the magnitude of which is half of the Rosseland simulation velocity jump). 
 

 
 
Figure 11: Growth factor and interface velocity time evolutions (multi-group diffusion). 
 

SILEX simulations 
 
SILEX is a 1D code solving the equations of gas dynamics with nonlinear heat conduction for 
both a planar-symmetric flow and its 3D linear perturbation transverse Fourier components (see 
[4] for more details). Nonlinear heat conduction is taken into account through a single power-
law dependency of the heat conductivities in terms of fluid density and temperature, while 
different conductivity weights may be chosen for each material. For the system under 
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consideration, the density and temperature exponents of the heat conductivities were taken to be 
those of an analytical formula for the Rosseland mean free-path of Aluminum, while the 
conductivity weights of the CH foam and Aluminum were chosen to be roughly in the ratio 1 to 
2000. Perfect gas equations of state were also used for both materials. Despite these simplifying 
assumptions, the simulation results are in all aspects very similar to those obtained with FCI2. 
In particular, a sharp rise of the interface mean velocity is obtained—although of magnitude 
smaller, by a factor of 2/3, than that of the FCI2 runs—, followed by a slowly decaying 
acceleration phase: see Figure 12. For a wavelength of 20 µm, the perturbation growth factor 
displays the same behavior (Figure 12) as that given by the equivalent FCI2 simulation (Figure 
6). This resemblance between these two series of results strongly suggests that the basics of the 
present instability phenomena lie rather in the difference between the two material heat 
conductivities (or their optical thicknesses) than in the dependencies of the nonlinear 
conductivities (respectively mean free-paths) with respect to the density and temperature. 
 

 
Figure 12: Growth factor and interface velocity time evolutions. 
 
All perturbation computations were carried out with an initial grid point density, in the 
longitudinal direction, of at least 50 points per wavelength. In these simulations, thanks to the 
reduced computational cost of linear perturbation computations, we extended the range of 
perturbation wave-numbers investigated with 2D simulations  by adding two smaller 
wavelengths: � = 5 and 10 µm. The growth factor results (Figure 13) present the same behaviors 
as those found with FCI2 simulations (Figure 3). In addition, growth factors for the two shortest 
wavelengths clearly exhibit phase reversals as well as damping of their time rate (Figure 14) in 
accordance with the slowly decaying acceleration phase experienced by the interface. 
 

  
Figure 13: Growth factor of the instability (Gf).  Figure 14: Growth factor time rate ( d(Gf)/dt). 
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The linear regression of the extremal growth factor time rates, including the additional shorter 
wavelength data, shows a poorer agreement (Figure 15) than that observed with FIC2 results, 
thus confirming the limitations of such modeling. 
 

 
Figure 15: (d(Gf)dt)ext as a function of the wavenumber. 

 
Finally, the graphs of the relative perturbation amplitudes for the temperature, density and 
pressure (Figure 16) as well as those for the x- and y-velocities (Figure 17) on the heavy 
(optically-thick) material side of the interface corroborate the preliminary analysis of the 
perturbation amplitude stagnation phase. 
 

   
Figure 16: Time evolutions of the pressure, temperature and 
density relative perturbations on the Al side of the interface. 

 

Figure 17: Time evolutions of the velocity perturbation 
components δVx,(black) ands δVy (red) on the interface Al 
side.

 
Summary 

 
Base on careful numerical simulations, it appears that the radiation induced RMI considered in 
this study differs significantly from the classical RMI by two main features: 
a- The growth factor of the instability is not linearly time dependent. 
b- The perturbation amplitude stagnates for a significant duration immediately after the initial 
velocity jump. 
However, after the stagnation phase the amplitude evolutions (inversion phase) can be described 
by an impulsive model for a short period of time. 
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The existence of this peculiar stagnation phase is directly related to the fact that the interface is 
impulsively set into motion under the sole action of the optically-thick material. While, 
following the velocity jump, no transverse gradients for the density, temperature, and therefore 
pressure, are initially present, a transverse velocity gradients immediately sets in (transverse 
velocity jump) which initiates the subsequent inversion phase. These findings are not 
qualitatively sensitive to the radiation model used (Rosseland or multi-group diffusion). Future 
work should lead to a theoretical modeling for this instability. 
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Abstract 
The hydrodynamic instability, which develops on the contact surface between two fluids, has crucial 
importance in achieving ignition condition in inertial confinement fusion (ICF), and better understanding 
astrophysical phenomena. In those applications acceleration waves pass across a material interface and 
initiate and enhance unstable conditions in which small perturbations grow dramatically. During the past 
decade efforts have been made to develop understanding on the instability evolution in the single wave 
situation. However, in those applications the contact surface experiences several acceleration waves. 

In the present study a multi-acceleration condition has been created in a shock tube apparatus in order to 
mimic experimentally, in more convenience measurement conditions, the hydrodynamic instability. To 
achieve the multi-accelerate waves, different gas configurations were used. In shock tube 
experiments the incident shock wave initiate the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability; the reflected shock hits 
again the contact surface and enhances the mixing process. The passage of the reflected shock through the 
contact surface creates a secondary reflected wave, which can be either a refraction wave or a compression 
wave (a shock wave) depending on the gas combination. This wave hits the unstable contact surface once 
again after reflecting from the end-wall. The end-wall distance from the initial contact surface position 
controls the duration of the above-described interaction with waves. 

In the present study the experimental technique will be described, it will be followed by the experimental 
results in the multi-mode initial conditions and single-mode initial conditions. A comparison of the 
experimental results with numerical simulations and analytical models will be presented.  
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Study on the shock-bubbles interaction in the two bubbles case 
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The interaction of a shock wave with a spherical bubble, and the consequent formation of a vortex ring, 
has been studied thoroughly. It was shown that the vortex ring posses a constant velocity which can be 
scaled according to the initial parameters of the problem.  

In the present study, theoretical and experimental research was performed on the interaction of two 
bubbles arranged in series, after the passage of a shock wave. The main goal was to investigate the 
limiting distance separating the interaction into two cases: the first of a significant interaction between the 
two bubbles, or resultant vortex rings, and the second of no mutual effect, i.e. the dynamics of one bubble 
is totally independent of the other. This distance was mapped in the parameter space of bubble size ratio 
and the distance of the centers of the bubbles. This was done by conducting full numerical simulations, 
together with suitable experiments performed in a shock tube. 

The results show that the existence of one bubble is evident on the evolution of the other in two possible 
mechanisms. One is the alteration of the incident shock wave by the first bubble. The encounter of a 
curved shock wave on the second bubble will alter its evolution into a vortex ring. The second mechanism 
is the influence of the spiral velocity field surrounding the first vortex ring on the second bubble. It was 
seen that the effect of a curved shock wave has a closer range since the shock wave tends to retain its 
planar form in a short time. The interaction of the first vortex ring with the second bubble is more gradual 
and the effect can only be seen at latter time than that of the curved shock wave. An example for the 
limiting ranges in the case of a two bubbles of the same initial size, is that the curved shock wave 
mechanism is relevant up to an initial distance of 2.5 diameters (the bubble diameter was taken as 2cm) 
and that there is no interaction when the initial distance is 4 diameters. 
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Volume fraction profiles of transport structures in
Rayleigh-Taylor turbulent mixing zone: evidence of
enhanced diffusion processes

Antoine Llor 1, Pascal Bailly2 & Olivier Poujade 2
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Using (a) general mass conservation equations, (b) simple volume fraction and density profiles
provided by experimental and numerical data, and (c) basic first-gradient constraints on mass
flux and mass exchange closures, it is possible to deduce the normalized strength of the flux and
exchange terms in a turbulent mixing zone (TMZ) for incompressible fluids and vanishing Atwood
number. Some physical consistency properties are also obtained.

This approach shows that, in contrast to more common turbulent shear layers, the Rayleigh-Taylor
TMZ must contain anenhanced diffusion process, which is an order of magnitude higherthan
Cµk2/ε, the usual estimate of the turbulent diffusion coefficient. The relative weakness of the
usual turbulent diffusion reflects the small integral length scales which were previously reported
[Llor 2003]. However, the mass exchange rate between structures (akin to the relaxation rate of the
variance of a passive scalar) is still correctly and consistently captured by the turbulence relaxation
rateε/k.

The findings support some recent and important evolutions of the 2SFK modelling concept [Llor
& Bailly 2003] as presented in this conference [Llor, Bailly & Poujade 2004].
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I. Motivations: 2SFK modeling
A Two-Structure Two-Fluid Two-Turbulence (2SFK) model
was �rst presented in 2001 by A. Llor & P. Bailly at the 8th
IWPCTM in Pasadena, which:

◦ had all the basic physics deemed important,
◦ but was obtained

by assembling separate independent elements,
◦ and involved

an empirical enhanced di�usion for stability.

Today, our new version of 2SFK:

◦ has the same basic physics,
◦ follows from a uni�ed derivation

(least action principle
and extended thermodynamics of irreversible processes,
see other presentation by A. Llor, P. Bailly & O. Poujade),

◦ and still involves enhanced di�usion which is
here shown to be a general feature

of any Two-Structure Two-Fluid (2SF) model.

Well-known example of 2SF model other than 2SFK:
Youngs' model (1995).

2
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II. Basic mass transport equations
in two-structure two-�uid models

Most models of Rayleigh�Taylor turbulent mixing
involve:
i) light − and heavy +

structures as basic trans-
port entities,
ii) made of mixed or
entrained light 1 and
heavy 2 �uids.

 + : 2 

 – : 1 

 + : 2+1 

 – : 1+2 

Examples: Youngs', Bubble models, Dimonte's, Dalziel's...
and 2SFK.

Mass conservation equations gives transport (1D):

D±t α±ρ±cm± = −Φm±
x,x ∓Ψm,

D±
t a = ∂ta + (aU±

x ),x,

U±
x = velocity of structure ±,

α± = volume fraction of structure ±,

ρ± = density of structure ±,

cm± = mass fraction of �uid m in structure ±,

Φm±
x = �ux of �uid m in structure ± (Φ2±

x + Φ1±
x = 0),

Ψm = exchange of �uid m between structures ±.

3
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Assuming incompressibility:

D±t αm± = −
(
Φm±

x

ρm

)

,x

∓ Ψm

ρm
.

αm± = volume fraction of �uid m of structure ±,

ρm = density of �uid m (constant),
αm±ρm = α±ρ±cm±.

�Solve� these equations using
experimental data and basic assumptions:

◦ At → 0, zero Atwood limit,
◦ L(t) = 2αAtgt2, 2α ≈ .08

TMZ width self-similar growth, ξ = x/L,
◦ αm(ξ) = αm+ + αm−,

self-similar �uid fraction pro�les (linear),
◦ Θ ≈ .8 ≈ 6〈 α2+α1+

α2++α1+ + α2−α1−

α2−+α1−〉, molecular mixing ratio,
◦ Φm±

x = −D±(ξ)(LL′)× α±(ρ1ρ2/ρ±) (αm±/α±),x,
usual ��rst gradient� closure, D± ≥ 0,

◦ Ψm = C(ξ) (L′/L)× α+α−ρm(αm+ − αm−),
��rst gradient� closure, C ≥ 0,

◦ αm±, assumed pro�les,
simplest consistent with previous constraints.

◦ C(ξ) = C, uniform exchange rate.

4 equations with αm± given
↓

4 unknown pro�les (U±x , D±) and 1 constant (C)

4
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III. Characteristic volume fraction pro�les

Algebraically-simplest density pro�les of structures
of zero slope with pure �uids at TMZ edges,
and adjusted by pole at ξ0 for mixing level:

ρ+ − ρ2

ρ2 − ρ1
= − (1/2 − ξ)2

ξ0 +1/2 − ξ
,

ρ− − ρ1

ρ2 − ρ1
=

(1/2 + ξ)2

ξ0 +1/2 + ξ
.

0 +1�2

1�2

1

Fluid volume fractions:
α2 =1/2 + ξ,

α1 =1/2 − ξ.

0 +1�2

1�2

1

α2+ = (1/2 + ξ)
ξ0 +1/4 − ξ2

ξ0 +1/2 − 2ξ2
,

α2− = (1/2 + ξ)
1/4 − ξ2

ξ0 +1/2 − 2ξ2
,

α1+ = (1/2 − ξ)
1/4 − ξ2

ξ0 +1/2 − 2ξ2
,

α1− = (1/2 − ξ)
ξ0 +1/4 − ξ2

ξ0 +1/2 − 2ξ2
.

0 +1�2

1�2

1

Structure volume fractions:

α± = (1/2 ± ξ)
ξ0 +1/2 ∓ ξ

ξ0 +1/2 − 2ξ2
.

0 +1�2

1�2

1

Θ = .8 obtained at ξ0 ≈ .38 (thick lines).

5
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IV. Solution of mass transport equations

With αm± as above, solutions given by simple quadra-
tures of algebraic functions, most conveniently com-
puted numerically and not explicited here.
Limit conditions on αm± and Φm±

x give:

C =

∫ +1/2
−1/2

ξα2+
,ξ dξ

∫ +1/2
−1/2

α+α−(α2+ − α2−)dξ
≈ 2.

Scaled di�usion coe�cients
D+ (solid) and D− (dashed)
almost identical.

D±(0) ≈ .0914.
0 +1�2

.05

.1

Scaled structure velocities
U+/L′ (solid) and U−/L′ (dashed)
with nearly constant drift (thick):

δUx = U+
x − U−

x ,

and ≈ 1/4 di�usive contribution
(thick dashed):

δU◦
x = −D+(α+ρ+),x

α+ρ+
+ D−(α−ρ−),x

α−ρ−
.

0 +1�2

-.5

-.25

+.25

+.5

Structure directed energy larger than �uid directed energy:
∫

α+α−
(δUx)2

2
dξ ≈ 1.19×

∫
α2α1(U

2
x − U1

x )2

2
dξ = 1.19×(L′)2

48
.

6
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V. General properties of solutions

Basic properties do not depend on:
◦ αm± pro�le details (if Θ preserved),
◦ C(ξ) non uniformity (up to factor ≈ 2).

More speci�cally:
◦ D±(ξ) 6= 0 at ξ 6= 0 if Θ 6= 0

(otherwise ∃ξ such that C(ξ) < 0),
◦ D±(±1/2) = 0

(otherwise (α2+/α+),x 6= 0 at ξ = +1/2),
◦ C(ξ) ≈ 2 ,
◦ D± bell shaped, D±(0) ≈ .1 ,
◦ δUx(ξ)/L′ ≈ .5,
◦ Structure directed energy

≈ 20% higher than �uid directed energy.

7
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VI. Consistency of D± and C
with usual k�ε estimates

Observationnal data (α-group)
on self-similar Rayleigh-Taylor TMZ:

◦ TMZ growth coe�cient α ≈ .04 (L = 2αAtgt2),
◦ reduced potential energy KI

(L′)2
≈ 1

96α= .26,

◦ �uid directed/potential energy ratio KD

KI
≈ 2α,

◦ kinetic/potential energy ratio KT

KI
≈ .48,

(consistent selection of α and KT/KI values).

Energy balance d
dt

(LKI)=
d
dt

(LKT )+LE, yields E.

Then standard k�ε closures of rate and di�usion:

Ct =
E

KT
× L

L′
= 2

(
KI

KT
− 1

)
,

Dt(0) =
3

2

Cµ

σc

K2
T

E
× 1

LL′
=

3

4

Cµ

σc

KT

(L′)2

(
KI

KT
− 1

)−1

,

and with observed ratios and Cµ/σc ≈ .09/.7:

Ct≈ 1.04× C,

Dt(0)≈ .111×D(0).

Exchange rate correctly captured by k�ε approach,
di�usion underestimated by an order of magnitude!

8
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VII. Energy budget analysis of RT TMZ
in adapted k�ε approach

Question: are velocity �uctuations responsible for
enhanced D± associated with new speci�c turbu-
lent energy reservoir?

Simple model adapted from k�ε (similar to 2SFK)
where large-scale non-turbulent energies (KD, added
mass...) are not mirrored in E:

d
dt

(LKI) = LΠI ,

d
dt

(LKDA) = LΠI − LΠ,

d
dt

(LK) = LΠ− LE,

d
dt

(LE) = LCε1
E

K
Π− LCε2

E2

K
,

(ΠI and Π = gravity and drag works).

Under self similar RT growth, yields:
KDA

KI
= Cε

KT

KI
− Cε + 1, where Cε =

4Cε2 − 3

4Cε1 − 3
,

≈ .118 for KT/KI as above, Cε2 ≈ 1.92, Cε1 ≈ 1.44.

Observed: KDA/KI = 1.2× 1.5× (KD/KI)≈ .144
with corrections for structure/�uid and added mass.

No signi�cant energy reservoir other than directed
and added mass is expected to be associated with
enhanced di�usion.

9
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VIII. Modeling and experiment suggestions
Possible consistent di�usion process:

sifting di�usion or
�Pachinko� e�ect between
opposite �owing structures.

Consistent closure:

D± = D = 4Csα
+α−λ‖δ~U‖,

where λ is characteristic structure size and Cs ≈ 1.
λ ≈ L/5 in RT (α-group).

May stabilize models by making them parabolic.

Observationnal con�rmation of enhanced di�usion
could be achieved despite lack of structure deter-
mination methods:

Fluid 2

Fluid 1

RT TMZ RT TMZ

Initial state Standard Consistent
k�ε di�usion enhanced di�usion

Ultimately, structure analysis techniques will pro-
vide global insight (not only on di�usion).

10
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(2SFK) model for gravitationally induced turbulent mixing 
layers.  
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pascal.bailly@cea.fr, olivier.poujade@cea.fr  
A new modelling concept for the statistical description of gravitationally induced turbulent mixing layers 
was previously introduced in a preliminary communication [Llor & Bailly 2003]. Central to this concept, 
called 2SFK which stands for 2 Structures (meaning: turbulent structures), 2 Fluids and 2 turbulent fields 
(K), is the fact that the observed average geometrical (Dimonte 2000) and turbulent (Llor 2003) length 
scales are astonishingly similar in a Rayleigh-Taylor mixing zone. The relevant transport entities to 
consider in describing its evolution are not only the fluids themselves but the turbulent structures as well. 
This similarity was taken as a general basic assumption for modelling.  
Within the same general framework, we here outline a more systematic, consistent and parsimonious 
model. First, the turbulent kinetic energy is analysed and decomposed into canonical contributions (in a 
sense to be defined) which participate in the definition of the Lagrangian of the physical system. Then, 
Hamilton�s least action principle is applied to get a conservative set of equations. And finally, an 
extension of the thermodynamics of irreversible processes is used to complete the model.  
This new approach (Llor, Bailly & Poujade 2004) conforms to some essential physical features in addition 
to those previously mentioned: (i) it takes into account a consistent buoyancy-drag balance between 
structures thanks to mass exchange terms; (ii) it captures the four basic mean self-similar parameters 
(bubble and spike growth coefficients, and for vanishing Atwood numbers, mean effective Knudsen 
number of turbulent transport, mean molecular mixing fraction and mean Reynolds tensor anisotropy); 
(iii) it is hyperbolic; (iv) and it is minimal. A sample of graphic materials are shown and a more extensive 
illustration will be presented at the poster session.  
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1D numerical simulations of various self similar accelerated 
turbulent mixing layers using the 2SFK model.  
Antoine Llor1, Pascal Bailly2 & Olivier Poujade2  
1. CEA/Siège,  
31-33, rue de la Fédération, 75752 Paris cedex 15, France  
antoine.llor@cea.fr  
2. CEA/DAM,  
BP12, 91680 Bruyères le Châtel, France  
pascal.bailly@cea.fr, olivier.poujade@cea.fr  
The turbulent mixing zone (TMZ), arising from gravitationally induced instabilities at the interface of two 
stratified fluids, is modelled and evolved using the 2 Structures, 2 Fluids and 2 turbulent fields (2SFK) 
concept (Llor & Bailly 2003; Llor, Bailly & Poujade 2004) summarized in an oral presentation at this 
conference. The full model is here given explicitly without extensive justifications.  
This model has been implemented in a 1D simulation code (fully explicit, bi-Lagrange and remap, second 
order in space and time) and we present, on this poster, the numerically simulated self similar evolution of 
the TMZ under the influence of various kinds of acceleration fields (SSVARTs; Llor 2003). After a 
transient period, the profile of any physical quantity reaches a self similar regime.  
Two types of quantities are presented for different Atwood numbers: global, which are time dependant 
and space averaged over the whole TMZ; and local, which depend on time and position and are often 
plotted as a function of position in the TMZ at a given time during the self similar evolution. The global 
quantities are the four basic mean self-similar parameters: the bubble and spike growth coefficients, and 
for vanishing Atwood numbers, the mean effective Knudsen number of turbulent transport, the mean 
molecular mixing fraction and the mean Reynolds tensor anisotropy. They are found to be in good 
agreement with experimental and numerical (DNS, LES) results. The local quantities are the volume 
fraction profiles of fluids and structures, and for each structure, the velocity, the integral length scale, the 
different energy reservoirs and production terms. These profiles reproduce qualitative behaviours as given 
by accepted buoyancy-drag models, and they are consistent with numerical (DNS, LES) results.  
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Large eddy simulations of miscible Rayleigh-Taylor instability  
T.W. Mattner1, D.I. Pullin2 & P.E. Dimotakis2  
1. Department of Applied Mathematics,  
The University of Adelalide, Australia  
tmattner@maths.adelaide.edu.au  
2. Graduate Aeronautical Laboratories,  
California Institute of Technology, USA  
dale@galcit.caltech.edu, dimotakis@caltech.edu  
This paper describes some results from large eddy simulations (LES) of miscible Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) 
instability at density ratios up to 7. We consider a high-density fluid located above a low-density fluid 
subject to a constant downward acceleration field. The fluids are assumed to be incompressible and 
miscible. Fluid motion is governed by the Favre-filtered continuity, species-transport, and Navier-Stokes 
equations. The subgrid-scale (SGS) scalar flux and stress are estimated using the stretched-vortex mixing 
(Pullin 2000) and stress (Misra & Pullin 1997) models. A compact filter and a circular spectral filter are 
applied in the the inhomogeneous direction and homogeneous directions, respectively. These filters damp 
wavenumbers larger than the model cut-off wavenumber.  
Performance of the model is assessed by comparison of coarse-resolution (64×64×256) LES against fully 
resolved (256×256×1024) direct numerical simulations (DNS) at three density-ratios: 5/3, 3, and 7. The 
initial conditions for the LES are obtained by filtering the DNS data at a time when the mixing-zone has 
grown sufficiently thick to be represented on the coarse LES grid. LES mixing-zone widths, as well as 
scalar and kinetic energy spectra, are in satisfactory agreement with the DNS results. DNS resolution 
limitations limit the comparison to Reynolds numbers (based on mixing-zone width and growth-rate) of 
less 4000. As a result, SGS scalar and model dissipation is less than 10% of the total dissipation.  
We use the stretched-vortex model to obtain predictions of RT unstable flow at Reynolds numbers as large 
as 0.5�2 ×106, on 128×128×256 grids, at three density ratios: 5/3, 3, and 7. Mixing-zone growth is 
approximately quadratic in time and mean mole-fraction profiles are approximately self-similar. 
Resolved-scale kinetic-energy spectra exhibit an approximate k−5/3 dependence, whereas the scalar-energy 
spectra decay more sharply than this approaching the cut-off wavenumber. The mole-fraction field 
exhibits unphysical excursions (over/undershoots of the initial scalar maximum/minimum) of up to 6%.  

References 
Misra, A. & Pullin, D. I. 1997 A vortex-based subgrid stress model for large-eddy simulation. Phys. Fluids 9, 2443�

2454.  
Pullin, D. I. 2000 A vortex-based model for the subgrid flux of a passive scalar. Phys. Fluids 12, 2311�2319.  
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

Motivation

h

Bh

1ρ

2ρ

S

g

• Dimensional analysis:

– No external length scales
– Infinite Reynolds/Peclet number

⇒ hB,S = fB,S

(
ρ2

ρ1

)
gt2 = αB,SA gt2

where A =
ρ2 − ρ1

ρ2 + ρ1

• For immiscible fluids, experiment (Dimonte &
Schneider, 2000) suggests:

– αS strongly dependent on A
– Atwood number effects most significant for
A & 1/2

• Difficult to attain self-similarity in direct
numerical simulation (DNS)
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

Large eddy simulation (LES) – equations of motion

• Favre-filter: f̃ ≡ ρf/ρ, f ≡
∫
G(x− x′)f(x′) dx′

• Filtered mole- and mass-fractions: X =
ρ− ρ1

ρ2 − ρ1
,

1
ρ

=
Ỹ

ρ2
+

1− Ỹ

ρ1

• Favre-filtered Navier-Stokes equations:

∂ρ

∂t
+
∂ρũj

∂xj
= 0

∂ρỸ

∂t
+
∂ρũjỸ

∂xj
=

∂

∂xj

(
ρD ∂Y

∂xj

)
− ∂ρqj
∂xj

∂ρũi

∂t
+
∂ρũiũj

∂xj
= − ∂p

∂xi
+
∂τ ij

∂xj
− ρgδi3 −

∂ρTij

∂xj
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES – modelled terms

• Compatibility between state, continuity, and scalar transport equations
demands

∂ũj

∂xj
= − ∂

∂xj

(
D
ρ

∂ρ

∂xj

)
−
(

1
ρ2
− 1
ρ1

)
∂ρqj
∂xj

• Apply stretched-vortex subgrid-scale (SGS) stress and mixing models (Misra &
Pullin 1997, Voekl & Pullin 2000, Pullin 2000)

Tij = K(δij − eiej)

qi = −1
2
∆K1/2(δij − eiej)

∂Ỹ

∂xj

where K ≡ subgrid kinetic energy, e ≡ subgrid vortex orientation, and ∆ ≡
local grid size

⇒ ∂ũj

∂xj
= − ∂

∂xj

(
D
ρ

∂ρ

∂xj

)
− ∂

∂xj

[
1
2
∆K1/2(δij − eiej)

1
ρ

∂ρ

∂xi

]
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES – implementation

• Subgrid kinetic energy (Pullin 2000, stretched-spiral
Lundgren vortex)

K =
∫ ∞

kc

K0ε
2/3k−5/3 exp

(
−2k2ν

3|S3|

)
dk

where S3 = S̃ijeiej ≡ resolved strain along vortex axis

ϕ

ψn e

r

• K0ε
2/3 estimated from approximate expressions (Voekl & Pullin 2000) for the

resolved circle-averaged second-order structure function, F c
2 (r,x)

K0ε
2/3 =

πF c
2 (r,x)

2∆2/3
∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0
s−5/3

[
1− J0

(
s(r/∆)

√
1− sin2ψ cos2 φ

)]
dsdφ

where, in general, F2(r,x) = |u(x + r)− u(x)|2
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES – implementation (cont’d)

• Subgrid vortex orientation, e

– fraction λ of subgrid vortices aligned with principal extensional eigenvector
of resolved rate-of-strain tensor, S̃ij (corresponding eigenvalue λ3 )

– 1− λ subgrid vortices aligned with resolved vorticity vector, ω (Misra &
Pullin 1997)

λ =
λ3

λ3 + ‖ω‖

• Explicit filters

– Circular spectral filter in (x, y)-plane
– Compact filter in z-direction
– Only damps wavenumbers above cutoff,
kc = π/∆

– Accounts for less than 10% of subgrid
dissipation

k ∆

T
ra

ns
fe

r
fu

nc
tio

n
0 1 2 3 4 50

0.2
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1.2

filter

Spectral
filter

c∆k

Compact
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

Reference DNS – simulation details

z

y
x

H

L

• Boundary conditions:

– No-slip/penetration top and bottom walls
– Assume no mixed fluid reaches walls ⇒
X = 1 (top wall), X = 0 (bottom wall)

– Periodic in homogeneous (x-y) plane
– H/L = 32/13 ≈ 2.5

• Discretization:

– x-y plane: spectral (Fourier)
– z direction: 8th-order compact

finite-difference
– ∆z/∆xy = 8/13 to approximately match

resolution of spatial discretization schemes
– Grid size: 256× 256× 1024
– Temporal discretization: 3rd-order explicit

Adams-Bashforth-Moulton or Runge-Kutta

6
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

DNS – simulation details (cont’d)

1 10 30

k l = k L / 2 π

0.1

1

10

στ
10

-7

10
-6

10
-5

10
-4

10
-3

10
-2

E
ζ

στ
A=1/4

Eζστ
A=1/2

στ
A=3/4

x

y

(x,y)ζ

• Definitions:

ρ ≡ ρ2 + ρ1

2
, L ≡ 2π`, U ≡

√
g`

• Initial conditions:

– X =
1
2

[
1 + erf

(
z + ζ(x, y)

5∆z

)]
– u = −D∇ρ/ρ

• Parameters:

Re ≡ ρU`

µ
, Pe ≡ U`

D
= Re Sc,

• Chosen such that:

– Same proportion of box used
– Same final flow Reynolds number,

Reh ≡
ρhḣ

µ

– Matched linear stability growth
rates, στ , where τ ≡

√
L/Ag
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES-DNS comparison – growth

256× 256× 1024

DNS

64× 64× 256

LES

A = 3/4

DNS (solid)
LES (broken)

LES starts

A = 1/4
A = 1/2

t / τ

h S
/L

,h
B

/L

0 1 2 3 4 5 6-1.5

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

• LES initialized using filtered DNS-data at t/τ = 0.5

– At this time, DNS data almost resolved on LES grid

8
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES-DNS comparison – spectra

Kinetic energy
ρu2

i

2
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• Model preserves resolved scale features
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES-DNS comparison – dissipation

Kinetic energy dissipation ε

z

〈ε
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〈ε
SG

〉
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Scalar energy dissipation χ

z
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• Resolved-scale dissipation dominates

– Experiment (or higher Re DNS) required to test model validity
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES – predictions at different density ratios

k L / 2π

E
X

20 40 60
10-8

10-7

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3
• Initial conditions:

– X =
1
2

[
1 + erf

(
z + ζ(x, y)

5∆z

)]
– u = −D∇ρ/ρ

• Parameters:

– A = 1/4, 1/2, 3/4
– H/L = 1.23
– Re = ρ1U`/µ = 11, 215
– Pe = U`/D = 11, 215
– Sc = µ/ρ1D = 1
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES – visualizations

A = 1/4 A = 3/4

12
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES – Mole-fraction profiles and Reynolds number

z/h

〈X
〉
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e h
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• LES predicts approximately self-similar behavior

– Bubble/spike penetrations grow by a factor of 8
– Reh > 50, 000
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES – growth

(t / τ)2

h B
/L

,h
S

/L

0 5 10 15

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

• LES predicts approximately self-similar behavior

– Approximately quadratic growth
– Only weak Atwood number effects
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES – model dissipation

Kinetic energy dissipation ε

z
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• Subgrid-scale dissipation dominates
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES – subgrid kinetic energy
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES – spectra

Kinetic energy
ρu2

i

2

k L / 2π

E
K

20 40 60
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10-4
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10-2

10-1

τ 0.5

t /   = τ 1.1

t /   = τ 1.7

t /   = τ 2.2

t /   = τ 2.8
−5/3

t /   = 

A = 1/2

Scalar energy
X2

2

k L / 2π
E

X
20 40 60

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

−5/3

A = 1/2

• Kinetic energy spectrum approximately asymptotes to Kolmogorov -5/3 slope

• Scalar energy spectrum decays faster than -5/3
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES – scalar excursions

X = −0.01, 1.01 X = −0.02, 1.02

• ‘Unphysical’ scalar excursions:

– Occupy small volume fraction
– Average out in statistics

– More serious at high density ratio, e.g.,
ρ

ρ1
=

∆ρ
ρ1
X + 1
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

Conclusions

• Used subgrid vortex model to simulate Rayleigh-Taylor instability

• DNS–LES comparison:

– Model preserves resolved scales
– Higher Re experiment or DNS required to definitively test model

• Encouraging behaviour observed:

– Self-similar mole-fraction profiles
– Approximately quadratic growth
– Approximate -5/3 slope in resolved kinetic energy spectra

• Scalar excursions are an outstanding issue for very high density ratio
simulations
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES – initial conditions

(t / τ)2

h S
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• For broad spectrum initial conditions, LES predicts

– Faster growth
– Flow not self-similar
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES – Subgrid scalar energy estimate

k l

E
X

100 101 102 10310-9

10-8

10-7

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

• Assume:

EX(k) = βε−1/3εXk
−5/3

• βε−1/3εX computing using analogous
expressions for the second-order scalar
structure function

• Subgrid variance:

X2 −X
2

=
3
2
βε−1/3εXk

−2/3
c
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES – Youngs molecular mixing fraction

t / τ
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Trent Mattner Rayleigh-Taylor instability

LES – dynamic scalar-flux model

• Model originally contains a
parameter, γ, which is estimated
statically

qi = −γ
2
∆K1/2(δij − eiej)

∂Ỹ

∂xj

• Also possible to estimate γ
dynamically
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Movies

Movies
·    Density isosurface for A = 0.25 with LES

·    Density isosurface for A = 0.75 with LES

·    Density isosurface for A = 0.5 “a050-bs”

·    Density isosurface for A = 0.5 “A050C_RhoIso_rle”
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This paper considers the turbulent stage of the Rayleigh-Taylor problem formed by two compress-
ible miscible fluids. It is shown that the turbulent Mach number, the relevant parameter in the
description of intrinsic compressibility effects in the turbulent stage, is limited independently of
the density jump at the interface. This upper bound is found to be somewhere between 0.25 and
0.5 depending on the initial mean configuration for the case of an ideal gas, suggesting therefore
that intrinsic compressibility effects in that turbulent stage may be relatively small. Large-eddy
simulations indeed confirm that the flow is not significantly affected by intrinsic compressibil-
ity, and, consequently, key features such as the quadratic time evolution of the mixing depth, the
anisotropy of the Reynolds stresses and the mixing parameters compare well with those observed
in the incompressible cases reported in the literature.
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Introduction

Certain situations, e.g., Inertial Confinement Fu-
sion, involve high accelerations and compressibility
effects may become important at laboratory scales.
However, analysis of the role of intrinsic compress-
ibility of the turbulent fluctuations in the turbulent
stage of the Rayleigh-Taylor problem has not been
previously reported. Work has been done on the ef-
fect of compressibility on the initial linear stage1,
but our paper is concerned with the fully turbulent
stage. A priori, these compressibility effects could
appear if the speed of sound of the fluid is sufficiently
reduced (e.g., reducing the reference pressure of the
system), and this is the motivation for the present
study.

A general overview containing the latest results
on compressible turbulence can be found in Chas-
saing et al.2 In the case of free shear flows, there is
a strong intrinsic compressibility effect: the growth
rate of the shear layer thickness and the turbulence
levels are significantly reduced as the Mach num-
ber increases. The cause has been the subject of
much study in the past years3–8, leading to the fol-
lowing picture: the production term in the turbulent
kinetic energy equation reduces as a consequence of
the decrease in the pressure-strain correlation, which
diminishes the transfer of energy from the stream-
wise fluctuations to the cross-stream fluctuations. It
is reasonable, then, to formulate the same questions
for the Rayleigh-Taylor problem, where the input of
energy is essentially different.

Henceforth, compressibility will mean intrinsic
compressibility (density variations due to pressure
variations), whose level in the fluctuation fields is
determined by the turbulent Mach number,

Mt =
q

〈c〉
, (1)

where q =
√

2K, K being the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy and 〈c〉 the average speed of sound, all quanti-
ties varying across the mixing layer. The average of
any variable φ is written as 〈φ〉 and it is computed
as a plane average at a fixed inhomogeneous location
z. They denote Reynolds averages for quantities φ
per unit volume and Favre averages for quantities φ
per unit mass, unless otherwise stated.

Large-eddy simulation is used in this work, in par-
ticular, a dynamic mixed model is utilized, which

has already demonstrated to provide the temporal
evolution of the large-scale three-dimensional fields
with reasonable accuracy in different flows9. Details
about the formulation of the problem, as well as a
thorough discussion of the theoretical analysis and
results for different possible configurations can be
found in Mellado et al.10 Only one of those config-
urations in presented in this paper for the sake of
briefness, although the derived conclusions equally
apply to the other configurations.

Compressibility of the turbulence

We consider the hydrostatic equilibrium of a layer
of heavy fluid on top of a layer of lighter fluid. Both
fluids are treated as ideal gases, the local speed of
sound being then given by

c =

√
γ

R0T

W
=

√
γ

p

ρ
, (2)

where γ, the ratio of specific heats, lies in the range
1 < γ < 5/3.

With respect to the turbulent kinetic energy,
turbulent theory predicts and experiments confirm
that, in the incompressible limit, a self-similar state
is achieved after a sufficiently long time, in which

q0 = β
√

Agh (3)

is a characteristic scale of the turbulent velocity fluc-
tuations at each time. In this expression, Ag repre-
sents the constant external force per unit mass, with
A = (ρH − ρL)/(ρH + ρL) the Atwood number, and
h(t) the thickness of the increasing mixing depth.
The heavy fluid (top) is denoted by the subscript H
and the light fluid by the subscript L. The coefficient
β, of order 1, has to be provided by experimental
data.

In the compressible situation, in general, the ratio
of specific heats, γ, the Prandtl number and a char-
acteristic speed of sound, c0, appear as additional
parameters. There is no externally imposed velocity
scale so that the Mach number based on the local
velocity fluctuations, Mt, is the relevant one in this
problem. Thus, for a Prandtl number of order unity,
the situation considered here,

q0 = β(γ, Mt)
√

Agh . (4)
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If Mt is large, intrinsic compressibility effects could
become important, in principle. However, the fact
that the motion of the fluids is determined by the
initial thermodynamic variables, namely, the zone
where the fluid on top has density larger than that
below, links the maximum of q0 over the time to
c0 such that Mt(t) is bounded from above. Hence,
Mt, which is small at early times because we start
from a steady configuration, might not become large
enough for intrinsic compressibility effects to be
strong; in particular, the evolution of the turbulent
kinetic energy could be well approximated by the
incompressible result, Eq. (3).

p ρ

g

W/T

O

Z

FIG. 1: Profiles of the thermodynamic variables in a
two-layer system that is Rayleigh-Taylor unstable.

The two-layer configuration is shown in Fig. 1, the
ratio between the molecular weight W and the tem-
perature T of the mixture varying between two well-
defined levels, WL/TL at the bottom and WH/TH

(larger) at the top. The pressure, obtained from
the equation of state and the hydrostatic equilib-
rium condition, is

p(z) = p0 exp

(
−

gWH

R0TH

∫ z

0

W (ζ)/WH

T (ζ)/TH
dζ

)
, (5)

p0 being the value at the middle plane, z = 0. The
two characteristic scales of the problem are

Li =
R0Ti

gWi
, i = L, H , (6)

the scale-heights11 of each layer.
A characteristic speed of sound c0 is required. The

average speed of sound, 〈c〉, varies along the inho-
mogeneous direction, being minimum in the denser
(top) fluid, according to the profiles of T/W and
Eq. (2). However, the maximum turbulent kinetic
energy is expected to be close to the center plane
(as it is shown later by the simulations), and, as the
two fluids mix, a reasonable choice for the charac-
teristic speed of sound is

c0 =

√
γ

2

(
LH

LL
+ 1

)
gLL , (7)

which has been obtained using the mean value
(TH/WH + TL/WL)/2 in Eq. (2) and the definitions
of Eq. (6).

−ρ
0

O

ρ
ρ

0
+

ZA

L T

L Tg

FIG. 2: Definition of the region, 2LT , that can partici-
pate in the turbulent Rayleigh-Taylor mixing.

In order to estimate q0, self-similar analysis can-
not be used because h is not the only scale of the
problem, and there is no available data in the liter-
ature (to the best of our knowledge) in order to es-
timate the evolution of the turbulent kinetic energy.
One possible approach is to calculate the available
potential energy of the system, since this constitutes
an upper limit to the kinetic energy released to the
flow. It is assumed that the turbulent stage devel-
ops over a length scale 2LT , as shown in Fig. 2. The
length LT includes all fluid heavier than the light
fluid at the interface, that is, from z = 0 up to the
point A in Fig. 2, where ρ = ρ−

0 . Mathematically,

LT = LH ln
LL

LH
= LH ln

ρ+
0

ρ−0
. (8)

This length scale LT is more relevant than LH in
this two-layer problem because it retains information
about the density jump at the interface. Then, the
depth-integrated available potential energy can be
shown to be10

Ep,max

mass
= φ(

ρ+
0

ρ−0
)gLL , (9)

where φ, function of the density jump at the center
plane ρ+

0 /ρ−0 , has a maximum 0.10. The value q0,max

obtained from this estimate scales then with
√

gLL,
exactly the same as c0, Eq. (7), because LL ≥ LH .
Therefore, the ratio between q0,max and c0, the max-
imum turbulent Mach number over the time, is

Mt,max =
0.6
√

γ
. (10)

To summarize, the major result of the theoretical
analysis presented in this section is that the turbu-
lent Mach number has an upper bound (independent
of the density ratio) and may not be large enough for
intrinsic compressibility effects to be important in
Rayleigh-Taylor turbulence. An assumption under-
lying the analysis is that the flow is fully turbulent.
In this respect, if a large scale perturbation O(LT )
in the two-layer configuration is imposed initially at
the interface, then there could be compressibility ef-
fects as a blob of pure fluid rises/falls into the oppo-
site pure fluid layer; that is not the case considered
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here. Another assumption is that of an ideal gas.
The fundamental cause of the limitation of Mt is
independent of this latter hypothesis, however, the
particular value of Mt,max found in the analysis de-
pends on the details of each particular equation of
state.

LES results

A two-layer configuration, shown in Fig. 1, is nu-
merically simulated for an isothermal case with a
density jump at the interface of 3 : 1. The equations
are solved in a rectangular domain 2LT × 2LT ×
11LT , where LT is given by Eq. (8). This size is
chosen such that the upper half of the domain spans
6 times this distance LT . The mesh is 128×128×704.
The initial perturbation of the interface is set follow-
ing Cook et al.12

0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
〈ρ〉/ρ

0
+

-2.0

0.0

2.0

4.0

z/
L

T

time

FIG. 3: Normalized mean density profiles at different
times t

p
Ag/LT : 0, 3.5 (hY /LT = 2),

6.9 (hY /LT = 4), 12.0 (hY /LT = 8).

Figure 3 presents the vertical profiles of the nor-
malized density at different times. In addition
to the initial distribution, the density variation at
t
√

Ag/LT equal to 3.5, 6.9 and 12.0 is plotted. The
mixing zone thickness hY , measured by the 1%-
points of the mean mass fraction profile, is also in-
dicated. That figure shows that the density jump at
z = 0 is rapidly reduced due to the mixing process
in a time that scales with

√
LT /(Ag), the instanta-

neous Atwood number decreasing with time. By the
time that the mixing region grows to hY /LT = 4 the
regions with static instability of the mean density
profile have practically disappeared, clearly observ-
ing that the mixing by Rayleigh-Taylor turbulence
is restricted to a central zone that scales with the
length LT , as assumed in the previous theoretical
analysis.

Figure 4 shows the temporal evolution of the tur-
bulent Mach number. Along with the value at

the center plane, the maximum value, which occurs
somewhat off-center toward the upper layer of fluid
where the speed of sound is lower, is also plotted.

3 6 9 12 15
t√


Ag/L

T

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

M
t

FIG. 4: Temporal evolution of the turbulent Mach num-
ber, Mt = q/〈c〉: at the center plane, maxi-
mum value.

The fact that the mean density evolves in a scale
of order LT as observed in Fig. 3 confirms the overall
available potential energy calculated in the theoret-
ical analysis. The speed of sound was estimated by
the center plane value and it is observed that Mt at
the center plane in the LES is less than the upper
bound found in the previous section, approximately
0.5, confirming the analysis. There is a displacement
of the maximum value of Mt toward the initially
heavy fluid side (upper layer), but the difference ob-
served in Fig. 4 is small enough for the theoretical
bounds to hold in general.

In order to further analyze the compressibility of
the flow, apart from looking at the turbulent Mach
number, it is also customary to split the density fluc-
tuation into an acoustic part and an entropic part,
one possible definition being2

ρ′ac = p′/〈c〉2

ρ′en = ρ′ − ρ′ac .
(11)

Here, since the flow is practically isothermal, the en-
tropic part originates from the composition fluctua-
tions. Results show that the major part of the fluc-
tuation corresponds to the entropic mode, the acous-
tic contribution being only 6% of the entropic one at
the center plane at t

√
Ag/LT = 3.5, which is char-

acteristic of a situation with low intrinsic compress-
ibility. At later times, this ratio slightly increases,
being 10% at t

√
Ag/LT = 6.9, which is still a small

value. Consistently, the pressure-dilatation term in
the transport equation for the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy is less than 10% of the buoyancy-production
term.
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Conclusions

Compressibility effects in Rayleigh-Taylor turbu-
lence with miscible fluids have been studied in a
two-layer system formed by a step-like distribution
of the ratio between molecular weight and temper-
ature. The density decreases exponentially with in-
creasing height in each layer. It has been shown ana-
lytically that the turbulent Mach number is bounded
from above, independently of the density jump at
the interface. The reason is that the initial thermo-
dynamic state of the system determines the amount
of potential energy per unit mass involved in the
turbulent mixing stage, and thus the level of turbu-
lent fluctuations that is achievable is linked to the
characteristic speed of sound such that the turbulent
Mach number is limited.

In the particular case considered here of an ideal
gas, this bound on the turbulent Mach number is
Mt,max ' 0.5. This value is small enough so that
compressibility effects may be relatively small. The
large-eddy simulations (LES), performed with a den-
sity jump at the interface of 3:1, indeed confirm that
the flow is not significantly affected by intrinsic com-
pressibility, showing that Mt does not exceed the
analytical bounds. We note that the Richtmyer-
Meshkov configuration, not studied here, can poten-
tially develop a higher turbulent Mach number, since
the initial velocity field is set independently of the
thermodynamic state.

The compressibility effects have been studied in

the LES decomposing the density fluctuation into
the entropic part, due to variation of composition,
and the acoustic part, due to intrinsic compressibil-
ity. This latter is found to be less than 10% of the to-
tal density fluctuation, indicating that intrinsic com-
pressibility effects are indeed small.

A constant-Atwood number configuration defined
by a step-like profile of the density itself, the pressure
decreasing linearly with height in each layer, has also
been considered. The reader is referred to Mellado
et al.10 for a thorough presentation. The conclusions
are the same as those obtained in the two-layer sys-
tem presented here, namely, small compressibility
effects, and key features such as the quadratic time
evolution of the mixing depth, the anisotropy of the
Reynolds stresses and the value of the mixing pa-
rameters compare well with those observed in the
incompressible cases reported in the literature.
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Introduction

Certain situations involve high accelerations and
compressibility effects become important at laboratory scales.

Previous approaches have considered the turbulent stage in
the incompressible limit.

How does intrinsic compressibility, measured by the turbulent
Mach number ��� � ���� 	 � 
 �

��� 	 �

modify the evolution of the flow ?
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Two-layer configuration

A layer of large molecular weight (cold) fluid on top of light (hot)

p ρ

g

W/T

O

Z

From equation of state (ideal gas) and hydrostatic equilibrium,

 ��� � � � �� � �
� �
���

�
�

�� �� �� �� �� � � ��  
�

where the two large length-scales of the problem are

�"! � #� � !
$ ! � % � � � &
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Available potential energy

g LT
O

ρ
ρ ρ

0 0
+−

Z
A

LT

Assuming the turbulent stage over a length scale

')( , the
depth-integrated available potential energy is*,+-./ / � 0 � 1 2�

1 3�
� 1 2�

1 3� $ �� �

where

4

, function of density jump at the center plane 5 2� 6 5 3� , has a

maximum

798 : 7

.
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Bound on ;

Assuming all

< + is transformed into turbulent kinetic energy,

��>= ?@A � 
 �� � 
 0 ?@A 1 2�
1 3� $ ��

Assuming that the maximum turbulent Mach number occurs
around the center plane. a characteristic speed of sound is

�� � B #� �

 �

� �
� C ��D
D � � B
 � 1 2�
1 3� C � � $ ��

Hence, maximum turbulent Mach number can be estimated by

��= ? @A � ��>= ? @A�� � E 0 ? @AB � FHG I
B
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Large-eddy simulations

Dynamic mixed model closure of momentum, energy and
species equations. Molecular viscous terms set to zero.

J � K

-order compact scheme.

L � K

-order Runge-Kutta scheme.

Skew-symmetric formulation of convective terms.

L � K

-order compact dealiasing filter.

Initial perturbation using a Gaussian spectral density following
Cook & Dimotakis (2001).
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LES results

Domain

M '( N M '( N : : '( on a grid

: MO N : M O N P 7 L

. Density jump5 2� 6 5 3� Q R

.
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z/
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t√
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t√
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mean density profiles

time
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t√


Ag/LT
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M
t

turbulent Mach number

center

maximum

The turbulent stage takes place over a length

'( .

� is consistent with the analytical bounds.
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LES results

Decomposition density fluctuations into acoustic and entropic
parts (Chassaing et al., 2002)

5 S@T Q U S 6V�W X Y

5 SZ[ Q 5 S]\ 5 S@T 8
Acoustic part less than

: 7 ^

of the entropic (composition)
fluctuation.

Pressure-dilatation term less that

: 7 ^

of the
buoyancy-production term in the turbulent kinetic energy
transport equation.
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Constant-Atwood configuration

A layer of heavy fluid on top of light

g

W/T p ρ

O

Z

From hydrostatic equilibrium,

 ��� � � � � � �
��

�
�

1 � � �
1 � �� �

where the two large length-scales of the problem are� ! � �
1 ! $ � % � � � &
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Bound on ;

A characteristic speed of sound is

�� � B � 
 �
�

1 � C �
1 D � � B

 $ � �_� C �D �

Dimensional analysis yields (

`ba c :

)

�� � d � B � � � e $ f G
Therefore, �� � ��

�� g d e
B


 f
�� C �D h d e
B

Estimating

i c 798 R\ 78 J
from incompressible results,

jk :

, it
is ��= ? @A � FG I

B
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LES results

Domain

' � N ' � N M ' � on a grid

Ml J N Ml J N l : M

with a density
ratio 5 � 6 5 D Q R

.

3 6 9 12
t√


Ag/hρ,0
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0.00
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α s
α b

growth rates

bubbles

spikes

3 6 9 12
t√


Ag/hρ,0

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

M
t

turbulent Mach number

LES gives

i Q 78 R J
and �= ? @A occurs around the center plane.

Incompressible scaling and results are obtained: mon c 78 7 L

,prq s c 78 Pl \ 798 O 7
,

t <A u 6 t < � c 78 l .
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Conclusion

The initial thermodynamic state of the system determines the
amount of potential energy per unit mass involved in the
turbulent mixing stage, and thus the level of turbulent
fluctuations achievable is linked to the characteristic speed of
sound such that the turbulent Mach number is limited.

For the particular case of an ideal gas, �= ? @A varies between798 Ml

and

78 l for v Q : 8 L

, small enough values for compressibility
effects to be relatively small.

LES show that the hypothesis in the analysis hold.

Results from LES shown that compressibility effects are small
and the numerical results agree with incompressible data and
incompressible scaling.
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On new possible directions of hydrodynamical instabilities and 
turbulent mixing investigations for the solution some practical 
problems 
E. Meshkov1,2 
1Russian Federal Nuclear Center - VNIIEF, Sarov, Russia 
2Sarov Physical-Technical Institute 
 meshkov@sarfti.sarov.ru 

Hydrodynamic instability and turbulent mixing play the important role in a problem of inertial 
confinement fusion (ICF) and astrophysics; it, first of all, also defines interest to the given problem. In the 
ICF problem hydrodynamic instability and turbulent mixing are the factors interfering achievement of 
ignition of thermonuclear fuel. Meanwhile, there are some other practical problems at which 
hydrodynamic instability and turbulent mixing are the factors promoting the solution of a problem. At the 
solution of similar problems results lead before researches and the developed methods can be used. And, if 
till now these development were conducted from the point of view of the solution of a problem of 
suppression of instabilities or reduction of their nocuous action now these "harmful" properties can be 
used address various practical problems.  

In the report the review of new possible directions of researches hydrodynamic instabilities and turbulent 
mixing with regard to applied problems is presented.   

The phenomena of turbulent mixing can be under certain conditions used for creation of atomized liquids 
[1,2] and others media [3]. Similar aerosuspensions can find of wide application: 

Suppression of fires [2,4]; 

Reduction in explosive loadings [5,6]; 

Localization of harmful (radioactive) aerosols and a dust; 

Preparation of fuel-air mixtures in engines of internal combustion [2,7]; 

Hydrodynamic instability and turbulent mixing can play an essential role at explosive suppression of 
forest fires [8,9]. 

The powerful explosive short-term light source in which fast cooling of luminous explosive plasma is 
carried out due to turbulent mixing [10,11] is developed.  
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HYDRODYNAMIC INSTABILITIES AND HYDRODYNAMIC INSTABILITIES AND 
TURBULENT MIXING TURBULENT MIXING 
IN SOME IN SOME REALREAL--WORLD PROBLEMWORLD PROBLEM
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Hydrodynamic instabilities and turbulent mixing play an importanHydrodynamic instabilities and turbulent mixing play an important t 
part in the problem of inertial confinement fusion (ICF) and in part in the problem of inertial confinement fusion (ICF) and in 
astrophysics; it, first of all, defines interest to the given prastrophysics; it, first of all, defines interest to the given problem. oblem. 

In ICF In ICF hydrodynamic instabilities and turbulent mixinghydrodynamic instabilities and turbulent mixing hamperhamper the the 
achievement of thermonuclear fuelachievement of thermonuclear fuel ignition. Aignition. At the same timet the same time, there , there 
are some other realare some other real--world problems where world problems where hydrodynamic hydrodynamic 
instabilities and turbulent mixinginstabilities and turbulent mixing are the factorsare the factors that can be that can be usefullusefull..
««HHarmful" properties of armful" properties of hydrodynamic instabilities and turbulent hydrodynamic instabilities and turbulent 
mixingmixing can be used for the can be used for the solution solution of a wide spectrum of various of a wide spectrum of various 
tasks tasks 

In ICF, turbulent mixing of a thermonuclear target shell material with 
thermonuclear fuel results in dramatic reduction in temperature and rate 
of thermonuclear reaction. 

At the same time, there is a problem of extinguishing fires. The flame too 
is a reaction, but chemical, and it`s rate too strongly depends on 
temperature. Turbulent mixing of a relative small amount of water with a 
flame in volume where is a chemical reaction of burning, results in sharp 
reduction of its rate and extinction of flame. 

It is necessary only to carry out fast and full mixing of flame with water
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INTERACTION OF DISPERSED WATER WITH FLAME (1)

Presented below experiments illustrate results of similar interaction of 
water with a flame (Alekhanov et al.Techn. Phys. Letters. V.29, 2003, 
pp.218-220).

In these experiments the scattering cloud of dispersed water (DW) is 
created under action of electric explosion of the wire located on an axis 
of a thin-walled cylindrical glass ampoule, filled with water

Water

Thin-walled 
cylindrical glass 

ampoule

а
Exploded wire
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INTERACTION OF DISPERSED WATER (DW) WITH FLAME (2)
Electric explosion of a wire in a thinElectric explosion of a wire in a thin--walled cylindrical glass ampoulewalled cylindrical glass ampoule filled with filled with 
water results in the formation of a disperse water (DW) cloud hawater results in the formation of a disperse water (DW) cloud having a ring shape, ving a ring shape, 
which rapidly expands in the radial directions and slowlywhich rapidly expands in the radial directions and slowly inin thethe axialaxial directiondirection..
The expanding ring surface features strong perturbations which gThe expanding ring surface features strong perturbations which grow with time row with time 
and eventually (at t and eventually (at t >> 2 ms) lead to decay of the ring into separate fragments. This 2 ms) lead to decay of the ring into separate fragments. This 
can be related to development of the Rayleighcan be related to development of the Rayleigh––Taylor instabilityTaylor instability

t = 0 мs 0,82 мs 1,34 мs 2,09 мs
Registration along an axis of an ampoule

t = 0 мs 0,97 мs 1,35 мs 2,17 мs
Registration is normal to an axis of an ampoule. 
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INTERACTION OF DISPERSED WATER (DW) WITH FLAME (3)

Sequential shots illustrating quenching 
of the flame at a paper strip (impregnated 
with acetone) under the action of an 
expanding DW cloud. DW strikes the 
lower part of the flame, in which the 
ignition and initial burning stage of 
acetone vapor takes place. Cooling of 
this region (as a result of water 
evaporation) and dilution of the reaction 
components with water vapor results in 
instant quenching of the flame. The 
upper part of the flame (not accessible 
for DW) keeps burning to completion (t = 
0.08–0.2 s).

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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INTERACTION OF DISPERSED WATER WITH FLAME (4)

0.08 s 0.28s

0.0 s 0.12 s 0.4 s

Renewal of burning from a 
source of the flame located 
below

0.04 s 0.16 s
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INTERACTION OF DISPERSED WATER (DW) WITH FLAME (5)

Evidently, the efficacy of the flame quenching by a DW aerosol iEvidently, the efficacy of the flame quenching by a DW aerosol is s 
determined by the water access to a region where the burning of determined by the water access to a region where the burning of 
evaporated acetone vapor is initiated. evaporated acetone vapor is initiated. 
Rapid cooling of this region leads to a sharp drop in the reactiRapid cooling of this region leads to a sharp drop in the reaction rate, on rate, 
retards acetone evaporation, and breaks connection with the heatretards acetone evaporation, and breaks connection with the heated flame ed flame 
regions. regions. 
The results of our model experiments and the obtained estimates The results of our model experiments and the obtained estimates imply, imply, 
despite their rough character, a simple physical meaning: the fldespite their rough character, a simple physical meaning: the flame ame 
quenching in the region of fire requires injecting an amount of quenching in the region of fire requires injecting an amount of DW DW 
approximately equal to the mass of gaseous reaction products in approximately equal to the mass of gaseous reaction products in the the 
flame zone. flame zone. 
For suppression of a largesuppression of a large--scale firescale fire DW cloud of large dimensions DW cloud of large dimensions 
should should 
be generated by synchronously initiating charges placed in contabe generated by synchronously initiating charges placed in containers iners 
(readily broken without fragments) with water, uniformly distrib(readily broken without fragments) with water, uniformly distributed over uted over 
the flame volume. the flame volume. 
Note that the dispersion of water can be accompanied by a sharp Note that the dispersion of water can be accompanied by a sharp drop in drop in 
the explosive load.the explosive load.
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HYDRODYNAMIC INSTABILITIES AT HYDRODYNAMIC INSTABILITIES AT 
CREATION OF AEROSUSPENSIONS OF CREATION OF AEROSUSPENSIONS OF 
DISPERSED LIQUIDS AND FRIABLE MEDIUM:DISPERSED LIQUIDS AND FRIABLE MEDIUM:

-- acceleration of liquid (or friable medium) layer by  acceleration of liquid (or friable medium) layer by  
pressure of compressed gas;pressure of compressed gas;
-- a method of reception of a mix dispersed liquid a method of reception of a mix dispersed liquid 
with gas by means of piston machinewith gas by means of piston machine
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CREATION OF AEROSUSPENSIONS OF DISPERSED CREATION OF AEROSUSPENSIONS OF DISPERSED 
LIQUIDSLIQUIDS

 

1

2
5

5

4
0 µs 313 µs 375 µs 500 µs 1189 µs

3

1–air; 2–thin water layer; 3–gas explosive mixture; 4–explosion 
products; 5–a cloude of dispersed water.

As a result of development of turbulent mixing the thin layer of water, accelerated 
by pressure of the compressed gas, turns to a cloud of fine drops 
(Meshkov&Nevmerzhytski, Techn. Phys. Letters. Vol.28, 2002, p.323 )
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CREATION OF AEROSUSPENSIONS OF FRIABLE MEDIUMCREATION OF AEROSUSPENSIONS OF FRIABLE MEDIUM

F

FL

S=0.1мм S=2.5мм S=20.4мм S=54.9мм

F-thin film, FL- the layer of friable medium ,  S-the way gone by a layer

Development of RT-instability at the interface of friable medium layer, 
accelerated by compressed gas (Bliznetsov et al, Techn. Phys. Lett. Vol.28, 
2002, p.80 ).
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THE METHOD OF RECEIPT OF A DISPERSEDTHE METHOD OF RECEIPT OF A DISPERSED LIQUID MIX LIQUID MIX 
WITH GAS BY MEANS OF THE PISTON MACHINEWITH GAS BY MEANS OF THE PISTON MACHINE (1)(1)

LDPTDP TDP

1 2 3 4 5

The method is based on application of effect of  RTThe method is based on application of effect of  RT--mixing of a thin mixing of a thin 
layer of a liquid at an end face of the piston with gas, at a stlayer of a liquid at an end face of the piston with gas, at a stage of age of 
its deceleration near top dead point (TDP) its deceleration near top dead point (TDP) 
((Meshkov & Meshkov & NevmerzhitskiNevmerzhitski, , Patent RF #2220009, Patent RF #2220009, 20012001).).

Preliminary experiments confirm practicability of a method Preliminary experiments confirm practicability of a method ((AlekhanovAlekhanov
et al., et al., Alternative power and ecology.  Alternative power and ecology.  №№5, 2002, p.545, 2002, p.54 ) .) .
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THE METHOD OF RECEIPT OF A DISPERSEDTHE METHOD OF RECEIPT OF A DISPERSED LIQUID MIX LIQUID MIX 
WITH GAS BY MEANS OF THE PISTON MACHINE (2)WITH GAS BY MEANS OF THE PISTON MACHINE (2)

EXPERIMENTAL SETUPEXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Statement of experiments ((AlekhanovAlekhanov et al., 2002et al., 2002)) on research of development of 
RT-mixing with gas of a thin layer of water on a surface of the piston accelerated 
by pressure of detonation products of gas explosive mixture and after decelerated 
by pressure of compressed air in channel

Channel (atm. air) 

Water layer

Barrier

Piston

Chamber (С2Н2+2.5О2)
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THE METHOD OF RECEIPT OF A DISPERSEDTHE METHOD OF RECEIPT OF A DISPERSED LIQUID MIX LIQUID MIX 
WITH GAS BY MEANS OF THE PISTON MACHINE (3)WITH GAS BY MEANS OF THE PISTON MACHINE (3)

Development of a cloud of dispersedDevelopment of a cloud of dispersed water (DW) at a stage of deceleration of the water (DW) at a stage of deceleration of the 
piston (P)piston (P)

P
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THE METHOD OF RECEIPT OF A DISPERSEDTHE METHOD OF RECEIPT OF A DISPERSED LIQUID MIX LIQUID MIX 
WITH GAS BY MEANS OF THE PISTON MACHINE (4)WITH GAS BY MEANS OF THE PISTON MACHINE (4)

Possible applicationsPossible applications: : 
-- For continuous reception of great volumes of mix dispersed For continuous reception of great volumes of mix dispersed 

water with air (for example, for suppression of fires);water with air (for example, for suppression of fires);
-- Essentially newEssentially new method of reception of a fuelmethod of reception of a fuel--air mix in air mix in 

engines of internal combustion, in particular, in diesel engines of internal combustion, in particular, in diesel 
enginesengines without application of sprayerwithout application of sprayer..

This method can provide more uniform mixing of fuel with air This method can provide more uniform mixing of fuel with air 
and, accordingly, more full combustion of fuel and reduction and, accordingly, more full combustion of fuel and reduction 
of air pollution. of air pollution. 

Other advantages (increase of efficiency, increase in a resourceOther advantages (increase of efficiency, increase in a resource
of the engine, etc) are possible alsoof the engine, etc) are possible also
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AEROSUSPENSIONS CANAEROSUSPENSIONS CAN FIND FIND 
WIDE APPLICATIONS:WIDE APPLICATIONS:
for suppression of fires;
as means for decrease in explosive loadings;
for localization of harmful (radioactive) 
aerosols and a dust;
for preparation of gas mixtures in engines 
of internal combustion, etc.
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DECREASE IN EXPLOSIVE LOADINGSDECREASE IN EXPLOSIVE LOADINGS

A layer of dispersed media isA layer of dispersed media is capablecapable to reduce in timesto reduce in times peak pressure of the nonpeak pressure of the non--
stationary shock waves (stationary shock waves (BuzukovBuzukov, FGV, 2000; , FGV, 2000; GelfandGelfand et al, FGV , 2001)et al, FGV , 2001)

In VNIIEF the methods of decrease in explosive loadings and localizations of 
aerosols are developed by means of using of aerosuspensions (Afanas`ev et al., 
Patent RF, 2003).  Aerosuspensions are created at development hydrodynamic 
instabilities on surface of layers of a liquid or powders, accelerated by the 
compressed gas. 
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DECREASE IN EXPLOSIVE LOADINGSDECREASE IN EXPLOSIVE LOADINGS

There is a number of patents in which methods of application dispersed water
for decrease in demolition action of explosion are presented 

(Parkes &Salter, UK patent, GB 2 292 997, 1996; 

Parkes, UK patent, GB 2 306 884, 1998 )
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SORPTION OF AEROSOLS

Parkes J., UK patent, GB 2 292 997, 1996

Dispersed water can effectively be used for sorption of aerosols, 
poisonous gases, a dust, etc. from a cloud of explosion 

Parkes J.H., Salter S.H. 1996, UK patent,  GB 2 294 105
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EXPLOSIVE LIGHT SOURCEEXPLOSIVE LIGHT SOURCE
for reception of short powerful light pulses

(Gerasimov S., Meshkov E. Patent RF 215 26 65, 2000 )

HE thin layer Transparent thin film

The transparent thin film on a way of a radiating shock wave to gas simultaneously is used 
for increase brightness temperatures (in the reflected wave) and for cut-off radiations (due 
to fast mixing of (easy) gas heated up by a shock wave with (heavy) cold destruction 
products of film.

In result are reached duration of a light pulse (~0.3мks) at peak brightness temperatures 
(up to ~40000о). 
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EXPLOSIVE SUPPRESSION OF FOREST FIREEXPLOSIVE SUPPRESSION OF FOREST FIRE
There is a hypothesis There is a hypothesis ((MeshkovMeshkov, , Proc. of the 7th IWPCTM, 1999, p.477Proc. of the 7th IWPCTM, 1999, p.477),), according to according to 
which mechanism of method of explosive suppression of forest firwhich mechanism of method of explosive suppression of forest fire (e (GrishinGrishin A.M., A.M., 
KovalevKovalev J.M.J.M.,, FGV,1989FGV,1989) is connected to development hydrodynamic instabilities) is connected to development hydrodynamic instabilities

Flame (light gas)

Mixture of pyrolisis products
and air (heavy gas)

As a result of development of instability - intensive mixing of flame and a mix of 
air and products of pyrolysis and fast burning out of this mix. 
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При ускорении сжатым газом слоя жидкости вследствие развития неустойчивости границы слоя формируется зона
турбулентного перемешивания (Жидов и др., 1990). 
В развитой зоне турбулентного перемешивания легкая жидкость (или газ) проникают в более тяжелую в виде
пузырей. 
Жидкость проникает в газ в виде струй, которые дробятся на краю зоны ТП в мелкие капли в виде “дождя”.

At acceleration of a liquid layer by the compressed gas owing to RT-
instability on interface of a layer the zone of turbulent mixing is 
formed (Zhidov et. al., 1990). 
In the advanced zone of turbulent mixing an easy gas penetrates into 
heavier liquid in form of bubbles. 
The liquid penetrate into gas as jets, which atomize at the edge of TM 
zone in drops as "rain"
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Scales achievable in experiment Scales achievable in experiment 

Acceleration (Acceleration (аа~2 10~2 1044--101055 m/sm/s22) and ) and 
Speeds (Speeds (vv ~30~30--40 m/s). 40 m/s). 

Compression of air and mix in the channel:Compression of air and mix in the channel:
No more than No more than σσ11≈≈7.5 (from the beginning of movement 7.5 (from the beginning of movement 

of the piston and till the moment of the maximal of the piston and till the moment of the maximal 
compression) and, accordingly, compression) and, accordingly, 

No more than No more than σσ22≈≈3 (from the moment of the beginning of 3 (from the moment of the beginning of 
braking of the piston till the moment of the maximal braking of the piston till the moment of the maximal 
compression). compression). 
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SUPPRESSIONSUPPRESSION OF FIREOF FIRE
EfficiencyEfficiency of suppressionof suppression of fireof fire by dispersedby dispersed waterwater
(with(with the sizethe size of dropsof drops lessless than 100than 100 microns)microns) reachesreaches
100 %100 % (at(at suppressionsuppression by a compactby a compact jetjet efficiencyefficiency of of 
useuse of waterof water up toup to 5 %) 5 %) 

(Korolchenko, 2001)
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Potential role of scaling factor in turbulent mixing problem 
E.E. Meshkov1,2, N.V. Nevmerzhitskii1,V.G. Rogachev1 & Yu.V. Yanilkin1 
1 Russian Federal Nuclear Center - VNIIEF 
2Sarov Physics & Engineering Institute 
 meshkov@sarfti.sarov.ru 

The paper presents the arguments in favor of hypothesis that for the RT mixing at gas-fluid interface, one 
can expect the deviation from the steady-state history pattern of gas bubbles penetrating the fluid at the 
turbulent mixing zone front with the zone growth.  

Experimental scenarios are proposed to verify the hypothesis of potential scaling factor impact on the 
growth pattern of the turbulent mixing zone. 
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Fig.1. The growth of local perturbation as semi-sphere cavity at the unstable jelly layer boundary 
accelerated by compressed gas. Originally, the perturbation growth is observed both on plane and 
spherical interface surfaces (photographs 1-5).At later times, the growth continues in the planar 
part to reach the mixing zone while the perturbations are smoothed out in the spherical portion. 
[12]. 
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Fig.2. A large bubble rising up from the rest state converts to a rotating vortex ring 
consisting of small bubbles [14]. 
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The above statements suggest that irrespectively of the acceleration value 
(including g=go, i.e. in the gravity field of Earth) one can expect the stable evolution 
pattern to change as the turbulent mixing zone grows at the Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability gas-fluid interface when gas bubbles penetrating the fluid reach a given 
size. Hence, we can expect the changes in the penetration rate of the mixing zone 
front moving to the fluid since the “rise-up” rate of bubbles is known to be related 
with the bubble sizes. 

Since the scale of forces leading to the growth of the mixing zone is related with 
the interface acceleration in a straightforward manner then we can expect that 
critical bubble size (which suggests the change in the stable growth mode) will be 
determined b the acceleration value. In other words, we can anticipate that some 
stage of the zone growth would demonstrate the decrease in the penetration rate of 
the bubble front moving to the fluid caused by lower bubble size. 

The anticipated experiment scenario is described below (Fig.3). 
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    а)separate unit         b)part of experimental device in assembly 

 

casing 

Rubber 
bubble 

needle 

Air inlet tube 

base 

Fig.3. Potential experimental device scheme for verifying the scale impact on the turbulent mixing zone at the 
gas-fluid interface. The experimental device (right side elevation) consisting of separate units (left side 
elevation). 
 

Finally, one can also use computer numerical) simulation to predict the lost of the rising-up bubble dome based on available (and 
possibly additional) experiment data; later we could model the turbulent mixing zone growth considering the surface tension. 
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2D CALE Simulations of Directly Driven Shaped Implosions  
K.O. Mikaelian1, H.-S. Park1, H.F. Robey1, R.E. Tipton1, D.P. Rowley1, R.J. Wallace1, C.K. 
Li2, R.D. Petrasso2, J.A. Frenje2, F.H. Seguin2, R. Rygg2, V.Yu. Glebov3 & F.J. Marshall3  
1. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
mikaelian1@llnl.gov  

2. Plasma Science and Fusion Center, MIT 

3. Laboratory for Laser Energetics, U. of Rochester 

We present direct numerical simulations of directly-driven capsule experiments at the LLE OMEGA laser. 
DHe3 and He3 gas capsules were imploded in symmetric and asymmetric configurations with laser 
energies ranging from 16 to 24 kJ. In addition to the detected neutrons and protons we imaged each 
implosion in x-rays. We use the two-dimensional hydrocode CALE to simulate these experiments. The 
purpose is to correlate the shape of the implosion (via x-rays) with the amount of mix (via neutrons and 
protons), and to test the dynamic, two-dimensional turbulent mix model K-L in the code.  

* Work performed under the auspices of the US DOE at the U. of California LLNL under Contract No. 
W-7405-Eng-48, and supported by the US DOE Contract DE-FG03-99SF21782 and US DOE Office of 
Inertial Confinement Fusion under Cooperative Agreement No. DE-FC03-92SF19460.  
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Effect of initial conditions on compressible mixing for 
multimode systems driven by a strong blast wave 
A.R. Miles1,2, M.J. Edwards2, J.A. Greenough2 & H.F. Robey2 

1. University of Maryland at College Park, USA 

2. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, USA 

miles15@llnl.gov  
edwards39@llnl.gov  
greenough1@llnl.gov  
robey1@llnl.gov  

Perturbations on an interface driven by a strong blast wave grow in time due to a combination of 
Rayleigh-Taylor, Richtmyer-Meshkov, and decompression effects. In this paper, we present results from a 
computational study of such a system under drive conditions to be attainable on the National Ignition 
Facility. Using the multi-physics, AMR, higher order Godunov Eulerian hydrocode, Raptor, we consider 
the late nonlinear instability evolution for multiple amplitude and phase realizations of a variety of 
multimode spectral types. We show that compressibility effects preclude the emergence of a regime of 
self-similar instability growth independent of the initial conditions by allowing for memory of the initial 
conditions to be retained in the mix-width at all times. The loss of transverse spectral information is 
demonstrated, however, along with the existence of a quasi-self-similar regime over short time intervals. 
The initial conditions are shown to have a strong effect on the time to transition to the quasi-self-similar 
regime. For high Mach number systems, nonlinear interactions between spikes can drive anomalously-fast 
generation of large scales that dominate the late-time growth. Results from both 3D and 2D calculations 
are presented, and 3D verses 2D effects are discussed.  

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by University of 
California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. 

UCRL-ABS-201768 
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Study of short-wavelength perturbation growth on a NIF 
double-shell ignition target design 
Jose Milovich, Peter Amendt, Michael Marinak, Harry Robey & Robert Tipton 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 
University of California, USA 
milovich1@llnl.gov  
http://www.llnl.gov/  

Achieving ignition with the National Ignition Facility is a major goal of the US-ICF program. To 
maximize the prospects of accomplishing this objective an improved non-cryogenic double-shell target 
was recently proposed as a complement to the cryogenic baseline design [Amendt et al, Phys. Plasmas 9, 
2221 (2002)].  Notwithstanding the advantage of non-cryogenic preparation, double shells pose a major 
challenge in controlling instabilities seeded by unavoidable interface perturbations.  During implosion, 
these perturbations become unstable as they are subjected to impulsive (Richtmyer-Meshkov) and time-
dependent (Rayleigh-Taylor) accelerations.  The inner surface of the inner shell is unstable at deceleration 
onset leading to mix of the dense high-Z pusher and the DT gas with the consequent cooling of the fuel 
and possible quenching of ignition.  Furthermore, irregularities in the outer surface of the pusher are 
unstable during most of the implosion phase.  If uncontrolled, the growth of these perturbations may feed-
through to the inner surface, further contributing to dangerous fuel-pusher mix.  In order to understand and 
therefore control these instabilities, we have undertaken an ambitious program of simulating short-
wavelength perturbations (Legendre mode numbers up to a few thousand) on the surfaces of the pusher.  
To study the non-linear RT evolution for such a large range in modes we use the parallel 3-D rad-hydro 
code HYDRA.  Our approach consists of introducing perturbations (from measured surrogate spectra) on 
all surfaces of the capsule and systematically studying the effects on ignition.  Our results have indicated 
that the growth of perturbations on the inner surface of the pusher give rise to a mix-width well below the 
minimum radius with only a slight degradation in yield.   However, we have encountered a new pathway 
for RT instability of the pusher�s outer surface perturbations that may lead to shell disruption (well-before 
peak compression).   L-band radiation (>8 keV) from the laser-irradiated high-Z hohlraum wall passes 
through the outer shell and ablates the outer surface of the high-Z inner shell, promoting a large outward 
expansion (to nearly twice its original radius), which is subsequently recompressed by the converging 
outer shell. During recompression, low density material (foam) pushes onto high density (inner shell) 
material, giving rise to the classic conditions for RT instability.  We show that this phenomenon can be 
controlled by tamping of the inner shell with a low-Z material.  However, the instability is not entirely 
suppressed and we find that the pusher/tamper interface becomes turbulent at late time with high Reynolds 
number.  The mix-width that develops follows closely Young�s bubble-spike late time behaviour.  Our 
simulations are unable to resolve the smallest scales that evolve during the turbulent flow, but we are 
confident that the larger scales are well modelled.  To avoid the onset of turbulence, and therefore gain 
more confidence on the simulations, we have introduced a new design with a manufactured density 
gradient scale length in combination with a high-Z supporting foam.  The benefits of reducing the Atwood 
number during implosion have been assessed through DNS that show little growth of perturbations and 
near 1D performance. 
* This work was performed under the auspices of U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. 
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Convective instability of self-similar gravitational collapse with 
radiative transfer 
M. Murakami 
Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University 
Yamada-oka 2-6, Suita, Osaka 565-0871, Japan 
mym@ile.osaka-u.ac.jp 

Convective instability of spherical implosions of gaseous sphere under both self-gravity and radiative 
diffusion is investigated, where the diffusivity is modelled by a power-law with respect to density and 
temperature. The reduced two-dimensional eigenvalue problem is solved to show that there is a unique 
quantitative relation between the two physical effects for the self-similar motion. The resultant spatial and 
temporal behavior are determined also uniquely, once the opacity mechanism is specified. Persistent 
entropy emission via radiation plays an important role in the stability. 
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The analysis of experiments and calculations for determination 
of intensity of turbulent mixing on the basis of turbulent mixing 
model of diffusion type 
V.E. Neuvazhayev 
Russian  Federal Nuclear  Center � VNIITF,  
Snezhinsk, Chelyabinsk region, Russia 
v.e.neuvazhayev@vniitf.ru  

The analysis and comparison of known experimental and calculated (direct numerical simulation) results 
of research of gravitational turbulent mixing is carried out from uniform positions on the basis of semi-
empirical model of turbulent mixing of diffusion type. The value of a basic constant of mixing α1 was 
determined which described the intensity of penetration of easy substance into heavy. 

In presented paper together with simple test problems the experiments are attracted, where complex non 
self-similar modes were performed. Due to presence of an exact solution these complex flows can be 
handled and the constant α1 can be determined from them.  

At first experimental results for incompressible liquids are analyzed. Three cases are considered: 1) a self-
similar problem about mixing of two adjoining liquids with densities ρ1 and ρ2, that are in gravitational 
field g, 2) the same problem, but liquids are inter-soluble, therefore at the initial moment the interface is 
diffusion, that introduces the specificity in the problem, 3) mixing of a finite layer that is located in an 
infinite medium of other density. For these three problems there are experimental results, and also exact 
analytical solutions are constructed within the framework of  lv-model, that allows determining the value 
of constant α1. 

Also the handling and analysis of experiences with compressible gases are carried out. 

The results of three-dimensional numerical simulation of gravitational turbulent mixing are analyzed. 

Unfortunately, a scatter in definition of turbulent mixing intensity α1 remains significant. Most probably, a 
reason of it is the slow outcome on a developed self-similar turbulence and thus the initial data are 
remembered rather long. 

For now, probably, it is necessary to count, that the constant of mixing has the following indeterminacy 
α1 = 0.02 ~ 0.08. 
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The analysis of experiments and calculations for determination of turbulent mixing 
intensity on the basis of turbulent mixing model of diffusion type 

Neuvazhayev V.E. 
 
 
The paper presents the analysis and comparison of known experimental and calculation (direct 

numerical simulation) results of investigation of gravitational turbulent mixing from the common positions 
on the basis of semi-empirical turbulent mixing model of diffusive type. In the process of analysis the value 
of mixing constant α1  was determined, which describes intensity of light substance penetration into heavy. 
Unfortunately, a scatter in determination of α1 remains significant. Uncertainty in value α1 by most of 
experimental and calculation results is 1 0.02 0.08α = ÷ . 
 

  
 

Introduction 
The first theoretical consideration of turbulent mixing (TM) at the interface of 

substances within the gravity field [1] lead to the following analytical dependence 

                  L= 2 lng t nα% ,                                                       (1) 

which is applicable at 1≤n=ρ1/ρ2≤4, where  g  - constant acceleration,  ρ1/ρ2 - ratio of 
densities of heavy substance (ρ1) to light one (ρ2),  t  - time,  α~ - empirical constant, L – full 
width of turbulent mixing area.  

Formula (1) was specified in paper [2]: 
2L Agta= ,                                                           (2) 

where  A=(ρ1-ρ2)/(ρ1+ρ2) is Atwood number. 
Further Youngs [3] noted that mixing develops asymmetrically and the following 

formula was used when processing experiments: 
2

1 1L Agta= ,                                                         (3) 

where 1L -  width towards heavy substance, which is determined by emerging bubbles of light 
substance. 

In spite of multiple experimental papers [4-25], no full agreement was obtained on 
determination of turbulent mixing constant. Spread in values remains rather considerable. At 
that comparison of results is complicated by the fact that experimenters process experiments 
in different manners: in most cases they measure depth of light substance penetration into 
heavy one [7-15, 20-24] ( 1a  is determined correspondingly) or full width of TM area [4-
6,16-19,25] (a  is determined). 

Thus, from one hand, in most experiments [3, 8, 14, 15, 20-23] for incompressible fluids 
they got α1 = 0.05 ÷ 0.08. From the other hand, in [16-19] for gases interface mixed under 
action of decelerating shock wave the value  0.32 0.04a = ±  is provided. 
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  3D numerical simulation did not provide final clarity: in a number of cases the 
experimental and calculation values of mixing intensity differ rather considerably, and 

spread of the calculation values obtained by different techniques remains considerable as 
well. Thus, Youngs [26] determined α1 = 0.03 ÷ 0.04 by computational calculations, that lies 
beyond the above indicated interval of values determined in experiments [20, 21]. The 
calculations conducted in VNIITF [27] provide value 1 0.07a = . The calculations performed 
in VNIIEF [28, 29] determine α1 = 0.03 ÷ 0.055.  

Every time at international workshops on turbulent mixing problems the discussion 
arises about the value of turbulent mixing constant. And one should note that no single 
opining has obtained yet.  

The aim of the given investigation is to analyze and compare in a common manner the 
published results of the latest papers in the belief to reduce spread in determination of this 
constant. At that, for the sake of uniformity we will consider value 1a . Together with simple 
test problems the paper uses experimental material of the experiments, in which complex 
non-self-similar conditions were implemented. Due to availability of exact solution these 
complex flows could be processed and constant 1a  could be determined from them. 
 At first the experimental results are analyzed for incompressible fluids. The three cases 
are considered: 1) self-similar problem with mixing of two adjacent fluids with densities ρ1 
and ρ2, being in gravitational field g , 2) the same problem, but the fluids are intersoluble, 
therefore the interface at the initial moment is fuzzy, 3) mixing of a layer of finite size placed 
into continuous medium of different density. For these three problems the experimental 
results are available, and within the frameworks of lv-model the exact analytical solutions are 
constructed that allows to determine the value of constant 1a .   

And a number of experiments with compressible gases were processed as well. The 
results of 3D numerical simulation of turbulent mixing were analyzed.  
 Unfortunately, we did not manage to completely reduce spread in determination of 1a . 
The main difference remains between the results of A.M.Vasilenko, obtained for gases, and 
the results of other investigators who studied mixing of fluids.  
 

§1.  Determination of turbulent mixing constant  1α  
Specification of formula (3), which demonstrates nonlinear dependence on Atwood 

number, was given in paper [35]: 

( )2 2
1 1 1 0.25L A Agta= + .                                                   (4) 

To compare the results of various investigators one should take into account 
asymmetrical character of turbulent mixing at the interface. We assume that a measure of 
asymmetry is determined by formula [35]: 

( )0.452
2

1

1L A
L

β= + = ,                                                      (5) 

where 2L  - turbulent mixing width towards light substance.  
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  To determine the relation between α  and 1α  we use formulas (4) and (5), at that 
we are to pass from L1 to full width L 

       ( )( ) ( )( )( )0.45 0.45 2 2
1 2 1 11 1 1 1 1 0.25L L L A L A A Agtα= + = + + = + + +                   (6) 

 In case when working acceleration g(t) is not constant, in [3] formula (3) takes the 
form 

1 12L ASa= ,                                                      (7) 

where  ( )21
2

S gdt= ∫    (in case of constant acceleration  
2

2
gtS = ). 

It is known [34] that in case of considerable influence of initial data one should 
perform processing in variables L  and S : 

0 2L L ASα= + ,                                                  (8) 

where  0L - initial roughness. 
 Therefore everywhere, where possible, we will process the results of the experiments, 
where light substance penetration is determined, with use of formula 

2
1 01 12 (1 0.25 )L L A A Sα= + + .                                             (9) 

For the experiments, where the full width of mixing area is determined 
0.45 2

0 12 (1 (1 ) )(1 0.25 )L L A A Sα= + + + + .                              (10) 

 
 
 

§2. Turbulent mixing of incompressible fluids in case of constant acceleration  
 The first determination of mixing constant was provided by Belenkiy and Fradkin [1] 
by recalculation of the constant determined in the experiments on shear mixing (in formula 
(1) [ ]0.06 0.15α ≈ ÷% ), at that a considerable spread was revealed in determination of constant 
α among the experiments. 

By virtue of specific character of turbulent mixing taking place under action of 
constant acceleration, the special experiments were conducted in order to determine constant 
α (or 1α ).  

The first experiments on measurement of α in Earth gravity field were conducted by a 
group of Alekseev Yu.F. [4,5] in 1956. The facility consisted on a container, in which water 
and copper vitriol solution was placed separated with a partition, at that a heavier fluid was 
above. Then the partition was pulled out. The authors of these experiments noted significant 
influence of viscosity. 
 In those years the experiments were conducted under leadership of Kikoin I.K. [6]. 
The authors tried to avoid influence of viscosity, therefore a container with different fluids 
was exposed to acceleration, which was (2-3)g0 in the units of the Earth gravity field. They 
got rid of the partition by accelerating down the container with the interface initially stable in 
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  the Earth gravity field, in the result the system of fluids became unstable, and turbulent 
mixing was developed. However the absence of initial perturbations lead to delay in 

turbulent mixing development, and to get rid of this delay, one was to create the initial 
perturbations specially. 
 In the experiments conducted by Kucherenko Yu.A. et al. [7,8] the closed container 
containing light fluid poured over a heavy one was speed up down with compressible gas, in 
the result of which mixing was developed. As compared with experiments [6], considerable 
great accelerations are obtained here - (102-104)g0. Random perturbation was specified at the 
interface by adding solid particles. Both full width of mixing area and the width by 
dimensionless density of light substance  2

1 2

ρ ρδ
ρ ρ
−

=
−

 within the limits from 0.01 to 0.98 were 

determined. 
 In the experiments described by Reed and Youngs [3,20,21], the initially container at 
rest with stable system of fluids was accelerated down with the help of rocket. In the 
experiments of Dimonti and Schneider [14,15] the container was accelerated in 
electromagnetic field. 

In the experiments conducted by Meshkov E.E. et al. [22-24] the layer of fluid [22,24] 
retained in the channel by a plate, or gel [23], was accelerated by compressible gas [22] or by 
the explosion products of gas mixture [23]. In [24] acceleration was performed by gas 
compressed with a hard pistol driven by products of gas mixture detonation. Perturbations at 
the fluid surface were specified by adding solid particles. In the given experiments under 
great difference of densities the accelerations 102-105g0 are obtained.  

Here it would be interesting to note the results [24] – with growth g from 102g0 to 
103g0 value 1α  grows from 0.015 to 0.14, further with growth of g up to 105g0 values 1α  
decrease down to 0.03. It is explained by the mixing character: under great accelerations the 
role of surface tension and viscosity decreases in TM development, that leads to formation of 
small bubbles. Under low accelerations surface tension and viscosity suppress development 
of small-scale structure of TM area, mainly big bubbles are developed, which grow faster 
than smaller ones, therefore velocity of gas penetration into fluid increases. 
 The results of the indicated experiments and their processing are presented in Table 1. 
One can note that for incompressible fluids the results are fit mainly within the range 

1 0.02 0.07α = ÷ . The results beyond this range can be most likely explained by the role of 
surface tension and viscosity and by the fact that the flow did not yet emerge to self-similar 
regime of mixing. 
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  Table 1.  Determination of value 1α  in experiments with fluids 
 

Source Density 
ratio 

n = ρ1/ρ2 

Acceleration 
(here 

g0=9.8m/s2) 

Obtained in 
experiments  value α  

or 1α  

Improved value 1α  

Alekseev Yu.F. 
et al. [5] 

1.19 ÷ 1.83 g0 α =0.24 0.08±  
(α =0.13 0.04± ∗) 

1α =0.04 0.076÷   

Kikoin I.K.et al. 
[6] 

1.44 ÷ 1.98 (2-3)g0 α =0.34 0.12±  1α =0.1 0.21÷  

Kucherenko 
Yu.A. et al. [8] 

3;  20 2 410 10÷ g0 1α =0.07 0.0025±  
 

1α =0.055 0.005±  
(from 0.01 to 0.98) 

α1 = 0.056 ÷ 0.068 
 
α1 = 0.047 ÷ 0.057 

Reed [20],  
Youngs [3] 
 
Youngs [21] 

1.6 
 
 

8.5-29.1 

(15-70)g0 

 
 

1α =0.06 0.07÷  
 
 

1α =0.05 0.077÷  

1α =0.059 0.069÷  
 
 

1α =0.045 0.065÷  
Dimonti, 
Schneider 
[14,15] 

1.37 50÷  (30-80)g0 1α =0.051 0.005±  1α =0.037 0.055÷  

Meshkov et al. 
[22,23] 

50-60 2 410 10÷ g0 1α =0.053 0.126÷  
(increases as gas 

pressure increases) 

1α =0.043 0.102÷  

Nevmerzhitsky 
et al.[24] 

60 2 510 10÷ g0 - as g increase from 
102g0 to 103g0 

1α  increases from 
0.015 to 0.14 
- then as  g increases 
to 105g0 1α  decreases 
down to 0.03 

- with increase of g 
from 102g0 to 103g0 

1α  increases from 
0.012 to 0.11 
- then as  g 
increases to 105g0 

1α  decreases down 
to 0.024 

  

                                              
∗ Processing of results of experiments in roots is made by Yakovlev V.G. 
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§3. Mixing of thin layer 

 Problem on mixing of fluid thin layer with another fluid surrounding it is interesting 
by the fact that at great times, when 

0

1L
L

>>  (where 0L - initial width of thin layer), the linear 

law of development of mixing area width in time is established. In the experiments the 
coefficient of this dependence is determined, and in theory the dependence of this coefficient 
on model constants is established. The detailed statement of this problem can be found in 
[36]. Here we will limit ourselves with presenting the formula for asymptotic stage  

0

02
L b
sL

ρ ρ

ρ

−
= ,                                                       (11) 

where 0
0, Lρ  - density and initial width of the layer placed into medium with density ρ . In 

the experiments of different authors [6,36,37] 0.35 0.63b = ÷  was obtained. Such dispersion 
is obviously connected with great uncertainty in determination of mixing front at great times. 
This problem was discussed in [36], where the experiments were processed [37], in which 
density distribution was measured in the mixing area.  

For the other hand, within the frameworks of diffusion lv-model in approximation of 
piecewise-constant coefficient of diffusion [38] it is possible to obtains  

3
2

0
2

2
0

1 | |2
2 m

m

dL e
d sL

π ρ ρα π
ρν α π

−− −
=

+
  ,                                           (12) 

where ,mα ν   are the constants. Constant ν  is determined from the condition of decelerating 
of turbulence at inoperative sources, which generate it [38]. 

2 2
1 1

216 ,m гдеν η α η
π

= = .                                                           

Comparison of (11) and (12) provides possibility to determine constant mα , if we know b.  
At  0.35 0.63b = ÷  we obtain  0.195 0.351mα = ÷ .  

Value mα  in formula (11) can be connected with standard value α  from (2) with 
relation [38]:  

21.511 mα α=  .                                                          (13) 

Thus, the experiments with the thin layer lead to the value  
0.0574 0.186α = ÷ . 

Accounting formulas (2) and (6), for density ratio from [6,36,37] we obtain  

1 0.025 0.08α = ÷ . 

Unfortunately, such great dissipation in determination of 1α  does not provide any new, 
except that all the previous experiments are within the frameworks of the resulted 
uncertainty. 
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  §4. Mixing of two intersoluble fluids 
 Experiments on studying of mixing of intersoluble fluids were conducted by 
Kucherenko Yu.A. [39,9], and by Kikoin I.K.[6]. The peculiarity of these experiments is the 
delay in development of turbulent mixing, which arises from continuous density profile 
established at the interface by reason of fluids solubility. In the experiments of Kucherenko 
Yu.A. the dependence of the delay on the scale of initial perturbations is established. This 
phenomenon was studied theoretically [40]. On should say that the phenomenon under 
discussion was also simulated by direct numerical calculations in 2D implementation [41] 
and the results concordant with the experiment and the theory were obtained.  

The main result of theoretical consideration [40] consists in of the formula: 

( )
1

1
0

( ) 4 0.254exp 2 exp
1 2

c m
m c c

c c

L gA gAt t
L k L L

η αηα
π

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞Φ
= =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

,                 (14) 

providing dependence of delay time ct  of mixing on the problem initial parameters.  0L  - 
initial roughness,  cL  - width of initial fuzziness of the interface (density profile), mα  - model 
constant.  

To determine value mα  we process the latest experimental results [9] according to 
formula (14) (see Fig. 1). The experiments were conducted for two pairs of fluids with 
different ration of densities:  n=2 and  n=4.  If we introduce new variables 

*
0ln( / ), /c cx L L y As L= = , where * 2 / 2cs gt= ,  then the experimental data are described by 

the relation 0.933 1.4024y x= + .     
 

 

0 1 2 3 4

X
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Y

 
 
Fig. 1.   Experimental dependence of delay in mixing development for n=2 and n=4. The data are from 
Kucherenko Yu.A. et al. [9].  Notation:  2ln( / ), /(2 )c o c cx L L y Agt L= = ,       ● -  n=4,     + - n=2.  
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Comparing the obtained result with theoretical dependence (14), we determine 

0.333mα = . Using (13), we obtain value 21.511 mα α= =0.167, and accounting relations α  and 
1α  (see (2) and (6)), for ratios of densities 2 and 4  we obtain 1 0.076α =  and 0.071 

correspondingly. Thus the value of constant 1α  is within the limits determined at mixing of 
thin layer. 
 
 

§5. Determination of 1α  in experiments with gases 

5.1.  Experiments of Kucherenko Yu.A. et al for gases 
 Experiments at multifunction shock tube [10,11] were conducted with gases, where the 
so-called phantom-diaphragm is used as a dividing partition (fluid film is applied onto thin 
wires, which then is destructed with the help of electric current). It is assumed that such 
initial division of gases reduces the influence of boundary effects to minimum. The study 
was conducted for the two situations: when the interface is accelerated with the help of 
compression wave [11] (constant of gravitational turbulent mixing 1 0.04α =  was found), and 
then the interface is destructed in the Earth gravity field [10] ( 1 0.078α = ). The obtained 
values of turbulent mixing intensity differ nearly in two times that requires explanation.  
 

5.1.1.  Mixing under action of compression wave [11] 
In the facility the compression wave was formed, which was spread along shock tube. 

The gases interface was accelerated ( 04000g g≈ ) and the turbulent mixing area occurred at 
it, conditioned by Raleigh-Taylor instability. In [11] for cases А=0.35 (Ar-Kr) and А=0.82 
(Ar-He) the dependence of width of turbulent mixing area on the interface shift was 
constructed and the constant of gravitational turbulent mixing was found 1 0.04α = .  

It is known [34] that if initial perturbations contribute considerably into the process of 
mixing development, then the preference is to be for processing in “roots” (that is in 
variables L  and S ). In our case use of traditional (7) linear dependence L on S  leads to 
values 1 0.035 ( 0.35)Aα = =  and 1 0.036 ( 0.82)Aα = = . Processing on roots accounting 
nonlinear dependence on Atwood number (9) leads to the same value 1 0.02α =  for both 
cases. 

Thus, initial perturbations in the conducted experiments have considerable influence. 
In the result we obtain turbulent mixing intensity 1 0.020α = , that is considerably smaller 
than the value, which is determined by experiments of Kucherenko Yu.A. [8] with 
incompressible fluids  (see Table 1). 

          

5.1.2. Mixing in Earth gravity field  [10] 
Gases divided by phantom-diaphragm was in stationary container, heavy gas – in the 

top part, light one – in the bottom part. Since destruction of the membrane under the action 
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  of acceleration of gravity 0 9.81g = m/s2  the turbulent mixing area occurred. Value of 
constant 1 0.078α =  obtained in [10] exceeded the values determined earlier by Kucherenko 
et al from the experiments of other types [7,8,11].  

Accounting that the phantom-diaphragm provides considerable initial perturbations, 
we perform processing in “roots”. Under processing the initial points are also discarded 
additionally, when it is assumed that there is no full turbulization of flow yet, and while 
determining 1α  we take (9) into account. For pairs of gases Ar-Kr (А=0.35),   Ar-SF6  
(А=0.57)  and  He-SF6 (А=0.95) the experimental data and the processing results are 
presented in Table 2. 

 
Table 2.  Determination of value 1α  (mixing in Earth gravity field). 

Atwood number А Values 1α   
 (processing L on S) 

Values 1α   
(processing L от S ) 

0.35 0.09 0.075 
0.57 0.075 0.045 
0.95 0.078 0.027 

 
 

  In [42] the explanation of divergence between experimental data [11] and [10] is 

proposed. It is supposed that self-similar speed of growth of TM area 1
1

1
2

L
A S

α ∂
=

∂
 depends 

on turbulent number of Reynolds. It is shown that as Reynolds number grows the 
dependence of width of turbulent mixing area passes to standard one 2

1 1L Agtα= ,  at that 
1 0.04α → .  For medium Reynolds numbers the processes of viscosity and diffusion are of 

great influence that breaks dynamics and mechanism of destruction of great vortexes, that is 
speed of growth of turbulent mixing becomes dependent on kinetic characteristics of mixed 

gases, value 1α  increases, and dependence of width of turbulent mixing area  on 
2

2
gtS =  

becomes nonlinear and self-similar law of growth of area of gravitation turbulent mixing is 
not performed. In the experiments in the gravity field value S, and correspondingly, Reynolds 
number, is considerably lower than in the experiments with compression wave, therefore one 
can consider that here there is no self-similar mixing yet.  
 

5.2. Experiments of Zaitsev S.G. and Vasilenko A.M. 
In the experiments of Zaitsev S.G. et al. [25] the channel was divided with a plate into 

two parts, which were filled correspondingly with inert gas and oxygen-hydrogen mixture. 
At the moment of full removal of the plate from the channel the ignition was performed. 
Flame front was moving along the channel and drove the compression wave in front of itself, 
which involves into accelerated movement the area formed in the result of the plate removal. 
For 0.33 0.8A< <  in [25] value 0.175 0.05α = ±  was obtained.  

Having conducted the above described processing of the obtained result accounting 
mixing asymmetry and nonlinear dependence on Atwood number, we obtain   
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  1 0.05 0.09α = ÷ . In spite of the fact that in these experiments compressibility of gases 
and influence of initial width of mixing area is considerable, the obtained result is generally 
nearly concordant with the case of incompressible fluids. 

In the experiments of Vasilenko A.M. [16-18] development of instability and mixing at 
the gases interface after passing of strong decelerating shock wave generated in 
electromagnetic tube was investigated. In this situation shock acceleration (caused by action 
of shock wave) and quasiconstant one (connected with unloading wave) act sequentially on 
the interface. Turbulent mixing for late times, mainly, is determined by action of 
quasistationary acceleration. The analysis conducted by Vasilenko A.M. [19] shows that in 
the experiments the film, which initially divided gases, under the action of radiation coming 
from shock wave, is destructed before coming of the shock wave, and thereby the ideal 
conditions are created for successive mixing. Full width of turbulent mixing area was 
measured. 

In [16,17] for case 0.86A =  for sinusoidal initial perturbation of the interface the value 
0.32 0.01α = ±  was obtained.  In experiments with flat interface [18] at 0.17 0.9A< <  the 

mixing intensity was 0.29 0.35α = ÷ . 
Accounting of (10) the processing of experimental results of Vasilenko A.M.  provides 

value 1 0.105 0.135α = ÷ , that considerably differs from the results of most experiments. 
In paper [30] on the basis of calculations of development of regular and random 

interface perturbations the with the help of 2D techniques it is supposed that  in the 
experiments of Vasilenko A.M. at the finite time moments the transition to self-similar stage 
of turbulence has not occurred yet. Overestimation of the value of mixing constant can be 
caused by involvement of nonlinear stage into processing of the results, availability of initial 
kinetic energy of the layer (this energy is caused by passing of shock wave through the 
interface). For the experiments with initially flat interface the overestimation can be caused 
by availability of additional long-wave component in the initial perturbation spectrum.  

The results of experiments of Vasilenko A.M. are discussed in the papers of American 
authors [32,33,43], where it is supposed that in the experiments the transition to the stage of 
self-similar mixing did not yet occurred, and therefore the influence of initial conditions is 
considerable. 

 

§6.  Determination of turbulent mixing intensity by direct numerical simulation  
 Direct numerical simulation (that is simulation by direct calculations by codes of 
numerical solution of equations of Euler or Navier-Stocks, without use of any special 
turbulence models) has considerable role in investigations of turbulent mixing. For 
gravitational (Raleigh-Taylor) instability the development of perturbations of the interface of 
two substances of different densities being in stationary gravity field is considered.     

The first determinations of mixing constant with the help of 2D numerical calculations 
were presented in papers [3,7,21]. Subsequent computational determination of mixing 
intensity was performed already with attracting of 3D techniques [13,26-29,44-50]. Brief 
review of the results of numerical simulation of Raleigh-Taylor instability and determination 
of 1α  value, performed by American authors, can be found in [15,47,48], at that one can note 
that the results of 2D calculations approximately in 15% exceed the 3D ones. Particularly, in 
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  [47-48] the following results are presented:  not numerous theoretical papers for A=1 
provide 1 0.01 0.06α = ÷ ,  direct 3D numerical simulation provides 1 0.03 0.07α = ÷ . 

Table 3 presents some calculation results obtained by 3D techniques.  
 
 
Table 3.   Calculation values 1α . 

Source Mesh Atwood number 
А 

Calculated value 1α  

Youngs [26] 160 160 160× ×  
240 160 160× ×  

0.2 
0.5 

0.04 
0.035 

Youngs [44] 270 160 160× ×  
270 160 160× ×  
270 160 160× ×  

0.2 
0.5 
0.9 

0.027 
0.025-0.028 
0.029 

Anuchina N.N. et al. 
[27] 

60 60 60× ×  
120 120 120× ×  

0.49 0.064 
0.074 

Yanilkin Yu.A. et al. 
[28,29] 

200 200 400× ×  0.5 – 0.95 0.025 – 0.055 

Linden et al. [13] 168 168 230× ×  0.2 0.033 
Li [45] 40 40 120× ×  0.33 0.07 
Cheng et al. [46] 100 100 200× ×  0.33 0.08 
Dutta et al. [49] 128 128 512× ×  0.5 0.08 
Dimits [43] 256 256 256× ×  0.33 0.011-0.013 
Weber et al. [50] 256 256 512× ×  0.5 Monotonously decreases 

in time from 0.055 down 
to 0.03 

 
 

 Because of great volume of calculations in 3D calculations one cannot manage to 
check convergence at mesh refinement. Though in a number of foreign techniques it is 
shown that at increase of a number of counting cells the obtaining value of turbulent constant 

1α   decreases [26,43,13].  
For completeness of the review we note some more papers, the results of which differ 

from most of the ones presented in this paper. In [43] the equations of Navier-Stocks are 
solved and it is shown that the obtaining value 1α  increases as physical viscosity grows (in 
Table 3 presents the result without viscosity accounting). In [32] in calculations at rather 
detailed meshes (to 512 512 2040× × ) it is shown that the resulting value 1α  depends on 
initial conditions and is not a monotonous. 
 Thus, direct 3D simulation does not enter finite clarity into the problem on 
determination of value of turbulent mixing constant. Spread of the values obtained by 
different techniques 1α  remains considerable. 
 Recalculation of values of mixing intensity accounting nonlinear dependence on 
Atwood number (3) provides for all the presented calculations the range of change 

1 0.01 0.077α = ÷ , that in general corresponds to the results obtained by the experiments with 
incompressible fluids (see §2). 
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Conclusion 
The conducted studying and comparison of experimental and calculation results on 

determination of turbulent mixing intensity shows great spread in its determination. This 
refers not only to gravitational mixing, but to transition to turbulence in general. Most likely, 
the reason for that is slow coming to developed self-similar turbulence, that leads to the 
initial data to be stored for long.  

In [42] the fact of dependence of self-similar speed of growth on Reynolds number 
was established, that can allow explaining numerous convergences between experimental 
data of various authors, which take place currently. So it would be interesting to conduct 
analysis of all the conducted measurements just from those points. But it is a subject of 
another investigation.  

And yet, evidently, one should consider that mixing constant has the following 
uncertainty:  1 0.02 0.08α = ÷ . 
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The paper presents the results of the experimental study into development of turbulent mixing arising in 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability at the interface of a liquid layer accelerated by compressed gas. 

We used water as liquid and helium compressed to the pressures 1-400 atm as gas. In experiments we 
varied the value of liquid layer acceleration from ≈102g0 to ≈105g0 (g0=9.81 m/s2). The layer mixing was 
about 20 mm. 

The following is obtained: when increasing acceleration of a liquid layer within the given range, the rate 
of gas front penetration into liquid is decreased approximately a factor of two. The authors connect this 
phenomenon with changing the turbulent mixing zone structure resulted from the increasing  pressure and 
acceleration.  
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ABSTRACT 
Experimental and numerical results on development of turbulent mixing caused by Rayleigh-Taylor 

instability at the surface of a liquid layer accelerated by compressed gas. Water was used as liquid and 
compressed helium (He) as gas. Acceleration of the liquid layer was varied from ≈102g0 to ≈105g0 
(g0=9.81 m/s2) by compressing the accelerating gas from pressure of ≈1 atm to ≈400 atm, which increased its 
temperature from ≈293°K to 2000°K. The water layer was displaced by about 20 mm. 

Preliminary analysis of experimental data showed that the speed of gas front penetration into liquid 
decreases considerably as the acceleration of the liquid layer increases (this increases gas pressure and 
temperature). The authors believe this phenomenon can be accounted for by change of turbulent mixing zone 
structure as a result of decreasing surface tension and the role of viscosity in turbulent mixing development in 
the experiments. 

INTRODUCTION 
It is essential for all trends of inertial confined fusion (ICF) that fluids stay pure and unmixed at 

fusion target interfaces. Turbulent mixing (TM) between fluids caused by Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T) and 
Richtmyer-Meshkov (R-M) instabilities[1; 2; 3] at interfaces decreases working gas compression and 
temperature and, therefore, neutron yield in ICF [4]. So, TM effects on system dynamics in such 
devices must be handled correctly. Both numerical methods and various types of semi-empirical 
models are used to treat TM in ICF. Both must be benchmarked against data obtained in model 
experimental studies. 

It is believed that at constant acceleration TM zone width develops according to the following 
law: , where A  is Atwood number,  is mixing asymmetry degree, g  is 

acceleration,  is time. Published experimental data and direct numerical simulation results provide 
different estimates for the parameter α [5, 6], which suggests that further research is needed to 
determine this law more accurately and to identify factors that influence TM zone growth. Surface 
tension and viscosity are known (e.g., [7]) to play a stabilizing role at the beginning of R-T instability 
(when initial perturbations are growing). The role of these factors at TM stage is not yet completely 
understood. Perhaps, their effects will be most clearly pronounced at higher accelerations. At present 
there are no experimental studies at accelerations g > 10

( ) 2
1L k Aα= + k

t

3g0. It is quite difficult to understand the role 
of surface tension, Reynolds number, compressibility on TM development from published 
experimental data measured at low g (g ≤ 103g0).  

This paper presents a technique and results of an experimental study on TM zone development in 
case of Rayleigh-Taylor instability at a gas-liquid interface at accelerations within 102g0 ≤ g ≤ 105g0 (P 
≈ 1÷400 atm, T ≈ 293°K÷2000°K). 1D simulation results and data of two simplified theoretical models 
are used to understand the system dynamics in tests and to evaluate TM zone width. The authors do 
not claim that these are complete results: they should be treated rather as a first step in TM 
investigations at high accelerations. In future, it is planned to continue the experimental work for more 
detailed investigation of turbulence characteristics and improvement of the numerical model. 
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THE EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

A schematic of the test facility is given in figure 1. The device consists of a three-section 
acceleration channel, CGM (Combustible Gas Mixture) chamber, lid, rigid piston and substrate. The 
channel inner diameter is 50 mm. Electric spark dischargers for CGM initiation are located at the inner 
side of the lid. The piston is made of transparent organic glass or polyethylene, the substrate is made of 
organic glass or textolite. The substrate and the piston were tightened in the channel by special rings. 
The substrate was tightly clamped between parts of the acceleration channel by a collar and spacers. 
The lower edge of the channel was open: connected to the atmospheric space. 
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Channel 
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Figure 1 – Schematic of experimental facility. 

 
Water was used as the heavy layer in the tests. Water was poured in the acceleration channel on 

the substrate or in a transparent container. The total weight of water and the substrate was ≈ 100 g.  
Initial («start-up») perturbation on water surface were ensured in a number of tests by solid particles 
with a characteristic size of ≈ 0.4 mm and density 0.91 g/cm3. They occupied ≈0.5% of the surface 
area. The channel space between water and the rigid piston was filled with helium, and the CGM 
chamber was filled with stoichiometric mixture of acetylene and oxygen to a specified pressure.  

The layer was accelerated in the following way. After initiation of CGM the piston was 
accelerated and compressed He below it. When He pressure exceeded the critical value the substrate 
collar was cut off, and water, together with the substrate, was accelerated vertically downwards. The 
gas-liquid interface became unstable: TMZ developed on it after some time. Water acceleration was 
higher in experiments with large initial volume and pressure of CGM, while at lower CGM initial 
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volume and pressure the acceleration was also lower. In test with g ≈ 105g0: the Atwood number 
A ≈ 0.97, interface density ratio changed during the acceleration time from 200 to 60, the maximum 
compression of He was about 20 (test #8 at t ≈1.87 ms), temperature in compressed He reached 
2000°K.  

The tests were recorded by high-speed camera in one or two perpendicular projections: front 
(lateral) and horizontal (toward the moving layer). 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Figure 2 presents moving image frames from several tests, figure 3 shows processed data of tests 
with g≈102g0 and g≈105g0: 

• Characteristic curves for liquid layer acceleration as a function of its path g = g(2S). The 
acceleration was obtained by differentiation of a 4th-order polynomial that approximates 
experimental S(t); 

• Gas front depth in the liquid hLT as a function of S: ( ) ∫= dtgh  Y   where,YLT . Curve sections 

within the interval 1≤Y≤4.5 (almost linear) were approximated by a straight line. Inclination angle 
tangent with respect to the abscissa axis characterizes the rate of TM front penetration into liquid 

( ) Ah
2

LTLT Y∆∆=β , here the Atwood number A ≈ 1 (the curves are given in the integral form 
because the acceleration was variable).  The experimental uncertainties are: path S ∼ ±0.25 mm; 
hLT ∼ ±0.5 mm; time ∼ 0.5%t. 

An analysis of moving images and data presented in figures show that: 
 The rate of gas front penetration into liquid at the initial phase of TM increased in tests with 

start-up perturbations compared to test with no perturbation specified (see figure 3, tests #4 and #5 at 
Y<1.5). 

 The classical pattern of TM development with R-T instability was observed in tests with 
g≤103g0: gas penetrated into liquid in quasi-round bubbles, while liquid penetrates in plumes. Bubbles 
can be seen on the horizontal projection as light circles.  

 TMZ develops differently in test with g≈105g0 : no bubbles and plumes can be seen on the 
frontal projection. This shows that small-scale fractions appear in TMZ structure and screen the photo 
image. Shaded round spots can be observed on the horizontal projection of the moving image, they are 
similar to the bubbles seen in previous tests, but these spot almost do not grow and gradually become 
darker. These “bubbles” could darken because of TMZ development on their inner surface or because 
of disintegration. 

 When the liquid layer acceleration grows from g ≈ 5⋅102g0 to g ≈ 105g0 (i.e. pressure grows 
from 1 atm to 400 atm and temperature of compressed He increases to 2000°K),  βLT decreases  from 
0.13 to 0.03. The optically observable total TMZ width does not change significantly (see figure 2), 
which can be attributed to small-scale dispersion of liquid in gas that can change the asymmetry of the 
zone. 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 
 

Numerical simulations of gas-dynamic motion of the system were conducted in 1D using the 
VIKHR technique [8]. Figure 4 presents the initial geometry for simulations of test No.8 with high 
acceleration. Table 1 shows initial densities, specific internal energies of materials and equations of 
state used in simulations. The numerical grid was uniform, the number of points is given in table 1. 
Detonation velocity in CGM was set to D = 2.45 km/s, and the caloric value was q = 7.21 kJ/g. Perfect 
gas EOS with γ = 1.16 was used for CGM. 

The left boundary that corresponds to the top of the test facility was assumed to be a rigid wall. 
The right boundary was assumed free: pressure was set equal to the atmospheric pressure. Heat 
conduction was neglected in the calculations. 
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Figure 2 – Moving image frames. Notation: He – compressed helium; TMZ – turbulent 
mixing zone; C – container; S – substrate. 
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Figure 3 – Processed experimental data on: a), b) layer acceleration; c) gas front penetration 
into liquid as a function of layer path Y= ∫ g dt; (characteristic tests) 

 
In the tests, the textolite substrate under the water layer started to move after the 1.5-mm-thick 

collar was cut off, i.e. after pressure on the substrate surface reached Pc ≈100 atm. To account for this 
effect in simulations at P < Pc on the water-textolite interface, the right boundary of domain 4 was 
treated as a rigid wall, domains 5 and 6 being ignored in calculations. Domains 5 and 6 were included 
in the calculation after pressure at the water-textolite interface reached Pc, the right boundary 6 being 
treated as a free boundary at atmospheric pressure. 
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Figure 4 – Initial geometry in the simulation of test # 8 

 
Figure 5 shows Х-t diagrams of interfaces and shock in test No.8, figure 6 depicts Х-t diagram 

of He-water interface after the layer starts to move, figure 7 presents water layer acceleration in 
simulation without TM. As one can see from figure 6, the calculated X-t diagram of He-water interface 
is in satisfactory agreement with the experimental measurements. 
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Table 1 – Input data for the simulation of test No.8 

Domain 
No. R, cm Substance EOS ρ, g/cm3 P, bar E, atm⋅cm3/g Grid 

1 40.0 C2H2+2.5⋅O2 Perfect gas 6.4376E-3 5.2 5.14493E+3 500 
2 44.8 CH2 Mie-Gr. 0.92 4 4.348 25 
3 68.3  Perfect gas 6.5713E-4 4 9.08519E+3 400 
4 71.3 H2O Mie-Gr. 1.000 4 10.000 200 
5 73.25 Textolite Mie-Gr. 1.300 4 3.077 100 
6 100 air Perfect gas 1.3E-3 1 1.92308E+3 600 

 
Let’s estimate TMZ growth based on Belenky –Fradkin [9] and Youngs [10, 11] models. 

Notice that viscosity and surface tension are not taken into account in these models. 
Turbulent mixing zone evolution in the Youngs model is described by relationships resulting 

from the balance between Archimedean and drag forces when bubbles and plumes move: 
1 11

1

U Ud U Ag C
d t h

= − ,   2 22

1

U Ud U CAg
d t h

= −
δ

,  i
i

d hU
d t

= . 

Subscript «1» relates to bubbles of the light fluid, and «2» shows plumes of the heavy one, δ is the 
interface density ratio, A is Atwood number. The parameter C = 3.67 was chosen by Youngs based on 
best fit to various experimental data. When integrating the above system of equations the initial 
perturbation was set to 0.2 mm, and the acceleration was in accordance with the solid curve in figure 7. 

According to Belenky –Fradkin (B-F) model [9], turbulent mixing zone width is given by: 

( )
2

54
1 2

0

( )
t

L g
⎛ ⎞

= α η + η ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∫ z d z , 

where 5988.1,8354.2 22 =η=η . TMZ degree of asymmetry in this model is k = 2 1η η  = 1.773 for 

the interface density ratio δ = 100. The proportionality coefficient between TMZ and mixing length 
 in the paper by B – F was set to 0.133. The value α = 0.133 was chosen in B – F based on 

measured TMZ width growth rate at low Atwood numbers. In our case, α = 0.113 was obtained by 
benchmarking against experimental data on He penetration depth in water. 

Llt ⋅α=

Figure 8 shows a comparison between calculations with these models and experimental data of 
test #8. It follows from figure 8 the Youngs model satisfactorily describes TMZ growth and 
asymmetry when acceleration is working. The B-F model could not describe experimental asymmetry 
of the mixing zone even after benchmarking against data on He penetration depth in water. The 
VIKHR technique satisfactorily describes penetration of gas into liquid when the acceleration is 
growing. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The experimental results show that when the liquid layer acceleration increases from 

g ≈ 5⋅102g0 to g ≈ 105g0, accelerating gas pressure increases from 1 to 400 atm and temperature from 
≈300 to ≈2000°K, small-scale structures appear in the turbulent mixing zone, and gas penetration into 
liquid slows down. 

Slower penetration of gas front into the liquid at higher accelerations (i.e. higher Reynolds 
numbers) can be accounted for by changing character of the mixing: the role of viscosity in TM 
evolution decreases at high accelerations, while increasing pressure and temperature of the 
accelerating gas decrease surface tension [12] at the interface. These factors stimulate development of 
short-wave perturbations, from which small “bubbles” form in TMZ. These small bubbles grow into 
liquid more slowly than large ones (e.g. [13]). Liquid plumes disintegrate into small fragments due to 
low surface tension and high acceleration. 

At low g, P and Т surface tension and viscosity are essential for TM evolution. They suppress 
development of small-scale structure in the turbulent mixing zone, so large bubbles mainly develop, 
and they grow into liquid faster than small ones, so gas penetrates into liquid at higher rate. 
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The observed TMZ evolution pattern when acceleration is acting at g ≈ 105⋅g0 is 

satisfactorily described by D.Youngs model. 
In future it is planned to study TMZ structure in more detail and to increase experimental 

observation time, since TMZ evolution after the end of acceleration pulse is of undoubted interest.  
The authors would like to thank: E.E.Meshkov, V.A.Rayevsky, A.V.Pevnitsky for very helpful 

comments and suggestions on this work; O.L.Krivonos, E.D.Senkovsky,V.I.Dudin,A.A.Nikulin – for the 
assistance in performing the experiments. 
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Combustible mixtures of gases can support two steady modes of combustion, namely deflagration and 
detonation. Under certain conditions a relatively low speed deflagration can accelerate to form a 
supersonic detonation wave, a process referred to as deflagration to detonation transition (DDT). Whilst 
the behaviour of steady deflagrations and detonations is reasonably well understood, there are many gaps 
in our understanding of the nature of the transition mechanism.  

The aim of this research is to investigate the transition process, i.e. the reasons behind the change of 
propagation mechanism from the advection/reaction/diffusion mode of a deflagration, to the coupled 
shock/reaction system of a detonation wave and in particular the role of interfacial instabilities. To this 
end, the effect of the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability arising from the interaction of a shock wave with a 
flame has been studied by means of Implicit Large Eddy Simulations. Transition to detonation is shown to 
take place in the neighbourhood of localised temperature perturbations (hot-spots). Finally, the character 
of the interim combustion-driven waves arising from these hot-spots is analysed.  

 
Figure 1: Richtmyer-Meshkov instability induced by the acceleration of a deflagration by a weak shock wave; 
density and velocity vectors shown. Numerical results using a TVD scheme coupled with adaptive mesh refinement; 
the boxes denote levels of refinement. 
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Osaka University, Japan 
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2. Deaprtment of Physics, 
Ehime University, Japan 
matsuoka@phys.sci.ehime-u.ac.jp  
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Universitario s/n Ciudad Real, Spain 
gwouchuk@ind-cr.uclm.es  

4. Center for Turbulence Research, 
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snezha@summer8.Stanford.edu  

The Richtmyer-Meshkov instability (RMI) develops at a corrugated interface separating two fluids for 
following two cases, a shock wave traverses the interface (for example, Dimonte (1996)), and the interface 
is accelerated in impulsive form during short time (Jacobs (1996)). We here present analytical solutions 
for linear and nonlinear evolution for both cases, which agree very well with those experiments (Dimonte 
(1996) and Jacobes (1996)). In a shock-driven environment, the linear theory (Wouchuk (1997)) indicates 
that the instability is driven by the nonuniform velocity shear left by transmitted and reflected rippled 
shocks at the interface. The instability is also governed by compressibility effects which are more 
important as stronger are the shocks involved (Wouchuk (2001)). In later case, on the other hand, no 
shock wave has been used to accelerate the interface and therefore compressibility of the fluids can be 
ignored. Based on a weakly nonlinear theory (Matsuoka (2003)), we can describe the instability evolution 
for any Atwood number at the interface and the asymmetry of the bubble and spike structures. In this 
work, the nonlinear evolution of the interface has been investigated as a self-interaction of a nonuniform 
vortex sheet with a density jump. The theory developed shows the importance of the finite density jump 
and the finite initial corrugation amplitude of the interface. The vorticity on the interface for a finite 
density jump is not conserved in the nonlinear regime. Our results suggest that the spiral structure of the 
spike is due to local increase and decrease of the vorticity on the interface. Nonlinear analysis shows that 
the large initial amplitude of the corrugation results in rapid increase of the vorticity, which may also 
explain the fast roll up motion of the spiral for large amplitudes. We have also developed a theory 
(Abarzhi (2003)) that yields a non-trivial dependence of the bubble velocity and curvature on the density 
ratio and reveals an important qualitative distinction between the dynamics of Rayleigh-Taylor and RM 
bubbles. 
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The multiparametric statistical analysis of hydrodynamic 
instabilities, based on wavelet preprocessing and neuronetwork 
classification 
Anton Nuzhny, Vladislav Rozanov, Roman Stepanov & Alexander Shumsky 
P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute of RAS, 
Moscow, Russia 
nuzhny@mail333.com, rozanov@sci.lebedev.ru  

The present work demonstrates a new method of studying the RT-instability, which is based on the 
analysis and generalisation of a large amount of numerically simulated data. Initially these data (for 
different sets of initial conditions: hereinafter - processes) had been organised into time series of 2D 
distributions of physical values. Discrete wavelet-transform of these distributions has led to stable (in 
time) representation, namely to one, for which the proximity of states for early time moments (i.e. 
proximity by Euclidean distance between wavelet-images) is followed by proximity of late states of the 
processes. This feature of wavelet-representation allows one to perform probabilistic prediction of the 
Rayleigh-Taylor mixing evolution in time by comparison of an initial state with ones of the processes 
picked from database. 

The analysis of DNS results, which have been visualised in the space of wavelet-components, discovered 
two important characteristics of the processes, which depend linearly on coefficients of wavelet-
decomposed density fields. First of these characteristics correlates with "age" (time of evolution) of a 
process, mixed mass, mixing zone width, etc. Second one depends on time weakly, and its presence 
indicates that motion integrals are likely to exist for the problem of RT-induced mixing. 
The research is supported by ISTC, Project #1481. 
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Investigation of mix after reshock in a cylindrical geometry. 
Kenneth Parker1, C.J. Horsfield1, S.D. Rothman1, M.M. Balkey2, S.H. Batha2, 
N.D. Delamater2, J.R. Fincke2, R. Hueckstaedt,2 N.E. Lanier2, G.R. Magelssen2 & 
M. Taccetti2 
1. AWE plc, 
Aldermaston, Berkshire, UK 
Kenneth.W.Parker@awe.co.uk  
http://www.awe.co.uk/  

2. Los Alamos National Laboratory, 
Los Alamos, NM, USA 
http://www.lanl.gov/  

Abstract 
Simulations of double cylinder implosions are presented. In these experiments the targets, consisting of 
concentric cylinders and having a buried, RM unstable aluminium marker layer, are imploded. Late in 
time, the aluminium layer is subjected to a second, counter-propagating shock. The effect of reshock on a 
turbulent mixing region is explored.  
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Numerical simulation of influence of turbulent mixing zone on 
local perturbation growth under Rayleigh-Taylor instability 
conditions 
V.A. Raevsky, S.N. Sinitsyna, A.L. Stadnik & Yu.V. Yanilkin 
RFNC-VNIIEF, Sarov, the Nizhniy Novgorod region 
postmaster@gdd.vniief.ru  

It is known that in case of the turbulent mixing zone absence the self-similar local perturbation growth 
occurs according to the law  
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, 

and the growth constant β is approximately three times as much than the self-similar turbulent mixing 
zone growth constant α. According to two-dimensional and three-dimensional numerical simulations by 
Euler code EGAK it was revealed that when at initial time the local perturbation (Rl0) and perturbations 
(Rturb0) determining turbulent mixing zone later on were existed at interface, the continuous continuum of 
self-similar solutions was realized, in which β is function of the relation Rl0/Rturb0 and α < β < Nα (N = 3 
and N = 6 according to the two-dimensional and three-dimensional cases). Thus the turbulent mixing zone 
does not absorb the local perturbation, but decrease the self-similar growth constant β depending on initial 
conditions. 

The numerical simulation results agree with the jelly substance experiments. 
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An overview of Rayleigh-Taylor experiments at Texas A&M 
University 
Praveen Ramaprabhu1 & Malcolm J. Andrews2 

1Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Los Alamos, New Mexico, USA 
ramaprabhu@cnls.lanl.gov  
2Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas, USA 
mandrews@mengr.tamu.edu  

We present a summary of results obtained from the small Atwood number (At ~ 7.5 x 10-4) Rayleigh-
Taylor (RT) experimental facility at Texas A&M University over the past 10 years. The conditions for RT 
instability are created by admitting cold water over a stream of hot water in a water channel facility. A 
splitter plate initially separates the two streams. As the fluid streams leave the edge of the splitter plate, an 
unstable interface is formed that results in a RT mix. The experiment allows for long data collection times, 
short transients, and is statistically steady. Over the past 10 years a variety of quantitative and qualitative 
flow measurement methods have been used or developed.  In particular, velocity and density 
measurements have been made using the Particle Image Velocimetry technique, and high-resolution 
thermocouples respectively. In addition, a novel technique to simultaneously measure velocity-density 
fields was developed. The results to be presented include mean density profiles through the mix, and up to 
two decades of velocity spectra development, and four decades of temperature spectra. Consistent with the 
statistics, the velocity spectra also exhibit anisotropy between the vertical and horizontal velocity 
fluctuations, and a more isotropic dissipative range. The net kinetic energy dissipation, as the flow evolves 
from an initial state to a final self-similar state, was measured to be 49% of the accompanying loss in 
potential energy, and is in close agreement with values obtained from 3D numerical simulations. We will 
close with a description of a new high Atwood number RT mix experiment currently under development. 
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1. Rayleigh‐Taylor Instability: Background

• Rayleigh‐Taylor instability (R‐T) occurs when a density gradient is accelerated by a 
pressure gradient such that     .  

• Rayleigh‐Taylor mix experiments are difficult!

• Modern turbulent mix models involve statistical quantities and demand extensive 
experimental data sets for validation.

• Transient Rayleigh‐Taylor experiments do not lend themselves to statistical data  
collection.

• Over the past 8 years we have developed a statistically steady R‐T experiment that 
facilitates statistical data collection.

• Our Rayleigh‐Taylor mix data is used to validate models for the description and 
understanding of hydrodynamic instabilities that develop during the implosion phase 
of ICF capsules.

ρ∇

p∇

0<∇•∇ ρp

An overview of Rayleigh-Taylor experiments at Texas A&M University
P. Ramaprabhu1 & M.J. Andrews2
1Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545.

2Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843.
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3. Photograph from experiment: Visualization using 
dye

10 cm

At = 10-3

∆Τ = 5οC

U0 = 4.4 cm/s

warmcold

warmcold
tA

ρρ
ρρ

+
−

=

Flow direction

Cold water

Warm water

8. PIV‐S

• PIV‐Scalar (PIV‐S), a variant of conventional PIV, 
was developed to simultaneously measure 
density and velocity fields in an R‐T mix.

• Different concentrations of seed particles used in 
light and heavy fluid streams to mark density 
differences.

• Density measurements show good agreement in 
the mean and RMS with thermocouple data.

Hot        Cold
Water  Water

Camera
640H x 480V Pixels
1200 Image Capacity 
on Board Lasers

Two 120 mJ
15 Hz pulse
Sample rate: 30/sec.

PIV/PLIF 
Image field
8 cm Hort.
x 6 cm Vert.
0.0125 cm/pix

0.3 m

0.2 m

1.0 m

PIV particle 
concentration:
3mL/2000 L E-type thermocouples

Nickel-Chromium and Constantan
Junction diameter of 0.01-0.02 cm
Response time 0.001 s/oC
Acquisition rate  100 Hz. 

2. Schematic of the Texas A&M R‐T 
experiment

The figure shows a snapshot of the experiment, with Nigrosine dye added 
to the cold water stream. The flow is from left to right. The evolution of the 
mix is quadratic in x (downstream coordinate), with the mix width 
depending on the Atwood number (At), and the acceleration due to gravity. 
In this experiment,the distance downstream can be related to time through 
the Taylor hypothesis. 

Cold and warm 
water enter through 
separate inlet 
plenums. As they 
pass through flow 
straighteners and 
wire meshes, they are 
kept separated by a 
splitter plate. As the 
different‐density 
streams leave the 
edge of the splitter 
plate, they form an 
unstable interface 
resulting in a 
statistically‐steady R‐
T mix. 
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5. Mean Density Profiles 
(thermocouple measurements)
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Mean density profiles across the mix, 
measured using thermocouples.
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4. Measurement of α

α = 0.07

( )
0U

xWgAt

6. Density Fluctuation Power 
Spectra (thermocouple 

measurements)
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7. Parameter Definitions
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9. Density Fluctuations

2.4 cm 35 cm

13. Energy Dissipation
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where, W =  mix width, v′ = rms velocity

Dissipation, D =  PEreleased - KEgenerated
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where, ρmeasured is the measured density, and ρstep is the step-profile 
of density at the interface corresponding to the initial condition
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10. Molecular Mixing
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11. Density/Velocity Correlations
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12. Velocity Fluctuations 
(x = 35 cm) 
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Figure on the left shows the time 
evolution of the mix-width h. The 
mix-width was deduced from the 5% 
and 95% contours of the volume 
fraction obtained from the above dye 
images. When normalized by self-
similar coordinates, a value of 0.07 
for the growth constant α may be 
inferred.
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Experimental and computational investigations of shock-
accelerated gas bubbles  
B. Motl1, J. Niederhaus1, D. Ranjan1, M. Anderson1, J. Greenough2, J. Oakley1, R. Bonazza1 
& L. Smith1  
1.Department of Engineering Physics, University of Wisconsin � Madison 
bonazza@engr.wisc.edu  

2.Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory  
A new experiment is being developed to study shock-induced motions and mixing at a gas interface. The 
experiments take place in a vertical, square shock tube, of large internal cross section (25 × 25 cm); the 
test gas is contained in a soap bubble (with diameter varying between 4 and 8 cm), either supported by an 
injector or freely moving (upwards or downwards, depending on the test gas density) inside the shock tube 
(shock-accelerated bubbles were first studied by Haas and Sturtevant (1987)). The initial interface is 
therefore three-dimensional, with axial symmetry being a reasonable assumption for a free rising (or 
falling) bubble. The strength of the accelerating shock is in the range 2 ≤ M ≤ 4. The interface is imaged 
once immediately before shock arrival and twice after interaction with the shock wave, so that the initial 
conditions are known and growth rates can be calculated for each experiment. Planar Mie scattering and 
planar laser induced fluorescence are utilized to diagnose the flow.  
Concurrently, the Raptor code is being used to numerically simulate the shock tube runs for the purpose of 
optimizing the design of the experiments and for comparing the experimental to the numerical results. The 
code solves the compressible Navier-Stokes equations using a piecewise linear method (PLM) combined 
with adaptive mesh refinement (AMR).  
An example of calculation and experimental results are shown in Fig. 1 and we will report growth and 
mixing rates for different values of the Atwood and Mach numbers.  

 
Figure 1: Ar bubble in air; M = 2.14; t = 1.2 ms after shock-bubble interaction. Left: computational air mass fraction. 
Right: planar Mie scattering image.   

Reference References 
J.F. Haas and B. Sturtevant, Interaction of weak shock waves with cylindrical and spherical gas inhomogeneities. 

JFM  41-76, 1987.  
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Experimental and computational investigations 
of shock-accelerated gas bubbles
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Overview

• Planar shock wave accelerates spherical soap bubble:  Ar inside, N2
outside, Ainit=0.176

• Time evolution of geometrical properties

• Mach number effects
M=2.88, up=745 m/s, Ashock=0.00216
M=3.38, up=907 m/s, Ashock=-0.0219

• Laboratory and computational experiments

• Comparison with RAPTOR (2D and 3D model)

IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison
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IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison

The Wisconsin shock tube

• Vertical
• Large internal cross-section (25 cm square) 
• Total length 9.2 m, driver length 2 m
• Pressure load capability: 20 MPa 
• Modular driven section 

25.4 cm 45.72 cm

Driver
Section

Diaghram
Flange

P-0

P-1
P-2 thru P8

P-9

P-10

BT-2BT-1
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IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Details of R-M experiment 

Nd:Yag Pulsed
laser sheet

Retractable Injector

Shock Direction

Initial conditions:  
Continuous white light from the front
Motion picture at 220 fps

Post shock:  
Mie-scattering from the soap 
film acting as flow tracer
2 laser pulses
2 images per run on same frame

Planar shock wave 
Spherical soap bubble D = 5 cm  
Driver:  He      Driven: N2            Test:  Ar
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Initial conditions

Formation of a ~5 cm diameter 
bubble and controlled release of 
bubble 

Bubble free falls from injector 
stabilizing and a shock interacts with 
the bubble just out of view this view

Laser sheet intersects bubble in 
diametral plane after shock 
interaction

IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison
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Shock Accelerated Bubble M#2.88

t =25 µs t =55 µs

IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison

t =170 µst =65 µs

14.6 cm
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Shock Accelerated Bubble M#2.88

t =200 µs t =240 µs

12.07 cm

IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison

t =295 µst =280 µs
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Shock Accelerated Bubble M#2.88

t =390 µst =305 µs

12.07 cm

IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison

t =400 µs t =460 µs
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Shock Accelerated Bubble M#2.88

t =520 µs t =570 µs

9.52 cm

IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison
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Shock Accelerated Bubble M#2.88

t =740 µs t =776 µs

IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison

t =895 µs15.24 cm
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Computational experiments

• Raptor code (LLNL)
• Godunov-based PLM, with AMR
• 2-D axial symmetry; 3-D cartesian
• Grid:

– 2-D:  3 AMR levels (4,4,2), ∆xmin = 0.078 mm 
– 3-D: 2 AMR levels (4,4), ∆xmin = 0.195 mm 
– M = 2.88, 3.38 

• ~5 cm dia. Ar bubble in N2 initially at 98.274 kPa
• Film model:  match film mass

IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison
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Setup of 3-D problems and visualization:
• Shock propagates along the y-axis
• Bubble is centered at (0,ycenter,0)
• Results are viewed using 3 planar slices: one perpendicular to each axis, at a selected 

location on that axis.
• x-y and z-y plots are shown at z = 0 and x = 0 locations, respectively.
• x-z plots are shown at a y location selected to be near the main vortex ring (indicated 

by red line).

IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison

M = 2.88

ycenter

x

y

z
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Ar vol. fraction
t = 174 µs

x-y plane

x-z plane t =170 µs

IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison

x

y

z

M = 2.88

z-y plane
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Ar vol. fraction
t = 313 µs

x-y plane x-z plane

t =305 µs

IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison

x

y

z

M = 2.88
z-y plane
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Qualitative laboratory/computational comparison M#2.88

IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison
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Qualitative laboratory/computational comparison M#2.88

IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison
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Geometrical features

IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison

• Length scale: bubble diameter D
• Time scale: τ=D/up 

(up=particle velocity behind shock)
W

Dv

HH2 H1
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Vortex diameter growth rate
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IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison
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Height growth rate

IWPCTM 9
Cambridge 19-23 July, 2004

Wisconsin Shock Tube Laboratory
University of Wisconsin-Madison
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Conclusions

• Developed new bubble-release technique
• Used strong (M>2.5) shocks
• Observed bubble distortion, formation of vortex ring
• Measured growth rates of relevant large scale features
• τ=D/up appears to be appropriate time scale
• 3D simulation with film improved agreement to 

intermediate times
– Improve 3-D model and computational diagnostics

• Develop “tomography” experiment
• Develop experiment to measure species concentration
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The advance of a Rayleigh-Taylor mixing front such as that described in  Linden & Redondo (1991),  may 
be shown to follow a dependence with time such  that the average mixing region is described as 
h = 2cgAt2 where h is the width of the growing region of instability, g is the gravitational acceleration and 
A is the Atwood number. The detailled structure of the front will afect the overall mixing as well as the 
transport properties between the fluids of different densities subject to gravitational acceleration. A Large 
Eddy Simulation numerical model using FLUENT as well as a dedicated code is used to predict some of 
the features of the experiments, (Figure 1 ) different models on the interaction of the bubble generated 
buoyancy flux and on the boundary conditions are compared with the experiments. The aspect ratios of the 
bubble induced convective cells are seen to depend on the boundary conditions applied to the enclosure. In 
the context of determining the influence of structure on mixing ability, multifractal analysis is used to 
determine the regions of the front which contribute most to molecular mixing and relating intermittency to 
the structure functions and to the maximum local fractal dimension. 

 
Figure 1. Structure of the RT front at times t/T=1,2 and 3. 

Figure 2, shows the evolution of the multifractal dimension (calculated performing the box-counting 
algorithm) for each level of velocity modulus (a) and volume fraction (b). Much more relevant 
information can be extracted from these evolutions than from the maximum value presented by Linden et 
al.(1994), furthermore it is of great interest to study independently the fractal properties of velocity, 
volume fraction and vorticity fields for the different regions and thus determine the relative local mixing 
efficiencies during the transient mixing process. 

 
Figure 2. Evolution of the multifractal dimension RT fronts for the velocity and for the volume fraction at non 
dimensional times t/T=0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3 and 3.5 for every level of intensity (normalized 0/1) 
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MEDIC-2F: A one-dimensional diffusive mixing model. 
Application to LMJ target simulations.  
François Renaud & Denis Souffland  
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In laser-driven implosion experiments, a degradation of the single shell capsule yield could be observed 
due to mixing between the fuel and shell. This mixing is obtained by the growth of hydrodynamic 
instabilities at the interface between the fuel and the shell. These processes have various origins (inner and 
outer shell roughness, laser drive perturbations, ...) and evolve through different ways (Rayleigh-Taylor 
Instability, Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability, �Feed-Through�, ...). The numerical simulations of these 
intrinsically three-dimensional phenomena, are still costly in term of cpu-time. We thus need an one-
dimensional mixing model if we want to asses the impact of variation in the definition of the target, the 
holraum or the laser drive with a moderate cpu-time cost.  
The main hypothesis for our mix-model is that the interpenetration is multifluid and that mass fraction and 
thermal exchanges could be modelled by the meaning of diffusive processes. Each fluid is in its own 
volume in an isothermal and a quasi-isobaric balance with the other. An additional diffusive equation 
calculate the mass fraction evolution of one component of the mixing. The diffusion coefficient is 
proportional to the length of the mixing zone and its time derivative. The thickening of the 
interpenetration zone is, indeed, supposed to be known from experimental data or from post-processing of 
two-dimensional computations results. One part of the thermal exchanges are due to the enthalpy 
exchanged by mass transport. Another part is due to electronic and ionic thermal conduction. All others 
thermal homogenization phenomena (energy loss by transverse thermal conduction, 1D average, ...) are 
modelled by an effective thermal conduction.  
We will discuss examples of application of our model to LMJ target simulations. We focused on 
comparison between our one-dimensional computation results using MEDIC-2F and the corresponding 
1D-averaged two-dimensional computation results obtained with the CEA hydrocode FCI2.  
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1. Introduction 


In laser-driven explosion experiments, a degradation of the single shell capsule yield is forecast due to the 
mixing between the fuel and the shell. This mixing is induced by the growth of hydrodynamic instabilities at the in-
terface. These processes have various origins (inner and outer shell roughness, laser drive perturbations, …) and 
evolve through different ways (Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities, “feed-through”, …). The nu-
merical simulations of these intrinsically three-dimensional phenomena are still costly in term of cpu-time. We thus 
need a one-dimensional model if we want to asses the impact of variations in the definition of the target, the hol-
raum or the laser drive with a moderate cpu-time cost. 


The main hypothesis of our one-dimensional model of mixing is that the plasma interpenetration is multifluid 
and that mass fraction evolution and thermal exchanges could be modelled by means of diffusive processes. An ad-
ditional diffusive equation calculates the mass fraction evolution of one component of the mixing. The diffusion co-
efficient depends on the mixing zone length that has to be known from experimental data or from post-processing 
2D or 3D computation results. One part of the thermal exchanges is due to the enthalpy exchanged by mass trans-
port. Another part is due to electronic and ionic thermal conduction. All others thermal homogenisation phenomena 
(energy loss by transverse thermal conduction, 1D averaging, …) are modelled by an effective thermal conduction. 


We will show comparisons between our one-dimensional computation results using MEDIC-2F and the 1D-
averaging corresponding two-dimensional computation results obtained with the CEA hydrocode FCI2. 


 
 
 
 


2. 1D Diffusive Model (Hydrodynamics) 
The interpenetration of the ablator with the fuel is described by a 1D two-fluid mixing model. We have used 


the model proposed by Saurel et al1.: 


• Interface transport equation 
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• Momentum equations 
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• Total energy equations 
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2  MEDIC-2F: A One-Dimensional Diffusive Mixing Model 
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Then the two-fluid flow is split into a mean flow and a relative flow with interface transport: 


• Mass equations 
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• Momentum equation 
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• Internal energy equation 
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where h1 or 2 is the enthalpy of each fluid. Thus, we need closure relations to describe the relative flow and the inter-
face transport. The mass fraction exchange is modelled by means of a diffusive process:  
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and we neglect all the momentum and energy exchanges except the enthalpy one: 
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We also consider the two fluids in an isothermal and isobaric equilibrium.  
 
To close the interface transport equation we had to express the diffusive coefficient D. Following Souffland and 
Renaud2 and  Alon and Shvarts3, a diffusive coefficient in each part of the mixing zone (see Fig. 1) is defined as: 
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with ( )εξ 21Erf 1 −= − and where rl or  ... is 


the mean value on the left or right part of 
the mixing zone (see Fig. 1). The left 
(right) part of the mixing zone is defined 
as the part of the mixing zone located on 
the left (right) side of the unperturbated 
interface position. We thus need, as data 
input, the temporal evolution of the mix-
ing lengths Lmix,r and Lmix,l. 
 
 
 
 


 


 


Fig. 1: Description of the mixing zone. 
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3. 1D Diffusive Model (Plasma) 


The studied fluids are plasmas with electrons (subscript e) and ions (subscript i) at different temperatures 
within a photon gas (subscript rad) at its own temperature. The internal energy is now ρεεε /radei E++=  and the 


pressure becomes radei PPPP ++= . Three energy balance equations are written: 


• Ionic energy balance 
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• Electronic energy balance 
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• Radiative energy balance 
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Ionic and electronic thermal conduction in the mixing zone are modelled by an equivalent ionic and electronic 


thermal conduction: 
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eff


e Tcr κκ K,,,f=  ( 16 ) 


where iκ  and eκ  are the ionic and electronic thermal conduction coefficients for molecular mixing. The function fe 


and fi take account of  
 interfacial transverse thermal loss by conduction4,  
 1D averaging of the temperatures (ionic and electronic), 
 1D bi-fluid mean thermal conduction (ionic and electronic), 
 … 
 


Outside the mixing zone, fe and fi are obviously taken equal to one. In the following simulations, two sets of con-
stants for fe and fi are tested. We plan to improve the modelling of these functions in forthcoming studies. 
 
 
 


 
4. LMJ Target Simulations: MEDIC-2F vs. FCI2 Simulations 


In order to validate our model in the case of the ablator-fuel mixing in LMJ target, we compare MEDIC-2F 
simulations to FCI2 2D simulations of LMJ targets implosion. We used two FCI2 simulations5 corresponding to the 
targets described in Fig. 2 and  Tab. 1. 
 


Fig. 2: Simulated LMJ targets 


 
 
Target Target #1 Target #2 
Inner fuel interface pertur-
bations rms 


1000 nm 500 nm 


Outer ablator interface per-
turbations rms 


50 nm 100 nm 


 
Tab. 1: Interfaces perturbations rms 


 


DT gas


DT ice


CHOBr 


Axi-symetric perturbations 
modes 12 to 60 


1215 µm


1040 µm
940 µm
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Comparing 2D results with 1D results needs 1D-averaged profiles of the 2D results. The two-phase volume av-
eraging operator1 is used. We obtain the corresponding density, mass fraction, radial mass centre velocity and pres-
sure FCI2 1D-profiles: 
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where χ is the fuel presence indicator. Furthermore, the 1D mass fraction profile allows us to calculate the mixing 
lengths Lmix,r and Lmix,l defined in Fig. 1 and used in the diffusive coefficient expression Eq. 11. So we obtain, as 
data inputs, the following mixing lengths corresponding to the FCI2 simulations of target #1 and #2: 
 


  


Fig. 3: Target #1 - mixing lengths Lmix,r and Lmix,l Fig. 4: Target #2 - mixing lengths Lmix,r and Lmix,l 


 
We also need to know the value of the constant functions fe and fi that characterize (using Eq. 15 and 16) the mixing 
electronic and ionic thermal conductions. We try two sets of constants: {fi = fe = 1} and {fe = 25, fi = fe


4}. The former 
set was determined after a rough study of the thermal conductive fluxes calculated during the FCI2 simulations. 
 


The results of the comparison are summed up in the figures 5 to 8. For the two simulations, the hydrodynamic 
profiles (density, mass fraction, radial mass centre velocity and pressure) are in good agreement with the 1D-
averaged FCI2 results.   
For the yield, the agreement depend on the value of the constant functions fe and fi. In the case of the first set of con-
stants, which consider that the mixing thermal conductivities are the molecular mixing ones, the YOC value is over-
estimated. Using the second set of constants we retrieve the good estimate of YOC for both targets. So thermal ho-
mogenisation processes due to the inhomogeneous mixing seem to be strongly involved in the decrease of the yield 
(see Fig. 8).  


 
 
 
 


5. Conclusions 
 A one-dimensional diffusive mixing model has been proposed. This model needs only the temporal evolution 
of the mixing length and the expression of the mixing thermal conductivities. Knowing these data, MEDIC-2F can 
simulate a LMJ target with high modes perturbations within ~1 h cpu. The model has been validated versus 2D FCI2 
simulations of LMJ targets. 


Improving the modelling of ionic and electronic thermal conductivities in the mixing zone and in-lining the 
simulation of the mixing lengths would increase the predictive ability of MEDIC-2F model. 
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Fig. 5: Target #1 - Density, mass fraction, radial velocity and pressure 
profiles at different times from 16.2 ns to 17.6 ns each 0.2 ns. 


 
 
 
 
 


 
Fig. 6: Target #1 - temporal evolution 
of YOC 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Fig. 7 : Target #2 - Density, mass fraction, radial velocity and pressure 
profiles at different times from 16.2 ns to 17.6 ns each 0.2 ns. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Fig. 8: Target #2 - temporal evolution 
of YOC  
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High-resolution methods are necessary for the effective computation of compressible mixing.  A large 
number of methods are available, but there is relatively little guidance on which methods are more 
appropriate or efficient under which circumstances.  Some of the more popular methods available are 
PLM and PPM, (Woodward & Colella 198e) and the weighted ENO method (Jiang & Shu 1996). We will 
also consider more recent monotonicity preserving methods that can be applied to either the above 
formulations to achieve greater accuracy and efficiency per unit mesh (Rider, Greenough & Kamm 2003).   
We examine this question using the results computed for several standard problems at several comparable 
meshes and including a comparison with experimental data. We will use a number of measures.  We will 
evaluate method convergence and produce accuracy estimates.  This works springboards from a recent 
evaluation of WENO and PLM for 1-D shock physics problems where the PLM method was demonstrated 
to be more computationally efficient than WENO for these problems. 

We will also examine the development of a cylindrical column(s) of SF6 accelerated by a shock wave 
resulting the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability. The idealized problem was constructed in order to compare 
compute codes and consists of a single Gaussian cylinder of SF6 accelerated by a Mach 1.2 shock and a 
very similar flow has been studied experimentally. Finally, the performance on the Taylor-Green vortex 
problem shows the ability of the method to compute three dimensional vortex dynamics ultimately leading 
to turbulence. In Table 1 we show a comparison at early time and late time using the entropy as the metric.  
Our calculations were conducted on two meshes, 323 and 643.  We see that the WENO method is 
outperformed at both early and late time by either of the PLM or PPM methods.  This advantage grows as 
the flow becomes more nonlinear at late times and the newer xPLM and xPPM methods. 
T=2                          T=10 
Grid PLM PPM WENO xPLM xPPM PLM PPM WENO xPLM xPPM 
323 4.0e-04 1.5e-04 9.e-04 2.6e-04 5.0e-04 0.030 0.029 0.039 0.029 0.026 
643 4.4e-05 1.2e-05 7.4e-05 3.7e-05 7.0e-06 0.024 0.022 0.030 0.023 0.021 
CPU 1.00 0.93 17.00 1.30 1.45 15.35 14.21 261.0 19.93 22.22 

Table 1.  Error comparison for the Taylor-Green problem in terms of entropy and relative CPU time�. 
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What do we mean when we say Direct 
Numerical Simulation DNS?

We are resolving all the length scales in the problem.

• Energy bearing large scales

• Diffusive small scales

• Requires high-order accurate numerical methods (typically)

– E.g. spectral methods for incompressible flow

– High-order LES methods with Sub-grid scale models that can 
handle shocks and un- or under-resolved gradients

Not just solving Navier-Stokes equations.
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Question: What methods are best for 
computing compressible (turbulent) mixing?

Assuming computation of under-resolved flows 
(not DNS), essentially computing weak 
solutions.  No MILES issues addressed.

Defining the study goals in terms of scheme 
accuracy, efficiency and high-resolution.

Previous work leading to this study

Results that support our conclusions

The Answer (details not addressed today)
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Discontinuities are special: weak solutions 
have some important requirements*

The Lax-Wendroff theorem is one of the 
few rigorous theoretical results to rely upon,
• If the scheme is in conservation form then the 

solutions converge to a weak solution (not 
unique!),

• and if an entropy condition is satisfied the 
unique solution can be found.

Without conservation all bets are off!

*Lax & Wendroff, Comm. Pure Appl. Math., 13 1960. Also see
R.J. Leveque, Numerical Methods for Conservation Laws
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There is a corollary to these requirements

Some methods evolve internal energy or 
temperature (not a conservation law) in an 
attempt to keep a solution on the correct 
adiabat.

BUT in the presence of shocks all bets are 
off is you give up conservation.
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Discontinuities are special: first order 
accuracy is expected. 

For coupled systems (even linear) with 
discontinuities high-order accuracy is lost between 
characteristics emanating from the discontinuity*
• Several recent works have re-confirmed this result (Osher, Carpenter, 

Greenough & Rider)
• Can be overcome is very restrictive special cases‡

Generally with smooth data and a nonlinear system 
of hyperbolic conservation laws a discontinuity (i.e., 
shock) will eventually form
• Therefore the loss of accuracy is virtually inevitable!

*Majda & Osher, Comm. Pure Appl. Math., 30 1977.
‡Siklosi & Kriess, SIAM J. Num. Anal., 41, 2003.  
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A summary of Greenough & Rider’s* 
results on “off-the-shelf” methods
*Greenough & Rider, J. Comp. Phys. 196(1), 259-281, 2004.

WENO5 is more efficient for linear problems
PLM is more efficient than WENO5 (6X CPU) on all nonlinear problems 
(with embedded discontinuities).
The PLM advantage is unambiguous for Sod’s shock tube and the 
Interacting Blast Waves
WENO5 gives better answers for the Shu-Osher problem (fixed ∆x), but 
worse than PLM at fixed computational expense (fixed CPU cost).

Sod’s Shock Tube Interacting Blast Waves Shu-Osher Entropy Wave
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There are several working definitions for 
relative efficiency

Want to be able to quantitatively compare 
methods

• Determine the error (some norm and the “true”
solution”).

• Determine the cost to achieve that error (CPU time).

How much relative effort must be expended 
to compute a solution of a given accuracy?
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There are several working definitions for 
relative efficiency

A function of the cost of a solution on a given grid 
and the relative accuracy with same rate of 
convergence

• Where d=dimension, n=convergence rate, RE = 
Relative error with Error = Ahn

• Smaller is better
How much relative effort must be expended 

to compute a solution of a given accuracy?

 η = cost( )RE( ) d+1( ) n
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Greenough and Rider’s results in terms of 
measured efficiency. 

Gaussian Pulse linear advection
• WENO5 5th order accurate versus 2nd order 

accurate (1st order in L∞) for PLM, WENO5 will 
almost always win.

Sod’s Shock Tube
• PLM - 1.00, WENO5 - 22.8 

Interacting Blast Waves
• PLM - 1.00, WENO5 - 8.17

Shu-Osher shock entropy interaction
• PLM - 1.00, WENO5 - 2.77
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High-order efficiency: All problems show a 
saturation as order increases (5th-7th).
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Sod’s shock tube

Shu-Osher

Blast waves

The shaded box shows the 
“sweet spot” for efficiency.
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We extract the best of each type of method 
and attempt to construct something “better”

The need for method nonlinearity is a consequence of 
Godunov’s theorem:
• A linear method cannot be second-order and monotone…

but a nonlinear method can be second-order and monotone.

Hybridize the nonlinear monotone/non-oscillatory methods
• Start with a nonlinear monotone method (e.g., PLM or PPM)
• If the solution is not monotone locally, then use the median of the 

high-order stencil, the monotone stencil, and a ENO/WENO stencil
• We denote the new methods by “xPLM” or “xPPM”, where “x” stands 

for “extreme”
Logically all things are created by a combination of 
simpler, less capable components

Let the older high-resolution methods constitute the 
“simpler, less capable” components!
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Methods we consider in this study.

Nonlinear Monotone - High-resolution Godunov-type
• PLM - Piecewise Linear MUSCL.
• PPM - Piecewise Parabolic MUSCL.

Non-Oscillatory - Does not degenerate to 1st order
• WENO - Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory -

Nth order (5th order WENO is very popular)

Nonlinear Monotone coupled to Non-Oscillatory via 
accuracy, monotonicity and extrema preserving limiters 
(i.e. combine Godunov-type and ENO/WENO)
• xPLM - Extreme Piecewise Linear Method*
• xPPM - Extreme Piecewise Parabolic Method*

*It could also be “Extended”.
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What’s the impact? Look at a smooth 
wave-breaking problem spectrally.

WENO5
xPPM

The new algorithms
lead to increased
fidelity and better
behavior where 
accuracy is lost.
These properties
equate to better
efficiency and 
improved physical 
modeling.

ExactAt ¾ of breaking time, analyze the 
computed solution spectrally and 
compare to the analytic solution.

WENO5
Deviates 
at k~8

xPPM
deviates
at k~18

xPPM dropoff 
Is smooth

Compare the 5th order weighted essentially non-oscillatory method (WENO5)
with our new extreme piecewise parabolic method (xPPM)
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Ideal shock/cylinder problem. The new 
methods are approximately 30 times more 
efficient in 2-D.

Our new methods improve efficiency dramatically!
(New methods 
are now 
implemented 
in LLNL AMR 
Code Raptor)

∆x=31.25µm 15.625µm 7.8125µm
1600x1600 3200x3200 6400x6400

Compressible Euler equations

Compressible Navier-Stokes equations

xPLM
1600x1600

∆x=31.25µm

∆x=31.25µm

The results on the
∆x=31.25µm
mesh are roughly 
equivalent to 
those found on
a ∆x=10µm 
mesh with the
older method.
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Mesh Convergence Study for all five 
methods.  xPPM is best, WENO5  is worst.

100x100   200x200    400x400

PLM PPM

WENO5

xPLM xPPM

Compare WENO5 at 400x400 
With xPPM at 100x100.  There 
is a factor of 500 difference in 
CPU time.

100x100   200x200    400x400
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Calculation Verification: mesh 
convergence for the shocked cylinder

Using the standard problem, idealized shock/cylinder, we ran 
three grids: 1002, 2002, 4002, and examined integral 
quantities.

Low-resolution xPPM
compares with 
high-resolution WENO
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What about 3-D? Use the Taylor-Green 
Vortex problem to test.  

The results are mostly the same, WENO is relatively 
inefficient compared with PLM/PPM.
• WENO is about one mesh resolution less resolved than 

PLM/PPM, 
• And two less than xPLM and xPPM

Shown below are entropy errors and relative CPU time.
T=2                          T=10 
Grid PLM PPM WENO xPLM xPPM PLM PPM WENO xPLM xPPM 
323 4.0e-

04 
1.5e-
04 

9.e-04 2.6e-
04 

5.0e-
04 

0.030 0.029 0.039 0.029 0.026 

643 4.4e-
05 

1.2e-
05 

7.4e-
05 

3.7e-
05 

7.0e-
06 

0.024 0.022 0.030 0.023 0.021 

CPU 1.00 0.93 17.00 1.30 1.45 15.35 14.21 261.0 19.93 22.22 
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What methods are best for computing 
compressible (turbulent) mixing?

Formal accuracy does not necessarily produce better 
of more efficient solutions.  High-order algorithmic 
elements do improve algorithmic efficiency.

Single step high-resolution Godunov methods faired 
best in all tests.
• PPM outperforms PLM in terms of efficiency.
• Accuracy and Extrema preserving limiters add additional 

resolution efficiently for test problems

Weighted ENO methods based on R-K integrators do 
not perform well in comparison to (x)PLM or (x)PPM.
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Algorithmic efficiency can significantly 
impact computational effort

1. Get a (significantly) bigger computer
– For our problems, solutions are converging at ~1st order
– Therefore, you need a factor of 2 per dimension (space and 

time): for time-dependent 3-D simulations this implies 16 
times more total effort (~8 w/AMR) and 8 times the memory
(~4 w/AMR) 

Y
ou

 m
us

t d
o 

al
lo

f t
he

se
! 

Goal: to decrease the numerical errors by 50%
There are basically three approaches:

“As machines become more powerful, the efficiency of 
algorithms grows more important, not less” - Nick Trefethen

3. Design a more accurate algorithm
– Verification can help guide such algorithm development and 

measure its impact

– You still have a problem, however, if the simulation 
will not fit in memory 

– Can we really make things an order of magnitude faster?

2. Make the existing algorithm more efficient
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BEGIN BACKUP SLIDES
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Examples of show how factors in algorithms 
and solutions effect the efficiency

Take n=2, d=3, R.E. = 1/2, cost = 2
• η=1/2

Take n=1, d=3, R.E. = 1/2 , cost = 2
• η =1/8

Take n=1/2, d=3, R.E. = 1/2 , cost = 2
• η =1/128

Take n=1/2, d=1, R.E. = 1/2 , cost = 2
• η =1/8
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An advantage of PPM: It asymptotically 
preserves limit solutions

If one looks at solutions where there is asymptotic structure, 
the truncation error can inhibit convergence, unless the small 
scale structure is resolved.  PLM does this! WENO5 does this!
• PPM: Continuous edge values as

Example 1 - Reaction system with a diffusive limit

Example 2 - Acoustics in the zero(low)-Mach limit

This may explain different structural character of PPM 
solutions

 ∆t → 0

 
∂tu+ ∂xv = 0;∂tv+ 1

ε2 ∂xu = - 1
ε2 v⇒∂tu

(0) −∂x
2u(0) = 0

 
∂tu+ ∂xv = 0;∂tv+ 1

ε2 ∂xu = 0;λ = ± 1
ε
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There is a handful of basic elements of 
dethod design

Weighted ENO Method
Entropy scheme (LLxF)

Flux Splitting

Base fluxes

High-order flux

Weights

Smoothness detector

Method-of-lines

High-Order Godunov

Riemann solver

Characteristic 
Projection

High-order differencing

Limiter

Time-centering
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Weighted ENO methods can have very high 
formal order of accuracy.

A nonlinear convex combination of schemes - 3-3rd order to a 5th 
order, 4-4th order to a 7th order…

Nonlinearity with smoothness detectors

L = −
1
h

f j+1 2 − f j−1 2( )

u(1) = un + ∆tL un( )
u(2) = 3

4 un + 1
4 u(1) + 1

4 ∆tL u(1)( )
un+1 = 1

3 un + 2
3 u(2) + 2

3∆tL u(2)( )

f u( ) = f − u( ) + f + u( ), f ± u( ) = 1
2 f u( ) ± αu( )

wk =
Ck

ISk + ε( )p
ωk =

wk
wm

m
∑

f j+1 2 = ωm
m
∑ f j+1 2,m

m
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5th Order WENO is the most commonly 
used form of this method.

Start with smoothness measures

3rd Order fluxes

Constants to give 5th order

f j+1 2,1 =
1
3 f j−2 − 7

6 f j−1 +
11
6 f j

f j+1 2,2 = − 1
6 f j−1 +

5
6 f j +

1
3 f j+1

f j+1 2,3 = 1
3 f j +

5
6 f j+1 −

1
6 f j+2

C1 =1,C2 = 6,C3 = 3

ISk = h2l−1 qk
(l)( )x j−1 2

x j+1 2
∫

l=1

r−1
∑

2
dx

IS1 =
13
12 f j−2 − 2 f j−1 + f j( )2 + 1

4 f j−2 − 4 f j−1 + 3 f j( )2

f j+1 2,HO = 1
30 f j−2 − 13

60 f j−1 +
47
60 f j +

9
20 f j+1 −

1
20 f j+2
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The PPM method is based on polynomial 
interpolation.

We find a parabolic interpolant

Where
  w x( )= p θ( )= p0 + p1θ + p2θ

2;θ = x − x j( )/∆x

  p0 = 3
2 w j - 1

4 w j−1 2 + w j+1 2( )
  p1 = w j+1 2 −w j−1 2

  p2 = 3 w j−1 2 + w j+1 2( )− 6w j
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In the original PPM the edges were found 
by a fourth-order formula

The edges simplify to the following

  
w j+1 2 =

7 w j + w j+1( )− w j−1 + w j+2( )
12
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Other high-order edge values can be used.

First compute the edge values: Sixth-order centered

Seventh-order upwind

Seventh-order parabolic

Six-point optimal stencil [0,3π/4]

  w j+1 2 =
37 w j + w j+1( )− 8 w j−1 + w j+2( )+ w j−2 + w j+3( )

60

  w j+1 2 = a w j + w j+1( )+ b w j−1 + w j+2( )+ c w j−2 + w j+3( )
a= 0.681056...;b=−0.229918...,c= 0.048816..

  w j+1 2 =
−3w j−3 + 25w j−2 − 101w j−1 + 319w j + 214w j+1 − 38w j+2 + 4w j+3

420

  w j+1 2 =
−111w j−3 + 849w j−2 − 3010w j−1 + 8510w j + 6645w j+1 − 1349w j+2 + 148w j+3

11520
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In the original PPM the edges tested for their 
production of a monotone interpolant.

One follows this step with checking monotonicity
• Make sure that wj+1/2 is between wj and wj+1
• Next make sure the polynomial is monotone, the original expression 

is not clear, but this amounts to making sure that wj+1/2 is between wj
and 3wj -2wj-1/2

Our new method uses a bounding function, median(a,b,c) 
that returns the middle argument
• The one that is bounded by the other two
• If two arguments are O(hn) the median is too!
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Monotonicity

Standard montonticity can be implemented with two 
steps at each edge,

  w j±1 2 :=median w j ,w j±1 2,w j±1( )
  
w

j±1 2

M = w j±1 2 :=median w j ,w j±1 2,3w j − 2w j ∓1 2( )
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ENO or WENO values could just as 
easily be used.

Stencils are precomputed (like WENO) and selected 
hierarchically using the differences in between stencils to select 
the smoothest (first 2nd order, then 3rd, then 4th, ...)

WENO is like that in the literature, but not on fluxes.

 w j+1 2
2nd =

w j + w j+1( )
2 ;

3w j −w j−1( )
2

 

w j+1 2
3rd =

2w j−2 − 7w j−1 + 11w j( )
6 ;

−w j−1 + 5w j + 2w j+1( )
6 ;

2w j + 5w j+1 −w j+2( )
6
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Time-Centering

This is done using a time-integral form

Specifically it evaluates to 

 
w j+1 2

n+1 2 =
1
ν

p θ( )dθ
1 2

1 2−ν

∫

 
w j−1 2

n+1 2 =
1
−ν

p θ( )dθ
−1 2

−1 2−ν

∫

 w j+1 2
n+1 2 = p 1 2( )− ν

2 p1 + − ν
2 +

ν 2

3( )p2

 w j−1 2
n+1 2 = p −1 2( )− ν

2 p1 + ν
2 +

ν 2

3( )p2
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Finishing Up

Solve the Riemann problem to get single valued solutions 
and fluxes

Update the conserved variables
 U j+1 2

n+1 2 = riemann U j+1 2;−
n+1 2 ,U j+1 2;+

n+1 2( )

 U j
n+1 =U j

n − ∆t
∆x F U j+1 2

n+1 2( )−F U j−1 2
n+1 2( )( )
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Scheme Stability & Truncation Error is 
exceptional

Using Fourier analysis: 
• All stable to CFL=1

Fourth-order edges
• Amplitude
• Phase

Sixth-order edges
• Amplitude
• Phase

Seventh-order edges
• Amplitude
• Phase

A ≈1+ − ν 2
24 + ν 3

12 − ν 4
24( )θ 4 +O θ 6( )

A ≈1+ − ν 2
24 + ν 3

12 − ν 4
24( )θ 4 +O θ 6( )

A ≈1+ ν
48 −

ν 2
16 + ν 3

12 − ν 4
24( )θ 4 +O θ 6( )

P ≈1+ − 1
30 + ν

12 − ν 3
12 + ν 4

30( )θ 4 +O θ 6( )

P ≈1+ − ν
60 + ν 2

15 − ν 3
12 + ν 4

30( )θ 4 +O θ 6( )

P ≈1+ 1
120 − ν

24 + ν 2

12 − ν 3
12 + ν 4

30( )θ 4 +O θ 6( )
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New algorithm development was motivated 
by the Greenough-Rider results.
Can we have the best of each type of method?

Hybridize the nonlinear monotone/non-oscillatory 
methods*
• Start with a nonlinear monotone method: high-order + 

monotonicity test
• If the flow is not monotone use the median of the original high-

order, monotone limiting value and an ENO/WENO value 
(new methods have an “x” designation in the following slides)

*Similar to Huynh, SIAM J. Num. Anal., 32 1995, 
Suresh & Huynh, J. Comp. Phys., 136 1997, 
Daru & Tenaud, J. Comp. Phys., 193, 2004
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Again quoting Dogbert:

Dogbert: “Logically all things are created by a 
combination of simpler, less capable components”

Now the simpler, less capable components 
are the older high-resolution methods
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What’s the impact? Look at a smooth wave-
breaking problem spectrally

Wavenumber

Po
w

er
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The effects of viscosity and mass diffusion in hydrodynamically 
unstable plasma flows 
H.F. Robey 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California, USA 
robey1@llnl.gov  

Hydrodynamically unstable plasma flows driven by intense laser radiation are described in which an 
interface between two materials of dissimilar densities is subjected to a very strong shock and then 
decelerated over a longer time scale.  Pre-imposed perturbations on this interface are unstable to a 
combination of the Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) and Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instabilities.  Overall target 
dimensions for these experiments are of the order of 1 mm, and length scales of the unstable perturbations 
of interest are as small as a few microns.  At such small spatial scales, the effects of dissipative processes 
such as viscosity, thermal conductivity, and mass diffusion begin to affect instability growth rates. 

In this study, estimates are presented of the spatial scale at which viscosity and mass diffusion begin to 
affect the growth of a perturbation due to the RM and RT instabilities.  Time dependent values for the 
plasma kinematic viscosity and interfacial binary mass diffusivity are estimated for the conditions 
occurring in laser-driven instability experiments recently conducted on the Omega laser.  These are used 
together with several models in the literature for estimating the reduction in the growth rate dispersion 
curves of the Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities due to the presence of these small-
scale dissipative effects. 

 

Work performed under the auspices of the Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-48. 
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Growth rate of mixing zone in a direct numerical simulation of 
Rayleigh-Taylor multimode instability development 
Vladislav Rozanov1, Roman Stepanov1, Mikhail Anuchin2, Yury Yanilkin3, Nadezhda 
Proncheva4 & Nikolai Zmitrenko4 
1. P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute of RAS, 
Moscow, Russia 
rozanov@sci.lebedev.ru  

2. Russian Federal Nuclear Center � All-Russia Scientific Research Institute of Technical Physics, 
Snezhinsk, Russia 
m.g.anuchin@vniitf.ru  

3. Russian Federal Nuclear Center � All-Russia Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics, 
Sarov, Russia 
yan@md08.vniief.ru  

4. Institute of Mathematical Modelling of RAS, 
Moscow, Russia 
zmitrenko@imamod.ru  

On the base of many 2D numerical simulations of Rayleigh-Taylor instability development, which have 
been performed in the framework of ISTC Project #1481, the approximate formula was suggested to 
describe a mixing zone width variation with time. The initial perturbation is a sum of different modes with 
wavelength and amplitude, which are defined by certain law, and a random phase. The proposed formula 
has an asymptotic, corresponding to a spike movement with a constant velocity. Contributions of different 
modes to a zone width is described by the weights, depending on time and simulating the destruction of a 
given spike due to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (Zmitrenko et al.(1997)). Different models of mixing zone 
growth are discussed. 
The research is supported by ISTC, Project #1481. 
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DQG� QL LV� WKH� YHORFLW\� RI� WKH� KHDY\� OLTXLG� MHW� JURZWK� LQ� WKH� ³L´WK� KDUPRQLF� 57LQVWDELOLW\�
9DOXHV� � J.+� DQG� J57� GHSHQG� RQ� WKH� ZDYH� YHFWRU� � �

L L
L

N Q/
S S
O  � DQG� WKHUHE\

GHSHQG�RQ�WKH�³L´�WK�KDUPRQLF¶V�QXPEHU��ZKLFK� LV�QRW�DOZD\V�PDUNHG� LQ� WKH�DERYHIRUPXODH��,W�LV�VHHQ�WKDW�D�FRQWULEXWLRQ�LQWR�WKH�]RQH�ZLGWK�RI�WKH�KDUPRQLF�ZLWK�WKHQXPEHU� �QL GHFUHDVHV� WKH� IDVWHU� WKH�KLJKHU� WKH�QXPEHU�QL� ,I� WKH� VSHFWUXP�RI� LQLWLDO
SHUWXUEDWLRQV� LV� � NLDLR FRQVW�� � WKHQ� � �� � a LF Q

LZ W H� � ,I� WKH� LQLWLDO� SHUWXUEDWLRQV
FRUUHVSRQG� WR� WKH� ODZ� � FRQVWLD  � WKHQ� � �

�� � a �LF Q
LZ W H� %DVLQJ� RQ� WKRVH

DVVXPSWLRQV�� ZH� KDYH� SHUIRUPHG� FDOFXODWLRQV� RI� WKH� PL[LQJ� ]RQH� ZLGWK� E\� XVLQJ(T������� ZKHUH� WKH� ZHLJKWV� � ZL�W�� ZHUH� GHWHUPLQHG� LQ� DFFRUGDQFH� ZLWK� WKH� DERYHPRGHO��,Q�WKH�RWKHU�YDULDQW��WKH�ZHLJKWV�ZL�W��ZHUH�FKRVHQ�E\�D�EHWWHU�FRLQFLGHQFH�RI/�W��ZLWK�WKH�'16�UHVXOWV�,W�ZDV�IRXQG�WKDW�DW�WKH�ODWHU�VWDJHV�WKH�FRQWULEXWLRQ�RI�KLJKHU�KDUPRQLFV�ZDV�QRWRI�D�]HUR�YDOXH��DQG�LW�LV�GHVLUDEOH�WR�WDNH�LW�LQWR�DFFRXQW��$V�LW�WXUQHG�RXW��WKH�KLJK�IUHTXHQF\� PRGHV� PDNH� D� FRQWULEXWLRQ� LQWR� WKH� PL[LQJ� ]RQH� ZLGWK� HTXDO� WR
DPL[�# ��y��O��S� IRU� �� '� JHRPHWU\�� DQG� IRU� WKH� �'� JHRPHWU\� WKH� FRQWULEXWLRQ� LVDPL[�# ���y���O��S >�@�� %RWK� YDULDQWV� JLYH� UDWKHU� FORVH� UHVXOWV�� ZKLFK� VXSSRUW� DYDOLGLW\� RI� WKH� DERYH� VSHFXODWLRQV�� 6RPH� RI� WKH� UHVXOWV� RI� FRPSDULVRQ� RI� WKH�'16
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]RQH�ZLGWK�GDWD�ZLWK�WKH�/�[� FDOFXODWLRQV�DQG�WKH�EHKDYLRU�RI�WKH�FRHIILFLHQWV�ZL DUHUHSUHVHQWHG�LQ�)LJV���DQG�����,W�VHHPV�SRVVLEOH�WKDW�RQH�FDQ�UHSURGXFH��ZLWK�D�JRRGDFFXUDF\��WKH�'16�UHVXOWV�ZLWK�WKH�KHOS�RI�WKH�UHODWLRQ�RI�WKH�W\SH�RI�(T������$�PRUHLPSRUWDQW� FRQFOXVLRQ� LV� WKDW� WKH� ORQJ�ZDYH� SHUWXUEDWLRQV� EHLQJ� GHYHORSHG� E\� WKDWPRPHQW� JLYH� WKH� JUHDWHVW� FRQWULEXWLRQ� WR� WKH� PL[LQJ� ]RQH� ZLGWK�� � ,W� LV� HDV\� WRFDOFXODWH�WKH�HYROXWLRQ�RI�WKH�SHUWXUEDWLRQV�E\�PHDQV�RI�'16�RU�HVWLPDWH�WKHP�E\�WKH
DQDO\WLFDO� PRGHOV� GHVFULEHG�� IRU� H[DPSOH�� LQ� >�@�� EHFDXVH� �J57�LW DFKLHYHV� VPDOOHUYDOXHV�IRU�WKRVH�SHUWXUEDWLRQV�
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)RU� WKH� WKHRU\� LW� SURYHG� WR� EH� LPSRUWDQW� WKDW� GHFUHDVLQJ� RI� WKH� WHUP
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J ��  � ZKHUH� OL LV� WKH� ILWWLQJ� SDUDPHWHU�� KDG� EHHQ� WLPH� OLPLWHG�� 7KLVOLPLWDWLRQ�PHDQV�WKDW�WKH�SHUWXUEDWLRQ�RFFXUULQJ�DIWHU�WKH�GHVWUXFWLRQ��DFKLHYHPHQW�RI

)LJ������/�W�� GHSHQGHQFLHV�IRUWZR�YDULDQWV�RI�ZL�W��FRHIILFLHQWV�VHH�)LJ������³�´�FRUUHVSRQGV�WRWKH�'16�UHVXOWV

)LJ����D��7KH�FRHIILFLHQWV�Z��W�� Z��W�HYROXWLRQ�IRU�WKH�FXUYHV���DQG���RI�)LJ��
)LJ����E��7KH�FRHIILFLHQWV�Z��W��Z��W��HYROXWLRQ�IRU�WKH�FXUYHV��DQG���RI�)LJ��
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WKH�³FULWLFDO�DJH´��VWLOO�DIIHFWV�WKH�]RQH�ZLGWK���)LJXUH���LOOXVWUDWHV�WZR�WKHRUHWLFDO�WKH
)LJ������:DYHOHW�'��DQG�WKH�GHQVLW\�ILHOG�GHFRPSRVLWLRQ
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WKH� ³FULWLFDO� DJH´�� VWLOO� DIIHFWV� WKH� ]RQH�ZLGWK�� � )LJXUH� �� LOOXVWUDWHV� WZR� WKHRUHWLFDOFXUYHV�/�W���DV�FRPSDUHG�WR�WKH�5D\OHLJK�7D\ORU�LQVWDELOLW\�FDOFXODWLRQ��$U�;H�SDLU�RIJDVHV��VL[�KDUPRQLFV�ZLWK�WKH�FRQVWDQW�LQLWLDO�DJH��DR ������ �&XUYH���FRUUHVSRQGV�WRWKH� XQUHVWULFWHG� GHFUHDVLQJ� RI� WKH� ZHLJKWV� DQG� FXUYH� �� LOOXVWUDWHV� WXUQLQJ� RI� WKHH[SRQHQWLDO� WHUP� WR� WKH� FRQVWDQW�YDOXH�RI�����L�� ZKHUH� L LV� WKH�KDUPRQLF¶V�QXPEHU�7KH�EHKDYLRU�RI�ZHLJKWV�LV�LOOXVWUDWHG�LQ�)LJ���D��IRU�WKH�ILUVW�DQG�VHFRQG�KDUPRQLFV�DQG� LQ�)LJ���E� �IRU� WKH� ILIWK� DQG� VL[WK�KDUPRQLFV��� �7KH� FXUYHV� IRU� WKH� XQUHVWULFWHGGHFUHDVLQJ�RI�WKH�ZHLJKWV�DUH�PDUNHG�
���:DYHOHW�DQDO\VLV

�7KH�'16�UHVXOWV�RQ�WKH�57�DQG�50�GHYHORSPHQW�DW�D�VWDJH�RI�WKH�PL[LQJ�OD\HUIRUPDWLRQ�DUH�UHSRUWHG�LQ�VHFWLRQ����7KH�QXPEHU�RI�WKH�FDOFXODWLRQV�FRQQHFWHG�ZLWK�DYDULHW\� RI� SUREOHPV� �JHRPHWU\�� W\SH� RI� LQVWDELOLW\�� $WZRRG� QXPEHU�� SHUWXUEDWLRQVSHFWUXP��LQLWLDO�FRQGLWLRQV��GLIIHUHQW�VWDWLVWLFDO�UHDOL]DWLRQV��DQG�GLIIHUHQW�FRGHV��DOVRLQFUHDVHV�EHFDXVH� HYHU\� FDOFXODWLRQ� FRQWDLQV� D� VXFFHVVLRQ�RI� WKH� UHVXOWV� IRU� �������PRPHQWV�� � ,I� RQH� FKRRVHV� RQO\� ���PRPHQWV� IRU� HDFK� FDOFXODWLRQ� WKHQ�RQH� JHWV� WKHGDWD�EDVH�RI����� ��a��� LPDJHV�FRQWDLQLQJ�LQIRUPDWLRQ�DERXW�WKH�VWXGLHG�SURFHVVHV�7R�DQDO\]H�WKH�LQIRUPDWLRQ�ZH�KDYH�DSSOLHG�WKH�QHXUR�FRPSXWHU�PHWKRGV��ZKLFKGR�QRW�XVH�WKH�D�SULRUL�GDWD�DERXW�WKH�VWXGLHG�SURFHVVHV�>���@�7KH�IROORZLQJ�VFKHPH�KDV�EHHQ�GHYHORSHG�DQG�UHDOL]HG�
��� $ GLVWULEXWLRQ� RI� KHDY\� DQG� OLJKW� OLTXLG� GHQVLW\� LQ� WKH� [�]� �� U�[�]�7L� VSDFH� �DGHQVLW\� ILHOG�� ZDV� FKRVHQ� LQ� HDFK� FDOFXODWLRQ� RI� LQVWDELOLW\� DQG� PL[LQJ� ZLWKGHILQLWH�LQLWLDO�FRQGLWLRQV�IRU����PRPHQWV�RI�WLPH�� �� �« ������� 7KH�GHQVLW\�ILHOG�ZDV�VXEMHFWHG�WR�D�ZDYHOHW�WUDQVIRUP��L�H��WKH�ZDYHOHW�H[SDQVLRQFRHIILFLHQWV�ZHUH�IRXQG�E\�D�VWDQGDUG�SURFHGXUH�
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$V�D� UHVXOW�� WKH�JLYHQ�GHQVLW\� ILHOG� LV�GHWHUPLQHG�E\� D� VHW� �PXOWLWXGH��RI� WKH

FRHIILFLHQWV� L7
PQP Q& c c �%HFDXVH� WKHUH� LV� D� YDULHW\� RI� WKH� ZDYHOHW� WUDQVIRUPV�� LQ� WKH� GHVFULEHG� DERYHVFKHPH�� ZH� KDYH� WHVWHG� GLIIHUHQW� YDULDQWV�� $� SURFHGXUH� ZDV� GHYHORSHG� IRU� DFDOFXODWLRQ� RI� WKH� LPDJH� HQWURS\� >��@�� ZKLFK� GHWHUPLQHV� D� ³VSUHDG´� RI� WKHFDOFXODWLRQV�IURP�LQLWLDO�VWDWH��³WKH�ODUJHU�WKH�HQWURS\��WKH�OHVV�WKH�LQIRUPDWLYH�WKHLPDJH´���$V� LW� WXUQHG�RXW�� WKH�EHVW� LPDJLQJ� LV�\LHOGHG�E\� WKH�'DXEHFKLHV�� �'��
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ZDYHOHWV��,Q�WKH�'��ZDYHOHWV��WKH�PRVW�³ORFDO´�GHVFULSWLRQ�RI� WKH�REMHFW� LV�XVHG�3HUKDSV� WKLV� D� QRQUDQGRP� PHDVXUH� EHFDXVH� SRWHQWLDOLW\� RI� WKH� IORZ� OHDGV� WR
³GDPSLQJ´�RI� WKH� LQIRUPDWLRQ� FRPLQJ� IURP�D� ³IDU´� GLVWDQFH�'U�� � LQ� DFFRUGDQFH
ZLWK�WKH�ODZ�� a N UH� �' � �N S

O �
��� ,Q� WKH�VSDFH�RI� WKH�FRHIILFLHQWV� L7

PQP Q& c c � WKH�JLYHQ�PRPHQW�RI�DQ\�FDOFXODWLRQ� LVVKRZQ�E\� D� SRLQW�� DQG� WKH�ZKROH� FDOFXODWLRQ� FRUUHVSRQGV� WR� D� WUDMHFWRU\� LQ� WKDWVSDFH��7KH�VSDFH�GLPHQVLRQDOLW\�LV�KLJK��LW�LV�GHWHUPLQHG�E\�D�VL]H�RI�WKH�VPDOOHVWFHOO�LQ�D�FDOFXODWLRQ�QHW��ZKHUH�LQ�RXU�FDVH�WKH�QXPEHU�RI�WKH�FHOOV�ZDV���� ����7KHQ�WKH�SURFHGXUHV�RI�WKH�VSDFH�GLPHQVLRQDOLW\�UHGXFWLRQ�ZHUH�XVHG�>��@��DPRQJZKLFK�WKH�PDLQ�FRPSRQHQW�PHWKRG�SURYHV�WR�EH�WKH�PRVW�FRPSUHKHQVLYH�RQH��7KHPDLQ� LQIRUPDWLRQ�ZDV� VDYHG�� DV� WKH�GLPHQVLRQDOLW\�ZDV�GHFUHDVHG�GRZQ� WR�����DQG�HYHQ�WR����DQG�����³7KH�LQIRUPDWLRQ�LV�VDYHG´�PHDQV�WKDW�RQH�FDQ�UHSURGXFHLQLWLDO�SLFWXUH�RI�GHQVLW\�E\�XVLQJ�WKH�ZDYHOHW�FRHIILFLHQWV��ZLWKRXW�DQ\�VXEVWDQWLDOORVV�RI�LQIRUPDWLRQ��3HUKDSV�LQ�WKH�RWKHU�SUREOHPV��IRU�H[DPSOH��GHWHUPLQDWLRQ�RIWKH� VSHFWUDO� WXUEXOHQFH��� LW� KDSSHQV� WR� EH� LQHIILFLHQW� WR� QHJOHFW� KLJK�IUHTXHQF\FRPSRQHQWV�DQG�UHGXFH�GLPHQVLRQDOLW\�RI�VSDFH���� ,W�LV�FRQYHQLHQW�WR�UHSUHVHQW�WKH�SURFHVVHV��WKH�LQVWDELOLW\�FDOFXODWLRQ�UHVXOWV��RQ�DWZR�GLPHQVLRQDO�.RKRQHQ�PDS�>��@��ZKRVH�FRRUGLQDWHV�SURYH� WR�EH�FORVH� WR� WKHSULPDU\�DQG�VHFRQG�PDLQ�FRPSRQHQWV��30&�DQG�60&����� ,W� LV� SRVVLEOH� WR� EXLOG� D� SURJUDP� EORFN�� ZKLFK� FDQ� SUHGLFW� WKH� PL[LQJ� ]RQHSDUDPHWHUV� RQ� D� EDVLV� RI� LQLWLDO� GDWD�� 7KH� WUDMHFWRULHV� WKDW� DUH� RXWJRLQJ�� DW� ILUVW�IURP�RQH�UHJLRQ��FOXVWHU��RQ�WKH�.RKRQHQ�PDS��UHPDLQ�FORVH�DW�WKH�ODWHU�VWDJHV���� )LJXUHV�������LOOXVWUDWH�VRPH�RI�WKH�UHVXOWV��)LJXUH����GHPRQVWUDWHV�D�'��ZDYHOHWVWUXFWXUH�DQG�D�VFKHPH�RI�WKH�GHQVLW\�ILHOG�H[SDQVLRQ�RYHU�WKH�ZDYHOHW�IXQFWLRQV�)LJXUH����LOOXVWUDWHV�WKH�H[DPSOHV�RI�UHSURGXFWLRQ�RI�WKH�GHQVLW\�ILHOG�IRU�GLIIHUHQWQXPEHUV� RI� FRPSRQHQWV�� )LJXUHV� ������ GHPRQVWUDWH� WKH� UHVXOWV� RI� WKH�.RKRQHQPDS�XWLOL]DWLRQ�LQ�WKH�'��LPDJLQJ�
�,Q� )LJ���� WKH� PDS� LV� DUUDQJHG� VR� WKDW�� IURP� WRS� WR� ERWWRP�� WKH� SULPDU\� PDLQFRPSRQHQW��30&��LV�LQFUHDVHG��DQG�IURP�ULJKW�WR�OHIW��WKH�VHFRQG�RQH��60&��LV��7KHEDVLF� WHQGHQF\� RI� WKH� FDOFXODWLRQV� LV� WKH� IROORZLQJ��$V� WKH� WLPH� RI�PL[LQJ� DQG� WKHPL[LQJ�]RQH�ZLGWK�JURZ��WKH�YDOXH�RI�WKH�30&�PRQRWRQRXVO\�LQFUHDVHV��7R�WKH�VWDUWRI�WKH�SURFHVV�WKHUH�FRUUHVSRQGV�D�FHUWDLQ�YDOXH�RI�WKH�60&��DQG�DV�WLPH�HODSVHV�WKDWYDOXH�RI�WKH�60&�UHPDLQV�DSSUR[LPDWHO\�WKH�VDPH��)LJXUH����LOOXVWUDWHV�ILQDO�VWDWHVRI�WKH�FDOFXODWLRQV��ZKRVH�WUDMHFWRULHV�DUH�SORWWHG� LQ� WKH�OHIW��PLGGOH��DQG�ULJKW�KDQGSDUWV�RI�WKH�.RKRQHQ�PDS��L�H��DW�GLIIHUHQW�YDOXHV�RI�60&��2QH�FDQ�REVHUYH�VLPLODUVWUXFWXUHV�RI�WKH�FRPSXWHU�FKRVHQ�SDLUV��)RU�GHILQLWHQHVV�VDNH��ZH�VKDOO�VD\�WKDW�WKRVHFDOFXODWLRQV�KDYH�EHHQ�PDGH�E\�WKH�187�FRGH��7KH\�UHSUHVHQW�D�GHYHORSPHQW�RI���PRGH� SHUWXUEDWLRQV� RI� D� SDLU� RI� ;H�+H� JDVHV� DW�  ���� DQG� GLIIHUHQW� UDQGRPO\FKRVHQ�LQLWLDO�SKDVHV�RI� WKH�SHUWXUEDWLRQV��)LJXUH����LOOXVWUDWHV� WKH�.RKRQHQ�PDS� LQWKH�'��SUHVHQWDWLRQ��ZKLFK�LV�EXLOW�E\�WKH�FDOFXODWLRQV�RI�ILYH�NLQGV�
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)LJ����� 7KH� GHQVLW\� GLVWULEXWLRQ� ILHOG� UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ� IRU� GLIIHUHQW� QXPEHUV� RI� NHSWPDLQ�FRPSRQHQWV

)LJ�����7KH�.RKRQHQ�PDS�LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ
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)LJ�����.RKRQHQ�PDS�±�SURFHVVHV�VLPLODULW\
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(DFK� FHOO� RQ� D� PDS� �D� FOXVWHU�� FRQWDLQV� LQIRUPDWLRQ� DERXW� HDFK� W\SH� RI� WKHFDOFXODWLRQV� LQ� WKH� IRUP� RI� D� FLUFXODU� KLVWRJUDP�� � 6HFWRUV� LQ� WKH� KLVWRJUDPV� DUHQXPEHUHG� FORFNZLVH� LQ� WKH� RUGHU� RI� ���������� VWDUWLQJ� IURP� D� IRXU� R¶FORFN� VHFWRU�)LOOLQJ�RI�WKH�KLVWRJUDP�VHFWRU�LV�SURSRUWLRQDO�WR�WKH�QXPEHU�RI�WKH�FDOFXODWLRQV�RI�WKHJLYHQ�W\SH�LQ�WKH�JLYHQ�FOXVWHU��$�FRPSDULVRQ�RI�WKH�FDOFXODWLRQV����DQG����WKH�187DQG�0$;�FRGHV��VKRZV�WKDW�WKH\�OLH�LQ�RQ�RQH�VLWH�RI�WKH�PDS��7KLV�VXJJHVWV�WKDW�WKHUHVXOWV� REWDLQHG� E\� GLIIHUHQW� FRGHV� DUH� LGHQWLFDO�� $FWXDOO\�� DV� VRRQ� DV� WKH� WHVWFDOFXODWLRQV�KDG�EHHQ�PDGH�ZH�REWDLQHG� WKDW� WKH�XVHG�FRGHV�SURGXFHG� WKH� LGHQWLFDOUHVXOWV�� $� FRPSDULVRQ� RI� WKH� FDOFXODWLRQV� ����� DQG� ��� �  FRQVW� DQG�  FRQVW�VKRZV�WKDW�WKH�FDOFXODWLRQV����RFFXS\�D�VSHFLILF�SDUW�RI�WKH�PDS��DQG�WKH\�DUH�LVRODWHGIURP�RWKHU� W\SHV� RI� WKH� FDOFXODWLRQV� LQ� WKH� VSDFH� RI�ZDYHOHW� LPDJHV�� 7KDW� SURSHUW\FRXOG�EH�XVHG�WR�UHFRJQL]H�WKH�SURFHVVHV�ZLWK�KLJKHU�KDUPRQLFV��7KH�FDOFXODWLRQV���DQG����  �������  FRQVW��DQG�  FRQVW��RFFXS\�WKHLU�RZQ�SDUW�RI�WKH�PDS��ZKLFK�LVGLIIHUHQW� IURP�  ������� DQG� WKH� FDVHV� ZLWK�  FRQVW� DQG�  FRQVW� DUH� VHSDUDWHGIURP�HDFK�RWKHU� DV�ZHOO�� �7KH� FDOFXODWLRQV�ZLWK� GLIIHUHQW� � ������� DQG�������� DUHVHSDUDWHG�E\�D�EODQN�RQ�WKH�PDS��QR�FDOFXODWLRQV���,W�ZRXOG�KDYH�EHHQ�RI�LQWHUHVW�WRFODULI\� ZKHWKHU� WKDW� SDUW� PLJKW� EH� ILOOHG� ZLWK� WKH� FDOFXODWLRQV� �SURFHVVHV�� ZLWK������ ������� FRUUHVSRQGLQJ� WR� WKH� SDLUV� RI� JDVHV� ZLWK� DQRWKHU� UDWLR� RI� GHQVLW\�GLIIHUHQW�IURP�$U�;H�RU�+H�;H��

)LJ������.RKRQHQ�PDS�LQ�'�UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ��(DFK�FHOOFRQWDLQV���VHFWRUV�IRU�UHVXOWV�RI� FDOFXODWLRQV�
��� 7KH� 187� SURJUDP�� WKHLQLWLDO� SHUWXUEDWLRQV� GHFUH�DVH�E\�WKH�ODZ�  �����DQGWKH� FDOFXODWLRQV� KDYH� EHHQSHUIRUPHG� IRU� WKH� SDLU� RIJDVHV�+H�;H�DW��$ ������
��� 7KH� 0$;� SURJUDP�� �����+H�;H��$ ������
��� 7KH� 0$;� SURJUDP� FRQVW��+H�;H��$ ������
��� 7KH� 0$;� SURJUDP� �����$U�;H��$ ������
��� 7KH� 0$;� SURJUDP� FRQVW��$U�;H��$ ������
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•Direct numerical simulation of RT&RM
instabilities and mixing by codes NUT, MAX, EGAK;

•Comparison with experiments (S.Zaitsev);

•Wavelet analysis;

•Kohonen map for multi-dimensional space visualization;

•Neuro-network forecasting of instabilities and mixing 
development (Predictor);

•Mixing zone growth rate

•Prospects
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Problem statement (2)

Instabilities:   RT, RM, limited time of development

Dimension: 2D and 3D

Amplitudes: ak
0=a0(k)

Modes: Nmax=6,8,10,12; i=2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19,23,29,31,37

Phases: random choice on the interval 0 —2π

Attwood number:  Ar/Xe A=0.532 ; He/Xe A=0.941

Total number of simulations:       250

Physic values: the kinetic energy:

:  z-component of a momentum

the width of the mixing zone: L = Z2 - Z1

: the mass of heavy fluids involved into mixing

the enthropy:
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Density field evolution (He/Xe, n=6)
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Comparison with experimental data on Ar-Xe
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Simulation examples(1) –RT
NUT  He/Xe 
ak=0.5, n=6

MAX  He/Xe 
ak=0.8, n=10

MAX  He/Xe 
n=6,   a=const,  n=10
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Simulation examples(2) –RT
MAX  Ar/Xe 

n=6,   ak=0.8,   n=10
MAX  Ar/Xe 

n=6,   a=const,    n=10
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Simulation examples(3) –RM He/Xe

6 harmonics  8 harmonics  10 harmonics
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Simulation examples(4) –RT, n=6,12

6 harmonics           12 harmonics  6 harmonics  12 harmonics
He/Xe Ar/Xe
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Simulation examples(5) –RT,3D

isosurface of density at t=1600 μs and 
density distribution at x=36 mm plane

ρ(0µs)

ρ(1.6ms)
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Simulation examples(6) –V(x,z,t), RT

He/Xe, 

6 modes

t=0,300,600,
900 μs

Density

Vx

Vz
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Integral values (1)
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Integral values (2)
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Integral values (3)
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Linear compression: 
Principal Components
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Reconstruction after data compression

250x130 = 32,500 200 40 17

Principal components numbers
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Kohonen maps

Non‐linear compression:Linear compression:
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Map interpretation(1)

PC
1: 
Ev

ol
ut
io
n

PC2: Configuration
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Map interpretation(2)

Processes similarity (He/Xe, n=6)
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Predictor (1)

T=0 T=1 T=24 T=25
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( ) ( )
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Predictor (2)
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D  – number of density figures
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Interpretation of principal components(1)
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Interpretation of principal components(2)
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Interpretation of principal components(3)
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The width of the mixing zone (1)
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The width of the mixing zone (2)
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The width of the mixing zone (3)
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Conclusion (1)
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From DNS

•Database created on the basis of 250 DNS on the  development of instability and 
turbulent mixing of two gases for different regimes:

- RT and RM;
- 2D and 3D;
- different Atwood numbers;
- different mode numbers;
- different amplitudes on the mode number dependencies;

Database contains information on the pressure, velocity, density and enstrophy 
fields.

•The growth of mixing zone width is close to the linear one with time

•The width of the mixing zone does not depend strongly on the high mode 
contribution (The width slightly decreases with the inclusion of high modes)

•The width of the mixing zone for 3D and 2D cases for equal condition is 
approximately equal.
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From  wavelet  analysis

• Wavelet decomposition of density gives adequate representation of the 
instability and mixing development

• Kohonen maps can distinguish between different examples of the processes 
and can find similarity of the processes (if it really exists)

• interpretation of principal components of the wavelet space looks a very 
interesting investigation

• on this basis it is possible to suggest a predictor which can predict final 
results of instability and mixing development using the information on the 
initial state only.

Prospects

• 3D instabilities and turbulent mixing development, the wavelet analysis and 
so on. 

• Wavelet analysis of other 2D fields (compare with the density) and their 
combination.
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Investigation of the large-scale and statistical properties of 
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability-induced mixing  
Oleg Schilling1, Marco Latini2, Wai-Sun Don3 & Barna Bihari1 
1. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California, USA 
schilling1@llnl.gov  

2. Applied and Computational Mathematics 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, USA 
mlatini@caltech.edu  

3. Division of Applied Mathematics 
Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, USA 
wsdon@mail.cfm.brown.edu  

The weighted essentially non-oscillatory method (Jiang & Shu 1996; Shu 1999) is applied to study the 
evolution of single- and two-mode Richtmyer-Meshkov instability-induced mixing. The numerical method 
is validated using two-dimensional simulations of the Mach 1.21 air/SF6 shock tube experiments of 
Collins and Jacobs (2002) that include reshock of the evolving interface. The flow structure and 
perturbation amplitude growth obtained from the simulations are shown to be in very good agreement with 
the corresponding experimental data. The amplitude growth is also compared to the growth predicted by 
several nonlinear analytical models. 

High-resolution, three-dimensional simulations are performed to study the spatial structure, spectra, and 
statistics in the Mach 1.5 air/SF6 shock tube experiment of Vetter and Sturtevant (1995). The interfacial 
perturbation, including the embedded wire mesh, is modeled following the two-scale representation of 
Cohen et al. (2002). The mixing layer width is compared to the experimental data. The time-evolution of 
the kinetic energy spectra corresponding to velocity fluctuations in both the streamwise and spanwise 
directions and the density variance spectra are investigated. The balance of terms in the kinetic energy and 
enstrophy evolution equations is studied to provide insight into the baroclinic production and vortex 
stretching mechanisms that drive the instability and turbulence. Simulations using different orders of 
spatial accuracy are compared at different grid resolutions to investigate the dependence of quantities on 
the resolution. 

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the University of 
California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-48.   
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• Apply a high-resolution, Eulerian, shock-capturing reconstruction-
evolution method to Richtmyer-Meshkov instability with reshock

• Compare to experimental data (Collins-Jacobs and Vetter-Sturtevant); 
extend simulations/analysis to longer t

• Study dynamics and structure, including mixing: time-evolution of 
global mixing and flow statistics, spectra, terms in evolution equations

• Investigate effects of reshock

• Examine differences between 2D and 3D mixing

The topics of this investigation are essential to the 
development/validation of subgrid-scale and turbulent 

mixing models for complex shock-induced flows

The purpose of this research is to numerically study the 
physics of single- and multi-mode Richtmyer-Meshkov

instability and mixing with reshock in 2D and 3D
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• Euler equations solved using local Lax-Friedrichs flux-split finite-
difference reconstructions

• Convex linear combination of all possible polynomial interpolations taken 
to achieve ENO property
– High-order non-oscillatory solutions obtained using nonlinearly-

weighted set of stencils that avoid crossing discontinuities
– Local characteristic decomposition for flux-splitting

• 3rd-order TVD Runge-Kutta method for time-evolution
• Notable features of code

– 3rd-, 5th-, 7th-, 9th-, or 11th-order WENO reconstruction
– Adaptive domain method increases number of grid points dynamically
– Interface tracked by mass fraction
– Multi-resolution hybridization with high-order central-difference 

schemes

Simulations were performed using the weighted 
essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) method
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Density at t = 5 ms

Vorticity at t = 5 ms

A model of the Ma = 1.21 Collins-Jacobs 
air(acetone)/SF6 shock tube experiment was simulated 

with reshock for initial code validation

1.24815Adiabatic 
exponent γ

0.604

0.5 cmDiffusion 
thickness

5.9 cmWavelength λ

0.183 cmAmplitude a0

Initial 
perturbation 
properties

∆x = ∆y = 0.02 cmGrid spacing

Pre-shock 
Atwood 

number A-Air(acetone)-SF6
Properties

8.9 cm x 75 cmDomain Size

WENO 5 Simulation Parameters
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Simulation and experimental density are in good agreement 
initially; lack of rarefaction to slow interface causes reflected 

shock to interact with interface ~ 1 ms sooner

t = 2 .502 ms t = 4.009 ms t = 5.015 ms

t = 2.5 ms t = 4 ms t = 5 ms

t = 7.005 ms

t = 6.47 ms

t = 7.781 ms

t = 6.78 ms

PLIF images from Collins and Jacobs After Reshock

5th-order WENO simulations
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• Zhang and Sohn (Padé) (1997):

• Vandenboomgaerde et al. (2002):

• Sadot et al. (1998):
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Nonlinear perturbation series extended via Padé
approximants can capture nonlinear mixing layer 

width evolution prior to reshock

• Experimental data in best 
agreement with Sadot model

• Simulation data in best agreement 
with Zhang-Sohn (Padé) model
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Initial perturbation model:

Simulation Resolutions and Orders

257 × 12923D WENO 9

401 × 2572257 × 12923D WENO 5
1300 × 5402D WENO 5

Ma = 1.5 air/SF6 Vetter Sturtevant experiment with 
wire mesh and membrane is modeled using a

two-mode initial perturbation
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• Time-evolution of mass fraction isosurface in 3D 

• Time-evolution of mass fraction in 2D

Animations
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Mass fraction isosurface from high-order WENO 
simulation shows detailed structure before and 

following reshock
t = 0 ms t = 1 ms t = 3 ms t = 3.25 ms Reshock

t = 3.5 ms t = 5 ms t = 10 ms
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Mass fraction from 2D simulation shows more 
coherency and large-scale structure than in 3D

t = 0 ms t = 1 ms t = 3 ms t = 3.25 ms Reshock

t = 3.5 ms t = 5 ms t = 10 ms
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• Amplitude growth also in generally 
good agreement with Mikaelian
reshock model h(t) = 0.28 A+ [u] t

• Amplitude growth prior to reshock
overestimated
– Limited resolution along shock 

propagation direction
– Choice of initial perturbation 

(membrane break-up issues)

• 2D amplitude growth slightly 
slower than 3D growth before 
reshock, and significantly slower 
after reshock

• da3D/dt > da2D/dt

t (ms)

h(
t) 

(c
m

)

The mixing layer growth is in very good agreement with 
experimentally-measured growth rate following reshock
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Mole fraction profiles exhibit more spatial structure 
in two dimensions than in three dimensions
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• Θ3D > Θ2D so more overall mixing in 3D
• Θ3D and Θ2D differ qualitatively before 

and after reshock
• Both appear to asymptote to different 

values

t

Mixing profile and mixing parameter exhibit different 
spatial and temporal behavior in 2D and 3D
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• Late-time 2D spectrum somewhat steeper than k-3

• Late-time 3D spectrum may have a k-5/3 large-scale spectrum, with 
dissipation dominating at intermediate and small scales

2D 3D
k-3

k-5/3

E(
k,

t)

kk

Reshock amplifies the kinetic energy at all scales
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k-5/3

E(
k,

x=
x m

id
,t)

k

compensated spectrum

The 401 × 2572 WENO 5 simulation is too limited in 
resolution to exhibit a scaling subrange in the 3D 

kinetic energy spectrum at the mid-slice at t = 5 ms
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2u ′′

2D

3D

2v ′′ vu ′′′′

( ) hxx mid /− ( ) hxx mid /− ( ) hxx mid /−

2u ′′

The structure and magnitude of the Reynolds stress 
components differ considerably in 2D and 3D, acquiring 

large values after reshock
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Baroclinic production is the dominant enstrophy
generation mechanism in 2D, while baroclinic production 
and vortex stretching are the dominant mechanisms in 3D
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The buoyancy and Reynolds stress production are 
dominant mechanisms in 3D, and the pressure-

dilatation is also large
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• Simulations of Ma = 1.5 Vetter-Sturtevant experiment before and after 
reshock showed dramatic differences in 2D and 3D
– Mixing layer widths grow differently in 2D and 3D
– Structure of mixing profiles and statistics change following reshock

and are different in 2D and 3D
– Energy spectra showed that fluctuations are significantly enhanced by 

vorticity deposition by second shock
– Yet higher resolution needed in 3D to obtain scaling
– Signature of reshock captured in evolution of kinetic energy and 

enstrophy; nature of fluctuations different in 2D and 3D
– 2D and 3D simulations indicate that, following reshock in 3D, vortex 

stretching and baroclinic production are very important mechanisms
– Reynolds stress and buoyancy production are dominant mechanisms 

in turbulent kinetic energy transport

High-resolution simulations provide flow structure, 
spectra, and statistics of reshocked, multi-mode 

Richtmyer-Meshkov instability
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Direct numerical simulations of miscible, small Atwood number 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability-induced mixing  
Oleg Schilling1, Nicholas Mueschke2 & Malcolm Andrews2 
1. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California, USA 
schilling1@llnl.gov  

2. Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas, USA 
mueschke@tamu.edu, mandrews@mengr.tamu.edu  

Experimental and numerical investigations have been conducted to investigate the effects of initial 
conditions on the evolution of the large- and small-scale dynamics of an incompressible, miscible, 
statistically-stationary, small Atwood number Rayleigh-Taylor mixing layer.  Experiments were 
performed at Texas A&M University on an existing water channel facility (Snider & Andrews 1994; 
Wilson & Andrews 2001; Ramaprabhu & Andrews 2004).  Density and velocity fluctuations were 
measured using a high-resolution thermocouple system and particle image velocimetry (PIV).  Quantities 
in both the streamwise and spanwise directions were measured to determine the initial conditions of the 
mixing layer in two-dimensional space.  The temporal evolutions of various velocity and density statistics 
were also recorded for comparison with simulation results. 

High-resolution two- and three-dimensional direct numerical simulations (DNS) of the experiment were 
performed using the MIRANDA spectral/compact difference code (Cook & Dimotakis 2001) at Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory.  The simulation parameters were chosen to match as closely as possible 
the experimental values of the densities, viscosities, diffusivities, physical dimensions, and gravitational 
acceleration.  The experimentally measured initial density and velocity fluctuations were used to provide 
the initial perturbations for the DNS.  Comparisons of statistical turbulent and mixing quantities inferred 
from the experimental measurements and from the DNS are presented.  Differences in the evolution of 
statistics and spectra between the two- and three-dimensional DNS are discussed, including the 
dependence upon initial conditions of the late-time transition to an αAgt2 mixing layer width.  It is shown 
that DNS using experimentally determined initial velocity and density perturbations yields spectra and 
statistics in very good agreement with the corresponding quantities obtained from the experimental data.  

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the University of 
California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-48.  This work has 
also been supported by the Department of Energy as a part of the High Energy Density Science Grant 
Program under Contract No. DE-FG03-02NA00060. 
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The objective of this research is to couple experimentally-
measured initial conditions with high-resolution DNS

The objective of this research is to couple experimentally-
measured initial conditions with high-resolution DNS

• Experimental Objectives
– Measure initial density and velocity conditions of a small Atwood 

number, Rayleigh-Taylor driven mixing layer†

– Quantify perturbations in both streamwise and cross-stream
directions

– Measure time-evolution of density statistics, spectra, and molecular 
mixing parameters

• Numerical Objectives
– Develop and validate method of initializing DNS (direct numerical 

simulation) with experimentally-measured data
– Perform 2D and 3D DNS using measured initial conditions for 

comparison with experiment‡ and compare 2D and 3D dynamics
– Investigate effect of initial conditions on transition from linear to 

nonlinear mixing layer evolution
† P. Ramaprabhu & M. J. Andrews, “Experimental investigation of Rayleigh–Taylor mixing at small Atwood 

numbers,” J. Fluid Mech. 502, 233 (2004)
‡ P. Ramaprabhu & M. J. Andrews, “On the initialization of Rayleigh-Taylor simulations,” Phys. Fluids 16, L59 

(2004)
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Taylor’s hypothesis is used to relate the temporal 
evolution of statistics to the spatial evolution

Taylor’s hypothesis is used to relate the temporal 
evolution of statistics to the spatial evolution

• ∆T ≈ 5°

• A = 7.5 × 10-4

• Um ≈ 4.2 cm/s mean velocity

• Pr = 7

• Downstream distance x from 
splitter plate related to time by

• Dimensionless time

mU
xt =

t = 2 s t = 7 s t = 12 s

Cold (ρ1)

Hot (ρ2)

ρ1

ρ2
H
Ag

U
x

H
Agt

m

==τ

H = 32 
cm
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Density measurements at several downstream locations 
quantify the evolution of mixing statistics and PLIF 
diagnostics measured cross-stream perturbation

Density measurements at several downstream locations 
quantify the evolution of mixing statistics and PLIF 
diagnostics measured cross-stream perturbation

0.15 mm diameter

• Thermocouple measurements
– Converted to density measurements 

through H20 equation of state
– Smaller weld bead in new 

experiments decreased probe 
volume by 90%

• Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence  
(PLIF) used to measure cross-stream  
(y-direction) perturbations off splitter 
plate
– First experimental measurement of  

y-direction perturbation in Rayleigh-
Taylor instability
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The initial multi-mode interfacial perturbation
ζ (x,y) is modeled by two Fourier series

The initial multi-mode interfacial perturbation
ζ (x,y) is modeled by two Fourier series

• Initial density assumed to have an error function profile

where ε = δ /2 and δ is width of initial diffusion layer

• Fourier coefficients taken directly from fluctuating density 
spectrum at x = 0.1 cm from splitter plate

• Initial diffusion velocity field required to satisfy continuity is
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The initial density spectra in x- and y-directions 
include short- and long-wavelength perturbations
The initial density spectra in x- and y-directions 

include short- and long-wavelength perturbations

• Smallest perturbation present limited by current simulation resolutions

• Density spectra (thermocouple) and interfacial perturbation spectra 
(PLIF) related through interfacial thickness δ

Interfacial Perturbation Spectrum
y-direction perturbation (PLIF)

Density Spectrum
x-direction perturbation (thermocouple)
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Particle image velocimetry (PIV) was used to 
measure initial streamwise velocity perturbation

Particle image velocimetry (PIV) was used to 
measure initial streamwise velocity perturbation

• Velocity measurements performed without buoyancy isolate 
momentum input generated by splitter plate

• Fluctuating vertical velocity (w ′) at x = 0.75 cm from edge of splitter 
plate characterize initial velocity conditions

Raw PIV Image
[cm/s]

Flow direction

Splitter 
Plate

Laser light on
screen mesh

Point used for initialization 
of velocity conditions

2wwrms ′=
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The initial potential field is constructed from the 
measured initial vertical velocity spectrum

The initial potential field is constructed from the 
measured initial vertical velocity spectrum

• Potential field †

created using spectral coefficients A(k) 
from measured vertical velocity spectrum

• Initial velocity defined as

• Initial velocity conditions DNS have PLIF 
measured perturbation in y-direction and 
no ρ perturbation in x-direction

• Initial potential field for 2D and 3D DNS is 
2D, as no velocity perturbation is 
measured in y-direction

† P. G. Drazin & W. H. Reid, Hydrodynamic Stability, Cambridge 
University Press (1982)
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Simulations have been performed with both 
initial density and velocity conditions

Simulations have been performed with both 
initial density and velocity conditions

• Four simulations have been performed:
– Initial density conditions

– 2D: 10242 (32 × 32 cm)
– 3D: 256 × 128 × 256 (16 × 10 × 16 cm)

– Initial velocity conditions
– 2D: 10242 (32 × 32 cm) (in progress)
– 3D: 256 × 128 × 256 (16 × 10 × 32 cm)           

(in progress)

• Simulation parameters chosen to match 
experimental conditions
– ρ1 = 0.9986 g/cm3, µ1 = 0.009 g/(cm s)
– ρ2 = 0.9970 g/cm3, µ2 = 0.011 g/(cm s)
– A = (ρ1 – ρ2 )/(ρ1 + ρ2) = 7.5 × 10-4

– Sc = ν/D = 7.0, ν = (µ1 + µ2)/(ρ1 + ρ2)
– gz = -981 cm/s2
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PLIF density images from experiment are 
qualitatively similar to both 2D and 3D DNS densities

PLIF density images from experiment are 
qualitatively similar to both 2D and 3D DNS densities

PLIF Image†

τ = 1.15−1.30
2D DNS
τ = 2.1

3D DNS
τ = 1.95

• PLIF images closely resemble DNS, but more resolution is required in 3D to 
fully resolve all scales present in experiment at later times

• Time lag between experiment and simulations with initial density
conditions noted with respect to times of similar development 

† W. Kraft, Texas A&M University
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3D DNS visualizations show initially 2D behavior 
with 3D structure emerging at later times

3D DNS visualizations show initially 2D behavior 
with 3D structure emerging at later times

τ = 0.15

τ = 1.06

τ = 0.61

τ = 1.52
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The evolution of the mixing layer width from 2D and 3D 
DNS show differences, but need to evolve to later times
The evolution of the mixing layer width from 2D and 3D 
DNS show differences, but need to evolve to later times

• Slopes of front growths are slightly steeper in 3D than in 2D
• Unclear whether 3D simulations exhibit a τ 2 growth at late times
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The evolution of αb and outer-scale Reynolds number 
from 2D and 3D simulations are quite different

The evolution of αb and outer-scale Reynolds number 
from 2D and 3D simulations are quite different

• αb = hb/(A g t 2) from DNS bracket experimental values 0.06-0.07
– For present initialization, α3D > α2D, which differs from trend observed 

using monotone integrated large-eddy simulation (MILES)
– Both simulations seeded with long wavelength perturbations, yet 

exhibit different late-time αb

• Outer-scale Reynolds number Reh = (h/ν) dh/dt ≈ 3,500 at late times
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The time-evolution of turbulent molecular mixing 
parameters from 2D and 3D simulations are similar
The time-evolution of turbulent molecular mixing 

parameters from 2D and 3D simulations are similar
• θ quantifies degree of molecular mixing (θ = 1 and 0 represent completely 

mixed fluids and completely segregated fluids, respectively)
• B0 and B2 quantify ρ fluctuations for a miscible and immiscible mixture
• Values of θ qualitatively agree with experiment, but lag in time
• Inclusion of initial velocity data expected to reduce/eliminate time-lag 

and improve agreement with experimental data
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Density spectra from 2D and 3D DNS show generally 
good agreement for intermediate k at later times

Density spectra from 2D and 3D DNS show generally 
good agreement for intermediate k at later times

Experiment

2D Simulation

3D Simulation

τexp = 0.175
x = 5 cm

τexp = 0.355
x = 10 cm

τexp = 0.175
x = 5 cm

τexp = 0.355
x = 10 cm
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These are the first DNS of the TAMU Water Channel 
experiment using experimentally-measured data

These are the first DNS of the TAMU Water Channel 
experiment using experimentally-measured data

• Similarly-initialized 2D and 3D simulations exhibit different mixing 
layer growth rates and αb

• Mixing parameters from both 2D and 3D simulations are in good 
agreement with measured values, but exhibit early-time lag

• Late-time density spectra are in generally good agreement with 
measured spectra, and also exhibit early-time lag

• Addition of initial velocity in DNS may be needed to match 
experimental data

• Simulations with both initial density and velocity conditions are in 
progress
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Movies
·    Animation of the kinetic energy field

·     Animation of the density field

·     Animation of the vorticity field
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Measurements of turbulent mixing within an air/SF6 shocked and reshocked interface 

Laurent Schwaederlé, Jean-François Haas, Philippe Montlaurent, Claude Rayer & 
Guillaume Seguin 
Commissariat à l�Énergie Atomique,  
Bruyères le Châtel, France  
jean-francois.haas@cea.fr  

We observe in a vertical shock tube the behaviour of an air/SF6 mixing zone induced by the Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability and excited by two subsequent waves reflected from the upper end wall: a shock and 
a rarefaction. The 1 m long driver and 3.058 m long driven sections are filled with air, and are followed by 
the 250 or 300 mm long measurement section filled with SF6, at local atmospheric pressure (1 bar). The 
nominal Mach numbers are 1.20, 1.06, 1.304 and 1.297 for the incident, reflected in air (from the 
interface), the transmitted into SF6 and reflected in SF6 (from the end wall) shock waves respectively. 
Here, the shock wave propagates upwards from air into SF6. The discontinuous interface between the test 
gases air and SF6, which after shock acceleration leads to the mixing zone, is materialized by a thin 
(0.5 µm) nitrocellulose film sandwiched between two stainless steel wire grids. The upper (respectively 
lower) grid has a wire spacing of 1.8 (1.0) mm, with a wire diameter of 0.23 (0.07) mm. The lower grid is 
needed to support the membrane. The role of the upper grid is to impose a non-linear three dimensional 
perturbation of fundamental wave length 1.8 mm in the transverse directions. The perturbation amplitude 
in the axial direction is estimated between 0.1 and 0.3 mm. This wavelength and amplitude combination 
leads to an early transition to turbulence. After incident shock (reflected shock) the mixing zone moves 
upwards (downwards) at 69.4 (-24.7) m/s with an Atwood of 0.70 (-0.72). We measure the mixing 
thickness and velocity variance evolution for comparison with calculated quantities from turbulent mixing 
models imbeded in one-dimensional hydrodynamic codes [1]. The mixing thickness evolutions obtained 
from Schlieren visualisation for two initial SF6 lengths (300 and 250 mm) exhibit power law dependence 
on time with exponent θ equal to 0.23±0.05 before reshock, 0.60±0.32 and 0.83±0.15 after reshock, for 
250 mm and 300 mm respectively. The measurements of the axial and transversal components of the 
velocity will be performed for 250 mm using a DANTEC two components laser doppler velocimeter [2] at 
the three axial locations: 30, 88 and 146 mm.  

References 
[1] D. Souffland et al. 1997 Measurements and Simulations of the Turbulent Energy Levels in Mixing Zones 

Generated in Shock Tubes, Proceeding of the 6th IWPCTM, Marseille, June 1997, G. Jourdan and L. Houas eds., 
Caractère Press, Marseille.  

[2] F. Poggi et al. 1999 Turbulence intensity measurements of shock-induced mixing using laser Doppler 
anemometry, Proceedings of ISSW22, Imperial College, London, July 1999, Ball, Hillier & Roberts eds., CD or 
book, Imperial College Press.  
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Numerical investigation of gravitational turbulent mixing with 
alternating-sign acceleration 
V.A. Zhmailo, O.G. Sin�kova, V.N. Sofronov, V.P. Statsenko, Yu.V. Yanilkin, A.P. Guzhova 
& A.S. Pavlunin 
Russian Federal Nuclear Center - VNIIEF,  
Sarov, Russia 
yan@md08.vniief.ru  

The turbulence evolving in gravity field at a plane interface of two incompressible fluids with density ratio 
n=3 under alternating-sign acceleration is investigated by direct numerical simulation using 3D TREK 
code. 

The results obtained were averaged to determine the moments of the following hydrodynamic quantities: 
diagonal Reynolds tensor components (turbulent energy), turbulent flows, density profile, and mean-
square-root pulsation of velocity. 

The resultant values are compared to the predictions by phenomenological models of turbulence [1,2] and 
the turbulent mixing zone width dependencies are also compared to the available data of experiments 
[3,4]. 

The single-point function of probability density is constructed basing on the processed results of direct 
numerical simulation. 
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NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF GRAVITATIONAL TURBULENT MIXING 
WITH ALTERNATING ACCELERATION 

 

O.Sin’kova, V.Sofronov, V.Statsenko, Yu.Yanilkin, V.Zhmaylo. 

  

Paper to be presented at International Workshop on Physics of Compressible Turbulent 
Mixing (Cambridge, July 2004) 

 

Direct numerical simulation by gas dynamic 3D TREK code is used to investigate the 

development of turbulence in gravity field at a plane interface of two incompressible fluids 

(gases) with density difference n=3. The paper considers a case, when acceleration 

changes sign at a certain time. Computation results are compared to the corresponding 

available data of experiments. 

The problem of turbulent mixing under constant gravity force (constant acceleration) creating 

unstable conditions at a plane interface between two incompressible fluids (gases) has been 

investigated both experimentally (Refs.[1-4]) and numerically (Refs.[2,5-8]) using direct 3D 

simulation method. 

Refs.[9,10] describe the experiments carried out with changes of acceleration sign that cause 

stable conditions at the interface. The corresponding problem was solved investigated numerically 

in Ref.[11] using the phenomenological turbulence model of the type described in Ref.[12]; in 

Ref.[13] described was carried out direct 3D numerical simulation, however, none of them 

observed the effect of the reduced mixing zone during the stability phase.  

This paper describes computational investigation of the turbulent mixing problem at a plane 

interface between two incompressible fluids with density difference n=3 and alternating 

acceleration using DNS by 3D code TREK.  

In one variant of computations materials are considered to be different, i.e. they have different 

densities, energies and volume fractions (concentrations). Such approach leads to a significant 

agreement with the results of measurements. A detailed enough grid 200x200x400 is used. 

Note that the similar problem was simulated in one-fluid approximation (gases were described 

as one material) during 3D computations described in Ref.[6]. This work shows no decrease 

(separation) of the mixing zone after the acceleration sign has change. The assumption was that 

absence of separation was due to the use of the one-fluid approach leading to computational 

homogeneous mixing of materials in view of a large scheme viscosity. The two-fluid approach is 

free of such a disadvantage at interfaces and mixing, in such a case, is heterogeneous, similar to the 

experiments described in Refs,[9,10].   
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To achieve clear understanding of this issue, the problem above is also investigated here using 

the one-fluid approach, both by 3D gas dynamic (GD) code and hydrodynamic (HD) code  

(providing the flow incompressibility) of TREK complex. These computations were carried out 

using a computational grid 100x100x200; for comparison, we also used such grid for computations 

with two concentrations. 

Numerical arrays of hydrodynamic quantities from 3D computations are used to find moments 

of these quantities (diagonal components of Reynolds tensor (turbulent energy), turbulent flows, 

profiles of density and its mean-square fluctuations), as well as the single-point function of 

concentration probability density. 

This problem was also investigated numerically using phenomenological k ε−  model of 

turbulence. 

 

1. Setting up computations by TREK code 

With the use of gas dynamic code, the problem is formulated similar to that in Refs.[6-8]: at 

initial time two half-spaces separated by plane z= =0 are filled with rest ideal gases of densities cz

1ρ =1 and 2ρ =n (n=3, Atwood number A=0.5). The initial geometry of the problem is shown in 

Fig.1. 

Gravitational acceleration at t t∗≤ =3 is 1zg g≡ − = −  and directed from the heavy substance 

towards the light one. At , t t∗> 12zg g≡  = 22/75, this agrees with the experiment. 

At initial time, random perturbations of density are generated at the interface (a layer 1 cell 

thick): δρ= ± 1ρ ⋅δ, where δ= 0.1. Gas dynamics equations are solved for an ideal two-material 

medium (with zero molecular viscosity and thermal conductivity).  

The computational domain is a parallelepiped with a vertical side Λ=2. The parallelepiped’s 

horizontal face is a square with side  =  =1. xL yL

 Fig.1. The initial geometry 

 

The initial pressure profile is specified 

basing on the requirement of hydrostatic 

equilibrium:  

2

0( ) ( )
z

z

p z p z g dzρ= − ⋅ ⋅∫ 0 , p =20. 

Here, the upper face coordinate is = 

0.85, the lower face coordinate is = -1.15, 

2z

1z

 2
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In computation with grid =200, xN 0p =8.7 and for grid =100xN 0p =23.7. Thus, 0p  is 

increased for the coarse grid in order to reduce computational oscillations during a stable phase. 

The value of pressure 0p  is such as to provide good satisfaction of the incompressibility 

requirement for the given turbulent flow: k=ξLtg<<γp/ρ, where ξ=const<<1, Lt<Λ, Lt is TMZ 

width, k is turbulent energy. Equation of state: ideal gas with adiabatic constant γ=1.4.  

There were two variants of computations for the problem above: in one of them two gases of 

different densities were considered to be various gases, i.e. with different concentrations, and in the 

second variant both gases were considered to be one and the same material. The “rigid wall” type 

boundary conditions are specified for all boundaries of the computational domain.  

Computations by hydrodynamic code were, generally, the same as those described above. 

The difference was that for this code specification of pressure was not required in view of the 

requirement of incompressibility. 

 

2. Results of 3D computations, integral characteristics 

Results of computations with two materials are given in Figs.2, 3 in the form of raster patterns of 

the light substance concentrations at various times and in various horizontal cross-sections. 

The flow evolution observed during the first (unstable) phase is similar, in general, to that 

obtained in the previous computations (see Refs.[2, 5-8]): enlargement of vortexes  with time and 

final tapering-off to a self-similar regime at the end of this phase.  

For the given phase, the latter means, in particular, tapering-off to the linear dependence on 

time for the TMZ width function, (t) tL

0

1 tLF
t Ag

≡ .       (1) 

Here, time τ is measured in terms of 0 0t, ( / )xLt t
g

τ≡ ≡ tL and ≡(  - ) is the TMZ 

width in z direction determined by points ,  at which a small enough value ε of perturbation of 

a hydrodynamic quantity (for example, concentration) is achieved. Assume further that ( )=ε, 

( )=1-ε,  is the mass fraction of the substance having density

2z 1z

1z 2z

2c 1z

2c 2z 2c 2ρ = n at initial time.   

The angle of inclination dF/dτ determines the value of coefficient 
2

a
dF
d

α
τ

⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

in formula for 

TMZ width during the first (self-similar) phase 
2

ta aL Agα= t .        (2) 

 3
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Fig. 4 shows plots of F(t) function obtained in computations using formula (1). It follows from 

Fig.4, that during the first phase F(τ) behavior is almost the same in all variants. 

During the second phase, there is an insignificant decrease of F(τ) in one-material 

computations and then it becomes growing slowly. At the same time, in computations with two 

materials F(τ) linearly decreases (up to small fluctuations, see below), with its inclination being 

almost the same in both variants of computations on various grids. 

The value of angle of inclination is ( ) 0.084dF
d

α
τ

− ≡ ≈ − ; the corresponding linear 

approximation is shown in Fig.4. 

Fig.5 shows the time dependence for function  

2
2

0

1 cz zF
t Ag

−
≡         (3) 

of  coordinate of the light fluid penetration into the heavy fluid. In general,2z 2 ( )F τ behavior is 

similar to ( )F τ  behavior. As it was expected, TMZ is growing faster towards the light fluid.  

During the second phase, hydrostatic equilibrium conditions are violated and waves leading to 

significant fluctuations of the quantities of interest emerge in the problem, because 

incompressibility requirement is met with insufficient accuracy (due to the requirement of not too 

small time step).  

Note also that in computations with one material only insignificant decrease of 2 ( )F τ is 

observed during the second phase, then it becomes increasing slowly. At the same time, in two-

material computations 2 ( )F τ  linearly decreases (up to small fluctuations, see below), with its 

inclination being almost the same in both variants of computations and close to that observed during 

the experiment. The value of angle of inclination is ( ) 2
2 0.04dF

d
α

τ
− ≡ ≈ − ; the corresponding 

approximation is shown in Fig.5. 

The value of 

  22 c
s

d z z
f A

d S
α

−
≡ ≡

′
       (4) 

was measured in papers [9,10]. Here,  

( )2

12 2
ct t

S g
−

′ ≡ ,    is the time of maximum  value. ct 2F

Thus, our calculations give us the following value of f: 

 4
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2

12

2 0.074dF gf A
d gτ

= ⋅ ⋅ ≈ − , 

which is slightly modulo lower than 0.1 ( 0.01)sf α≈ − ≈  proposed by the authors of Refs.[9,10] 

basing on their experiments. Note, however, that the corresponding data of the experiment with 

S*=360 from [10] shown in Fig.5 give us the value 

(0.062 0.096) ( 0.0038 0.0092)sf α≈ − ÷ ≈ ÷ that agrees with our computation results. In so 

doing, we use the values of S(t) stated by the authors of Ref.[10]: g= =6060m/s2, = =2450 

m/s2. 

1a 12g 2a

 At the same time, for the experimental data (S*=140, τ∗=2.4) [10] the use of the values 

given in [10] to calculate the values of S(t) (namely, g= =6060m/s2 and = =1760 m/s2) leads 

to the maximum possible value S≈620 which is noticeably lower than S≈790 that follows from the 

measurements made in [10]. In order to obtain such value of S, one should assume =1300 m/s2. 

The experimental points resultant from data processing are given in Fig.5. It is seen that for the first 

6 points the value 

1a 12g 2a

12g

(0.066 0.071) ( 0.0043 0.0051)sf α≈ − ÷ ≈ ÷  follows after the acceleration sign 

has changed; this value is lower, on average, than for S*=360 and it is insignificantly lower than our 

computation result. With regard to the last two points, the value of  appears to be several times 

lower, however, for these points such small precision of the calculated value of  can be attributed, 

apparently, to a strong dependence of the found values of τ on the value of .  It should be 

emphasized, that the experiment with S*=140 is subject to the effects violating the turbulent flow 

self-similarity to a higher extent than the experiment with S*=360, because it is more close to the 

initial stage, where these effects prevail.  

f

f

12g

Note that for both values S* above,  and, hence, f sα  appear to be lower than 

0.1 ( 0.01)sf α≈ − ≈ offered by the authors of Refs. [9,10]. 

Self-similar regime, for the given problem, also consists in tapering-off to the time-

independent value  

)Emax()t(Em ≡ ,      (5) 

 the maximum (with regard to TMZ width) value of the scaled turbulent energy is  

t

kE
L g

≡ ,        (6) 

where  

( ) iik z E≡ ,  ( )
2

i k i k
ik

u u u uE z < > − < >< >
≡  ,    (7)   
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here  averaging (denoted by symbol < >) is made over the whole horizontal cross-section z=const. 

As one can see from Fig.6, the value of Е(t) at the end of the first phase reaches the approximately 

constant value  in all calculations. With the acceleration sign changed, significant drop of 

 value is observed at first, which is later followed by slow increase of  value. During this 

phase, the both codes (GD и HD) give close dependences  in computations with one material. 

In both variants of computations with two concentrations,  is going above. Note that in 

computations with small value of pressure 

aE E=

mE mE

( )mE t

( )mE t

0p  it goes with large fluctuations.  

To give a more valid conclusion concerning self-similar modes, it is required to consider also 

some other turbulence quantities. 

Fig.7 shows the time dependence for the maximum in TMZ value ( mR ) of the  squared density 

fluctuation ratio, R: 

2max( );mR R R σ
ρ

≡ ≡ ,       (8) 

where  is the squared density fluctuation value.    2σ ρ′≡< >

One can see from this figure that during the first phase this quantity reaches an 

approximately constant value in computations with two materials using GD code. With the 

acceleration sign changed, mR  fluctuations are observed (their value is noticeably higher in 

computation with small pressure 0p ), but, on the average, it remains constant and the same as 

during the first phase. However, it is possible to note slow (though noticeable) decrease of mR  value 

depending on time for both computations using GD code. 

At the same time, in computations with one material the difference is observed even in the 

first phase: the value of mR achieved at the end of the first phase is considerably lower. During the 

second phase, mR  increase up to very small values is observed, with the mR  (t) behaviors being 

very close in computations using both GD and HD codes. 

Let the maximum in TMZ absolute value of turbulent mass flow for its direction 

corresponding to unstable conditions be 

( )maxzm zR R≡ −        (9) 

and the maximum in TMZ absolute value of turbulent mass flow in its direction corresponding to 

stable conditions be  

( )maxzm zR R− ≡ ,       (10) 
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where   ,z
z z

t

r
zR r u

L g
ρ′ ′≡ ≡< >  .       

Fig.8 shows the dependence on time of the quantity characterizing the resultant effect of the 

presence of turbulent mass flows of various signs in TMZ: zm zm zmR R R−= − . 

As for mR , it follows from Fig.8 that at the end of the first phase zmR  achieves its 

approximately constant value. One can see that during the second phase the resultant flow, in 

general, changes its sign with time (up to fluctuations caused by passage of waves) relative to the 

normal (stable) conditions and this effect becomes noticeable in computations with two materials. 

In computations with one material, the falling is smoother, an emerging negative flow is smaller;  

both variants appear to close to each other, except for fluctuations in computation using GD code. 

  

3.  Comparison with the results of computations using k ε−  model of turbulence 

The problem statement was similar to the previous one, the difference is that small initial 

values of  and k ε  were specified.  

Fig.9 shows the time dependence of function F2, i.e. of coordinate  of the light fluid 

penetration into the heavy fluid. It is seen from this figure that at the end of the first phase, with 

tapering-off to the self-similar mode, the calculated value is 

2z

2aα ≈0.03 that is close to the results of 

our previous calculations (see Refs.[7,8]) and the results obtained by the other authors (see 

Refs.[2,5]). The straight line corresponding to this value is also shown in Fig.9. 

During the second phase (after the acceleration sign has changed) one can see a noticeable 

decrease of the rate of TMZ width growth, however, no reduction of the zone size is observed. 

Thus, we can conclude that it is impossible to achieve any reduction of the TMZ width using k-ε 

k ε−  model of turbulence. Unlike the experiment shown in the same figure, the rate of TMZ width 

growth becomes slightly lower and reaches its constant value at large times. The result agrees with 

the results of computations from Ref.[11], as well as the results given in Fig.9.  

Conclusions 
Direct 3D numerical simulation of turbulent mixing for the problem with alternating 

acceleration sign carried out using gas dynamic (GD) and hydrodynamic  (HD) codes of TREK 

complex showed the following. 

In all computations of the first (unstable) phase of mixing, close results concerning changes 

of TMZ width with time and close maximum in TMZ values of the scaled quantities of turbulent 

energy,  and turbulent flow mass have been obtained, while the maximum in TMZ values of the mE
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squared density fluctuations are noticeably higher in computations with two concentrations, than in 

computations wit one concentration.  

The second phase is implemented after the acceleration sign has been changed. In 

computations with two materials, linear in time decrease of the TMZ width square root corresponds 

to this phase that agrees with the known data of experiments (see Refs.[9,10]). Noticeable decrease 

of the value of turbulent energy is also observed. In this case, maximum in TMZ values of the 

squared density fluctuation ratio remain unchanged in two-fluid computations, while in one-fluid 

computations they sharply decrease. The resultant turbulent flow, as a whole, changes it sign (up to 

fluctuations caused by passage of waves) relative to the normal (stable) conditions, while being 

significantly lower in its absolute value in one-fluid computations, as compared to two-fluid 

computations. Accordingly, the TMZ width decrease, after the acceleration sign has changed, is 

insignificant in one-fluid computations.  

mE

In general, it should be noted that the use of one-fluid approach to 3D computations 

corresponds to mixing fluids, while the multiple-fluid approach correspond to non-mixing fluids.  
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(a) (b) 

Fig.2. The raster pattern of the light fluid concentration in cross-section y= 0.5, (a) - t=3, (b) - t=5. 

 
(a)      (b) 

Fig. 3. The raster pattern of the light fluid concentration in cross-section y= 0.5, a) -t=9, b)-t=11.5. 
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Fig.4.The TMZ width dependence on time: 1 – computations using GD code on grid =200; 2-3 –
computations on grid x =100; 4 – computations using HD code on grid =100; variants 2 and 4 – 
computations with one fluid, variants 1 and 3 – computations with two fluids.  

xN
N xN

 

 
Fig.5.The dependence on time of coordinate  of the light fluid penetration into the heavy fluid: 3D 
computations on grid =100; 1,5 –computations using GD code; 4 – computations using HD code. 
Variants 4 and 5 – computations with one fluid, 1 – with two fluids. 2,3 – experiments [10] with S*=360 and 
S*=140, respectively.  
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Fig.6. The time dependence of the maximum in TMZ scaled turbulent energy: 1 – computations using GD 
code on grid =200 with two fluids; 2-4 – on grid =100; 2 ,4 – computations using GD code with one 
and two fluids, respectively; 3 – computations using HD code with one fluid. 
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Fig.7. The time dependence of the maximum in TMZ value of squared density fluctuation ratio mR . Using 
GD code: 1 – on grid =200, 2,3 – on grid =100. 4 – using HD code on grid =100. Variants 2 and 
4 – with one fluid. 
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Fig. 8. The dependence on time of the scaled turbulent mass flow zmR  in 3D computations using GD code: 1 
– on grid =200; 2,3 – on grid =100, 4 – computations using HD code on grid =100. Variants 3 and 
4 – with one fluid.  
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Fig.9.The time dependence of  coordinate of the light fluid penetration into the heavy one. 1, 2 – 
computations using 

2z
k ε−  model, 1 – F2⋅1.58; 3 – approximation; 4 – computation from [11]; 5 –

experimental curve from [9]. 
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History
The problem of turbulent mixing under constant acceleration creating 
unstable conditions at a plane interface between two incompressible 
fluids has been investigated both experimentally and numerically using 
DNS method.
In works [Kucherenko et al., 1993, 1997] has been described the 
experiments carried out with changes of acceleration sign that cause
stable conditions at the interface. 
The corresponding problem was investigated numerically in [Zhang & 
Wang (1997)], using the k-ε model. Youngs (1997) carried out direct 3D 
numerical simulation. None of them observed the effect of the reduced 
mixing zone during the stability phase. 

This paper describes computational investigation of this problem using 
DNS by 3D code TREK. 
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Setting up computations
Dr.Youngs simulated the problem in one-fluid approximation 

(fluids were described as one fluid). 
We have assumed that absence of separation was due to the use 

of the one-fluid approach leading to computational homogeneous mixing 
of fluids in view of a scheme viscosity. 

We have used the two-fluid approach which is free of such a 
disadvantage at interfaces and mixing, in such a case, is heterogeneous, 
similar to the experiments. Such approach leads to a significant
agreement with the results of measurements. 

The problem is also investigated here using the one-fluid 
approach, both by 3D gas dynamic (GD) code and hydrodynamic (HD)
code  (providing the flow incompressibility).  
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Initial data
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3D raster pictures of volume concentration

t=4.5t=1.5 t=3.0
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2D section x=0.5

t=3.0 t=4.5 t=6.0
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Raster pictures of volume fraction
(two fluids, 2D sections y= 0.5)

t=3 t=5 t=9 t=11.5
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The TMZ width function dependence on time
1 – GD, Nx=200, two fluids; 2 - GD, Nx=100, one fluid;
3 - GD, Nx=100, two fluids; 4 – HD, Nx=100, one fluid
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The dependence on time of the light fluid 
penetration into the heavy fluid

1 – GD, Nx=100, two fluids; 4 – HD, Nx=100, one fluid; 5 - GD, Nx=100, one fluid;
2 - exp. with S*=360 ; 3 - exp. with S*=140;   
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Kucherenko measured 

- is the time of maximum value 

Our calculations give us the following value of  f :

From experiments :

2 cd z z
f

d S
−

≡
′

( )2

12 2
ct t

S g
−

′ ≡

ct 2F

2

12

2 0.074dF gf A
d gτ

= ⋅ ⋅ ≈ −

(0.072 .082)f ≈ − ÷
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TMZ maximum scaled turbulent energy versus 
time

1 – GD, Nx=200, two fluids; 2- GD, Nx=100, one fluid;
4 - GD, Nx=100, two fluids; 3 – HD, Nx=100, one fluid
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The dependence on time of the scaled turbulent mass flow

1 – GD, Nx=200, two fluids; 2- GD, Nx=100, two fluids;
3 - GD, Nx=100,one fluid; 4 – HD, Nx=100, one fluid
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TMZ maximum density pulsation function versus 
time

1 – GD, Nx=200, two fluids; 2- GD, Nx=100, two fluids;
3 - GD, Nx=100, one fluid; 4 – HD, Nx=100, one fluid
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The dependence on time of the light fluid 
penetration into the heavy fluid

1 – k-ε model, 2 – calc. [Zhang & Wang ], 3 – experiment.
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Conclusions

• In all computations of the first (unstable) phase of mixing, close 
results concerning changes of TMZ width with time have been obtained. 
• The second phase takes place after the acceleration sign has been 
changed. 
• We can conclude that it is impossible to achieve any reduction of the 
TMZ width using  k-ε model of turbulence. 
• In 3D DNS with two fluids, linear in time decrease of the TMZ width 
square root corresponds to this phase that agrees with the known data of 
experiments.
• Accordingly, the TMZ width decrease, after the acceleration sign has 
changed, is insignificant in one-fluid 3D DNS computations. 
• In general, it should be noted that the use of one-fluid approach to 3D 
DNS corresponds to mixing fluids, while the multiple-fluid approach 
corresponds to non-mixing fluids. 
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Numerical simulation of an experiment to study turbulent 
mixing on multiple shock wave passage through interface 
O.G. Sin�kova, V.P. Statsenko, Yu.V. Yanilkin & A.R. Guzhova 
Russian Federal Nuclear Center - VNIIEF,  
Sarov, Russia 
yan@md08.vniief.ru  

The paper summarizes results of the direct numerical simulation of the turbulence generated at gas 
interface in a shock tube in interaction with shock waves. The computations have been performed with 
parallel 3D gas-dynamic code TREK using 3*106  cells.  

The computed data was processed (averaged) in order to estimate evolution of the mixing zone width and 
mean-square velocity component fluctuations. 

The computed data is compared to the predictions by phenomenological turbulence models (Nikiforov�s 
and k-e models) as well as to well-known experimental data [1-2]. 

A good agreement between the computed data and with the experimental data is observed. 
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE EXPERIMENT ON TURBULENT MIXING AFTER 
MULTIPLE SHOCK WAVE PASSAGES ACROSS INTERFACE 

 
Sin’kova O.G., Statsenko V.P., Yanilkin Yu.V., A.R. Guzhova, Pavlunin A.S. 

 
Paper to be presented at the International Workshop on Physics of Compressible Turbulent 

Mixing (Cambridge, July 2004) 
 
The paper gives results of direct numerical simulation of turbulence at the interface of two 

various gases in shock tube caused by interaction with shock waves. Computations were carried out 

using hydrodynamic 3D TREK code /1/. 

Computation results were processed (averaged) to determine the mixing zone width evolution 

and mean-square fluctuations of velocity components within it.  

The calculated results are compared to the corresponding data of experiments /2-3/ carried out 

by French scientists, who obtained principally new results. They were the first who performed 

regular measurements of instant flow velocity values in turbulent mixing zone (TMZ). It has been 

found how fluctuations of the longitudinal component of mass flow velocity evolve in TMZ before 

and after interaction with shock waves reflected from the shock tube’s end. Statistical averaging 

over the results of multiple measurements gave time dependences for mean-square fluctuations of 

the longitudinal velocity components at five Eulerian points. In earlier experiments, only the TMZ 

width dependence on time and mean density distribution were measured.  

The essence of the experiment consists in the following: a vertical shock tube with cross-

section 8cm and of length 120 cm was filled out with two gases (SF6 from below and air from 

above), initially separated by a plastic membrane of thickness 0.3 nm. The initial distance between 

the gas-gas interface (membrane) and rigid wall was 30 cm. Constant pressure 2.15 bar was 

implemented at the other end of the shock tube and moved through SF6. With the shock wave 

arrival at the interface Riemann problem rises that results in a rarefaction wave propagating through 

SF6, while the shock wave continues moving in air. The shock wave is then reflected from the rigid 

wall and moves towards TMZ, and afterwards it moves towards the rigid wall again. Thus, the TMZ 

growth is the result of its interaction with a series of shock waves reflected from the tube’s end.  

In the experiment, a lattice made of thin wire was placed near the membrane to generate 

initial perturbations; after a shock wave had passed the membrane moved towards the lattice and 

failed on it resulting in an initial zone of turbulence development.  

1 Setting up computations 

Fig.1 shows the geometry of 3D computations. Unlike the experiment, the tube cross-section 

is 5cmх5cm.  
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Air and SF6 are considered to be ideal gases with 

adiabatic exponents 1.4 and 1.094, respectively.  The initial 

densities are 0.0012 g/cm3 for air and 0.006 g/cm3 for SF6. 

Boundary conditions are “rigid walls” for all edges.  

A series of three computations was carried out (see 

Table 1). In each of the computations above, the 

computational grid was uniform along axes OX and OY and 

along 0<z<30cm; within the range 30 < z< 120 the grid had 

geometric ratio q=1.0063 (400 cells in computations 1 and 2, 

and 600 cells in computation 3). 

 

  air 
5 cm

 
5  5 cm

vacuum 

 Fig.1. The initial geometry 

Table 1 – Variations of computations 
Variant No. Number of cells NxxNyxNz  hxxhy hz    0<z<30 

1 100x100x1002 0.05x0.05 0.05x0.05 
2 100x100x1002 0.05x0.05 0.05x0.05 
3 150x150x1502 0.03x0.03 0.03x0.03 

 
In each of the computations above, the computational grid was uniform along axes OX and 

OY and along 0<z<30cm; within the range 30 < z< 120 the grid had geometric ratio q=1.0063 (400 

cells in computations 1 and 2, and 600 cells in computation 3).  

Various ways of generating initial perturbations of density at the interface (z = 30см) were 

used. If perturbations are not specially specified, they occur because of the computational scheme’s 

non-monotone behavior and reach high values before the shock wave arrivals at the interface.  In 

this case, turbulent mixing appears to be knowingly overestimated after the shock wave has passed 

across the interface. In computation 1 the velocity was zeroed (near the interface, on the side of the 

heavy gas) every 0.01 ms till t=3.5 ms and within the range from t=3.5 ms to t=4.4 ms it was zeroed 

every time step. At time t=4.4 ms (the time of the shock wave arrival at the interface) zeroing was 

stopped.  

Thus, no perturbations were intentionally specified in computation 1. In computation 2 

zeroing of velocity perturbations at the interface is performed every time step, however, at time 

t=4.4 ms, before the shock wave arrivals at the interface (the interface remains unperturbed and for 

this reason perturbations are intentionally specified) random perturbations of density are generated 

near it in the layer 4 cells thick: 2 1( ) / 5δρ ρ ρ ρ= ± − , density ρ in these four cells was linearly pre-

interpolated. 

In computation 3 the algorithm of specifying perturbations at the interface is the same as in 

computation 2, however, a finer computational grid is used.  
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2  3D computation results 

Fig. 2 shows the position of TMZ boundaries versus time.  The 3D computation results, as 

one can see, are quite close to each other thereby proving that there is no significant effect of the 

chosen way of specifying perturbations and the number of computational cells in use on the TMZ 

width. There is a good agreement with the experimental data. 

Fig.2 also shows R-t diagram of shock waves. It is clearly seen that three shock waves 

reflected from the rigid wall pass through TMZ. Note that significant growth of the TMZ width 

takes place during propagation of the first shock wave reflected from the rigid wall ( ≈5.8), 

however, the TMZ growth becomes even more intensive during propagation of the second reflected 

shock wave ( ≈6.4). 
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Fig. 2. R-t diagram of shock waves and TMZ boundaries 

 
In the experiments described in [2-3] fluctuations of the longitudinal velocity components 

were measured using five detectors. The correspondence between the coordinates of detectors in the 

experiments and notations adopted for computations is as follows: d_498 – 24.9 cm, d_349 – 17.45 

cm, d_278 – 13.9 cm, d_262 – 13.1cm, d_242 – 12.15 cm.  

In Figs.3-7 below, time dependences of the squared fluctuations of longitudinal velocity 

component,  calculated for the detectors above are shown. Averaging is performed in plane 

XY corresponding to the shock-tube's cross-section.  

2
zu′< >

The difference in the calculated values of 2
zu′< >  between all the variants of computations is 

insignificant, while the maximums for detectors 498 and 349 are by an order and a half lower than 

those measured during the experiment. This is clear with regard to fact that at the times of 

maximums for these detectors (d498- t1= 4.95, d349- t2=5.5) the calculated TMZ widths (in 

computation 2) are L1=0.25cm and L2=0.5cm, i.e. 5 and 10 computational cells, respectively. These 
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values are insufficient, of course, to give valid description of turbulence during this phase, because 

of the mean directed flow velocity behind the wave front. 
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Fig. 3. Squared fluctuation of longitudinal velocity component versus time for d_498: 1 - 

experiment, 2-4 – computations 1-3, respectively 
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Fig. 4. Squared fluctuation of longitudinal velocity component versus time for d_349: 1 - experiment, 

2-4 – computations 1-3, respectively 
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Fig. 5. Squared fluctuation of the longitudinal 
velocity component versus time for d_278: 1 - 
experiment, 2-4 – computations 1-3, respectively 
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Fig. 6. Squared fluctuation of the longitudinal 
velocity component versus time for d_262: 1 - 
experiment, 2-4 – computations 1-3, respectively 
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Fig. 7. Squared fluctuation of the longitudinal velocity component versus time for d_242:  

1 - experiment, 2-4 – computations 1-3, respectively 
 
Indeed, TREK code uses the difference scheme of the first order of approximation. The 

value of scheme viscosity of this code in case of quasi-stationary flows (the type of flow behind the 

wave front) can be estimated using the following equations for momentum transfer:  

( )
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2 2
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2 2
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 The right-hand sides of equations (1) can be treated as derivatives of stress “tensor” 

components of approximation viscosity, they can be written as  

   
1
4

i
ik k

k

uh u
x

∂σ ρ
∂

=  ,                        (2) 

where uk is the typical flow velocity. We use “tensor” in invert commas, because neither equation 

(1), nor equation (2) are tensors.  

 Nevertheless, formula (1) is similar to the expression for viscous stress tensor components 

in Navier-Stokes equations. Here, the scheme viscosity coefficient being a vector depending on the 

flow velocity and the computational cells size, h,  

   1
4ck kh uµ ρ= ,    

1
4ck khuν =                 (3) 

plays the role of molecular viscosity coefficient.  

 With the shock wave arrival at the interface, the mass velocity has actually one component, 

uz, the other two components, ux and uy , can be neglected. 

Thus, the scheme viscosity coefficient can be written as 
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1
4cz zh uν ≈ < > .       (4) 

Substitution for real values <uz>=uг≈12.5cm/ms and h=0.05cm in formula (4) gives 

0.15czν ≈ cm2/ms. 

Use formula )( 0ttL cz −= ν  to calculate the expected TMZ width, where =4.55 ms is the 

time of shock wave arrival at the interface, t

0t

1 = 4.95ms is the time of maximum for detector 498 in 

tcomputation 2, t 2= 5.50 ms is the time of maximum for detector 349 in computation 2. 

We now have the estimate for purely schematic smearing of the turbulent zone along z 

coordinate: L1≈0.23cm (L1=0.25cm in computation for detector 498 (24.9cm)), L2≈0.56cm 

(L2=0.50cm in computation for detector 349 (17.45cm)), the result is close to the data given above 

for this computation. 

The maximum values of mean-square fluctuations of the longitudinal velocity component are 

cm/ms for d498 (24.9cm) and 1 0.8tu ≈ 2 0.4tu ≈ cm/ms for d349 (17.45cm), this means that the 

longitudinal component of turbulent energy attenuates.  

Note that situation with the shock wave propagating from the rigid wall out of the heavy 

substance into the light one is more stable. A typical scale of turbulence in space,  should be 

noticeably smaller than the width of TMZ, L. Assuming that 

tl

tl L=  is the maximum estimate we 

obtain the turbulent viscosity coefficient Dt ~ltut. In order to estimate the value of this quantity for 

the first two detectors, d498 and d349, put the corresponding values for d498 -  lt = 0.23 cm and ut = 

0.80 cm/ ms - into this formula and obtain Dt = 0.18 cm2/ms and, similarly, for d349:  lt = 0.56 cm 

and ut = 0.40 cm/ms give Dt = 0.22 cm2/ms. These values are comparable with cν = 0.15 cm2/ms. 

Thus, the scheme viscosity will strongly suppress the longitudinal component of turbulence 

energy. 

 Besides, stability is observed in the moving system after the first shock wave has passed 

through and turbulent mixing in this phase will be suppressed according to this process physics. 

The situation is absolutely different at time 5.4ms<t<6.4ms after the first reflected (from the 

rigid wall) shock wave has passed through TMZ.  The mass velocity behind the shock front 

decreases in this case: u< > ≈4cm/ms. Accordingly, the scheme viscosity decreases: 

cν ≈0.05cm2/ms. At the same time, physically unstable conditions are observed at the interface 

because of the shock wave passed from the light substance into the heavy one.  

Indeed, as one can see in Fig.5, detector d-278, the closest to TMZ position (at time t=5.4ms), 

recorded the maximum value =120m2
zu′< > 2/s2 at a later time t=5.9 ms.  
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Detector d-262, the more distant one from the above-mentioned TMZ position, recorded the 

maximum value =95m2
zu′< >

>

2/s2 at an even later time t=6 ms (see Fig.6). 

And, finally, detector d-242, the most distant form the TMZ position above, recorded the 

maximum =72m2
zu′< 2/s2 at time t=6.2 ms, i.e. later than the other detectors, as it is clearly seen 

in Fig.7. Thus, for time t∆ ≈ 0.3ms (from time t=5.9ms to t=6.2ms) the maximum value of 2
zu′< >  

decreased by a factor of 1.67 in this case, while for detectors d-349 and d-498 the corresponding 

maximum value of  decreased by a factor of 3.53 for time 2
zu′< > t∆ ≈ 0.5ms (from time t=4.9ms to 

t=5.4ms), i.e. attenuation of turbulence was less intensive.  

Besides a scheme viscosity decrease, there is an increase of TMZ width that is an increase of 

the number of computational cells in TMZ. This allows us to give correct description of turbulence.  

Note, however, that we have the results of measurements made during the experiment till time 

ms, while in computations for detector d-242 we observe the second maximum at time 

t=6.5 ms which is higher than the first one and equals 

6.34t ≤
2

zu′< > =356 m2/s2. This is because at that 

time the detector is inside TMZ through which the second shock wave reflected from the rigid wall 

has passed.  

A similar maximum, however, a smaller one (as it should be expected) and at a later time 

ms is observed for detector d-262 located near the very brink of TMZ at that time.  6.55t ≈

An even smaller maximum and at an even later time 6.6t ≈  ms is observed in computations 

for detector d-278 located behind TMZ at the time of interest. 

3 Results of computations using Nikiforov model 

Fig. 8 shows R-t diagram of shock waves and the curve of TMZ position versus time obtained 

in computations using Nikiforov model implemented in EGAK code complex. (Earlier, similar 

computational investigations using this model were carried out by VIKHR’ (Vortex) code [5]). The 

agreement between the latter and the computations described in [2-3] is good enough, in general, 

though it is worse than for 3D computations (Fig.2). 

Figs.9-11 show comparison between time dependences of mean-square fluctuations of the 

longitudinal component of mass velocity obtained using Nikiforov model and the results of direct 

3D numerical simulation given above. In general, the agreement between computations with 

Nikiforov model and the data of experiments [2-3] is satisfactory, however, it is worse than for the 

results of 3D computations. 

In computations using Nikiforov model for detector d-278 through which TMZ passes at the 

time of its interaction with the first, most intensive shock wave reflected from the shock tube end 

the maximum value of velocity fluctuations exceeds, by a factor of 2, the experimentally measured 
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value. This means the Nikiforov model gives slightly incorrect description of the behavior of 

turbulence in the area of large gradients of mean gas dynamic values. 
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Fig..8. R-t diagram of shock wave and TMZ boundaries 
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Fig. 9. Squared fluctuations of the longitudinal velocity component versus time for detector 278 

(13.9 cm) in computations using Nikiforov model and in versions 1, 2 of computations with direct 
numerical simulation method 
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Fig.10. Squared fluctuations of the longitudinal velocity component versus time for detector 262 
(13.1 cm) in computations using Nikiforov model and in versions 1, 2 of computations with the 

direct numerical simulation method 
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Fig. 11. Squared fluctuations of the longitudinal velocity component versus time for detector 242 
(12.15 cm) in computations using Nikiforov model and in versions 1, 2 of computations with the 
direct numerical simulation method 

 
Conclusion 
3D computation results are close, in general, to the data of experiments. The method of specifying 

perturbations and the number of computational cells insignificantly affect, in practice, the TMZ width.  It is 

worth to note that almost full coincidence of TMZ boundaries located in SF6 is observed for all 

computations. Significant growth of the TMZ width takes place during propagation of the first shock wave 

reflected from a rigid wall. However, TMZ is growing more intensively during propagation of the second 

reflected shock wave. 
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When the mixing zone associated with air/SF6 interface moves across detectors d-242, d-262, 

and d-278, it has a noticeable width. For these detectors, the calculated time dependence of the 

squared longitudinal velocity component fluctuations, 2
zu′< >  agrees, in general, with the results of 

measurements [2,3].  

The other two detectors, d-349 and d-498, are at a longer distance to the wall, the mixing zone 

passing across them is of an insignificant width. For these detectors, the calculated value of 

is significantly lower than the experimentally measured value. The paper shows that such 

difference can be attributed to the scheme viscosity effect. 

2
zu′< >

In general, the agreement between the results of computations using Nikiforov model and the 

experimental data [2-3] seems to be satisfactory, though it is worse than for 3D computation results.  
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Direct 3D Numerical Simulation of Shear Turbulent Mixing 

Sin’kova O.G., Statsenko V.P., Yanilkin Yu.V., Zhmaylo V.A.  
Paper to be presented at International Workshop on Physics of Compressible Turbulent 

Mixing (Cambridge, July 2004) 
 

This paper studies shear turbulence growth at a plane interface of two incompressible fluids 

of constant density using 3D code TREK.  The computed data is compared to phenomenological 

model data and associated well-known experimental data. 

 
Introduction. A simplest shear flow, i.e. one-dimensional unsteady plane mixing layer, is 

considered. Under certain conditions, many more complex flows are close to it: initial portion of 

plane and round jets, initial stage of mixing in cylindrical vortex, etc.  

Previously [1] we studied the problem using DNS with 2D code [2] and in refs. [3,4] with 

3D code [6]. The results were interpreted using a variation of semiempirical theory [7] that 

includes the Reynolds tensor anisotropy.  

          This paper studies the problem of shear turbulent mixing at a plane interface of two 

incompressible fluids of constant density using the DNK with 3D gas-dynamic code TREK [6]. 

Fluids were considered to be distinctive, i.e. physically immiscible. The computations were 

performed on a much finer computational grid than in refs. [3, 4]. 

The turbulent mixing zone width (TMZ), profiles of velocity, turbulent energy, mean-

square fluctuations of the longitudinal and transversal velocity components are compared to the 

measurements of refs. [9-11]. The results of the 3D computations are also compared to the data 

of the semiempirical theory of turbulence that accounts for the Reynolds tensor anisotropy. The 

spectral analysis of the velocity fluctuations in the TMZ is conducted. Besides, in contrast to all 

previous computations for the problem, the concentration probability density function is found 

from the numerical arrays of the hydrodynamic quantities from 3D computations. 

1. Setting up the TREK computations. The problem is formulated much like in refs. [3, 

4, 8]: at the initial time two half-spaces separated by a plane interface z= =0 are filled with 

ideal gases of density 

cz

0ρ =1 at pressure 0p =15. In region 1 (concentration с=1) the gas flows 

parallel to the interface at velocity w≡ y
t

∂
∂

 = /2 =0.5, in region 2 (concentration с=0) at 

velocity w = -0.5(Fig.1). The computational domain is a parallelepiped, with its vertical side of 

the side face being Λ=2. Its horizontal face is a square with side  =

0w

xL yL =1.5. 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the problem 

Here the coordinate of the top face is 2z = Λ/2, that of the bottom face is 1z = -Λ/2. At the 

initial time, random perturbations of either of the following two quantities are given at the 

interface (in a layer one cell thick): 

a) density:   δρ= ± 1ρ ⋅δ,     where δ= 0.1. 

b) tangent to the boundary of velocity component w=±0.1 wo. 

In so doing we used two sets of random numbers. 

The computational grid is uniform (the cell size is = = ) with = ,  cells. 
Several computations have been performed, in which /Λ and the number of the cells were 
varied (see Table 1). 

xh yh zh xN yN zN

xL

 
Table 1 – Variants of the computations 

Varia

nt No. 

Number of cells 
NxxNyxNz  

Perturbed 
quantity 

Λ xL  Random perturbation spectrum 
at the boundaries 

1 100x100x100 density 1 1 1-st spectrum 

2 100x100x100 velocity 1 1 1-st spectrum 

3 100x100x100 velocity 1 1 2-nd spectrum 

4 150x150x200 velocity 2 1.5 1-st spectrum 

5 200x200x400 density 2 1 1-st spectrum 

6 300x300x400 density 2 1.5 1-st spectrum 

Gas dynamics equations for ideal medium (with zero molecular viscosity) are solved. The 

equation of state is ideal gas with adiabatic constant γ=1.4.  

Note that the pressure is such, that in the computations the incompressibility condition 

was met well for this turbulent flow by virtue of relationship wo
2<<γpo/ρo. The periodicity 

condition with period  was posed on the external region boundaries parallel to OZ and the 

“rigid wall” condition on the others. 

xL

2. Results of 3D computations: integral characteristics. The results of the computations 

are shown in Figs. 1 through 4 as raster patterns of the velocity components for different times, 
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in different sections normal to the interface, but parallel to the initial velocity (sections x=const). 

A feature common to all the variants is the most “smoothed” pattern for the component  

directed “with stream” (unperturbed). For  the pattern is less smoothed, but, like for , 

regular large vortices are observed. Irregular small-scale perturbations are most characteristic of 

, see also below. Thus, the largest vortices are of two-dimensional nature and revolve about 

the axis directed along OX.  

yu

zu yu

xu

The flow evolution as a whole is similar to the previous computations [1, 3-4]: vortex 

enlargement with time and tapering-off to the self-similar regime are observed. 

For this stage the latter manifests itself, in particular, as tapering-off to the linear time 

dependence of TMZ width Lt(t). Here ≡tL 2z  - 1z   is the TMZ width in z direction that is 

determined  from points 1z , 2z , at which small enough value ε of an averaged hydrodynamic 

quantity, for example, concentration <c2>(z) or velocity w(z)≡<uy>, is reached. The averaging 

was in plane z=const parallel to the interface plane. 

Next, assume that (c 1z )=ε, (c 2z )=1-ε, 2c c≡< >  is the mass fraction of the material, 

whose velocity was wo at the initial time. In another way, w( 1z )= -(1-ε)wo/2, w( 2z )=(1-ε)wo/2. 

Below we assume ε=0.1. 

The curve (t) is shown in Fig.5 for all the computation variants. Relevant straight line tL

( )apprL t , a linear approximation with =const that is closest to the 3D computation results for a 

given variant, is also plotted for each of the variants.   at the self-similar stage is presented in 

Table 2; it is seen to be about the same in all the variants with accuracy to its estimation error. 

Maximum scaled turbulent energies k

L

L

m at the self-similar stage are also close in the two variants 

(see Table 2). 

Table 2 – Integral values 

Variant 

No. 

Number of 
cells 

NxxNyxNz  

Λ xL  L  km

1 1003 1 1 0.1 0.033-0.037 

2 1003 1 1 0.1 0.027 

3 1003 1 1 0.09 0.036 

4 1502x200 2 1.5 0.1 0.037 

5 2002x400 2 1 0.1-0.115 0.042 

6 3002x400 2 1.5 0.08-0.09 0.0342 
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The results of the computations are also illustrated in Fig.6 plotting σ=1.85∆y/∆z. In the 

latter case, as in ref. [1], length (y-yo) of the jet appearing in the experiments is related to time (t-

to):  

   
1 2

2
1 2

1

(1 ) ( )( ) ( )( )
2(1 )

; .

o o
o o

o

m w t ty y w w t t
m

wm w w w
w

;+ −
− = + − =

−

≡ ≡ −
                        

Each tdLL
dt

≡  is therewith correspondent with a curve in Fig. 6. 

In Fig. 6 different points show experimental data of different authors that are presented in 

refs. [9, 10]. As seen, there is a satisfactory agreement with the experiments for all the variants. 

The self-similar regime of this problem is also correspondent with the tapering-off to the 

stationary value – the TMZ width maximum turbulent energy is ( ) max( )mk t k≡ ( ) iik z E= , 

where  ( )
2

i k i k
ik

u u u uE z < > − < ><
≡

> ,       

the averaging (denoted with < >) is performed over the entire section z=const. 

The curve is plotted in Fig. 7. As seen from the figure (see also Table 2), in all the 

3D computations the maximum values of k

( )mk t

m  are quite close. 

In the self-similar regime, the value of the velocity fluctuation anisotropy (Reynolds 

number) characteristic of TMZ must be stationary: 

( ) max( ) / max( )ik ii kkA t E E≡  ,     (1) 

where TMZ width maximum diagonal components of tensor (1) appear – there are no summation 

over subscripts i, k. 

The results in the form of time dependence of  are shown in Fig. 8. As seen, the 

Reynolds tensor anisotropy is pronounced in the 3D computations, with the “longitudinal” 

component of the turbulent energy (i.e. of the diagonal part of Reynolds tensor Е

ikA

ii) being larger 

than the “transversal” components in the mixing zone. 

According to turbulence model [7] including the Reynolds tensor anisotropy, relations                       

     Rxx= Rzz;      
1/ 3

1/ 3 2
zz

zy
yy

R bA
R b

−
= =

+
                                          (2) 

are valid.  

For most variants the results agree with (2) at the self-similar stage. 
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3. Profiles of the quantities in the 3D computation. Fig. 9 plots the velocity profiles for 

the self-similar stage of the variants under discussion. The argument is 

( )0 0

cz z
w t t

η −
≡

−
,        

here  for each variant is found from Fig. (9) reasoning from condition .  0t 0( ) 0apprL t =

As seen from Fig. 9, the agreement between the computed velocity profiles and the ones 

measured in refs. [8,9] is satisfactory.  

Turbulent energy profiles ( )k η  for the self-similar stage of the variants under 

consideration are shown in Fig. 10. As seen, the computations lead to a satisfactory agreement 

with the measurements of refs. [8,9] (in the experimental data processing we assumed that the 

two transversal velocity fluctuation components were equal). The same is true for the mean-

square fluctuation profiles of longitudinal velocity component yu E′ ≡ yy  shown in Fig. 11 as 

well as for those of transversal velocity component zu E′ ≡ zz  that are shown in Fig. 12: the 

agreement between the computations and the measurements of ref. [9] is satisfactory on the 

whole. 

4. Velocity fluctuation spectra. The computed data was used as a basis to study the 

velocity fluctuation spectrum in accordance with formula 

, , , , , ,

( ) 2 2

( ) ( )

( , ) ; 1, 2....

( ) ( , ) ; , 2, 3.... .
l x y z l x y z

n
il i i z

n n
il il il x

E x y u u n N

E z E E x y l rh r N

= 〈 〉 − 〈 〉 =

= = 〈 〉 = =
.      (3) 

Here the averaging 
, , ,l x y z

〈〉  is performed in the n-th layer (over z) in a square with side l (l=rh, h is 

the computational cell size), whose center coordinates are x, y, z, and then the averaging ( 〈〉 ) is 

over all possible values of x, y in the squares with the value of l in the entire n-th layer. There is 

no summation over i in (4). Next: 

∑
=

=

=
3i

1i
iill EE .        

The computed data for several times in different variants are presented in Figs. 13 and 14 

as curves  (where K=2π/l) for different values of the scaled coordinate lg (lg ) , lg (lg )il lE K E K

c

t

z z
L

ζ −
≡ . The figures also give Kolmogorov spectrum 

lgEl= -2/3 lgK +const.       

As seen, inside the TMZ (0.4>  ζ  > -0.4) there are intervals of wave numbers K, on 

which the spectrum of total energy El is close on the whole to the 3D Kolmogorov spectrum. 

Also note that on small space scales (high K) the velocity fluctuations become anisotropic: the x 
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component becomes dominant, whereas the z component and particularly the y component are 

inhibited dramatically. 

This is just in what the problem under discussion differs from the gravitational turbulent 

mixing, in whose modeling (see [11]) the velocity fluctuations, conversely, become isotropic at 

high K – all components become close. A reason for this is that for the gravitational turbulent 

mixing the averaged velocity is zero, whereas for the shear mixing it is nonzero. In this case the 

role of the scheme viscosity manifests itself significantly. The numerical technique TREK 

employs the difference scheme of the first approximation order, whose scheme viscosity can be 

evaluated in the event of quasi-stationary flows by writing the momentum transfer equations as 

follows:  

iilE

( )

( )

2 2
1

2 2
2

, ,
4 4 4

,
4 4 4

x x x
x x y z

y y y
y x y z

z
z

u u u uP h h hdiv u u u u u h
t x x x y y z z
u u u uP h h hdiv u u u u u h
t y x x y y z z

u Pdiv u u
t z

∂ρ ∂ ∂ ∂∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ρ ρ ρ ρ θ
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

∂ρ ∂ ∂ ∂∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ,

x

y

τ

ρ ρ ρ ρ θ
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

∂ρ ∂ ∂ρ
∂ ∂

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞+ + = + + +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞

+ + = + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

+ + =

τ

( )2 2
2 , .

4 4 4
z z z

x y z
u u uh h hu u u

x x y y z z
∂ ∂ ∂∂ ∂ρ ρ ρ θ

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞+ + +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
h τ

           (4) 

The right-hand sides of equations (4) can be treated as derivatives of the approximation 

viscosity stress “tensor” components. They can be written as: 

   
1
4

i
ik k

k

uh u
x

∂σ ρ
∂

=  ,                       (5) 

where uk is the characteristic flow velocity. We put the term “tensor” in quotes, as neither  (4) 

nor (5) is a tensor. 

Nevertheless, relation (5) is similar in its form to the expression for the viscous stress 

tensor components appearing in the Navier-Stokes equations. Here the role of the molecular 

viscosity factor, which is a scalar, is played by the scheme viscosity factor, which is a vector 

    1
4ck kh uµ ρ= ,    1

4ck khuν =        

depending on the flow velocity and computational cell size h. 

Evidently, the scheme viscosity effect should show up most of all at the smallest scales 

(high K), which is just observed in Figs. 13 and 14. As mentioned in Section 2, the largest shear 

flow vortices are of 2D nature and rotate about the axis directed along OX. Then not only the 

largest average component , but also quite large component will influence the scheme 

effects on small scales. It is these components, in contrast to  (the average of which are zero 

on nearly all scales), that should be inhibited to the largest extent on these scales, which is just 

confirmed by Figs. 13 and 14. On a finer grid the scheme viscosity effect should be smaller and 

yu zu

xu
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the spectrum closer to the Kolmogorov spectrum. This is confirmed by the comparison between 

Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 for variant 5 on a finer grid.  

On large scales (low K), either y or (in some points) x velocity fluctuation component is 

predominant. 

5. Concentration probability density function 

The data from the numerical computation has been used to determine the one-point mass 

concentration probability distribution density function for the material that initially had velocity 

w ≡  y
t

∂
∂

 = wo/2 =0.5 and coordinate z>zc

( ) ( )

0

( ( ) ) ( ( ) ( )( , , )
ik ikN c z c N c z c cF c z t

N c
≥ − ≥ + ∆

=
∆

)

)

,     

here  is the number of points in a given horizontal plane z, at which the current 

concentration  is larger than с; N

( )( ( )ikN c z c≥

( )ikc o(z) is the total number of points in the plane. The с runs 

a range of M numbers    (0, 1, 2, ...., 1)c M c= − ∆ 1cM =∆, where: ; in our 

computations,  М=100. 

Recall that before determination of F(c) the concentration array is averaged according 

to formula 

, , ,

( ) ( , , , ) ; 1, 2....
l x y z

n
zc l x y z c n N= 〈 〉 =  

where l=rh, r=2. In fact, for r≥2 (but r<<min(Nx,Ny)) the resultant functions F(c) differ 

insignificantly, whereas for r=1 the difference is drastic: the F(c) is close to two δ functions, δ(0) 

and δ(1). 

As Figs. 15 and 16 show, the form of the function F(c) in variant 6 is much alike for 

times t=6.2 and t=9.  Near the TMZ boundary adjacent to the material of initial concentration 

с=1 ( c

t

z z
L

ζ −
≡ =0.49), the maximum values of F(c) are mainly near c≈1. The F(c) is therewith 

concentrated in a narrow region c≈1 (it has the form of the δ function), while in the major range 

of с it is essentially constant and small (F(c)<0.2). 

 Inside the TMZ, as the plane of symmetry ( 0ζ = ) is approached, the F(c) becomes 

uniformly distributed over the concentration range and increases.  

Conclusion. The direct 3D numerical simulation of shear mixing that had been 

performed with the code TREK [6] showed that the self-similar regime took place on some time 

interval in all the computations. It is correspondent with constant TMZ width growth rate , 

which is about the same for all the computations. Its value agrees satisfactorily with the 

experimental data. 

L
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TMZ maximum turbulent energies  also remain constant in this regime. Its values are 

also close in all the computations. 

mE

For this problem, the self-similar regime also involves the tapering-off to stationary 

velocity fluctuation anisotropy, in the 3D computation its value is described satisfactorily by the 

phenomenological model [7] with semiempirical coefficient b=0.085. 

For all the variants at the self-similar stage of the computations under discussion, the 

computed velocity profiles agree satisfactorily with those measured in ref. [9]. The self-similar 

stage turbulent energy profiles ( )k η  agree satisfactorily with measurements [8,9]. The 

calculations on a finer computational grid ensure a better agreement with the measurements. The 

longitudinal and transversal velocity component mean-square fluctuation profiles agree 

satisfactorily with measurements [9], the best agreement is for the finest computational grid.  

Inside TMZ, the spectrum of total energy El of velocity fluctuations in the 3D 

computations is close on the whole to the 3D Kolmogorov spectrum: the finer is the grid, the 

closer is the spectrum.  

There are the following features in the problem, in which it differs from the gravitational 

mixing problem: 

• the largest vortices are of 2D nature and rotate about the axis directed along OX, 

• on small scales the x component of velocity fluctuations is dominant, as the scheme 

viscosity effects inhibit the y component and z component.  

As mentioned in Introduction, these computations are close in their setting to the previous 

computations [3,4], but differ in a significantly finer computational grid. As seen from this 

paper, the grid provided a significantly better agreement with the experimental data. 

This problem clearly demonstrates the possibilities of the 3D shear mixing simulations 

and, at the same time, reveals demerits of the computational technique used that possesses a 

dramatic scheme viscosity. It is being planned that the studies would be continued with using 

other numerical techniques as well. 
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Fig. 1. Raster patterns of velocity components: a) uz, b) uy c) ux; variant 1, x=const (i=50),  

left: t=4; right: t=8 
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Fig. 2. Raster patterns of velocity components: a) uz, b) uy c) ux; variant 2, x=const (i=50),  

left: t=3.5; right: t=7.5  
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Fig. 3. Raster patterns of velocity components: a) uz , b) uy c) ux; variant 3, x=const (i=50),  
left: t=3.5; right: t=8 
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Fig. 4. Raster patterns of velocity components: a) uz, b) uy c) ux; variant 5,  

слева- x=const (i=150), t=3.5; right: (i=100), t=3.5 
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Fig. 5. Turbulent mixing zone width versus time. The variant numbers are specified in the 
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Fig. 7. Zone width maximum turbulent energy versus time. The variant numbers are specified in 

the figures  
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Fig. 9. Velocity profiles. The variant numbers are specified in the figures. 1, 2 – measurements 
[8,9]. 
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Fig. 10. Turbulent energy profiles. The variant numbers are specified in the figures. 1, 3 – 
measurements [8,9] 
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Fig. 11. Longitudinal velocity component mean-square fluctuation profiles. The variant numbers 

are specified in the figures, 1 – measurements [9], 2 - calculation 
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Fig. 12. Transversal velocity component mean-square fluctuation profiles. The variant numbers 

are specified in the figures . 1 – measurements [9], 2 - calculation 
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Fig. 13. Velocity fluctuation spectrum, variant 1, t=3.5; 1 - Exl, 2 - Eyl, 3 - Ezl, 4 – El,; 

5 - Kolmogorov spectrum 
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Fig. 14. Velocity fluctuation spectrum, variant 5, t=3.5; the notation is the same as in Fig. 13.  
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Fig. 15. Probability density function versus concentration in variant 6, t=9 (M=100). 

Curve 1 corresponds to η = 0.07, curve 2 to η = 0.14, curve 3 to η = 0.21, 
curve 4 to η = 0.37, curve 5 to η =  0.49 

 
Fig. 16. Probability density function versus concentration, t=6.2 (M=100). 
Curve 1 corresponds to η = 0.07, curve 2 to η = 0.14, curve 3 to η = 0.21,  

curve 4 to η = 0.37, curve 5 toη =  0.49. 
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Direct numerical simulation of shear-gravitational turbulent 
mixing  
O.G. Sin�kova, V.P. Statsenko, Yu.V. Yanilkin & V.A. Zhmailo 
Russian Federal Nuclear Center - VNIIEF,  
Sarov, Russia 
yan@md08.vniief.ru  

The paper addresses the problem of turbulent mixing at a plane interface of two different-density 
incompressible fluids in gravitational field with a velocity shear at the interface. This flow type occurs, for 
example, in the upper or lower part on the initial area of plane or circular jets, whose density is other than 
that of the surrounding jet. 

The paper studies the problem with a stable gravitational acceleration direction using direct numerical 
simulation with 3D gas-dynamic code TREK [1]. The computations were conducted on a fine 
computational grid with parallelization to several tens of processors. 

Moments of the quantities are found using numerical arrays of hydrodynamic quantities from 3D 
computations. The spectral analysis of the velocity fluctuation in TMZ has been performed: its 
approximation to Kholmogorov spectrum has been studied. 

Some results of the 3D computations are compared to those of measurements [2-4] as well as to the data 
of semi-empirical theory of turbulence [5] that regards for Reynolds tensor anisotropy.  
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Direct 3D Numerical Simulation of Shear Gravitational Turbulent Mixing 

Sin’kova O.G., Statsenko V.P., Yanilkin Yu.V.  
Paper to be presented at International Workshop on Physics of Compressible Turbulent 

Mixing (Cambridge, July 2004) 
 

3D code TREK is used to study turbulence growth in the gravitational field at a plane 

interface of two incompressible fluids of density difference n=3 with initial velocity shift at the 

interface. The case is addressed where the acceleration sign corresponds to stable stratification. 

The computed data is compared to computations by a phenomenological model.  

This paper addresses the problem of turbulent mixing at a plane interface of two 

incompressible fluids under action of velocity shear and acceleration creating a stable situation. 

This kind of flow occurs, for example, in the upper or lower part of the initial portion of plane or 

round jets of a density other than the surrounding jet density. 

Previously we studied simplest flows with gravitational [1] or shear [2] instabilities. The 

flow under study here represents a more complex case and is both of independent interest since 

such flows are abundant in the nature and of interest as a test for semiempirical turbulence 

models. 

The above problem was studied previously in refs. [3,4] using Nikiforov’s turbulence 

model and the k ε−  model. The results reduced only to the time dependency of the turbulent 

mixing zone (TMZ). 

This paper studies the problem of interest with the DNS method of direct numerical 

simulations using 3D gas-dynamic code TREK [5]. Both the computational grid and the 

numerical method are varied: in one approach the materials were considered as different, that is, 

of different concentrations; in the other as a single material, without singling-out with volume 

concentrations. 

Besides, we also study this problem numerically using the phenomenological k ε−  

turbulence model [6]. The time dependence not only of the TMZ width, but also of maximum 

turbulent energy in the TMZ has been considered. 

Numerical arrays of hydrodynamic quantities from 3D computations are used for 

determination of moments of the quantities (Reynolds tensor diagonal components, turbulent 

flows, profiles of density and its mean-square fluctuation) as well as construction of the one-

point concentration probability distribution density function (PDF) and spectral analysis of the 

velocity and density fluctuations.  

Some results of the 3D computations are compared to measurements [7-9] and the data of 

semiempirical theory of turbulence [10] that accounts for the Reynolds tensor anisotropy.  
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1. Setting up the TREK computations 
The problem is formulated (similar to [1,2]) as follows. At the initial time two half-spaces 

separated by plane z= =0 are filled with ideal gases at rest of densities cz 1ρ =1 and 2ρ =n (n=3, 

Atwood number 2

2 1

A 1ρ ρ
ρ ρ

−
≡

+
). The initial geometry is presented in Fig. 1. The velocity is 

 in the upper half-plane and 1 ( 0) 0.y yu u z≡ > = − 5 52 ( 0) 0.y yu u z≡ < = – in the lower.Gravity 

 is directed from the light material to the heavy. Its value was varied from  to zg 0.2zg = 1zg = . 

At the initial time, random density perturbations    δρ= ± 1ρ ⋅δ,     where δ= 0.1, are given using 

the random-number generator at the interface (in a layer one cell thick). Gas-dynamics equations 

for ideal two-material medium (with zero molecular viscosity and heat conduction) are solved. 

The computational domain is a parallelepiped, with its vertical side of the side face being =1. 

Its horizontal face is a square with side  =

zL

xL yL  =1. 

 
Fig. 1. Geometry of the problem 

 

The initial pressure profile was given reasoning from the hydrostatic equilibrium 

condition: 

2

0( ) ( )
z

z

p z p z g dρ= − ⋅ ⋅∫ z .  

Here the coordinate of the upper face is 2z = 0.5, that of the lower face 1z = -0.5, 0p =15.4. 

Note that the pressure (p ≈ p0) is such, that the following non-compressibility condition was met 

well for the turbulent flow  k=ξLtg<<γp/ρ, where ξ=const<<1, <Λ,   is the turbulent mixing 

zone (TMZ) width, k is the turbulent energy. 

tL tL
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The equation of state is ideal gas with adiabatic constant γ=1.4.  

The computational grid is uniform with = =  cells. The number of the cells was 

varied from =100 to =200. The cell size is = = = 1/ . With the above 

computational grid options the problem was calculated with two concentrations, that is the two 

gases of different density were considered as different materials. 

xN yN zN

xN xN xh yh zh xN

On the computational grid with =100 the problem was also calculated with a single 

concentration, that is, the two gases of different density were considered as one and the same 

material.  

xN

The “rigid wall” condition was posed on the horizontal boundaries of the computational 

domain and the periodicity condition on the vertical. 

2. Results of 3D computations 
2.1 2D sections 
The general idea of the flow evolution in this problem is provided by the raster patterns 

of the heavy material concentration from the 3D computation on coarser  ( =100) and finer 

( =200) grids, see Figs. 2 through 8 depicting the longitudinal 2D sections (along the flow) of 

the computational domain. 

xN

xN

At the first stage of the problem, shear instability is dominating and the vortex 

enlargement with time is observed. A feature of the flow is the curling of the vortices drawing 

their circulation from the averaged flow with velocity shear. On a fine enough grid there should 

be tapering-off to the relevant self-similar regime at the end of the stage. 

At the second stage, a stable stratification of the problem begins to show up that inhibits 

the perturbation growth due to shear instability and the vortex stabilization is observed. Time 

scale  characteristic of this stage as well as space scale  can be introduced that are 

determined by velocity shear 

0t 0L

1y y yu u u∆ ≡ − 2

zg

g

L

 and gravity : zg

0 /yt u= ∆ ,           

2
0 ( ) /y zL u= ∆ . 

Thus, till width  of the TMZ is small in comparison with , the gravity can be 

neglected. If the computational domain size  is also small in comparison with , we obtain 

the problem of pure shear mixing. Otherwise ( ), too few cells fall on the TMZ. In our 

computations , hence, the  optimal for that problem was selected by variation of the 

. 

tL 0L

zL 0L

0zL >>

1yu∆ = 0L

zg
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In the above computations 0.2zg = , therefore the plots presented cover both the stages. 

The raster patterns of the velocity components in the 3D computation with single material 

on grid =100 are shown in Fig. 9 for time τ=2, when the gravity effect is significant. xN

2.2 Mixing zone  
At the first (unstable) stage of the problem, there should be the tapering-off to the self-

similar regime. It is characterized with a linear time dependence of the TMZ width: 
(0)

tL L uα= + ⋅ ∆ ⋅y t .         

Here ≡tL 2z  - 1z , is the TMZ width in z direction that is determined  from points 1z , 2z , at 

which small enough value ε of an averaged hydrodynamic quantity, for example, heavy material 

concentration c or velocity , is reached. In the first case we assume in what follows that yu

 (2c 1z )=ε, (2c 2z )=1-ε,         

where  is the mass fraction of the material of initial density 2c 2ρ =n; denote the resultant  by tL

( )c
tL . In the second case we assume in what follows that 

22 ( )y yu z u− ∆ =ε, 12 ( )yu z uy+ ∆ =ε ;        

denote the TMZ width by ( )u
tL . 

Evidently, in view of the previous section, the scaled TMZ width is: 

(0)

0

t
t

Ll l
L

α τ≡ = + ⋅ ,  where: 0/t tτ ≡ . (1) 

Thus, self-similar dependence (1) with small enough  must be of a universal form at 

the next stage as well and independent of 

(0)l

,yu gz∆ . Precisely this can be seen in Fig. 10 plotting 

( )tl τ . 

Note that in the 3D computation variant for =100 with two materials when xN 2.5τ >  the 

influence of the computational domain boundaries begins to show up (see also below). 

That same figure plots the straight lines, whose slopes correspond to the maximum and 

minimum rates of the TMZ width growth at the self-similar stage of the shear flow among their 

most probable values measured in refs. [7,8] as well as in different experiments presented in ref. 

[9].  

It is seen that at the initial stage of the 3D computations with two materials ( 1τ < ) there 

is the tapering-off of the ( )tl τ  to linear dependencies characterized with slopes close to the 

experimental ones, with . At a later stage (( ) ( )u
t tl l≈ c 1τ > ) the slope of the curves ( )tl τ  begins to 

decrease and the  becomes noticeably larger than . The variants on different grids are ( )u
tl

( )c
tl
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close to each other on the whole, the difference is mainly in a minor delay (shift in time) in the 

computation on a coarser grid. 

In the 3D computation with a single material the delay (shift in time) is even more 

noticeable, moreover, at a late stage the  and  are close on the whole as before. ( )u
tl

( )c
tl

Note that when t>2.5-3 the influence of the computational domain boundary on the side 

of the light material begins to show up. 

2.3 Time change of fluctuation characteristics 
For the first stage of this problem the self-similar regime also manifests itself in the 

tapering-off to the steady value of   

( ) max( )mk t k≡ ,       

maximum turbulent energy over the TMZ width, where:  

( ) iik z k= ,        

 ( )
2

i k i k
ik

u u u uk z < > − < >< >
=  ;     

the averaging (denoted by <>) is performed over the whole horizontal section z=const.  

As seen from Fig. 11, (t) from the computation on a fine grid bymk 0.5τ ≈  is close to the 

values measured in experiments [7,8]. When 1τ > , it decreases. In a computation on a coarser 

grid, the behavior of  is much alike on the whole, the difference is mainly a slight delay 

(time shift).The same is observed in the 3D computation with single material, here the delay 

(time shift) is even larger. 

( )mk t

Fig. 12 plots the time curve of the velocity fluctuation anisotropy taken in the middle of 

TMZ 

( ) /ij ii jjE t k k≡ ,      (2) 

where diagonal components  (here there is no summation over i) of tensor  (in (2) there is 

no summation over subscripts i, j) appear that are maximum over the TMZ width. As seen from 

Fig. 12, Reynolds tensor anisotropy takes place in the 3D computations, with the “longitudinal” 

component  of the diagonal part of tensor k

iik ikk

yyk ij in the mixing zone being larger than the 

“transversal” ones in the two-material computations.  

According to the turbulence model [10] that includes the Reynolds tensor anisotropy, the 

following relations are valid for the initial stage:                                       

1/ 3
1/ 3 2

zz
zy

yy

k bE
k b

−
≡ =

+
   ,                                     (3)  
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1xx
xz

zz

kE
k

≡ =   .                       

The  is given in Fig. 12 for two values of b=0.13 and b=0.085 – these values describe 

the previously studied flow best. As seen from Fig.12, the results for  agree on the whole 

with (3) to an accuracy of fluctuations both in the two-material variants and in the single-

material calculation (at some delay in this case).  

zyE

ikE

Fig. 13 plots the time curve of TMZ-maximum squared density fluctuations mR  

2max( )mR ρ′≡ < > .         

As follows from the Fig. 13, at the first stage of the 3D computation, the values of  mR    

in the single concentration computations are significantly  lower than those in the computations 

with two concentrations. At the next stage, in the single-fluid computation, the values of mR  

drop. In the two-fluid 3D computation, these values remain essentially constant – the situation is 

similar to the case of the acceleration discussed in ref. [11].  

Fig. 14 plots the time curve of TMZ-maximum (modulo) turbulent mass flow: 

( )
( )

max , 0
max 0

z z
zm

z z

R R
R

R R
>⎧

≡ ⎨− − <⎩
 where: z zR uρ′ ′≡< >  .    

     

Like for , from Fig. 14 it follows that at the end of the first stage, the mk zmR ’s taper off to 

a value close in all the variants. At the next stage the positive turbulent flow abruptly decreases 

and a negative flow appears, with severe fluctuations being observed. On the whole, the 

behaviors of ( )zmR t  are close in all the variants, except for the time shift already mentioned. 

2.4 Profiles of the quantities 

Fig. 15 compares the turbulent mass flow profiles z zR uρ′ ′≡< >  from the 3D 

computations. At the end of the first stage the profiles are quite close. Then their amplitude 

deceases (as mentioned above, with some time delay in the single-material computation). In so 

doing the most noticeable decrease is in the heavy material TMZ, it is precisely there, where 

negative values of  zR  appear by time τ~1.6. 

16a ÷ 18a plot the profiles of velocity, density, and turbulent energy from both one-

material and two-material computations, Figs. 16b ÷ 18b the profiles of Richardson number 

2 .
z

y

g
zRi

u
z

ρ

ρ

∂
∂≡

∂⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠
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As seen from the figures, at the first stage the velocity and density profiles are close in 

their shape and position, with taking into consideration the time shift in the single-material 

computation. However, for τ>1.4 in this computation, unlike in the two-material computation, a 

shelf forms in the density profile. Accordingly, the peak turbulent energy near the shelf proves 

higher, as it would be expected with taking into account that the velocity profiles are therewith 

close in the two variants. 

As seen from Figs. 16b ÷ 18b, at the end of the first stage the Richardson number profiles 

bear a qualitative resemblance, that is: in the heavy material region they produce a “barrier” 

inhibiting turbulence and impeding the material and vorticity penetration into the region (recall 

that the critical value of the Reynolds number is ). This accounts for the dominant 

expansion of the velocity and density profiles toward the light material: the resultant asymmetry 

becomes noticeable, as compared to the unstable stratification. 

0.5Ri ∼

2.5 Concentration probability distribution density function 
The data from the numerical computation has been used to determine the one-point heavy 

material mass concentration probability distribution density function 
( ) ( )
2 2 2

2
0

( ( ) ( )) ( ( )( , , )
ik ikN c z c c N c z cF c z t

N c
≥ + ∆ − ≥

=
∆

2 ) ,      

here is the number of points in a given horizontal plane z, at which the 

current concentration is larger than c

)c)z(c(N 2
)ik(

2 ≥

)(
2
ikc 2, No(z) is the total number of points in the plane. 

The c2 runs a range of M numbers  

cMc ∆−= )1....,,2,1,0(2 , 

where ; in our computations, M=100. 1cM =∆

Fig. 19 plots the functions F(c2) calculated from the source array (without averaging) of 

the concentrations  for the TMZ region close to the light material at times τ=1 (the end of the 

first stage) and τ=2 (a noticeable inhibition of the turbulence) in the two-material computation 

performed on a fine grid ( =200). The figure plots the vertical coordinate z (counted from the 

interface) divided by TMZ width L

2c

xN

t, that is: c

t

z z
L

η −
≡ . As the curves for τ=1 and τ=2 are taken 

for the same z, the relevant 1η  and 2η  prove different. The maximum values of the function F(c2) 

can be seen to be achieved mainly near c≈1 and c≈0, that is, the F(c2) is concentrated (is of the 

form of the δ-function) at the extreme points of the concentration range. However, in the major 

range of c2 its value is low (F(c2)<0.1-0.2); physically, this is close to immiscible fluids, which is 

characteristic of problem  descriptions using 3D computations with two concentrations (see also 

[11]). 
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Next, before we find F(c2), average the concentration array with the formula:  

, , ,

( )
2 2( , , , ) ; 1, 2....

l x y z

n
zc l x y z c n N= 〈 〉 =  

where l=rh, r=2 , when r≥2 (but r<<min(Nx,Ny)), the resultant functions F(c2) differ slightly, 

whereas for r=1 the difference is radical: as we have seen, the F(c2) is close to two δ-functions, 

δ(0) and δ(1). 

Now find F(c2) with averaging of the initial concentration array assuming r=2 . 

Figs. 20 and 21 compare thus found functions F(c2) for times  τ=1 and τ=2, for two 

computation variants: with one and two materials, with the latter being on a fine grid ( =200).  xN

From Figs. 20 it is seen that in the TMZ region adjacent to the heavy material ( 0.2η < − ), 

the maximum values of F(c2) are achieved closer to c2≈1, that is, the heavy material particles are 

most probable. A close behavior of the F(c2) is in the two-material computation. 

A noticeable discrepancy between the above variants begins in the central TMZ part 

adjacent to the light material: in the single-material computation the maximum F(c2) is achieved 

in the middle of the c2 values, whereas in the two-concentration variant the F(c2) proves 

concentrated to a large extent near the end values of the c2 range, although not so significantly as 

for r=1 – the characteristic value within the interval: c2≈0.5.  

Finally, in the TMZ region adjacent to the light material ( 0.2 0.3η > ÷ ) the maximums of 

F(c2) are achieved closer to c2≈0 in either computation, that is, the light material particles are 

most probable. 

2.6 Velocity and density fluctuation spectra 

As known [12], the average squared fluctuation of the i-th velocity component 2
iu′  (with 

no summation over i) is related to the associated one-dimensional spectral density ( )iE k  as: 

2

0

( )i iu E k d
∞

′ ′= ∫ k ′ . Note that in our case the averaging over ensemble corresponds to that in 

the horizontal plane X,Y. Hence, 2
iu′  is a function of z. 

Following [12], relate any fixed k to division of energy 2
iu′  into two parts: 

2

0

( ) ( )
k

i i i
k

u E k dk E k dk
∞

′ ′ ′= +∫ ∫ ′ ′ .           

This division is correspondent with the division of the field of prompt values  into 

macrocomponent 

iu

iu  (with energy 
0

( )
k

iE k dk′ ′∫ ) and microcomponent iu  (with energy 
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( ) ( )i i
k

E k E k d
∞

′= ∫ k ′ ), see ref. [12]. In ref. [12], ( )iE k ′  is referred to simply as a spectrum – one-

dimensional spectral density of field  that corresponds to the correlation function of this field 

is meant. Kolmogorov spectrum takes place in the inertial turbulence interval: .  

iu

5/ 3( ) ( )iE k k −′ ′∼

It is our view that ( )iE k  has a more profound physical meaning. It determines doubled 

specific kinetic energy of fluctuations of the i-th velocity component of wavelength 2
k
πλ ≤ . 

The Kolmogorov spectrum for ( )iE k ′  as well as for the total energy of all components 

 is evidently correspondent with dependency 2 / 3( ) ( )i
i

E k E k k −≡ ∑ ∼ 2 / 3( ) ( )iE k E k k −∼ ∼ , we 

will also term it the Kolmogorov spectrum of turbulent energy ( )E k  and its components ( )iE k . 

The computed data was used as a basis to study the spectrum of the turbulent energy and its 

components in accordance with formula 

, , , , , ,

( ) 2 2

( )

( , , , ) ; 1, 2....

( , ) ( , , , ) ; , 2, 3.... .
l x y z l x y z

n
i i i

n
i i x

zE l x y z u u n N

E l z E l x y z l rh r N

= 〈 〉 − 〈 〉 =

= 〈 〉 = =
.      (4) 

Here the averaging 
, , ,l x y z

〈〉  is performed in the n-th layer (over z) in a square with side l (l=rh, h is 

the computational cell size), whose center coordinates are x, y, z, and then the averaging ( 〈〉 ) is 

over all possible values of x, y in the squares with the value of l, z in the entire n-th layer. There 

is no summation over i in (4). Next  
3

1

( , ) ( , )
i

i
i

E l z E l z
=

=

= ∑  .       

The computed data for several times in the computation on the grid with =201 are 

presented in Figs. 22, 23 as curves lg  (where k=2π/l) for different values of 

the scaled coordinate 

xN

(lg ) , lg (lg )iE k E k

c

t

z z
L

ζ −
≡ . 

The figures also present the Kolmogorov spectrum of turbulent energy 

2lg lg
3

E k const= − + .       

As seen, inside the TMZ (0.4>  ζ  > -0.4) there are intervals of wave numbers K, on 

which the spectrum of total energy E is close on the whole to the 3D Kolmogorov spectrum. 

However, for some components the difference from the Kolmogorov dependency is significantly 

larger. Note that for large space scales (low K) is dominant, as it must for the shear flow 

according to the phenomenological model [10] and the measurements [7,8]. However, for small 

yE
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scales (high K) xE is dominant at nearly all TMZ points. A most apparent reason is the action of 

the scheme viscosity, which is noticeable just for small scales and inhibits precisely the 

components , as for large scales it is y and z that are the major velocity directions 

generating the anisotropic scheme viscosity in small scales. Note that, as seen from Figs. 22 and 

23, the anisotropy increases from the center of the TMZ to its edges, as the velocity module 

determining the scheme viscosity also increases. A similar scheme viscosity effect is treated in 

more detail in ref. [13].  

,y zE E

A similar spectral quantity is calculated for the squared density fluctuations: 

, , , , , ,

2 2( , ) ; 1, 2....

( ) ( , ) ; , 2, 3.... ;
l x y z l x y z

n
l z

n
l l x

R x y n N

R z R x y l rh r N

ρ ρ= 〈 〉 − 〈 〉 =

≡ 〈 〉 = =
    

it is shown in Figs. 24 through 26.  The figures also present the Kolmogorov spectrum of the 

squared density fluctuations (see also ref. [12]) 

2lg lg
3lR k const= − + .         

As seen from Fig. 24, at the first stage (τ=0.6), when the mixing is mainly of the shear 

nature, in small scales the spectrum is close to the Kolmogorov spectrum in the 3D 

computations. The best agreement is observed for negative scaled coordinate ζ , that is, in the 

region of the heavy material; in the region of the light material a deviation from the Kolmogorov 

spectrum becomes noticeable. 

At the next stage (τ=1.2), when the shear mixing begins to be inhibited due to stable 

stratification, as it is seen from Fig. 25, the density spectrum begins to differ more significantly 

from the Kolmogorov spectrum, with this being to a greater extent in the light material region. 

The difference of the spectrum from the Kolmogorov spectrum is even larger for a later stage 

(τ=1.8) depicted in Fig. 26. 

This agrees with the concepts of ref. [12] about the density spectrum behavior for 

immiscible fluids given the stable stratification leading to the change of sign in the turbulent 

mass flow. 

3 Results of k ε−  computations 

Fig. 10  plots the time curve of the TMZ width from the k ε−   calculations for several 

values of , 0.4, 1. As it would follow from the conclusions of Section 2.2, all the curves 

of scaled 

0.2zg =

( )tl τ  are close for these values, that is, are of a universal form independent of . zg

At the initial stage (τ<1-1.5) the slope of the curves is close both to the 3D computations 

and to the associated experimental data as well to the data of refs. [3,4]. 
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At the following times the slope decreases, like in the 3D computations, but, in contrast 

to them, in the k ε−  computations there is no boundary effect. In the variant most advanced in 

τ with g=1, there is essentially no growth in , while  tapers off to the linear dependence 

on τ ; in so doing, however, the angle of slope of 

( )c
tl

( )u
tl

( ) ( )u
tl τ  is much smaller (by about an order of 

magnitude) than that at the first stage. The maximum values are , , which 

agrees with the data of refs. [3,4], i.e.  

( ) 0.36c
tl ≈ ( ) 0.5u

tl ≈

0.45tl ≈ . 

The time histories of turbulent energy (t) maximum in the TMZ width in the mk k ε−   

computations and in the 3D computations are quite close (Fig. 11), providing the delay (shift in 

time) in the latter is taken into account. In the variant most advanced in τ with g=1, (t) tapers 

off to an essentially constant value, which is lower by about an order of magnitude than that at 

the first stage. 

mk

Figs. 16a÷18a plot velocity, density and turbulent energy profiles from the k ε−  

computations and Figs. 16b ÷ 18b Richardson number profiles. As seen from the figures, at the 

first stage the velocity and density profiles are close in their shape and position to those from the 

3D computations with taking into consideration the time shift. For τ>1.5 the turbulent energy 

profiles from the k ε−  computation are closer to those in the 3D computation on the fine grid, 

although are somewhat wider, which is due in part to the time shift in the latter.  

The Richardson number profiles, as seen from Figs. 16b ÷ 18b, are also much like those 

from the 3D computation on the fine grid, in particular, in the region of the heavy material, 

where they form a turbulence inhibiting “barrier” (see Section 2.4).  

Conclusions
           The results of the TREK direct 3D numerical simulation of the turbulent shear 

gravitational mixing with stable stratification were as follows. 

At the first (unstable) mixing stage, when the shear turbulence generation is prevailing, 

the TMZ width behavior is much alike in all the computations and agrees with the associated 

experimental data [7-9] as well as the data of computations [3,4] by the phenomenological 

model. 

The TMZ-maximum scaled turbulent energy  (agreeing with the experimental data [7-

8]) and turbulent mass flow achieved at the end of the first stage are also close in all the 

computations, while the TMZ-maximum squared density fluctuations are significantly lower in 

the computations with one concentration than in those with two concentrations.  

mE

The second (stable) stage, where the turbulence is inhibited, proceeds with 1 1.5τ > − .  It 

is correspondent with decrease in the TMZ width growth rate and noticeable decrease in 
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turbulent energy . The TMZ-maximum values mE mR  of the squared density fluctuations also 

decrease in the single-fluid computation. In the 3D two-fluid computation these values remain 

essentially constant: the situation is similar to the case of the alternating-sign acceleration 

discussed in ref. [11].  

Inside the TMZ, in the single-material computation the one-point heavy material mass 

concentration probability distribution density function F(c2) achieves its maximum in the middle 

of the c2 range, whereas in the two-material computation the F(c2) proves largely concentrated 

near the extremes of the c2 range. 

In the k ε−  computations, the TMZ width growth rate at the initial stage is close to the 

3D computations and measurements. The decrease in the rate at the next stage agrees 

qualitatively with the 3D computations. The nature of the decrease in the turbulent energy  at 

that stage is also close to the 3D computations. 

mE

The authors are thankful to V.A. Zhmailo for his valuable comments. 
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τ=2 

Fig. 2. Raster patterns of the heavy material concentration in the 3D computation on grid 
=100 xN

  
Fig. 3. Raster patterns of the heavy material concentration in the 3D computation on grid 

=100, τ=4 xN
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Fig. 4. Raster patterns of the heavy material concentration in the 3D computation on grid 

=200, τ=0.4 xN

 
τ=0.6 
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τ=0.8 

Fig. 5. Raster patterns of the heavy material concentration in the computation on grid =200 xN

 
τ=1 
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τ=1.4 

Fig. 6. Raster patterns of the heavy material concentration in the 3D computation on grid 
=200 xN
 

 
τ=1.6 
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τ=1.8 

Fig. 7. Raster patterns of the heavy material concentration in the 3D computation on grid 
=200 xN
 

 
τ=2 
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τ=2.2 

Fig. 8. Raster patterns of the heavy material concentration in the 3D computation on grid 
=200 xN
 
 

uz
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uy

 
Fig. 9. Raster patterns of the velocity components in the 3D computation on grid =100 (single 

material), τ=2 
xN
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Fig. 10. TMZ width versus time. : 1 – 3D computation with =200, 3 - 3D computation 
with =100, 5 - 3D computation with =100, one material, 10 - 1D computation with g=0.2, 
12 - 1D computation with g=0.4, 14 - 1D computation with g=1. : 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, 13 – in the 
relevant variants. 7,8 – approximation to experimental data [7-9]. 
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Fig. 11. TMZ-maximum turbulent energy versus time. 1 – 3D computation with =200, 7 - 3D 
computation with =100, 8 - 3D computation with =100, one material, 4 - 1D computation 
with g=0.2, 5 - 1D computation with g=0.4, 6 - 1D computation with g=1.     2,3 – approximation 

to experimental data [7,8] 
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13635

Fig. 12. Velocity fluctuation anisotropy versus time. The analytical solution for the initial stage: 
1 - , 2 - xzE zyE , b=0.085; 3 - zyE , b=0.13; 3D computations: 4,6,8 - , 5,7,9  xzE zyE ; 4,5 – 3D 
computation with =200, 6,7 - 3D computation with =100, 8,9 - 3D computation with 

=100, one material 
xN xN
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Fig. 13. TMZ-maximum squared density fluctuation versus time 
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Fig. 14. TMZ-maximum (modulo) turbulent mass flow versus time in the 
computations: 1 – =200, 2 - =100, 3 - =100, one material xN xN xN

 
  

 
Fig. 15. Turbulent mass flow profiles in the 3D computations: 1- =100, one material, 2 - 

=100, two materials, 3 - =200, two materials 
xN
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(a) 

(b) 
     

Fig. 16. τ=1.2. a) rofiles of velocity (1-3), density (4-6), turbulent energy (7-9); 1,6,7 - =100, 
one material, 2,4,8 - =200, two materials, 3,5,9 - 

xN

xN k ε−  model. b) Ri number profiles; 1 - 
=200, two materials, 2 - =100, one material, 3 - kxN xN ε−  model 
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Fig. 17. τ=1.68. a) Profiles of velocity (1-3), density (4-6), turbulent energy (7-9); 1,6,7 - 

=100, one material, 2,4,8 - =200, two materials, 3,5,9 - kxN xN ε−  model. b) Richardson 
number profiles; 1 - =200, two materials, 2 - =100, one material, 3 - xN xN k ε−  model 

u

 

 

 
Fig. 18. τ=2.16. a) Profiles of velocity (1-3), density (4-6), turbulent energy(7-9); 1,6,7 - 

=100, one material, 2,4,8 - =200, two materials, 3,5,9 - kxN xN ε−  model. b) Richardson 
number profiles; 1 - =200, two materials, 2 - =100, one material, 3 - xN xN k ε−  model 
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 27

 
Fig. 19. Heavy material mass concentration probability distribution density function in the 3D 
computation (without initial concentration array averaging) on grid =200, two materials. 1- 
τ=1, 2 - τ=2 

xN

  

  
   a)      b) 
Fig. 20. Heavy material ma oncentration probability distribution density function in the 3D 
computations (with initial concentration array averaging, r=2): a) – grid =100, one material, 
b) - grid =200, two materials. 1- τ=1, 2 - τ=2 
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ig. 21. Heavy material mass concentration probability distribution density function  3D 

computations (with initial concentrati terial, 
b) - =200, two materials. 1- τ=1, 2 =2 
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Fig. 22. Spectrum of the turbulent energy and its components in the computation on grid 

=200, τ=1.2; 2 - Ex, 3 - Ey, 4 - Ez, 5 – E; 1 - Kolmogorov spectrum xN
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Fig. 23. Spectrum of the turbulent energy  and its components ( )E k ( )iE k  in the computation on 

grid =200, τ=1.8; 2 - Ex, 3 - Ey, 4 - Ez, 5 – E; 1 - Kolmogorov spectrum xN
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Fig. 24 Spectrum of the density fluctuations lR  in the 3D computation on grid =200, τ=0.6; 

 1 - Kolmogorov spectrum, 2 –computation 
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Fig. 25. Spectrum of the density fluctuations lR  in the 3D computation on grid =200, τ=1.2;  

1 - Kolmogorov spectrum, 2 –computation 
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Fig. 26.Spectrum of the density fluctuations lR  in the 3D computation on grid =200, τ=1.8; 

 1 - Kolmogorov spectrum, 2 –computation  
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Turbulent mixing of multiphase flows in a gravitational field 
Edward Son 
Department of Physical Mechanics, 
Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology, Russia 
son@son.rector.mipt.ru  
http://www.fizteh.ru  

Turbulent mixing of stratified multiphase flows in a gravitational field is considered. Examples of 
multiphase flows are the flow of gas-oil-water in channel or pipe inclined to the horizon, convective gas 
flow of different densities, etc. At given pressure drop along the horizontal channel velocities of fluids of 
different densities give the result of slip velocities at the interfaces between layers and as result the 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. In the case of stable stratification this instability suppresses by gravity field 
(inverse Rayleigh-Taylor instability) and we can observe linear and then nonlinear stages of mixing layer 
development. At high Reynolds numbers turbulent mixing arises and the mixing layer in the gravity field 
is stabilized at some level. Experimental investigations for gas convective flow has been published Harlow 
(2001) and for multiphase flows Theron&Unwin (1996).  In the present report we have developed linear 
theory of combined Kelvin � Helmholtz instability Inogamov et all (1999) in multiphase laminar viscous 
flows suppressed by gravity fields, nonlinear development of this instability, transition to the turbulence 
and turbulent models Onuphriev et all (2003) for high Reynolds numbers. Some preliminary LES and 
DNS results are also presented.  For the simple case of two stratified fluids of very different densities like 
gas and liquid the solution for both the liquid and the gas regions can be obtained satisfying matching 
conditions at the interface. Such a solution will be applicable only to smooth surfaces, for the case of 
instability or turbulent flows it will be quite complex. Some essential results for mixing turbulent layers 
achieved in experiments and computations in accelerating shock waves and in ocean wind surface have 
been used for formulating turbulent models. 

Acknoledgements.  This work has been partially supported by Schlumberger and Joint CRDF and 
Russian Ministery of Education REC-011 Grant. Many thanks F.Harlow from Los Alamos and Chris 
Besson and Chris Lenn from Schlulberger for fruitful discussions. I also thank N.Inogamov, A.Demianov, 
V.Konovalov, A.Kostine, V.Sobololevsky, A.Zibarov and P.Zubkov for discussions and their valuable 
contibution to the computational work. 
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Joint growth of local perturbation and 
zone of turbulent mixing at gas-jelly interface 
E.A. Sotskov, N.V. Nevmerhzitsky, M.V. Bliznetsov & E.D. Sen�kovsky 
RFNC-VNIIEF, Russia, Sarov 
postmaster@gdd.vniief.ru  

The authors present results of experimental study of joint growth of local perturbation (LP) and zone of 
turbulent mixing occurred at Rayleigh-Taylor instability at interface of low-strength layer of jelly 
accelerated by compressed helium. 

Local perturbation was a cavity of hemispherical shape with radius varied from R=0.5 mm to R=3 mm. 
On the free surface of the layer without local perturbations, background perturbations were specified as 
small cavities of square section having sizes of 2×2×0.2mm. 

Pressure of compressed helium was varied from 13 to 300 atm. Acceleration of the layer was changed 
from ≈ 103g0 to 105g0 (g0=9.8 m/s2). 

It was obtained that: 

a) with increase of LP size, velocity of its growth into jelly layer is growing; 

b) local perturbation with R=0.5 mm actually coincides with the zone of turbulent mixing, LP with 
R≥1 mm has velocity more than 2 times higher than velocity of the turbulent mixing growth; 

c) at acceleration of layer g≈105g0, the internal surface of LP becomes instable. 
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STUDY OF GROWTH OF LOCAL PERTURBATION AND ITS 
INTERACTION WITH ZONE OF TURBULENT MIXING AT GAS-

JELLY INTERFACE 
E.A.Sotskov, N.V.Nevmerhzitskiy, E.E.Meshkov, M.V.Bliznetsov, A.O.Drennov, 

E.D.Sen’kovsky 
 

RFNC-VNIIEF, Russia, Sarov 

Report on 
9th International Workshop on the Physics of Compressible Turbulent Mixing  

(Cambridge, UK, July 2004) 
ABSTRACT 

The authors present results of experimental study of growth of local perturbation and its 
interaction with zone of turbulent mixing occurred at Rayleigh-Taylor instability at interface 
of low-strength layer of jelly accelerated by compressed helium. 

Local perturbation was a cavity of hemispherical shape with radius varied from 
R=0.5 mm to R=3 mm. On the free surface of the layer without local perturbations, 
background perturbations were specified as small cavities of square section having sizes of 
2×2×0.2mm.They were located in the coincidental order. 

Pressure of compressed helium was 13±0,1 atm. Acceleration of the layer was equal in 
all experiments and it was g~3* 10 4 m/s2. 

It was obtained that: 
а) with increase of LP initial radius from 1mm to 3 mm, velocity of its growth into jelly 

layer is growing twice; 
b) local perturbation having an initial amplitude close to background perturbation 

amplitude actually coincides with the zone of turbulent mixing. 

Introduction 
Instability such as Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) [1, 2] occurs, if the interface of 

heterogeneous media (media with different density) accelerates and the acceleration 
goes from light media to heavy one. 

Instability of the interface will develop, if there are initial perturbations at the 
interface. Generally, initial perturbations are perturbations of the interface form, 
perturbations of media density, and perturbations of pressure at the interface or their 
combination. 

In practice there are often occasions when perturbations of instable boundary 
surface of heterogeneous media (media with different density) occupy a small area of 
this surface (scratches, dimples, thin supports holding a laser target and so on). Such 
perturbations have come to be known as local or localized (LP) [3-5]. Computational 
and theoretical studies of growth of such perturbation are known without any influence 
of the zone of turbulent mixing on perturbations [6,7]. 

The problem on the interaction of the local perturbation with the zone of turbulent 
mixing (TM) is often discussed in recent years. Its experimental investigation is of 
chief interest. 

This report presents the results of the experimental investigation of growth and 
interaction of LP with the zone of turbulent mixing.  
 1
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Techniques of Experiments 

The experiments have been performed on the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1 – Diagram of Experimental Setup 
 
 

The experimental setup has consisted of an accelerating passage made of clear 
organic glass and a metallic chamber joined together. A free end face of the 
accelerating passage was closed by lavsan diaphragm. Internal cross-section was 
80×80 mm.  

In experiments jelly of gelatin aqueous solution [8] (with minimally possible 
strength) was used as a model of «heavy» layer (σ<<0,005 MPa, solution 
concentration С=3.2%). A container was filled with the jelly layer. The container was 
made of clear organic glass. 

There were background perturbation at a free (instable) surface of the layer during 
the process of filling by the help of a specific form (background perturbations were 
specified as small cavities of square section having sizes of 2×2×0.2mm, located in the 
coincidental order) and hemispherical 3D local perturbation (Fig. 1). Radius of local 
perturbation was 3; 2; 1; 0.5 mm. The layer of jelly was 35 mm thick.  

The container with the layer was installed in the accelerating passage. The chamber 
and the passage were filled with compressed helium at a pressure of Р0=13±0,1 atm. 
Then a diaphragm was destructed by electroblast of a nichrome wire glued to the 
diaphragm; in that case gas went from the passage into the atmosphere. The container 
was accelerated vertically downwards under the influence of pressure of compressed 
gas in the chamber. The acceleration of the container was 3⋅104 m/s2. The process of 
accelerating the layer was recorded by the use of a rapid movie camera. 
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The Results of the Experiments and their Study 

Figure 2 demonstrates some film frames of the experiments with 3D perturbations 
with the same displacement of the layer. 

Figure 3 presents dependencies of depth of penetration of bubble pole 3D LP 
hb(bubble) and of gas front in hLH(light into heavy) into the jelly layer upon the displacement of 
the layer 2S. 

From moving image frames and dependencies we notice that: 

1) At the instable interface of jelly layer without LP, the growth of background 
perturbations leads to the formation of the turbulent mixing zone growing across the 
width with time. At dependency in hLH (2S) at a liner range/linear section the amount 
of tilt ∆hLH/∆2S comes to ≈ 0.1 – 0.12 (Fig. 3). 

2) Velocity of LP growth into jelly layer having initial sizes approaching the 
sizes of background perturbation (RLP=0.5mm) becomes close to velocity of growth of 
a gas front into jelly when displacing 20≤2S<100 mm (Fig. 3).  

3) The velocity of local perturbation growth into the layer has the aspect of linear 
dependence with a knee (jog) (Fig. 3); as this takes place, the velocity of LP growth 
into jelly layer depends upon its initial amplitude: when increasing LP initial radius 
from 0.5 mm up to 3 mm at section 2S≤20 mm the amount of tilt ∆hb/∆2S increases 
practically by a factor of two (from 0.25 to 0.45). When displacing 20≤2S<100 mm the 
amount of tilt ∆hb/∆2S decreases from ≈0.2 to ≈0.12 in all the experiments conducted 
with reduction in RLP from 3 mm to 1 mm, namely velocity of growth of LP into the 
layer noticeably decreases. Reduction in ∆hb/∆2S at the second area of the specified 
dependence may be associated with «suppression» of local perturbation by TM zone. 

Conclusions 
The results of this work are as follows: 

а) with increase in initial radius of local perturbation from 1 mm up to 3 mm the 
velocity of its growth into jelly layer is increasing approximately twice;  

б) local perturbation having an initial amplitude close to a background 
perturbation amplitude actually coincides with the zone of turbulent mixing. 

Authors are indebted to V.A.Raevsky for helpful comments and proposals on this 
work. Authors are grateful to A.E.Egorushkina, O.L.Krivonos, V.I.Dudin, A.A.Nikulin 
for their assistance in the preparation and the performance of the experiments. 
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Figure 2 - Film frames showing growth of hemispherical 3D local perturbation 
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3D numerical simulation of gravitational turbulent mixing with 
regard to molecular viscosity 
A.L. Studnik, V.P. Statsenko & Yu.V. Yanilkin 
Russian Federal Nuclear Center - VNIIEF,  
Sarov, Russia 
yan@md08.vniief.ru  

Turbulent mixing under Rayleigh-Taylor instability is a classic problem. There is a lot of experimental 
data concerning the laws of TMZ growth, however, this date give significantly different values of the zone 
growth coefficient in the area which is assumed to be self-similar (0.04 < α < 0.35). 

We earlier showed in our previous papers that there was initial non-self-similar phase of turbulent mixing, 
both in 3D computations by TREK parallel code without consideration of molecular viscosity and in 
experiments. The corresponding area width depends both on the difference scheme in use and the number 
of computational cells and indicates that the scheme viscosity essentially affects the resultant solution.  

The paper presents the results of 3D computations with regard to molecular viscosity for which simulation 
a code for solving Navier-Stokes equations has been developed within TREK code complex. A series of 
computations by the code has been carried out with N=2⋅106 computational cells. 

The computation results are compared to similar results without viscosity that allows us to estimate both 
its influence on the solution and the scheme effects. Computations show the increased duration of the 
initial non-self-similar area under large enough values of the molecular viscosity coefficients.  
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DIRECT 3D NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF GRAVITATIONAL TURBULENT MIXING 
WITH REGARD TO MOLECULAR VISCOSITY 

 Stadnik A.L., Statsenko V.P., Yanilkin Yu.V. 
 

Paper to be presented at the International Workshop on Physics of Compressible Turbulent 
Mixing (Cambridge, July 2004) 

 
The paper describes computational investigation of the effect of molecular viscosity on 

gravitational turbulent mixing development at a plane interface of two incompressible fluids 

(gases) using 3D TREK code. Computation results are compared to those with no consideration 

of viscosity and the corresponding available data of experiments. 

Turbulent mixing under Rayleigh-Taylor instability is a classic problem. There is a large 

amount of experimental data (see, for example, Refs.[1-2]) on TMZ growth laws for the given 

problem that, however, gives significantly different values of the zone growth coefficient for a 

section which is assumed to be self-similar (0.04<α<0.35). 

It is shown in our papers [3-5] that, similarly to the experiments, initial non-self-similar 

phase of turbulent mixing evolution takes place in 3D computations by TREK code without 

consideration of molecular viscosity. The corresponding area width depends on the difference 

scheme in use and the number of computational cells involved in computations and this fact 

points to the significant effect of scheme viscosity on the resultant solution. 

Basing on the analysis of the experimental data (see Refs.[6,8]) it is shown in Ref.[7] that 

molecular viscosity plays a significant role in the initial turbulent mixing phase.  

The present paper gives the results of 3D computations with molecular viscosity for which 

simulation the method of solving Navier-Stokes equations for a compressible fluid has been 

developed and implemented in TREK code. A series of computations with this method has been 

carried out using a computational grid of N=210
6 cells. 

The results of computations using the techniques developed are compared to the similar 

ones obtained with no viscosity thus allowing us to estimate its influence both on the problem 

solution and the value of scheme effects.  

1. Setting up computations. The problem is set similar to that of Ref.[5]: at initial time 

two half-spaces separated by plane z=zc=0 are filled with rest ideal gases of densities ρ2=nρ1=3 

and ρ1=1, Atwood number is A=0.5. Gravitational acceleration gz= -1≡ -g is directed from a 

heavy substance to a light one. 

The computational domain is a parallelepiped with a vertical edge of its lateral face Lz=2. 

The parallelepiped’s horizontal face is a square with side Lx=1. The computational grid is 
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uniform with 100x100x200 cells in x, y, z directions, respectively. Random density perturbations 

are specified at the interface (in a one cell thick layer) at initial time: σρ=±ρ1σ, where σ=0.1. 

The initial pressure profile was specified basing on the requirement of hydrostatic 

equilibrium: . Here, the upper edge coorinate is z∫ ⋅⋅ρ−=
z

z

dzgzpzp
2

)()( 0 2=0.875 and the lower 

edge coordinate is z1= -1.125; р0=5. Such value of pressure р0 is taken to meet the requirement of 

incompressibility for the given turbulent flow: k=ξLtg<<γp/ρ, where ξ=const<<1, Lt<Λ,  Lt is the 

turbulent mixing zone (TMZ) width, k is turbulent energy. However, the value of р0 is taken less 

than that adopted in Ref.[5] (р0=20) in order to save computer time.  

The equation of state of ideal gas with adiabatic constant γ=1.4 is taken. Boundary 

condition of “rigid wall” type with slipping was specified for all boundaries of the computational 

domain.  

Calculations were performed with the following variations of the dynamic molecular 

viscosity, ν: ν=0, ν= , ν=35 10−⋅ 45 10−⋅ , ν= 55 10−⋅ , ν= 65 10−⋅ . 

2. 3D computation results: integral characteristics.   
Fig.1(a-d) shows the dynamics of turbulent mixing in the form of isosurfaces of volume 

concentrations at times t=1.2, 2.4, 4, 5 µs in computations with dynamic molecular viscosity 

values ν=0 and ν= .  35 10−⋅

Fig.2 (a-d) shows raster images of volume concentrations in cross-section X=0.5 for the 

same computations and the same times. 

One can clearly see from Figs.1, 2 the effect of molecular viscosity on mixing process, 

namely: the small-scale spectrum in TMZ becomes significantly weaker, as viscosity increases. 

In general, the flow evolution observed in computations is similar to that in previous 

computations with no viscosity (see Refs.[1-]5): vortexes enlarge with time and self-similar 

mode attainment is observed.  

Self-similar mode for the given problem means, in particular, that linear time dependence 

of TMZ width function, Lt(t) has been achieved. 

 

Ag
L

t
1F t

0

≡ .       (1) 

Further, time τ is measured in terms of 0 , ( / )xLt
g

τ≡ ≡ 0t t , and Lt(t) (the width of 

mixing zone) is determined, as follows: 

Lt≡z2-z1,        (2) 
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where β2(z1)=0.02, β2(z2)=0.98, β2 is the volume fraction of the material of density ρ2 at initial 

time.  

 Angle of inclination dF/dτ determines (see Refs.[4,5]) the adjusted value of TMZ 

width, 
2dF

d
α

τ
⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

characterizing the rate of TMZ growth, in the self-similar phase  

2
t

a
L const

Agt
α = = .       (3) 

Fig. 3 shows F(τ) curves obtained in computations using formula (2). One can see that 

within the range of rather small viscosity values, 55 10ν −≤ ⋅  (the corresponding Reinolds number 

determined similar to Ref. [7] is 
2 3

Re g t
ν ν
= , Reν ~ 0.5÷4⋅  for t=3-6) results of computations 

with ν= and ν=  are close to each other and to the results of computations with no 

viscosity considered. This means that introduction of molecular viscosity 

610

55 10−⋅ 65 10−⋅
55 10ν −≤ ⋅  into 3D 

computations gives the effect comparable to or less than the scheme viscosity. Only molecular 

viscosity of value  exceeds the scheme viscosity in its effect on F(τ).  55 10ν −> ⋅

For 55 10ν −≤ ⋅ , self-similar mixing stage is achieved. Fig. 3 shows similar data from Ref. 

[5], as well as approximation data with aα =0.055. As it is seen, the approximation in the self-

similar stage is very close both to Ref. [5] results and our results. However, there are noticeable 

fluctuations of all the values due to a higher compressibility during wave passage through TMZ, 

because our computations have been carried out with a smaller р0 value for the sake of lower 

costs. 

On the other hand, with a rather large viscosity value,  (the corresponding 

Reinolds number is 

45 10ν −≥ ⋅

Reν ~ 0.5÷4⋅  for t=3-6), the results are clearly different from the previous 

versions of computations: the large is the viscosity value, the more durable becomes the initial 

(non-self-similar) phase with large angle of inclination dF/dτ. Similarly to (1), determine the 

function of coordinate  of the light fluid penetration into the heavy one: 

510

2z

2
2

0

1 cz zF
t Ag

−
≡  .     (4) 

Angle of inclination 2dF
dτ

 determines the adjusted value of coordinate  of the light fluid 

penetration into the heavy one, 

2z

2
2

2
dF
d

α
τ

⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

, in the self-similar phase 
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2
2 2 2

c
a

z z const
Agt

α α −
= = =         (5) 

Instant values are quite non-monotone, they fluctuate with time; as one can see in Fig.3, 

this should lead to even higher fluctuations of values α  and 2α  obtained by differentiation.  

Smooth the original quantities from formula (5) by averaging over the fixed time period 

( ). The obtained results (Fig.4) show that if self-similar mode is achieved in 

computations with small viscosity values, we obtain

1.4t∆ =

2aα ≈0.025; the corresponding straight line is 

plotted inFig.4.  

Self-similar mode is not achieved in computations with large viscosity values, because 

large Reinolds numbers are inherent to this computation stage, which cannot be achieved with 

large viscosity values. This can be seen from Figs.5, 6 illustrating the dependence of the adjusted 

coordinate 2α  of light fluid penetration into heavy fluid on Re number.   

The dependence is still irregular in 3D computations, though the figures show smoothed 

values. In the initial stage with small Re numbers we see wide spread of 2aα  values, with the 

minimum values being correspondent to 3D computations with large viscosity values, 45 10ν −≥ ⋅  

and the maximum values being correspondent to computations with small viscosity values, 

. 55 10ν −≤ ⋅

The experimental value of the adjusted coordinate bα  is 0.04bα ≈ , according to the 

analysis made in Ref.[7]. Though this value is almost 2 times less than that adopted by the 

authors of Ref.[6], it is, however, noticeably larger than our results. The cause will be explained 

in the next section of the report.  

Self-similar mode for the problem of interest is also characterized by attainment of the 

time-independent value of the quantity: 

 

( ) m
m

t

kE t
L g

≡ ,        (6) 

where km(t) ≡ max(<k>(z,t)) is the maximum (with respect to TMZ width) value of the averaged 

turbulent energy: 
2 2( )

( )
2

ju u
k z j〈 〉 − 〈 〉

= ,       (7) 

averaging (denoted by <>) is performed over the entire horizontal cross-section z=const. As it is 

clearly seen from Fig.7, Еm(τ) in 3D computations with 45 10ν −< ⋅  reaches the approximately 

constant value, Еm≈ Еmа≈0.03  in all options of computations. In options with large viscosity 

values, Еm value appears to be noticeably lower because of an extremely overextended initial 
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period of such computations. Probably, in case of a large enough computational domain 

available, i.e. with a large number of computational cells, Еm(τ) would also start increasing after 

some long time period and achieve the value Еm≈Еmа, with a large enough Re number achieved. 

This is clearly seen from Fig.8 that shoes Еm versus Re. 

Fig. 9 shows the time dependence for the maximum in TMZ ratio of squared density 

fluctuations:  

 
2

2mR ρ
ρ
′< >

≡  .      (8) 

As it follows from this figure, in the self-similar phase mR  value actually becomes 

constant (with insignificant fluctuations) and close to that obtained in Ref.[5]. The larger is the 

value of viscosity, the later is time, when this value appears to be achieved.  

3. Studying the effect of Re number. Fig. 10 shows the adjusted coordinate bα  (of 

the light fluid penetrated in the heavy one) versus Re number, according to our computations. 

The value of bα  is determined, as described in [7], using the formula: 

21 ( )c
b

z z
A S

α ∂ −
≡

∂
 ,         (9) 

where . 2S gt≡

Determine Re number following the paper [7]: 
2 3

Re g t
ν

= ,         (10) 

here ν  is a mean kinematic coefficient of molecular viscosity in TMZ. Assume further that  

схν ν ν= + .           (11) 

Here ν  and схν  are kinematic coefficients of the molecular and scheme viscosity, 

respectively. 

 Take for схν  the estimate from [9] (this estimate is very approximate, it is true outside 

interfaces only, however, at the interfaces the computational diffusion is limited by the special 

method of calculating interface motions): 

4сх
huν = ,          (12) 

where h is the computational cell size, u is the corresponding velocity. Since the Kolmogorov 

spectrum of velocity fluctuations, as it will be shown below, is established on small scales, u can 

be estimated basing on the relation:  
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1/ 3

2 m
t

hu E
L

⎛ ⎞
≤ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
,       (13) 

that gives an overestimated value of схν . 

The dependence of the adjusted coordinate bα  (of the light fluid penetration into the 

heavy one) on Re number obtained from (3.1) using smoothed values is shown in Fig.10.  

Apparently, the maximum value, 0.03 0.035bα ≈ ÷  is achieved with Re number increased.  

In so doing, the following two points are worth of notice.  

1) According to the analysis made in [7], the maximum value, 0.03 0.035bα ≈ ÷  obtained 

using the equation (9) appears to be slightly lower than 0.04bα ≈  from the data of experiments. 

However, Re numbers  (obtained according to formulas (10)-(13)) for which this value of bα  is 

achieved (Re = Reb∼106) appear to be several times lower than the corresponding values from [7] 

resultant from processing of the data of experiments: Reb∼5⋅106.  

2) The maximum value, 0.03 0.035bα ≈ ÷  obtained from (9) appears to be noticeably 

higher than 2 0.025aα ≈  obtained in Section 4 of the report basing on the analysis of 2dF
dτ

. 

Probably, one of the possible causes of the difference in Reb number values is in the 

overestimated scheme viscosity.  

The cause of the second and, partially, of the first circumstance (which will be discussed 

in more details below) is in the initial non-self-similar phase which leads to an overestimated 

value of bα , when using formula (9).  

Note, first of all, that 2α  values obtained in Section 2 of the report as a result of 

analyzing the value of 2dF
dτ

 do not depend on time shift: 
2

2
2

dF
d

α
τ

⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

.          (14) 

This fact is in favor of the given method of finding the adjusted coordinate, when self-

similarity has not yet been achieved (with the self-similarity achieved, the both methods give the 

same value, bα = 2aα ).   

With regard to (9) and (14), it is easy to obtain 

2
2

2

( )/ ;
( )

c
b

c

z z SK K
S z z

α α ∂ −
≡ = ⋅

∂ −
.     (15) 

Apparently, the value of К (and also the value of bα ) appears to be dependent on the time 

reference point and this is unacceptable for a quantity having physical meaning. Besides, this 

quantity “remembers” the initial non-self-similar section. Assume that in the initial phase 
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quantity 2( cz za
S

∂ −
≡

∂
)

1

 has a large value and then starts descending and finally achieves its 

constant value, as this takes place in our computations and experiments described in [6, 8]. It is 

evident that in this case К≤1. Indeed, assuming, for the sake of simplicity, that =const=  at 

S≤S

a 1a

1 and =const=  at Sa 2a a< 1≤S≤S2, we obtain К=1 at S≤S1 and  

2

2 1 2( )
a SK

a S a a S
=

+ − 1

       (16) 

at S≥ S1. This is the behavior of quantities a  and К (see Fig. 11) calculated in the two versions of 

our computations. As one can see from formula (16), the larger is the difference between the 

angles of inclination 2( cz za
S

∂ −
≡

∂
)  in the initial and self-similar phases and the large is the 

relative duration of the initial phase, the lower is the value of K. 

 As for the two circumstances mentioned above, note first that in the self-similar 

phase К≈0.75 (as one can see from Fig.11) and this fact can help us to explain the quantitative 

difference between bα  and 2aα  obtained in our computations for this phase. Second, this could 

help us to explain why the value of bα (as well as the corresponding Reb number) in our 

computations is slightly less than in the experiments; this relation follows from (16), if we 

assume relatively long duration of the initial phase in the experiments, as compared to our 

computations.  

4. Velocity and density fluctuation spectra.  The spectrum of velocity fluctuations 

has been studied basing on the data of computations according to the formula: 

.N....3,2r,rhl;)y,x(EE)z(E

N....2,1n;uu)y,x(E

x
)n(

iil
)n(

iiliil

z
2

i
2
i

)n(
iil z,y,x,lz,y,x,l

==〉〈==

=〉〈−〉〈=
.      (17) 

Here, averaging 
y,x,l

〈〉  is performed over the n-th layer (in z) in the square with side l 

(l=rh, h is the computational cell size), which central point has coordinates x, y, and then it is 

followed by averaging ( 〈〉 ) over all possible values x, y of squares with the same l value over the 

entire n-th layer. Formula (17) contains no summation over i . 

Further,  

∑
=

=

=
3i

1i
iill EE        (18) 

Computations results at time τ=4 are shown in Fig.12: here, computations with ν= 65 10−⋅  

are on the left side and computations with ν=0 are on the right side. Kolmogorov spectrum is 

also given for comparison 
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lgEl= -2/3lgK+const,        (19) 

where K=2π/l. Let us recall that the spectral density of fluctuations is . 5 / 3/K lE E K K −∼ ∼

Fig.12 shows the adjusted coordinate value: 

c

t

z z
L

ζ −
≡ ,       (20) 

negative values of this quantity correspond to the TMZ edge adjusting the light substance. 

 The total energy spectrum El on small scales (large К values) approaches to the 3D 

Kolmogorov spectrum, significant closeness is observed near the heavy substance (positive 

values of ζ ). With large К values, some isotropization is observed:  components become 

closer to each other, though insignificantly. As one can see, the density spectrum on small scales 

approaches to Kolmogorov spectrum, it appears to be more close to Kolmogorov spectrum near 

the heavy substance (

iilE

0.3 0.5ζ = ÷ ). The spectra are qualitatively similar to each other in the 

both versions of computation. Inside TMZ they are also quantitatively similar, while on TMZ 

edges a significant quantitative difference is observed: in computation with viscosity fluctuations 

are smaller, as it could be expected.   

A similar quantity is calculated for squared fluctuations of density: 

, , , , , ,

2 2( , ) ; 1, 2....

( ) ( , ) ; , 2, 3.... ;
l x y z l x y z

n
l z

n
l l x

x y n

z x y l rh r N

ρ ρ ρ

ρ ρ

= 〈 〉 − 〈 〉 =

≡ 〈 〉 = =

N
  (21) 

it is shown in Fig.13 at time τ=4: here computations with ν= are on the left side and 

computations with ν=0 are on the right side. 

65 10−⋅

As one can see, the density spectrum on small scales approaches to Kolmogorov 

spectrum, it appears to be more close to Kolmogorov spectrum near the heavy substance 

( 0.3 0.5ζ = ÷ ). In the both versions of computations the spectra are qualitatively similar. Inside 

TMZ they are also quantitatively close to each other, while on TMZ edges there is a significant 

quantitative difference: in computation with viscosity fluctuations are smaller, as one could 

expect. 

Conclusions. The direct 3D numerical simulation of gravitational turbulent mixing with 

consideration of molecular viscosity we have carried out shows the following: 

- with a small enough viscosity value the results of computation are close to those without 

viscosity. This means the value of viscosity in such case is comparable to the scheme 

viscosity value. The self-similar phase of mixing has been achieved. A constant value of 

the adjusted coordinate of the light fluid penetration into the heavy one corresponds to 

this self-similar phase it characterizes the TMZ growth velocity. The maximum, in TMZ, 
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value of the adjusted turbulent energy,  and the maximum value of squared density 

fluctuations also remain constant in this mode;  

mE

- the curve has been constructed for the adjusted coordinate bα  of the light fluid penetration 

into the heavy fluid versus Re number determined by the summarized  molecular and 

scheme viscosities. The curve is qualitatively similar to that from Ref.[7] obtained basing 

on the analysis of the experimental data presented in  Refs.[6,8] and using Reν : bα  value 

decreases, as Re increases, and reaches the maximum self-similar value; 

- the definition we have adopted for the adjusted coordinate α2 (which is more correct, on 

our opinion) leads to significantly lower values in the self-similar phase, as compared to 

the values of similar quantity αb defined in Ref.[7]. The paper attributes this difference to 

availability of an initial non-self-similar section;  

- the value of bα in self-similar phase in our computations is slightly lower than in the 

experiments [6,8]. The corresponding Reb number of the self-similar phase achieved is 

also smaller than that in Ref.[7] obtained basing on the analysis of the experimental data. 

The difference is attributed to a relatively long duration of the initial non-self-similar 

section in the data of experiments [6,8]. 

- with large enough molecular viscosity coefficients used in computations duration of the 

initial non-self-similar section increases, however, Re number which can be achieved 

decreases.  

- Similar to computations without viscosity, the spectrum of velocity fluctuations on small 

scales is close to Kolmogorov’s spectrum inside TMZ, however, anisotropy of diagonal 

components of Reinolds tensor remains significant. The spectrum of density fluctuations 

inside TMZ is also close to Kolmogorov’s spectrum on small scales.  

To conclude, it should be noted that the adjusted results have been obtained using rather 

coarse grids (from viewpoint of turbulent mixing simulation), so the results are considered 

preliminary. It is necessary to carry out a similar investigation, however, with significantly more 

fine grids that would allow finding more valid answers to the issues of interest.  
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c  

d  
ν=0        ν= 35 10−⋅   

Fig. 1. Isosurfaces of volume concentrations at times t= 1.2, 2.4, 4,5 µs in computations with ν=0 
and ν= 35 1 . 0−⋅
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                       ν=0          ν=  35 10−⋅
Fig. 2. Raster images of volume concentrations at times t= 1.2, 2.4, 4,5 µs in computations with 
ν=0 and ν= . 35 10−⋅
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Fig. 3. The time dependence of TMZ width function in 3D computations: 1,8 – ν=0,  2 – 

ν= , 3 – ν= , 4 – computation [5] with ν=0 using fine grid,  45 10−⋅ 35 10−⋅
6 - ν= , 7 - ν= , 5 – approximation with 65 10−⋅ 55 10−⋅ aα =0.055. 
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Fig.4. The smoothed dependence of the function of coordinate 2z  on time: 5 – approximation 
with aα =0.025, the rest notations are the same as in Fig.3. 
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Fig.5. The smoothed dependence of the adjusted coordinate 2α  on Re number: 1 – ν=0, 2 

- ν=5е-6, 3 - ν=5е-5, 4 - ν=5е-4, 5 - ν=5е-3, 6 – ν=0 (fine grid) 
 

 
Fig.6. The smoothed dependence of the adjusted coordinate 2α  on lgRe:1 – ν=0, 2 - ν=5е-6, 3 - 
ν=5е-5, 4 - ν=5е-4, 5 - ν=5е-3, 6 – ν=0 (fine grid) 
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Fig.7. The maximum adjusted turbulent energy in TMZ versus time:  1 – ν=0, 2 - ν=5е-6, 3 - 
ν=5е-5, 4 - ν=5е-4, 5 - ν=5е-3, 6 – ν=0 (fine grid) 

 
Fig.8. The maximum adjusted turbulent energy in TMZ versus Re number:  1 – ν=0, 2 - ν=5е-6, 
3 - ν=5е-5, 4 - ν=5е-4, 5 - ν=5е-3, 6 – ν=0 (fine grid) 
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Fig.9. The time dependence for the maximum in TMZ ratio of squared density fluctuations, mR  
(notations are the same as in Fig.3). 

 
Fig.10. The smoothed value of the adjusted coordinate bα  of the light fluid penetration into the 
heavy fluid versus Re number. 
1 – ν=0, 2 - ν=5е-6, 3 - ν=5е-5, 4 - ν=5е-4, 5 - ν=5е-3;  6 – ν=0 (fine grid); 
Experiments: 7 – Не-Ar [8], 8 – Ar-Kr [8], 9 – He-SF6 [6], 10 – Ar -SF6 [6], 11 – Ar-Kr [6]. 
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Fig.11. a) Coordinate  of the light fluid penetration into the heavy fluid versus displacement S. 2z
b) The ratio of the adjusted coordinates, K, versus Re number. 1- ν=5е-6; 2 –fine grid, ν=0. 
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Fig.12. Thevelocity fluctuation spectrum, τ=4: on the left – computations with ν=

65 10−⋅ , on the 
right – computations with ν=0: 1 – El, 4 - Exxl, 5 - Eyyl, 3 - Ezzl ; 2 –Kolmogorov spectrum. 
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Fig.13. The density fluctuation spectrum, τ=4, computations with ν=  (on the left) and ν=0 
(on the right): 1 Kolmogorov spectrum; 2 – numerical simulation. 
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MOLECULAR VISCOSITY

Stadnik A.L., Statsenko V.P., Yanilkin Yu.V.
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Original system of equations
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Problem of numerical simulation of gravitational 
turbulent mixing

ρ1=1, ρ2=3
σρ = ±ρ1δ, where δ= 0.1

∫ ⋅⋅−=
1

2

)()( 0

z

z

dzgzpzp ρ

p0 =  5 ,  gz= -1

Grid: Nx=100, Ny=100, Nz=200, hx= hy=hz= 0.01

Requirement of incompressibility:
k=ξLtg<<γp/ρ, where ξ=const<<1        
γ=1.4

Requirement of hydrostatic equilibrium
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Numbers of computations

№
1 -
2 -
3 0
4
5
6
7

η

35 10−⋅
45 10−⋅
55 10−⋅
65 10−⋅
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Function F(t) of width TMZ
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Time dependence of function of coordinate of the light 
fluid penetration into the heavy fluid
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Time dependence of maximum inTMZ of scaled 
turbulent energy 
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Maximum in TMZ  of scaled turbulent energy 
versus Re
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Time dependence of the maximum inTMZ value of 
the squared density fluctuation ratio
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Scaled coordinate of the light fluid penetration into 
the heavy fluid versus Re
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Velocity fluctuation spectrum

En
ii(x,y) = < ui

2 >l + < ui >l
2 , where l = rh, r = 2, nx

n = 1,nz
i = x,y,z
h –size of cell

Eii(z) = < En
ii(x,y) >N ,               where N=nxny

∑
=

=

=
3i

1i
iiEE K=2π/rh – wave number,  

r = 2,N

lgE = -2K/3+const – Kolmogorov spectrum
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Efficiency of parallelization

number of 
processors

Coefficient of 
efficiency
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Cunclusion
1. With large enough viscosity values computation results 
significantly differ from the results of computations without 
viscosity: turbulence is suppressed and self-similar phase of 
mixing is not achieved.

2. With small enough viscosity values computation results are 
close to results of computations without viscosity. This means the 
value of viscosity                is comparable to the scheme viscosity 
value.

510ν −=

3. The function of scaled coordinate of the light fluid penetration
into the heavy fluid versus Re determined by the summarized value 
of the molecular and scheme viscosities has been constructed. The 
dependence is qualitatively the same as that obtained by Anisimov 
V.I., Kozlovskikh A.S. and Baban’ S.A. :       value decreases, as Re 
increases, and achieves the limiting self-similar value.  

α
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The problem of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability on contact 
boundary of finite width and ICF applications  
S. Yu. Gus�kov1, A. Caruso2, V. B. Rozanov1, R.V. Stepanov1, C. Strangio2 & 
N.V. Zmitrenko3 

1. P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute of Russian Academy of Sciences,  
Moscow, Russia 
guskov@sci.lebedev.ru  

2. ICF Physics and Technology Laboratory of  C.R. ENEA,  
Frascati, Italy 
caruso@frascati.enea.it  

3. Institute of Mathematical Modeling of Russian Academy of Sciences,  
Moscow, Russia 
zmitrenko@imamod.ru  

The statement and analysis of non-stationary Kelvin-Helmholtz instability problem is presented under the 
conditions when the layer of finite thickness moves along the surface of infinite medium. The layer is 
oriented perpendicularly to the medium surface and width of contact boundary is limited by the layer 
thickness. The problem has been investigated for the conditions of spherical and cylindrical fast ignition 
ICF target (Basov (1992)). In this approach during the period of preliminary compression the layer of 
thermonuclear fuel moves along a surface of channel which is used to deliver the igniting driver energy 
inside the target. The Kelvin- Helmholtz instability could lead to the mixing of DT-fuel and heavy 
material of the channel and deteriorate the ignition conditions (Caruso (2003)). 

The results of numerical simulations of the phenomenon by 2D hydrodynamics code are presented and 
discussed. Simulations were carried out at the different types of the initial spectrum of medium boundary 
perturbations. Several interesting effects of instability evolution have been found. Among them, there are 

-non-stationary dynamics of instability evolution; 

-the different time of perturbations growth in the layer and in the medium; 

-more large age the perturbations in layer in comparison with the perturbations in medium; 

-strong influence of layer front edge on the perturbation evolution; 

-the intensive vortexes near the both layer edges and spreading of the layer flatness boundaries. 
The work partly supported by ISTC Grant N 1481. 
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Topics 
 
 
 

•Basic statement for KHI problem in Fast Ignition environment; 
 
•Microscopic (uniform) fuel contamination: the source and effect on ignition conditions; 
 
•Macroscopic contamination: simple estimations; 
 
•DNS simulations of test problems; 
 
•Conclusions 
 
 
 
Basic paper is: A. Caruso, C. Strangio, JETP, 124, 5(11) 1058-1068 (2003). 
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Fast Ignition design 
 
The so-called cone-focused fast ignition (CFFI, see S Hatchett et al., in Proc. of 43rd Meeting Division of Plasma 
Physics, APS (2001)) is one of the promising target design for inertial confinement fusion. In the CFFI a shell containing 
a layer of DT fuel is imploded by soft X-rays or laser light induced ablation, sliding along the external surface of a cone 
made of a high-Z material (see Fig. 1a). As a result of the implosion, a blob of compressed fuel is formed near the cone 
tip (see Fig. 1b). At this time, a short laser pulse is focused inside the cone to produce a forward jet of fast electrons. 
Passing through the cone material, the electrons can create an ignition spark on the compressed fuel assembly located 
nearby. Light ions (e.g. protons) also can be used as an energy vector. 
 

 

Fig. 1 

High-Z contamination was found in experiments performed in the indirect drive 
mode. Vaporization of the cone material (gold) by X-rays passing through the 
imploding shell was indicated as responsible for this effect (see R.B. Stephens et 
al., Preprint GA-A24140 (2002)). Such a source of contamination should be 
absent in the direct-drive mode. But another source, potentially also active in this 
case, can be excited by the onset of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability between the 
imploding shell and the cone surface. 
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During the implosion, the pressure in the acceleration stage can range from 1 to 100 Mb on the shell and from 1000 to 
2000 Mb within the shell material at the transit near the cone tip. Pressures of this order are also exerted on the interface 
between the shell and the cone material. At such values of pressure, the cohesion forces in the cone material can be 
neglected and the shell containment by the cone is inertial. A very sketchy representation can be used to infer some of the 
basic flow features just near the leading shell points sliding on the cone (represented by O in Fig. 1a). We consider a 
reference frame attached to O and assume a locally planar 2D flow pattern. In this frame, the cone material impinges 
from the left at the velocity 0V  ( 0V  is the implosion speed, see Fig. 2a). Main features of the flow are an oblique 

shockwave (angle φ) deflecting the cone material velocity by angle χ, from 0V  to V  and a slip surface (s) between the 
cone and the shell materials represented by the pressure wave. 

Let us define the quantities 
2/1
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material (solid-state) density, p – pressure in the layer, ρ - density behind the shock. 
The relevant quantities for this study are V, χ, and φ given by 
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The above quantities are reported in Table 1 for regimes that can occur in the 
implosion of a thin spherical shell (e.g., with in-flight aspect ratio 14). The shell is first 
set on a low adiabat (ratio of the thermal electronic pressure to the Fermi pressure is 

0.3) by a p0=1 Mb pressure pulse (first shockwave). A gradual (adiabatic) rise of the pressure up to p=100p0 then 
accelerates the shell to the maximum velocity. The shell material is finally left to freely implode towards the cone tip, 
where the pressure is expected to be 1000-2000 Mb. 

Fig. 2 
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Table 1 
Reference case p  

0V DTρ
 

DTsc  V Auρ Ausc
 

χ φ  

First shockwave 1 6 0.78 1.7 ≈6 26.2 0.42 1 7.5
End of accelerating pulse 100 15 10    4.3 14.8 76 1.6 7.6 10

 
The densities ( DTρ , Auρ ) and the sound velocities ( , ) were consistently estimated at the “real matter” level in the 
flowing cone material (gold) and for 0.3 adiabat in the “DT shell” set at rest. The units are Mb (pressure), g/cm

DTsc Ausc
3 

(densities), cm/µs (velocities), and degrees (angles). The effects of the shockwave on the gold flow appear relatively 
modest in the first two stages of the implosion. Severe flow distortion is produced near the cone tip. 

 
Microscopic fuel poisoning 

 

For any mechanism of contamination, it is not easy to evaluate the spectrum of sizes/masses of Au finally mixed into the 
compressed fuel as they undergo a complex evolution before being trapped in the ignition spark area. Two types of 
contamination can be expected, one in the form of mixing at the atomic level, the other as a distribution of Au blobs in 
the fuel. For small blobs, a two-step evolution can be expected. In the first, a gold blob immersed in a DT plasma at the 
temperature 108 K or higher and the density 3cmg200=DTρ  is ablated by electronic thermal conduction and brought to 
the temperature and pressure equilibrium with the DT fuel. The second step is the diffusion of DT ions through the gold 
plasma. The diffusion length in a disassembling time is given by ssDTcrit cRkR = , where DTk  is the diffusion 
coefficient of the average DT ion through gold plasma, and  represents the largest blob that can be diffused through critR
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during the spark lifetime. The mass corresponding to this value can be estimated as 5⋅10-13 g for 3cmg435≈Auρ  with 
µm1.0≈ . critR
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Let us define the numeric fractions: 
TnDAu

Au
Au nn

n
f

++
= , 

TD ff = , 1=++ AuTD fff  for gold, deuterium and tritium 
respectively. The beam of 1 MeV protons was used as driver, 
and f  was increased from 0.001% to 1.5%. The introduction 
of high-Z contamination affects the ignition through several 
mechanisms. Some of these are detectable through the 
inspection of Fig. 3. The electron temperature maps are given 
at the end of the igniting pulse for different degrees of doping. 

It can be seen that by increasing , the needed electron temperature increases. At 
the largest doping, the spark is imbedded in a thick radiation wave. The presence of 
gold affects the heat capacity and through this the igniting beam penetration depth, 
which is a self-consistent feature. The spiked structure disappears. The simulations 
show that due to the reduced DT content (about 57%) and to a smaller fractional 
fuel burn-up (about 25% instead of 38% of the clean fuel), the yield is decreased to 
about 40% that of the clean fuel case. It is to note, that in real situation the 
contamination of spark region is unlikely to be uniform, so the additional analysis is 
needed. 

Au

Auf

The results of the investigation for 0≠Auf  are shown in Fig. 4, where the data for 
the assigned density or pressure are shown. The two fitting curves are similar 
(exponential functions), with the one for a constant pressure (circles) being 
somewhat shifted to the right. In both cases, E  presents a steep increase as f  
approaches 0.2% (about 14% by mass). 

ign Au

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 
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Effects of macroscopic contamination 
With regard to the effects of microscopic mixing, we estimate the typical size of the blobs that have a substantial effect 
on the ignition thresholds. Assuming the surface of a contaminant blob to be a sink for the fuel energy through the 
electron thermal flow, we can estimate the order of magnitude of the power Wa absorbed in the ignition spark by the 
contaminant as ∑≈ beea RTW πκ 427 . Here eκ  is the Spitzer thermal conductivity coefficient and ∑ bR  is the sum of the 
blob radii contained in the spark. The total energy absorbed before spark disassembling is ( )DTssaa cRWE ≈ ; this value 
has to be compared with the spark thermal energy Eth. For a standard spark (T ≈ 10 keV, 2cmg5.0≈sDT Rρ ), we find 

that 
s

b

th

a

R
R

E
E ∑≈

8.3
. Setting this ratio to 0.5 implies that sb RR 13.0≈∑ . The “large-scale” blobs can be produced by the 

development of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. 
In the reference cases of Table 1, a treatment of KHI for compressible fluids with a discontinuous density and velocity of 
sound is required. The adopted geometry is shown on Fig. 5. The plane xy is taken on the slip surface s and the wave 
vector is taken in the plane xz. The flow is assumed at rest for z<0, in the region occupied by the imploding shell 
material. In the z>0 region, where the cone material flows, the velocity is set to the velocity V 
resulting from the shock analysis. Using linear approach (this assumption is yet to be proved 
because for supersonic motion perturbations may appear not to be small, and DNS results 
hold some evidences of it) and assuming that the perturbations behave as 

( )[ ]zkxkiti zx ++− ωexp , we write the dispersion relation 

( )( ) ( )[ ] 04224 22242222 =−−−−− cvvrc ωωω , where 
DT

Aur
ρ
ρ

= , 
DTs

Aus

c
c

c = , 
DTsc

Vv ψcos
= , and 

the complex frequency ω is normalized by 2/cosψVkx . 

Fig. 5 
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The results are as follows. The interface is always unstable for waves 
with 90°≤ψ≤ψ2, where ψ2≥0. In this interval, the  
growth rate γ (the imaginary part of ω) starts from 0 at ψ=90°, achieves a 
maximum γm at some ψm, and vanishes again  
for ψ=ψ2 if  ψ2>0. Furthermore, unstable modes can be found when γ≠0 for ψ =0. The results obtai2 ne  in e re  

cases are presented in Table 2, where angles are expressed in degrees, 

d  th  refe nce

Table 2 
Reference case ψm ψ2 γm τ 
First shockwave 86 70 0.046 10 
End of accelerating pulse 82 73 0.11 5 

DTsx

m

ck
γ

γ =0 , 
xtransitmt λγ

τ ∆
= ; here ∆ is the shell 

thickness, 0Vttransit ∆= , and xx kπλ 2= . When ( ) 1<∆xλτ , the instability arises.  
To roughly estimate the potential effect, let us assume that ( )VxDh ~2 , , where h is half-width of mixing 
layer at the distance x from O along 

2haD mγ=
V  (see Fig. 2b), γm is evaluated for a typical wavenumber , and a is a 

suitable number. Because , we find that 

1−≈ hkx
1−∝ hmγ xh ∝ . For a ≈ 0.2 this simple model applied to incompressible flows 

agrees satisfactorily with the experiment (see H. Schlichting, Boundary Layer Theory, McGraw-Hill (1968)). In the cases 
considered here the angle xhmix 2=θ  is Vca DTsmix 02 γθ = . The maximum thickness of the mixing layer is ∆≈ mixmix θδ ; 
in the previously assumed reference situations, the results, ordered for increasing pressure, are θmix ≈ 5, 10 and 70 mrad, 
and hence, for ∆ = 100 µm, we have δmix = 0.5, 1, and 7 µm. It seems that the KHI, which is active during the shell 
implosion, is especially effective in the “near tip” region, where a substantial amount of matter can be collected and 
mixed into the fuel. Indeed, typically, the fuel masses of interest in CFFI (Mf) are of the order 3 mg at a density about 200 
g/cm3. The typical spark masses (Mspark) are of the order 3 µg. These masses should be compared with MAu involved in 
the mixing. Estimating ( )mixAuAu LfM δθπρ 2sin5.0= , where θ = 30° is the cone half aperture, L = 400 µm is “sliding 
length”, and assuming f = 0.3 to be the fraction of gold admixture entrained to the fuel, we obtain that MAu ≈ 30 µg or 
MAu≈10Mspark. In the ignition study, it was found that a 14% mass admixture was sufficient to make ignition impossible. 
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DNS results 
Linear analysis may appear not to be correct for the “near tip” regime of implosion. Thus, using NUT code we have 
performed series of direct numerical simulations for 2D planar geometry with different sets of parameters relevant for our 
reference case. 
Statement of test problems 

Fig. 6 

A, λ
ρcor, Pcor

V0

ρDT, PDT

V0 ρbg, Pbg

ρAu, PAu

XpertX1Xmin Xmax

0

Zmax

Zmin

X0

Figure 3 represents main initial parameters for the simulations (note on units: [L]=mm, [t]=µs, [m]=mg): 
ρcor, Pcor – density and pressure in the “corona”, 
ρAu, PAu – density and pressure in the gold cone, 
ρDT, PDT – density and pressure in the DT layer, 
ρbg, Pbg – density and pressure in the background gas, 
A, λ - “amplitude” and “wavelength” of a perturbation (shape of perturbation vary between variants, see below), 
V0 – velocity of sliding of DT layer. 
Meaning of other parameters is obvious. Frame boundaries were set to be free, thus providing fluid to flow freely 

through them. 
There are several parameters, whose magnitudes were same for all variants: Xmin=0; Xmax=0.42; Zmin=-0.01; Zmax=0.02; 

∆x=5.10-4 (horizontal size of a cell); ∆z=2.5.10-4 (vertical size of a cell); Xpert=0.18; X1=0.12; Pcor=PDT=104; ρcor=10-2; 
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ρDT=10; ρAu=19.3; ρbg=10-3; A=6.10-4; λ=6.10-3. Time step for simulations was being changed to satisfy Curant condition 
at every iteration, while outputs of data were separated by 0.04 ns (4.10-5 in time units of NUT)  

All media were assumed to have ideal gas EOS with γ=5/3. 
Other parameters for different variants are as follows: 
ThickSine (“thick” DT layer and regular perturbations) 
PAu=Pbg=10-1; V0=150; X0=0.06; shape of the perturbation is z(x)=Asin(2π(x-Xpert)/λ); 
ThickSineEngraved (“thick” DT layer and regular perturbations “engraved” into the cone) 
PAu=Pbg=10-1; V0=150; X0=0.06; shape of the perturbation is z(x)=A(cos(2π(x-Xpert)/λ)-1); 
ThickSineEqualPressure (“thick” DT layer and regular perturbations, while initial pressure is uniform within the 

frame) 
PAu=Pbg=104; V0=150; X0=0.06; shape of the perturbation is z(x)=Asin(2π(x-Xpert)/λ); 
ThickSineLowMach (“thick” DT layer and regular perturbations, while the speed of DT layer and “corona” sliding 

was set to be subsonic related to the DT) 
PAu=Pbg=10-1; V0=30; X0=0.06; shape of the perturbation is z(x)=Asin(2π(x-Xpert)/λ); 
ThinSine (“thin” DT layer and regular perturbations) 
PAu=Pbg=10-1; V0=150; X0=0.108; shape of the perturbation is z(x)=Asin(2π(x-Xpert)/λ); 
ThickRandom (“thick” DT layer and random perturbations) 
PAu=Pbg=10-1; V0=150; X0=0.06; shape of the perturbation is set to be an array of “bumps” with amplitude ampl and 

width scale to be defined as: 
ampl=s.A.min(zr,2); scale=0.5.A.λ/(|ampl|+A), where zr is random value, normally distributed with zero mean and unit 

standard deviation, which was independently generated for each “bump”, and s=sign(zr). 
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Brief description of results 
Due to lack of place we will briefly consider only ThickSine variant (complete series can be viewed via notebook) 

This variant holds basic information about the effect 

Ro00008.NUT 

At this moment the formation of an “air cushion” can be observed. 

The above picture shows the formation of a “blob” of gold, which then will be transported by rarefaction wave front 

Cb00020.NUT 

Cb00009.NUT 
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Investigating evolution of density field one may observe the formation and passage of shockwave through the cone and 

its interaction with perturbations: 

This is the evidence for Richtmyer-Meshkov instability (but of uncommon type, due to very special 
density/pressure/velocity arrangement at the interface) to play dominant role while the layer is passing along the 
boundary. It is to note, that for this variant the speed of sliding is supersonic, thus making linear approach to estimate 
Kelvin-Helmholtz effect to be scarcely applicable. The analysis rather should take into account the ratio between time of 
passage of a layer and characteristic time of development of shock process. The above picture also shows the “air 
cushion” effect in its dynamics. Next picture depicts the behavior of gold concentration at the same time moment: 

Ro00017.NUT 

Cb00017.NUT 

One can observe, that there is no sufficient admixture of gold into DT, with the exception for above mentioned “blob” 
formed at early stage of the process. It seems, that DT rarefaction produce pre-shock of gold, while in the rarefaction 
wave density is not high enough to produce KH-induced mixing. As a whole, the process resembles “a wind over dunes” 
picture with additional influence of shock-produced “driving in”. 
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The described qualitative physics remains sufficiently untouched for other variants, excepting 
ThickSineEqualPressure; this fact seems to prove above made statements: e.g. for the ThickSineLowMach variant the 
rarefaction wave which propagates into background gas, forms the same “quasi-RM” picture. Thus, let us briefly 
introduce some pictures of density and Au concentration fields for ThickSineEqualPressure: 
Density (log scale) 
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Au concentration (correspond for three latter density plots) 

 

 

 

Despite the fact that Au admixture to fuel is still small (mixing develops after passing of the layer) it is clear that KH-
process (nonlinear) is the leading one here. It is worth noting that very similar picture may be found while analyzing 
ThinSine variant, but the origin of gold-“corona” mixing seems to differ from the described one (see the figure below): 
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Ro00021.NUT 

 
Cb00021.NUT 

 
CMb00021.NUT 

 

 
The DT-layer is rather pushed away of the cone, and the reason may be that, due to small thickness of layer, in the 
vicinity of DT-Au interface “superposition” of two rarefaction waves (into background gas and into the cone) leads to 
forming an area of decreased pressure in DT, and this area, in turn, provide “corona” gas to break through the layer. 
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Conclusions 
The process of turbulent mixing of a layer of finite thickness with 
perturbed surface of a cone for typical Fast Ignition environment is very 
interesting phenomenon, but also very complex one. The “quasi-RM” 
instability may be of most significance, so the “governing” values to 
calculate are: the characteristic time of transition of generated shockwave 
through perturbed interface, the characteristic time of a perturbation 
dynamics after passing of the shockwave. Finally, these characteristic times 
should be compared with layer’s “time of flight” ∆/V0, where ∆ is layer 
thickness and V0 – layer speed, and with characteristic time of supersonic 
shear turbulence. Depending on these ratios there could be different 
regimes of evolution. 
The applied problem considered in the paper gives rise to the following 
fundamental statement of problems related to hybrid RM-KH instability. 
First of them is the instability of a boundary between two semiinfinite 
liquids with large boundary pressure jump, slipping relatively each other. 
The feature peculiar to this configuration is initiation and propagation of 
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the transient shockwave and its interaction with perturbations. Second, the 
configuration of finite thickness layer moving along semiinfinite substrate 
under the condition of pressures in both media to be equal. This statement 
will allow one to investigate the effect of layer thickness and slip velocity 
(sub- or supersonic) on instability evolution and mixing. Third statement 
incorporates the physics of the above two problems, namely, the evolution 
of perturbations at the boundary of finite layer slipping over a substrate, 
while pressure in layer is significantly higher then one in the substrate. The 
formation of oblique shock wave is specific to this statement. The 
dynamics of perturbations in latter two statements is governed, among 
other, by the parameter which is the ratio between perturbation 
amplitude/wavelength and layer thickness.  
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Statistical properties of 2D RT-induced mixing at nonlinear and 
transient stages for 6-modes ensemble 
Roman Stepanov1, Vladislav Rozanov1 & Nikolai Zmitrenko2 
1. P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute of RAS, 
Moscow, Russia 
roman_an@mail.ru  

2. Institute of Mathematical Modelling of RAS, 
Moscow, Russia 
zmitrenko@imamod.ru  

Present work introduce the results of statistical analysis of specially chosen ensemble of RT-unstable 
flows. Initial perturbations have been set up as sum of six subharmonics (on computation domain) 
corresponding to first six prime numbers with randomly chosen initial phases. Ensemble-averaged 
distributions of physical values show spatial complexity with different typical structures for different 
analyzed fields. Observed inverse cascade principally accords to Layzer-type models, but time laws which 
govern dominant scales are likely to differ depending on the direction (along or orthogonal to gravity 
acceleration direction); deviation of temporal dependence of averaged TMZ width from t2 law can be 
interpreted as evidence in favor of this difference. This behaviour can be explained in terms of long-living 
memory about pecularities of initial conditions, especially about combinations of proxime thin spikes. 
This circumstance may indicate that it is not correct to use Layzer-type evolution law to describe bubbles 
and spikes dynamics simultaneously. 
The research is supported by ISTC, Project #1481. 
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Numerical simulation of turbulent stage of Richtmyer-Meshkov 
instability with multishock interaction 
V.F. Tishkin, M.Ye. Ladonkoina & N.V. Zmitrenko  
IMM RAS, Moscow 
zmitrenko@imamod.ru  

In present work the investigation of Richtmyer-Meshkov instability development is fulfilled under the 
experiment [1] conditions. The calculations were carried out by means of an original parallel 
hydrodynamic code. 

A good agreement of experimental and calculated dynamics of a turbulent mixing zone growth was 
obtained. An analysis of an influence of initial perturbations and comparison of experimental and 
computation intensity of velocity pulsation was fulfilled. The spectral characteristics of an arising 
turbulent flow are presented also. 

Reference 
[1] F.Poggi, M.-H.Thorembey, G.Rodriguez. Velocity measurements in turbulent gaseous mixtures induced by 

Richtmyer-Meshkov instability. // Physics of Fluids, 1998, Vol.10, No.11, pp.2698-2700. 
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Numerical simulation of turbulent stage of Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability with multi-shock interaction.

V.F.Tishkin, M.Ye.Ladonkina & N.V.Zmitrenko
(IMM RAS)

At present work the numerical simulation of some experimental results [1] is fulfilled. In
particular, the experiment [1] was devoted to the investigation in detail the longitudinal velocity
correlations in connection with mixing zone dynamics and an initial perturbation spectrum. In [1] the
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability has developed for SF6/Air (adiabatic exponents are 1,094 and 1,4)
situation.

We accept the following model, closed to the experimental conditions. The experimental setup,
in our calculation version, is presented at Fig.1. The distances along the shock tube are indicated in
mm. In Fig.1 the short vertical lines indicate the positions of LDA (laser Doppler anemometers), the
long vertical lines indicate the initial positions of the shock wave and the contact boundary. The initial
physical conditions are the following. The initial temperature before shock wave is 291 Kelvin. The
pressure in low-pressure camera is 1Bar, after the shock wave in SF6 the pressure is 2.152 Bar and
density is 1.209⋅10-2 g/cc. The initial densities of SF6 and air in low-pressure camera are 6.037⋅10-3 g/cc
and 1.198⋅10-3 g/cc correspondingly. The shock speed is 195.2 m/s, the flow speed after the shock wave
is 97.76 m/s.

At these conditions, after shock pass of the contact boundary, the velocity of the first shock in
air will be 428.7 m/s, velocity of the contact boundary will be 130.1 m/s. In our model the SF6

  are the
perfect gases.

The initial perturbations were made by the following way. The density jump at the contact
boundary was changed into linear density profile between z=0 and z=2 mm. In each calculation cell
within this range value of density randomly changed more or less than this linear profile up to 20% or
10% in different simulations.

Fig.1
On the basis of the calculations executed on grids with h=1 and 0,5mm it is possible to draw the

following conclusions:
For satisfactory reproduction of experimental data [1] it is enough to carry out calculations in

area with the sizes 0≤x≤80 мм, 0≤y≤80 мм, -100≤z≤300 мм;
The sizes of cross-section section of a tube do not render appreciable influence on results of

calculations.
The type of the problem and size of initial perturbations of density noticeably affect results of

calculations.
For the further calculations we shall reduce a step of a grid (h=0.333 mm) and we shall keep a

level of initial  perturbations in a transitive layer (20 % of a variation of density with the additional
requirement 0≤C≤1).

These calculations can be lead for section of a tube 4x4 sm that will allow to reduce the general
number of accounting cells twice.
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The obtained view of a mixing zone is presented at Fig.2. There are a good agreement with
experimental results, which are indicated by crosses.

Fig.2

The longitudinal velocity pulsations are presented at Fig.3 in comparison with the
experimental results. One can see, that in simulations these pulsations reduce more considerably than in
the experiment.

Fig.3
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Pulsations in the mixing zone Wp(t) may be approximate by expression Wp(t)=B(t-t*)-m. This
dependence can be connected with a low of the mixing zone growth L~ (t-t*)k. Namely,
Wp~(dL/dt)2~(L/t)2~(t-t*)2k-2, m=2-2k.

 The maximum values of pulsations at the last three LDA are presented at Fig.4 with the values
of m in a low of the pulsation reduction.

At Fig.4 letters indicate the following: T2 means the simulation with space step h=1mm and
20% density perturbation, T6 means the simulation with h=0,333mm and 20% density perturbation, T7
means h=0,333mm and 10% density perturbation

Fig.4

At Fig.5-8 the density isosurfaces are presented to illustrate the mixing zone development.

Fig.5  t=0mks
Fig.6  t=400mks
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Fig.7  t=1200mks Fig.8  t=1600mks

The dependence of spectral density of kinetic energy E on the wave number value Q is
presented at Fig.9, 10. The lines at the figures are inclined, corresponding to E~Q-5/3 ( inertial interval)
and to E~Q-11/3.

It is interesting, that the same intervals can be indicated and for the experimental data ( see Fig.
11, 12) of many various experiments.

Fig.9 T6 t=1200mks
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Fig.10 T6 t=1600mks Fig.11 T7 t=1600mks

Figure from A.S.Monin and A.M.Jaglom monograph. Experimental value of spectral density.
Lines have inclination  –5/3 and –11/3.

Fig.12
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Fig.12

Conclusion
Simulations of Richtmyer-Meshkov instability were fulfilled (parallel version of the NUT code)

at a set of the condensed grids. (h=1.0, 0.5 and 1/3mm).
Dependence of mixing zone and velocity pulsations are obtain.
The main characteristics of a mixing zone width growth with time and level of pulsation are

established in a connection with the forms   and amplitudes of the initial perturbations.
The spectral analysis of the turbulent kinetic energy shows, that we observe inertial interval

(E~q-5/3) and dissipative interval (E~q-11/3)

References
[1] F.Poggi, M.-H.Thorembey, G.Rodriguez. Velocity measurements in turbulent gaseous mixtures

induced by Richtmyer-Meshkov instability.// Physics of Fluids, 1998, Vol.10, No.11, pp.2698-
2700
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Experimental [1] and numerical investigations of 
turbulent mixing

[1]F.Poggi, M.-H.Thorembey, G.Rodriguez. Velocity
measurements in turbulent gaseous mixtures induced by
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability.// Physics of Fluids, 1998, 
Vol.10, No.11, pp.2698-2700

Richtmyer-Meshkov instability development for SF6/Air 
(adiabatic exponents are 1,094 and 1,4)
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• Initial temperature 291OK

• Pressure in low-pressure camera 1Bar. 
• Pressure after shock in SF6 2,152 Bar.

• Density 1,209⋅10-2 g/сm3 ,
• Shock speed 195,2 м/s, flow speed after shock 97,76 m/s,
• Initial density SF6 in low-pressure camera 6,037⋅10-3g/cm3, 

air - 1,198⋅10-3 g/cm3

• Shock speed in air 428,7 m/s
• Contact boundary speed 130,1 m/s. 

• SF6 and air are ideal gases
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• On the basis of the calculations executed on grids with h=1 and 0,5mm 
it is possible to draw the following conclusions:

• For satisfactory reproduction of experimental data [1] it is enough to 
carry out calculations in area with the sizes 0≤x≤80 мм, 0≤y≤80 мм, -
100≤z≤300 мм; Before arrival of a shock wave on contact border in a 
zone of the unit of gases there are no perturbations of numerical 
character.

• The sizes of cross-section section of a tube do not render appreciable 
influence on results of calculations.

• The type of the task and size of initial perturbations of density 
noticeably affect results of calculations.

• For the further calculations we shall reduce a step of a grid (h=0.333 
mm) and we shall keep a level of initial  perturbations in a transitive 
layer (20 % of a variation of density with the additional requirement 
0≤C≤1). 

• These calculations can be lead for section of a tube 4x4 sm that will 
allow to reduce the general number of accounting cells twice.
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• Pulsation in mixing zone Wp(t) may be
approximate by expression
Wp(t)=B(t-t*)-m, 
Wp~(dL/dt)2~(L/t)2~(t-t*)(2k-2), m=2-2k. 
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t = 0.
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t = 400 mks
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t = 1200 mks
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t = 1600mks
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Iso-Surface |rotV|,   t=1600 mks
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Iso-Surface Ekin,  t=1600 mks
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Figure from A.S.Monin and A.M.Jaglom monograph. Experimental 
value of spectral density. Line have inclination –5/3 and –11/3.
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Orthonormalized spectral density of kinetic energy
in tasks Т2 (circles), Т6 (triangles) и Т7 (crosses). Line have inclination –5/3 
and –11/3.
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<w′ 2> -(curve 1), <v′ 2> -(curve 2) <u′ 2>- (curve 3) T6
t=1200mks t=1600mks
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Ratio of speed diametrical pulsation in task Т2
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Ratio of speed longitudinal pulsation <w′ 2> to diametrical pulsation

<v′ 2> in task Т2
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11/3~E q−

Conclusion

• Simulation of Richtmyer-Meshkov instability were fulfilled 
(parallel version of the NUT code) at a set of the condensed 
grids. (h=1.0, 0.5 and 1/3mm).

• Dependence of mixing zone and velosity pulsations are obtain. 

• The main characteristics of a mixing zone width growth with 
time and level of pulsation are established in a connection with 
the forms   and amplitudes of the initial perturbations.

• The spectral analysis of the turbulent kinetic energy shows,that
we observe inertial interval (              ) and dissipative interval 
(                  )

5/3~E q−

11/3~E q−
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Visualizing the onset and growth of secondary instabilities in 
Richtmyer�Meshkov-unstable flows 
Chris Tomkins1, Sanjay Kumar1, Peter Vorobieff2, Mark Marr-Lyon1, Cherie 
Goodenough1 & Robert Benjamin1 
1. Hydrodynamics Group, DX-3, 
Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA 
ctomkins@lanl.gov  

2. Department of Mechanical Engineering 
University of New Mexico, USA 

We report high-resolution concentration measurements of secondary instabilities developing along shock-
accelerated material interfaces at intermediate and late times (~300-700 µs after shock passage) for the 
case of a shock interacting with a cylinder of heavy gas in air.  The cylinder is formed by steadily flowing 
the heavy gas (SF6) through a 5-mm circular nozzle under the influence of gravity; the cylinder is then 
impacted with a planar, Mach-1.2 shock.  A recently implemented quantitative planar laser-induced 
fluorescence (PLIF) diagnostic is used to capture the concentration field of the heavy gas at several 
instances after shock passage, and the technique reveals fine details of the structure.  Of particular interest 
in the present study is the development of secondary instabilities.  Evident in the visualizations are two 
types of secondary instabilities, apparently distinct, with different characteristic length scales: one appears 
along the outer edge of the structure, and the other is manifest within the vortex cores (see Figure 1).   

The nature of the mechanisms driving the secondary instabilities is also investigated.  Particle image 
velocimetry (PIV) measurements, which provide 2-D velocity field data in a plane with high resolution 
(187um vector spacing), are performed at late time.  These data are analyzed to identify the regions of the 
flow that may be expected to have the highest receptivity to the secondary instability mechanisms in 
question.  

 
Figure 1: PLIF measurement of a single shock-accelerated gas cylinder at 680 µs after shock passage.  Flow 
direction is top to bottom. 
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Turbulent diffusion of a passive scalar in a bidimensional flow: 
Astrophysical application.  
Nathalie Toqué1, François Lignières2 & Alain Vincent1  
1. Dynamiques des Fluides Astrophysiques,  
LATT, FR  
nathalie.toque@ast.obs-mip.fr 
http://webast.ast.obs-mip.fr/latt/dfa/  
2. Dynamiques des Fluides Astrophysiques,  
LATT, FR  
francois.lignieres@ast.obs-mip.fr 
http://webast.ast.obs-mip.fr/latt/dfa/  
3. Université de Montréal, QC 
vincent@astro.umontreal.ca  
We study the evolution of a passive scalar in a two-dimensional flow, highly sheared and stratified in 
temperature. The simulations are realised with a two-dimensional spectral code without subgrid model. In 
the physical space, the grid is supplied with 6×2562 squared meshes. The flow is turbulent (Returb ≈ 120) 

and anisotropic (
2

2 1x

z

u
u

< >

< >
> ). The Richardson number of each simulated flow is less than ¼. The Peclet 

number of the passive scalar is Peturb ≈ 100.  
The purpose of this study is to find a relation between the diffusion coefficient of the scalar and the 
velocity components of the flow. This relation is designed as follows : LD

lv A α−∝ .  

! DL is the diffusion coefficient. It is calculated with Lagrangian particles which are advected by the 
flow.  
! lv is the product between the length scale and the velocity scale of the flow. The mean value slightly 
grows with the Richardson number.  

! A is defined as follows : 
2

2
x

z

u
u

A < >

< >
=  and belongs to the interval : 1 < A < 40.  

! For the set of simulated flows, the exponent α is found in the interval: 0.912 < α < 1.069.  
The contribution of this study is to improve the results of Vincent et al. It is double :  
● The flow is calculated with the Navier-Stokes equations and is stratified. In Vincent & al, the velocity 
field is generated with the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.  

● The law : 1LD
lv A−∝  is not valid for any anisotropy value. This limitation is not detected in the 

simulations of Vincent et al.  
With such a relation, the Standart Evolution Model of Solar-type stars could take into account the 
influence of the differential rotation on abundances.  

References 
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Reduction of the vertical transport in stably stratified turbulent
shear flows

With   Dr Nathalie Toqué, Observatoire Midi-Pyrénées
Dr François Lignières, Observatoire Midi-Pyrénées
Prof. Alain Vincent, University of Montreal
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Basic equations

Flow in rectangular box sized  6LxL (L, vertical height scale)

At the top and bottom of  the flow :  Free-slip type for the velocity
Fixed temperature

In the horizontal direction :             Periodic boundary conditions

Initial temperature profile :             dTo/dz = constante > 0

Set of equations : 

Navier-Stokes equations in the Boussinesq approximation
with an additional forcing term :

7 shear layers generated (Fo, force intensity per unit mass)

Temperature equation and passive scalar transport equation

IWPCTM9
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Numerical model

Pseudo spectral method  with FFT : 

Non linear terms calculated in the real space with the Collocation 
method

Aliasing error removed by 2/3 truncation rule

Advancement in time :     Second order Leapfrog scheme except for the viscous and diffusive 
terms implicitly treated with the Cranck-Nicholson scheme

Lagrangian particles tracking : Explicit second order Heun scheme for time advancement

Fourth order Hermite interpolation to obtain the velocity at 
particle position

IWPCTM9
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Parameter range

Different flows by increasing the stratification : Ri = 100 up to 2000 (10 simulations)

= 161,                        =  158     and  0.16 <                     < 0.45                       

For all simulations, 

Ri = 200

Ri = 500
Grid points number : 1536 X 256
Aspect ratio : 6
Lagrangian particles number : 393216

Kinetic energy spectrum with exponent -4
Passive scalar spectrum with exponent -2
Temperature spectrum with exponent -8

IWPCTM9
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Vorticity outlines                   Isotracer outlines

Ri = 200

Ri = 500
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Simulations results I

Definition of two diffusion coefficients:

Dt from the ratio between 

and         

Ri = 200 up to 2000

DL from the ratio between

and time 

Ri = 100 up to 500 Ri = 500 up to 2000 In agreement with 
the asymptotic limit
v/N of the model of
(Nicolleau et al. 2000)
and with the model of
(Kaneda et al. 2000) 
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Simulations results II
Comparison with the results of Vincent et al. 1996

and                versus anisotropy  defined as : 

Similar evolution between the two ratios
Two phases : 
A <10, the flux  decreases faster than the rms vertical velocity, compatible

with the diffusion reduction by horizontal turbulence
A>10, no longer compatible with the results of Vincent et al.

IWPCTM9
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Conclusion Future work (postdoc proposal)
For 4 < A < 10, power law in agreement with 
(Vincent et al. 1996)
Reduction of the vertical diffusion of passive 
scalar by anisotropic turbulence

For A > 10, vertical diffusion levels off at values in 
agreement with the model of (Nicolleau et al. 2000)

Work submitted to Physics of Fluids

Diffusion in 3D flow : 

Code 2D      3D
Influence of the magnetic field on diffusion

Application :

Improvement of diffusion coefficients used in 
evolutionary models : 

Standard model of solar type stars
CP stars  model with magnetic field

Collaboration with the TBL project at Pic
du Midi and the Espadon Project at
CFHT (Observations of magnetic stars)
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Analytic model for the single-mode Richtmyer-Meshkov 
instability from the linear to the nonlinear regime  
Marc Vandenboomgaerde  
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Commissariat a l�Energie Atomique, Bruyeres-Le-Chatel, 
BP 12, 91680 BRUYERES-LE-CHATEL, FRANCE  
marc.vandenboomgaerde@cea.fr  
The Richtmyer-Meshkov instability (IRM) is involved in several physical phenomena such as, for 
example, inertial confinement fusion (ICF). This instability can break the symmetry of the implosion and 
reduce the fusion gain. The nonlinear regime of the IRM has been studied by numerous authors (A.L. 
Velokovich et al. 1996, Q. Zhang et al. 1997, M. Vandenboomgaerde et al. 2002), but algebraic solutions 
have a limited range of validity. They exhibit a secular behavior. 

This study is an attempt to solve this problem by describing the non-linear growth of the IRM with 
ordinary differential equations. The equations which describe the dynamics of a single-mode Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability are simplified using a change of variable. The shape of the interface and the velocity 
potentials are expressed as Fourier series. These series are introduced in the system, and the following 
technics are used: 

assumptions about the order of some expressions are made; 

as the IRM saturates with time, the analytic solution must not diverge. So, the expressions leading to 
divergent solutions are assumed to be cancelled by infinite sums of smaller order terms.  
At first order, this leads to an differential equation for the growth of the fundamental. Other orders can be 
taken into account leading to a set of differential equations. The saturation of the linear growth of the IRM 
is found. Comparisons with experimental data and 2D numerical simulations are presented.  

References 
Velokovich A.L. and Dimonte G., Phys. Rev. Let , 3112 (1996).   
Zhang Q. and Sohn S-I., Phys. Fluids , 1106 (1997).  
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1. Introduction 

The Richtmyer-Meshkov instability (IRM) is involved in several physical phenomena such as, for example, 
inertial confinement fusion (ICF) or supernovas. This instability occurs at the interface between two materials at 
the passage of a shock wave. Any perturbation of this interface first grows linearly, then nonlinearly; at late time, 
complex structures appear at the interface which then reaches a pre-turbulent regime. These perturbations can 
break the symmetry of the implosion in an ICF capsule and decrease its fusion yield. 
The nonlinear regime of the IRM, in the planar geometry, has been studied by numerous authors who derived al-
gebraic solutions1,2,3 . They have a limited range of validity due to a secular behaviour which leads to a diver-
gence of the series in time. As a result, only the weakly nonlinear stage of the IRM can be studied by these 
methods. 
  This paper is an attempt to solve this problem by describing the nonlinear growth of the IRM with ordi-
nary differential equations. First, the equations which describe the dynamics of a planar single-mode interface 
are simplified by using a change of variable. Then, some hypotheses are made in order to find a non-divergent 
solution. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we detail the derivation of a new nonlinear theory. In Sec. 3, 
some comparisons between this model, experiments, simulations and others theories are presented. In Sec. 4, we 
discuss the results and the range of validity of our model. 
 
 
2. Theoretical derivation 

We consider a single-mode sinusoidal perturbation, described by ( )txz ,η=  between two gases (see 
Fig.1). The fluids are considered inviscid and incompressible. The flow is 
supposed irrotational and the velocity in each fluid derives from a potential. 
The Atwood number is defined as ( ) ( )ρρρρ +−= '/'At . The equations that 
have to be solved are the Laplacian equation for the potentials, the motion 
equation of the interface in each fluid (Eq.1), and the Bernoulli’s equation 
at the interface (Eq.2).  

 

 
 

 
 
 

(1) 

  
(2) 

 
In order to simplify these equations, we use the following change of variable (Eq.3) :  
 
 
 

               (3)    
 

 
Fig.1 : Sketch of the configuration 

at 
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This leads to a new set of equations (Eqs. 4-5), for the Laplacian, motion and Bernoulli’s equations, respectively: 
 

 
   

at Z=0                        (4) 
 
 
 
 

 
(5) 

 
 
 
 
  
 

(6) 
) 
 
 

In a previous model1, which used perturbations methods, the interface and the velocity potentials could be writ-
ten as: 

 
 
 
 

(7) 
 
 
 
 

In these equations, 0a , k , σ0a , are the post-shocked amplitude of the perturbation, its wave number, and the 
initial growth rate of the instability, respectively. A non-dimensional time can be defined by tka στ 0= . Pertur-
bation methods lead to divergent results for 1≈τ , as shown on Fig. 2.  

 
In order to build a new approach, we use the following ex-

pression for the interface: ( ) ( )�
∞

=
=

1

cos,
i

i kxtAtxη , where 

the )(tAi are supposed to be continuous monotonic functions 
of time. For the classical perturbation method, the main hy-
pothesis was: ...321 >>>>>> AAA With the new model, 
this hypothesis evolves with τ : as τ grows, the )(tAi  are no 
more negligible and become of the same order. Let us re-
mark that the perturbation method is exact for 1<τ ; so, 
classical and new approaches must match asymptotically for 

1=τ . 
 
 

In order to solve Eqs. 4-6, several hypotheses are made: 
- the potential velocities are written as in Eqs. 8 
- the dynamics of the interface is controlled by the iiB , (see Eqs. 8). This leads to Eqs.9 for the motion equation, 

and to a set of ordinary differential of equations for the iiB , for the Bernoulli’s equation 

- the jiB , are computed in order to cancel the divergent terms which are created by the iiB ,  

 

Fig. 2: Growth of the first three modes obtained with 
 perturbation methods. Full and dashed line are from 
11th and 13th order results, respectively. 
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 (8) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(9) 
 

As divergent terms, or terms leading to unphysical behaviour of the solutions are cancelled out by the jiB , , the 

following systems are obtained (Eqs. 10-12):  
- with one mode : 

(10) 

       . 
 

- with two modes : 
 

 
 

(11) 

                  . 
        . 
 
- with three modes : 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(12) 
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These equations lead to saturated growths of each harmonics, as shown on Figs.3-5 for At=1. 
 

   
Fig. 3: Growth of harmonics from 
Eq.10. Asymptotic matching with per-
turbation theory is done for 1≈τ . 
At=1. 

Fig. 4: The same as in Fig.3, but for 
Eq.11. 

Fig. 5: The same as in Fig.3, but for 
Eq.12. 

 
The solutions of Eqs. 10-12 are obtained numerically with symbolic computation software. However, such re-
sults are not exact solutions of Eqs. 4-6: once put back in this system, some small residues remain. So, Eq. 12 
gives only a “pseudo-solution” that we believe is a good approximation of the exact solution. In order to prove 
this assumption, a linearization near this pseudo-solution must be derived, and the correction must be proven 
small. Such a mathematical proof is in progress. On the other hand, comparisons with experiments or simula-
tions can be done in order to study the validity of the pseudo-solution. 
 
3. Validation of the model and quantitative results 

Simulations of a shock tube experiment4 have been carried out by the CEA hydro-code TRICLADE5. The 
post-shocked Atwood number is 0.635. Gases are a mix of air and acetone, and SF6. The Mach number of the in-
cident shock wave is 1.3. The initial perturbation is a single-mode sinusoidal. The growth of  the first three har-
monics is presented in Fig.6, for numerical and theoretical results. In this figure, initial conditions of the nonlin-
ear model are computed by matching with small perturbation method1; furthermore, a compressible linear6 
growth rate has been used for small τ. In Fig. 7, the initial conditions of the model are obtained by fitting with 
the numerical results. 
 

  
Fig. 6: Growth of the first three harmonics for the shock 
tube experiment4. Curves with symbols and full ones are 
from simulation and model, respectively. 

Fig. 7: The same as in Fig. 6, but the initial conditions of 
the nonlinear model are obtained by fitting with simulation. 

 
For the first two harmonics, the agreement between simulation and theory is good; it is even better as 

the fitting with simulation is used. The model over-estimates the simulation for the third mode, but the latter has 
an odd behaviour in the simulation.  

The physical parameters of this simulation were taken from a shock tube experiment4. Experimental 
data about the half peak-to-valley amplitude can be compared with the nonlinear model (see Fig. 8). The 1-mode 
model gives a good approximation of the experimental data, but the 3-mode model is in an even better agree-
ment. This remains true for times as long as 10≈τ . 

The previous comparisons were for high Atwood number. For low Atwood number, At = 0.2, a simula-
tion has been carried out and harmonics growths have been compared with theory. This comparison is presented 
in Fig. 9. As before, the agreement is quite good and the negative value of the third harmonics is correctly pre-
dicted.  

1rst harmonics 

2nd harmonics 

3rd harmonics 

1rst harmonics 

2nd harmonics 

3rd harmonics 
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Some models7,8,9 give the evolution of the bubble velocity as a function of time. We present in Fig. 10, compari-
sons between the results of these models and the one obtained with the 3-mode nonlinear model. Once again, the 
agreement between the different theories is very good. It has been checked that this good agreement is also true 
for high Atwood numbers. 
 

 
 
For the spike velocity, a comparison with Sadot 

et al. model10 has been done for At = 0.77. The results 
are presented in Fig. 11. Some discrepancies can be ob-
served between the two  models. 

 
As the 3-mode model give the growth of the 

first three harmonics, a shape of the interface can be 
built, even if it will remain single-evaluated. For the case 
At = 0.635, we have compared the shape of the interface 
obtained either from simulation or from the model. 
These comparisons are presented in Fig. 12, for the non-
dimensional time τ  = 0.8, 1.2, 1.8, 3.0. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 8: Half peak-to-valley amplitude for experimental data4 
(symbols), 1-mode model (dashed line) and 3-mode model 
(full line). 

Fig. 9: The same as in Fig. 7 but for At=0.2. 

 
Fig. 10: Bubble velocity. Black curves are from Sohn7, Mikaelian8 and Goncharov9’s model, from left to right. Blue curve is from 
the 3-mode nonlinear model with initial conditions by matching small perturbation method1. At=0.2. 

 
Fig. 11: Spike velocity. . Black curve is  from Sadot et al. 
model10. Blue curve is from the 3-mode nonlinear model 
with initial conditions by matching small perturbation 
method1. At=0.77. 

Experiment 

Models 
1rst harmonics 

2nd harmonics 

3rd harmonics 
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As it can be seen, the shape of the bubble is very well estimated, even when the mushroom structure ap-

pears. On the other hand, the height of the spike is over-estimated in comparison with the simulation. 
 

4. Concluding remarks and discussion 
A new nonlinear model has been derived; it gives the growth of a single-mode perturbation for the IRM. 

The results are obtained by solving a set of coupled ordinary differential equations. Even if a complete mathe-
matical demonstration is still in progress, the pseudo-solution which is obtained seems to be a good approxima-
tion of the exact solution. Indeed, several comparisons with both experimental, theoretical and numerical results 
show good agreements for a wide range of Atwood number. This remains true from linear to nonlinear regime. 
Even if this nonlinear model cannot describe mushroom structures at the interface, this seems to have little effect 
on the peak-to-valley amplitude of the perturbation. However, at late time, the saturation of each harmonics 
seems under-estimated when compared with simulations. This underlines the need for a different mathematical 
formalism which could be able to describe mushroom structures. 

But the simple formula: ( ) ( ) ( )tAkktA 2
1

2
11 4/110B +=

•
, seems to give a simple means to roughly estimate the 

growth of a perturbation in the case of the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability. The 3-mode model, with the right ini-
tial conditions, seems to give even better results. 
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Fig. 12: Shape of the interface. Comparison between model (blak line) and simulation (colored areas).  τ =0.8, 1.2, 1.8, 3.0. 
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Results of experimental study in instability development on flat interface of noble gases under influence of 
shock wave front acceleration are described in the paper. Instability development was observed after 
strong decelerating shock wave with М = 3.3 − 4.5, generated in electromagnetic shock tube (EST) passed 
through the interface. The phenomenon was recorded by schlieren system of shadow imager IAB-451. 

Analysis of experimental data was performed by 1D numerical simulation of flow dynamics in EST with 
preset stable interfaces. 

It has been demonstrated that under experimental conditions in EST thin nytrocellulose membranes 
originally separating gases were burning under effect of heat irradiated by shock compressed gases prior 
to shock wave arrival to investigated interface. 

It has been demonstrated that the width of disturbance zone in initial stage of instability development 
increases proportionally to t½. 

Empirical equation of disturbance zone dependence versus time and parameters of gases flow on the 
interface has been drawn up. This equation describes development of disturbance zone up to turbulization 
of flow. 
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Compressible aspects in simulations of multi-mode Rayleigh-
Taylor mixing 
Erik L. Vold 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
elv@lanl.gov 

Compressible aspects of the Rayleigh-Taylor mixing layer are explored in 2-D (x-y) multi-mode IC 
resolved scale simulations solving the multi-fluid Euler equations with interface reconstruction.  R-T mix 
layer growth rates are computed in an �incompressible limit� and found to be in agreement with 
experimental data across the range of Atwood numbers (0.04-0.96) for bubbles and for spikes.  
Fluctuation contributions to mixing are examined in contour plots, profiles of transverse averaged 
quantities, and in spectra of pressure and pressure components, momentum components, and the advection 
and compressible terms in the density and energy equations. 

Results show pressure fluctuations are driven by density fluctuations with a comparable contribution from 
the energy fluctuations omitted in incompressible formulations. Transverse planar averaged magnitudes of 
fluctuations for density over that for internal energy are less than unity in the bubble growth region and 
greater than unity in the spike growth region, implying fluctuations are dominated by different 
contributions in each region.  The magnitudes of compressible terms compared to the incompressible 
advection terms in the density and in the energy equations show significant trends averaged across the mix 
layer.  Compressible contributions to fluctuations are most important for density in the bubble growth 
region and for internal energy in the spike growth region.  Long wave length modes in the initial 
conditions, which have been proposed by others as a mechanism for enhanced mix layer growth rates, are 
seen to be inescapable in the present multi-fluid compressible formulation.  Vorticity and other fluctuating 
components play key roles in dissipating the instability acceleration into the transverse plane and thus 
establishing the characteristic gradient scale lengths across the mix layer and the effective mix layer 
growth rates within each fluid region. 

The results together show that density and internal energy fluctuations, including the compressibility 
terms, are significant contributions to the dynamics. This supports the concept that mix layer growth is 
driven by interface physics which depends upon discontinuities in both density and in internal energy.  It 
is hypothesized that this physics must be properly represented in a multi-fluid simulation in order to match 
multi-mode growth rates in experiments even in the �incompressible limit�.   
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R-T compressibility issues: Epilogue
• This is a collection of view graphs (LA-UR-04-4778) as presented at the IWPCTM9,

Cambridge, UK, July19-23, 2004, intended to promote discussion.
• A more formal write-up is planned.
• Technical issues which have been discussed since this work was presented are

summarized briefly here:
– There are significant qualitative and quantitative differences between the pressure fluctuations

seen here in the fully multi-fluid compressible formulation and in some incompressible
formulations.

• Pressure fluctuations are localized within the mix layer in incompressible calculations while they propagate as
waves throughout the domain (more realistically it is believed) in the multi-fluid compressible calculations.

• Internal energy fluctuations are seen to be a major contributor to pressure fluctuations here, while in an
incompressible calculation there are no internal energy fluctuations.

• Compressibility terms in the density and the energy equations are significant in the average mix layer profiles
compared to the incompressible advection terms.

– It is hypothesized these differences may be important in understanding the widely reported
difference [e.g., see Dimonte, et.al.,  IWPCTM8] between R-T growth rates in experiment and in
many codes as, aexp ~ 0.05 - 0.075 and acalc ~ 0.03 - 0.04.

• It is implied that some 'compressible computations' with an averaged internal energy may behave more like
incompressible than compressible fluids, underestimating the fluctuation levels and thus underestimating the
effective growth rates.  Mix growth rates in a mode-coupling limit [Dimonte, et.al.,Phys.Fluids, v.(),p.2004]
may not be fully representing the fluctuation modes in real experiments.

• It is implied that the experiments will exhibit compressible fluid properties regarding the fluctuations, even
though the regime is considered in the 'incompressible limit'.

• A true multi-fluid formulation (with complete thermodynamic properties for two distinct fluids at the interface)
appears in some previous calculations, (e.g., in the 'Frontier code' of Glimm, et.al.), and they report higher
alpha values, in agreement with the present study and with most experiments.
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Compressible aspects in simulations of multi-mode
Rayleigh-Taylor mixing

Abstract
LA-UR-04-0243

Presentation to the IWPCTM9
Cambridge, UK, July 19-23, 2004

Compressible aspects of the Rayleigh-Taylor mixing layer are explored in 2-D (x-y) multi-mode IC resolved scale
simulations solving the multi-fluid Euler equations with interface reconstruction.  R-T mix layer growth rates are
computed in an ‘incompressible limit’ and found to be in agreement with experimental data across the range of Atwood
numbers (0.04-0.96) for bubbles and for spikes.  Fluctuation contributions to mixing are examined in contour plots,
profiles of transverse averaged quantities, and in spectra of pressure and pressure components, momentum components,
and the advection and compressible terms in the density and energy equations.
Results show pressure fluctuations are driven by density fluctuations with a comparable contribution from the energy
fluctuations omitted in incompressible formulations. Transverse planar averaged magnitudes of fluctuations for density
over that for internal energy are less than unity in the bubble growth region and greater than unity in the spike growth
region, implying fluctuations are dominated by different contributions in each region.  The magnitudes of compressible
terms compared to the incompressible advection terms in the density and in the energy equations show significant trends
averaged across the mix layer.  Compressible contributions to fluctuations are most important for density in the bubble
growth region and for internal energy in the spike growth region.  Long wave length modes in the initial conditions, which
have been proposed by others as a mechanism for enhanced mix layer growth rates, are seen to be inescapable in the
present multi-fluid compressible formulation.  Vorticity and other fluctuating components play key roles in dissipating the
instability acceleration into the transverse plane and thus establishing the characteristic gradient scale lengths across the
mix layer and the effective mix layer growth rates within each fluid region.
The results together show that density and internal energy fluctuations, including the compressibility terms, are significant
contributions to the dynamics. This supports the concept that mix layer growth is driven by interface physics which
depends upon discontinuities in both density and in internal energy.  It is hypothesized that this physics must be properly
represented in a multi-fluid simulation in order to match multi-mode growth rates in experiments even in the
‘incompressible limit’.
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Topics
• Introduction

– R-T multimode growth rates, h = aAgt2

•  acomputed < aexperimental => may be compressibility
– Methods: compressible vs. incompressible (thermodynamic p vs. dynamic p)

• compressible P[r,e] => pressure coupled to 2 wave equations {for r and e}
• incompressible P[div*u=0] =>  Poisson equation w/ source:

• Results: Fluctuation Quantities
– Gallery of fluctuation quantities, p, u, v, E, w,        ,  etc….
– FFT components in:
– Mix layer profile averages of:

• Results: Pressure Gradient Fields
– Dp/dz distributions
– Dp/dz compressible compared to incompressible

• Summary: consistent picture of role of compressibility in R-T multi-
mode mix layer growth rates.

—p = (g -1)r—e + (g -1)e—r

< |u ⋅ —r |>, <| u ⋅ —e |>, < | r— ⋅u |>, <| e— ⋅ u |>

— ⋅ u

— ⋅[u ⋅ —u]

“Compressible aspects in simulations of multi-mode Rayleigh-Taylor mixing”
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E.L.VoldPressure fluctuation field
Compressible (left) vs incompressible (rt)

psrc[— ⋅u => 0]

— ⋅ (r -1—p) = — ⋅(u ⋅—u +n—2u)

Dynamic pressure
potential, p[u]:
source in mix region
where u.ne.0.

Limited exchange between
mix region and exterior,
due to Poisson equation
for kinetic potential
pressure, p

Thermodynamic
pressure, p[r,e]:
source in fluctuating
densities and
internal energy.

—p = (g -1)r—e + (g -1)e—r

‘Exterior region’
(unmixed) where long
wavelength small
amplitude perturbations
coincide with BC
imposed at ‘box scale
lengths’.

Uninhibited exchange via
wave fluctuations (in r  or e)
between mix region and
exterior region long
wavelength perturbations.

density
density

Incompressible results
courtesy of T.T. Clark
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E.L.VoldR-T study summary
• R-T instability is:   a(t) = ao   compared to “R-T” instability,
• Methods:

– Resolved scale Euler equation simulations of Rayleigh instability from hydrostatic
equilibrium w/ IC multi-mode perturbations, do ~ Vf +/- 0.02-0.1, l o ~ 10 - 50 dx, ko ~ 12 -
50 across 2-D grids of 1282, 2562 and 5122.

– Compressible multi-fluid methods set to low compressibility w/ and w/o Interface
Reconstruction (IR).

– Range of Atwood numbers examined from 0.96 to 0.04, base case studies at A=0.8.
• Results:

– Alpha bubble (~ 0.055-0.06) and alpha spike in good agreement with experiments across all
Atwood numbers.

– Allowing numerical diffusion (Interface Reconstruction -IR- off) has a small effect: pulls
alpha-bub and alpha-spike closer together (increases alpha-bubble slightly) implying
numerical diffusion may not be limiting the correct alpha.

– Vorticity and compressibility roles are important in density and energy fluctuations.
• Conclusions:

– Code results for resolved scale wavelengths from sub-grid IC amplitudes appear to be valid.
– Multi-fluid compressibility is a likely source of agreement with experiments.

—p(t) ⋅ —r( t) < 0
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Issues in R-T mix
• Multi-mode growth rate as: h = aAgt2

–  aexperimental ~ 0.05 - 0.07  >  acomputed ~ 0.04 (some calcs up to ~ 0.07)
– Many computations are incompressible or ‘averaged compressible single

fluid’.
• Pressure is a thermodynamic  quantity in real fluids.

– Incompressible pressure is dynamic p[div*u] with a significant source
only in the mix layer.  Long wave growth is limited.

– Compressible pressure is thermodynamic and fluctuations within mix
layer exchange energy with fluctuations beyond mix width through
‘acoustic oscillations’.

• Pressure fluctuations are driven by density and internal energy
fluctuations.
– Incompressible calculation has no energy fluctuations, and single fluid

compressible formulation can yield no ‘new fluctuation information’.
– Multi-fluid energy fluctuations are distinct from density fluctuations and

contribute to pressure fluctuations driving mix.
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Summary of Relevant Work

• Experimental
– wide range of experiments (mostly incompressible) show a mix layer growth rate which

closely approximates the scaling, h = a At g t2

– alpha bubble,
•  ab ~ 0.06-0.07 (earlier work, e.g., Youngs and Read et.al., )

•  ~ 0.05 (recent work, e.g., Dimonte, Schneider, et.al.)

– alpha bubble and alpha spike
• variations w/ Atwood number ==>>

• Computational
– alpha bubble results range from ~ 0.03 - ~ 0.08
– many 3-D methods (compressible or incompressible) trending towards low end, ab ~ 0.03 ~

half experimental mean
– front tracking w/ 2 distinct fluids (‘Frontier code’, Glimm, et.al.) at higher end, ~0.07-0.08
– large variance in alpha just due to random seed in initial perturbation 

• (~ 0.05 +/- 20-50%, in 2-D compressible isothermal fluids, T. Clark, 2001)
– 2-D results ~ 15% greater than 3-D results (Youngs, 1994).

reference:
G.Dimonte,
Phys.Plasmas,6(5),
2009 (1999).
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Summary of  The Methods
• Methods

– 2-D (x-y or r-z) multi-fluid Eulerian formulation
• each fluid has its own density, internal energy and pressure in its fluid volume

fraction within the ‘mixed cells’ (containing the interface)
– compressible Euler equations in appropriate limit to recover incompressible

approximation, supplemented with fluid volume fractions
– ideal gas equation of state for each fluid
– advection of fluid volume fractions in mixed cells at the interface

• mixed cell treatment (Bowers and Wilson,1991)
• interface reconstruction (D.Youngs, 1984, 1989)

– high-order, monotonic Van Leer advection of fluid quantities
– AMR (adaptive mesh refinement) used to improve efficiency of calculation

• Introduces negligible contributions to pressure fluctuations
– IC hydrostatic equilibrium set-up uses constant densities with linear internal

energy profiles
• Same results (RT mix growth rates) for constant energy, variable density IC
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Fluid Equation Forms

Compressible inviscid (Euler)
w/ Vf or mass fraction, mf

∂r
∂t

+ — ⋅ r u = 0
∂u
∂t

+ u ⋅ —u +
—p
r

= 0

r = r1 + r2 = Vf1rs 1 + Vf2rs 2 = Vf1rs 1 + (1- Vf1 )rs 2

Incompressible implies ==>> — ⋅ u = 0

rsi = const fi
∂rsi

∂t = 0 fi —rsi = 0

ei = const fi
∂ei

∂t = 0 fi —ei = 0

1
2

∂re
∂t

+ — ⋅ re u = -p— ⋅u

p idealEOS,T1 = T2 , P1 =P2æ Æ æ æ æ æ æ æ æ æ 

(g eff [m f , M1, M2,Cv1,Cv2 ] -1)r e

Solution =f[r,e,mf,p,u]

∂mf r

∂t
+ — ⋅ m fr u = 0

∂Vf

∂t
+ — ⋅ Vf u = 0 fi

** sensitive to implementation detail

∂Vf

∂t
+ u ⋅—Vf = -Vf— ⋅ u uæ Æ æ 0

Two-fluid, inviscid, single
velocity, compressible forms

∂ri

∂t
+ — ⋅ riu = 0
∂u
∂t

+ u ⋅ —u +
—p
r

= 0

p = p1 + p2 = Vf1 ps 1 + Vf2 ps 2
idealEOSæ Æ æ æ æ æ 

∂rei

∂t
+ — ⋅ reiu = -pi— ⋅u

2x:

2x:

Vf1(g 1 -1)rs 1es 1 + Vf2 (g 2 -1)rs 2es 2

Solution =f[r1,r2,e1,e2,Vf,p,u]

∂Vf

∂t
+ u ⋅—Vf = 0 **

Incompressible
w/ Vf or mf = f[r ]

∂r
∂t

+ — ⋅ r u = 0

∂u
∂t

+ u ⋅ —u +
—p
r

= 0

— ⋅ u = 0 fi

— ⋅ r-1—p( ) = -— ⋅ u ⋅ —u( )

Solution =f[r,p,u]
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Implications of different equation sets

At the IC interface in an incompressible set-up, density
discontinuity exists with pressure continuity, and
pressure is a dynamic quantity, p ~ f(u).

At the IC interface in a compressible set-up, density
discontinuity and internal energy discontinuity are
consistent with pressure continuity (constant g).  The
density and energy discontinuities each act as a source
to make separate contributions to p', as p=(r,e) is a
thermodynamic quantity.

— ⋅ r-1—p( ) = -— ⋅ u ⋅ —u( )

∂ri

∂t
+ — ⋅ riu = 0

∂u
∂t

+ u ⋅ —u +
—p
r

= 0

p = p1 + p2 = Vf1 ps 1 + Vf2 ps 2
idealEOSæ Æ æ æ æ æ 

∂rei

∂t
+ — ⋅ reiu = -pi— ⋅u

Vf1(g 1 -1)rs 1es 1 + Vf2 (g 2 -1)rs 2es 2

∂— ⋅ u
∂t

=
dV

••

V
= f[r

••

,e
••

]

— ⋅ (r -1—p) = -
∂— ⋅ u

∂t
- — ⋅[u ⋅—u]
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r (z)

e(z)

Incompressible dynamic pressure:

Compressible thermodynamic pressure:

coupled thru:

and coupled to:
V = a fluid element volume

and finally back to:

and coupled to: ∂ri

∂t
+ — ⋅ riu = 0

(r
••

+ Dr r
•

) / r ~ fp—
2 r +

e
r

—2e (e
••

+ Dr e
•

) / e ~ fp—
2r +

e
r

—2e

or as wave equations for density or energy: or:
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Initial Conditions for density and pressure perturbation
(p1 = p - <p>y) for resolved vs. unresolved IC interface
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Resolved IC:
initial
perturbation
amplitude varies
over several
zones and
volume fraction
varies in a single
zone at the
interface.
IC pressure field
varies
significantly to
the boundary.

Un-resolved IC:
initial
perturbation
amplitude (for
same IC modal
structure shown
in previous case)
varies as the
volume fraction
in a single zone
at the interface.
IC pressure field
is rapidly
attenuated away
from the interface.

This set-up was
used in all cases
reported here
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E.L.VoldR-T equilibrium IC for r (z) or e(z)
(either IC led to nearly identical results in mix layer growth)
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IC Equilibrium:

For constant internal energy:

For constant density:
e(z) = eo + e ' z

r(z)

e(z)

p(z)

dp/dz(z)

Atw=0.8

ideal gas
æ Æ æ æ æ æ eo +

g
(g -1)

z
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—p(z) / r(z) = g
For either case:

g1 = g2
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Density and pressure contours, pressure axial(x) profile
and dpdx(x) at an early time and a late time**
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pressure profile for varying compressibility
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RT mix at t=60 for varying compressibility

b7r (dp/p~0.3) c21 (dp/p~0.003)c11 (dp/p~0.03)

dp/dz, r and g maintained constant, and p increased
 (increasing Cs*) for increased incompressibility

cycle=1775 cycle=4475 cycle=13650
* increasing p by 10 => Cs increases ~ 10 1/2 ~ 3,
so dt decreases and number of cycles up ~ 3x per panel

most 
incompress.
= 100x less
compressible

most 
compressible ‘medium’

compressible
= 10x less
compressible

Ma2 ~ 0.01
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RT mix at late time -varying Atwood number
At = 0.96
r1/r2 = 50
t = 60 (z = 2.6)

At = 0.8
r1/r2 = 9
t = 80 (z = 3.84)

At = 0.33
r1/r2 = 2
t = 120 (z = 3.6)

At = 0.048
r1/r2 = 1.1
t = 320 (z = 3.66)

Density

P1 = 
Pressure
Fluctuations

P1= 
p(x,y) - <p(x,y)>y
(w/o hydrostatic
pressure)
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E.L.VoldRT growth rates: alpha bubble and spike
vs. Atwood number - Calc. & Exper.-

Experimental
Results -
Figure
from
Dimonte,
et.al. 1998)
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ab_z5_atw vs Atw _num

 ab_z5_atw 
 as_z5_atw 
 ab_atw_noIR 
 as_atw_noIR Calcs with IR

compared to
calcs without IR
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Atw_num

ab_z5_atw vs Atw _num

Calculations w/IR
(w/ interface reconstruction)

Calculations with IR
& without IR are similar-
Suggests that interface
treatment is not critical to
growth rate -
Multi-fluid treatment is
proposed

Calculations show trends in agreement with experiment, with
computed alphas slightly higher than in this set of experiments.
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E.L.VoldMulti-fluid equations and important terms
in compressible R-T mixing RESULTS

∂ri

∂t
+ — ⋅ riu = 0
∂u
∂t

+ u ⋅ —u +
—p
r

= 0

p = p1 + p2 = Vf1 ps 1 + Vf2 ps 2
idealEOSæ Æ æ æ æ æ 

∂rei

∂t
+ — ⋅ reiu = -pi— ⋅u

Vf1(g 1 -1)rs 1es 1 + Vf2 (g 2 -1)rs 2es 2

∂ri

∂t
+ u ⋅ —ri = -ri— ⋅u

r
∂u
∂t

+ u ⋅ —uÊ 
Ë 

ˆ 
¯ 

+ —p = 0

∂ei

∂t
+ u ⋅ —ei = -

pi

ri

— ⋅ u = -(g i -1)ei— ⋅u

—p idealEOSæ Æ æ æ æ æ —[(g -1)re] =
const g

æ Æ æ æ æ (g -1)[r—e + e—r]
∂Vf

∂t
+ u ⋅—Vf = 0

Multi-fluid
equations
general form:

Multi-fluid
equation terms
shown in R-T
profile plots:

pressure gradient component terms:

—e = —eo + —e1

w/ equilibrium and fluctuation contributions:
—r = —ro + —r1(our case) (or)

• Spectra for contributions to pressure fluctuations (data in transverse y
direction at location of interface in IC).

• Contours of fluctuating quantities in the mix layers.
• Profile averages of fluctuation quantities through the mix layer
• Pressure gradient terms in the compressible simulations.
• Pressure gradient terms compared: compressible vs. incompressible

simulations.

RESULTS in following Vus:
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Spectral densities (Fourier mode amplitudes)
for density, internal energy by times, t = 0, 10, 40, 80

1e+00 1e+01 1e+02 1e+03
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wave_num

PSDeint00,dent00,prest00Bars vs wave_num
 PSDeint00 
 PSDdent00 
 PSDpresBars 
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 PSDdent40 
 PSDprest40 
 PSDeint40 
 PSDv2t40 
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1e-03

wave_num

PSDdent80,eint80,prest80,v2t80 vs wave_num

 PSDdent80 
 PSDprest80 
 PSDeint80 
 PSDv2t80 

t = 0 (z=Agt2 = 0) t = 10 (z=Agt2 ~1/2)

t = 80 (z=Agt2 ~4)t = 40 (z=Agt2 ~1)

eint

d

p

v2

eint

d

p

v2

eint
d

p

v2

eintd

p

wave_no -k- wave_no -k-

wave_no -k-wave_no -k-

All data is taken
along the line of
the initial interface
location,
z = 0.
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Estimating transverse pressure fluctuation contributions at late
time (t=80) from spectral coefficients for density, internal energy

and pressure, transversing the R-T mix layer

1e+00 1e+01 1e+02 1e+03
1e-11

1e-09

1e-07

1e-05

1e-03

wave_num

PSDdent80,eint80,prest80,v2t80 vs wave_num

 PSDdent80 
 PSDprest80 
 PSDeint80 
 PSDv2t80 

momentum equation
∂u
∂t

+ u ⋅ —u +
—p
r

= g

with ideal gas EOS 

linearize p as function of
density and internal energy

p = (g -1)re

∂u
∂t

+ u ⋅ —u ª
(g -1)

ro

ro—e + eo—r( )

= (g - 1) —e +
eo—r

ro

Ê 

Ë 
Á Á 

ˆ 

¯ 
˜ ˜ = (g -1) —e +

po—r
ro

2

Ê 

Ë 
Á Á 

ˆ 

¯ 
˜ ˜ ~ (g -1) kmax fmax (e) +

eokmax fmax(r )
ro

Ê 

Ë 
Á Á 

ˆ 

¯ 
˜ ˜ 

eo

ro

˘ 

˚ 
˙ 
˙ 

heavy fluid

~ 0.004
0.001

~ 4 eo

ro

˘ 

˚ ˙ 
light fluid

~ 0.035
0.000111

~ 320

p

v2
r
e

k(max.amplitude)

IC source
modes

fmax(e)~4e-3

fmax(r )~1e-4

—p
r

˘ 

˚ 
˙ 
˙ 

heavy fluid

~ (g -1)—e
—p
r

˘ 

˚ 
˙ 
˙ 

light fluid

~ (g -1) eo

ro

—r

eo

ro

˘ 

˚ 
˙ 
˙ 

light fluid

eo

ro

˘ 

˚ 
˙ 
˙ 

heavy fluid

~ po

ro
2

˘ 

˚ 
˙ 
˙ 

light fluid

po

ro
2

˘ 

˚ 
˙ 
˙ 

heavy fluid

~ 80

grad(p) as f[density and
energy spectral coefficients]

Ergo: Pressure
fluctuations
driven by e in
heavy fluid and
by r  in light fluid.

k =

Spectral coefficients from transverse profiles at z=0.
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FFTs p-t80 128 & 512
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 FFTco_pt80g512Z0regavx10 
 FFTco_pt80g128z0regav 
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FFTco_pt80g128z0regav vs k_128

 FFTco_pt80g128z0regav 
 FFTco_pt80g512Z0regav 

p-t80 128 & 512 p-t80 128 & 10x p-t80 512

Therefore, unresolved components on 128 grid appear to
be irrelevant to small k, long wavelength mode growth**.

p spectra (left) w/ 10x shift on 512 grid (right) to compare

= mode
cut-off
on coarser
grid

= mode
cut-off
on coarser
grid

wave number wave number
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pres.= p(x,z) p1 = p(x,z) - p(z) div(u) vorticity (y)

density

density, p, p1, div(u) and
vorticity at late time, t= 80

∂r
∂t

+ u ⋅ —r = r— ⋅ u = rwc

∂e
∂t

+ u ⋅ —e =
p
r

— ⋅ u ª (g - 1) e +
eo

ro

r
Ê 

Ë 
Á Á 

ˆ 

¯ 
˜ ˜ wc

mass continuity

internal energy

∂u
∂t

+ u ⋅ —u +
—p
r

= gvelocity
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acceleration components
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Acceleration from rg is partitioned between
all the momentum equation acceleration
terms.

(dp/dx)/r d(v2)/dx)

density p1 = p(x,z) - p(z)

d(u2)/dx) vwz

u ⋅—u = —us
2 / 2 - u ¥ w

Mom(x): ∂u
∂t

+
1
2

∂u 2

∂x
+

1
2

∂v2

∂x
- vwz +

1
ro

∂p
∂x

=
rg
ro

using:
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Mix layer parameters at late time showing:  (across top row) density, p1, V2, KE = 0.5rV2,
(across second row) KE+p1, Ma2, (g-1)*r*e, Etot =r*(0.5V2 + e).  Parameters are at time, t =
80, or Z ~ 4.
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Mix layer parameters at late time showing:  (across top row) u =x-component of velocity), v = y-
component of velocity, div(u), vorticity (z-component), and (second row) terms from the density
and energy transport equations, (u*grad)r, r*div(u), (u*grad)e, and (p/r)*div(u).  Parameters in
the top row are at time, t = 80, or Z ~ 4, and the terms in the second row are evaluated at t = 60,
Z ~ 2.3.
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Local Mach number squared (top row) at times, t = 40, 60, 80, (Z ~ 1, 2, 4) compared to pressure
fluctuations squared, p12, where p1[x,y] = p[x,y] - po[x], and po[x] = <p(x,y)>y is the transverse (y)
averaged pressure, (second row) at the same three times.  All values are plotted as profile averages
(over y, transverse to acceleration).
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Convection and compressibility terms plotted as profile averages (averaged over y, transverse to
acceleration) at late time, t = 60. The top row plots are for the density equation terms and the second row
shows the corresponding terms for the energy equation.  The four panels across either row show the
profile average for the convection, (u*grad)r or (u*grad)e, the profile average of the compressibility
term, r*div(u) or (p/r)*div(u), and then the magnitude (absolute value) of these terms, abs((u*grad)r) or
abs((u*grad)e), in the third panels, and, abs(r*div(u)), or abs((p/r)*div(u)) in the fourth panels.  The
mix layer width at this time is identifiable in the convection plots (panels 1 or 3) where the convection
terms go to zero. The horizontal dashed lines (panels 3 and 4) estimate the profile average value within
the mix width.
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Ratios, R, for density (left) and internal energy (right) of profile averaged magnitude of the
local convection relative to the compressibility terms at late time, t = 60 (corresponding to
results in previous figure). The left plot (density equation terms) shows the ratio, Rr  =
<abs((u*grad)r)>/ < abs(r*div(u))> (averaging over y, transverse to acceleration).  The
right plot shows the corresponding ratio for the internal energy equation terms, Re =
<abs((u*grad)e)>/ < abs((p/r)*div(u))> .
The vertical dashed lines signify the location of the interface initially (t =0), and the
horizontal dashed lines estimate the profile average value within the mixed region width.
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Plots to evaluate the relative magnitude of the contribution to pressure fluctuations due to the convection of density verses energy,
showing density parameters across the top row, and internal energy in the bottom row. Across each row the panels show profile
average, profile average magnitude of convection, e.g., (abs((u*grad)r)) for density, and a ‘ convective rate of change’, equal to the
ratio of plot 2 to 1 (e.g., for density, Rr  ~ (drdt/r) without compressibility effects for density in top row).  Panel 4 (top row)  is the
ratio of plot 3 for density to plot 3 for internal energy, thus compares this convection rate for density to the convection rate for
internal energy. Panel 4 bottom row is the inverse ratio to show where the internal energy convection rate is more important.  In
panel 4 plots, the vertical dashed line signifies the location of the interface initially (t=0), and the horizontal dashed line at one
shows where the magnitudes of density and energy fluctuations are comparable.
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Two profile averages for the relative magnitude of the density and internal energy
fluctuations along x (col).  These drive the pressure fluctuations and thus the mix
layer growth.  The vertical dashed line signifies the location of the interface
initially (t=0), and the horizontal dashed line at one shows where the magnitudes
of density and energy fluctuations are comparable.
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Pressure fluctuations, p1,
coupled to hydrostatic grad p

case: rngt60

Pressure gradient fluctuation by components, dp/dz, dp1/dz and
dp1/dy (z-axial, and y-transverse) suggest fluctuations are coupled
to the hydrostatic pressure gradient (steepest in the unmixed heavy
fluid to the left of the mix region) and cascade down through the
mix layer into fluctuations and then into the transverse components.
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* incompressible computations by T.T.Clark 
using Lattice Boltzmann Method
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E.L.VoldPressure fluctuation field
Compressible (left) vs incompressible (rt)

psrc[— ⋅u => 0]
— ⋅ (r -1—p) = — ⋅(u ⋅—u +n—2u)

Kinetic pressure
potential: source in
mix region where
u.ne.0.

Limited exchange between
mix region and exterior,
due to Poisson equation
for kinetic potential
pressure, p

Thermodynamic
pressure: source in
fluctuating densities
and internal energy.

—p = (g -1)r—e + (g -1)e—r

‘Exterior region’
(unmixed) where long
wavelength small
amplitude perturbations
coincide with BC
imposed at ‘box scale
lengths’.

Uninhibited exchange via
wave fluctuations (in r or e)
between mix region and
exterior region long
wavelength perturbations.
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Summary: compressibility issues in R-T mix

• Observations in comparing experimental and computed R-T mix rates
– R-T multi-mode growth rate characterized with mix width, h = aAgt2

–  acomputed < aexperimental => may be compressibility ( acomputed ~ aexperimental for ‘front tracking’
and for the present multi-fluid method - similarity in methods may be retaining two
compressible fluid states at interface)

• Methods: compressible vs. incompressible
– P[r,e] - compressible computation -pressure is true thermodynamic quantity coupled to two

‘wave equations, one for density and one for energy
–  P[div*u] - incompressible computation - pressure is dynamic variable = f(u), weak dependence

upon r
– Multi-fluid methods retain complete fluid states on each side of interface - some compressible

methods may retain density discontinuity with an averaged energy at the interface.  Without
energy discontinuity, pressure fluctuations may be reduced as:  p ~ eor + roe

• Results: Fluctuation Quantities
– Gallery of fluctuation quantities, p, u, v, E, w,        ,  etc….
– FFT components, Mix layer profile averages, Dp/dz distributions in compressible and

incompressible

— ⋅ u
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E.L.VoldSummary: Consistent picture
of compressibility in R-T mix

• Consistent picture of role of compressibility in R-T multi-mode mix layer
growth rates:
– pressure fluctuations are enhanced within mix layer due to compressibility and

energy fluctuation contributions
– pressure fluctuations are less restricted to mix layer in compressible waves between

mixed and unmixed regions
– evidence that pressure fluctuations are coupled to hydrostatic pressure gradient only

in the case of compressible fluid.
– hypothesized that in the compressible case more fluctuation energy is exchanged

between the mix layer and the unmixed region where long wavelength perturbations
reside for consistency with the boundary conditions.

– hypothesized that energy in these long wavelength perturbations in unmixed region
are transported into mix region more efficiently in the compressible fluid.

– more energy in longer wavelength perturbations within the compressible mix layer
yields a faster growth rate consistent with experimental values.
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Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov aspects of interface 
deceleration mixing 
Erik L. Vold 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
elv@lanl.gov  

Resolved scale simulations using a 2-D (r-z) compressible multi-fluid Eulerian code with interface 
reconstruction are used to study the mixing layer produced in interfacial fluid deceleration.   The fluid 
interfacial deceleration (normal to the interfacial plane) is driven by transient stagnating pressure as flow 
is reflected from an impenetrable boundary in planar geometry or at an axis of symmetry in cylindrical 
geometry.  Several driver conditions are evaluated and the cylindrical convergent case is related to ICF 
experiments currently underway.  For the cases driven with a shock at the outer boundary, R-M instability 
growth occurs at early times prior to any deceleration and agrees with the linear impulse model.  The total 
R-M mixing over the duration of cylinder convergence prior to deceleration is insignificant compared to 
later time deceleration mixing.  Results show deceleration mixing can be approximated with an initial 
rapid growth rate and a slower late time growth rate after the acoustic transit time when pressure gradient 
reversals occur in the fluids. Each growth rate is characterized by a power law in time with the exponent 
of the initial rapid mix growth proportional to the energy into the system, and ranging from less than 1 to 
over 10 in the cases studied.  The exponent matches the R-T growth rate scaling (~ t2 for constant 
acceleration, g) only for a small energy into the system which is too small for significant convergence in 
the cylindrical system.  The interface deceleration mix layer differs from classic R-T mix in several 
respects with growth rates varying in time, including phases of de-mixing and �mode doubling� in some 
regimes, smaller scales and less vortical structures.  An interfacial area A12(t), important in diffusive 
atomic mixing, is seen to grow faster in time than the mix layer width.  The deceleration mix layer grows 
after the main acceleration peak has decayed to small values, and as such, interface deceleration mix more 
closely resembles R-M mix than R-T mix.  We conclude with preliminary efforts to represent the mix 
layer growth dynamics and the evolution of the atomically mixed components simultaneously in an 
unresolved (sub-grid scale) simulation. 
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Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov
Aspects of Interface Deceleration Mixing

Erik L. Vold

w/ acknowledgement to A.J. Scannapieco, T.T. Clark, C.W. Cranfill

Presentation to the IWPCTM9
Cambridge, UK, July 19-23, 2004

Deceleration (‘shockless’)
Vin = -0.01, t= 70 (mid time)

Rayleigh instabity, t= 50 
(early non-linear time)

Deceleration (‘shockless’)
Vin = -0.01, t = 110 (late time)

Ein/e1  1.2, t = 250 
(late time)

Strong Deceleration
(Ct0) case:vin = -1.

Rayleigh instabity from
Hydrostatic equilibrium

‘Gentle’ deceleration 
Instabity- ‘early time’

“ Typical’ convergent
deceleration instabity

‘Gentle’ deceleration 
Instabity- ‘late time’

‘weak shock’ deceleration 
Instabity- ‘late time’
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IDM (Interface Deceleration Mixing): Epilog

• This is a collection of view graphs (LA-UR-04-4690) as presented at the IWPCTM9,
Cambridge, UK, July19-23, 2004, intended to promote discussion.

• An informal report has summarized aspects of this work: E.L. Vold, "Interface
Deceleration Mixing in Stagnating Pressure Flow", LA-UR-03-9023, December, 2003.

• A more formal write-up is planned.
• Technical issues which have been discussed since this work was presented are

summarized briefly here.
– A mix layer grows from the deceleration of a heavier fluid against a lighter fluid at their

interface following the flow stagnation against a rigid boundary or convergent axis.  The self-
consistent pressure fields and time dependent deceleration produce a mix layer which is
fundamentally different from the mix layer and the growth rate characterized in constant
acceleration Rayleigh-Taylor mixing.  The time dependence of mix width, total interface area
between fluids, and average radius in a cylindrical system are not simply related.  The
atomically mixed fraction is also not simply related to these mix parameters.  Some
preliminary issues important to model this mix layer are summarized.

Erik Vold, 
Los Alamos, Dec.2004
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Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov Aspects
of Interface Deceleration Mixing

Abstract
LA-UR-04-0244

Presentation to the IWPCTM9
Cambridge, UK, July 19-23, 2004

Resolved scale simulations using a 2-D (r-z) compressible multi-fluid Eulerian code with interface reconstruction are used
to study the mixing layer produced in interfacial fluid deceleration.   The fluid interfacial deceleration (normal to the
interfacial plane) is driven by transient stagnating pressure as flow is reflected from an impenetrable boundary in planar
geometry or at an axis of symmetry in cylindrical geometry.  Several driver conditions are evaluated and the cylindrical
convergent case is related to ICF experiments currently underway.  For the cases driven with a shock at the outer
boundary, R-M instability growth occurs at early times prior to any deceleration and agrees with the linear impulse model.
The total R-M mixing over the duration of cylinder convergence prior to deceleration is insignificant compared to later
time deceleration mixing.  Results show deceleration mixing can be approximated with an initial rapid growth rate and a
slower late time growth rate after the acoustic transit time when pressure gradient reversals occur in the fluids. Each
growth rate is characterized by a power law in time with the exponent of the initial rapid mix growth proportional to the
energy into the system, and ranging from less than 1 to over 10 in the cases studied.  The exponent matches the R-T
growth rate scaling (~ t2 for constant acceleration, g) only for a small energy into the system which is too small for
significant convergence in the cylindrical system.  The interface deceleration mix layer differs from classic R-T mix in
several respects with growth rates varying in time, including phases of de-mixing and ‘mode doubling’ in some regimes,
smaller scales and less vortical structures.  An interfacial area A12(t), important in diffusive atomic mixing, is seen to grow
faster in time than the mix layer width.  The deceleration mix layer grows after the main acceleration peak has decayed to
small values, and as such, interface deceleration mix more closely resembles R-M mix than R-T mix.  We conclude with
preliminary efforts to represent the mix layer growth dynamics and the evolution of the atomically mixed components
simultaneously in an unresolved (sub-grid scale) simulation.
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Interface Deceleration Mixing (IDM)
Purpose of this study

• Use RSS (Resolved Scale Simulations**) to better understand
mix and instability physics of Interface Deceleration Mixing
during flow stagnation in simple geometry with variable
acceleration:

•
– and in comparison to classic R-T instability mixing ( a ~ ao)

• Provide foundation for next step, to develop a model for IDM
in Unresolved Scales Simulations (URSS) for ICF implosion
applications (and possibly in more general cases of reactive
mixing).

** RSS = multi-fluid Euler equations in 2-D
(cylindrical r,z or rectangular (x,y) geometry) with IC
perturbations imposed in varying volume fractions
along the initial interface position.

a(t) ~ -—p(t) / r(t)
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E.L.VoldInterface Deceleration Mixing
and RT Instability in ICF

Computations are preliminary scoping studies for detailed comparison to ICF experiments
in cylindrical geometry on OMEGA (J. Fincke, S.Batha, N.Lanier,et.al.)

<---- ~ spike front (~ as) w/ drag ~ 0 (free fall line) 

<---- ~ spike front (~ as) w/ drag > 0

<---- ~ bubble front (~ ab)
<---- volume averaged interface position ( ~ incompressible mix)

<---- mass averaged interface position

time

Ra
di

al
 p

os
iti

on

R-T unstableR-T stable

ICF capsule

ICF fuel

<---- ~ main implosion shock front

ICF capsule-fuel interface
hbubble ~ 1/2 hspike w/rt
volume averaged interface position

Assume Atwood number, A ~ 0.8

hbubble ~  hspike w/rt
mass averaged interface position
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R-T Experimental and Computational Results

• Constant acceleration, a = ao (R-T)
– Experiments: Rocket rig: Youngs, et.al, LEM: Dimonte, et.al., etc
– Experimental Results: h(t) ~ aAgt2

•  abubble ~ 0.057+/-0.008 (14%)
•  aspike = f(A) in range ~ 0.06 ~ 0.25 (0.5 theoretical max at A=1)

– Computed Results: abubble ~ 0.03 - 0.07
• (most computations at low end, high end for more 'lagrangian' interface methods)

• Variable acceleration, a = a(t) -generalized R-T:
– Experiments:

• Smeeton and Youngs (1989, in AWE report…….) Data not compared to calculations
• Dimonte & Schneider. (2000), examine:

–  Computations
• Some limited to specific experiments, e.g., interface deceleration in ICF, HEDX

– Theory
• For a=aRtg, expect h(t) = baRtg+2

•  Is: a ao = b aR ? Or generally, can coeficients from constant acceleration case apply to time dependent
acceleration?

• As:                    and dt -> 0., one should recover the R-M limit result, h(t) ~ c tq with q ~ 0.4

-—r( t) ⋅ a(t) = —r(t) ⋅—p(t) < 0

h(t) ~ a(t)[ ]ÚÚ dt dt

g Æ •

h(t) ~ a siA a1/ 2 (t) dtÚ[ ]
2
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E.L.VoldSummary: Methods and R-T Validation
• R-T instability is:   a(t) = ao   compared to “R-T” instability,
• Methods:

– Resolved scale Euler equation simulations of Rayleigh instability from hydrostatic
equilibrium w/ IC multi-mode perturbations, do ~ Vf +/- 0.02-0.1, l o ~ 10 - 50 dx, ko ~ 12 -
50 across 2-D grids of 1282, 2562 and 5122.

– Compressible multi-fluid methods set to low compressibility w/ and w/o Interface
Reconstruction (IR).  Each fluid has its own density, energy, pressure and volume fraction
in ‘mixed cells’ which include a segment of the interface between fluids.  Each fluid
advected by high order monotonic Van Leer type methods.

– Range of Atwood numbers examined from 0.96 to 0.04, base case studies at A=0.8.
• Results in hydrostatic R-T studies (a(t) => ao):

– R-T mix layer growth rate reflected in alpha bubble (~ 0.05-0.06) and alpha spike in good
agreement with experiments across all Atwood numbers.

– Allowing numerical diffusion (Interface Reconstruction off) has a small effect: implying
numerical diffusion may not be limiting the correct alpha.

– Vorticity and compressibility roles are important in density and energy fluctuations.
• Conclusions:

– Code results for resolved scale wavelengths from sub-grid IC amplitudes appear to be valid.
– Multi-fluid compressibility is a likely source of good agreement between computations and

experiment.

—p(t) ⋅ —r( t) < 0
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Interface deceleration - a(t) ~ - (dp(t)/dr)/r (t)
• Acceleration is a strongly varying function of time in stagnation pressure arising in

convergent fluids.
• Simple cylindrical geometries examined - with resolved scale surface pertubations (~ 12

composite modes w/ wavelength ~ 20 zones, amplitude ~ Vf ~ +/- 0.1 imposed as IC) at one
interface.

• Initial Conditions: flow ‘driven’ by one of several methods:
– all fluid velocity fixed (towards stagnation boundary) in ‘adiabatic drive’
– internal energy set high (~10x e1) at outer radius (mild ‘shock drive’)
– Constant acceleration toward stagnation boundary

• R vs. T in planar and convergent (cyl) geometries
– Hydrostatic equilib at r = 0 and r= inf.
– Deceleration at r= 0 (cyl) and r=inf(planar)

• Interface deceleration in several configurations.
–  simple cylinders (one to three interfaces)
– 1 or 2 densities
– 1 or 2 internal energies

IC perturbation is variable volume fraction at interface 

Geometry 1 (c21):
Single interface
r 1 > r 2

r 1

r 2

Geometry 2 (cr3):
Single cylinder
r 1 > r 2

r 1

r 2

r 2

r

z

Rmin=>1.e3
To approximate 
slab geometry This interface is located at Rmax/2 in all cases. 

Region = 256 x 256 zones

z

r
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t = 75t = 75

Rayleigh
(planar)

Rayleigh
(cylindrical)

t = 260t = 70t = 27.5

t = 3

Interface deceleration instability (ur(t0) < 0, all in cylindrical geometry)

Ma > 1 Ma ~ 1 Ma < 1 Ma < <1

Rayleigh-Taylor vs. Deceleration instability
in stagnation flow (cylindrical geometry)

IDM from
IC: uniform
v(t=0) = vr
towards
stagnating
boundary, w/
Ma =
vr(t=0)/Cs
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E.L.VoldRadial profiles of pressure
in various acceleration/decelerations

Times =0 (magenta)
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Early times

Planar (cg1) Cylinder (cg0)
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20 (lt.bl)
40 (yel)
60 (drk.bl)
80 (grn)

T=50 (magenta)
60 (lt.bl)
70 (yel)
80 (drk.bl)
90 (grn)
100 (red)

Rayleigh -
Hydrostatic
equilibrium

Gentle
deceleration
(negligible
convergence)

Vin = -0.01
Z slice = 0.41

Deceleration
(w/ cylindrical
convergence)

Rho(r,t=0,0.1,0.17,.37)

Ein(r,t=.37)

p(r,t=.37)
p(r,t=0.)

Later times

Early times

radius radius

radius

radiusradius
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E.L.VoldDensity, Volume fraction, and pressure:
Interface Decel. Cylindrical geom. Late time w/ Re-shock

Density vf.1  Pressure

Ct1-cyl,nog,vin=-0.1

NOTE: Pressure wave front after reflecting
from cylinder center and then from outer BC.

time = 30
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Case:c21

mix fronts and ave.interf. position
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bubble front
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Ref.for C21-t21-o21-to2* cx cases on 031003

10 20
time

Vf(r,t)-
volume fraction
in radius vs. time
at a ‘typical’ slice
(fixed ‘z’)

(c21 case: Ein/e1=10)

time = 8

time = 10

time = 12

time = 14

time = 16

time = 18

time = 20

 Interface Deceleration Mix
Shock driven Vf(r,t)-’typical slice’

Bubble and spike front positions
identified from density or volume
fraction contours at varying times.
Mean radius computed from
interface reconstruction algorithm.
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Time=4.8,r=0.575

Time=4.5,r=0.64

Time=4.5,r=0.64 Time=4.6,r=0.625

Comparison shows inversion after shock

time=4.7,r=0.600

time=4.6,r=0.625

No dump
Between 4.6,4.7

‘Working figure plots’ - for early time R-M
instability growth rate determination

After shock

Vf(z) Before shock

During shock passage

Vf(z) After Shock
Plots Rescaled
For increased mix
width
(~ sub-grid Vf)

Mix widths estimated from
sub-grid Vf(z) profile
growing from IC
perturbations.

time
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mRM = 
slope in R-M region

time

Mix (~Vf) width in early time RM evolution
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Interface deceleration (Cylindrical)
Mix fronts & mix layer widths vs. time
varying shock input energy, Ein/e1**

** Ein/e1=
Input drive energy
Per IC internal energy.

Mix front (bubble and spike) positions

Mix layer widths
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E.L.VoldInterface deceleration (Cylindrical)

log_h-tot
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Per IC
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E.L.VoldCylindrical Interface Deceleration
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E.L.VoldInterface Deceleration
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E.L.VoldInterface Deceleration - cr3 -
Time=4,4.5,5,5.5,6 Time=6.5

Time=7,7.5,8

Initial
decel.
mix
growth
phase

Mode
doubling
mix
growth
phase
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Interface Deceleration Mixing (IDM) Parameters

• Resolved Scale Simulations indicate three mix
parameters to consider:

– Interface average position, r12(t)
• Easiest to compare to experiment
• Direct measure of twice integrated ac12(t)

– RSS mix width, htot(t) = rbubble - rspike
• Conventional mix parameter in R-T studies

– RSS interface area, A12(t)
• Physical basis for diffusive mixing at fixed density

and temperatures.

• Numerical issues to be addressed:
– Interface area, A12(t) is physically most

significant for diffusive atomic mixing, but
depends on smallest scale-lengths, so it may be
grid sensitive, A12(t) ~ Lmin ~ dx

– Mix width, htot(t), is related to entire region
where momentum components are coupled, so it
depends upon longest scale lengths, so it is
relatively insensitive to grid resolution.

Early time Late time
With
Interface
reconstruction:
Less numerical
diffusion but
A12 is more
grid sensitive at
late times.

Without
Interface
reconstruction:
More
numerical
diffusion but
A12 is less (?)
grid sensitive

Numerical mix - diffusive mix

Mixing - with and without 
Interface Reconstruction
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E.L.VoldInterface Deceleration Mixing:
average radius, mix width and mix interface area evolve

differently in time
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Interface Deceleration
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Mix widths for g(t)- dynamic (hdyn) vs. scaling (hsl)

hdyn

hsl

hdyn = g[t]ÚÚ dt' dt hsl = 0.5 g1/ 2[t] dtÚ[ ]
2

Assume simpler 
case,  g[t]~ go t g :

hdyn = g[t]ÚÚ dt' dt Æ
gotg + 2

(g +1)(g + 2)

hsl = 0.5 g1/ 2[t] dtÚ[ ]
2

Æ
gotg + 2

2(g / 2 +1)2

Scaling length argument 'invokes self-similarity in the
bubble terminal velocity' (e.g., Dimonte & Schneider, 2000).
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Dynamic mix
width can include
v-dependent drag
in integration -
seen in R-M
experiments to
result in  h ~ tq~0.4

IDM (interface decel.mix regime)
R-T-like regime R-M-like regime

Scaling length mix width integral has
ambiguous v-dependent drag in
integration - may require matching R-T
and R-M like phases of mixing with two
different empirical coefficients
(Youngs, et.al.)
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In R-M regime
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E.L.VoldDistributions of materials in mixing

Unmixed
-continuum
fraction-  Vfci-
convected w/
interface recon.
or other,,,

Dispersed mix
-particle
fraction-  Vfpi

Atomic mix
-atomic
fraction-  Vfai

Drift flux
Advection
Represents:
Instability,
turbulence,...

Atomic flux
Local Diffusion
Represents:
Evaporation,
sputtering,
diffusion...

Vfi = Vfci + Vf pi + Vfai

Resolved simulation:
(drift flux simplifies to diffusion)

1

2
u1Dt

u2Dt

1

2
1

2

u1Dtu2Dt

= single fluid velocities

1

2

u1Dtu2Dt

Atomic mix
-atomic
fraction-  af

atomically
 mixed
evolution
af(x,t)=>

R ~ nainaj<sv>

Dragij ~ Dpnpi +Danai

uri
t Æ• ,dTÆ 0æ Æ æ æ æ æ æ -

lij—p *
rRvthdiffuson relative to grid

Volume fractions for each material, i, as:

diffuson locally in grid zone

A ‘species drift flux’ **
can be adjusted
To represent
heterogeneously 
Dispersed (turbulent mixing) or
Atomic (diffusive)
mixing

** drift flux model based on:
 Scannapieco and Cheng, Phys.Lett.A 299 (2002) 49-64
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Reference Case for RSS/URSS
Comparison (Ein/e1=10)

density contours (z,r) at times = 8,10,12,14,16,18,20

Case:c21

mix fronts and ave.interf. position
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Ref.for C21-t21-o21-to2* cx cases on 031003
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E.L.VoldVolume fractions and density (t,r) at
select axial slices (z)

volume fractions (t,r) for three axial slices at z = 0.21, 0.31, 0.41

Rho(t,r) for t21(z=0.22) and ps5 (z= any) 

density in RSS 
w/ diffusion, 
(d=5e-6)
At z=0.22

density in
URSS
w/ diffusion
(d=5e-6)
and ‘drift flux’
enhanced
mixing (a=0.1)
at any z

case: c21
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E.L.Vold

 Mix in RSS and URSS shocked cases

Note: de-mix from t=14-16
Is reproduced by the mix model

RSS-resolved scale sim.
W/ IR, no molecular mix

RSS-resolved scale sim.
W/IR and molecular mix

URSS-Un-resolved
scale sim.(d(IC)=0)
W/ molecular mix

URSS-Un-resolved
scale sim.(d(IC)=0)
W/ ‘drift flux’ Tmix

4 ‘ c21’ cases:
c21,t21,o21,to2

time=10

time=12

time=14

time=14
atomic mix =>

time=14
atomic mix =>
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E.L.Vold

URSS-
Un-resolved scale sim.
(d(IC)=0)
W/ drift flux mix

 Mix in RSS and URSS shocked cases
RSS-
resolved scale simulation
w/ interface recon., 
no molecular mix

RSS-
resolved scale sim.
w/ interface recon and 
w/ molecular mix

3 ‘c21’ cases:
c21,t21,to2

time=10

time=12

time=14

time=14
atomic mix =>

10 20
time

Vf(r)- volume fraction 
in radius vs. time 
at a ‘typical’ slice 
(fixed ‘z’)

(Resolved Scale Simulations and Un-Resolved Scale Simulations) 

Note: atomic mixed volume
fraction ~ 3%, so it has
minor impact on density
contours
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Time =14

Radial profiles of
volume fraction (Vf),
atomic fraction (af) , and
density for cylinder
material (originally at
r>0.64) in RSS and URSS.
(RSS profiles at random z).

URSS-
Un-resolved scale sim.
W/ drift flux mix

 Mix in RSS and URSS shocked cases
RSS-
resolved scale simulation
w/ interface recon., 
no molecular mix

RSS-
resolved scale sim.
w/ interface recon and 
w/ diffusion mix

3 ‘ c21’ cases:
c21,t21,to2

time=14

time=14
atomic mix

10 20
time

Vf(r)- volume fraction
in radius vs. time at a
‘typical’ slice (fixed ‘z’)

(Resolved Scale Simulations and Un-Resolved Scale Simulations) 
radius, r 

radius, r =>

Vf(r)-URSS
af(r) - URSS

mix
layer

time=14

af-RSSw/diff.mix
density-RSSw/diff.mix

radius, r 
axial, z 

time=14time=14

density-URSS Unresolved mix layer width is
set by a dynamic drag
parameter.  Atomic fraction
must be set by an independent
parameter.
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• Resolved Scale Simulations characterize IDM w/ the variable
deceleration, a(t)) in stagnating flow:

– Initial mix growth rate, h(t) ~ tg, w/ g related to energy input,
ranging from g ~ 2 - 14.

• Energy input as IC uniform velocity (vin) or high energy region near outer
boundary

• Initial growth as acceleration ‘ pulse’ receeds -more  like R-M (Richtmyer-
Meshkov) than R-T instability.

• Scales like R-T mix (~ tg=2) only for very small energy input to outer
boundary (Cr < 2) or some ‘ adiabatic’ (vin) cases.

– Interface area in mix region, A12, is not simply related to mix
width, h_tot, and increases with input energy.

– Mode doubling observed in thin cylinder case during ‘de-mix’ (h-
tot decreasing but A12 still increasing ).

– Small scale structures dominate instability growth in most cases.
No apparent bubble merger as in R-T mix (a~ao).

•               ICF experiment simulations are next.

Interface Deceleration Mixing (IDM) Results

mix fronts and ave.interf. position
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•  If there is enough energy into system for significant convergence, then interface deceleration mixing
departs significantly from RT constant accelaration case and mix grows more like RM, after the g[t]
has decreased to near zero.  RM instability from initial shock passage is relatively insignificant
compared to interface deceleration mix during flow stagnation in converging or planar cases.

•  Un-resolved scale modeling can use species dynamic equations to match mix layer (w/ drag ~
f(u(t))) and requires a second ‘step’ (or 2nd scale length) to match evolution to atomic mix.
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A NIF 3-D high Mach number feature experiment* 
Stephen Weber, S. Gail Glendinning, Harry Robey, Peter Stry & D. Tod Woods 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
Livermore, CA, USA 
svweber@llnl.gov  
glendinning@llnl.gov  
robey1@llnl.gov  
pstry@llnl.gov  
todw@llnl.gov  

Some ICF ignition capsule designs for the National Ignition Facility (NIF) require localized features such 
as fill tubes, holes, and waist joints, which break the ideal spherical symmetry of the capsule. Simulations 
have been employed to explore the robustness of capsules to perturbations from such features. An 
experiment using the first four beams of NIF experiment has been designed to test modeling of features. 
This experiment examines the hydrodynamic response of a pusher void to a high Mach number shock in a 
mini-shock tube. The shock is generated by direct illumination of a CH ablator by a 5 kJ 1.5 ns NIF laser 
pulse. The pressure of the ablator drives a blast wave through a 250 µm thick planar aluminium pusher 
into density 0.1 g/cm3 carbon foam enclosed in a CH tube. The shock pressure in the Al is 20-60 Mb, the 
lower value applying at breakout into the foam. The Mach number of the shock in the Al at breakout is 
about 8. We will compare the behavior of a 2-D axisymmetric feature to a 3-D feature. The 2-D feature is 
a cylindrical void of 160 µm diameter and 150 µm depth penetrating into the Al from the interface with 
the foam. Shock passage over the void launches a jet of Al into the foam, which will be diagnosed with x-
ray backlighting. We have considered 3-D feature options including a void of square cross-section and a 
tilted cyclinder. The final 3-D design has not been chosen at the time of submission of this abstract. We 
shall present 3-D simulations using the ALE code Hydra and early experimental data. 

 

* This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the University of 
California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. 
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A NIF 3-D high Mach number feature experiment

Presented to:
9th IWPCTM

Cambridge, UK

Stephen Weber, Brent Blue, S. Gail Glendinning, Harry 
Robey, Pete Stry and D. Tod Woods

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
July 19-23, 2004
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IWPCTM04. 2

The jet experiment demonstrated NIF capabilities 
and validated 3-D modeling of shock effects

The jet experiment demonstrated NIF capabilities 
and validated 3-D modeling of shock effects

• Shock passage over a cylindrical void in an Al disk generated a jet into CRF 
foam
– First hydrodynamics experiment driven by NIF, still in early stages of 

construction
– 5.8 kJ direct drive from two beams in one quad; approximately uniform 

supergaussian spot from improved phase plates
– Target 1: axisymmetric (2-D), cylinder axis normal to the disk surface
– Target 2: explicitly 3-D, cylinder axis tilted 45º to disk surface

• Relevant to ICF and astrophysics
– ICF shell features such as waist joints, fill tubes can result in jets of 

shell material into DT fuel
– Astrophysical jets

• Similar experiments have been done on other facilities by several labs
– Nova, Omega, Z; AWE, LLE, LANL, SNL

• Good images were obtained at two times from 2-D targets and two 
orthogonal views for 3-D targets; reproducibility demonstrated

• 2-D and 3-D HYDRA simulations are in good quantitative and qualitative 
agreement with data, with a few apparent discrepancies
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A shock is driven through an Al disk with an embedded 
defect, resulting in a jet of Al into CRF foam

A shock is driven through an Al disk with an embedded 
defect, resulting in a jet of Al into CRF foam

Shock-tube target package Simulated x-ray radiograph

parylene

2-D target 3-D target
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Target dimensionsTarget dimensions

400 µm

250 µm

50 µm

6 kJ nominal
1.5 ns flat top

profile
160 µm

150 µm

parylene, 1.28 g/cm3

0.1 g/cm3 CRF

3-D feature

45º

160 µm
150 µm

polystyrene
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From the one available NIF quad, two beams 
drove the target and one the backlighter

From the one available NIF quad, two beams 
drove the target and one the backlighter

B317, 318 @ t0 -
7.72ns
(drive)

Vanadium 
backlighter 

foil

Stalk to
TARPOS 

Target
package

Pinhole

Stalk to 
DTP

B316 @ t0 + 
13.41ns

(backlighter)
• Backlighter delay (15 or 21.6 ns from start of drive to middle of 
backlighter pulse) was limited by laser constraints (on one quad)
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The full aperture phase plates provided a flat, 
approximately uniform spot profile

The full aperture phase plates provided a flat, 
approximately uniform spot profile

Measured single beam 
intensity profile

1 mm full aperture phase plate lineouts

1 mm
r (µm)

Horizontal
Vertical
SG fit
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Late time data from axisymmetric targets was 
reproducible and matches simulations

Late time data from axisymmetric targets was 
reproducible and matches simulations

040526-002

Simulated image
3-D, 21.6 ns040525-001

21.8 ns

21.9 ns

• Simulations predict too much lag in the foam shock near the tube walls
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An early time image of a symmetric target also 
matches simulations

An early time image of a symmetric target also 
matches simulations

simulated image 
(2-D), 15 ns

simulated image 
(3-D), 15 ns040527-001 16 ns
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In all 2D jet images, the interface is tilted 2-4°In all 2D jet images, the interface is tilted 2-4°

040525-001040527-001 040526-002

4° 2°3°

15 ns 21.6 ns 21.6 ns
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Simulations of effects of beam offset indicate 
that ~100 µm offset would give the observed tilt
Simulations of effects of beam offset indicate 

that ~100 µm offset would give the observed tilt

simulated images at 22 ns with offset beams

50 µm offset 100 µm offset 200 µm offset

1.7º tilt 3.9º tilt 9.8º tilt

• Central bump for 100,200 µm appears to have
been caused by an erroneous ALE control
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In 2-D, more structure is predicted for the head 
of the jet as resolution is increased

In 2-D, more structure is predicted for the head 
of the jet as resolution is increased

Simulated backlit images at 22 ns, 2-D

8 µm zoning 4 µm zoning 2 µm zoning

• Most of our 2-D simulations employ 4 µm zoning; 3-D - 8 µm (one 4 µm run)
• Jet shows more structure but not substantial changes with increasing resolution

- Courser resolution actually may fit the jet head structure better 
• The width of the stem appears to decrease with finer resolution
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2-D, 3-D polar, and 3-D Cartesian zoning give 
small differences in jet structure 

2-D, 3-D polar, and 3-D Cartesian zoning give 
small differences in jet structure 

Simulated backlit images at 21.6 ns

3-D polar mesh
measured 2-D laser spot

3-D Cartesian 
(50 µm offset spot)2-D (8 µm resolution)

• Both 3-D simulations use the measured single beam laser spot
profile, which breaks axial symmetry
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Cartesian and polar meshes both introduce 
artifacts, but of different types

Cartesian and polar meshes both introduce 
artifacts, but of different types

Al region boundary, axisymmetric target, 21.6 ns

Polar mesh (r-ϕ-z) Cartesian mesh (x-y-z)

• The Cartesian mesh gives a jet which is slightly broader along the mesh directions
• The polar mesh has trouble accommodating flow through the axis
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Late time structure of 3-D targets is reproducible; 
some differences from simulations

Late time structure of 3-D targets is reproducible; 
some differences from simulations

040528-003
22.2 ns

Simulated image
21.6 ns

040526-001
21.7 ns

View looking normal to plane of hole tilt
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Early time data has also been obtained for the 
3-D target

Early time data has also been obtained for the 
3-D target

040527-002 15.7  ns ns

Simulated image
15 ns

View looking normal to plane of hole tilt
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The 3-D jet is tilted to the opposite side of 
normal from the hole

The 3-D jet is tilted to the opposite side of 
normal from the hole
density cuts in plane of tilt

8 ns4 ns

7 ns10 ns

6 ns

15 ns

• Al released from the drive side
of the tilted hole flows across
the hole axis

• The hole does not collapse
onto its axis as it would at
low Mach  number
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Some variation was seen among images of the 
3-D target viewed in the tilt plane

Some variation was seen among images of the 
3-D target viewed in the tilt plane

040528-002040524-001040521-001 21.6 ns 21.6 ns 21.6 ns

View looking along plane of hole tilt
No early time data was taken for this view
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The details of the jet structure of the 3-D target 
viewed in the tilt plane differ from simulations

The details of the jet structure of the 3-D target 
viewed in the tilt plane differ from simulations

040528-002
040524-001 21.6 ns

21.6 ns Simulated image
21.6 ns

8 µm resolution

View looking along plane of hole tilt
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Simulated images show qualitative changes 
between 8 µm and 4 µm zoning

Simulated images show qualitative changes 
between 8 µm and 4 µm zoning

040526-001
Simulated images, 21.6 ns

8 µm zoning 4 µm zoning

view ⊥
to tilt

040528-002

21 ns
view ||
to tilt
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Most dimensions of the axisymmetric jets are 
matched well by simulations

Most dimensions of the axisymmetric jets are 
matched well by simulations

time feature Data 1 Data 2 simulation Difference
(sim-data avg)

Foam head 514 µm 501 µm -13 µm

Foam head 680 µm 724 µm 44 µm

15 ns pedestal 274 µm 286 µm 14 µm

Foam shock 316 µm 327 µm 11 µm
Jet head 490 µm 481 µm -9 µm

Head width 298 µm 240 µm -58 µm
Bow width 454 µm 353 µm -101 µm

21 ns pedestal 442 µm 420 µm 456 µm 25 µm
Foam shock 541 µm 490 µm 530 µm 15 µm
Jet head 694 µm 670 µm 688 µm 6 µm

Head width 255 µm 275 µm 328 µm 63 µm
Bow width 571 µm 570 µm 462 µm -108 µm

• It is not clear where the experimental head width was measured
• Simulations use the nominal 6 kJ, while shots average ~5800 J
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Dimensions of the 3-D jets are also fit well by 
the simulations

Dimensions of the 3-D jets are also fit well by 
the simulations

time feature Data 1 Data 2 Data 3 simulation Difference
(sim-data avg)

15 ns pedestal 255 µm 283 µm 28 µm
asymm Foam shock 320 µm 340 µm 20 µm

Jet head 510 µm 513 µm 3 µm
Head width 250 µm 216 µm -34 µm
Bow width 379 µm 403 µm 24 µm

21 ns pedestal 417 µm 432 µm 467 µm 43 µm
asymm Foam shock 495 µm 545 µm 568 µm 48 µm

Jet head 703 µm 746 µm 739 µm 15 µm
Head width 236 µm 274 µm 279 µm 24 µm
Bow width 492 µm 442 µm 498 µm 31 µm

21 ns pedestal 435 µm 464 µm 432 µm 471 µm 28 µm
symm Foam shock 500 µm 550 µm 520 µm 561 µm 38 µm

Jet head 738 µm 722 µm 742 µm 737 µm 3 µm
Head width 416 µm 482 µm 440 µm 440 µm -6 µm
Bow width 584 µm 592 µm 585 µm -3 µm
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The jet experiment demonstrated NIF capabilities 
and validated 3-D modeling of shock effects

The jet experiment demonstrated NIF capabilities 
and validated 3-D modeling of shock effects

• Shock passage over a cylindrical void in an Al disk generated a jet into CRF 
foam
– First hydrodynamics experiment driven by NIF, still in early stages of 

construction
– 5.8 kJ direct drive from two beams in one quad; approximately uniform 

supergaussian spot from improved phase plates
– Target 1: axisymmetric (2-D), cylinder axis normal to the disk surface
– Target 2: explicitly 3-D, cylinder axis tilted 45º to disk surface

• Relevant to ICF and astrophysics
– ICF shell features such as waist joints, fill tubes can result in jets of 

shell material into DT fuel
– Astrophysical jets

• Similar experiments have been done on other facilities by several labs
– Nova, Omega, Z; AWE, LLE, LANL, SNL

• Good images were obtained at two times from 2-D targets and two 
orthogonal views for 3-D targets; reproducibility demonstrated

• 2-D and 3-D HYDRA simulations are in good quantitative and qualitative 
agreement with data, with a few apparent discrepancies
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Validating the FLASH code: Two- and three-dimensional 
simulations of shock-cylinder interaction  
Greg Weirs1, Tomek Plewa1, Todd Dupont1, Vikram Dwarkadas1, Chris Tomkins2 & Mark 
Marr-Lyon2  
1. ASCI Flash Center, University of Chicago  
Chicago, IL  
weirs@flash.uchicago.edu  
http://flash.uchicago.edu  
2. Los Alamos National Laboratories,  
Los Alamos, NM  
http://www.lanl.gov  
We describe validation tests of the FLASH code for flows dominated by vorticity deposition and vortex 
dynamics. An experiment at Los Alamos National Laboratory is the the reference for comparison. In the 
experiment, a column of sulfur hexafluoride is introduced into the test section of a shock tube, otherwise 
filled with air. A weak shock is generated and passes through the column. Baroclinic torques produce 
vorticity at the interface as the shock crosses it, leading to the formation of a vortex pair. The interface is 
distorted as the vortex pair rolls up, and secondary instabilities develop along the interface. The 
experiment is valuable for validating simulation codes in weakly compressible regimes driven by vorticity 
dynamics. Our validation tests focus on two-dimensional simulations, but three-dimensional effects are 
also examined.  
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Validation of the FLASH Code:
Two- and Three-Dimensional Simulations of 

Shock-Cylinder Interactions

Greg Weirs

9th International Workshop on the Physics of 
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The ASC/Alliances Center for Astrophysical Thermonuclear Flashes
The University of Chicago

What is the FLASH Code?

� Community code for Astrophysics - Can solve a broad range of 
(astro)physics problems 

� Designed for compressible reactive flows
� Block-structured, spatial adaptive mesh refinement (PARAMESH)
� Parallel (MPI), including I/O
� Has a modern CS-influenced architecture
� Portable: runs on many massively-parallel systems, linux boxes to 

ASCI machines
� Scales and performs well - Gordon Bell prize
� Is available on the web: http://flash.uchicago.edu
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The ASC/Alliances Center for Astrophysical Thermonuclear Flashes
The University of Chicago

Verification and Validation of FLASH

V & V at the Flash Center
� Automated test suite: standard problems run nightly on several 

platforms, web page to display, access results
� Verification of algorithms on problems with exact solutions; 

typically for components of the code base
� V&V paper: “On Validating An Astrophysical Simulation Code”, 

Calder, et al., ApJS 143, Nov. 2002.  Validation for Rayleigh –
Taylor and three-layer Richtmeyer-Meshkov problems.
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The ASC/Alliances Center for Astrophysical Thermonuclear Flashes
The University of Chicago

� A “cylinder” of Sulfur Hexaflouride (SF6) falls through the air-filled test 
section;  MSF6 ~ 5 Mair

� A Mach 1.2 shock traverses the cylinder and continues down the tunnel
� Indirect SF6 visualization, by visible-light scattering water/glycol “fog”
� Direct SF6 visualization, by Rayleigh-scattering off SF6 molecules
� Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) with fog
� One image per experiment; time sequence can be constructed because 

of repeatability

Los Alamos Shock-Cylinder Experiment
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The ASC/Alliances Center for Astrophysical Thermonuclear Flashes
The University of Chicago

Flowfield Development

Two phases of flowfield development:

1. Shock-interaction phase:
� Misalignment of pressure and density gradients results in 

baroclinic vorticity deposition at the interface as the shock 
traverses the cylinder

� Compressible, wave dominated
� Fast, < 50 µs
� Highly sensitive to conditions before the shock arrives

2. Instability phase:
� A counter-rotating vortex pair forms, and instabilities (Kelvin-

Helmholtz) develop on the interface
� Weakly compressible, dominated by viscosity, instabilities, 

vortex dynamics
� Slow, ~800 µs
� Highly sensitive to conditions established in phase 1
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Flowfield Development

� Experimental time series, water/glycol fog visualization of 
SF6 mole fraction.

� Images correspond to 50, 190, 330, 470, 610, and 750 µs 
after shock impact

� Composite image does not preserve time-distance 
relationship
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Earlier Results

Some things we looked at:
� Sensitivity to simulation parameters:

� Resolution (numerical viscosity)
� Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR)
� Courant number
� Mesh refinement criteria

� Velocity fields
� Double cylinder configuration
� Speculative 3D calculation

… others we could have:
� Shock strength
� Equation of state
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Earlier Results

Issues/Obstacles:

Sensitivity to initial conditions:
� “Raw” RS experimental image of the initial SF6 distribution vs. 

axisymmetric fit
� Initial maximum mole fraction, XSF6

There is no viscosity model. Only resolution dependent numerical 
viscosity is present.

Validation metric.  Visual comparison of experimental and computed 
morphology (eyeball norm)
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New Results

Recent work focuses on:
� Initial conditions
� Better metrics
� Three-dimensional effects
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Simulations of Initial Conditions

Axisymmetric code (Todd Dupont):
� Motivation:  Determine XSF6

� Motivation:  Initialize three-
dimensional flowfield

� Solve (single) species and 
momentum equations and elliptic 
equation for pressure

� Convection, gravity, constant 
viscosity, constant binary 
diffusion, variable density, 
isothermal

� Run until steady state is 
achieved
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Simulations of Initial Conditions

Axisymmetric code input parameters:
� Inlet velocity (parabolic profile)

LANL estimate: 10 cm/s
� Inlet mass fraction of SF6 

LANL estimate: 1.0
� Simulation Parameters -

Dimensions of domain, resolution, 
relative sizes and flow rates

Code output:
� SF6 mole fraction profile

Fit to experimental image
� XSF6 in the image plane

LANL estimate: 0.8

Inlet YSF6 = 1.0
Inlet vz = 10.0 cm/s
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Simulations of Initial Conditions

Inlet YSF6 = 1.0
Inlet vz = 25.0 cm/s

Inlet YSF6 = 0.9685
Inlet vz = 23.43 cm/s
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Simulations of Initial Conditions

� Initial conditions in the experimental image plane are 
highly sensitive to inlet conditions
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Looking for Better Metrics

While visual comparisons were ok to start with, we need a better
basis for comparison to experimental data.  A new metric 
should be:

� Quantitative
� Well-defined
� Physically meaningful

Circulation and self-induced vortex velocity both measure the 
vorticity deposited during the shock interaction

� Insensitive to small scale structure
� Insensitive to numerical (and physical) viscosity

These provide:
1. A way to probe the initial composition gradients (XSF6)
2. A necessary first step in correlating the vorticity deposited and 

the growth of secondary instabilities
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Convective Velocity
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Self-Induced Velocity
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Circulation

� Circulation is the integral of vorticity:

�� ⋅=Γ dAω

� We consider only the z-component of vorticity
� We integrate over the lower-y half of the domain (lower half 

in the spanwise dimension)
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Circulation: Effect of Initial SF6 Mole Fraction
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3D Simulations

Are three-dimensional effects important?
� SF6 and air diffuse as the SF6 flows through the tunnel, leading to 

vertically varying composition, and thus density, gradients
� Instability growth and small scale structure are generally three-

dimensional

We are just beginning to analyze 3D simulations.
� Run 1: 146 µm, XSF6 = 0.97 in image plane, fixed frame
� Run 2: 146 µm, XSF6 = 0.83 in image plane, fixed frame
� Run 3: 146 µm, XSF6 = 0.69 in image plane, moving frame

We have left the validation program proper – no experimental data (yet)
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3D Simulation: Circulation 
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3D Simulation: Flow Visualization
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3D Simulation: Flow Visualization

XSF6 = 0.69
t = 750 µs
Note vertical tubes of 
positive z-velocity, 
associated with the 
two primary vortex 
cores
Spreading as the top 
wall is approached 
indicates acceleration
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3D Simulation: Flow Visualization
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3D Simulation: Flow Visualization
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Summary

� Early validation for the shock-cylinder interaction was qualitative 
and focused on the influence of simulation parameters

� Work in progress:
� Examines a range of initial conditions
� Seeks quantitative, physically meaningful metrics
� Examines 3D effects
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What is the FLASH Code?

Target Applications:
� Compact accreting stars (white dwarf, neutron star)
� Reactive flows (DNS or subgrid model)
� Initial conditions close to hydrostatic equilibrium (self-gravity)
� Complex EOS (dense nuclear matter)

Example: Type Ia Supernova
� Massive white dwarf
� Subgrid model for nuclear flame
� Self-gravity
� Degenerate EOS
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Raw Experimental Images

� Raw image (left) – actually, an average of several images.  Pixel values 
are measured intensity (Rayleigh scattering,) and range from 0 to 165.  
(We added the contours.)

� Residual after subtracting smooth, axisymmetric fit.  Pixel values range 
from -10 to +10.
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Axisymmetric Fit to Experimental Image

� Eventually a formula 
consisting of several 
Gaussians was 
developed

� Almost all of our 
previously published 
work was initialized 
with this fit.

� The maximum initial 
mole fraction of SF6, 
XSF6, must be assumed
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Gravity Balances Diffusion

� If the inlet velocity is too low, the 
profile is too narrow (closer to 
the centerline than the 
experimental data): gravitational 
acceleration of SF6 leads to 
necking

� If the velocity is too high, the 
profile is too steep:  diffusion 
does not have enough time to 
act

� The inlet mass fraction affects 
the gravitational acceleration and 
the output XSF6

SF6 mole
fraction

vz

Inlet vz = 15.0 cm/s
Inlet YSF6 = 1.0
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Simulations of Initial Conditions

Inlet YSF6 = 1.0
Inlet vz = 15.0 cm/s

Inlet YSF6 = 0.8
Inlet vz = 15.0 cm/s
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Simulations of Initial Conditions

Inlet YSF6 = 1.0
Inlet vz = 15.0 cm/s

Inlet YSF6 = 1.0
Inlet vz = 20.0 cm/s
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Simulations of Initial Conditions

Inlet YSF6 = 0.95
Inlet vz = 22.50 cm/s

Inlet YSF6 = 0.9315
Inlet vz = 21.85 cm/s
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Simulations of Initial Conditions

Inlet YSF6 = 0.9
Inlet vz = 20.0 cm/s
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Circulation: Effect of Domain Size
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Circulation: Effects of Resolution and Ref. Frame 
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Vorticity: Effects of Resolution and Ref. Frame

XSF6 = 0.69
t=750 µs
146 µm, 73 µm, 37 µm
Fixed frame (upper row)
Moving frame (lower)
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3D Simulation: Circulation 
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3D Simulation: Flow Visualization

XSF6 = 0.69
t = 750 µs
Front of cylinder is 
smooth; instabilities 
are not apparent
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3D Simulation: Flow Visualization

XSF6 = 0.97
t = 750 µs
Instabilities are visible 
even on the front of 
the cylinder
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3D Simulation: Flow Visualization

XSF6 = 0.69
t = 750 µs
Mild structures are 
visible on the back of 
the cylinder
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3D Simulation: Flow Visualization

XSF6 = 0.97
t = 750 µs
Well-developed 
structures are visible 
on the back of the 
cylinder
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3D Simulation: Flow Visualization

XSF6 = 0.97
t = 750 µs
More structure is 
visible near the top 
wall than the bottom
The top of the 
cylinder has a higher 
self-induced velocity, 
resulting in a slight tilt
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3D Simulation: Flow Visualization

XSF6 = 0.97
t = 750 µs
Note vertical tubes of 
positive z-velocity, 
associated with the 
two primary vortex 
cores
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Validation of the FLASH Code: 
Two- and Three-Dimensional Simulations of Shock-Cylinder 
Interactions 
 
Greg Weirs, ASC Flash Center, University of Chicago 
 
Overview 
 
We study the interaction of a shockwave and a column of Sulfur Hexaflouride 
(SF6) in air as part of the validation program of the FLASH code.  Because SF6 is 
significantly more dense than air, vorticity is deposited baroclinically at the air-
SF6 interface as the shock traverses the diameter of the column.  The 
subsequent development of the flowfield is driven by this vorticity.  A counter-
rotating vortex pair forms; and instabilities develop on the interface.  The 
experiments are conducted at Los Alamos National Laboratories.   
 
One difficulty we have encountered in our validation effort is that the flowfield 
development is highly sensitive to the initial conditions, and the experimental 
initial conditions are not well characterized.  In particular, the maximum mole 
fraction of SF6 is not known precisely, because of diffusion between the air and 
SF6.  To address this issue, we performed simulations of the SF6 falling through 
the test section before the shock arrives.  These simulations show that the profile 
and maximum mole fraction vary with height in the tunnel (with distance from the 
nozzle where the SF6 enters the test section,) and are highly sensitive to the 
velocity and purity of the SF6 at the nozzle. 
 
During the experiment, all the measurements and flowfield images are taken in a 
single spanwise plane (perpendicular to the axis of the column.)  Similarly, all 
previous simulations have been two-dimensional.  Using the simulations of the 
SF6 falling through the test section as initial conditions, we perform three-
dimensional simulations of the shock-cylinder interaction and flowfield evolution.  
The simulations reveal large axial flow velocities in the cores of the counter-
rotating vortices.  Because the strength of the vortices decreases going from the 
top of the test section to the bottom, a pressure gradient exists along the axes of 
the vortices.  The pressure gradient is compounded by the SF6, which wraps 
around the predominantly air-filled cores; the air is preferentially accelerated 
because it is lighter than the SF6. 
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Suppression of the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability in the 
presence of a magnetic field  
Dale Pullin1, Ravi Samtaney2 & Vincent Wheatley1  
1. Graduate Aeronautical Laboratories,  
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, USA  
vincentw@galcit.caltech.edu  
2. Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory,  
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, USA  
We present numerical evidence that the Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instability of an interface separating 
conducting fluids of different densities may be suppressed in the presence of a magnetic field. An example 
of this is shown in Figure 1(a) (Samtaney 2003). An explanation for this phenomena can be developed by 
considering the problem of regular refraction of a shock at an oblique, planar contact discontinuity. We 
show that in the presence of a magnetic field, the shock refraction process produces a system of from five 
to seven plane waves that may include MHD shocks, compound waves, 180° rotational discontinuities, 
and expansion fans that intersect at a point. In these solutions, the shocked contact is vorticity free and 
hence Kelvin-Helmholtz stable. The set of equations governing the structure of these multiple-wave 
solutions are obtained in which fluid property variation is allowed only in the azimuthal direction about 
the wave-intersection point. A numerical method of solution is described and examples are compared to 
the results of numerical simulations, as shown in Figure 1(b)-(c). Solutions in the limit of vanishingly 
small magnetic field are examined. These correspond to the hydrodynamic triple-point with the shocked 
contact replaced by a singular wedge whose angle scales with the applied field strength. Within the 
singular wedge the magnetic field strength is finite, the MHD contact remains vorticity free, and the 
tangential velocity discontinuity is supported by internal slow-mode expansion fans.   
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Figure 1: (a) Density fields from RM simulations with (bottom) and without (top) a magnetic field present. (b) 
Density contours, and (c) vertical magnetic field contours from simulations compared to computed shock angles. 
Sample streamlines and field lines are shown in (b) and (c) respectively.   

References 
Samtaney, R. 2003 Suppression of the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability in the presence of a magnetic field; Phys. 

Fluids 15(8), 53-56.  
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OutlineOutline

• Motivation;  MHD shock refraction simulations of Samtaney (2003)

• Analysis; shock refraction at a density interface; formulation & solution 
technique

• Comparison with simulation results

• Transitions in solution type with decreasing magnetic field strength

• Approach to the hydrodynamic triple-point: a singular limit

• 2D single-mode interface RM simulations

• Conclusions
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IntroductionIntroduction
• In ideal MHD, Samtaney (Phys. Fluids, 2003) numerically demonstrated 

that magnetic fields suppress RM instability

• Flow studied: shock interacting with oblique planar contact discontinuity 
separating conducting fluids of different densities

• Flow characterized by:
– M: incident shock 

sonic Mach number 
– η: Density ratio
– α: Angle between 

incident shock normal 
and contact

– β -1=B2/2µ0p0: Non-dim 
strength of the applied 
magnetic field
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IntroductionIntroduction

Density fields from Samtaney’s Richtmyer-Meshkov simulations 
with M=2, η=3, α=π/4, γ=1.4 and β -1=0 (top) or β -1=0.5 (bottom)

β -1 = 0.0

β -1 = 0.5

• β -1 = 0.0: CD is a vortex layer that rolls up 
• β -1 = 0.5: CD remains smooth & no roll-up observed
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This can be understood by examining how the shock refraction 
process changes with the application of a magnetic field

β -1=0 shock refraction process:

• CD is Kelvin-Helmholtz
unstable

β -1=0.5 shock refraction process:

• Shear across inner layer, 
but CD vorticity free, stable
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• Wave configuration is referred to as a quintuple-point

• MHD shocks support tangential velocity jumps;  vorticity deposited on 
RS & TS instead of contact surface

Present work:

• Demonstrate that the quintuple-point is an entropy-satisfying weak 
solution of the equations of ideal MHD

• Investigate how solution converges to the hydrodynamic triple-point as 
B tends to zero

• Ideal MHD simulations of canonical RM flow: initial interface 
perturbation a single-mode sinusoid
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Formulation: Governing Equations

• Steady ideal MHD equations for quasi-neutral conducting fluid
• Viscosity, thermal conductivity, Hall effect, and electrical resistivity

neglected

• ρ is density, p is pressure, u is velocity, B is the magnetic field, µ0 is 
magnetic permeability, h is enthalpy, & eT=h+u•u/2 

• Assume plasma behaves as an ideal gas with constant specific heats
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Formulation: Rankine-Hugoniot Relations

• MHD Rankine-Hugoniot (RH) relations govern discontinuous weak 
solutions to ideal MHD equations 

• Coplanar, shock stationary RH relations:

• n & t denote vector components normal and tangential to shock
• [A] ≡ A2-A1 denotes difference in A between states upstream (1) and 

downstream (2) of shock.
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Formulation: Rankine-Hugoniot Relations

• F=0 and Z=0 have up to 4 intersections 
labeled 1-4 in order of increasing entropy

• un for these states related to the fast 
(CF), intermediate (CI), and slow (CSL) 
characteristic speeds

• Allows 6 transitions corresponding to 
entropy increasing shocks

In terms of r ≡ un2 / un1 and b ≡ Bt2 / B1, mass, momentum, and energy 
jump conditions reduce to the form F(r,b) = 0, while final jump condition 
can be expressed as Z(r,b) = 0.
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Formulation: Participating WavesFormulation: Participating Waves

• Fast shocks: Correspond to 1→2 transitions

• Slow shocks: Correspond to 3→4 transitions

• Intermediate shocks: Correspond to 1→3, 1→4, 
2→3,  and 2→4 transitions and are denoted I1-3, 
I1-4, I2-3, & I2-4 respectively

• 1800 rotational discontinuities (RDs): These are a special case of 2→3 
intermediate shocks with r = 1 and un1 = CI1

• Slow-mode expansion fans

• Slow (C1) compound waves: 2→(3=4) intermediate shock followed 
immediately downstream by slow-mode expansion fan
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Formulation: Admissible WavesFormulation: Admissible Waves
To assess the admissibility of MHD discontinuities we follow FK (Falle & 

Komissarov, 2001) and differentiate between:

Planar Flow: No gradients in the z-direction (2D-3C)
• Alfven waves exist and RDs admissible

• Intermediate shocks and compound waves inadmissible

Strongly Planar Flow:  uz and Bz also zero (2D-2C)
• Alfven waves do not exist (require non-zero uz and Bz)

• 1→3, 1→4, 2→4 intermediate shocks, C1 compound waves admissible

• RDs inadmissible as require non-zero uz and Bz internally 

Fast and slow shocks, expansions always admissible
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Solution TechniqueSolution Technique

Solutions to MHD shock refraction problem found by:

• Specifying combination of waves radiating from 
intersection point

• Iterating on 4 unknown wave angles using secant 
method until p, u, & B continuous across the 
contact discontinuity

• Check consistency by ensuring angle of B matched to same tolerance

Following Torrilhon (2003) we classify our ideal solutions as:

• Regular (r-) solutions if all waves FK-admissible in planar system

• Irregular (c-) solutions if all waves FK-admissible in strongly planar 
system
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Comparison to Simulation Results (Comparison to Simulation Results (SamtaneySamtaney, 2003), 2003)

Density contours 
& streamlines

By contours & 
field line

• Close agreement indicates quintuple-point is an entropy-satisfying weak 
solution of ideal MHD equations

• It is a c-solution as TS is a I2-4 shock, an r-solution also exists in which 
TS is a RD followed by a slow shock

x
z

y

x
z

y
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Transitions in Solution Type with Increasing Transitions in Solution Type with Increasing ββ

• As β = 2µ0p0/B2 increases, both RS & TS undergo one of the following 
sets of transitions in wave type: 
– Slow shock → I2-4 shock → C1 compound wave (c)
– Slow shock → RD + slow shock → RD → RD + slow-mode fan (r)

• Solutions generally not 
unique

• Transitions to 
inadmissible waves also 
satisfy equations

• Leads complex solution 
branch structure
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Singular Approach to Hydrodynamic LimitSingular Approach to Hydrodynamic Limit
• For β greater than all transition points, we have identified two possible 

flow structures that may arise from the shock refraction process:

• Quintuple-point c-solution 
consisting of 3 fast shocks 
and 2 C1 compound waves

• Seven wave r-solution, called a 
septuple-point, with 3 fast shocks, 2 
RDs, and 2 slow-mode expansion fans 
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Singular Approach to Hydrodynamic LimitSingular Approach to Hydrodynamic Limit

• β → ∞: solutions → hydrodynamic triple-point, except shocked 
hydrodynamic contact replaced by an inner layer, with angular width 
∝β -1/2

• B remains finite within layer and scales like √(µ0p) as β → ∞, thus 
MHD contact cannot support jump in ut

• Necessitates presence of expansion fans, which support finite jumps 
in ut, p, and Bt even though angular extents → 0

• To verify findings, equations governing leading order asymptotic
solution of shock refraction problem derived then solved iteratively 

• Agreement between full and asymptotic solutions was excellent
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2D Single2D Single--mode RM Simulationsmode RM Simulations

M

ρ = 1 ρ = η

λ

10λ2a
B

• Demonstrate suppression of instability for canonical flow

• Quantify growth-rate reduction due to magnetic field for simple config.

• Use theory to select simulation parameters such that only fast and slow 
shocks produced by shock refraction process

Setup:

Parameters: M = 2 η = 3   γ = 5/3  λ/a = 10  β = 2µ0p/B2 = 1 (for B≠0)
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Simulation ResultsSimulation Results

• Code (Torrilhon & Deiterding): 2nd order in space, HLLE approx Riemann solver, 
van Leer limiter, divB = 0 maintained by flux redistribution

Vorticity (top) and density (bottom), no magnetic field

Vorticity (top) and density (bottom), magnetic field present
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Growth RatesGrowth Rates
• Early-time growth 

rate reduced by 
factor of ≈2.7 by 
presence of 
magnetic field

• Remaining growth 
due to non-uniform 
pressure and B
fields. 
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3D Single3D Single--mode RM Simulationsmode RM Simulations
• Same setup as 2D simulations with additional perturbation (single sinusoidal 

mode) in the z-direction

• Code (Samtaney): Roe type approx Riemann solver (8-wave formulation), 
unsplit upwinding method of Colella, divB = 0 maintained by projection method

• Demonstrates suppression of instability for canonical flow in 3D

Center-plane density fields
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ConclusionsConclusions
• Developed iterative procedure for determining flow structure produced 

by regular refraction of MHD shock at oblique planar density interface

• Reproduced quintuple-point structure seen in numerical simulations, 
confirming mechanism for suppressing instability is valid

• In the limit of β → ∞:
– solutions identified tend to the hydrodynamic triple-point 
– exception: shocked hydrodynamic contact replaced by singular 

structure called the inner layer

• Behavior of 2D, 3D RM flow with sinusoidally perturbed interface in 
agreement with prediction

• Early-time growth rate greatly reduced by presence of magnetic field in 
2D RM simulations
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Movies

Movies
·    Hydrodynamic run: density and vorticity

·    Magneto-hydrodynamic run: density and vorticity
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Experimental investigation of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability 
using a magnetorheological fluid  
C. Selig, J. White, M. Anderson, J. Oakley & R. Bonazza  
Department of Engineering Physics, University of Wisconsin - Madison  
bonazza@engr.wisc.edu  
A new experiment has been developed for the study of the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability. It is centered 
on the use of a magnetorheological (MR) fluid as one of the two fluids at a perturbed interface. The 
property of the MR fluid that makes it ideal for a RT experiment is that the fluid can be �frozen" into any 
shape by applying a sufficiently large magnetic field; the fluid�s behavior is very nearly Newtonian in the 
absence of a magnetic field. One can therefore impose an arbitrary shape on the free surface of a MR 
fluid, then apply an external magnetic field thus forcing the MR fluid to retain the imposed shape; the 
�frozen" MR fluid can now be coupled with a different fluid (e.g. water) thus forming a pair of fluids of 
different densities separated by a perturbed interface; when the magnetic field is removed, gravity drives 
the RT instability. Use of an MR fluid thus allows for the preparation of interfaces of any desired shape 
(in particular, with any superposition of sinusoidal modes) and ensures that the experiment begins with 
both fluids at rest.  
The new experiment uses a Plexiglas test section, 6.3 cm wide, 1.3 cm thick, 13 cm tall. The MR fluid in 
use is a dispersion of Fe particles (average diameter 4.5 µ m) in mineral oil (75 % weight of Fe), with a 
small addiction of a surfactant (oleic acid) to prevent coalescence of the Fe particles. The �shaped" MR 
fluid sits on top of water (the interface Atwood number is 0.48) and it is held in place by two sets of five 
permanent magnets each mounted in two Plexiglas holders. The magnets each have a strength of 1.2 T, 
large enough to freeze the MR fluid into shape from a distance of about 15 cm. To start the experiment, 
the magnet holders are retracted away from the test section by two pneumatic cylinders. The interface is 
illuminated with diffuse, white light and it is imaged using a 512 ×  512 pixel CCD camera, operating at 
230 fps. Sample images from an experiment with a single mode interface (initial conditions: η = 2.7 mm; 
λ = 21.5 mm) are shown below. We will present results from experiments with both single-mode and 
multi-mode initial conditions and compare them to some of the proposed non-linear theories for the RT 
instability.  

   
 (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1:Rayleigh-Taylor instability at a magnetorheological fluid/water interface. (a) 0 −  ms, (b) 150 ms, (c) 
300 ms.   
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The Rayleigh-Taylor Instability at a Water/Magnetorheological  
Fluid Interface 
 
Jeremy White, Chaine Selig, Jason Oakley, Mark Anderson, Riccardo Bonazza 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1500 Engineering Dr., Madison, WI  53706, USA 
 

The Rayleigh-Taylor instability is studied using a new technique for a 
liquid/liquid interface without the use of a separation membrane.  The 
interface is created using a magnetic field to maintain an imposed initial 
condition on a magnetorheological (MR) fluid, and when the magnetic field 
is released, the instability commences.   Experiments are performed on 
three MR fluid mixtures to show the effect of the interfacial and material 
properties on the development of the instability.  Single mode and 
multimode initial conditions are studied to evaluated mode growth and 
competition.  Measured growth rates are compared with linear theory 
incorporating surface tension and viscosity. 

 
Introduction 
 
When a fluid of one density is positioned above a fluid of a different density, the 
Rayleigh-Taylor (RT)1,2 instability will occur when an acceleration field is oriented such 
that the more dense fluid accelerates the less dense fluid.  This instability results in an 
interfacial mixing of the two fluids and can be found in inertial confinement fusion, 
weather systems, and supernova.  There has been a significant amount of research on this 
instability; however, much of the work has been done without specific concern for strictly 
specifying the interface shape.  Dalziel, Linden and Youngs3 studied this phenomenon 
using a layer of water and a layer of salt water initially separated by a rigid barrier, 
resulting in a flat interface.  The removal of the rigid barrier introduced small-scale 
disturbances at the interface that initiated the RT instability.  Dimonte and Schneider4 
used immiscible fluids with the less dense fluid initially resting above the more dense 
fluid and maintained the initial condition by gravity.  An acceleration field was then 
imposed on the test section such that the more dense fluid accelerated the less dense fluid, 
thus resulting in the development of Rayleigh-Taylor instability at the interface between 
the two fluids.  Using the same experimental setup, bubbles of the less dense fluid 
introduced at the bottom (in the more dense fluid) were used to provide the two initial 
perturbations at the interface.   

A more recent experiment done by Andrews and Ramaprabhu5 used water at 
different temperatures to create a density difference.  The two water streams were set up 
flowing parallel to each other with the higher density on top.  Although the water streams 
are flowing horizontally while the instabilities developed, good visualization of the RT 
instabilities was possible in this setup.  A fine-mesh screen was used to introduce 
turbulence to the streams and perturb the interface between the two fluids.  This 
experimental procedure resulted in long data collection times, and showed the 
mushroom-head shapes characteristic of RT instability development quite well.  As with 
previous experiments, the primary focus was again on the development of the mixing 
layer, with a primary focus on the self-similar regime at late times.  
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A majority of the work done with RT instabilities thus far has concentrated 
primarily on highly turbulent mixing regions that exist on a small scale relative to the 
fluid interfaces.  The goal of this research is utilized in a new experimental technique that 
resolves the large-scale two-dimensional mixing region with single and multimode 
sinusoidal interface shapes.  These initial conditions are then be used to study the effect 
of the interface shape on the development of individual bubbles resulting from the RT 
instability development, as well as the effects of competition between the bubbles.     
 The most important aspect of this experiment was the development of a method 
for creating a complex interface shape for the initial condition, without the use of a 
membrane.  To this end, an approach using magnetorheological fluids was chosen.  An 
MR fluid experiences significant increases in viscosity and yield stress with an increase 
in the strength of an applied magnetic field.6,7,8  This effect is strong enough to “freeze” 
the fluid under the normal gravitational acceleration field, but the effect is totally 
reversible upon removal of the magnetic field.  Typically, MR fluids are created using 
fine iron particles in an oil-based suspension, with surfactants commonly added to 
prevent particle agglomeration.  When the magnetic field is applied, bonds are produced 
between the iron particles, which arrange themselves into chains, giving the fluid the 
ability to resist applied stresses.  This effect is used to create single mode sinusoidal 
interface shapes as well as complex multimode shapes without the need to have a 
membrane separating the two fluids.   
 
Experiment 
 
Three different (MR) fluid mixtures are studied in these experiments.  The mixtures 
contain light grade mineral oil, carbonyl iron powder, and oleic acid, which is based on 
the mixture used previously in similar experiments by Selig9; the only parameter that is 
varied between the fluid mixtures is the amount of carbonyl iron powder.  The volume 
fractions (φ) of the carbonyl iron powder mixtures are 0.15, 0.20 and 0.30, and the 
density (ρ), MR fluid viscosity (µ), interfacial tension (T), and Atwood number (A) are 
summarized in Table 1. 
 

Table 1.  Magnetorheological fluid/water interface properties 
 

φ ρ (kg/m3) µ (Pa-s) T (N/m) A 
0.15 1782.2 0.0229 0.051 0.28206 
0.20 2050 0.100 0.051 0.34514 
0.30 2772.3 0.643 0.051 0.47059 

 
The Non-Newtonian nature of MR fluids results in the fluid having a range of viscosities 
dependent upon the shear rate, rather than a discreet value as found for ideal Newtonian 
fluids.  The values presented in the tables above correspond to an optimized viscosity 
from within that range that allow the viscous theory to best correlate with the 
experimental results. 

The experimental setup consists of a test section, two magnet magazines (Fig. 1), 
a magnet magazine retraction device (Fig. 2), and the imaging equipment.  Each magnet 
magazine consists of six NdFeB magnets; each is rated at a maximum magnetic flux Br = 
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1.21 T and overall energy density of the magnetic field BHmax = 279 kJ/m3.  The magnets 
are arranged to produce a nearly constant magnetic field in the vicinity of the MR 
fluid/water interface and this field is strong enough to immobilize the MR fluid at a 
distance of 7 cm for all fluid mixtures tested. 
 

 

Magnets 

 
Figure 1. Magnet magazine. 

 
The retraction device where the magazines are mounted is shown in Fig. 2.  This device 
uses two pneumatic pistons to retract the magazines along four rails.  The pistons utilize 
compressed nitrogen to withdraw the magazines and are triggered using an electric valve 
at the onset of the experiment.    
 

Magnet  
Magazines 

 
 

 
 
 Backlit 

Screen 
Test 
Section 

Pneumatic piston Rails 
 
 

Figure 2.  Side-view of the experimental setup. 
 
Two different CCD camera systems (Dalsa Inc.) have been used to record the evolution 
of the RT instability: 1) 256×256 array, 8 bit resolution, 200 frames per second (fps), and 
an upgraded model, 2) 532×516 array, 8 bit resolution, 250 fps.  Images are stored 
directly on a personal computer using an EPIX frame-grabber pci card and XCAP 
imaging software. 

Figure 3 shows the test section and the multimode aluminum sheet metal form.  
The test section consists of a main chamber, a plunger, and two end caps.  O-rings are 
used to seal the end caps to prevent leakage of the fluids during the experiment.  The 
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plunger is designed using a compression fit to prevent water from leaking during the 
freezing process, and also, to facilitate easier removal of the plunger.     

 
 
 
 
 
 

Aluminum sheet metal with 
multimode perturbation 

 
 
 

Plunger 

 
 Acrylic walls 

 
 

Figure 3.  Test section for MR fluid/water interface. 
 
Two different initial interface shapes (Fig. 4) were studied in this set of experiments.  The 
first is a single mode cosine wave with a wavelength of λ=2.12 cm and an amplitude of 
η=0.318 cm; the second shape is a multimode cosine wave consisting of two modes- 
three and five.  Mode three has the same wavelength and amplitude of the single mode 
interface shape and superposed on this is mode five, λ=1.27 cm, η=0.191 cm.  
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(a) Cosine waveform 
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(b) Multimode waveform 

 
Figure 4.  Initial conditions for the single mode and multimode experiments. 

 
The initial condition shape was programmed into a numerically controlled mill and a 
block of aluminum was machined with the top surface of the interface, and a second 
block with the lower surface, Fig. 5.  A thin aluminum strip was pressed between the two 
machined shaping blocks, thereby, plastically deforming the strip to the desired initial 
condition geometry, and then the aluminum strip was inserted into the test section as 
shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 5.  Shaping blocks for initial condition. 

 
To prepare the water/MR fluid interface, the plunger is placed in the test section, the 

test section is partially filled with water, and then the aluminum strip (Fig. 3) is placed 
into the water.  The test section is then placed into a freezer, and when the water has 
turned completely to ice, the test section is removed, the aluminum strip is withdrawn, 
and the remaining volume filled with MR fluid and sealed.  The test section is now 
placed in the magnetic field to immobilize the MR fluid, the plunger is removed, water is 
poured into the test section (melting and displacing the ice), and the test section is 
oriented so the heavier MR fluid is above the water. 
 
 
Results 
 
Figure 6 shows imaging results from two φ=0.15 experiments with the two different 
initial conditions; the MR fluid is opaque (black) and the water is transparent.  The 
opacity of the MR fluid precludes the observation of the “peaks” of the perturbation 
growing in time and we are limited to the observation of the valleys, which are, the MR 
fluid falling into the water.  Initial conditions are not as clean as shown in Fig. 4 due to 
various challenges in preparing the interface, as well as, a small amount of smearing of 
the MR fluid on the wall surface near the interface.   

Asymmetry is a notable feature in the single mode montage of Fig. 6 and the 
difference in growth rate between the two valleys of MR fluid are due to the difference in 
initial condition where the peak valley amplitude can vary by as much as 1 millimeter.  
The sensitivity of the growth rates to the initial position of the interface seems to be quite 
high, and the peak that shows the faster growth rate is actually slightly lower than the 
other peak initially.  This is result is due to the fact that the lower of the two amplitudes 
remains in the linear (exponential growth) regime longer than the higher initial amplitude 
and the increase in velocity (momentum) sustains a slightly higher growth rate. 

The side-walls of the test section have a minimal effect on the valley growth in 
the early stages of the observed instability development (t<120 ms); however, there is a 
strong effect at later times, especially in the multimode case, where the outer valleys are 
initially attracted to the wells, then at later times, appear to reflect off the walls and move 
towards the center.  The growth is visibly two-dimensional and the MR fluid does not 
stick to the test section walls as the neck of the mushroom is visible above the mushroom 
head at later times. 

Three different linear theories are evaluated for comparison with the single mode 
growth rate data:  inviscid theory, inviscid theory with interfacial tension (IFT), and 
viscous theory with IFT (S. Chandrasekhar)10; results for the comparisons are shown in 
Figs. 7-9.  From the work by Cook and Dimotakis11, the amplitude in these plots is 
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normalized with respect to the width of the test section (L=6.35 cm), and time is 
normalized by )/(AgL=τ , where g is the acceleration of gravity.  The linear theories 
agree well with the experiment at the very early times and agreement is extended to later 
times when IFT is included.  Including viscosity in the evaluation extends agreement to 
even later times and the shifts in the theory evaluations show that the interfacial tension 
plays a more dominant role than viscosity.  At higher concentrations of carbonyl iron 
powder, there are increases in both A and m, these competing processes result in an 
increase in the amplitude growth rate (Fig. 10). 
 

t = 0.096 st = 0 s t = 0.187 s

    

    

t = 0.283 s

t = 0 s t = 0.168 s t = 0.263 s t = 0.378 s

Figure 6.  Top row is a montage from a single mode initial condition experiment and 
the bottom row is from a multimode initial condition. 
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Figure 7.  Normalized growth for the φ=0.15 mixture. 
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Figure 8.  Normalized growth for the φ=0.20 mixture. 
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Figure 9.  Normalized growth for the φ=0.30 mixture. 
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Figure 10.  Measured growth rates for all three mixtures. 
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The multimode initial condition is investigated using Fourier analysis to study the 
modal growth in the initial stages before the onset of the mushroom-head development 
where the interface takes on double valued ordinates for a given abscissa.  Figure 11 
shows the normalized results for the first 10 modes found in the modal decomposition the 
experiment for a test using the φ=0.15 MR fluid mixture.  The initial condition modes 3 
and 5 experience the expected exponential growth; however, mode 3 unexpectedly grows 
at faster rate than mode 5 given that both have the same initial η/λ=0.15.  Modes 1, 2, 4, 
and all higher modes, remain basically flat with little increase or decrease in the 
amplitude. 
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Figure 11.  Modal growth for the φ=0.15 mixture. 

 
 
Conclusions 
 
A new method has been developed for the studying the RT instability in a liquid-liquid 
configuration using a MR fluid.  Linear theories compare well with the instability growth 
at the early times with best agreement when inertial, surface tension, and viscous forces 
are all considered.  The experimental method allows for the creation of two-dimensional 
interface consisting of one more or any arbitrary number of modes.  The ability to carry 
out the experiment at different concentrations of carbonyl iron powder allows the 
variation of the Atwood number and is also found to have an effect on the viscosity of the 
MR fluid mixture.  A longer test section is needed to study the instability growth at later 
times where the mushroom-head structures are more fully developed and they begin to 
influence one another. 
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Department of Engineering Physics
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Movies

Movies
·    Single mode

·    Multimode

http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/iwpctm9/proceedings/IWPCTM9/Papers/White_Selig_etal/Movies.htm12/12/2005 15:00:21
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Turbulent jets? 

B.H. Wilde1, P.A. Rosen2, J.M. Foster2, T.S. Perry3, R.F. Coker1, P.A. Keiter1, 
G.R. Bennett4, D.B. Sinars4, M.J. Steinkamp1, B.E. Blue3, H.F. Robey3, A.M. Khokhlov5, 
M.L. Gittings1, J.P. Knauer6, R.P. Drake7, R.B. Campbell4, A. Frank6, & T.A. Mehlhorn4  
1. Los Alamos National Laboratory, X-2, MS T087, Los Alamos, NM, 87545, USA 
 bhw@lanl.gov, FAX: 505-665-2227   

2. AWE, Aldermaston, UK 

3. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, USA 

4. Sandia National Laboratory, USA 

5. University of Chicago, USA 

6. Laboratory for Laser Energetics, U. of Rochester, USA 

7. University of Michigan, USA 
Over the last few years we have fielded numerous supersonic jet experiments on the NOVA and OMEGA 
lasers and Sandia�s pulsed-power Z-machine in collaboration between Los Alamos National Laboratory, 
the Atomic Weapons Establishment, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and Sandia National 
Laboratory. These experiments are being conducted to help validate our radiation-hydrodynamic codes, 
especially the newly developing ASC codes. One of the outstanding questions is whether these types of 
jets should turn turbulent given their high Reynolds number. Recently we have modified our experiments 
to have more Kelvin-Helmholtz shear, run much later in time and therefore have a better chance of going 
turbulent. In order to diagnose these large (several mm) jets at very late times (~1000 ns) we are 
developing point-projection imaging on both OMEGA and at NIF. We are also developing large field-of-
view imaging on Z using a monochromatic-curved-crystal imager at 6.15 keV.   Since these jets have 
similar Euler numbers to jets theorized to be produced in supernovae explosions, we are also collaborating 
with the astrophysics community to help in the validation of their new codes. This talk will present a 
review of the laser and pulsed-power experiments and a comparison of the data to simulations by the 
codes from the various laboratories. We will show results of simulations wherein these jets turn highly 3-
dimensional and show characteristics of turbulence. With the new data, we hope to be able to validate the 
sub-grid-scale turbulent mix models (e. g. BHR) that are being incorporated into our codes. 

 

This work is performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy by the Los Alamos National 
Laboratory Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-ENG-36, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
under Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48, the Laboratory for Laser Energetics under Contract No. DE-FC03-
92SF19460, Sandia National Laboratories under Contract No. DE-AC04-94AL85000. 
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Shock propagation through multiphase media  
R.J.R. Williams & D.L. Youngs  
AWE plc,  
Aldermaston, UK  
robin.williams@awe.co.uk  
http://www.awe.co.uk/  
Multiphase media are found in a wide range of natural and technological systems. Examples include 
clouds, foams, and sprays, with applications such as diesel engines and fluidized beds, as well as ICF 
capsules. In astrophysics, the interstellar medium is a multiphase system, primarily due to the form of the 
thermal equilibrium curve, through which strong shocks are driven by stellar wind bubbles and 
supernovae.  
In this paper, we study the propagation of strong shocks through multiphase media using two and three 
dimensional simulations. The presence of inhomogeneities seeds strongly turbulent flows, which have 
significant effects on shock structure and the mixing of flow components. We test the applicability of one 
dimensional turbulent mixing models by comparison with these detailed simulations.  
© British Crown Copyright 2004/MOD  
Published with the permission of the controller of Her Britannic Majesty�s Stationery Office  
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Outline

• Multiphase flows

• Previous studies

• Present work

– 2D AMR simulations

– 3D simulations

– 1D characteristics

• Experimental comparisons
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Astrophysical multiphase flows

Starburst galaxy M82

3
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Astrophysical multiphase flows

Eagle nebula columns

4
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Astrophysical multiphase flows

Photoionized clumps in the Helix nebula
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Experimental multiphase flows

Reshock of Richtmyer-Meshkov fingers, e.g. in cylinder mix experi-

ments.
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Some previous numerical studies

• Isolated clumps

2D Picone & Boris ’88; Cowperthwaite ’89; Klein et al ’94

3D Stone & Norman ’92; Robey et al ’02

• MHD: Mac Low et al ’94

• Small clusters: Jun et al ’96; Steffen et al ’97; Hazak et al ’98;

Poludnenko, Frank & Blackman ’02; Collins et al ’03

• Continuum approximations:

Mass loading Hartquist et al ’86

Phase drag Youngs; Williams & Dyson ’02
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Experimental comparisons

• Shock tube experiments

– Ranger & Nicholls ’69

– Haas & Sturtevant ’87

– Philpott et al ’92

• Laser driven experiments on loaded foam

– With single sphere (Klein et al ’00; Robey et al ’02)

– With plastic threads (Frank et al)

– With dense particles (Foster et al)
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Global dynamics

Simplified 2D model of M82
No clouds Explicit Smoothed
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2D AMR simulations

Using Aqualung (Williams ’99)

• 150 clumps with density 100× ambient, γ = 5/3

• effective resolution up to 1024× 4096

– 60 cells across each clump diameter.

• a = 1 in upstream diffuse gas, Mach 10 or 2 incident shock.

10
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2D AMR simulations – Mach 10

t = 0

t = 0.15

t = 0.3

11
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2D AMR simulations – Mach 2

t = 0.5

t = 1.0

t = 1.5

12
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Structure of leading shock in 2D

Velocity vector and density for 2D flow, Mach 10 shock.

Velocity field highly turbulent, flow nozzles between clumps, com-

paction at various angles.
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3D simulations

Using Turmoil3D (Youngs): mass fraction (upper), density (lower):-

t = 0.25

t = 0.5
Mass fraction > 0.5 isosurface at t = 0.5:-

Clump gas is well mixed at this level, surfaces are strongly structured.

14
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3D simulations – II

Column density in 3D simulation – leading shock is closer to plane,

initial cloud crushing is more directed.

15
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1D characteristics – Mach 10, 2D

Velocity: clump and diffuse gas, t = 0.1, ...,0.5:-

• Leading diffuse shock weaker, broadened (but still supersonic)

• Clumps catch up. Peaks in early scatter are gaps in clump distri-

bution.

16
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1D characteristics – Mach 2, 2D

Velocity: clump and diffuse gas, t = 1, ...,4:-

• Leading shock spreads fully

• Precursor wave escapes

17
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1D characteristics – Mach 10, 2D

Density RMS:-

Significant density structure remains well after shock passage.

18
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1D characteristics – Mach 10, 3D

Velocity: clump and diffuse gas, t = 0.4,0.5,0.6:-

• Leading shock in diffuse gas weaker, still sharp

• Clumps catch up in similar distance, with less scatter

19
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Multiphase flow model

Compare particulate model (adapted from Youngs 1994), with

• Drag

• Added mass terms

• Inter-phase pressure relaxation

• Particle break up

– heat exchange, surface tension/strength and viscosity effects are

neglected here.

20
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Developing the multiphase model – I

t = 0.1

t = 0.15

t = 0.2

t = 0.3

t = 0.45

21
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Developing the multiphase model – II

Break up speed from ram pressure balance not sound speed (cf.

Poludnenko et al)

Parameters defined using numerical and experimental results.

Gives vrel ∝ (1− t/tshred)α; tshred and α combine break-up and drag.

Compare centre of mass motion for single shocked clump.
Mach 10 Mach 2

22
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Multiphase flow model results

Mach 10 Mach 2

Velocities of clump and diffuse gas.

Initial particle size reduced to allow for initial anisotropic contraction.

Diffuse overshoot similar to Mach 10 3D results.

23
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Conclusions

• Multiphase structure is common in astrophysics

• Broadens impinging shocks, drives diffuse flows to ∼ Mach 1

• Turbulence driven by shock-surface interactions and shock colli-

sions

• Partial mixing occurs, but significant structure remains

• ...so may retain structure with detailed physics (e.g. cooling)

• Experimental comparisons are being developed.

24
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3D modelling of cylindrical implosion experiments  
R.J.R. Williams, D.L. Youngs & K.W. Parker  
AWE plc,  
Aldermaston, UK  
robin.williams@awe.co.uk  
http://www.awe.co.uk/  
AWE has been involved in a series of experimental campaigns to study shock-induced mixing in a 
convergent geometry. We have studied the flows in these simulations using a three-dimensional 
hydrodynamic code, Turmoil3D. In this paper, we compare these adiabatic results with more physically 
detailed two-dimensional simulations and the results of turbulence models, as well with experimental 
results. We also consider geometries which may be of interest for future experimental work.  
© British Crown Copyright 2004/MOD  
Published with the permission of the controller of Her Britannic Majesty�s Stationery Office  
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3D modelling of cylindrical implosion experiments

R. J. R. Williams, D. L. Youngs & K.W. Parker

AWE plc,
Aldermaston, UK
robin.williams@awe.co.uk
http://www.awe.co.uk/

AWE has been involved in a series of experimental campaigns to study shock-induced mixing in
a convergent geometry. We have studied the flows in these simulations using a three-dimensional
hydrodynamic code, Turmoil3D. In this paper, we compare these adiabatic results with experi-
mental results.

© British Crown Copyright 2004/MOD

Published with the permission of the controller of Her Britannic Majesty’s Stationery Office

Introduction

Laser driven implosions of cylindrical targets offer an opportunity to study the growth of Richtmyer-
Meshkov and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities in a convergent geometry, where the developing flow
can be directly measured by axial radiography.

AWE and LANL have been involved in a collaborative experimental programme on the OMEGA
laser to study cylindrical implosions, with a range of target geometries. Here, we present results
of three dimensional simulations based on two experimental geometries. These targets allow us to
study the growth of nonlinear perturbations.

Simulations were done in two and three dimensions, using the Turmoil3D code (Youngs 1982).
This code treats the flow of perfect gases, with a adiabatic constant that has a different value in
each of two components. While the physics of these simulations is very simplified, comparisons
with the results of more physically detailed codes in two dimensions gives us the confidence to
use Turmoil3D to investigate three dimensional aspects of the development of turbulence in these
experiments.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental configuration.
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Specified roughness target

We present simulations of a target in which the outer surface of the metal marker layer has a peri-
odic screw-thread milling with superposed random variations. The results are for two dimensional
and three dimensional simulations of these experiments. We have set the power spectrum of the
fluctuations on lines across the surface to be the same in both simulations, matched to the profile
measured in one experimental target.

The initial surface perturbation in 3D looks more regular than in the 2D case, as the high wavenum-
ber modes have been averaged around the circumference. The two dimensional results have signif-
icant azimuthal structure as a result of the nonlinear growth of the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability
(Figure 2).

When projected on the(r,z) plame, the 3D simulation shows material streaming away from the
marker layer apparently almost uniformly mixed, except for a rather weak periodic modulation,
which is close to radial (Figure 3).

For an single section through the midplane inφ , however, the density structure retains a higher
contrast, and the influence of the random perturbation in generating asymmetric streamers is clear
(Figure 4).

The mean density of the marker layer material in the axial direction is similar in 2D and 3D,
Figure 5, although the 3D profile is significantly smoother and somewhat more peaked at the inner
radii at late times. The total column density remains smooth even in a two-dimensional projection
similar to the axial radiographs used to diagnose the experiment, Figure 6.
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Figure 2: The dynamics of a 2D simulation using Turmoil3D. The plots are of the logarithm of the
gas density shown every 1ns. The initial profile of the experimental package is shown in the first
frame, with different colours corresponding to different densities the inner radius of the marker
layer is 430µm.
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Figure 3: Mean density of the 3D simulation in the(r,z) plane.
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Figure 4: Density of the 3D simulation in the(r,z) plane, at the midplane inφ .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Mean line-of-sight density for marker layer material in (a) 2D and (b) 3D simulations.
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Figure 6: Numerical axial radiograph of the 3D simulation. The flow appears smooth when aver-
aged in this way. The reshock can be seen propagating out towards the mixing region in the later
frames.
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Belly band defect

In recent experimental work, the dynamics of imploding cylinders with discrete features has been
studied. We have modelled one of these using Turmoil3D, the so-called ‘Belly Band defect’ in
which a region close to the equator of the marker cylinder was substantially thinned. In order to
approximate the drive conditions in this case, we found it necessary to include an approximate
treatment of the blow-off region. In order to do this, we applied the pressure drive at the outer-
most cell above a threshold density chosen so that the overall dynamics of the 2D full-physics
simulations were fit adequately.

We present the results of a two- and three-dimensional simulations. In the two dimensional sim-
ulation, all surfaces were smooth, while in the three dimensional simulation we have roughened
the outer surface of the main cylinder to test how robust the overall dynamics are to this type of
perturbation.

In each case the narrowed region of the marker layer moves ahead of the main layer, as found in
the experiment. Figure 13 demonstrates this particularly clearly. Jets of material are seen to move
out from the inner edge of the thick plate at a speed comparable to the thinned plate (Figure 8).

There is no evidence for these jets in the axial density, either experimentally or numerically, as
these are relatively low-contrast features in a plane orthogonal to the viewing angle. Experiments
with longitudinal defects have also not shown these jets clearly. However, when the density of
the flow is integrated in the azimuthal direction, the jets are seen to be reasonably robust to the
influence of the perturbations in the thick region of the marker layer.

In fact, the jet appears to result from the interaction of the shocks which escape into the central
foam region the main marker layer and, somewhat earlier, from the thinned region. Where these
leading shocks collide, a Mach stem appears. Shear lines appear at the shock intersections, as in
complex Mach reflection. These shear lines meet at the surface of the marker layer, and turn to
form a jet, also as in complex Mach reflection.
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Figure 7: Axial radiograph of the imploded package, and azimuthally averaged absorption profile.
(Thanks to S. Rothman and the experimental team.)
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Figure 8: The dynamics of a 2D simulation using Turmoil3D. The plots are of the logarithm of
the gas density shown every 1ns. Note the jet feature escaping at the left-hand edge of the thicker
region of the marker layer.
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Figure 9: Numerical axial radiograph of the 2D simulation. A shell of high density material is
seen inside the main shell, produced by the increased speed of the marker layer material in the
thinned region.
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Figure 10: Mean density of the 3D simulation in the(r,z) plane. The overall form of the flow is
similar to than in Figure 8, although the inner edge of the main marker layer appears considerably
more diffuse. The size of the jet at the side is little changed from the unperturbed case.
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Figure 11: Density of the 3D simulation in a particular(r,z) plane. It is clear that the diffuse
region at the front surface of the main marker layer in Figure 10 results from Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability, which has broken the layer up by the latest frames.
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Figure 12: Perspective view of the 3D simulation, including an isosurface showing the region
containing marker layer material.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13: Mean line-of-sight density of marker layer material for (a) 2D and (b) 3D simulations.
The inner shell of high density material, which results from the more rapid motion of the thinned
region of the cylinder, is offset from the main band, as seen in the experimental results. The
roughening of the surface in the 3D simulations broadens the main marker layer, and makes the
inner surface less sharp at late times.
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Mixing in thick-walled and pulse-shaped directly driven ICF 
capsule implosions.  
D.C. Wilson1, F.J. Marshall2, P.W. McKenty2, V.Yu. Glebov2, C. Stoeckl2, C.K. Li3, 
F.H. Séguin3, D.G. Hicks3, R.D. Petrasso3, C.W. Cranfill1, G.D. Pollak1 & W.J. Powers1  
1. Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Los Alamos, New Mexico, USA 
dcw@lanl.gov  

2. Laboratory for Laser Energetics, 
U. of Rochester, USA 

3. Plasma Science and Fusion Center,  
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA 

The mult-fluid interpenetration mix model of Scannapieco and Cheng (Phys. Lett A, 2002) has been 
applied to X-ray driven inertial confinement fusion capsules (ICF) (Wilson et al., Phys. Plamas, 2003), to 
double shell ICF capsules (Wilson et al. 2004a), and to directly driven capsules with a 20 µm wall 
thickness using a 1ns square laser pulse with both symmetric (Wilson et al., 2004b) and asymmetric 
illumination (Christensen et al., 2004). In general it was found that using atomic mixing the single mixing 
parameter could fit almost all the data with a value of 0.05 ±0.02.    In this paper the model is tested 
against data from a wider range of directly driven capsules with wall thicknesses up to 40 µm, and with 
square, moderate (PS26) and extreme (low adiabat) pulse shapes (Marshall et al., 2000a,b, 2004).  In 
addition to yield, burn temperature, and burn history, model simulations are post-processed to compare 
with X-ray image profiles, secondary neutron yields, and shell rho-r measurements.  
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Mixing in thick-walled and pulse-shaped directly driven 
ICF capsule implosions. 

D. C. Wilson1, F. J. Marshall2, P. W. McKenty2, V. Yu. Glebov2,  C. Stoeckl2, C. W. 
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LA-UR-04-5273-2 MIT

Mixing in thick-walled and pulse-shaped directly driven 
ICF capsule implosions

The mult-fluid interpenetration mix model of Scannapieco and Cheng 
(Phys. Lett A, 2002) has been applied to X-ray driven inertial 
confinement fusion capsules (ICF) (Wilson et al., Phys. Plamas, 
2003), to double shell ICF capsules (Wilson et al. 2004a), and to 
directly driven capsules with a 20 µm wall thickness using a 1ns 
square laser pulse with both symmetric (Wilson et al., 2004b) and 
asymmetric illumination (Christensen et al., 2004). In general it was 
found that using atomic mixing the single mixing parameter could fit 
almost all the data with a value of 0.05 ±0.02.    In this paper the 
model is tested against data from a wider range of directly driven 
capsules with wall thicknesses up to 32 µm, and with square, low 
adiabat pulse shapes (Marshall et al., 2000a,b, 2004).  Comparison 
with measured and simulated burn histories shows mixing 
increases with time, as shown by the model. Yields with capsule 
with up to 30µm thick walls are well matched by α ~0.07-0.09.  
Implosions with the low adiabat pulse shape are ~3x more degraded 
than the model calculates.  However measured burn temperatures 
are higher than calculated even without mixing, suggesting a better 
unmixed calculation is needed. 

Abstract
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LA-UR-04-5273-3 MIT

Our mix model introduces a collision frequency ν between two 
interpenetrating species with only one adjustable parameter 

• Hydrodynamic equations for each interpenetrating component  are modified by 
including a collisional drag frequency νij between pairs of components. 
(Scannapieco and Cheng, Phys. Lett. A, 299, 49, 2002).

where 
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α is an experimentally determined constant, 
represents the compressed thickness of the mix layer. 
and  Λ is the collision length from S.I.Braginski, 1965 and L. Spitzer, 1962. 
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LA-UR-04-5273-4 MIT

The Scannapieco and Cheng mix model has been 
applied to both directly laser driven and radiation driven 
ICF capsules of both single and double shell designs.

• α~0.03-0.05 explained the decrease of yield compared to clean (YOC) with 
increased convergence ratio of X-radiation driven capsules. (Wilson et al., Phys. 
Plasmas, 10, 4427, 2003).

• α~0.03-0.05 explained the decrease of yield compared to clean (YOC), burn 
history, atomic mix in directly laser driven capsules with 20µm walls and a 1ns 
square laser pulse. (Wilson et al., Phys. Plasmas, 11, 2723, 2004) 

• Yields of thin X-radiation driven double shell capsules are matched by α~0.05, but 
thicker radiation and laser driven capsules are more degraded. (Wilson et al., IFSA 
2003)

• When L=2 asymmetry was intentionally added to implosions, α ~ 0.07 modeled 
both the symmetric and asymmetric (Christensen et al., Phys. Plasmas, 2004, 11, 
2771 (2004).

• This talk will focus on results from both thick walled and pulse shaped directly laser 
driven implosions. 

• In the next talk G. Kyrala will discuss experiments to measure the time 
dependence of mix.
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LA-UR-04-5273-5 MIT

The mix model (with  α ~ 0.05) shows the general decrease of 
YOC with convergence for radiation driven capsules.  
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Convergence Ratio

YOC ≡ Yield (Measured or 
calculated) divided by 
unmixed (clean) Yield.
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LA-UR-04-5273-6 MIT

Radiation Hydrodynamic calculations simulate directly 
driven capsule implosions. 

• Wall thickness varied from 18 to 33 
µm and gas fills were 3,7,15 and 20 
atm DD.

• Radii were not identical but were 
varied to match specific capsules. 

• All “1ns square” implosions used 
the same laser pulse history.

• Time histories specific to each 
shot were used for the alpha 501 
pulse. 

• Although simulations are 1D, non-
radial laser rays mock up the 
experimental beam spots

• An electron conduction flux limiter 
of 0.055 was used to model all 
implosions.

• Experimental data published in 
LLE Review, Vol 93, 2003.
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LA-UR-04-5273-7 MIT

Capsule yield compared to unmixed decreases as the 
gas fill pressure is reduced. 
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LA-UR-04-5273-8 MIT

For 15 atm DD fill, the yield degradation is matched by 
α ~0.05- 0.07.
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LA-UR-04-5273-9 MIT

For 20 atm fill the yield is matched by α ~0.07-0.09
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LA-UR-04-5273-10 MIT

As the capsule was is thickened an early “shock 
compression” peak is revealed in the measured burn history. 

27 micron wall , 20 atm DD
24 micron wall , 15 atm DD

• The Neutron Temporal Diagnostic (NTD) is simulated by post-processing neutron 
transport through a 1mm thick plastic scintillator 2.0 cm from the capsule. 
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LA-UR-04-5273-11 MIT

Simulation of the measured burn history from a thick 
walled plastic capsule shows little mix degradation of 
the early yield and strong degradation later.

• The Neutron Temporal Diagnostic (NTD) is simulated by post-processing neutron 
transport through a 1mm thick plastic scintillator 2.0 cm from the capsule. 

•The “first shock yield” is generated before 
the first shock reflected off the center 
reaches the shell at about 2ns. It should 
be little affected by mix.

•The compression yield is generated as 
the shell compresses the fuel to higher 
temperature. The shell/fuel interface is 
Rayleigh-Taylor unstable and  mixing 
should grow with time, progressively 
reducing the yield rate.

•The relatively thick 26 µm wall CH 
capsule enhances the first shock yield 
compared to the compression yield. 
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LA-UR-04-5273-12 MIT

LLE experiments (Li et al. PRL 2002 and Radha, Phys. 
Plasmas 2002) reported data to test atomic mix

• The D-3He proton can only be produced by atomic mix.  Distorted but 
separate CD and 3He regions would not produce the protons. 

• Both the D-3He proton and the D-D neutrons are observed for 4, 9, 15, 
and 20 atm.
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LA-UR-04-5273-13 MIT

Modeling the D-D neutron and D-3He proton yields are 
consistent with 50-100% atomic mix. 

• In a simple interpretation, over-predicting the D-3He proton yield 
by a factor of 2 means the mixture is only 50% atomic mixed. 
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LA-UR-04-5273-14 MIT

The 1ns long foot of the alpha 501 pulse (red) places the 
capsule on a lower adiabat that the “1ns square” pulse (blue).
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LA-UR-04-5273-15 MIT

Implosions with the alpha 501 pulse are ~3 times more 
degraded than expected from the mix model. 

• The alpha 501 implosions also seem to require a lower flux limiter (more 
energy) to model the implosion time (as noted by Delettrez (LLNL)). 

• Experimental data published in LLE Review, Vol 93, 18,2003.
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LA-UR-04-5273-16 MIT

The calculated and observed burn temperatures disagree, 
suggesting a better clean calculation is needed
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LA-UR-04-5273-17 MIT

The Scannapieco and Cheng model matches much, but not all of 
the degradation of thick walled directly driven ICF implosions. 

• The model shows the substantial degradation in yield with fill 
pressure.

• For 15 atm DD fill, the yield degradation is matched by 
α ~0.05- 0.07, for 20 atm fill α ~0.07- 0.09

• The burn histories from thick walled plastic capsules show little 
mix degradation of the early yield and strong degradation later.

• Modeling the D-D neutron and D-3He proton yields are consistent 
with 50-100% atomic mix.

• The calculated and observed burn temperatures disagree, 
suggesting a better clean calculation is needed.

• At this time the Scannapieco and Cheng model does only a fair job 
at modeling mix in thick walled capsules.  It may need to be 
changed, better clean calculations need to be done, and other 
degradation mechanisms need to be included.
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Poster 2 Wouchuk & Lopez Cavada. 

� 121 �  

Spontaneous acoustic emission in a non ideal gas in the presence 
of a piston 
J.G. Wouchuk & J. Lopez Cavada 
E.T.S.I.Industriales, University of Castilla La Mancha, 
Campus Universitario s/n 
(13071) Ciudad Real 
Spain 
gwouchuk@ind-cr.uclm.es  

An analytic model to study the perturbation evolution in the space between a corrugated shock and the 
piston surface is presented. The exact Laplace transform of the pressure perturbations is derived for an 
arbitrary equation of state and its limits of validity are discussed. The conditions for stable oscillation 
patterns are obtained by looking at the poles of the Laplace transform. The D'yakov-Kontorovich (DK) 
criterion for the spontaneous acoustic emission of a corrugated shock wave is generalized. It is seen that 
besides the standard DK mode of oscillation, the shock surface can exhibit an additional set of discrete 
frequencies. The additional eigenmodes are excited when the shock is launched at t = 0+, due to the 
piston that reflects normal waves toward the shock.  The first eigenmode (the DK mode) is always present, 
assuming that the Hugoniot curve has the correct slope in the V - p plane, whenever the shock shape is 
slightly modified. However, the additional frequencies only appear for sufficiently strong shocks.  The 
total number of eigenmodes is limited in number by the equation of state of the material. Besides, for 
strong enough shocks, the piston pressure perturbations also show characteristic oscillations. The 
predictions of the model are verified for particular cases by studying a van der Waals gas, as in the works 
of J. W. Bates and D. C. Montgomery [Phys. Fluids 11, 462 (1999), Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 1180 (2000)]. 
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Mon4.2 Wouchuk & Nishihara 

� 122 �  

Freeze-out of the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability 
J. G. Wouchuk1 & K. Nishihara2 

1. E.T.S.I.Industriales, University of Castilla La Mancha, 
Campus Universitario s/n 
(13071) Ciudad Real, Spain 
gwouchuk@ind-cr.uclm.es  

2. Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University 
2-6 Yamada-oka, Suita, Osaka, Japan 

It is known that for some values of the initial parameters that define the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability, 
the normal velocity at the contact surface vanishes asymptotically in time. This phenomenon, called 
freeze-out, is studied here with an exact analytic model. The instability freeze-out, already considered by 
previous authors [K. O. Mikaelian, Phys. Fluids 6, 356 (1994), Y. Yang, Q. Zhang, and D. H. Sharp, Phys. 
Fluids 6, 1856 (1994), and A. L. Velikovich, Phys. Fluids 8, 1666 (1996)], is a subtle consequence of the 
interaction between the unstable surface and the corrugated shock fronts. In particular, it is seen that the 
transmitted shock at the contact surface plays a key role in determining the asymptotic behavior of the 
normal velocity at the contact surface. By properly tuning the fluids compressibilities, the density jump 
and the incident shock Mach number, the value of the initial circulation deposited by the reflected and 
trasmitted shocks at the material interface can be adjusted in such a way that the normal growth at the 
contact surface will vanish for large times.  The conditions for this to happen are exactly calculated, by 
expressing the initial density ratio as a function of the other parameters of the problem: fluids 
compressibilities and incident shock Mach number. This is done with the aid of a linear theory model 
developed in a previous work [J. G. Wouchuk, Phys. Rev. E 63, 056303 (2001)]. The evolution of 
different cases (freeze-out and non freeze-out) are studied with some detail. The distance traveled by the 
interface ripple before it stops growing can be also calculated. A comparison with previous works is also 
presented. 
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Thu4.1 Youngs 

� 123 �  

Effect of initial conditions on self-similar turbulent mixing 
David L. Youngs 
AWE  
Aldermaston, UK 
david.youngs@awe.co.uk  
http://www.awe.co.uk/  

Three dimensional simulations of Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) mixing starting with short wavelength random 
perturbations (growth by mode coupling) give values of the quadratic growth rate coefficient, α , much 
less than observed, Dimonte et al (2004). However, if a low level of long wavelength perturbations with a 
1/k3 power spectrum (amplitude ∝ wavelength) is added, higher values of α may be obtained which 
correspond to the experimental values, Youngs (2002). 

For the free shear layer (Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) mixing), Pantano and Sarkar (2002), use broadband 
initial perturbations to match the observed results. This suggests a similarity with the RT case. Simulations 
of the time-evolving shear layer are performed with the same perturbations as used in the RT simulations 
and this confirms that the behaviour is similar. It is suggested here that in both cases low-level long 
wavelength perturbations are present in typical experiments and have an effect on the growth rate.  

For both the RT and KH cases the internal structure of the mixing zone (velocity and concentration 
fluctuations) for simulations which match the observed growth rates, is compared with the available data 
measurements and found to be in satisfactory agreement. 

For turbulent Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) mixing, the mix width is usually assumed to have a tp time 
variation, where p is a fractional power. Three dimensional simulations are performed with initial 
perturbation spectra of the form k-m . It is shown that p is not a constant but depends on the exponent m.   

Finally the implications of these results for RANS models, in which coefficients are adjusted to match a 
range of self-similar experiments, are discussed.   

References 
DiMonte, G. et al. 2004 A comparative study of the turbulent Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability using high-resolution 

3D numerical simulations: The Alpha-Group collaboration; to be published in Phys. Fluids.  
Youngs, D.L.  2002 Review of numerical simulation of mixing due to Rayliegh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov 

instability;  Proceedings of the 8th IWPCTM, edited by O. Schilling. 
Pantano, C. & Sarkar, S. 2002 A study of compressibility effects in the high-speed turbulent shear layer using direct 

simulation;  J. Fluid Mech., 451 325-371. 
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EFFECT OF INITIAL CONDITIONS ON SELF-
SIMILAR TURBULENT MIXING

David L Youngs

AWE, Aldermaston, UK

IWPCTM9, Cambridge University, July 19 – 23 2004
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For self-similar turbulent mixing:-

Rayleigh-Taylor mixing:-

                bubble penetration  h1= α A g t2

Kelvin-Helmholtz mixing (time-evolving shear layer):-

                mixing zone width = c Vt

Richtmyer-Meshkov mixing (post shock behaviour):-

               mixing zone width ∝ tp  , where p is a fractional power

If loss of memory of the initial conditions occurs then for a given
density ratio α, c, p should be universal constants.

Is complete loss of memory of initial conditions likely to occur
in actual experiments?  According to the 3D simulations
described in this talk the answer is probably not.
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ENGINEERING MODELS (e.g. bouyancy-drag model, k-ε
model, 2-fluid model)

3D Large Eddy Simulation is impractical for complex
engineering applications. Hence engineering models are
commonly used and these contain “model constants”.

 These models characterise turbulence by a few variables
(turbulence KE, length scale, velocity separation…) - not by a
spectrum. Hence assumptions about self-similar behaviour are
made.

Model constants are usually chosen to match the three simple
cases for self-similar RT, KH and RM mixing. If complete loss
of memory of initial conditions does not occur then the
engineering models are more approximate that previously
assumed.
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3D NUMERICAL  SIMULATIONS

The three simple cases for RT, KH and RM mixing are
calculated using the TURMOIL3D code.

• Simple compressible 3D hydrocode. Perfect gas EoS.
No interface tracking. Calculates mixing of miscible
fluids.

• Lagrangian phase + remap (advection phase)

• 3rd order monotonic van Leer advection

• Semi-Lagrangian option (x-direction mesh moves with
the mean x-velocity).  Used for the RM case.

• MILES technique
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Rayleigh-Taylor Mixing

        ρ1 = 3

 ρ2 = 1

↓          ↓

g           x
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Zoning: 720 x 600 x 600   (720 meshes in the direction of gravity)
Computational region : 1.45H x H x H

Initial sound speed high enough to give near incompressible
mixing.

Initial amplitude perturbations : random combination of Fourier
modes:
        wavelengths:   4 ∆x to 8 ∆x
        amplitude s.d. : 0.04 ∆x

Dominant length scale increases by mode coupling - expect loss of
memory of the initial conditions to occur  ⇒  gt2 growth.
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Isosurfaces for  f1 =0.99

t = 0.4                                         t = 4.0
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Agt2/H

W/H

h1 ~ 3.3 W ⇒  α = 0.027  significantly less than most observed
values

W = ∫ <f1> <f2> dx :  integral mix width

<φ> = average of φ over yz plane

f1,f2 volume fractions

0.0 16.0

0.15
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Self - similar mixing is seen for a large range - increase in
mixing zone width by a factor 5.

However, α ~ 0.03 is significantly less than most observed
values (0.05 - 0.07). Note: α = 0.04 for experiments of
Kucherenko et al. IWPCTM8 for gaseous mixing.

Similar low calculated values of α reported by

The Alpha-Group collaboration. Dimonte, Youngs et al. Physics
of Fluids 2004. Andy Cook, this workshop.

Higher experimental values of α likely to be due to non-ideal
initial conditions. (suppression of fine-scale structure by surface
tension may also have had an effect in experiments with
immiscible fluids)
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ENHANCED SELF-SIMILAR MIXING
Add long wavelength initial perturbations with amplitude ∝ wavelength, as suggested
by Inogamov IWPCTM3 (1991)

In terms of power spectra

Assume 

where λmax is of order of the size of the experimental apparatus.

C is a dimensionless quantity.  If the turbulence length scale remains less than λmax then
the value of λmax  should not affect the results.  Dimensional reasoning then implies:-
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Enhanced growth rate results

0.0                               Agt2/H                 16.0

  0.15

W/H

← ε =0.0  α = 0.027

ε = 0.00025→
α = 0.044

Note: both calculations include the short wavelength
random perturbation.
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Molecular mixing fraction              KE dissipation fraction
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Enhanced rate of self-similar mixing (α = 0.05) is achieved by
adding very low amplitude  long wavelength perturbations
(wavelengths up to ~ 1/2 the size of the experimental domain)

It is suggested that this is the explanation for many of the higher
observed growth rates.

True enhanced self-similar mixing if P(k) ~ 1/k3

For typical surface finishes P(k) ~ 1/k2  - expect a small deviation
from gt2 growth in real problems.

Weak dependence on initial conditions expected.
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KELVIN - HELMHOLTZ MIXING

Free shear layer experiments show linear growth rate but
the growth rate coefficient varies from experiment to
experiment. Is the behaviour analagous to self - similar
RT mixing?
We consider the time-evolving shear layer: -

ρ1 = 1,  v = +0.5   →

ρ2 = 1,  v = -0.5   ←
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Computational Region

Box size  2H x 4H x H (same aspect ratio as used by Pantano
and Sarkar  JFM, 2002)

0 < x < 1.0     600 meshes (mixing direction)

0 < y < 4.0   1200 meshes (shear direction)

0 < z  < 0.5    300 meshes

V/c = (velocity difference) / (sound speed) = 0.2
⇒ near-incompressible mixing.
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INITIAL PERTURBATIONS (GROWTH BY MODE COUPLING)

Single mode surface perturbations:

Initial Amplitude perturbation:

Initial velocity perturbation:

Random perturbation used:

Define random initial amplitude perturbation

4 ∆ x < λ < 8 ∆x     , s.d = 0.08 ∆x

Convert to equivalent initial velocity perturbation and calculate the  vector potential A

Then u = curl A - divergence - free initial velocity field

( ) ( ){ }zkk i  exp ntcosh a zy += y

o     a    o  t at     ,      Vk n 22
y4

12 ====
�

( ) ( ){ }zkk i  exp ntsinh a zy += y
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→ → →

← ← ←

→ → →

← ← ←

t = 0.75

t = 4.0

Volume fraction plots
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D/(D+K)

θ

Vt
θ:   Molecular mixing fraction

D:  KE dissipated

K:   Turbulence KE
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<v>max

<w>max

<u>max

Vt

Peak velocity fluctuation / V

•    •    •  Pantano and Sarkar DNS ( with broadband
initial perturbations)
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  δ

Vt

δ = ×(½V -<v>)(½V+<v>)/V2 dx
momentum thickness.

δ = c V t

Typical experimental value (Pantano and Sarkar):  c = 0.016

This simulation (Vt = 2.0 to 4.0): c = 0.011
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KELVIN-HELMHOLTZ SUMMARY

•  3D simulation of growth by mode coupling shows
growth rate less than typical experimental values (c =
0.011 vs c = 0.016)

•  situation appears to be similar to the RT case

•  higher resolution simulations needed to confirm
that the self-similar state is accurately modelled.

•  plan to perform further 3D simulation with 1/k3

random long wavelength perturbations added and
make a detailed comparison with experimental data(
Pantano and Sarkar :- broadband initial perturbations
needed to match observed growth rates).
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RICHTMYER-MESHKOV MIXING

ρ1=3       ρ2= 1

1D Lagrangian region         3D zoning         1D Lagrangian region

Semi-Lagrangian calculation.

Zoning in 3D region:  720 x 600 x 600 meshes

Chosen to give   ∆x = ∆y = ∆z after shock passage (3D box size =
1.2H x H x H)

First calculation: resolved short wavelength random perturbations
(growth by mode coupling)

λmin= 16 ∆x            λmax=  32 ∆x             s.d = 0.1   λmin

     Shock wave →

pressure ratio = 4
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Volume fraction plots

t = 6.5                                       t = 16.5

Time measured from shock arrival at interface
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SIMPLE MODEL
Simple model for self-similar post-shock mixing zone growth

W = mixing zone width
V = mix velocity

Kinetic energy:

KE dissipation      ~ c K V/W

Then

Solution   W = tp

                     where

Note:  have assumed that width of the fluid mixing zone, KE zone and KE 
dissipation zone are all have the same extent.

( ) 2
214

1  V W ~K +

 V
dt

dW =

( ) 32 cV - V W
dt
d =

c3
2  p +=
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W = C (t - t0)p

p = 0.243

W = ∫ <f1> <f2> dx
( p = 0.25 �0.05 -
experiments of Dimonte and
Schneider, PoF 2000)

W/H         W = integral mix width

t

Solid line is the fit to the data
points (excluding the first two)
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3D isosurfaces      f1=0.01    (low density side)

t = 6.5 t = 16.5

The mixing zone grows very slowly at late time: small
vortex rings escape from the main mixing zone and carry
away small amounts of the denser fluid.
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RM GROWTH DIRECTLY FROM INITIAL PERTURBATIONS
Initial amplitude power spectrum

For wavelength,        well inside the                 range

Amplitude

Mixing velocity corresponding to wavelength λ

  .A.∆          ∆U = velocity jump  Assumes linear theory valid.

Hence time scale for structure of size λ to appear

⇒ Mixing zone width

(Equivalent result derived by Inogamov, Astrophysics and Space Reviews, Vol 10, part 2,1999)

( )   
otherwise
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P(k) = C ks             ⇒ p = 2 / (s+5)

For growth from initial short wavelength perturbations

p ~ 0.24

Implies that if      2 / (s+5) > 0.24    i.e.   s < 3.3      the
exponent p will be determined by the initial conditions.

If s = -3 (as in enhanced self - similar RT simulation) expect
p=1 ⇒ linear growth (fluid mixing zone smaller than region of
velocity fluctuations)

Second simulation performed with

P(k) = C /k2        (s = -2)

λmin= 16 ∆x            λmax=  H / 3             s.d = 0.1   λmin (as before)
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W/H

t

W = C (t - t0)p

p = 0.48
(p=2/3 if linear theory valid for
shock/surface interaction - further
investigation required)
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CONCLUDING  REMARKS

•  For both  RT and KH mixing, 3D simulation of mixing growth by
mode coupling gives slower growth than in typical experiments.
Suggests that experimental growth rates are enhanced by low levels
of long wavelength initial perturbations.

•  RM case:  exponent p is likely to depend on initial conditions. A
low value p ~ 0.24 might be applicable for a shock interacting with
a pre-formed turbulent mixing zone (narrow band - large amplitude
perturbations). A higher value of p is expected for a shock
interacting with an undisturbed rough surface.

•  Engineering models: model constants not universal - should be
chosen to fit experiments (or 3D simulations) with typical initial
perturbations. Expect a weak dependence of model constants on
initial conditions (see talk by Guy Dimonte at this workshop)
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Self-similarity of flows induced by instabilities 
Ye Zhou1 & Timothy Clark2 
DNT/AX Division 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
Zhou3@llnl.gov  

Los Alamos National Laboratory 
ttc@lanl.gov  

Flows induced by instabilities are found in many engineering and astrophysical circumstances. 
Specifically, the instabilities induced by acceleration and shear (Rayleigh-Taylor, Richtmyer-Meshkov, 
and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities) have attracted much attention. While the initial linear, nonlinear, and 
transient processes are complicated, it is widely suspected that at late time the flow will relax toward a 
self-similar statistical state where the dominant length scale, i.e., the mixing-layer width, is growing as an 
algebraic function in time. For the Richtmyer-Meshkov mixing layer, analogies with weakly anisotropic 
turbulence suggest that both the bubble-side and spike-side widths of the mixing layer should evolve as 
power-law in time, with the same power-law exponent and virtual time origin for both sides. The analogy 
also bounds the power-law exponent between 2/7 and 1/2. The implication of full self-similarity of the 
Rayleigh-Taylor mixing layer and the Kelvin-Helmholtz shear layer are examined using a simplified 
group-theoretic analysis. The constraints on the behavior and evolution of these layers imposed by 
rigorous self-similarity are identified, and equations are constructed for the growth rate of these layers 
based on a total energy balance. This analysis does not prove that such flows will become self-similar. 
Rather, the analysis demonstrates the behaviors that would arise if these flows were to become fully self-
similar. 

 

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the University of 
California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. 

UCRL-ABS-201829 
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Poster 1 Zmitrenko et al. 
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General characteristics of a mixing zone development in a direct 
simulations of hydrodynamics instabilities with a random phase 
regular multimode perturbations 
Nikolai Zmitrenko1, Vladimir Tishkin1, Vladislav Rozanov2, Roman Stepanov2, Mikhail 
Anuchin3 & Yury Yanilkin4  
1. Institute of Mathematical Modelling of RAS, 
Moscow, Russia 
zmitrenko@imamod.ru  

2. P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute of RAS, 
Moscow, Russia 
rozanov@sci.lebedev.ru  

3. Russian Federal Nuclear Center � All-Russia Scientific Research Institute of Technical Physics, 
Snezhinsk, Russia 
m.g.anuchin@vniitf.ru  

4. Russian Federal Nuclear Center � All-Russia Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics, 
Sarov, Russia 
yan@md08.vniief.ru  

On the base of wide series of numerical simulations, fulfilled in the frame of ISTC project #1481, the 
detailed studies of mixing zone properties carried out. The general characteristics, such as a zone width, 
turbulent kinetic energy and mass of a heavy liquid in a zone, corresponding momentum and vorticity and 
so on, are analyzed. The simple relations between them are established. A particular attention is given to 
investigation of a dependence of such the characteristics on a random phase set in an initial perturbation. 
Such the analysis gives a base to develop a wavelet approach to predict zone width growth for the 
different situations. 
The research is supported by ISTC, Project #1481. 
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